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PREFACE 
This document is one of a ser ies  of publications developed by the 
Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute for  use as oxygen system 
design and operation guidelines. 
survey of oxygen technology dealing with cleaning requirements, proce- 
dures, and verification techniques. It documents the different levels of 
hardware cleanliness requirements as functions of the particular oxygen 
service application, the cleaning methods used to attain the required 
degree of cleanliness, and the verification techniques presently prac- 
ticed to establish that the cleanliness level required has been attained. 
No attempt is made to select recommended cleaning procedures since 
a basis  for  such selection is not now available. 
This report  includes an appendix which presents abstracts  of the 
cleaning methods reviewed for this survey. Furthermore, a micro- 
fiche supplement of references is attached inside the back cover to 
make pertinent pages of listed references readily available to the reader,  
Some references a r e  included in their entirety, while only selected pages 
o r  sections of others a r e  reproduced. The location of each reference 
in the supplement is noted in  the list of references. 
The following representative at  the NASA centers  participated in 
the cri t ical  review of the text: Haggai Cohen and Thomas Kerr  of NASA 
Headquarters; Melvin G. Olsen of Kennedy Space Center; Leslie W. 
Ball and personnel of the Science and Engineering Directorate of Mar- 
shall Space Flight Center; Bernard I. Sather and Frank E. Belles of 
Lewis Research Center; G. Hennings and J. W. Gibb of Plum Brook 
Station; and specialists in  the Quality Assurance Office and the Engi- 
neering and Development Directorate of Manned Space Center. 
The material  presented herein is a 
I. Irving Pinkel, Director 
Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute 
National Aeronautics and Space Admini stration 
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V 
I NT R 0 DU CT I ON 
Cleanliness requirements for mechanical systems have been undergoing a continuous 
evolution. With the advent of the airplane hydraulic and pneumatic systems and their as- 
sociated close tolerances, special requirements had to be instituted to prevent malfunc- 
tion or  excessive wear due to particulate matter o r  contaminants. When man prepared 
to venture into the hostile environment of space more stringent requirements were nec- 
essary.  With the more recent widespread use of oxygen, both in industry and space, 
additional scope had to be added to the cleanliness requirements. Recognition of oxy- 
gen's inherent reactivity characterist ic as well  as the fact that relatively small  quanti- 
t i es  of contaminants could serve as ignition sources and thus cause the burning of other- 
wise satisfactory containment materials led to  these necessary additional requirements. 
During th is  evolution a proliferation of cleanliness requirements has been generated. 
In part, th i s  has occurred because the applications vary in scope from industrial use, 
with the least stringent requirements, to manned space vehicles, with the most demand- 
ing requirements. It has a lso been caused by the fact that the actual degree of cleanli- 
ness  required has a small  scientific base. Thus, many groups in both industry and 
government have generated cleaning specifications by t r ia l  and have verified them by 
operating experience accumulated with particular applications. 
This report displays the oxygen system cleaning specifications drawn from 23 indus- 
trial and government sources, cleaning processes  employed for meeting these specifica- 
tions, and recommended postcleaning inspection procedures for establishing the cleanli- 
ness  achieved. 
It is the purpose of this document to collate and examine areas of agreement and 
difference in the specifications, procedures, and inspection. Also, the lack of clarity 
o r  specificity wil l  be  discussed. This absence of clarity represents  potential safety 
hazards due to misinterpretation. Also, it can result  in exorbitant expenditures of time 
and money in satisfying unnecessary requirements. 
CLEAN LI NE S S R EQ U I R EM E NT S 
The degree of required cleanliness depends on the intended application of the com- 
ponent o r  system and is usually expressed in t e rms  of allowable limits of contaminants. 
A contaminant is defined as any material  which by being present in a system o r  compo- 
nent may cause mechanical malfunction, fire, o r  explosion. The types of most common 
contaminants and their relative s izes  a r e  illustrated in figure 1 (ref. 1). Techniques 
0 If t h i s  solid c i r c le  represents part ic le 10 m ic rons  in diameter, the 
larger c i r c le  represents the cross section of  t he  average h u m a n  
h a i r  (100 microns).  The major problem in contaminat ion control  
is  t h e  tendency of the smal l  particles to group and form larger 
particles. 
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Figure 1. - Approximate sizes of common particles (ref. 1). 
required to detect these contaminants as a function of their size a r e  also indicated. 
Sources of contaminants which are probably the most difficult to predict a r e  the fabrica- 
tion and assembly operations such as grinding, cutting, welding, etc. 
ing wil l  
Effective clean- 
(1) Prevent functional interference with components by particles deposited on moving 
(2) Reduce the likelihood of f i r e  by rubbing friction which might occur if the clear- 
(3) Avoid accumulations of finely divided contaminants which a r e  more easily ignited 
parts, valve seats, and system sensors  and controls 
ance between moving system par t s  fills with contaminants 
in oxygen than the bulk system materials 
The cleanliness requirements can be placed in the following two general categories: 
(1) Aerospace clean - applies to flight systems, components, ground service equip- 
ment for flight systems, environmental chambers, space cabins, and breathing appara- 
tuses. 
(2) Commercial clean - applies to industrial and process systems in which the 
threat, o r  consequences, of failure a r e  low. 
Wherever possible, the specifications, cleaning processes, and verification procedures 
a r e  grouped in this report  according to these cleanliness grades. 
originators of the cleaning requirements seldom classified them according to this 
scheme, but this pattern is discernible in the accumulated cleaning information. 
Unfortunately, the 
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Description of Contam inants 
(liquid or gas) that passed through the system at the end of the cleaning process. The 
from a gaseous to a liquid o r  solid state at system temperature and pressure.  They 
a r e  measured and reported as par t s  per  million by weight of system fluid. In chemical 
use  i t  usually re fers  to 1 microgram per gram. 
(4) Solvent soluble organic residue - usually re fers  to hydrocarbons remaining on a 
surface after cleaning. It is measured in milligrams per  milliliter of r inse solvent and 
reported in milligrams per  square foot of critical surface area. 
(5) Total solids - constitute the sum total of solid material  obtained by filtering and 
evaporating a unit volume of the cleaning solvent. Total solids a r e  reported in units of 
weight per  unit a r e a  of the system o r  component. 
Cleanliness Requirements for Particulate Matter Contaminants 
In the reviewed cleanliness requirements particulate matter is given the greatest  
emphasis. i able variation in the specification for particulate cleanliness. In some cases  acceptable 
particle s izes  and population a r e  small  and carefully defined; in other cases  only the 
, population of the largest acceptable s izes  a r e  specified. The differences a r e  suspected 
to relate to the clearance dimensions of the moving par ts  of the system of concern when 
i the specifications were f i rs t  prepared. Permissible particle s izes  a r e  kept well below 
The cleanliness requirements listed in table I (pp. 63 to 66) show consider- 
I 
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these clearance dimensions. Also, it is desirable to point out that generally the smallest 
particles have the tendency to group and form larger  particles. However, if they do not 
agglomerate and become suspended in the wash fluid, they a r e  most easily washed from 
the system since the smallest particles a r e  more readily maintained suspended in the 
wash fluid. Removal of the smallest  particles from the surface becomes increasingly 
l e s s  effective as particle size decreases  because of their ability to tenaciously adhere to 
the surface. This adherence is further enhanced by the wetting action of the wash fluid 
through the formation of residual film and corresponding surface tension. Any attempt 
to  remove the particle must overcome this surface tension. By placing an upper limit 
on the permissible size and population of the larger particles, one is reasonably assured 
that the population of smaller particles wi l l  not be  troublesome. 
judge the range of permissible particle s izes  remaining in his system after cleaning on 
the basis of the sensitivity of the system components to interference by particles 
(ref,. 23). It might be noted that past experience (described in the proposed Lewis Re- 
search Center design cr i ter ia  monograph on liquid rocket valve assemblies) indicates 
that the particle size should be  restricted to one-eighth of the clearances available. 
Furthermore, a John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) study of cleanliness specification 
(ref. 24, p. 26) states that for a given cleanliness level a standard particle distribution 
can be  calculated per  MIL-STD-1246A to obtain the total particle volume. This calcu- 
lated volume used in conjunction with the available clearance can then be related to the 
allowable particulate contamination level and thus the degree of cleanliness required for 
the system. The pore size of the fi l ters that can be  used to protect these components 
and the ignition hazard posed by cavities in the system where particles may drop out 
of suspension in the process fluid and form dangerous accumulations must also be taken 
into consideration. The particulate specifications given in table I have served success- 
fully for the systems indicated. The designer may use the one which comes closest to 
matching his system. 
Overall cleanliness requirements for manned and unmanned space flight hardware 
systems (tanks, pipes, propulsion units, etc. ) a r e  presented in figure 2. The particle 
cleanliness requirements for manned space flight hardware a r e  inconclusive for particles 
smaller than 175 microns. For  unmanned ballistic flight systems these requirements 
a r e  inconclusive for particles smaller than 300 microns. However, the limits of the 
largest allowable size of contaminants a r e  very specific: 1000 microns for unmanned 
ballistic flight systems, and 2500 microns for systems used in manned space flight ap- 
plications. According to KSC personnel, the largest allowable size of contaminant ac- 
ceptable for  manned space flight applications derived from actual "field tests" at  the 
KSC complexes represents the maximum cleanliness results obtainable in the field d u r -  
ing the 1960 to 1964 time period. 
The designer must 
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Figure 3. - Part iculate matter - c leanl iness requirements for  g r o u n d  
based components and  systems tha t  may interface w i th  f l i gh t  systems. 
Figure 3 shows the particulate cleanliness requirements for systems in the fabrica- 
tion phase or  test  apparatus operations. 
terfaced with space flight hardware or  may be  ground support equipment for space flight 1 hardware. In the latter case the contaminant control is a very significant part  of opera- 
tions because of the extensive reuse of the equipment and the associated hazard of con- 
l taminant accumulation. In comparison to space flight systems cleanliness requirements, 
, the requirements for ground service equipment illustrated in figure 3 allow fewer larger  
s ize  particulate matter contaminants. Reasons for  this a r e  not readily obvious from the 
Some of the systems in fabrication may be in- 
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available literature. A comparison of the KSC-C -123D (ref. 10) cleanliness require- 
ments with the KSC proposed cleanliness requirements (ref. 11) indicates that the clean- 
l iness requirements may be  relaxed somewhat. 
bers ,  space cabins, and breathing oxygen components. The wide spread in allowable 
population of particulate matter is emphasized. 
because more contaminants must be accommodated by the design because man is a 
source of contamination in these cases. Rationale for abrupt changes in permitted size 
of population of particulate matter could not be established from the available literature. 
Figure 4 shows the particulate cleanliness requirements for environmental cham- 
However, t h i s  may be understandable 
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Figure 5. - Part iculate matter - cleanliness requirements as func t i on  of mater ia l  and inspec- 
t ion technique (spec. 075192B GDA-Convair, Dec. 13, 19671. 
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Figure 5 presents particulate cleanliness requirements specified by General 
Dynamics - Convair Division (ref. 19). The outstanding feature of these requirements 
is the classification of cleanliness requirements according to cleanliness verification 
techniques and the nature of the contaminant. The cleanliness requirements a r e  more 
stringent for metallic particles than for nonmetallic regardless of verification techniques 
used. 
Figure 6 is an example of the particulate cleanliness requirements established by 
commercial industry engaged in oxygen production. Three distinct c lasses  of cleaning 
requirements a r e  defined: 
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F igure 6. - Pariculate matter - a i r  products and  chemicals clean- 
I I ness requirements. 
(1) Class  AAA i s  the most demanding c lass  of cleanliness requirements; it i s  ap- 
plicable to equipment o r  apparatus with moving surfaces which contact liquid or  gaseous 
oxygen. In relation to the government and aerospace industry cleanliness requirements, 
this c lass  i s  within the general space flight hardware limits. 
(2) Class  AA i s  the more general cleanliness requirements; it is applicable to shop 
fabricated or purchased equipment where fixed surfaces contact liquid or gaseous pure 
oxygen. 
(3) Class A is the least strigent c lass  of cleanliness requirements; it i s  applicable 
to surfaces which through use wi l l  contact fluids other than pure oxygen, for example, 
liquid air o r  crude oxygen. 
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Clean l iness  Requ i rements  f o r  Fiber Contaminants  
The cleanliness requirements for fiber contaminants a r e  not as extensive as for the 
particulate matter. The information listed in table I clearly indicates that stated re- 
quirements vary from disallowing presence of any fiber contaminants a t  all (White Sands 
Test Facility, see. 49) (ref. 6) to the very explicit requirements exemplified by Plum 
Brook (Lewis Research Center, LeRC) RDL-003 (ref. 3). In this realm of variations the 
following a r e  noteworthy: 
(1) Nine se t s  of cleanliness requirements do not state allowable fiber contaminant 
limits. 
(2) Eight se t s  of cleanliness requirements state one point limits above which fiber 
contaminants cannot be tolerated, namely, no fibers greater  than 2000, 4000, or 6000 
microns in length. 
(3) The KSC (proposed, ref. 11) cleanliness requirements permit the fiber contam- 
inants to be classed and counted as particulate matter contaminant. 
(4) The GDA 0-75192B (ref. 19) cleanliness requirements, consistent with particu- 
late matter contaminant treatment, explicitly differentiate between metallic and non- 
metallic fiber allowable limits. These l imits are also adjusted on the basis of verifica- 
tion techniques used. 
nonmetallic fiber contaminant l imits vary from none greater  than 2000 microns in length 
Metallic fiber contaminants are totally disallowed, while 
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to  none greater  than 6000 microns in length depending on the systems involved. 
allowable fiber length limits a r e  plotted as functions of the allowable population per  
square foot of critical surface area. Maximum allowable limits are indicated by the 
solid lines. Plum Brook (LeRC) cleanliness requirement l imits for fiber type contam- 
inants are the most explicit (ref. 3). These requirements limit fiber contaminant to 
20 f ibers  of 0 to  500 microns in length, three fibers of 501 to 1000 microns in length, 
and one fiber to 1001 to 1875 microns in length. Thus, these specifications leave no 
doubt about the cleanliness level to be  attained. Other requirements illustrated in the 
figure are less explicit. 
The more explicit fiber contaminant requirements are illustrated in figure 7. The 
Clean I iness Requirements for Condensable Hydrocarbons 
Most of the cleanliness requirements do not indicate the condensable hydrocarbon 
type contaminant limits. In the few instances where the allowable contaminant l imits 
are specified they vary from very explicit to extremely vague requirements. For ex- 
ample, from the data presented in table I the statements are as follows: 
(1) Very explicit. 
1 (a) 2 . 0  ppm by weight of tes t  gas (KSC-C-l23D, ref. 10). 
1 (b) 1 .0  ppm by weight of test  gas  (KSC proposed, ref. 11). 
(c) 0 ppm by weight of test  gas  (Plum Brook RDL-003, ref. 3). 1 
(2) Explicit - no fluorescence on the cleaned surface using ultraviolet light (USAF 
T. 0. 42C-1-11, (ref. 12); GDA 0-75192B (ref. 19); QCL 107F Air Products (ref. 4)). 
(3) Vague. 
(a) Low intensity fluorescence on the cleaned surface is acceptable (QCL 105F 
Air Products, ref. 4). 
(b) No fluorescence (QCL 106F Air Products, ref. 4). (However, the specifi- 
cation allows isolated particles of lint on the cleaned surfaces. ) 
Cleanliness Requirements for the Remaining Types of Contaminants 
Cleanliness requirements for solvent soluble organic residue, total solids, and 
other contaminants are either totally not stated o r  specified in the 1 to 5 milligram per  
square foot range of cri t ical  surface area. An exception is the Linde cleanliness re- 
quirement (ref. 8). It specifically l imits nonvolatile residue to 500 mill igrams per  
'A sample of purge gas used to d ry  the system as par t  of the cleaning procedure. 
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square foot of critical surface a rea  and solvent soluble organic residue to 10 mill igrams 
per  square foot of cri t ical  surface area.  
cussed in the VERIFICATION O F  CLEANLINESS section. ) 
istic cleanliness level and the specified cleanliness level is not defined in any of the r e -  
quirements reviewed. There i s  no record in the documents reviewed of the basis for 
the selection of the cleanliness requirements generated by the separate groups within 
government and industry. 
(The techniques used for measuring a r e  dis- 
For all the previously described contaminant limits the relation between the real- 
CLEANING PROCEDURES 
Twenty-three cleaning procedures have been reviewed (refs.  2 to 22 and 25) to com- 
pare  their approach to cleaning problems and highlight similarities or differences. 
complete set  of summaries of the procedures i s  given in the appendix and a complete set 
of detailed procedures i s  included in the attached microfiche supplement. 
eral comments can be made regarding these cleaning procedures: 
(1) All cleaning procedures except USAF T.O. 42C-1-11 (ref.  12) a r e  written as 
guidelines and not as explicit specifications. 
(2) Cleaning procedures vary according to  the cleanliness requirements, the system 
components being cleaning, and the system materials. 
(3)  Cleaning procedures may be  classified as aerospace clean o r  commercial clean. 
(4) Cleaning procedures a r e  most involved and costly for aerospace clean and least  
A precautionary remark  regarding cleaning agents and equipment used in these pro- 
The toxicity of the cleaning solvents and the bodily 
A 
Several gen- 
involved and costly for commercial clean. 
cedures i s  appropriate a t  this point. 
harm associated with ultrasonically activated equipment or  solutions present personnel 
health hazards which require protective measures. 
There are five distinct steps that may b e  repeated several  t imes in a given cleaning 
procedure. These steps a r e  listed in table I1 (p. 66) with the associated information re- 
garding cleaning agents, mechanical methods used with each step, and the purpose of 
each step. The particular sequence o r  number of these s teps  in a given procedure is a 
direct  function of the cleanliness requirements and intended application or prior cleaning 
history of the item being cleaned. 
functions of materials of the components or systems being cleaned. In some instances 
cleaning procedures a r e  specified according to the material  used in the construction of 
the component, whereas in other instances the procedures are specified according to the 
components. The latter approach i s  most often used where two or  more dissimilar ma-  
The chemicals, cleaning agents, and mechanical aides used from table TI vary as 
l o  
terials (such as a metal  and a nonmetal) or two different metals are used in fabricating 
the component. 
For example, a highly acidic or  alkaline cleaning agent may be suitable for one metal  
but not for the other, whereas some organic solvents may cause nonmetallic mater ia ls  
to swell and possi:)i\l degrade the physical o r  chemical properties due to solvent absorp- 
tion or  leaching action. Table 111 (ref. 26, pp. 68 to  71) i l lustrates some of the effects 
the common cleaning agents have on system materials. When all par t s  of a system can- 
not tolerate the same cleaning agent, they are cleaned separately before assembly. 
sequent assembly under clean conditions (clean room, etc. ) avoids the need for further 
cleaning with strong agents. 
An example of the cleaning procedures specified according to material  as given in 
the appendix is presented in tables IV and V. Table IV (pp. 7 2  and 73) presents proce- 
dures  for components made from various steel  alloys, while table V (pp. 74 and 75) pre- 
sents  procedures for  aluminum and i t s  alloys. 
plex (i. e . ,  numerous repetitions of basic steps) to very simple. 
metals  to be cleaned affects the choice of cleaning agents, their concentrations, and 
metal  exposure t imes and temperature ranges a t  which exposure to cleaning chemicals i s  
made. This is evident, for example, by an examination of step 10 in table IV and step 8 
in table V. For the steel  alloys (step 10, table IV), cleaning agent formulation contains 
a quantity of phosphoric acid (exposure t imes range from 15 to 20 min) at temperatures 
between 80' and 175' F. For the aluminum and i t s  alloys (step 8, table V), the cleaning 
formulation is mildly alkaline and exposure t imes are 30 to 120 minutes a t  80' to 95' F 
o r  as short as 1 to 3 minutes a t  140' to 180' F. Comparing the aforementioned individ- 
u a l  cleaning steps for  the given material, one becomes aware of the variations in clean- 
ing agent concentrations, temperatures, and exposure t imes from one procedure to  an- 
other. 
these differences cannot be  established. 
ments previously established. 
c lasses  as the cleanliness requirements. The following a r e  some examples: 
(1) Aerospace clean. 
manding cleanliness requirements to ensure system reliability and safety. Cleaning 
procedures in this category can be further grouped into four distinct groups: 
Preparation for such flights involves the greatest  
Not all cleaning agents can be used with such combinations of materials. 
Sub- 
The procedures range from highly com- 
The difference in 
On the basis of the documents available a t  this time, technical justification for  
The information presented in tables IV and V must mi r ro r  the cleanliness require- 
Thus, the cleaning procedures fall into the same general 
This category of cleaning procedures must meet the most de- 
(a) Manned space flight. 
number of cleaning steps and related inspections to meet the most stringent cleanli- 
ness  requirements for both space flight hardware and ground support equipment. 
simplified somewhat by using fewer repetitive steps and inspections. 
(b) Short duration space flight. For these flights the cleaning procedures a r e  
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(c) Environmental chambers. These chambers could be  environmental simu- 
lators on the ground or  spacecraft cabins. A new factor,  the human body, be- 
comes an additional source of contamination. It is a living source of contamination 
which cannot be eliminated by cleaning. Therefore, the problems it  presents must 
be accommodated by a very careful choice of materials, detailed design considera- 
tions, and corresponding operating procedures. The floors and walls, where feasi- 
ble, are thoroughly scrubbed to remove visible soils (ref. 26). People a r e  required 
to wear lintless protective clothing, booties, and head gear in the environmental 
chambers and the spacecraft prior to launch. This protective equipment i s  cleaned 
to oxygen service requirements. 
(d) Research test  apparatus. Relatively simple procedures are used if the ap- 
paratus is small  and the consequences of f i re  or  system failure a r e  limited to  tol- 
erable levels. 
(2) Commercial clean. This cleaning category generally involves the simplest 
cleaning procedures since the consequences of failure are designed to be small in 
ground-base commercial equipment built to large safety factors. 
processors  do achieve aerospace clean conditions when required. 
Commercial oxygen 
Cleaning is expensive. Cleaning requirements which a r e  more  exacting than the 
r i sk  involved in system failure would justify a r e  not cost effective. 
chieved 
VERFICATION OF CLEANLINESS 
The verification methods for determining the cleanliness r e  reviewed in 
references 2 to 22 and 25. A l ist  of the more common verification tests a r e  presented 
in table VI (pp. 76 to  78) along with a general description of the procedures used in each 
test, the resul ts  that should be  expected, and the limitations of the tes t  method. Verifi- 
cation of cleanliness usually involves a sequence of tests; these tes ts  a r e  presented sep- 
arately in table VI. The types and sequence of verification methods to be used a r e  
usually specified along with the cleanliness requirements by the originating agency. 
The tes ts  described in the table a r e  of two categories: 
(1) Direct determination. The verification techniques a r e  based on direct determin- 
ation of the cleanliness condition of the critical surface: 
(a) pH paper - to determine the acidity or alkalinity of the surface 
(b) Wipe - to  detect particulate matter 
(c) Visual 
(i) Ultraviolet light o r  black light - to detect hydrocarbons bv means of 
fluorescence 
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(ii) Water break - to determine the presence of contaminant film by the 
water's inability to wet the surface 
(iii) Flood light - to detect particulates 
These are all qualitative in nature and a r e  effective only in situations where the critical 
surface areas a r e  easily accessible to sight o r  touch. 
(2) Indirect determination. The verification techniques a r e  based on the analysis of 
a sample of the final r inse fluid (gas or  liquid) to indirectly determine the cleanliness 
condition of the cri t ical  surface. The test  methods in this category a r e  the following: 
(a) Gas blowdown - to determine by filtering and counting the particulate con- 
(b) Solvent flush - to determine by filtering and counting the particulate con- 
(c) Solvent soluble organic residue - to detect and determine organic contami- 
(d) Condensable hydrocarbons - to determine presence and quantity of hydro- 
(e) Nonvolatile residue - to determine the quantity of solid matter contaminants 
Sampling and analysis of the final r inse fluid using the aforementioned tes t s  consti- 
tute the entire basis  for determining the cleanliness condition of the cri t ical  surface 
area.  The fluid used in the final r inse operations h a s  to be  of exceptional purity to fa- 
cilitate a reasonably accurate determination of the quantity of contaminants entrained by 
the fluid. Also, the sampling technique must be properly executed to obtain a highly 
representative sample of the rinse fluid. A properly executed sampling technique means 
the following: 
(1) The quantity and number of samples taken must be commensurate with the sen- 
sitivity and precision of the cleanliness verification method used. 
(2) The samples taken must be representative of the entire fluid used in flushing the 
critical surface area. Also, the sampling should be done at  normal operating conditions 
of the system or  component, and the sampling points must be properly located. 
equipment . 
Otherwise, the results achieved may be erroneous and an acceptably clean part  may be 
rejected o r  unacceptably clean part  may be accepted. 
The gas  blowdown and solvent flush tes ts  a r e  qualitative in nature, because the 
particle count is an estimate of an average count. The remaining three tes ts  in this 
category a r e  quantitative in nature because the infrared spectrophotometric or gravime- 
t r ic  determinations a r e  used in establishing the quantity of the contaminants in the rep- 
' resentative sample. The condensable hydrocarbon test, however, is probably the least 
' accurate of the three. This is because of the intricate manipulations required to isolate 
~ 
I 
I 
taminants collected on the filter paper 
taminants collected on the filter paper 
nants such as oils, hydrocarbons, protective film coatings, etc. 
carbons 
(3) The samples must be clear of extraneous contamination such as unclean sampling 
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the condensable hydrocarbons and because an arbi t rary factor called "compensating 
evaporation factor" must be used in the computation to determine the concentration of 
the contaminants. These combine to severely degrade the test  resylts. 
ble VI vary widely and a r e  functions of sampling procedures, the test methodology it-  
self, and the ability and attitude of the technician performing the test. 
A limited amount of verification methodology evaluation was  performed by Hayes 
International under contract from Marshall Space Flight Center (ref. 27). This evalua- 
tion showed that evaporation of the solvent for nonvolatile residue content w a s  errat ic  
because of the effects of partial vapor pressures  of the organic constituents, whereas 
infrared differential absorption spectroscopy yielded reproducible and accurate data. 
The evaluation also showed that the basic theoretical parameters  required to provide for 
accurate and reproducible verifications have not been adequately defined. 
very aptly describes the current state-of -the-art: 
In general, the reproducibility and accuracy of all the tes t  results described in ta- 
The summary of a paper by J. P. McDonald of Martin Marietta Corporation (ref.  28) 
. . . It is not a we l l  understood fact (outside of contamination control circles) that the 
sole quantitative content of all vehicle fluid system cleanliness cr i ter ia  specifica- 
tions for components lies in the content of the final rinse, the parameters  for which 
have never been quantitatively defined. All effort expended on this activity in the 
vehicle aerospace field has relied on cr i ter ia  that have not been dimensionally de- 
fined by determinative parameters,  at least with regard to force of impingement, 
velocity (or  "volume" of flow), orientation of surface being sampled, accessory 
sampling energy (e. g. , insonation), or other characterist ics that vitally affect the 
validity of results. The effort has depended almost totally on operator interpreta- 
tion. 
CONCLU DING REMARKS 
The review of the cleanliness requirements, cleaning procedures, and verification 
techniques indicates the following: 
taminants to increase with a corresponding decrease in size of the particle whether 
metallic or  nonmetallic. 
gards  allowable maximum particle size and quantity of particles, while general indus- 
t r ia l  requirements a r e  the least demanding. 
3 .  The quantitative justification for most of the requirements was not presented in 
the documents reviewed. 
1. Existing cleaning requirements generally allow the quantity of particulate con- 
2. Cleanliness requirements for manned space flight a r e  the most stringent as re- 
Whether such justification exists or testing i s  required to es-  
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tablish the requirements cannot be  stated from this review. 
the cleanliness requirements reviewed. 
missible quantity is not specified in some cases. 
rinse, inspect, and dry. The sequence and repetition of these steps in a given cleaning 
procedure depends on the stringency of the cleaning requirements. 
ported by adequate quantitative test  data and a r e  subject to the introduction of e r r o r s  by 
the test technician. 
7. Although very difficult to achieve, the proper balance between cleaning require- 
ments, procedures, and verification techniques is quite necessary. Without it one may 
expend an unwarranted amount of time and effort unnecessarily recleaning an item o r  
may damage the system by introducing an inadequately cleaned item. 
8. Consideration should be given to establishing joint National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration - Department of Defense - American Medical Association - 
Environmental Protection Agency - industry effort to develop a ser ies  of uniform proce- 
dures.  
the level of cleanliness required, methods of accomplishment, and verification as a 
function of the final application. 
4. Large a reas  of uncertainty or  areas subject to interpretation exist in some of 
For example, at a given particle s ize  the per- 
5. The various cleaning procedures a r e  all based on five steps: degrease, clean, 
6. The tes t s  used to verify a required level of cleanliness a re ,  in general, unsup- 
These should be  based on actual test  and experimental data and would establish 
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APPENDIX - CLEANING PROCEDURE SUMMARIES 
Summaries of the cleaning procedures reviewed in this report (refs. 2 to 22 and 25) 
a r e  contained in this appendix. These summaries a r e  grouped according to the applica- 
tion of the cleaning procedures. The order of the grouping is as follows: 
A. Components 
i 
1. Breathing oxygen components - metallic 
2. Breathing oxygen components - nonmetallic 
3. Components with dissimilar elements 
4. Nonmetallic components containing nonmetallic par ts  
5. Metal filter elements 
6. Transducers, pressure gages, dead-end cavity items 
B. Materials 
1. Aluminum 
2. Brass ,  bronze, copper 
3. Carbon steel  and carbon steel  alloys 
C. Tanks 
1. Aluminum and aluminum alloy tanks 
2. Cryogenic tanks 
D. Tubing 
1. Aluminum alloy tubing 
2. Nonferrous pipe assemblies, tubing 
3. Steel pipe, pipe assemblies, tubing 
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A. Components 
1. Breathing oxygen components - metallic 
2. Breathing oxygen components - nonmetallic 
3. Components with dissimilar elements 
4. Nonmetallic par ts  and components containing nonmeta lic par ts  
5. Metal filter elements 
6. Transducers, pressure gages, dead-end cavity i tems 
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Step 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
- 
CLEANING METHODS AND PROCESSES, NASA FRC PROCESS 
SPECIFICATION 20-1, NOVEMBER 1, 1970 (REF. 22) 
Specific Cleaning P r o c e s s e s  for  Breathing Oxygen Components - Metallic 
P r o c e s s  
Prec lean  
Clean 
Rinse 
Dry  
Flush 
Rinse 
Dry  
Check 
Agent 
Trichloroethylene 
Trichloroethylene 
Dry  nitrogen and/or 
heating to  
Ethyl alcohol 
Demineralized o r  d i s -  
tilled water  
Dry  nitrogen o r  by 
heating to 
Halogen detector 
Time, 
m in 
5 
Tempera-  
ture,  
OF 
180 (max) 
180 (max) 
Remarks  
By hand wiping, brush-  
ing, and scraping. 
Ultrasonic o r  vapor de-  
g r e a s e  o r  flush with 
5 p  fi l tered solvent a t  
circulation r a t e  of 
20 component volume: 
pe r  minute. When 
flush procedure i s  
used, heated solvent 
of 120' - 140' F i s  
des i red ,  but in no 
c a s e  shall  t empera-  
t u re  b e  less than 
60' F. 
Solvent shall  be  f r e s h  
fi l tered ( 5 p  nominal). 
Step omitted if flush 
procedure  used in  
s tep  2. 
Nitrogen fi l tered to 5 y  
nominal. 
Fil tered 5 y  nominal. 
Sniff check o r  equiv- 
alent to ensure  that 
all t r a c e s  of t r i -  
chloroethylene o r  
other halogen va- 
p o r s  a r e  removed. 
ief e r  enc e 
iaragraph 
6. 3. 1. 1 
(5. 1. I) 
(5. 1. 2) 
6. 3. 1. 1 
6. 3. 1. 1 
(5 .  1.3) 
6. 3. 1. 1 
(5. 1. 4) 
6. 3. 1. 2 
6. 3. 1. 3 
6. 3. 1. 4 
6. 3. 1. 5 
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Step P r o c e s s  
Prec lean  
Clean 
Rinse 
IrY 
CLEANING METHODS AND PROCESSES, NASA FRC PROCESS 
SPECIFICATION 20-1, NOVEMBER 1, 1970 (REF. 22) 
Basic  Cleaning P r o c e s s  fo r  Metallic Articles 
Agent 
Trichloroethylene 
Trichloroethylene 
Dry  nitrogen and/or 
heat to  
Time, 
m in 
5 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
180 (max) 
Remarks  
By wiping, brushing, 
and scraping. 
Ultrasonic o r  vapor de-  
g r e a s e  o r  flush with 
5 p  fi l tered t r ich loro-  
ethylene a t  c i rcu la-  
tion r a t e  of 20 com- 
ponent volumes pe r  
minute. When flush 
procedure i s  used 
heated trichloro- 
ethylene of 120' - 
140' F i s  des i red ,  but 
in no c a s e  shal l  t em-  
pe ra tu re  be  less than 
60' F. 
Solvent shall  b e  f resh,  
f i l tered ( 5 1  nominal). 
Step omitted if flush 
procedure used in 
s tep  2. 
Nitrogen fi l tered to 5 p  
nominal. 
i e fe rence  
)aragraph 
5. 1. 1 
5. 1. 2 
5. I. 3 
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CLEANING METHODS AND PROCESSES, NASA FRC PROCESS 
SPECIFICATION 20-1, NOVEMBER 1, 1970 (REF. 22) 
Specific Cleaning P r o c e s s e s  fo r  Breathing Oxygen Components - Nonmetallic 
P r o c e s s  
Prec lean  
Clean 
Dry 
Rinse 
Dry 
Check 
Agent 
Paper  
1o/c nonionic detergent and 
water solution 
Dry, oil-free nitrogen 
g a s  o r  a i r  
Demineralized o r  d i s -  
tilled water 
(a) Dry, oil-free nitro- 
(b) Heat in oven 
gen g a s  
(c) Vacuum 
Halogen detector 
r ime,  
m in 
Tempera-  
ture ,  
O F  
140 (max) 
140 (max) 
120 - 140 
Remarks  
Hand wipe clean of any 
visible g rease ,  oil, 
o r  contaminants. 
Either sc rub  with non- 
metallic brush, 
flush with detergent 
solution at flow r a t e  
of 20 component 
volumes p e r  minute 
for  3 minutes, o r  
ultrasonic clean in 
detergent solution. 
Fil tered through 51.1 
Nonmetallic gaske ts  o r  
pa r t s ,  such as 0- 
rings,  shall  not b e  
subjected to tempera-  
tu re  above 140' F. 
f i l ter .  
Sniff check of equiva- 
lent to  ensure  that all  
t r a c e s  of t r ich loro-  
ethylene o r  other 
halogen vapors  a r e  
removed. 
Leference 
a ragraph  
6. 3. 2 
(5. 2. 1) 
6. 3. 2 
(5.2. 2) 
6.3. 2 
(5. 2. 3) 
(5. 2. 4) 
(5. 2. 5) 
6. 3. 2 
6. 3. 2 
6.3. 2 
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SteF P r o c e s s  
Prec lean  
Clean 
Dry 
Rinse 
Dry 
CLEANING METHODS AND PROCESSES, NASA FRC PROCESS 
SPECIFICATION 20-1, NOVEMBER 1, 1970 (REF. 22) 
Basic  Cleaning P r o c e s s  for  Nonmetallic Ar t ic les  
Agent 
Pape r  
1% nonionic detergent 
and water  solution 
Dry, oil-free nitrogen 
g a s  o r  a i r  
Demineralized or d i s -  
tilled water 
(a) Dry, oil-free nitro- 
(b) Heat in oven 
gen g a s  
Time, 
m in 
Tempera-  
ture,  
O F  
140 (max) 
( m a 4  
120 - 140 
14 
Remarks  
Hand wipe clean of any 
visible g rease ,  oil, 
o r  contaminants. 
Either sc rub  with non- 
metall ic brush, flush 
with detergent solu- 
tion a t  flow ra t e  of 
20 component volume! 
per  minute for  3 min- 
utes, o r  ultrasonic 
clean in detergent so- 
lution. 
Fil tered through 5 p  
Nonmetallic gaske ts  o r  
par ts ,  such as 0- 
rings,  shall  not b e  
subjected to tempera-  
tu res  above 140' F. 
fi It er. 
ieference 
iar ag r aph 
5.2.  1 
5.  2. 2 
5. 2 .  3 
5.2. 4 
5. 2. 5 
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KSC (PROPOSED) 
NONMETALLIC MATERIALS (REF.  11) 
[Ref. par .  3.10. 2.1.  2 and o the r s  as noted. Removable nonmetallic p a r t s  may b e  cleaned as sepa ra t e  i tems. 
When nonmetallic p a r t s  cannot b e  removed it shall  be  cause  to clean the i tem as a nonmetallic.] 
~ 
Step 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
- 
P r o c e s s  
Clean 
Rinse 
Rinse 
Inspect 
Dry 
Clean 
Inspect 
Dry  
Agent 
0. 5% solution of de t e r -  
gent p e r  MIL; D-16791 
and deionized water 
Water 
Deionized water  
Narrow range pH paper 
Gaseous nitrogen o r  
vacuum drying oven 
Trichlorotrifluoroethane 
o r  isopropyl alcohol 
Gaseous nitrogen o r  
vacuum oven 
Time, 
m in 
5 - 15 
5 
5 
1 
Tempera-  
ture,  
OF 
110 - 130 
90 - 110 
100 - 120 
100 - 120 
Remarks  
Clean by flushing, soak 
ing, spraying, or 
sonic energy. 
If ul trasonic cleaning 
used, r inse  for addi- 
tional 10 minutes in 
ultrasonic cleaner.  
pH must b e  between 
6 and 8, otherwise 
repeat s t eps  1 - 3. 
Type I, c l a s s  1, 
grade  B of spec. 
BB -N-4 11. 
IJse only compatible 
solvent-material  
combinations. 
Pa r t i c l e  count of fluid 
from s tep  6,  in ac -  
cordance with 4. 3. 
Remove a l l  t r a c e s  of 
solvent ( s e e  spec.  
BB -N-4 11). 
Reference 
mragraph  
3. 9. 3. 3 
4. 3 
3. 10.2.  
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SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING, CPIA PUBLICATION 194 
ROCKET PROPELLANTS(B) OXYGEN (REF. 21) 
Agent 
4% detergent solution 
Distilled water 
Nitrogen g a s  
SteF Time, Tempera-  Remarks  
m in ture, 
O F  
To separa te  aluminum 
steel  and plastic 
parts.  
30 120 
Several  t imes.  
1 
2 
3 
4 
- 
P r o c e s s  
I I  I 
Disassemble  
Clean 
Rinse 
Dry  
Plas t ic  P a r t s  
Reference 
paragraph 
10.a. 1 
10. b. 1 
10. b. 2 
10. b. 3 
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- 
Step 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
CLEANING AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE 
SYSTEMS T. 0. 42C-1-11 CHANGE 2, NOVEMBER 15, 1967 (REF. 12) 
Electroplated P a r t s  and Components Containing Diss imi la r  Metals 
P r o c e s s  
Degrease 
Vapor degreasi 
Alkaline clean 
Rinse 
Rinse 
Dry 
Rinse 
Flush 
[nspect 
Dry 
Agent 
Trichloroethylene o r  t r i  
chlorotrifluoroethane 
Trichloroethylene o r  t r i  
c hlorot r if luoroet hane 
Alkaline cleaner:  5 - 10 
ozjga l  tap water 
Tap water 
Demineralized water 
Oven, nitrogen gas,  o r  
vacuum 
Detergent solution: 1/2 
1 oz/gal tap water,  de 
mineralized water,  or 
tr ichloroethylene 
Demineralized water 
Oven, nitrogen gas,  o r  
vacuum 
Time, 
m in 
A s  r e -  
quired 
15 - 25 
5 - 10 
5 - 10 
15 - 25 
A s  re- 
quired 
A s  re- 
quired 
Tempera-  
ture,  
O F  
Ambient 
Boiling 
150 - 175 
150 
150 
180 - 200 
140 
120 - 140 
150 
180 - 200 
140 
Remarks  
[mmerse  p a r t s  in vapor 
until condensation 
ceases .  Flush with 
f resh ly  condensed de-  
g r e a s e r  solvent. 
P a r t s  shall  be  com- 
pletely f r e e  of s tep  2 
solution because  of 
explosion hazard. 
MIL-D-16791 type I. 
30 not flush of solvent 
used in s tep  7. 
3ef e rence  
laragrapti 
3-15 
3-75 
3-15 
3-64 
3-77 
3-84 
3-84 
3-87 
3-86 
3-85 
3-87 
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St et 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Step 
CLEANING AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE 
SYSTEMS T.O.  42C-1-11 CHANGE 2, NOVEMBER 15, 1967 (REF. 12) 
Nonmetallic P a r t s  and Components Containing Nonmetallic P a r t s  
P r o c e s s  
Detergent 
clean 
Rinse 
Rinse 
Dry 
Detergent 
r in se  
Inspect 
Dry 
Agent 
Detergent solution: 1,’2 - 
1 ozlga l  of tap or  de- 
mineralized water 
Tap water 
Demineralized water 
Oven, nitrogen gas ,  o r  
vacuum 
Detergent solution: 112 
1 oz,’gal of tap o r  de- 
mineralized water 
Oven, nitrogen gas,  o r  
vacuum 
Time,  
m in 
5 - 10 
5 - 10 
5 - 10 
15 - 20 
Tempera-  
ture ,  
O F  
120 - 140 
150 
150 
180 - 200 
140 
120 - 140 
180 - 200 
140 
Remarks  
MIL-D- 16791 type I. 
CLEANING AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE 
SYSTEMS T. 0. 42C-1-11 CHANGE 2, NOVEMBER 15, 1967 (REF.  12) 
Metal Fi l ter  Elements 
P r o c e s s  
Vapor de-  
g rease  
Dry  
Ultrasonic 
clean 
Rinse 
Inspect 
Dry 
Agent 
Trichloroethylene o r  t r i -  
chlorotrifluoroethane 
Oven, nitrogen gas ,  
o r  vacuum 
Trichloroethylene o r  t r i -  
chlorotrifluoroethane 
Trichloroethylene 
Oven, nitrogen gas,  o r  
vacuum 
Time, 
min 
4s re- 
quired 
3 - 5  
5 - 7  
Temper  a - 
ture,  
O F  
Boiling 
180 - 200 
140 
10’ below 
boiling 
point 
Ambient 
180 - 200 
140 
Remarks  
MIL-T-27602 
(FSN 6850-681-5688). 
Solvent fi l tered through 
1 0 ~  fi l ter .  
Reference 
paragraph 
3-86 
3-84 
3-84 
3-87 
3-86 
3-89 
3-86 
3eference 
Iaragraph 
3-64 
3-87 
3-15 
3-79 
3-85 
3-87 
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CLEANING, TESTING, AND HANDLING O F  OXYGEN, FUEL, AND PNEUMATIC COMPONENTS 
D5-12855, BOEING CO. ,  MAY 15, 1968 (REF.  9) 
Dead-End Components ( P r e s s u r e  Gages, Transducers ,  etc. ) 
[Ref. par .  3 .0  and o the r s  as noted. Components not to b e  immersed  in cleaning media, and, a lso,  com-  
ponents not to  b e  exposed to acid (ref .  par .  3. l).] 
Step P r o c e s s  
Inspection 
Precleaning 
Final cleaning 
Drying 
Agent 
P r i o r  to precleaning 
Trichloroethylene prec i -  
sion cleaning agent, 
Dowclene WR 
Trichloroethylene prec i -  
sion cleaning agent, 
Dowclene WR, use  
minimum quantity of 
solvent p e r  7. 3. 1 
Nitrogen g a s  p e r  BB- 
N-411; a i r  or other g a s  
to b e  specifically ap- 
proved by engineering 
/ 
Time, 
min 
Tempera-  
ture,  
O F  
130 - 250 
Remarks  
Inspect exterior and vi-  
sible interior.  
Alternating vacuum sol- 
vent flush (28 in. of 
Hg min. vacuum). 
Fil l  and dra in  com- 
ponent a minimum of 
20 t imes.  F r e s h  
solvent for  each fill. 
Two other methods 
a r e  also stated.  
Rinse significant s u r -  
faces  using one of the 
methods in 3. 2. Must 
be in controlled en- 
vironment per  6.  3. 2. 
Tempera ture  dependent 
on pa r t s  ( s e e  6. 2 .6 ) .  
Vacuum oven drying i: 
p refer red .  
:eferenc e 
a r  ag r ap  h 
5” 2 
6.  2. 2 
3 . 3  
3. 3 
6. 2. 7 
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CLEANING AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE 
SYSTEMS T.O. 42C-1-11 CHANGE 2, NOVEMBER 15, 1967 (REF. 12) 
Transducers, Pressure Gages, and Other Dead-End Cavity Parts 
Trichloroethylene 
3 
4 
Inspect 
Dry Oven, nitrogen gas, 
or vacuum 
Tempera- 
ture, 
O F  
Remarks 
180 - 200 
140 
3,'4 full and rotate com- 
ponent gently to c i r -  
culate fluid. Repeat 
fill and rotate proce- 
dure two times. I 
Process 
Disassemble 
Clean 
Rinse 
Inspect 
Assemble 
~ 
Agent 
Reference 
paragraph 
3-15 
CLEANING OF OXYGEN PRESSURE GAGE COMPONENTS, 
NAVAL BOILER, AND TURBINE LABORATORY. MARCH 26, 1965 (REF. 18) 
Freon PCA 
Freon PCA 
Ultraviolet light (3600 - 
3900 A )  
Time, 
min 
1 3-89 
I 3-87 
Tempera. 
ture, 
O F  
Remarks 
Disconnect from piping 
system, remove back 
of gage, elongate coil 
of capillary tubing, 
and open capillary 
tubing filing off tip. 
Forced by a i r  pressure 
(5  psig) flow 150 ml o 
Freon PCA at approx- 
imately 50 ml, min. 
Repeat with two addi- 
tional 124 ml portions 
and reverse flush witt 
100 ml  of solvent. 
[ntroduce 50 ml of sol- 
vent through connec- 
tion end of gage, col- 
lect effluent in white 
porcelain dish, and 
evaporate to dryness. 
iNhite dish from step 3 
checked for fluores- 
cence. If fluores- 
cence observed, con- 
tinue flushing. 
Reference 
laragrapt 
1-6 
7-10 
11 
11-12 
13-15 
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CLEANING AND TESTING OF OXYGEN AND NITROGEN GAS PIPING SYSTEMS 
MIL-STD-1330 (SHIPS), MAY 10, 1968 (REF.  20) 
Remarks  
Hot solvent. 
Soak in hot solvent. 
P lace  in ambient sol- 
vent. Repeat cycle  
10 times. Ambient 
solvent not to ex- 
ceed 85" F. 
For Bourdon tubes. 
For p r e s s u r e  t rans-  
Bourdon C Tube P r e s s u r e  Gages 
Refer enc E 
para9rnpk 
6. 5. 1. 1 
6. 5. 1. 2 
6 .  5. 1. 3 
6. 5. 1. 4 
CLEANING METHODS AND PROCESSES, NASA FRC PROCESS 
SPECIFICATION 20-1, NOVEMBER 1, 1970 (REF.  22) 
Specific Cleaning P r o c e s s  for  P r e s s u r e  Transducers  and Bourdon Tubes 
P r o c e s s  
Preclean 
:lean 
Dry  
Agent 
Trichloroethylene 
Trichloroethylene 
Oven 
Time,  
m in 
1 
1 
150 
150 
-- 
Tempern-  
ture,  
O F  
180+5 
Ambient 
250k10 
180t10 
duc er s. 
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B. Material 
1. Aluminum 
2. Brass, bronze, copper 
3. Carbon steel and carbon steel alloys 
29 
;tep 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2  
CLEANING AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE 
SYSTEMS T. 0. 42C-1-11 CHANGE 2, NOVEMBER 15, 1967 (REF. 12)  
Aluminum 
P r o c e s s  
aechanical de-  
scaling 
l e g r e a s e  
Japor de- 
g r e a s e  
9lkaline 
clean 
Rinse 
Pickle 
Rinse 
Dry 
Rinse 
Flush 
Inspect 
Dry  
Agent 
rrichloroethylene 
rrichloroethylene o r  t r i  
chlorotrifluoroethane 
Sodium carbonate 
( 3  oz/gal), trisodium 
phosphate ( 3  oz/gal), 
remainder  tap water 
Tap water  
HN03 ( 1 8  by Volume), 
HF (19 by volume), 
remainder  tap water 
Demineralized water 
3ven heated nitrogen 
o r  vacuum 
Detergent solution: 1 / 2  
1 oz of sol/gal tap or  
demineralized water 
o r  trichloroethylene 
Demineralized water 
See step 8 
~ 
Time, 
m in 
Is r e -  
quir ed 
Is r e -  
quired 
1 - 3  
15 - 25 
A s  r e -  
quired 
rempera-  
ture ,  
OF 
Ambient 
140 - 180 
150 
Ambient 
150 
180 - 200 
140 
120 - 140 
150 
Remarks 
dI L- T - 27 6 02. 
aIL-T-27602 
( FSN 68 50 - 6 8 1 - 56 88), 
MIL- P - 2 7 40 1; filtered 
through l o p  f i l ter .  
MIL-D-16791 type I. 
MIL-T-27602. 
Do not flush if solvent 
used in s tep 9. 
ieference 
)aragraph 
3-39 
3-15 
3-75 
30 
- 
Step 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
- 
CLEANING PROCEDURES - METALS CLEANING SPI-49.111 
LINDE COMPANY, DIV. OF UNION CARBIDE, DECEMBER 28, 1965 (REF.  8) 
Aluminum 
P r o c e s s  
Preclean 
Rinse 
C lean/etc h 
Rinse 
Deoxidize o r  
desmut 
Rinse 
Dry 
Agent 
Diversey 13 19 
(1) 3 oz/gal 
Cold water (2) or hot 
water  (2)  
Aluminux: 
Diversey aluminum 
Diversey 202(4) 
(6 oz/gaU 
( 2  oz/gal of water) 
Hot water 
Diversey 596(6) 
(7  oz/gal water), 
H2S04 (7% by volume), 
remainder  water 
Hot water  
Air (7) 
-- 
Time, 
min 
( 5) 
1 - 2  
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
Ambient 
160 
Remarks 
(1) Code 3008-2825: 
iep 1, preclean with 
Ilution gun only if 
luminum i s  contam- 
iated with oil or other 
:avy soil. 
(2) Water shall be 
(3) Code 3008-3000. 
(4) Code 3008-2775. 
(5) For light gage m a  
trial; heavy gage ma-  
!rial not to b e  soaked 
mger than necessary.  
,table. 
(6) Code 3002-1300. 
(7) Clean, dry,  oil 
'ee. 
ieference 
)aragraph 
. 0 2 . 1  
.02 .2  
.02 .3  
. 0 2 . 4  
. 0 2 . 5  
.02 .6  
31 
Step Time, 
m in 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
- 
Tempera-  
ture, 
OF 
P r o c e s s  
Disassembly 
Degrease 
Rinse 
Rinse 
Clean 
Rinse 
Final clean 
Dry 
SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING, CPIA PUBLICATION 194 
ROCKET PROPELLANTS(B) OXYGEN (REF.  21) 
Aluminum, Aluminum Alloys 
Agent 
Perchloroethylene 
Alcohol 
Water 
4q/c solution of aluminum 
cleaner  
Water 
Steam 
Nitrogen 
I 
Remarks 
To separate  aluminum 
plastic and steel 
par ts .  
Reference 
paragraph 
10. a. 1 
10. a. 2 
10. a. 2 
10. a. 2 
10. a. 3 
10. a. 3 
10. a. 5a 
10. a. 5b 
32 
SteI 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
P r o c e s s  
Precleaning 
Clean 
Rinse 
3righten 
Rinse 
ALUMINUM CLEANED BY SOLUTION SPRAYING 
KSC (PROPOSED) (REF. 11) 
[Ref. Par. 3. 10. 3. 5 and o thers  as noted.] 
Trichloroethylene type 1 
trichlorotrifluoro- 
ethane, o r  0. 5% solu- 
tion of a detergent in 
deionized water 
Formula IV: 
o/c by wt Material 
9*O. 4 Z-butoxy- 
ethanol 
solvent 
1.5*0.1 Na2HP04 
0. 5*0.05 Surfactant 
(alkyl a r y l  
polyethylene 
glycol e ther  
Remainder deionized 
water  
Deionized water 
Formula V: 
o/( by vol Material 
23*0. 5 61q HN03 
Remainder deionized 
water  
Steps 1 and 3 
Time, 
m in 
5 - * l !  
60 - 12C 
30 
20 - 40 
Tempera-  
ture, 
OF 
110 - *13( 
80 - 95 
Ambient 
4mbient 
Remarks 
Conform to MSFC- 
Conform to MSFC- 
SPEC-217. 
SPEC-237. 
* F o r  detergent solution 
only. 
Spray minimum flow of 
6 gal/min/ft a t  item; 
maximum i.d. a t  a 
spray head delivery; 
P = 150 - 200 psig. 
Delivery rate s a m e  as 
s tep 2. Cantinue 
r inse  until evidence 
of surfactant disap- 
pears .  
Spray delivery r a t e  
s a m e  as step 2. 
Steps 4 and 5 to  be  ac-  
complished if smut 
has  developed on the 
par t  during s teps  
1 - 3. 
Reference 
paragraph 
3.10.3.5.1a 
(3. 9. 3 & 
3.10.3.1) 
3.10.3.5.1b 
3.10.3.3.2 
1.10.3.5. IC 
3.10.3.3) 
I .  10.5. Id  
3 3  
-- 
Xep 
6 
~ 
Process  
Final r inse  
Continued. ALUMINUM CLEANED BY SOLUTION SPRAYING 
KSC (PROPOSED) (REF. 11) 
Agent 
Deionized water 
Time, 
m in 
Tempera-  
ture ,  
OF 
Remarks 
(1) For  rotating head 
(a) Lower spray  
head to lowest point 
of item cleaned. 
(b) Spray at r a t e  
2. 2 gal/min/ft. 
(c) Delivery 
P = 150 - 200 psig. 
(d) Rinse spray 
head vertically a t  
r a t e  of 1 ft/min. 
(e) Take tes t  
samples  f rom lowest 
point. 
( f )  2500 m l  sample 
to be obtained in 58 - 
62 sec.  
;pray machine - 
(g) Steps (a) - (e)  
must be  correlated SO 
that 2500 m l  tes t  Sam. 
ple will represent  
1 ft of cr i t ical  s u r -  
face a rea .  
(h) Collect f i r s t  
2500 mi l  sample a t  
s ta r t  of spray;  sec-  
ond when spray head 
t raversed  50% of v e r -  
tical distance; col- 
lect  third sample as 
spray head approache 
highest point. 
(2) For  rotating spray 
wand - s a m e  as s tep 6 
except 2500 m l  samples  
will b e  taken at  f i r s t ,  
third, and fifth minutes 
of spray. 
2 
ef e r  enc e 
aragraph 
.10.3.5.ld 
34 
St ey 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2  
13 
- 
Concluded. ALUMINUM CLEANED BY SOLUTION SPRAYING 
KSC (PROPOSED) (REF. 11) 
P r o c e s s  
pH test  
Dry 
Repeat r inse  
Drain 
Repeat r inse  
r e s t  
Dry 
Agent 
Narrow range pH paper 
Gaseous nitrogen 
Trichloroethylene; t r i  - 
chlorotrifluoroethane 
Step 6 (1) o r  6 (2) 
Same as s tep 8 
~~ 
Time, 
m in 
15 
Tempera.  
ture, 
O F  
Remarks 
All samples  analyzed tc 
pH sensitive to 0. 1 pH 
unit. pH range, 
6 .0  - 8.0. If non- 
conformance flush 
15 minutes and tes t ,  
on second fai lure  r e -  
clean s teps  1 - 6. 
to 4.3. 
T o  a dew point of -65'1 
at all cr i t ical  p a r t s  
p e r  4. 3. Final 
5 minutes gaseous 
nitrogen at  system 
operating pressure ;  
if unattainable, purge 
velocity a t  far thest  
downstream exit port  
shall be  35 SCFM. 
Flow r a t e  of 6 gal/min/ 
ft. Spray head p r e s -  
s u r e  80 - 100 psig. 
Delivery pressure ,  20 - 
Test  solvent - if unac- 
100 psig. 
ceptable, repeat  
s teps  1 - 11. 
Reference 
paragraph 
3.10.3.5. l e  
(3.10.3.3i) 
(3.10.3.3j) 
( 3.10.3.3k) 
35 
P r o c e s s  
Mechanical de. 
scale  
Degrease 
Remove cor-  
rosion 
Rinse 
Rinse 
Dry 
Clean 
Rinse 
Rinse 
Brighten and 
passivate 
Rinse 
KSC (PROPOSED) (REF.  11) 
Aluminum 
[Ref. par .  3. 10. 2. 3 and o thers  as  noted.) 
Agent 
Brushing, shot peening, 
etc. 
Trichloroethylene o r  t r i -  
chlorotrifluoroethane 
Gaseous nitrogen 
23i5% by volume of 61% 
ni t r ic  acid, remainder  
is deionized water 
Water 
Deionized water 
Gaseous nitrogen 
By weight: 
97 2 -Butoxyet hanol 
1. 5o/c Sodium phos- 
solvent 
phate, dibasic, 
an hydrous 
0. 55 Surfactant 
Remainder is deionized 
water 
Water 
Deionized water  
Same a s  s tep 4 
Water 
-- 
Time,  
min 
10 - 60 
5 
3 
30 - 121 
5 
3 
10 - 30 
5 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
Ambient 
90 - 110 
120 - 140 
80 - 95 
90 - 110 
Ambient 
90 - 110 
Remarks 
A s  required. 
Solvent o r  vapor 
MSFC-SPEC-217 o r  
MSFC -SPEC - 2 37. 
Type I, c lass  1, 
grade B of spec. 
BB - N- 4 1 1. 
Formula V. 
Flush, soak, brush,  o r  
' sonic clean. 
If ultrasonic cleaning 
used, r inse additiona 
10 minutes in ul t ra-  
sonic cleaner. 
Step 8, cleaning is 
usually adequate. 
Only if s tep 11 used. 
Referencc 
paragrapl 
3.9. 2 
3 .  9. 3. 1 
3. 10. 2. 4 
3.10 
3 .  10 
aAll fluids used in s teps  8 to 18 shall be  prefiltered pr ior  to use to meet the cleanliness level specified for  
the item when tested according to 4. 5. 2. 
36 
- 
Step 
- 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
- 
P r o c e s s  
Rinse 
pH test  
Flush 
Inspect 
Concluded. KSC (PROPOSED) (REF. 11) 
Agent 
Deionized water 
Narrow range pH paper 
Gaseous nitrogen 
T r  ichlorotrif luoroet hane 
Gaseous nitrogen 
Time, 
min 
Tempera.  
ture, 
OF 
120 - 140 
120 - 140 
Remarks 
Only if s tep 11 used. 
Repeat s teps  2 - 13 if 
pH not between 6 . 0  
and 8.0. 
Vacuum drying oven 
a l so  acceptable. 
MSFC-SPEC-237. 
By analysis  of fluid 
f r o m  16. 
Vacuum drying oven 
a l so  acceptable. 
Reference 
paragraph 
37 
- 
3 ep 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CLEANING, TESTING, AND HANDLING OF OXYGEN, FUEL, AND PNEUMATIC COMPONENTS 
DS-12855, BOEING CO., MAY 15, 1968 (REF. 9) 
Coated Aluminum 
[Not to be  subjected to temperatures  exceeding 130' F.] 
P r o c e s s  
iough cleaning 
;olvent flush 
;iltrasonic de-  
tergent 
Ultrasonic 
water  r inse  
- 
Agent 
'richloroethylene, pre-  
cision cleaning agent, 
o r  Dowclene WR 
)etergent-water solu- 
tion (1) 
l is t i l led o r  deionized 
water (3) 
Nitrogen gas, a i r ,  o r  
other g a s  specifically 
approved by engineer- 
ing 
Time, 
min 
5 
5 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
130 (max) 
(2) 
Remarks 
:lean p e r  BAC5765. 
(1) Water distilled or  
leionized having min- 
mum specific r e s i s t -  
ince of 50 000 0. 
.ergents conform to 
MIL-D-16791 type I. 
Detergent concentra- 
:ion, 0. 1 - 0.6 oz/gal 
3f water. 
(2)  Soht ion may b e  
heated to 130' F ( m a ) ,  
provided i t  i s  followed 
by a heated (max, 
130' F) water rinse. 
De- 
(3) Must have mini- 
mum specific r e s i s t -  
ance of 50 000 R and 
pH 6 .0  - 8.0. 
(4) Gas shal l  meet  re 
quirements of 6. 2. 1. 1: 
shall not contain con- 
s iderable  hydrocarbons 
in excess  of 3 ppm by 
weight, shall not exceed 
60% relative humidity a 
ambient temperature. 
(5) Drying g a s  may b 
heated providing p a r t s  
do not exceed 130' F 
f o r  MIL-C-5541 coated 
par ts .  
ef erence 
i ragraph 
. 5 . 2 a  
, 2 . 2  
.2. 4 
i. 2.5 
6. 2.6 o r  
6.2.7 
38 
Concluded. CLEANING, TESTING, AND HANDLING OF OXYGEN, FUEL, PNEUMATIC COMPONENTS 
DS-12855, BOEING CO., MAY 15, 1968 (REF. 9) 
Step 
6 
7 
8 
P r o c e s s  
Visual accept- 
ance inspec- 
tion 
Final f lush 
Dry 
39 
- 
Step 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 - 
CLEANING AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE 
SYSTEMS T. 0. 42C-1-11 CHANGE 2, NOVEMBER 15, 1967 (REF.  12) 
Brass ,  Copper, and Bronze 
P r o c e s s  
Mechanical de ,  
scaling 
Degrease 
Vapor de- 
g r e a s e  
Alkaline 
clean 
Rinse 
Pickle 
Rinse 
Dry 
Rinse 
Flush 
In spec t 
Dry 
Agent 
rrichloroethylene 
l'richloroethylene o r  t r i  
chlorotrifluoroethane 
4lkaline cleaner: 5 - 10 
oz/gal tap water 
rap water  
8.6% by volume. 
HN03, 1.4% by v01- 
ume; demineralized 
water, 90% by volumc 
o r  HF, 10 - 15T b y  
volume; demineralizf 
water for  remainder  
Iemineral ized water 
3ven, nitrogen gas. 
o r  vacuum 
Ietergent  solution: 1 ' 2  
1 oz/gal of tap water, 
demineralized water, 
o r  trichloroethylene 
Iemineral ized water 
Same as s tep 8 
Time, 
m in 
A s  r e -  
quir ed 
A s  r e -  
qui red 
5 - 10 
5 - 10 
15  - 25 
4s re- 
quired 
Tempera-  
lure, 
F 0 
Ambient 
150 - 175 
150 
120 - 130 
150 
180 - 200 
140 
120 - 140 
150 
Remarks 
MIL-T-27602. 
MIL-1'-27602 
(FSY 6850-681-5688). 
Solii t ion l empcrnt u r  t' 
and immersion t im c 
to be determined fror 
test cciupons. 
MI I,- D - 16 7 9 1 type I. 
Do not f l u s h  if solvent 
used in step 9. 
icference 
mr agr a p ti 
3-39 
3-15 
3-75 
3-15 
3-16 
3-64 
3-59 
3 .61  
3-87 
3-86 
3-85 
3-89 
3-87 
40 
K E  (PROPOSED) (REF. 11) 
Copper and Copper Alloys (3. 10.2.4) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2  
13 
14 
- 
P r o c e s s  
Mechanical de 
scale  
Degrease 
Dry 
Corrosion r e -  
m oval 
Rinse 
Rinse 
Dry 
C 1 ean 
Rinse 
Rinse 
6 right en 
Rinse 
Rinse 
?H tes t  
Agent 
Brushing, shot peening, 
etc. 
Trichloroethylene o r  t r i -  
chlorotrifluoroethane 
Gaseous nitrogen 
6. 5 - 93% Sulfuric acic 
17 - 61$ Nitric acid 
Remainder i s  deionized 
water 
Water 
Deionized water 
Gaseous nitrogen 
30 - 85% Orthophos- 
phoric acid 
ethanol sol- 
vent 
20 - nc 2-Butoxy- 
1 8  Surfactant 
Remainder i s  deionized 
water 
Water 
Deionized water 
Same a s  4 
Water 
Deionized water 
?H paper (narrow 
range) 
Time, 
min 
10 - 30 
5 
3 
60 - 90 
5 
3 
10 - 30 
5 
5 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
Ambient 
- ll01 
120 - 140 I 
80 - 105 
90 - 110 
4mbient 
Remarks 
A s  required. 
MSFC- SPEC -2 17. 
MSFC - SPEC - 2 3 7. 
Type I, c lass  1, 
grade  B of spec. 
BB-N-411. 
F o r  heavy corrosion. 
One if s tep 4 i s  used. 
Will remove light cor -  
rosion and oxidation 
so that s tep 4 may no1 
be  required. 
[f ultrasonic c leaner  
used, r inse  additional 
10 minutes in ul t ra-  
sonic cleaner. 
For  cupro-nickel alloys 
and silicon bronzes 
3nly if s tep 11 i s  used. 
Repeat s teps  2 - 13 if 
pH not between 6 . 0  
and 8.0. 
Ref erencf 
laragrapt  
3. 9. 2 
3.9. 3. 1 
3 .  10. 2.4 
3 .  10.1.7 
I. 10.2.4 
. 10.2. 4 
. 10.2.4 
. 10.2.4 
. 10. 2.4 
41 
Step 
15 
16 
17 
18 
I’ r oc e s s 
Flush 
Inspect 
Concluded. KSC (PROP0SE:D) (REF. 11) 
Agent 
Gaseous nitrogen o r  
vacuum drying oven 
T r  ichlorofluoroet hane 
Gaseous nitrogen (same 
as  s tep 15) 
Time, I Tempera-  
ture, 1 O F  Remarks 
MSFC-SPEC-237. 
By analysis of f lu id  
f rom 16 in accord-  
ance with 4. 3. 
Reference 
paragraph 
3. 5.7. 2 
3. 10. 2. 4 
42 
- 
Stf 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2  
- 
?eference 
)ar agrap h 
3-39 
3-15 
3-75 
3-15 
3-77 
3-84 
3-51 
3-84 
3-84 
3-55 
3-87 
3-86 
CLEANING AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE 
SYSTEMS T. 0. 422-1-11 CHANGE 2, NOVEMBER 15, 1967 (REF.  12)  
Carbon Steel and Carbon Steel Alloys 
P r o c e s s  
Mechanical d e  
g r e a s e  
Degrease 
Vapor de-  
g r e a s e  
Alkaline clean 
Rinse 
Pickle 
Rinse 
Rinse 
Bake 
Protective 
coat 
3I.Y 
Rinse 
Agent 
rrichloroethylene 
rrichloroethylene o r  tri 
chlorotrifluoroethane 
Ukaline cleaner 5 - 10 
oz/gal of tap o r  de- 
mineralized water  
‘ap water 
IF, 15 - 20% by volume 
Rodine 50 o r  equiva- 
lent inhibitor, 0. 25 - 
0. 50% by volume; tap 
water , balance. 
‘ap water 
lemineralized water  
orrosion preventative 
ven, nitrogen gas, 
o r  vacuum 
etergent solution, 1/2 - 
1 oz/gal tap water, 
demineralized water, 
o r  trichloroethylene 
Time, 
m in 
A s  r e -  
quirec 
A s  re -  
quirec 
15 - 20 
5 - 10 
15 - 30 
5 - 7  
3 - 5  
180 
LS re- 
quired 
LS r e -  
quired 
15 - 25 
-- 
Tempera 
ture ,  
O F  
Degr ease 
operat - 
ing tem 
peratur  
150 
150 
lmb i ent 
150 
150 
375*25 
imbient 
80 - 200 
140 
20 - 140 
Remarks 
MIL - T - 27602. 
MIL-T-27602 
(FSN 68 50-68 1 - 5688) 
Fed. spec. P-C-436. 
P a r t s  shall be  com- 
pletely f r e e  of step 3 
solvents because of 
possible explosion 
hazard. 
Imit if s tep 6 omitted. 
iequired only for  steels 
harder  than Rockwell 
C32 to prevent hydro- 
gen embrittlement. 
IIL-D-16791 type I. 
43 
Concluded. CLEANING AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE 
SYSTEMS T. 0. 422-1-11 CHANGE 2, NOVEMBER 15, 1967 (REF. 12) 
Demineralized water  
Agent Time, 
A s  r e -  
quirei 
13 
14 
15 
Flush 
In spec t 
D I-y Same as step 10. 
Step 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
- 
P r o c e s s  
Degrease 
Rinse 
Clean 
Rinse 
Flush 
Inspect 
D rY 
Package 
Tempera-  
tur  e, 
OF 
150 
PLUM BROOK RDL-003 (REF. 3) 
Carbon/ St e e l  
Agent 
Trichloroethylene (Fed. 
spec. 0-T-634b) 
o r  detergent-water 
solution 
Distilled o r  deionized 
water  
2W0 by volume of in- 
hibited hydrochloric 
acid (Fed. spec. 
0-A-86) 
0. OBr by weight of c i t r ic  
acid solution 
By weight a solution of 
0.5% sodium hydro- 
oxide, 0. 5q sodium ni- 
t ra te ,  0. 25% mono- 
sodium phosphate with 
distilled o r  deionized 
water. 
Dry, hydrocarbon-free, 
gaseous nitrogen 
Time, 
m in 
30 
2 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
140 - 160 
Remarks 
Do not flush if solvent 
used in s tep 12.  
Remarks 
A s  required. 
As required. 
Until detergent is no 
longer evident. 
Until a r e a  i s  clean and 
free of rus t  and scale  
Zontinue r inse  until ef- 
fluent pH = influent 
PH . 
4s required. 
Reference 
paragraph 
3-87 
?eference 
laragraph 
3. 1. 1 
3. 1. 2 
3.1. 3 
3.1. 4 
3. 1. 5 
4.0 
3. 1. 6 
44 
C. Tanks 
1. Aluminum and aluminum alloy tanks 
2. Cryogenic tanks 
45 
SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING, CPIA PUBLICATION 194 
ROCKET PROPELLANTS(B) OXYGEN (REF.  21) 
Aluminum and Aluminum Alloy Tanks 
Agent 
- 
Ste! 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
- 
Time ,  
Step 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
P r o c e s s  
P rec l ean  
D e g r  ea  s e  
Rinse 
Wash 
Clean 
Wash 
Dry  
I min 
Solvent 
Alcohol 
Water 
4% aluminum cleaning so- 
lution 
Water  o r  s team clean 
D r y  nitrogen 
30 
20 
Tempera -  
ture ,  
O F  
Room 
Remarks  
Remove burns,  g r e a s e ,  
d i r t ,  s ca l e .  
CLEANING PROCEDURES - METALS CLEANING SPI-49.111 
LINDE COMPANY, DIV. O F  UNION CARBIDE, DECEMBER 28, 1965 (REF.  8) 
Aluminum Shells 
P r o c e s s  
Etch 
Rinse 
Deoxidize/ 
desmut  
Rinse 
Agent 
Diversey aluminux, 
Diversey 202 
(1) 6 oz/ l  gal  water ;  
(2) 2 oz/gal wa te r  
Cold wa te r  (3) 
Diversey 596, 7 oz/gal 
water;  H2S04 7% by 
volume; r ema inde r  
wa te r  
Cold water  
Time,  
m in 
Tempera -  
ture ,  
O F  
160 
Ambient 
~~~ 
Remarks  
Swab with solution: 
(1) Code 3008-3000 
(2)  Code 3008-2775 
(3) Water  shal l  b e  pot- 
able.  
Swab with solution in- 
s ide and outside of 
the shell. 
Reference 
pa rag raph  
10.d. 1 
10. d.  2 
10. d. 3 
10. d. 4 
10. d. 5 
10. d. 7 
10. d. 7 
Reference 
paragraph 
.08. 1 
.08.2 
.08.3 
.08.4 
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Step 
1 
2 
- 
CLEANING O F  CRYOGENIC TANKS FOR LO2, LN2, AND LH2 SERVICE, 
AIR FORCE ROCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION, 
AFRPL TI 5-4-3, N0VE:MBER 1967 (REF. 25) 
P r o c e s s  
Clean 
Dry  
Agent 
Solvent 
Nitrogen gas  
Time, 
m in 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
Remarks 
Hot vapors  of unspec- 
ified solvent until 
inlet and outlet 
temperatures  are 
within 5' F. 
Purge  with warm g a s  
filtered through 101 
f i l ter  until escaping 
g a s  smel l s  sweet 
(no evidence of 
character is t ic  sol- 
vent fumes) and reg-  
i s t e r s  a dew point of 
-63' F o r  less. 
Reference 
paragraph 
6. c. 1 
6. c. 2 
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Step 
1 
2 
3 
4 
- 
CLEAMNG O F  CRYOGENIC TANKS FOR LO2, LN2, and LH2 SERVICE, 
AIR FORCE ROCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION, 
AFRPL TI 5-4-3 ,  NOVEMBER 1967 (REF.  25) 
Detrrgent or Alkaline Solution Cleaning 
P r o c e s s  
Preclean 
::leana 
Rinse 
2rY 
Agent 
Vacuum 
Hot solution 
Demineralized water 
Warm d r y  nitrogen g a s  
Ti i n  e ,  
in in 
30 
Temper a - 
tu r r ,  
O F  
175 - 180 
Ambient 
Remarks 
NO SWEEPING, dust 
cannot be  removed 
from the vessel. 
Unspecified. 
Filtered t h r o u g h  1011 
filter. 
(a )  For  alkaline so- 
lutions, use pH meter 
o r  transmitted light 
exa.mination to de te r -  
mine when the a lkdin-  
i t y  of outlet equals 
inlet. 
(hl  F,>r neutral solu- 
tions, flow a volume at 
least 6 t imes the capac- 
i t y  of t h e  vessel. 
Purge until escaping ga: 
reg is te rs  a dew point 
of -63' F o r  less .  
leferenct 
a r  ag r ap t. 
6 .a .  1 
6. b. 1 
6 .b .  5 
6. h. 6 
aDo not clean aluminum alloy vesse ls  w i t h  caustic o r  alkaline solutions unless specifically approved. 
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CLEANING OF CRYOGENIC TANKS FOR LOz, LN2, AND LH2 SERVICE, 
AIR FORCE ROCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION, 
AFRPL TI 5-4-3, NOVEMBER 1967 (REF. 25) 
Manual Cleaning 
P r o c e s s  
~~ 
Preclean 
J lean 
Rinse 
P r e s  s u r  e 
check 
Purge 
Agent 
Vacuum 
Unspecified solvent 
Potable o r  demineralized 
water 
Dry nitrogen 
Gaseous nitrogen 
Time, 
min 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
Remarks 
NO SWEEPING, dust 
cannot b e  removed 
from the vessel. 
Solvent if not certified 
must p a s s  through 
l o p  filter; in all 
c a s e s  surfaces  shall 
be  thoroughly wiped 
o r  scrubbed with rags 
or  brushes.  
P r e s s u r i z e  to operating 
pressure ;  hold 
24 hours  within 3 psig 
corrected for  temper-  
a ture .  Closure shall 
not leak. 
Repeatedly pressur ize  
and dump until efflu- 
ent g a s  smel l s  sweet 
(no evidence of char-  
acter is t ic  odors  of 
cleaning solution u s e d  
and dew point = -63' F 
o r  less) .  
Leference 
aragr ap h 
6. a. 1 
6. a. 3 
6. a. 3 
6. a. 7 
6. a. 8. a 
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D. Tubing 
1. Aluminum alloy tubing 
2. Nonferrous pipe assemblies, tubing 
3. %.eel pipe, pipe assemblies, tubing 
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- 
Step 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
- 
Step 
P r o c e s s  
Cleaning 
Flushing 
Cleaning 
Flushing 
D rY 
MSFC SPEC-164A (REF. 5) 
Aluminum Alloy Tubing 
Agent 
Tap water 
3.0 - 5.09~ ni t r ic  acid 
Demineralized water 
Time, 
in in 
10 
10 
5 (rnin) 
7 (max) 
10 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
16O-tlO 
Room 
85 - 95 
Room 
Remarks 
Circulation r a t e  a t  leas .  
20 tubing o r  hose 
volumes per  min. 
Spec. 0-N-350: 
Phosphoric acid solu- 
tion 0. 5'1, by wt to r e -  
move heavy soils. 
No par t ic le  over 
175 microns,  etc. 
CLEANING PROCEDURES - METALS CLEANING SPI-49.111 
LINDE COMPANY, DIV. OF UNION CARBIDE, DECEMBER 28, 1965 (REF. 8) 
Nonferrous Pipe Assemblies and Parts 
P r o c e s s  
Preclean 
Rinse 
Pickle 
Rinse 
Clean 
Rinse 
D r y  
Agent 
Diversey 1319 (1) 3 oz/gal 
water  
Hot water  (2) 
Na2Cr207, 9 oz/gal 
water; H2S04, 16% by 
volume water 
Cold o r  hot water  
Step 1 
Step 4 
r ime,  
niin 
Tempera-  
ture, 
OF 
Ambient 
Ambient 
Remarks 
(1) Code 3008-2825; 
s tep 1 optional. 
Remove flux; (2) water 
shall be potable 
Soak until uniformly 
pickled. 
ieference 
iaragraph 
3. 5. 2. 6 
3. 5. 1. 6 
3. 5. 2 .6  
3.2. 10 
3. 5. 1. 6 
3. 5. 2. 6 
4. 4. 3. 1 
Reference 
paragraph 
. 0 3  
. 0 3 . 1  
. 0 3 . 2  
.03 .3  
.03 .4  
.03 .5  
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- 
Step 
Step 
CLEANING PROCEDURES - METALS CLEANING SPI-49.111 
LINDE COMPANY, DIV. O F  UNION CARBIDE, DECEMBER 28, 1965 (REF.  8) 
Nonferrous P ipe  and Tubing - Straight Lengths 
P r o c e s s  
P rec l ean  
Rinse 
Pickle  
Rinse 
Clean 
Dry  
Agent 
Diversey 1319: (1) 3 OZ/ 
gal water  
Cold water  (2) 
Na2Cr202,  9 oz/gal 
water;  H2S04, 16% by 
volume in water  
Step 2 
Step 1 
Time,  
min  
Tempera -  
ture ,  
F 0 
Ambient 
Ambient 
Remarks  
(1) Code 3008-2825. 
(2)  Water  sha l l  be 
potable. 
Soak until uniformly 
pickled. 
CLEANING AND TESTING O F  OXYGEN AND NITROGEN GAS PIPING SYSTEMS 
MIL-STD-1330 (SHIPS) MAY 10, 1968 (REF.  20) 
Oxygen System Flush 
P r o c e s s  
Disassemble 
Flush 
Drain 
Dry 
Agent 
Trichlorotrifluoroethane 
Dry, oi l - f ree  nitrogen, 
air, o r  vacuum 
Time ,  
m in 
30 
Tempera -  
ture ,  
OF 
R e m a r k s  
MIL-C-81302 type I, 
ultraclean. Repeat 
flushing if m o r e  than 
5 ppm total  contami- 
nation i s  found. 
Reference 
pa rag raph  
. 0 4 . 1  
. 04 .2  
. 0 4 . 3  
. 0 4 . 4  
. 04 .5  
. 0 4 . 6  
Reference 
paragraph 
5 . 2 .  3 
5 .2 .4 .1  
5.3. 1. 4 
5. 3. 1 . 4  
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Step 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
P r o c e s s  
Cleaning 
Flushing 
Cleaning 
Flushing 
MSFC-SPEC-164A (REF. 5) 
Corrosion-Resistant Steel Tubing 
Agent 
Nonetch alkaline: e. g . ,  
Turco 4215 - concen- 
tration, 10*2 oz/gal 
Tap water 
Nitric acid solution, 
10t2q by wt 
Demineralized water 
Time, 
min 
10 
10 
5 (min) 
10 (max) 
10 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
160+10 
Room 
170 - 190 
Room 
Remarks 
Circulation r a t e  a t  least 
20 tubing o r  hose 
volumes of liquid per  
min. 
See spec. D-N-250. 
No par t ic le  over 
175 microns;  no mor(  
than 5 par t ic les  f rom 
100 - 175 micron 
s ize;  specific r e s i s t -  
ance, 50 000 52; pH 
rating between 
6 and 8. 
Refer enct 
jaragrapk 
3. 5. 1 .6  
3. 5. 1.6 
3. 5. 1.6 
3 . 2 .  10 
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CLEANING OF PIPING AND EQUIPMENT - SECTION 49 
WHITE SANDS (REF. 6) 
Piping Steel 
Step P r o c e s s  
Mechanical 
Degreasinga 
Rinsing 
F i r s t  inspec- 
tion 
Chemical de-  
scaling 
Agent 
Grinding, brushing, 
sandblasting (A1203 
sand), vacuum clean, 
flushing with clean 
water. 
Trichloroethylene o r  
mild commercial  
alkaline cleaner  
Clean water until clean- 
ing solvent not evident 
Visual 
Solution of fluorides and 
HN03 
Method A: 
2NC NaOH in water 
Time, 
m in 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
140 - 160 
140 - 160 
Remarks 
MIL-T-27602: 
5 - 7 oz/gal water  
solvent reused until 
contaminant con- 
centration reaches  
0.1T by wt. 
F o r  alkaline cleaner  
only. 
Presence  of rus t ,  scale  
etc. Proceed to 
s tep 5. 
Steel surfaces  - condi- 
tions to  be  determine1 
by tes t s  on represen-  
tative specimens. 
Remove varnish from 
surfaces. Flush unti 
effluent pH stabilizes 
between 3. 0 to 4. 0. 
Leference 
aragraph 
49-07a 
49-07b 
4 9 - 0 7 ~  
49-07d 
49-07e 
49-074 
aValves and accessor ies  a r e  to be disassembled and cleaned in accordance with this  specification (49-071). 
P a r t s ,  such as gaskets  and seals ,  that might be  harmed by cleaning chemicals shall be  cleaned by 
dipping in isopropyl alcohol. 
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Concluded. CLEANING O F  PIPING EQUIPMENT - SECTION 49 
WHITE SANDS (REF.  6) 
Step 
6 
7 
8 
9 
- 
P r o c e s s  
Passivation 
Final r inse 
D r y  
Final d r y  
Agent 
1) 0. 0. 1T ci t r ic  acid 
2) 0. 25 - 0. 500; NaOH 
solution 
(3) Rinse with demin- 
eralized water 
(4) 0.25% monosodium 
phosphate, 0. 25% di- 
sodium phosphate; 
0. 50% sodium nitrite; 
99. oc", demineralized 
water 
Method B: 
(1) 0. lw~ Na2Cr04 so- 
(2) Rinse with demin- 
lution 
eralized water 
(3) Dry 
Demineralized water 
(1) Air or  
(2)  Vacuum evacuation 
Purge g a s  
Time,  
min 
-- 
60 
15 - 2( 
Tempera-  
ture, 
OF 
140 - 250 
140 
Remarks 
Rinse with alkaline. 
Surface treat. 
Surface treat. 
Until pH effluent = pH 
influent. 
Until a dew point of 
-60' F i s  reached. 
Reference 
paragraph 
49-07f 
4 9 - 0 7 ~  
49-07h 
49-07h 
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CLEANING, TESTING, AND HANDLING O F  OXYGEN, FUEL, AND PNEUMATIC COMPONENTS 
D5-12855, THE BOEING CO., MAY 15, 1968 (REF. 9) 
Small Tubing (1 in. i. d. max) Length to  Inside Diameter Ratio Greater  Than 10 
[Tubing over  1 in. i. d. and with length i. d, ra t io  l e s s  than 10 will b e  processed as parts.] 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
- 
P r o c e s s  
Rough clean 
Solvent flush 
Alkaline flush 
Visual accept- 
ance in- 
spection 
Final flush 
Dry 
Agent 
Trichloroethylene preci-  
sion cleaning agent o r  
Dowclene WR 
Turco 4215, 42158, 4142, 
o r  41428 o r  comparable 
nonsilicat ed alkali ne 
cleaner, 1 .0  - 2.0 
oz/gal in water 
Nitrogen, a i r ,  o r  other 
g a s  specifically ap- 
proved by engineering 
Step 2 
Step 4 
Time, 
m in 
5 
10 
3 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
150 - 170 
Remarks 
Processing t imes  giver 
are minimum; flush- 
ing solution flow 
r a t e s  shall b e  10 ft/ 
sec  minimum. 
Water distilled o r  de- 
ionized; minimum 
spec. resistance, 
50 000 R. 
Shall meet 6.2. 1. 1; 
shall not contain con 
densable hydrocar- 
bons in excess  of 
3 ppm by weight; 
shall not exceed 60% 
RH at  ambient tem-  
perature .  
Reference 
paragraph 
5.2 
6. 2. 2 
6. 2. 3 
6.2.6 or  
6. 2. 7 
4. 9 
6.2. 2 
6. 2.6 o r  
6. 2.7 
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CLEANING PROCEDURE - METALS CLEANING SPI-49.111 
LINDE CO. , DIV. OF UNION CARBIDE, DECEMBER 28, 1965 (REF.  8) 
Steel Pipe and Steel Pipe Assemblies and Steel P a r t s  
P r o c e s s  
<trip paint 
Preclean 
3 n s e  
?ickle 
i i n s e  
i u s t  proof 
i i n s e  
3ust proof 
)rY 
Agent 
Diversey aluminum: 
Diversey G-60: 
(1) 1 2  oz/gal of water 
(2) 4 oz/gal of water  
Diversey 1319: 
(3) 3 oz/gal water 
Cold o r  hot water (4) 
Diversey Everite: 
2Wc by volume in water  
Step 3 
Oakite 87, 6 oz/gal 
of water  
Step 3 
H2Cr04, 0. 1 oz/gal 
water 
Time, 
min 
-- 
120 
5 
2 
Tempera-  
ture, 
O F  
165 
Ambient 
Ambient 
170 
Remarks 
(1) Code 3008-3000. 
(2) Code 3008-2770. 
Soak until all paint i s  
removed o r  loosened 
(3) Code 3008-2825. 
(4) Water shall be  pot- 
able. 
(5) If solution i s  a t  
140' F soak for  
60 minutes. Sheet 
s teel  p a r t s  should no 
b e  soaked any longer 
than i s  necessary to 
remove r u s t  and 
scale. 
DO JOT RINSE 
Reference 
paragraph 
.06. 1 
. 0 6 . 2  
. 0 6 . 3  
.06 .4  
.06. 5 
.06.6 
.06 .7  
.06 .8  
.06 .9  
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TABLE 1. - CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS 
(a)  Aerospace clean category 
Service 
- 
Total 
solids; 
mg/ft' 
Particulate limits Specification 
LM ECS oxygen cabin pres-  
sure  
Vonvolatile 
residue, 
mg/ft2 
0 - 50 
50 - 75 
75 - 100 
> 100 
jolvmt sol- 
rble organic 
residue, 
mg/f t2  
Fiber limits Condensable hy. 
Size, r drocarbons, ppm by weight of test gas tion, no. / f t 2  Length, v 
UISC-SPEC-C-I 
~~ 
LM propellant subsystem 0 - 50 
50 - 100 
100 - 250 1 >250 Unlimited 100 4 0 I NS NS 1 NS - 
NS 
NS NSa 
Unlimited 
100 
10 
0 
NS 1 NS 
Unlimited 
100 
10 
0 
RCS-CM/SM propellant 0 - 50 
subsystem 50 - 15 
75 - 100 
SPS pressurization sub- I 0 - 50 
system 1 50 - 100 , 100 - 200 
>zoo 
NS 1 NS NS 
Unlimited 
200 
32 
0 
100 - 200 
>zoo 1 NS 1 NS NS 
SPS propellant system 0 - 50 
50 - 100 
100 - 180 
180 - 350 
>350 
Unlimited 
100 
20 
5 
0 
100 - 350 
>350 
5 1  i NS 1 N S  NS 
iSC-C-123D M X  and fuel parts, field 
parts, assemblies, and sub- 
systems (level In) 
0 - 35 
36 - 60 
61 - 95 
56 - 135 
136 - 170 
171 - 350 
>350 
Unlimited 
40 
10 
3 
2 
1 
0 
NS 
Jnlimited 1 0 - 35  
36 - 350 
351 - IO0 
X O O  
10 
1 '  
1 NS 
- 
NS 
0 
;SC (proposed) Unlimited 
65 
20 
5 
1 
0 
GSE LOX and fuel systems, 
parts, assemblies, sub- 
systems, etc. (level C) 
< 50 
50 - 100 
101 - 150 
151 - 200 
201 - 250 
>250 
' ibers a r e  counted as 
articles; fiber size I S  
etermined by the lengtl 
NS 1 
None using 
black light in- 
spec tion 
1 
NS 
'>6000 
LOX component subsystem 
(Thor, Atlas, and Titan I) 
300 - 500 
501 - 1000 
> 1000 
175 - 100 
I O 1  - 2500 
>2500 
JSAF T.O. 42C-1-1 
NS 5 
dSFC-SPEC-164A LOX and GOX tubing, hoses, 
rigid tubing, flex hose as- 
semblies, miscellaneous 
components and control as-  
semblies (onboard and GSE; 
see Containers) 
1 N S  N S  
Not specified. 
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TABLE I. - Continued. CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS 
(a )  Continued. Aerospa<:e c lean  category 
SUTViCP Par t icu la te  l imi t s  onvolati le Total 
res idue ,  l- mg/f t2  mg/it  Fiber l imi t s  .ondensable hy. drocarbons ,  ppin by weight 
of tes t  gas 
jolvent sol- 
ible organic 
res idue ,  
mg/ft2 
SD.4 0-75192B Vo f luorescence  NS 1 NS NS 1 Propel lan t  uti l i7ahon sys-  b175 b0 
lrin comnrments: winr test '175 r0 
1 Cleaning. c1e ; inhnes~  tr>sting and liandlin$ of oxygen. fuel,  .ind Imcwmatir. romponrnls  (IOM 01671, lrrrl IV) 0 - 50 51  - 140 141 - 230 231 - 320 
321 - 410 
411 - 500 
.500 
Vnlimited 
40 
10 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 - 50 
51 - 500 
501 - 100 
100 1 
nilmite,  
10 
1 
0 
2 1 NS NS 
1 i NS EPS cryoqrn ic  distribution 0 - 50 ~ L7Tnhmited iubsvs tem 50 - 100 100 
~ 100 - 175 , 10 1 ',175 1 0 - 
EPS cryogrn ic  tanks 
i e s i )  j 500 - 1000 ~ 2 
~ ~ 1000 ! 0 
Piping and equipment ~ 0 - 9  unlimited 
~ 10 - 25 ~ 500 
25 - 50 15 
50 - 100 
~ 10 '100 0 
MSC-SPEC-C-7 
NS NS NS NS j 
'100 - 1508 
1500 
1 
0 NS NS ~ 
GDA 0-751920 '100 - 2000 
21100 - 6000 
'6000 
20 
2 
0 
I 
NS I 
i 
I 
I 
NS 1 2 i o  f luorescence  
White Sands 
see. 49  i 
NS i 4 
NS i 
i ! 
Air Products  ~ C l a s s  AAA 
q C L  107F ~ 
-- 
NS ~ NS 
175 - 500 25 
500 0 
'"300 - 5000 b4  
__-___ 
b500 b0 
r50 - 75 53 
' 7 5  - 100 C6 
C l O O  C O  
Io f lunrescence  2000 0 
1 I'rnpcliant uti l izntlon s y s -  
teni romponrnts  ( r i n s r  tesir  
: z  
lo fluorescence , NS NS , 
i 
L 
~ Intcrchanaeable s tandard  
I 
__ 
{ 'a r t s  ( r i n s e  rest)  
I 
, (:ontamination b a r r i e r  and  
1 sea l  m a i r r i a l  (rmse tent)  
-' 
1(lOIl - 2000 1 ; 
2000 
I 
NS I 300 - 500 1 4 500 1 0 
I
b300 - 5no I b4 
b500 ' 
I I 
~ Propellant tanks 
~ ( w p c  tPStS) 
NS A l l  other coniponpnts 
I wine t e s t s )  
'175 0 2000 0 
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TABLE I. - Continued. CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS 
(a) Concluded. Aerospace clean category 
Pressurization systems, r e -  
action control propellant 
systems 
Specification 
0 - 5 
5 - 15 
15 - 25 
25 - 50 
50 - 100 
Service I Particulate limits 
LOX components, breathing 
oxygen components 
Fiber limits 
10 - 26 
26 - 100 
Condensable hy- 
drocarbons, 
ppm by weight 
of test gas 
Nonairborne breathing sys-  
tems 
Nonvolatile 
residue, 
mgjft2 
0 - 175 
115 - 700 
x o o  
Total 
:olids, 
nglft' 
3olvent sol- 
ib1e organic 
residue, 
mg/ft2 
Size, r no. /f t2  Length, JJ Popula- tion, no. / f t2  
Unlimited 
110 
100 
40 
20 
0 
Unlimited 
100 
10 
5 
1 
0 
NS 1 NS 
- 
NS 
NS 
NS 1 NS 
Small propulsion systems 0 - 5  
5 - 15 
15 - 25 
25 - 50 
50 - 100 
100 - 250 
>250 
Unlimited 
Unlimited 
Unlimited 
2100 
100 
4 
0 
NS 1 NS NS 
Main propulsion systems 0 - 25 
2 5  - 50 
50 - 100 
100 - 180 
180 - 350 
>350 
Unlimited 
1000 
100 
20 
5 
0 
3 50 1 5  NS 
__ 
NS 
- 
NS 
__ 
NS 
- 
2. 5 
- 
NS 
NS NS 1 
n 
NASA FRC process 
spec. 20-1 
Unlimited 
(6000) 
e13 250 
(250) 
e265 (5) 
e 5 3  (1) 
eo (0) 
NS NS 
NS ! NS NS 
NS 
! 100 - 150 
' 750 - 1501 I 1500 
MSC-SPEC-C-SA Unlimited 
6 
0 
700 - 1500 
>1500 
1 
0 1 _ _ -  
I
MSC-SPEC-C-l1A Environmental control sys-  0 - 175 
tems 175 - 700 
~ >700 
Unlimited 
6 
0 
1 NS NS 
LeRC RDL-003 
51 - 100 
101 - 150 
151 - 350 
LOX and COX components 
(Plum Brook Station) 
of 1 f t 2  or mea te r  >500 
Unlimited 
40 
18 
5 
0 
4 
0 
501 - 1000 
,001 - 1875 
>1815 0 
(up to 25 diam) 
>z000 
0 NS NS 
SDA 0-15192B No fluorescence NS NS 
Transducers, surface area 
of less  than 1 f t2  ~ X O O  
I 300 - 500 2 
0 . 2000 l o  No fluorescence NS NS NS 
'Extrapolated from 41 mm diam filter paper count; parentheticals a r e  actual values. 
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TABLE I. - Concluded. CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS 
(b) Conimercial  clean category 
Nonvolatile 
res idue,  
mglf t2  
Spec i f 1  ca t ion Total 
solids, 
mg:ft2 
6000 
Low intensity 
c ep table 
0 f luorescence a c -  
Fiber  l imi t s  4 Solvent sol- uble organic 
res idue,  
2 nig,'ft 
Condensable hy- 
drocarbons,  
ppm by weight 
of tes t  g a s  
NS 
Length, 
JJ 
Popula- 
tion, 
no. / f t2  
Linde Division's 
3xygen 
NS I NS 500 I NS 10 
Air Products  
QCL 105F 
:lass A I 750 - 15001 10 
,1500 ---L-L 
No fluorescence, 
-2000 I 0 I i  solated par t ic le  
of lint acceptable 
Air Products  
QCL 106F 
:lass AA I 50~;0~001 10 
0 
TABLE 11. - GENERAL DESCRIPTION O F  CLEANING PROCEDURES 
Cleaning 
s tep 
Cleaning agent Method Purpose 
Preclean Trichloroethylene, t r ichlorotr i -  
fluoroethane, mixtures  of ni t r ic  
and hydrofluorir acid, coni- 
pressed a i r  
Soak, brush,  blow, spray,  dip, shot 
peening, vapor degrease  
Remove gross contamination such as 
scale ,  s lag,  rust ,  surface adhering so i l s  
greases ,  oxides 
Clean Trichloroethylene, t r ichlorotr i -  
fluoroethane, mixtures  of ni t r ic  
and hydrofluoric acid, alkaline 
cleaning agents, phosphoric acid 
organic solvent mixtures ,  de te r .  
gent solutions 
Soak, brush, apply ultrasonic energy, 
dip, soak, spray,  flush, vapor de-  
grease ,  mechanical washers  
Remove soi ls ,  g reases ,  f ibers ,  p a r -  
ticulate mat te r  in precis ion cleaning 
operations; remove fine contaminants 
Rinse Tap water, demineral ized water  
distilled wat r r ,  alcohol, t r i  - 
chloroethylenc, t r ichlorotr i -  
Eluoroethane, methylene 
chloride 
<-. 
Soak, brush,  apply ultrasonic energy, 
dip, soak, spray,  flush, mechanical 
washers  
Remove detergent o r  solvent solutions 
Inspect Visual, ultraviolet light, water  
break,  flood light, p H  paper, sol- 
vent brush,  wipe tes t ,  g a s  blowdown, 
nonvolatile residue, solvent soluble 
organic res idue,  condensable hydro- 
carbon 
Determine and/or verify the level of 
c leanl iness  attained during cleaning 
process  
Dry Dry, filtered a i r ,  nitrogen, 
heat, vacuum 
Mechanical: 
Dry, f i l tered a i r  o r  nitrogen 
blowoff 
Thermal:  
Ovens, vacuum ovens 
Remove las t  remnants  of r inse  solvents 
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TABLE 111. - EFFECTS OF COMMON 
Polvstyr?ne Poly.sinvl Polyethylene Bakr l i t ?  
chloride (phenolic) 
F ide r . i l  or M I L  soivif icat ion 
P l a s t i c s  I 
U'lll damage  
rm prolonged 
contact  
Sone  
Dissolves 4 h r  - 
s',~-ollen 
4 lir - 
sl icht  effect  
None 
Di s so lves  1 h r  - 
none 
4 l1r - 
s l i r h t  swell 
1 h r  - none 
4 h r  - sl ight  
s ' , ~ e l l  
S o n e  
5 l l l l i l  - 
none 
Dissi i lvrs  1 hi- - none None 
11 < ,I1 E 4 lir - sl ight  
, c ' r r l l  
4 hI. - 4 hi. ~ sl ight  
,,,,". ~ effect 
i 
None 
Aromat i c  
TT -x-0 161, 
I 
1 
I 
I i 
~ 
I 
I 
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CLEANING SOLVENTS ON MATERIALS 
-- 
Effrct  1J11 ni:lll~rials rif  constrLICti~l l l~l  
t‘l.lsiom1~rs 
. .. 
% irr coati iys.  insulating v a r n i s h ~ s .  and markine inks 
Formvar nondar Glvptal 1201 Glyptal 1202 
j n ir-dried) a i r -dr ied)  
GE 9740 Ink 
(baked) 
Slight effect 
5 ii i in - none 
None 
None 1 Slight effect  
5 niin - none 5 niin - none 
Nonr ‘ None 
s\r 1.1 Is Srvrrr r ixz ing  Slight e f f rc t  Lifted I I  Lifted Lifted Removed 
Noill. Swrlls Lifted Lifted Removed W i l l  soitrn Sone Lifted Svells 
3 m i n  - 
none 
5 nii i i  - 
SWt’ll 
None 5 m i n  - lifted 5 min - lifted Some r e -  
moved 
(will not 
remove 
epoxy- 
based ink 
Partially 
removed 
None 5 m i n  
5 9  P 11 
S k  el 1 s Slight effect Slight effect 
5 rnin - lifted 5 min - lifted Partially 
removed 
5 m i n  - 
511ght 
SU.Cl1 
Swells on 
pro lo lyrd  
contact 
Nonr  
None 
SUCllS 
Swells  
-___ 
Slight effect  Slight effect Partially 
removed 
petroleum 
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TABLE 111. - Concluded. EFFECTS OF COM 
Federal or MIL specificatlo!! 
Fluorinated 
T r ic  hloromonof luorom et hane 
(fluorocarbon 111 (solvent 
grade) 
Trichlorotrifluoroethane 
(fluorocarbon 113) ( so l -  
vent grade) 
Cleaning solvent 
Dissolves Slight e f fec t  Slight effect None 
on long ex- 
posure  
MIL-C-8 1302 Wep 4 hr a t  4 h r  - none 4 h r  - none None 
(Covers  Freon PCA and 75' F - none 
equlvalent grade  solvents: is 4 h r  
being revised to a l so  cover boiling - 
Freon T F  and equivalent grade  cracked and 
solvents br i t t l e  
5 min - None None 
none 
~ ! 
- 
Naptha, aliphatic (pe t ro-  
leum naptha) 
Stoddard solvent ( d r y  
cleaning solvent) 
TT-N-95a 
Type I - For organic coating 
Type I1 - For cleaning acrylic 
p1ast1cs 
P-D-680 
(Supersedes P-S-661b) 
Type I - 100' F min flashpoint 
Tvpe I1 - 140' F min flashpoint 
Mineral  sp i r i t s  
Thinner; paint, volatile 
sp i r i t s  (petroleum sp i r i t s )  
TT-T-291c 
Grade 1 - Light thinner 
Grade 2 - Heavy thinner 
Isopropyl alcohol (anti-  
icing fluid and solvent) 
Methyl alcohol (methanol) 
Ethyl alcohol (ethanol) 
Acetone, technical 
TT-1-7350 
(Supersedes MIL-F-5566 and 
Grade A - 0. 1% max water;  f o r  
use in manufacturing 
Grade B - 0. 4% may water: for  
use a s  antiicing fluid 
and solvent 
0 - M -  232d 
MIL- 1- 10428A) 
Grade A - 99. 80; synthetic 
(solvent use)  
Grade AA - 99.87 synethetic 
Grade B - 9 P c  technical 
(H-C02 genera tors )  
(solvent use) 
Grade C - wood alcohol 
(denaturing grade1 
0- E- 760b 
(Supersedes 0-A-396) 
0-A-51d 
5 min - 
none 
5 min - 
none 
5 min 
none 
Dissolves 
5 rnin - 
ext rac ts  
plasticizer 
5 min - 
ext rac ts  
plasticizer 
5 m i n  - 
ext rac ts  
plasticizer 
Dt sso lves  
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Dissolves 
aEfIects da ta  determined by Sandia Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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MON CLEANING SOLVENTS ON MATERIALS 
Elas tomers  
Teflon Neoprene Silicon 
(TFE)  rubber rubber 
Effect on mater ia l s  of constructiona 
Wire coatings, insulating varnishes,  and marking inks 
Formvar  Bondar Glyptal 1201 Glyptal 1202 GE 9740 Ink 
polyvinyl formula (air-dried) (air-dried) (baked) 
None None None 
5 min - none 5 min - none 
None 5 min - none 
swell 
None I 
I Slight 1 Slight I I I 
swell 
None 1 io. - I 1/2 h r  - 1 100 h r  - none 1100 hr  - none !Unknown 1 Unknown !Unknown !None 
6% swell 
l l  I 1  
petroleum 
I 
None None 
5 min - none Ne 
- 
None None 10 min -nom Varies 
with ink 
None 
None None None 5 min - none 5 min - none Var ies  
with ink 
10 min  - nonc 
I 
None None None 5 min - nonc 5 min - none 5 min - none Var ies  
with ink 
None Swells Extract  
plasti- 
c izer  
5 min - none LDissolves Dissolves 1 ~ Dissolves Removes 
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70 
!Particle free, de-  
ionized H 2 0  
L 
N2 
71 
H 2 0  
40 - 5I7% HNOQ bath 
for 6 0  m m  
DPionized H 2 0  pH Potable H20 
efflurnl = pH influent 
Steam 
Gaseous N p  Hydrocarbon free, pas- Gaseous N2 or  air 
eous N2 
w
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Test Test  method 
1 
Reference specifications Results 
Characterist ic resu l t s  Test limitations 
Visual: 
Ultravcoiet 01  
black light 
pH paper 
W l p ?  
i water break 
All sur faces  that have been cleaned shall he tested 
for acidity and allulinity w l t h  narrow-range pH 
pappr while surfaces are  wet f rom final water 
rinse. 
distilled water to permit testing as  required. 
row range pH paprr I S  SenSLtiVe to each 0. 1 pH 
unit change. 
Wipe lest shall he made on int?ri i ir  surface of each 
romponrnt using new. clean filtrr p;iper (Whatman 
No. 42, Sand S 602, or Whatman No. 44. or q u a l ) .  
, This test  shall conssst of at lcast two movements of 
Dry sur facrs  may be wet with few drops of 
Nar- 
Surfaces to he  ~n L'ontact w i t h  service medium shall 
b r  visually examined using flash light. mirrors ,  
borescope, or X I 0  magnifying  lass for evidence of 
corrosion, moisture,  scalf, d iwct  Krease, oil. 
paints,  preservatives,  metal chips. weld scales, 
and other foreign matter. 
IH range from 6 . 0  t o  8.0.  pH 
:slue outsidr specified range will 
:ause rejection and subsequent 
-ec1eans or  rerinses. 
Visual  Inspection with aid of ultrav:olet light 
source 2500 to 3100 A shall b? accwnplished on 
all accessible surfacrs  to d r t w m m e  p r e s e n ~ ?  of 
pPlroleum-typ? hydrocarbons. Ultrariold 
sourre (3200-3800 41 may a lso  show some glrw or 
fluorescence because of presencr of fibers, 
grcase, oil, and other foreign matPnals  not VIS- 
iblc in ordinary light. 
1. Difficult to ascertain small  color 
changes. 
2. Very qualitative. 
3.  Not represmtative of the overall 
system. 
Wet sur face  xith clean water o r  observe receding 
iiater film as w a t r r  d r a i n s  off part .  
Filter papers shall b r  examined 
inder microscope for particulate 
.ontammation and under ultra- 
,mlet light for fluoresrenre. 
Faiiur? t i ,  conform with cleanli- 
less requirements w i l l  cause re- 
ection. reclean. and reinspection. 
I -- 
Flrrod light , High-ImsLty light source (200 U' or hrttrr) sh in -  
~ n g  JI oblique a n g k  10 determinr p.irticulatr con-  
Inminat ion.  Dust or iint u,hrn viewed from o u -  j sidrz hright light bccnmes vistblr .  
1. Very qualitative. 
2. Not truly representative of cleanh. 
ness where accessibility is limited. 
3. Subl'ct to operator errors. 
4. Qxstionable reproducibility. 
U s r  a blowhorn or similar ~ ~ V I C P  11, lhold mi l l i -  
pnrc fi lter dlsk (0. 4550.02 /. pores. 47 m m  di -  
dmctcr. m h ~ l r  3 .  OX mm ~ n d .  capable v i  f i l t e r -  
~ n g  RO c c  of dlstl1it.d water per square cfmtinirter 
prr minu te  ai 70 rm uf  m r r c u r y  ~ 13. 5 psia a t  
125' C). Flaw a minimum vo lumr  o f  100 SCF of 
gas  IlirouKh test i t r m  at  mlnlmiim f low T a l i i  of 
35 SCFM, n r  at normal systrm oprr:itinc flow 
r 3 t p  IS 3 SCRM or less. total voiumc of tcst  i.'as 
usrd  may bc rrduced to 35 SCF. 
:irc.a shall bc cnlrulated to n p a r f s t  0. 1 ft2. 
Crit lcnl surf:lr.r 
Presrncr of visiblr ciinlamination 
lauses relection. Surface dis- 
.aloration due to welding or pas- 
jivation permitted providpd no 
x a l e  or othrr objectionable film 
"emains.  Widely used. 
1. Unaided by magnifying glass visual 
examination limited to 4011 smalles 
particle detection. 
2. Sublwtive test. 
3. Most effective with particulate 
matter. 
4. Least effective with invisible films 
5. Highly trained microscopist may 
increase validity of test results.  
6. Highly qualitative. 
Presencc of f1uorescrnce causes 
"election. 12. Animal oils such a s  fish oil rust  
11. Very  qualitative. 
1 preservatives Will not fluoresce. 
13. Vegetable oils such as cas te r  oil- 
based cutting emulsLons will  not 
4. Extent of contamination detectable 
1 
1 
glow. 
.'50 ppm - not discernable. 
50-100 ppm - barely discernable. 
'100 ppm - definitely discernable. 
#ater film if unbroken for 5 sec-  1. Quahta t~vr  test. 
mds I S  indicative of cleanlinrss. 2. Contaminants in water lessen Sen- 
S I t I V I t y .  
' 3 .  Test l i m i t d  to horizontal surface: 
only. 
4. Cse 01 deionized water and a 
trained inspector may increase 
sensitivity to one molecular thick- 
ness of contaminant. 
For aerospace application, I. Vcry  qualitative. 
I ~ C S C I I C C  nf ilnt or dust causes 2. Insprctor aependent. 
r q e r t ~ i , n .  For r o m m r r c i a l  ap- :3.  of l m i t e d  applicability. 
Jl icntions.  small  amounts  of i 
mrtlcuiatc contamination a r e  ' 
I 
I Icceptablr. 
,direct de t r rmina t ion  mrthods 1 
Stain on filter memhranc ,  evidence 
A fluorescence of particles exceed- 
cng max imum SIZV and count c r l -  
Lena.  or exceeding criteria by 
ictuai count w ~ l l  cause reclean and 
reinsprrtion uf t r s t  item. Second 
failure uf item to meet particulate 
requLrmnc=nts of applicable cleanli- 
ness h e 1  w i l l  c a s e  relection of 
item 
1. VP'rV q"ailtat,"e. 
2. Indicativr of h c k  of sufficient 
?leanliness, but not achieved 
rleanllnrss. 
3. Contaminants may not volatalize 
suf f ic~ent ly  into p s  stream to 
provide detectability. 
KSC-C-I23(D) 
KSC Proposed 
MSC-SPEC-164A 
USAF T.O. 42C-1-11 
AFRPL-TI-No. 5-1-5 
RDL-003 
Linde SPI-49. 111 
ZDA 14110 
Air Products 
USAF T.O. 42C-1-11 
KSC-C-123D 
KSC Proposed 
AFRPL-TI-5-1-5 
RDL-003 
Linde SP1-49. 117 
SDA- 14110 
MSFC -SPEC - 164A 
Air Products 
USAF T.O. 42C-1-11 
MIL-STD-1330 (SHIPS) 
AFRPL-TI-No. 5-1-5 
RDL-003 
Linde SPI-49. 117 
GDA 14170 
Air Products 
AFRPL- TI- No. 5- 1-5 
Linde SPI-49. 117 
AFRPL- TI-No. 5 -  1 - 5 
Air Products 
KSC Proposed 
FRC P.  S. 20-1 
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100 - 500 ml of representative flushing fluid for  each 
square foul of cri t ical  surface a r e a  LS fi l tered 
lhrough 45 11, type HA white grid, 47 mm diameter 
membrane fi l ter .  
mated using x45 magnification for  particles la rger  
than 2. 5 p and x90 magnification for  particles 25 0 
Particles a r e  counted or esti-  
1 Characterist ic resu l t s  
If partlcle count In  a given size 
range a s  listed in table I o r  fig- 
ures  2 through I is exceeded, 
part, system o r  Ltem is rejected 
and submitted to additional clean- 
lng, rinsing and inspections. 
jolvent flush 
ilvent soluble 
rganic residue 
P t  = Nt 
"Ai 
Nt total number of partlcles counted ~n n unlt 
960 mm', total effective fi l ter  a r e a  
number of unit a r e a s  counted 
3.08 L, unit a rea ,  mm2 
a r e a s  
E 
I 
4f 
L calibrated length of ocular micrometer.  mm 
:se a precision cleaned hypodermlc synnge  tu 
ransfer  test  fluid sample and reference standard 
o respective infrared sealed ce l l s  with sodium 
'hloride windows. Nominal cell  path length is 
I mm for single beam infrared spectrophotometer 
'ecord abhorptlon of reference standard at  
I .  42 $1 (2924  cm-') a s  4 and f o r  test  sample a s  
B. For double beam IR spectrophotometer Insert 
reference and test  sample and record net absorp- 
L L O I I  at 3. 4 2  I, f o r  test sample as C. 
absorbance loglo of A, B, and C.  By stand- 
ard infrared baselme method (ASTM E168-64T, 
sec. 6) r e f e r  to prev~ous ly  prepared reference 
standard curve to obtain mill igrams of solvent 
suluble organic restdue per m ~ l h h t e r  of solvent. 
Calculate per methods m results column. 
Calculate 
alculated SSOR/ft2 of cri t ical  
rea:  
, Single beam mg/f t2  = (F)o 
c 
Y 
D mg SSOR,'ml (ref.  std.)  
(calculated from A) 
E mg SSOR/'mp test  sam 
ple (calculated 
from B) 
E - D net concentration of test  
solvent, mg SSORjml 
total volume of test sol-  F 
vent, ml  
G total a rea  of cri t ical  sur. 
face tested, f t2  
. Double beam rnp/A2 = o(H) 
C 
F total volume of test sol-  
vent used, ml 
H concentration of test  sol- 
vent, mg SSORiml 
(calculated from c) 
xceeding the allowable l imits in 
ible I shall cause the item lo be  
ecleaned. 
~ 
Test limitations 
L. Qmlitative test. 
!. Variable reproducrbility. 
I. Accuracy dependent upon techni- 
cian domg the counting. 
I. Extremely vulnerable to e r ror .  
I .  Laboratory technicians must be  
trained until they a r e  able repro- 
ducibly to count standard fi l ters.  
Assumes  any organic m a t e n a l  re- 
maining on cri t ical  surface will  be 
soluble in solvent. 
€&antitalive measurement. 
Commercial  clean dues not spec- 
~ f y  of IR spectrometer.  
Reference specificationr 
USAF T. 0. 42C-1-11 
KSC Proposed 
FRC P.S. 20-1 
MIL-STD-1330 (SHIPS) 
AFRPL-TI-No. 5-1-5 
FUJL-003 
GDA 14110 
MSFC-SPEC-164A 
LSC Proposed 
JSAF T . 0  42C-1-11 
( re ference  test  only) 
IFRPL-TI-No. 5-1-5 
( re feree  test  only) 
WL-003 ( re feree  test  
Linde SPI-49. 117 
;DA 14170 ( re feree  test  
only) 
only) 
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TABLE VI. - Concluded. CLEANLINESS VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES 
~ 
Test 
'ondensable hy- 
rocarbons 
Tes t  method 
Spertrograde CC14 I S  distllled and IR spectro- 
photometrically examined for  hydrocarbon impur- 
ity absorbance a t  3. 42 p (2924 cmi'). There will 
be  no absorbance at  above bandhead. Absorption 
will cause CC14 redistillation. 
and standard hydrocarbon mixture (9% by wt 
U. S. P. heavy white mineral  oil and 1% by wt  r e -  
agent grade triolein (glycerol tr ioleate - 
(C 17H33COo)3C,H5) reference standard absorp- 
tion curve wil l  be  prepared. Three  gas  washing 
bottles (250 ml  capacity) properly cleaned shall be 
charged with 150 m l  or redistilled CC14, sealed a t  
top, and interconnected with appropriate tubing to 
allow passage of test  gas. 
by wet test gas  meter  downstream of third gas  
w a s h q  bottle. Record barometric pressure,  
wet test  g a s  meter temperature at  beginning and 
end of test. Adjust gas  flow rate to 5 - 6 l i t e rs  
i per minute. Allow 600 l i te rs  of test pas to flow 
through bottles without blowing CC14 from one 
bottle to another or reduced in volume. 
pletion, quantitatively transfer CC14 to beaker and 
evaporate 10.2 ml. Transfer  to 5 m l  volumetric 
flask and dilute Lt to volume. Deterrnlne IR ab- 
sorbance and from reference standard curve ob- 
tam mill igrams of condensable hydrocarbons. 
Using thls CCI4 
Gas flow IS measured 
Upon com- 
onvolatile 
esidue 
Semiquantitative. 
, Low sensttivity. 
, Low accuracy. 
, Hydrocarbon evaporation roeffi- 
cient varies with experimental con- 
ditions and is not characterist ic 
property. 
contribute tu erroneous results.  
. Solvents contain stabil izers whlrh 
. Tedious procedure requiring labo- 
ratory to be  carried out .  
Laboratory manipulations can re- 
sult m inss of hydrocarbons 
Transfer 500 m l  (some procedures specify 
100 ml ,  other procedures specify 1000 ml) into 
a clean degreased beaker. 
to 10 - 20 rnl volume in steam bath. 
solvent to constant weight (within 0. 3 mg) tared 
30 ml  weighing bottle, welghed to nearest  0. 1 mg. 
Continue evaporation t o  volume of 5r0. 5 ml.  
not let solvent evaporate to dryness.  Place 
weighing bottle m constant temperature oven at 
221' - 230' F f o r  1. 5 hours. Cool weighing bot- 
tle tn desiccator and then weigh to nearest  0. 1 mg. 
Return weighing bottle to Constant temperature 
oven for 0. 5 hour. Repeat weighing. If drffer-  
ence between successive weighings is .O 3 mg, 
repeat drying until difference I S  
evaporate solvent to dryness being careful not Io  
overheat or bake residue. 
to constant weight. 
Evaporate solvent 
Transfer  
Do 
0. 3 mg or 
Cool residue and weigh 
USAF T.O.  42C-1-11 
KSC-C - l23(D) 
KSC Proposed 
AFRPL-TI-No. 5-1 -5  
Linde SPI-49 117 
MSFC-SPEC-164A 
Air  Products 
I 
Characterist lc results 
- 
Remarks 
Test limitations 
I .  Total condensable hydrocarbons: 
i total condensable hydrocarbona 
3 mg condensable hydrocarbon/ 
: total voluine CCI4 
1.54 compensating evaporation 
ml  CCI4 
factor 
2. Condensable hydrocarbons, 
ppm by w f  
D volume test  gas,  l i t e rs  a s  
STP 
E volume test  gas,  l i t e rs  
F barometric pressure,  
mm He 
average wet test  gas  me- 
t e r  temperature, OC 
H = (D)(1) 
H wt of t?St gas,  g 
I density of test gas,  g l l i t e r  
G 
3. 
4. ,, Ax106 
H 
J condensable hydrocarbons ( in  
pprn by wt of test gas) 
A total condensable hydrocar- 
Failurc to mer9 requirements In la 
ble I results 111 relection. 
bons In 1 above. 
res t  results a r e  compared to tared 
,lank. Difference between weights 
shall not exceed specified l imits of 
:ontamumt1on, otherwise, test  
item w i l l  be recleaned and re -  
Inspected. 
- 
Use of "fudge" factor can Cause 
Hydrocarbon evaporation Coef- 
ficient is not chararterist ic 
property and varies with experi- 
mental conditions 
Hydrocarbons may not be volatile 
Process  routine is sufficiently dlf- 
erroneous results: 
enough to produce detectability. 
ficult to result  in aborted lest .  
. Test is not representative of sys-  
tem cleanliness. 
. IR procedure t s  highly quantktarlvr, 
but sampling and sample treatment 
is highly susceptible to e r r o r s .  
or spilling while replenishing i t  dur 
~ n g  test  reqmres  manual dexlerity; 
lack of which afferts reproducibiiity 
and accuracy of the test .  
. To prevent CC14 f rom backing UP 
eference specification 
SC-C-l23(D) 
sc proposed 
76 NASA-Langley, 1972 E-6885 
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• With this figure representing a particle 10 microns in diameter, the larger figure 
~ represents the cross ~ection of the average human hair (100 microns). The major problem in contamination control is the tendency of the small.parti-cles to group and form larger particles. 
Chart 8. ApprOXimate Sizes of Common Particles 
L 
TABLE XV. APPROXIMATE PARTICLE SIZE AND CONCENTRATIONS 
IN TYPICAL RURAL AND METROPOLITAN AREAS 
PIlrticle Size Pnrticleo Del' Cubic Foot 
in Microns City 'flUTa1 
0.7 - 1 1,000,000 - 1,500,000 40,000 e 50,000 
1 - :3 100,000 - 125,000 10,000 - 15,000 
:3 - 6 35,000 - 40,000 4,500 - 5,000 
~~- 3,000 - 4,000 1,000 - 1,200 12 - 25 400 - 500 5 - 10 
TABLE XVI. TYPICAL SOURCES OF LARGER PARTICLES GENERATED IN 
LABORATORIES, MANUFACTURING SHOPS, AND STORAGE AREAS 
Source 
Crumpling paper 
Writing with ballpoint pen on ordinary paper 
Vinyl abraded by a wrench or other object 
Rubbing or abrading an ordinary painted Bur~ace 
Rubbing an epoxy painted surface 
Handling poooivated metals 
Seating screws 
Sliding ~~tal surfaces (non1ubricated) 
Belt drive 
Abrading the skin 
Soldering (60/40 solder) 
Size 
(Microns) 
65 
20 
90 
40 
10 
30 
75 
30 
4 
:3 
81 
L 
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Sub j • O~~ygQn G';i,"H1. j;1::V~~--'©ga~'1 p:l,'i!i~/'e;; ~Y~)'~Qm0.? ~ lQ~/;1ir~g 
m1u infJPo~'i;ioi'l of 
1. Pu~po8a: The purpose of tbia inat~uction 1a to 
p;;,~mn'L1J,G~a;G0 p:r,'>oCQdU:!,'l®8 1"0;;:' cle~1I;1in2: ~r1d iKl.apec l!;ir1g ahipK1u,sJ;'d 
oxygen and nitrog@n piping ~ystems. ThesQ procedures ar@ 
not applic(2,ble tc,o gas zen®:i."8'Ging LJ18?'1'~~ 'ltlh:Lch ahGlll be 
cleanQd :&');1 GlCCOrdm1ce 1rJith rr1anufac't:;t:n'Ql'gJ a cleani!£1g pJ.'lDc~du:rg0. 
2. CanG~llation: T~ia instruction Bupsrs0das and c&nobla 
Bm";;Jau oi'==Sr'11ps I11S'i:;:l:"l.wt;ion 9230.12 SGJ;' 6l~,8F=2039 of. 
31 AUgLl;;J';; 1960. 
::; 0 Ac'cion ~ Ei,1c1oBtu"e (1) should h~ adhe'f'Gd to :1.\1 cleaning 
D1P,(~ 1l:1spl,;jc'i;;lns all o;~ygen sys'c~ms and C'.tly nh;:~<>og0:") syst~ms 
WhlCh are spacif10d to be used for the Bto~ag~ and distri-
~ution of oil-free nitrogen on all stations and all sh1ps p 
including nucloar pow@red ships. 
Distribution List: 
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1. O:l~YGm'1 ~YErGem8 );jms'!.; b(J clc!c;;nlJd ·?o110'i>JJ.~'/,,'3 ';;;;10:1.:£' 
(jH:HjGmbly Glnd In-'i()J.~ '\;O b0irl~~ pl[ic,~("l. in 8:';:;'''V:1.0(; 0 Thu ·lrJOz'd 
'U clean ii GA~ used hereh1· is aofiw;-;d as UUbaing 1'1"e(:;; oX: all 
looso Bc@la, ruat, grit, filings and othe~ larsian 
substances; and frae of oil, greas6 a~d other organic 0 
rnat;@J;"ials". ',1 
:2. Oxygen equipmeni; t~hich is :l';'6C0i ved lJ'QJfl c1 
manufGlcturer 'lrJ'ith 8 stat6mef.!.'~ 'i;;ha'(; i'l; has b82.1:! cleaned 
fen; .... o:Jcygen sGl"vice need not bG reclear:ed pl"ov:l.ded 'c;11.o m~..;cU1r:;; 
for protecting the equipment is intact. 
3. After tho initial cleaning operation, ~h0 system 
need not be 1"'EH;1~~n1ed unl(;;ss it has been opened to the ' 
atmosphel"G for modirica!~ion or l"epair 01" when th(~ pl"eSStu"'1ij 
dl"OPB belC=M the minimum pe:l'missible opel"'ating pressure of 
25 psig. 
1~. Sys·cems which are to handle 6..ry iJ oil-fr'~=':0 
nitrogen such as missile nitrogan systems on submarines .:: .. 
and tendel"~ shall be ',:r'eatied in '~he same manrwz' as an o"2~ygen ~} 
system. 
1. The following materials are to be used as 
indicated: 
Piping Sys'liems 
-
TJIa teria 1 s 
Trisodium phosphate 
(Na3POL}) ~ anhydl"ous, 
t;echnical grade.9 Fed 0 
Spec. 0-3-642, T¥pe I, 
FSN G68l0-664-74~7 or 
Trisocium phosphate 
(Na3P04.12H20), dodeca-
hydracs, technical grade", 
Fed.Spec. o-s-642,Type II 
FSN a6810-?"·O-2ll5 and 
G6810=2L~O=2116 • 
Enclosure (1) 
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Application Nate!'ials 
Small or delicat~ 
Equipment 
02 System Cl(;)an~r, filiI. 
Spec. MIL-C-8638, Stock 
Numb~"r RN6850-597-7J.66-
G500. * 
* 
2. OX"!gen and nitrogen distr1bution systems. 
a. Systems should ·O~ c10a."J.od by e.1;posu .. re,. 1< 
scrubbing and/or flushing, as ~equir~d, with * 
cleaning solution fo110\l:ad by thorough rinsing .~ 
with cle3n water and drying with dry, oil~free ~ 
nitrogen. 
b. Material requ1red consists of: 
Enclosure (1) 
(1) Supply of cleaning solvent. 
(2) Supply of Oil-free, filtered, fresh water * 
fOl" mixing cleanlng solution and for * 
1?insing. 
(3) Steam or other source of heat for tho:: 
cleaning solution and ~1nse w~ter. 
(4) Supply of oil-free nl tl"ozen which is ; ... 
either cor.1pressed by a ~'later-lubricated : ... 
compl"essor 01" 1s produc~d from liquid .;" 
nitrogen which contains no oil. Federal * 
Specification BB-N-iUl, Type I, Class 1, *' 
Grade A or B, applies. * 
(5) Rubber gloves, safety goggles, rubb~r 11' 
boots and aprons or oth~r protect1v~ 
clothing to be worn while cleaning. 
(6) Brush f'or scrubbing ''1lth solution or a * 
paddle to stir solutlcn if scrubbing is 
not practical, 01" a ~Cenick Hydro-Steam 
Clear.0r, Type S-D, roadIe by the Clayton 
Manufacturing Company, Del Monte, 
California, or eq,u1vahmt. 
(7) Fm' :~a:rge equ1pm...:nt \lSe a portable clean- .;.;-
ing machine consisting of t'!tl0 55 gallon 
tanks connected to a Gould Company 1/2 H.P. 
bronze centl'1fugal pump ( or equivalent) 
\'lith a capacity of 15 gpm at 20 psi, 
mounted on an appropriate platform truck. 
Tanks shQuld have steam heating c01ls capable 
of heating cleaning solution to boiling pOint. * 
-2-
.' 
,---, 
J 
: 
(8) 
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Vacuum pump capable or pulling at least 0 
a 25-inch HS. vacuum fOI' u 3<;; ln clenning .j.-
dead ended systems. Pump shC',ll b(~ pro- ". 
vided with means, such as solenoid valve, * 
to prevent the pump's lubricant from being-* 
introduced into the system being cleaned * 
due to pump failure. * 
3. Cleaning Procedure. 
a. Before installation,nll parts including w 
fi ttings, piping, (:: cc. lilust bl:: coraplotely -i:-
disassembled and cleaned as :"ollows: Note·· .;, 
Valves must be pl"ocured fOl' 'oxygen service, .:.;. 
cleaned by the manufacturer for oxygen. service * 
and received in plastic bags wh:i.ch are ~.l1t.::lct;, .;{. 
(1) Prepare cleaning solvent by dissolving 
2 pounds of technical grade anhydrous 
trisodium phosphate or LL5 pounds of 
technical grade dodecahydrate "t!,:lsodium 
phosphate to each 5 gallons of water. 
Heat to boiling point. 
(2) Place small parts in cleanlng bath and * 
soak for at least ten mlnutcs,3gitatlng 
solution. Scrub with brush until all 
visible traces of dirt or grease disappear. 
Clean large equipment ';tl:l.th portable 
washer by circulating o~ spraying bolution 
for at least ten minutes after equJ.pment 
has warmed to solut:ton temperature:. 
If the shape of the material to be 
* 
* 
cleaned precludes the use of a brush, use 
the hydrosteam cleaner. Soluticn shall be 
prepared by dissolving 10 oz. of technical* 
grade anhydrous trisodium phosphat(-,; or "* 
24 oz. of technical grade dodecahydrate * 
trisodium phosphate per gallon of water. * 
After cleaning operation, rinse 
thorough.ly iii th running water at 
approximately 160°F. Do not re-use rinse 
water. 
(6) Dry with dry, oil-free nitrogen. 
-3- Enclosure (1) 
* 
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until installed. 
b. After installation the assembled systems ~hould * 
be cleaned as follo~lTs:. 
Enclosure (1) 
(1) Open ended systei;ls -
(a) Prepare cleaninG solution as 
specified in sub-paragraph II.3.a.(1). 
Cb) Fill the system 1'1l:c.h hot (~leaning 
solution using the portable cleaning r.~achine 
and let stand for a period of at least 30 
minutes. Exposures in excess of 30 minutes 
do not significantly improve oil removal. 
(c) D~~in the system. During system 
drainin&obtain, in laboratory clean~d con-
tainers, the volume of cleaning solution 
required in Section III. for system 
inspection. 
(d) If th~ analysis of th~ cle:.m.tng 
solution reveals that the system ~.s nClt 
cleaned to allowaole limi~s, repeat steps 
(b) and (e) above. . 
* 
* 
* 
* 
.* 
* 
* 
* 
(e) If the analysis of the c~eaning * 
solution reveals that the sys1;em is w:i.thin * 
allowable limits, rinse the system thorotighly * 
with running water at approximately l600F 
i~nediately after cleaning. Do not re-use 
rinse water. 
(2) Dead ended systems - * 
(a) Prepare cleaning solution as specified*' 
in sub-paragraph II.3.a.(1). * 
(b) Evacuate the system to at leas't 25 * 
inches Hg. and fill the system with hot clean-* 
ing solution and let stand for a period of at * 
least 30 minutes. Exposures in excess of 30 * 
minutes do not significantly improve oil * 
removal. * 
... 4-
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8 Fer..ruary 1961 (c) Dra::'n th~ system by using ";he vaC"i.lUm. * 
pump and a vacuum t~mk system. During system * 
draining" obt&in" in laboratory cleaned C011:- * 
tainers" the volume of cleaning solution re- * 
quired in Section III. tor system inspection. * 
(d) If the analysis of the cleaning 
solutjon reveals that the system is noe 
cleaned to allowable limits" repeat steps 
and (c) above. . 
* 
* (b) "* 
* 
(e) If the analysis of the c10uning * 
solution rev~als that the Dystcm is within * 
allowable limit8 J rinse the system by filling * 
and draining the system, in the same manner * 
as with the cleaning soluti.on, with 't'later at * 
approximately 160o~ at least two times. * 
Do not re-use rinse water. * 
NOTE: If system requires testing, proceed .with testing 
in accordance with specified test procedl..lres •• Ii' the system 
does rot require testing" dry the system ':;y pur.ging 't'1ith dry J 
oil-free nitrogen and then evacuate to 0.2 incn of * 
mercury absolute. 
c. Cleaning small or deliuatG equipment. 
* 
(1) For indicating, recording and controlling* 
eqUipment or other small or delicate 
equipment to which cleaning with hot clean-
ing solvent is not applicable" oxygen * 
system cleaner shall be used. This * 
material shall be used at room tempera-
ture and at full strength aild" following 
cleaning operation" equipment dried with * 
oil-free nitrogen. * 
d. Caution.· 
(1) 
(2) 
Trisodium phosphate solutions and 02 
system cleaner are harmful to eyes and 
skin. If contact occurs, flush area with 
copious quantities of water. 
After cleaning of systems, extreme care 
should be taken to prevent oil or any 
other contaminants from entering the 
system. 
Enclosure (1) 
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III. Inspection Procedures. 
All oxygen and nitrogen systC!mn c.:::'e to be :;,ns1Jectcd oj(-
1'01" the presence of undesirable contc.minanjcs" ::tnclud:7.nc o:tl * 
and phosphate ester lubricants, following et.ch cleardnr; * 
operation, ·out prior to flushing. Sr.mplen of th(~ clenn:lr4g oj(-
solution drained in sub-paragraph II.b.(l)(o) 01' II.i.i.(2)(c) "", 
above a:.'c, to be analyzed b~r one of ~,;h~ i'ollm'l:tng !jlc,t.bod~:. * 
The first method which uses an :i.nfl"a-red s.?ectl"op;~ot;()metc.r .;~ 
is preferred due to its hig.."'ler accu:::oacy and the relat:l.ve casc'*' 
'l:lith which tl,l,e sample can be handled. It should be used * 
i~iherever a dispersive type, 2 to 12 micron :.. . ane;e spectro- :j.. 
photometer equipped with sodium chlor:i.dc pr::,s:'l~S ah'l * 
nbsorlition cells of 0.5 rr.m minimum path leng1;h is available •. * 
The pe:rrorn~ance of' all the following operations must be * 
accompanied by scrupulous cleanliness and care. * 
1. Analysis by speotropho1;ometr1c mean;::. 
a. Take a sample from arnollr; the las'l; few e;allons oK· 
of' cleaning solution drained from the ~,ys1;E';m in * 
accordance \'lith sub-paragraph II.b.(l J(c) c.n" II.b .. (2) * (c) above. The sample size is dependent; upon tho * 
sensi tivi ty of.' the sp~ctI'ophoJ~omete!' us~.a. I'G should oj(-
be deterr.lined by establiEhin~ the \'reigh\~ of' h~rci!'o- * 
,carbon oil ' .... hich" when dissolved in 5 mI. of c::::r"oon "~ 
tctl'uchloride (OC14) (Spectrophotome:';.;:r Gx-ado) \.,rL11 .:;. 
reduce ';;he transmission at 3.42 microns by 5 percent. ·:f 
By referrin~ this amoun'~ to the allov'iable limits * 
of 0.2 PPM (by weight) of oil j.n the used eleaning * 
solution" the sample size can be (::stablished. * 
b. Extract the sample \'lith carbon tetrachloride 
(OC14). The extraction is to be pe:-for-med in t~lO 
steps, each utIlizing an amount of carbon tecta-
chloride equivalent to one tenth of the cleaning 
solution sam~le size, arrlved at in a. above. 
* 
*' 
* 
'* 
* 
c. Fil ter the extract through med~l.um grade £'11 tcr';" 
paper to remove suspended cleaning agent. * 
d. Over a steam bath evaporate the extract 
to 5 ml. * * 
e. Repeat steps b~ c~ and d. above with a sample * 
of unused cleaning solution equivalent in size to the : 
sample in step a. 
Enclosure (1) -6-
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f • Analyz~ the concent:?."lt«=d ex'c::-acts from step;;! .j\-
d. and e. in an infra-red s,~ctrophoto~eter o~ th~ * 
typ~ previously specified. rz'his ~s dOl1e 'hi moasuI'j.ng * 
the base line transmission or both extracts at a wave * 
length of 3.42 microns .. If the difference: in * 
transmissi,on is less than 5%" the ~ystcm j':l to bIZ: * 
considered clean. It this value is exceed€d the system* 
shall be rocleaned per sub-paragraph II.br(l) or * 
II.b.(2) above. * 
g. Evaporate the extract from step d." including * 
the volume of extract used :i.n the absorptior~ cell '*' 
during step f." to dryn~ss and redissol v 0;: the res:l6.ue * 
in 5 ml. of carbon disulfidl! (CS2)'( Caution - liighly-l\; 
Inflarr~able) and ~nalyze for phosphate ester lubri- * 
cant. 'The base line transmission of the extract is to * 
"oe measured at a 't'lave length of 10.35 microns •. No * 
blank sample is needed. If the :,~duction -in trans- oK' 
mission from the base line is less than 5% the * 
system contains less than 0.4 PPM 0f phosphate ester * 
lubricant and is considered clean. * 
2. Analysis by Gravim~tric means. This method gives * 
total oil and. pl1osphad.;e ~stcl' cO~1tam1nation. .)10 
a. Take e 5 lite~ sample f::-om aillo~g t~e lust 
fe\'l gallons of cl\!:aning solt:'cion drained from the 
syst~m in accorda~ce·with-sub-paragraph II.b.(l)(c) 
or II.b.(2)(c) above. 
b. Extract the samule with 1000 ml. of carbon 
tct~achloride (0014)" in two increments of 500 mI. 
each. 
c. Ii'il tel' the extract through medium grade 
filter paper to remove suspended cleaning agent. 
d. Repeat steps b. and c. above with a 5 liter 
sample of unused cleaning solution. 
"* 
* 
* 
'* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
e. Evaporate both extracts to dryness on a steam * 
b~th and \'leigh residue,s. If the weight of the residue * 
i':::oom the used clean:i.ng Soltition does not exceed the * 
residue 't'Teight of the unused solution by more than 
1 mg." the system is considered to be clean •. If this 
yalue is exceeded" the system must be recleaned per 
sub-paragraph II.h.(l) or II.b.(2) above. 
Enclosure (1) 
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Title: Cleanliness of Cryogenic Systems, Cleaning for Cryogenic Fluids 
1. Introduction: 
This procedure is intended to define the required levels of cleanli-
ness for cryogenic systems and fluid used at Plum Brook Station 
1.1 Purpose 
To establish a cleaning &tandard for incorpol'ation into Rocket 
Systems cleaning program contrncts. This procedure provides a 
standardized cleaning specification outlining the cleaning 
criteria and inspection procedures to assure the desired clean-
liness level of components and systems handling liquid and 
gaseous nitrogen, oxygen, helium and hydrogen. This procedure 
sets forth cleanliness levels which can be achieved at reason-
able cost. 
1.2 Implementation 
This cleaning standard should replace present contractual 
documents as rapidly as possible, consistent with the best 
interest of the Government. 
1.3 Scope 
This procedure covers: The inspection procedures and permissible 
contamination limits for individual components of 1iq~id and 
gaseous oxygen, liquid nitrogen, helium and hydrogen utilized in 
the Rocket Systems Division at Plum Brook Station. 
2. Applicable Publications and Definitions: 
a. George C. Marshall Space Flight Center; National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Specifications: 
MSFC-SPEC-399A Propellant, Oxygen, July 31, 1967 
MSFC-SPEC-234A Space Vehicle Grade, Nitrogen, July 27, 1967 
MSFC-SPEC-364 Propellant, Helium, August 15, 1967 
MSFC-SPEC-356A Space Vehicle Grade, Hydrogen, Jan. 27, 1967 
b. Bureau of Mines Standard for Helium: 
c. 
Grade A 
George C. Marshall 
(1) Type I Gaseous 
(2) Type II Liquid 
99.995% pure by volume 
Space Flight Center Standard 
99.99% by volume 
99.99% by volume 
Approved bY __ -1~~~~~~~~~~ ____ ___ 
for Nitrogen: 
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d. George C. Marshall Space Flight Center Standard for Oxygen: 
Type I & II, Grade A 99.995% by volume 
e. George C. Marshall Space Flight Center Standard for Hydrogen: 
Type I Gaseous 99.995% by volulnt: 
f. Filter Rating 
Absolute filter rating specifies removal of all particles and fibers 
whose smallest diameter is larger than the specified pore size for 
the filter. 
g. System 
A collection of components assembled in such a manner as to allow 
them to interact with each other to perform some specification 
function. 
h. Components 
A component is an integral unit, portion of an assembly or system. 
EAamples are tanks, valves: reservoirs and pipes. 
i. Fiber 
A fiber is defined as any material having a diameter of 40 microns 
or less and a length to diameter ratio of approximately 10:1 or 
minimum length of 400~. 
J. Solid Particles 
A solid particle is defined as any solid material which cannot be 
classified as a fiber. The size of a particle shall be determined 
by its large~ dimension. 
3. Suggested Cleaning Procedures: 
3.1 Procedure I, Cleaning and Passivation Procedure for Carbon Steel 
3.1.1 Degrease by flushing with trichloroethylene which meets 
Federal Specification O-T-634b or with a detergent-water 
solution between 1400 to 1600F. 
3.1.2 Rinse with distilled or deionized water if the mild alkaline 
cleaner was used until the detergent is no longer evident. 
3.1.3 Acid clean with technical grade, inhibited hydrochloric acid 
to meet Federal Specification O-A-86, 20% by volume, until 
surface area is clean and free of rust and scale. 
3.1.4 Rinse with a citric acid solution of 0.02% by weight until 
the effluent pH is the same as the pH of the influent. 
J 
L 
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3.1.5 Flush for a minimum period of 30 minutes with a passivati~n 
solvtion composed of 085% sodium hydroxide, 0.5% sodium 
nitrate, 0.25% monosodium phosphute or 0.25% disodium 
phosphate. The passivation solution is based on percent by 
weight using distilled or deionized water. 
3.1.6 The system shall be drained and immediately dried with d~y, 
hydrocarbon-free nitrogen gas. 
3.2 Procedure II, Clcanill.g and Passivation P-rocedure for Stainless Steel 
3.2.1 Degrease by flushing with trichloroethylene which meets 
Federal Specification O-T-634b, or with a detergent-water 
solution between 1400 and 1600F. 
3.2.2 Rinse with distilled water or deionized water if a mild 
alkaline cleaner was used until the detergent is no longer 
evident. 
3.2.3 Fluah the system with. 3 to 5% solution by volume of HF. 
Rinse with deionized water. 
3.2.4 Flush with a solution of 35% to 45% technical grade nitric 
acid by weight with deionized water for approx. 30 mlnutes. 
3.2.5 Rinse with deionized water until the pH of the effluent is 
equal to the pH of the influent water. 
3.2.6 The system shall be drained and immediately dried with 
clean, dry hydrocarbon-free nitrogen. The filters between 
the transporting trailer and the storage tanks shall be 
capable of re~oving all particles greater than the limits 
set forth herein. 
If the above procedures aren't adequate to clean to the indicated levels, 
the contractor shall present an alternate cleaning procedure for 
approval. The contractor procedures shall guarantee the levels of 
contamination set forth herein without damage to NASA's equipment. 
J 
L 
4. Co~ponents Inspection: 
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Cleanliness of. components shall be verified by the procedures of 
Inspection Number 1, 2, 3, and 4 as specified below. Inspection 
Number 1 (utilizing the solvent rin8~ method) shall be used for 
detecting particle size and quantity. lnspection Number 4 shall be 
resorted to as a means of inspection only in those instances where 
Inspection Number 1 and Number 3 are impossible or impractical. All 
piping and tubing shall be Millipore tested for cleanlil".ess. If a 
component fails to pass inspection, the component shall be recleaned 
at the expense of the c~ntractor. Total hydrocarbon contamilmtion 
shall be specified in Inspection Number 5 (Reference 3). 
a. Inspection No. 1 .. Pa'rticles Inspection: 
Inspec~ion of cleaned components shall be performed by solvent 
rinse method where possible. This will. gener.ally be acc . ..Jmplish-
ed during the final cleaning stages and J~st prior to drying 
operation. The effluent shall be examined for particles by the 
Millipore method (Reference 4). 
If any samp~e fails to meet the requirements specified herein, 
a second sample, twice the size of the first, shall be selected 
and tested. If any item from the second sample fails to meet 
the requirements specified herein, the entire lot represented by 
the sample shall be rejected. 
Permissible cr.mtamination limits for all components shall bp. as 
follows, with cleanliness ascertained by flush or solvent rinse 
test: 
L 
Oxysen 
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Solid Particlell 
5-S0iJ, 
Number of Particles Eer lOO ££...§.amEle MiL.~t(Jre Test 
unli!l1ited 
5l-100iJ, 
lOl-l50iJ, 
151-350li 
> 350iJ, 
Fiber Particles 
up to 25li diameter 
40 
18 
5 
none 
O-SOOli 20 
501-1000li 3 
1001-187SiJ. 1 
> 1875~ none 
Hydrocarbons 
none 
~otal Solids and 1:'ibers 
2.5 mg per sq ft 
J 
L 
Nitrogen 
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Solid Particles 
0-50~L 
Number of Particles :eer 100 cc Samp~.2..,Millipore Test 
unlimited 
5l .. 100~ 
lOl-200tl 
115 
20l ... 350~ 
10 
!j 
> 350~ 
r:~ber Particles 
up to 25~ diameter 
0-500~ 10 
501-1000~ 2 
1001-2000~ 1 
> 2000~ 0 
26 to 40 microns diameter 
0-500~ 
501-800~ 
801 .. 1000~ 
> 1000~ 
Hydrocarbons 
none 
Total Solids and Fibers 
2.5 mg per sq ft 
4 
2 
1 
o 
o 
L 
Helium 
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Solid Particles 
0-50~ 
Number of Particles per 100cc Sample Mil1ipore Test 
unlimited 
51-100~ 
101-250~ 
251-400~ 
145 
> 400~ 
Fiber Particles 
up to 25~ diameter 
0-500~ 10 
501-1000~ 5 
1001-2000~ 1 
> 2000~ 0 
26 to 40 mir.rons diameter 
0-500~ 
501-1000~ 
lOOl-1500~ 
> 1500~ 
Hydrocarbons 
none 
Total Solid.s 
2.5 mg per sq ft 
8 
3 
1 
o 
6 
3 
1 
L. 
Solid Particles 
0-501l 
51-150L.L 
151-3001l 
301-4001l 
> 4001l 
Fiber Particles 
up to 251l dia~etp.r 
0"5001l 
501-10001l 
1001-25001l 
2501-35001l 
> 3500!J, 
26 to 40 microns diameter 
0-5001l 
501-10001l 
1001-25001l 
> 25001l· 
Hydrocarbons 
none 
Total Solids and Fibers 
3.0 mg per sq ft 
flydrogen 
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Number of Particles per 100cc Sa~p1e Mi11ipore Test 
unlimited 
210 
45 
12 
7 
4 
1 
o 
8 
2 
1 
o 
8 
1 
.. ~ .... 
b. Inspaction No. 2 ~ Visual: 
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All equipment pipes and components shall be examined for evidence 
of corrosion products, metal chips, scales, weld scales, oil, 
grease, paints, preservatives, or other contamination of foreign 
matter (Reference 4). 
c. Inspection No.3 - Ultraviolet ("black light"): 
Visual inspection with the aid of an ultraviolet light source 
2500 to 3700 o/A ".lnits shall be ac:complished on all ac:cessible 
surfaces to deter:ni.ne the presence of petroleum-type hydrocarbon 
(Reference 4). 
d. Inspecti'Or' No.4 - Wipe T~st: 
The wipe test shall be made on the interior su.rface of each 
component using a new~ clean filter paper (What~n No. 42, Sand S 
602, or eq11a1. This t,'3St shall c.:,~sist of at least tw.) mO~.7em3nts 
of the filter pape:!:' across one square fcot of surface. No 
fluorescence shall be observed with the filter paper wipe sample 
subJect to the previously described ultraviolet in.spection 
(Reference 4). 
f. Inspection No.5 (referee tests): 
Infrared and/or Gravimetric Quantitative Measurements for Non-
Volatile Hydrocarbons in LOX System Components: 
(1) This test is applicablf only to cleaned components and is 
not to be utilized to aetermine system cleanliness. The 
permissible l.on-vo1atile hydrocarbon contamination in any 
component tested in conformance with this procedure shall 
not exceed 2.5 milligrams per square foot of component 
internal surface area. In case the exact surface area 
cannot b~ c~mputed, the internal surface area shall be 
estimated. Reference for determination of hydrocarbon is 
Chemistry Procedure #3-17A (Rei2rence 7). 
(2) Each co~ponent or component package which has been processed 
in accordance wHh this specification shall have attached 
eviden~e showing it meets cleanliness requirements. 
Evidence shall consist of tags, label or stamp incorporating 
the appropriate part cleanliness identification, reference, 
the date of acceptance and the name or stamp of the 
responsible inspection (Reference 4). 
• 
'" 
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5. References: 
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1. George C. Marshall Space Flight Center Specification "Cleanliness 
of Components for Use in Oxygen, Fuel and Fluid Systems1r (MSFC 
164). 
2. Applied Cryogenic Engineering Series, Edited by R.W. Vance and 
W.M. Duke. 
3. AeroJet-Genera1 - Sacramento Plant (A.E.T. Specification Number 
7900-0006; August 1964). 
4. Permissible C~nta!1lination l,imits and Inspection Criteria for 
Liquid Oxygen, Nitrogen, RP-1 Fuel, Gaseo".'.s Oxygen, Nitrogen 
Instrument Air and Helium C·xllpont.'lnts and Handling Systems; 
prepared by HQ Air Fe,rce Ballistic Systems Division, March 5, 
1962. 
5. John F. Kennedy Space Center: National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Specification Title: Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, 
Protection and Inspection Procedures for Parts, Filled Parts, 
Assemblies, S~bsystems and Syste!1ls for Fluids Used in Support 
Equipment, KSC-C-123(D), amendment 3, July 12, 1965. 
6. Memorandum to Chief, Rocket Systems Division, from Alfred Williams, 
Radiochemistry Section, dated October 23, 1967 (LAF-1394): 
uA Reasonable and Workable Specification for a LN2 System 
Consisting of Tanks, Valves, and Pipelines". 
7. Chemistry-Radiochemistry Procedures Manual for NASA, Reactor 
Division, Plum Brock Station, March 1, 1967. 
8 c Chemical Process Specifications and Procedures, R.-:;cketdyne 
(North American Aviation, Inc.) FL1l-5-1096, April 1965 (revision). 
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CLEA!lIIm Hr:QUIHEr.~~N'1'3 FOR AIR PLANT EQUIPt!ENT 
This QCL lists the clean5.ng classifications 'Which 'Will apply to components 
and/or circuit:: of air plants to provide adequate cleanliness. 
Where spec-ial req.uirr~ments o.pp1y to an iter!} and/or assembly, they shall take 
precedence over this Qcr",. 
., 'l '( '4i •.• \' ~ '" 'S It If lI' " ....... • ". 
II. GBImnf.iJ 
---
There nre four c1a~f;iricHtious used by Ail' Products anci Chemicals, Inc. to 
indicate specific uer;recs of cleanliness. 'r'hose classificationfJ - listed irl 
decreasing order of mar,nitudo - nro idcntifed as Cl.nsn AAA, Clar..n AA, C1UtH', A 
ruld. 
A. pl'!£E?.J.:.:~-:L<:]'~~:Lll~' Class AAA is the most strinGent standfot.rd cleo.nine; 
classification. It is nori:l!~lly nppled to l'eci.:procatjnr; co::'pl'cssors, 
PUr.lP3, valves, etc., 'Which 'l-lill, 'lihru use, contact liquid or ga::;eous 
oXYGen. Acceptl'.nce criteria for Class AAA cleaning are listed j n QCL lO'(F 
and QCL IJ.~F. 
B. C-l.~s..~_AA clellrlin,5.. Class M is the more generally applied standard 
C. 
cleaning classification. It is applied to mo~t shop fabricated or 
purchased equip~cnt 'Where fixed surfaces 'Will, thru use, contact liquid 
or &aseou~ oxyr.;en. Acceptance criteria for Class AA cleaning nre listed 
in QCL lo6F and QeL 116F. 
Class A is the most relaxed standard cleanin~ classi-
Z p~ 
Q fication applied to equiJ;!r,ent 'Which will, thru use, contnct all oxygen 
rich atmosphere or a product fluid. Acceptance criteria for Class A 
cleaning are li~ted in QCL l05F and QCL 115F. 
I ti 
. '
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{nOTE: Eq1.lip::tcnt l ntended :('01" a. pure product fluid service rather 
than oxygen [such as nitrogen] thn.t may, thru use, be 
converted to liquid or eaueous oxyr;cn service Ghall be clen.ned 
to the proper chmsificatiou of oXYGen cleaninG.) 
D. Class B clennin~. Class 13 is the standard cleaning classification ~·Th:i.ch 
-------_ ... _..--* 
is normally applind to ~quip~ncnt '\-rhieh will not contact liquid a:i.r, 
oxygcm enriched atmospliere or product fluids. Accept::mce cri tcrif~ for 
C1I1SS B cJ.eanine are Hstcd in QCL lOlip and QCL 1l4F. 
III. APPLICJWJOTI 
A. Prop~r application of cleaninf; classifications will be dctcrr:J.inc:c1 fro!1l 
" ,the follmdng: 
1. QCIJ' S l04ji" l05F $ lOGF and lO'(F are nor:'(311)" applied to materials 
cleaned 11Y Air Products Q.nd Cher:licals, Inc. 
2. QCL's 114p, 115Ft, 116F and 117F will ap:ol:'J' when the material is 
cleaned by the supplier. 
B. Specified cleaning classifications for various circuits and/or CO:':lponents 
are listed in the a.ttachment to this QCL. 
f 
" 
t 
. 
, 
.. 
Ai r l'rouuc1.,3 rmd ChcfIlicn15, Inc. 
NI'l'ACmm:;'l' TO QCJI 10H' 
1. Air Cj.rCl!i~ 
1.J. Air Drjer 
1.2 Carbon Dioxide Adsorb(!r!> 
1.3 Caustic Purifiern 
1.4 Compressors 
1.4.1 Coolers 
1.11.2 Separators 
1.4.3 SurGe Tank!; 
1. 1t.4 Condensate lJ.'ra.ps 
1.5 Condensate 'l'raps 
1.6 Excha.ngers 
1. 6.1 Air Precooloro 
1. 6. 2 Freon-Air ExchanGers 
1.6.3 Main Air ExchanGers 
1.7 Expanders 
1.7.1 Expander Oil Adsorbers 
1.8 Filters 
1.8.1 Air Drier Filters 
lli::.;'ltl!lliill.Jl1.!1J'JLJ];Q 
Y£.1l~1!.la~~tJ.g,c! 117'f:. l!-.pJi' 1.~ 5F ll,llF 
APCI Cl c~l1c,d. , lOlE..- 10(.1<: ,J:.Q.5F. 10ltr 
AM AA .A B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
1 
,. . " l\rCl l ' • B 
B 
B 
1. 8. 2 Expa.nder Oil Adsorber Filters B 
1.9 Piping Upstream of A-l B 
1.10 Rc;;enerators B 
1.11 Separators B 
1.12 Valves up to the 1\.-1 '1a1ye B 
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APCI Cleaned l07F lOG}' J 05F lOI'l-" _~_.-...-.-..... _ ................ ______ n 
AM AA A B 
2. Linuid Air Clrcuit~ 
~---- .... -.. -.----
2.1 Piping dowlmtreD.m. of A-l Valve up to 
the h:i.r,h pres nure column A 
2.2 Hcccive:t's A 
2.3 Valves incJmlillg A-l valve nr.d up to 
the hiGh !):r-essnrc colu!:m AM 
3.1 C02 Filters f.Llltl Aclsorbers 
(Cr1.ide Oxygen Circui t.) A 
High Pressure Colm1n Cnlllpcnent5 and Assembly A 
3. 3 Hydroct!l"~ol1 Aels or1)ers A 
3.4 Subc.)olers, Cru.de O? Bide A 
3.5 Ph'lse Scp~rntors A 
3.6 Piping up to the Hydrocarbon Adr::ol''bcr Inlet A 
3. 7 Valves up to the Hydrocarbon Adsorb,>l's AM 
3.8 Piping downstreD.!l1 of the Hydrocarbon Adsorbers A 
3.9 Valves do'Vmstrea.!:t of the Hydrocarbon Adsorbers AAA 
3.10 Expanders processing OXYGen Enriched Air AA 
4.1 Column Components and Colum..'1. ASSCI:lbly M 
11.2 Charging Manifolds M 
4.3 Compressors 
4.3.1 Reciprocating 
4.3.2 Centrifugal M 
PaGe 2 of 5 
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Air !'ro,luctll hud Chc:nl cnIt; t luC'. AtttlC'h::tC'nt. to QCIJ lOU' 
m:r)Utm:D CLw,::r:;G 
...-.-._._- --.... --.. ---...... ---
Vendor Clu1ncd 11'{F nCr' l15!~ 114}' 
-------_._-----,.----- .. -
4.4 Expanders 
4.5 Inntru:nentn.tion 
4.5.3. Flo'Wmctel'S (Turbinc or 
Displact'!1cnt) 
4. 5. 2 Rotanlctel'O 
It.5.3 Othcrs 
4.7 Pumpn 
.. 4.8 Pip:i,ng 
4.9 Rcr)o:iler Condcnnors 
11 • 9.1 Pot 'I'ype 
4.9.2 Thermo Sjphon 
4.10 . 'Stor~r.e 'J'a111w (Imler Surface) 
4.10.1 Double.1 acl:ct.cd 'ranks (Outer 
S'u'face of Inner 'rank and 
Inner Surf<.~ce of Outer Tank 
-Particle Size Hequirc!:lcnts 
are vlaived) 
4.11 Storage Tubes 
4.12 Subcoo1ers 
AM AA 
AM 
MA 
AAA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
AA 
A 
A 
4 .13 Valves (Check, Control., Hand 1.'I.!1'1 Safety) AM. 
4.14 Vaporizers AA 
4.15 Vents A 
5.1 Reactivation Circuits 
Page 3 of 5 
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RW)UP·:i~!) Cr.l::\~:T:;D _J. ... _ .. .......-.- _ _______ _ 
• AAA M A 13 
5.1.1 Drier and on Idzorbcr Hco.ctivntion 
B 
5.1.2 C02 and Hydrocarbon Ad~ol'bcr Reactivation 
JIcrti;er ami Piroins A 
5.2 ratroccn Side of Rcboilcr Condell~Cr3 A 
5.3 Nitrocen Phase Separators nnd piping 
SU1)plying Bd'lex t(J the Colu.1lill A 
5. h Sub coolers , Heflux Iii trog<.:.n A 
5.5 Other l'ip5.nc 
6. Defrost Circuits 
6.1 Heater A 
. 6.2 Pip:i.n~ (Circu:itn should be clf:m:wd to 
the eleo.nline<:;s l'ccluircd by the circuit 
6.3 Vent StIlC}:S 
7.1 Columns A 
7.2 Condensers A 
7.3 Piping A 
7.4 Separators A 
7.5 Valves 
8.1 Instrumentation AA. 
8.2 Charp'illl; Hllnifolds A 
8.3 Piping A 
I\lT l'rottuct.!: nmi Ch('MicnJ.!J, Inc. 
.. 
8.4 f,\tornr;c Tanks 
8.5 Storer;e Tubes 
8.6 Pumps 
8.7 Val)Or~ zel'S 
8.8 Valv(~s 
9. pCJ:·vtc.ut~.rcui t2. 
9.1 Rcfrigcl'at5.on 
9.? Steam 
9.3 Water 
\ 
I 
I 
At tllch:::L'ut, t,n QCL 10H' 
IU~OlJnH':iJ CI.r:M:r::C 
------.--------
Vendor Cleme(l 1171" 11 GF 11 '5? lIlt}' ______ .....-____ 4 _____ • __ - ____ .--... 
APer Clcnnp.d 10'(~ 10(;F lO5rl:' 101,!.· ____ ... __________ .-..~ ___ .. ·_ .. t..... . _ 
AM AA 
AA 
MA 
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FOR BOURlY.>Il TUlm TYPE GAGEG USE)) FOR OXYGIm SERVICE 
QCL 1021" 
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This standard Hsts the cleanine: requirements for bourdon tube type r,a~es 
used in liquid or gaseous oxygen circuits. It applies whenever n spcci-
ficu.tion or order requires that this type gac;e be cleaned for oxyr.on 
service. 
II. CLEAllII1G r,OI.vE:ITS 
_ .. --------
• 
A. Technical r;rnde methylene chloride or neutral ~ stabilized tr:i.chlc.n·ci.,hylene 
shall be us(~d to clean. 
B. Use of other Golvent~; "rill require ·,.,ri ttcn approval from Quality Control 
or the Snf(~ty Departr.lf;,at prior to clenrlilla. 
A. Use any r.lcthod which ""ill insure cOl!1plete tube fill, total Gol,,-ent 
removal, !:'.:ld ",·hich will allow analysi G of the effluent. Suggested 
• 
procedure to accomplish I:w.nual ~en~:i.tle is. as folloW's: j 
1. Place the ~age so that the presssure inlet is facinG up. 
2. Use a hypode~ic needle with eraduated syrin~e to accomplish fill. 
Gently tap the r,.g,[;e during the operating to encourar,e fill. 
3. Empty tae solvent into a clean graduated container. Compare the 
amount of solvent removed with the quantity introduced (2 above) 
to deterMine co~plete removal. 
4. Exar:line the effluent for contamination. Cont':.nue the cleaning 
process until acceptance (per par. IV) is possible. 
.. 
( 
i 
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A. In a darkemled area, use ultr"violet lir,ht (3200 to 4000 a. u. 
wavelength) to exn..t:1inc the effluent. Compare the rl:sul t with an 
ultrav:i olot examination of 0. sar..ple of unu5cd solvent. A noticeable 
increase in fluorescence of the usc:d solvent -.-rill require thnt 
o.ddi tiono.l cleaning be perforlni.'u. 
B. After the !'fluent is determiucd hydrocarbon f:tce (per A above), l)o.ss 
the usee'\. s(.lvent thru n ;;.' ·.ter to detect the nmoullt and size of 
Holid matter in tht! solveut. Use Hhatmall II l,J:, or equal, filter 
paper. 
C. After the solvent has co:npletely eV~l.porn'tecl from the filter P8.pex:, 
exa.~ille th'~ rccidue. . Solid matter is limited to: 
1. no particle larcer 10uO l!licrQl!s (.040") in size. A p:1rticle 
is defined as any soliu matter other than a fiber. The size 
is deterI:Iined by the longest sinGle dimension. 
2. Not more than five particles het.reen 500 und 1000 microns. 
3. Uo fiber in excess of 2000 raicrons in length, and no accumulation 
of fibers. A fiber is defined as a nonmetallic, flexible, 
thread-like struoture w:ith a length to diameter ratio of at :Least 
10. 
D. When the effluent is found acceptable, purge the bourdon tu'l::e with 
dry, oil free air or nitrOGen. Snii'f the inlet after purge to 
determine solvent re~oval. 
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Gages cleaned in accordance with thir. stand!lrd shall 'be labeled to 
indicate oxygen zervice cleanlinccs, and require ::mitnble seal to 
prevent cont~~ination. 
1. Seal shall consist of a l1ondeteriorating, inert, p:l"enseless barrier 
matcr:i.ul. 
2. The clC!l:tnl:inC!5s lub(!l sholl not interfere with mml)ili ty of the 
ga.ge. 
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To list acceptance. cr:!tcria for product cleaned to Class B by Air Products 
and eher.dcals, Inc. 
II. SCOPE 
The requirements of the standard apply to surfaces ,,-hich thru use do not 
contact liquid air, oxygC!ll enriched atmosphero or pl'oduct fluids. 
!<1aterials, conponents and/or asscm.b].ics of prnce.f:H equipment wlth spcdfied 
Class H clenning, or .. lith no cleaning requir('tl~llt listed, will be 
determined ncc(3ptal>lc by this stanuurd. 
HI. CUALI'J'Y RE"),Ulm~~·iE;l'I'S 
...,;.,-----_._--.... _---
~'he Plant Inspection SU1'crvisor '\-Till insure adequate cleanliness. Visual 
inspection of the direct surface under brir,ht .... hite liGht shall indicate: 
A. No evidence of moisture. 
B. No a.ccU!:1Ulation of loose rust, sca.le or other foreign ma·tter. 
C. Free of easily visible films or accumulations of organic materials., 
such as oil, grease, paint and similar materials. 
IV • RELAT~~D PROCEDURE:S 
----_._--
QCL lOlF lists correct application of this standard for air plant components. 
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To list crit~ria to be used for acceptance of product cleaned to Class A 
by Air Products and Chcmicals, Inc. 
II. r,COPE 
The requirements. of this standard apply to f.lurfaces "rhich thru use conte-ct 
fluid other than pure oXYGen. Exomplcf.l nre: arGon, liquid air, crude 
oXYGen, hyc.h'oc,en, ni tror,en, ctc. 
A. The r·1ana[,;er of the }~nGinecrjllf:; Departl~l£mt sped.fyinG product dcsi.:,;n is 
responsible to list on drr.W'inr, and/or r;pncif:l.cat:i.on, the need for 
Class A clE.:aning as approprinte. 
Bo The ~·1antl.Ger of Qu~lity Control j.s respondble to assure conformf!.nce of 
application. 
IV 0 PROCEDDRE 
The Pla..'1t Inspection Supervisor will use the following approved methods, as 
necessary, to determine adequate cleanliness. Other methods "Thic11 experience 
shows more efficient or economical ~ay be used with prior approval from 
Quality Control. 
1. Acc~::;:i.ble Surfaces 
a. F..xa.'l1ine the surface under bright white liGht for visible 
contamination 0 
b. Examine the surface under ultraviolet liGht (3660 aou. wavcl~ngth) 
for organic contam:i.nution. 
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c. Wipe the nurface with clean filter pa~er or lint-free cloth 
and examinc for contat:lination. 
Flush the surface, fj,lt~r the effluent, and eX'lminc the residue. 
A. Visual examination of the direct surface understrone white light shall 
indicate: 
1. No evidence of mointure. 
2. Free of loose (or potentially loose) rm;t, scale or other forei~n 
ma.tLer. 
3. Free of slag and ;Told spatter. 
4. }~ssentinlly free of orga.nic n13.terial, such as oil, Grease, crayon, 
pa1.nt, etc. 
B. Ultraviolet (3660 a.u. wavelength) examination shall sho"o'1 the surface: 
1. Essentinlly free of f~rescence. Isolated particles of lint ~ 
and small area of low intensity fluorescence are acceptable. 
c. Wipe test (using ilhatman #44, or equal, filter p?-per or lint free cloth) 
examination by rubbing lightly over the surface shall indicate: 
1. No appreciable discoloration of the wiping media except that 
which is due to oxidation of the parent metal. 
2. no evidence of oily residue. 
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D. Particle population pCI' ~qu!lre foot of surface tested IlUSt conform to 
the lir!lits lictcd helm". (A 100 m1. - approximately 3.5 oz. - sample 
of flush nolution mliy be con~idc:red a~ representinp: the rinGe of one 
square foot of cnclosnd surface.) Contami:mtion per square foot is 
limited to: 
1. Ho p:trUcle larc;er thnn 1500 nicrons (almrox. 1/16 inch). A 
particle is defined as any solid matter other than a fiber. 'J'he 
size is deternined b~r the loncest sinGle dimens5.on. 
2. Hot more than ten particles hct'lwcn '(50 and 1~00 microns. 
3. No fiber :in excess of- 6000 r.licl'ons (approx. l/Il :inch), and no 
accu.';lu.lation of fi b~rs. A fiber is define-d as a nonr..etallic, 
flexible, threudlil~e structure with a length to clitl:neter ratio 
of at least 10. 
VI. m~LArrED FOE>!;; 
A. Record of an inspection will be listed on Form 1086, or the product 
may be indicated as acceptable for clerulliness on a related check 
sheet, :i f prepared, for the as s c~:llbly • 
B. Form 6561 will be used as label to indicate the decree of cleanliness 
established when such information is necessary in the field. 
VII. RELNfED PP.OCEDTTHES 
QCL 101F lists the correct cleaning level to be applied to cryogenic 
components. 
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To list cri t(>rialto be used for acceptance of product clmmcd to Class AA 
by Air Products nnd Chcmicals, Inc. 
II. §.COPl~ 
The requiremcnts of this standa.rd apply to fj:r.~'l surfacen llhich thru usc 
contact pure oXYGen. 
III. RESrO!lSIBII,rn 
C' ---'-
A. The !-tanaGer of the Eneinccring Dl~Jxlrtment sped.fyinc product dc:.df;n is 
l"esponsibJ,c to list on drm-Tine and/or specj,!'ication th(: noo(l for C' '.at-,.. ooL\,.~t.;J 
AA cleaning as appropriate. 
B. The 1.1anagcr of Quality Control is responsible to assure conformm,lce of 
application, 
IV. PROCEDU!rE 
The Plant Inspection Sup('~rvisor will use the following approved methods 
as necessary to determine adequate cleanliness. Other methods which 
experience shows to be Inore efficient or economical may be used with prior 
approval from Quality Control. 
1. Accessible Surfaces 
a. Exa~ine the ~urface under bright white light for visible 
/' conta'llination. 
" b. Exa."lline surface under ultrvio1et light (3660 a.u. "ravelenr;th) 
for organic contH.!:l:i.nation. 
d. Wipe ~mrfacc with clean filter paper or lint free cloth and 
exrunine for contamination. 
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d. Rinse surface with clean solvent and exnmine the effluent 
for contamination. 
a. }<'lush the surface, filter the effluent, £lnd exar.'1ine the 
residue. 
A. Visunl e::w.:nination of the direct surface unoer strong white light sha.ll 
indicatE': 
1. no evidence of moisture. 
2. Essentially free of corror·don products. 
3. I,'ree of scale, slag, 'Held spa.tter and other foreiGn matter. 
4. Free of orcanic m~~terial such as oi.l~ grease, cra.yon, pain":., etc. 
B. Ultraviolet (3660 a.u. wavelenr,th) 5.tlspcction shall indicate: 
1. I~o hydrocarbon fluorescence. 
/~~-(:: 
2. Isolated particles of ling ,are acceptable. 1 
c. Wipe test (using ltlhatman IIl~l~, or .equal, filter paper or lint free cloth) 
exa.!nillation by rubbing lightly oyer the surface she.ll indica.te: 
1. lio appreciable discoloration of the wiping media., except that due 
to oxidation of the parent metal. 
2. No evidence of oily residue (not detectable by A or B above). 
--D. Particle population per square foot of surface tested must conform to 
the lir:lits listed below. (A 100, IllL - approximately 3.5 oz. - sample 
.".~ /' 
of flush solution may be considered as representin~ the rine of one ~~ 
# 
square foot of enclosed surface). Conta."1in<:;tion per square foot is 
limited to: 
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1. No particle lare~r thnn 1000 microns. A particle is defined as 
any solid matter other thnn a fiber. The size is determined by 
the lonGest sinGle d:i.r:lension. 
2. Not more than ten particles between 500 and 1000 microns. 
3. Ho fiber in e:>:cess of 2000 In.icronn in length, and no accur.mla.tion 
of fibers. A fiber 5.s defined a.s n. nomnetallic, flexible, 
thread-like ntructu:re '1i th a lenGth to diameter ratio of at 
lear.t 10. 
A. Hceorc1 of an innp(!ction will be listed on Form 10B6; o:r the product may 
be indicated as acceptable for cleanliness on a related chec}~ sheet, 
if pre:pared, for the ussembly. 
B. ForI:t 6561 ·,lj.ll be used as label to indicate the degree of cleanliness 
established 'Hhen such information is necessary in the field. 
VII. RELATED PROCEDURES 
QCL lOlF lists the correct cleaning level to be applied to cryogenic 
components. 
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To lint cr:i.tcl'ia to be used for acceptance of l)roduct cleaned t·o Class At~ 
by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. 
II. SCOPl~ 
The )'cquirel:.cmts of this standard npply to components 'Wi th ~~llt~-I::;1.r~ 
,,,hich thru U:1C contact liquid or aaeous oxyr;en. Valves in pure product. 
cireui ts other thrln oxygen; and inl y-procluct (nrgon nnd othcrn) cireui ts 
are included. 
A. The nana6cr of the Engineering Department specifyinG product dczir,n 
J.S responRHile t.o lj st on drawinG ("ne /01' spccificu.i.ic,n, the nt'cel for 
B. The Hn.lHl.I;Cr of Q,uo.lity Control is l'cspcmcil)lc t.o aSf:ure conforl:mn(!e 
of application. 
'l'hc Plant Inspection Supervisor will use the follml'inc; approved methods 
as necessary to determine ndc~uate clcanliness. Other methods which 
experience shows to l)c more cfficient or econo:d.cal may be used with prior 
approval from Quality Control. 
a. Exa~ine thc surface under briBht white lisht for visible 
contamination. 
b. Exa'11ine surface under ultraviolet lir.ht (3660 n.u. wavelength) 
for organic contamination. 
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c. 'Uipc r.urfnce with clean filter paper or lint free cloth 
and eXfl .. 'lline for contamina.tion. 
d. Rinse surface with clean :;01 vent ttnri c:xtl.''lline the effluent 
for conta~inntion. 
a. Flush the surface, f1ltcr the effluent, alld examinc the residue • 
..... .. ~. 
A. Visua.l examination of the direct surface under r.tron~ white light 
shnll imli cate: 
1. Ho evidence of moisture. 
2. Free of corrosion, scnle, slag, weld sputter, and other foreir,n 
ma.tter. 
3. Free of orGanic materials, such as oil, erease, cra~ron, paint 
ink, etc. 
B. Ultraviolet (3660 a.u. ymvelenGth) inspections shall indicate: 
1. No hydrocarbon fluorescence. 
2. Complete rer.lovnl of lint. If present, use nitrOGen or dry oil-
.free air for removal. 
C. Wipe test (using Hhatrnan 1144, or equal, filter paper or lint free 
cloth) eXH.."1ination by rubbine lightly over the surface shall indicate: 
1. IJo appreciable diocoloration of the y1ipin;; media. 
2. No evidence of oily residue (not detectable by A or B above). 
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2. Particulate cont.amination uithin' the limits specified in }~ below. 
E. Particle populntloll pCl' squnre foot of surface tested must conform to 
the limits linted 'below, (A 100 111. - apprOXi1:llltely 3.5 CIZ .... t.r.;,mple 
of flu::;h solution may be considered as r~prcsentinr, the rinse of 
one ::;quure foot of enclosed surface). Contamination pcr squu.rt' foot 
is limited to: 
1. No particle ~r('!a.tel' thnn 500 nicrons. A particle j s defined as 
any solid matter other than a. fiber. The size in deterrnint'd. b~t 
the lonr:est sinGle dimension. 
2. not r.tore than 25 partjcles between 115 and 500 microns. 
3. No fiber in excess of 2000 r.ticronn in lenGth, and no accur:lulntion 
of fibers. A fiber is defined as a nOll!!letallic, flexible, threadlil~e 
" .1 
structure with a length to dia:neter ratio of at least 10. 
VI. RELATED FOP.!~3 
A. Record of an inspection will be. listed on Form 1086, or the product !:lay 
be indicated as accepta.ble for cleanliness on a related check sheet, 
if prepared, for the. assembly. 
B. Form 6561 will be used as label to indicate the deBree of cleanliness 
established when such information is necessary in the field. 
QCL 101F lists the correct cleaning level to be applied to components of 
cryogenic equipment. 
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I. punpom~ 
---- .. , ... 
This stantlnrc.l l:i sts th(' acceptance c3'i teria ft>r product cleaned by a vendor 
to ClMS H. 
II. fl0~ 
'l'hcr.c rcqui rc:ncnt~ norr.l~dly apply to surfaces uhi eh thru usc will not conta.ct 
liquid air, ox:rr,cn cnr5ched atrr,o;;plwl'e or prouuc·t fluid!;. Bxa'l1plc!1 nrc:: 
• 
surfacc~ in air, rcf:r.:ir,cration or similttr circuits. 
A. Solvents used for cloaninc zlnll be of cor:;rnc:::-cially approved r,:r.ade (Lnal 
or type. Clcmlinf', may be U{!coupliGhed by nny Method, or cor.lbinatj.on 
of l:lethods, which "d 11 prov ide acc e'Ptabl~ result. 
13. Cleaned sy::;t;e:::lS slu11 be drained and thcrour,hly purged of cleardng 
media. 
C. Flux residue shall be removed from brazed and soldered connections of 
asse:nbl1 es. 
D. Pressure test of a.sse::lblies, if performcd after clcaninB, may lie accom-
plished with tap ' .... :l.ter (fit for drinkinr,) or shop air. Systems tested 
hydrosta.tical1y shall 'be thro~~h1y dried. 
Visual inspection of the direct surface under bright white light shall 
indicate: 
1. No evidc:nce of r.loisture. 
2. Uo accumUlation of rust, scale or other forei!;n matt,,:r. 
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3. Free of c~sily vir.ible films or concentrations of orcnnic materials 
such as oil, p,reasc, paint or si;:1ilo.1' mat.crinls. 
V. SEAL1HG 
. 
Cleaned surfaces shall have sufficient protection to maintain estahlished 
cleanliness. 
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This standard lists the acccptance criteria for protluct cleaned by a vendor 
to Class A. 
II. SCOPJ~ 
The;3c requircments apply to surfaces "'hieh thru use contact fluid other th~m 
pure oxyr;c;n. l~xampJ.cs arc: arGon, liquj(l air, crude oxyr;cn, hydror,en, 
nitroGen, e~c. 
III. GE!mHAL 
A. SoJ.vents used for cleaninG shall be of com.":lerciaJ.Jy approvcd erada audl 
or type. Clc<.l.ning l:lay be accomplished by a.ny method, or eO~:lbinatj.on or 
methods, which will provide acceptable result. 
B. Cleaned systems shall be drained and thoroughly purr-ed of cleanin~ nedja. 
C. Flux residue shall be re:noved fro:l brazed anel soldered connections I)f 
assemblies. 
D. Pressure test of assemblies, if performed after cleaning, will be aecomplis:;~ 
with water (fit for drinking), or dry, oil-free air or nitroeen. Syste~s 
tested hydrostatically shall b~ thoroughly dried. 
A. Visual examination of the direct surface under strong white light shall 
indicate: 
1. No evidence of moisture. 
z);:' o ',-, 
( ~.-. 
2. Free of loose (or potentially loose) rust, scale or other foreign matte!", 
3. Free of slag and weld spatter. 
!~ • Essentially free of orGanic Inaterial, such as oil, r;rcase, crayon, 
paint, etc. 
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B. Ultraviolet (36Go a.u. wavelength) examination shall show tile,surf'ace: 
1. Essentially free of fluorescence. Isolated particles of lint 
an/ 
..,:? 
small are of low illtem>i ty fluorencence arc acceptable. 
~ 
C. l1ipe test (usinr;; \-lhatl!w.il 111,h, or equal, filter papcr or lint free cloth) 
examination by rubbinr, liGhtly OV-£..'1" "'i;~t!, ~U'r'ta:c~ -shn:!l.l indicate: 
1. No app:rcciable dincoloration of the 'l-Tiping media except that which 
is due to oxidation of thc parent metal.. 
2. no evi.dence of oily renidue. 
D. Particle population per :,.,quare foot of surface tested is 1 il"'l ted to: 
particlc is def.ined as any solid matter other than a fiber. The 
size is detcrnined by the longest single clirr,ension. 
2. l~ot narc than ten particles between 750 and 1500 microns. 
3. No fiber in excess of 6000 microns (approx. 1/1• inch), and no 
accwnulation of fibers. A fiber is defined as a non-metallic, 
flexible, threadlike structure with a length to diameter ratio 
of at least 10. 
V. SEALDrG 
The cleaned ~urface of components shall be protected against conta~ination 
by use of inert, vapor free, greaseless barrier mat~rials. 
VI. !·fARKInG 
~ Material cleaned to this standard shall be labeled 'Cleanded to Class A. I 
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I. ptmpOm; 
Thin ntandn.rtl lic~s the acceptance c)'iterin. for product cleanc:d by a v(>n10r 
to Class AA. 
II. SCOPI~ 
'l'hese requirements (tpply to fb.:..r:£ Bu.l"·f~c'U::t ~!hlt'!lf tli:l't1 tlt';CCOlh. • t lmrc ·oxycen. 
A. Bolvents \l!3cd for cleaning nh'lll be of cO::1!aerci:.~lly upprovud r,c.rde nnd/ 
01' type. Cl(wnill~ l::ay be accomplin}wcl by any mcthocl, or co!nbill:ltJion ot 
methods, • .... h1.(:h will pl'o'ddc :'l.ccc:pt~blc rcrmlt. 
C. F'lux residue nhn.ll be rc:;;ovcd from brnzc:cl, sold(!rec1 :.i.nd ' .... C'lclcd .,oints 
of llssemblies. 
. 
D. PrC'~;sure test of asscl:l'bl:i.cr., if pcrfOl'!!lcd. after clc:1.ning, vd,11 be HCCC!.'l-
plished with filtered (as ncccsrHl.ry to maintain rc:quj.l'c(l clc(ln,lincf:s) 
ilater, ni tro!1cn, or dry, oil-free air, S:rutc:!1s tczted hydrosto.tica.lly 
shall be thoroughly drietl. 
A. Visua.l exu::lination of the direct surface under strong "hi te light shall 
indicate: 
1. ITo evidence of l:1oisture. 
2. Esscnti~lly free oP corrosion products. 
3. 1"rce of scale, \lold sp~~ttcr a.nd other forcir;h r.mtter. 
I!. I"rce of orr,anic material such as oil, r,reane, crayon, paint, etc, 
13. Ultrnviolet (3660 n..u. wrwelength) im;pect:ion shall indicate: 
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1. IIo hydrocarbon fluore:::;cence. 
2. Isolated particleG of lint are ncc,eptable. 
C. 'Hipe test (us inG vlhatman /1111+, or equal, filter pa.per or lint free cloth) 
examination by rubbinG lightly over the Gurface $h:1.11 indicate: 
.; "Ii 1. .• .' ,~. '# ... 'S ,. «" 11' , "'f(" ". • ", 
1. No appreciable discoloration of the wiping media. 
2. No evidence of oily rel}:tdue (not detectable by A or B above). 
D. Particle population per square foot of surface tested is 1l1!li ted to: 
1. No particle larger than 1000 microns. A parti,cle 5.s defined as any 
solid m~.tter other than a fiber. ~'hc size i~ determined b:r the 
longest single dcmemiion. 
2. Hot more than ten particles bct,wcn 500 anel 1000 microns. 
3. No fiber in excess of 2000 microns in length, and no accumulation 
of fiberG. A fibr;!r is defined as a nOnI:letallic, flexible, thrcad-
like structure with a length to dia.'1lcter ratio of at least 10. 
SEALING 
The cleaned surface of componel1tt~ shall be protected against moisture or 
contamination with suitable inert, vapor-free, greaseless barrier material. 
l.fAHKI!lG 
Material cleaned to this standard shall be labeled 'Cleaned to Class M'. 
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This standard lists the acceptance criteria for product cleaned by a vendor 
to Class AAA. 
II. SCOPE 
These requirements appl~' to co:nponcnts with movable! pJ.trts which thru usc 
contact. liquid or 6p.scous oXYGen. Valves in pure product circuits other 
than OX;.,.gC11, and in bY"product (argon and others) circuits arc included. 
Ill. GENERAL, 
A. Solvents used for cleaning sh::dl be of corr.merc:i,t.l.l1y approved r,racle 3.ud/ 
.o~pC. Clc'nning ma.y be acco!':lplished by any Method, or cor.lbinat.ion of 
methods, vrhich will provide acceptn'ble result. 
B. Cleaned systems Bhall be drained and thorou!;hly pm'ged of cleaning medi.a. 
C. Flux residue shall be rCilloved from brazed, soldered and welded joints 
of assemblies. 
D. Pressure test of asser!lblies, if performed after cleaning, will be 
acco~plished with filtered (as necessary to maintain required clea11-
liness) water, ni trof;en, or dry" oil-free air. Syste::J.s tested hydro-
stat:ically shall be thoroughly dried. 
IV. QUALT'l~Y REQtlIP.E!fi.E:l'£§. 
A. Visual ex~~ination of the direct surface under strong white light 
shall indicate: 
1. No evidence of moisture. 
2. Free of corrosion, scale, slag, weld spatter and other foreiGn 
matter. 
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3. Free of organic mate)'ials, such 0.5 oil, grease, crayon, paint, 
ink, etc •. 
B. Ultraviolet (36Go n.u. wavelength) inspection nhall indicate: 
1. No hydrocarbon fluore5cence. 
2. Complete removal of lint. If pre5cnt, une nitroaen or dry, oil-
free d.r for removal. 
C. \~ipc test (using \1hatm[;n I/Itlt , or equal, filter paper or lint free 
cloth) exrunination by ruhUing lightly over the surface f·lml.l indicate: 
1. l~o appreciable c1iscoloration of the wi. ping ]/)/!d5a. 
2. Ho evidence of oiJ.y residue (not detectable by A or 13 abovcj. 
D. Filter (milljpore) test must indicat.e: 
1. Only mild discoloration of the filter mem1J!'ane. 
2. Particulate contaminat.ion '.-1i thin the lirni to specified in E belo..". 
E. Particle populntion per square foot of surface tested is limited to: 
1. No particle greater than 500 microns. A particle is defined 
as any solid matter other than a fiber. The size is determined b~r 
the longest single dimension. 
2. Not more than twenty-five particles between 175 and 500 microns. 
3. No fiber in excess of 2000 microns in length, and no accumUlation 
of fibers. A fiber is defined as an nonmetallic, flexible, thread-
like structure with a lenath to di~~eter ratio of at least 10. 
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The cleaned surface of components shall be protected against moisture or 
contwaination with nondeteriorll.tinr" inert., vapor-free, greaseless barrier 
material. \-lood and paper barriers are not acceptable. 
VI. MARKInG 
ll;ater:i 0.1 cleaned to thi::; standard shall be labeled I Clormed to Class AAA 1. 
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This otrmdard listn the ('C'lntrol~ ann defines the acceptnnce criteria. for 
insu:rinr, cleanlinN;s of brazed aluminum heat exchangers as specified in 
APC! purchace order. 
A. Cleanliness of raw material:;. 
B. In-process braze of asscI:lhly. 
C. Periodic cleaninrr, of braze buth. 
D. Wash cmd rin80 of af>s(:r.1.bly. 
E. 'l'cst for cleanliness of' strt'3.r:m. 
F. Quality tf'!sts of assembly. 
III. PHOC::DUJm 
A. Core construction materials will be cleaned of h:;drocarbon contr ..mii'Hl.tion 
before core st!tcking. 
B. Braze operations will be controlled to minimize dragout of the braze bath 
materials. 
C. Periodic cleanout of the braze bath will be performed to control the 
buildup of sludp,e. 
D. Wash and rinse solutions, and their length of application, will be con-
trolled by standard vendor procedure to assure conformance to limits of 
halide count and surface neutrality. 
E • 
Zl;> 0 ..... ,,: Each stream of a core shall be determined acceptable by testine a water· Q 
flush sample. 
1. Halide count (after correction for blanl~) must not exceed 5 ppm. 
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3. A millipo~e filtered sample sh~ll contain not more than 2 mg of 
solid residue pm' 100 ml of "rater sa..:lplc. Filtration is required 
only when a vi,sual (:xll.l'ninc.tion of n sample indicates questionable 
quantity of solid residue. 
F. The port faces of oxy~en strcam~ "'ill be cleaned of aluminum oxide and 
other braze residue. Core attachment surfaces, ",'hieh thru usc w:ill contact 
product fluid, "rill be cleaned of hydrocarbon contaminat:ion. l~xar.1i nn.tion 
of accessible surface ·,.,ith ultraviolet (3200 to l!OOO anGstrom urdt lonc-
1. No evidence of fluorescence due to petroleum type hydrocarbons. 
2. Hild reflection due to ins5.gnific:J.nt 8.l:iOunt of aluminum oxide 
residue, or f'luorescence due to is02e.ted particles of lint, is 
acceptable. 
G. Cleaned surfaces of assemblies will, during additional fabrication, be 
maintained at a cleanliness level equal to the in-process checks. 
H. Hydrostatic tests will be made ",ith clean, potable water. 
I. Drying will be accor:1plis":1ed in such e. manner that will maintain cleanliness. 
J. Pneumatic tests will be performed with dry, oil-free air or nitrogen. 
K. Bubble type leak detection fluids, if used, will be thoroughly rinsed from 
surfaces of the assembly. 
L. All openinGS of assemblies will be sealed for shipment to prevent entry of 
water ,,'l'Y.' conta.r.:ination. Seal requires: 
1. A vapor-free, ir.ert, nondetcrioratinG, Greaseless barrier mat(;.cial. 
2. Wood and paper barriers are not acceptable. 
L 
END OF REFERENCE 
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ANON.: CLEANING FOR OXYGEN, FUEL AND PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS. 
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1. SCOPE 
MSFC .. SPEC .. 164A 
October 1, 1970, 
SUPERSEDING 
MSFC .. SPEC ... 164 
April 16, 1962 
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 
CLEANLINESS OF COMPONENTS FOR USE IN OXYGEN, 
FUEL, AND PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS, 
SPECIFICATION FOR 
1.1 Ss:,ope ... This speciUcation covers the cleanliness levels of 
components used in oxygen, pneumatic, and fuel systems of space vehicles 
and associated ground support equipment. 
1.2 Classification. M The cleanliness level and inspection pro-
cedures as specified shall be applicable to the types and classes, 
classified according to configuration and materials, as follows: 
Type I .. Tubing, rigidl 
Class 1 .. Corrosion resistant, 300 series, steel 
Class 2 .. Aluminum alloy 
Type II .. Flexible hose assemblies 2 
Class 1 .. Teflon lined 
Class 2 .. All metal 
lTubing, as defined for the purpose of this classification, shall 
include rigid tubing in sizes up through 2w inch outside diameter. 
Tubing having a diameter greater than 2 inches shall be considered as 
miscellaneous components (type III). 
2Flexible hose assemblies, as defined for the purpose of this 
classification, shall include braided hoses in sizes ~p through 2-inch 
inside diameter. Flexible hoses with a diameter greater than 2 inches 
shall be consl.dered as miscellaneous components (type III). 
MSFC .. SPEC ... l64A 
October 1, 1970 
Type III - Miscellaneous components 
Class 1 • Metallic and teflon 
Class 2 ... Nonmetallic 
Type IV ... Control assemblies3 
Type V ... Containers, metallic 
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
2.1 The following documents, of the issue in effect on date of 
invitation for bids, form a part of this specification to the extent 
specified herein. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Federal 
liE • 
- 0 .. H .. 795 
OooM .. 232 
0 .. N .. 350 
-~0 .. O .. 670 
, '·0 .. S .. 642 
-- BB .. N .. 411 
UU .. T .. 8l 
PPP .. T .. 60 
Acid, Hydrochloric (Muriatic), 
Technical Grade. 
Hydrofluoric Acid, Technical. 
Methyl Alcohol, Methanol. 
Nitric Acid, Technical. 
Orthophosphoric Acid 4 
Sodium Phosphate, Tribasic, 
Technical, Anhydrous, 
Dodecahydrate, and Monohydrate. 
Nitrogen. 
Tags, Shipping and Stock. 
Tape, Pressure .. Sensitive 
Adhesive, Waterproof for 
Packaging and Sealing. 
3Control assemblies shall include such items as valves, regulators, 
pressure switches, and temperature control switches. 
2 
Militan 
--- MIL .. D ... 1679l 
- MIL .. P .. 2740l 
MIL-T .. 8l533 
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Detergents, Nonionic. 
Propellant Pressurizing Agent, 
Nitrogen. 
Trichloroethylene, Oxygen 
Propellant Compatible, (By 
Flushing Methods). 
Cleaning Compound, Solvent, 
Trichlorotrifluoroethylene. 
1, 1, 1 .. Trichloroethane CMethyl 
Chloroform) Inhibited, Vapor 
Degreasing. 
George q. Marshli!l1 Space Flight Center 
MS:F(; ... SPEC"l06 
MSFC .. SPEC .. 234 
MSFC ... SPEC ... 471 
STANDARDS 
Testing Compatibility of 
Materials for Liquid Oxygen 
Systems. 
Trichloroethylene, Technical. 
Nitrogen, Space Vehicle Grade. 
Solvent, Precision Cleaning 
Agent. 
Film, Transparent, Plastic, LOX 
Compat i.b Ie , Gas and Contami .. 
nation Barrier. 
Solvent, 1, 1, 1 - Trichloroethane, 
High Purity, Inhibited. 
George C! Marshall Space Flight Center 
MSFC .. STD-343 
Design and Operational Criteria 
of Controlled Environment Areas. 
Preservation, Packaging, Packing, 
Marking, Handling, and Shipping 
of Space Vehicle Components, 
Parts, and Associated Eq~ipmcnt, 
General Standard for. 
3 
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PROCEDURE 
Ge,orge C. Marshall SPice Flight Center 
MSFC .. PROC ... 404 Gases, Drying and Preservation, 
Cleanliness Level and Inspec-
tion Methods. 
(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications required 
by contractors in connection with specific procurement functions should 
be obtained from the procuring activity or as directed by the contracting 
o:t:£icer .) 
3~ REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Production cleaning and preservation process approval. - The 
cleaning and preservation process and the type equipment to be used shall 
be left to the discretion of the manufacturer; however, approval of the 
process and the type of equipment to b~ used shall be obtain~d from the 
procuring activity prior to cleaning and handling. The utilization of a 
recommended procedure will not guarantee acceptance of the end product. 
The contractor shall b~ required to submit to the contracting officer a 
statement in writing containing the followj.ng information: 
(a) Processing materials to be used. This shall include, 
as applicable, trade names, specifications, chemical 
and physical properties. 
(b) Processing equipment and cleaning procedures to be used. 
(c) Quality assurance prov:i.sions to be utilized. This shall 
include in process control proc~dures to prevent built-
in contamination or latent corrosion. 
(d) Preservation methods and preservation materials to be used. 
(Preservation methods proposed shall reflect the requirements 
presented in Standard MSFC-STD-343.) 
(e) Controlled environment levels to be maintained for cleaning, 
assembly, handling, and test. 
3.2 Materials ... Processing and protection materials used shall be 
as specified he~ein, on the drawing, or of a quality approv~d by the pro-
curing activity (see 3.1). 
3.281 Test and cleaning yolvent~. - Normally the selection of 
cleaning solvents is left to the discretion of the cleaning activity (saa 
3.1). However, selected solvents shall be compatible with the item baing 
cleaned (e.g., methyl alcohol, O~-232, is compatible with and shall be 
used to clean or test Kel-F materials; but, chlorinated solvent, such as 
4 
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trichloroethylene and trichloroethane, are not compatible with titanium 
alloys and shall not be used unless specifically approved by the procuring 
activity). Test and cleaning solvents are subject to rapid chemical de .. 
composition when exposed to even small quantities of water or dissimilar 
solvents which result in adverse effects on both metallic and nonmetallic 
materials. Every effort shall be made to prevent contamination of solvents 
with water or dissimi1iar solvents. 
Due to degradation caused by mixtures of some 
solventoowater or dissimi1iar solvents, parts 
or components subjected to the solvents 
specified herein during cleaning or testing 
operations shall be thoroughly dried with 
drying gas (see 3.2.2) prior to and sub" 
sequent to a water or dissimiliar solvent 
flush. 
3.2.1.1 Test solvent. " Test solvents shall conform to Specifica-
tion, type I of MIL-C .. S1302, type I of MIL-T-27602, type I or type II of 
MSFC-SPEC .. 2l7, MSFC .. SPEC-237, or MSFC"SPEC~471 and shall meet the 
following requirements. 
(a) The nonvolatile residue shall be not greater 
than 0.010 gram (g) per 500 milliliters 
(ml) at 221 ± 9 degrees Fahrenheit (OF) 
when tested in accordance with 4.4.3.2. 
(b) There shall be no particl'~ over 175 microns 
in any dimension and no more than 5 
particles from 100 to 175 microns in size 
when tested in accordance with 4.4.3.1. 
3.2.1.2 Cleading solvent. 
3.2.1.2.1 Vapor degreasing ... Unless otherwise approved in accor M 
dance with 3.1, solvents used for vapor degreasing cleaning processes 
shall conform to: type I of MIL"T .. 27602, MIL-C .. 8l302, MIL-T-8l533, 
type I or type II of MSFC-SPEC-217, or MSFC-SPEC-237. 
~ 
The 1, 1, 1 trichloroethane (inhibited) covered 
by Specification MIL .. T-8l533 is intended for 
vapor degreasing where air pollution regulations 
preclude the use of other materials. 
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3.2.1.2.2 ~rsion cleaning solvents. " Unless otherwise approved 
in accordance with 3.1, solvents used for immersion cleaning process shall 
conform to: type I of MIL-T~27602, type I of MIL-C-8l302, type I or 
type II of MSFC-SPEC-2l7, MSFC-SPEC-237, or MSFC-SPEC-471 and shall meet 
the nonvolatile residue content as specified for test solvents (see 3.2.1.1). 
3.2.1.3 Fluids. - Fluids other than fluids in controlled environment 
areas (see 3.2.13) that contact cleaned sutfaces after final cleaning or 
testing for cleanliness shall, as a minimum, meet the requirements for 
test solvents (see 3.2.1.1) for liquids and drying gas (see 3.2.2) for 
gases. 
3.2.2 Drying, testing or preservation ga~. - Gases used in drying, 
testing, or preservation processes shall conform to the cleanliness and 
quality assurance requirements for gases as specified in Procedure 
MSFC-PROC-404. 
3.2.2.1 Nitrogen. - Nitrogen gas used in the drying or preservation 
processes shall conform to type I, class 1, grade B of BB-N-4ll; to 
type I of MIL-P-27401; or to type I of MSFC-SPEC-234, and shall meet the 
requirements of 3.2.2~ 
3.2.2.2 ~!t. - Air used in the drying or preservation processes shall 
conform to the requirements specified in 3.2.2w 
3.2.3 Filter pape~. - Filter paper shall be either approved membrane 
(10 micron pore size, or less) or fiber type (e.g., Whatman No. 42, 45 MM) 
and shall be compatible with the fluids being tested. 
3.2.4 ~~)dium phosphate. - Trisodium phosphate used in the cleaning 
process shall conform to Specification 0-S-642. 
3.2.5 Nitric acid. - Nitric acid used in the cleaning process shall 
conform to Specification 0-N-350. 
3.2.6 Phosphoric acid. - Phosphoric acid used in the cleaning pro-
cess shall conform to Specification 0-0-670. 
3.2.7 Hydrochloric acid. - Hydrochloric acid if used in the cleaning 
process shall conform to Specification 0-H-765. 
3.2.8 Hydrofluoric acid. - Hydrofluoric acid if used in the cleaning 
process shall conform to Specification 0-H-795. 
3.2.9 Detergent cleaning agent. - Detergent cleaning agents used in 
the cleaning process shall conform to Specification MIL-D-1679l. 
6 
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3.2.10 Demineralized water. " Demineralized water, if specified for 
rins1.ng or testing operations, 'shall contain no particle aver 175 microns 
in any dimension and no more than 5 particles from 100 to 175 microns in size 
when tested in accordance with 4.4.3.1. The minimum specific reJistance of 
the water shall be 50,000 ohms with a pH rating between 6.0 and 8.0. 
3.2.11 TaEe .... Tape used to secure and reinforce protective covers 
shall conform to Specification PPP-T-60. 
3.2.12 Protective materials and devices. " Protective materials and 
devices that serve as contamination ba~riers in contact with or exposed 
to significant surfaces shall be compatible with the applicable service media 
(e.g. oxygen systems per MSFC-SPEC ... l06). Prior to use, the materials or 
devices shall be cleaned and dried to a level compatible with the component 
cleanliness requirement. Under normal usage, the materials or devices shall 
be lint free, and shall not delaminate, peel, disintegrate, slough or other-
wise deteriorate in a manner that will contaminate the cleaned item. (See 
MSFC"SPEC-456). 
3.2.13 Controlled areas ... Final cleaning, testing, assembly, pack-
aging, and analysis of components cleaned in accordance with this specifi ... 
cation shall be performed in an environmentally controlled area compatible 
with the component cleanliness requirements (see 3.l.e). Standard MSFC .. 
ST,D-246 will be used by the procuring activity to evaluate the applicable 
environmentally controlled area. 
3.3 Precleaning. 
3.3.1 Precleaning. M Dust and grit, scale, corrosion, grease, oil, 
and other major soils shall be removed and a pressure test performed as 
applicable prior to final cleaning. 
3.3.2 Precleaning and surface treatment. - Metallic items shall be 
treated (cleaning, passivating, and coating processes) to prevent latent 
corrosion and contamination. Iter.'s that do not lend themselves to this 
type of treatment, as an assembled item, shall be treated prior to 
assembly. Surface treated areas imparied during fabrication and assembly 
shall be reprocessed, as required, to restore the original protective 
finish. 
3.4 Tubing and hoses. 
3.4.1 Particle size limitations ... Tubing and hoses used in onboard 
and ground support equipment oxygen4, fuel, or pneumatic systems shall be 
40xygcn, as defined for the purpose of this speci.fication, shall 
include both gaseous and liquid forms. 
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cleaned to comply with the limits specified herein. Particles of con-
tamination per square foot of component surface area (see 6.3) shall not 
exceed the following limits: 
(a) No partic1e5 greater than 2500 microns in any dimension. 
(b) One particle between 700 and 2500 microns. 
(c) Five particles between 175 and 700 microns. 
3.4.2 Nonyo1ati1e-residue content. 
3.4.2.1 Oxygen systems. - The nonvolatile-residue contamination on 
the significant surfaces 6 of the tubing and hoses used in oxygen systems 
shall be not greater than 0.001 g per square foot of surface area as 
determined by analysis of the reliability test solution tested in 
accordance with 4.4.2.2~ 
.-----~-3.4.2.2 Fuel systems. - No nonvolatile residue requirement. 
3.4.2.3 Pneumatic systems. 
3.4.2.3.1 Onboard systems. - The cleaning procedure shall completely 
remove all traces of oil, wax and gum, and other organic soils as deter-
mined by visual examination or any other test method determined acceptable 
by the procuring activity. 
3.4.2.3.2 Ground support equipment systems. - The nonvo1ati1e-·residue 
contamination on the significant surfaces of tubing and hoses used in 
ground support equipment pneumatic systems shall be not greater than 0.001 g 
per square foot of surface area as determined by analysis of the reliability 
test solution tested in accordance with 4.4.2.2. 
3.4.3 ~sing ... Cleaned tubes and hoses shall be rinsed, as applica-
ble, to remove cleaning and preparation chemicals. The cleaned and rinsed 
tube and hose surfaces shall register a pH within a range from 6.0 to 8.0. 
5Particles, as defined for the purpose of this specification, shall 
include all foreign material whether it is metallic or non~eta11ic. 
6Significant surfaces, as defined for the purpose of this specifica-
tion, shall include all component surfaces that may come in contact with 
the respective service medium. 
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3.4.4 Drying. - Tubes and hoses shall be thoroughly dried by flowing 
pre filtered drying gas (see 3.2.2) through the tubes and hoses. The 
effluent gas shall not exhibit moisture pickup or measurable concentrations 
of residual organic solvents when tested in accordance with 4.4.2.3. 
Miscellaneous items, control assemblies, and large containers that do not 
lend themselves to this type of drying or testing procedures shall be 
dried and tested in accordance with procedures approved by the procuring 
activity (see 3.1). 
3.4.5 Protection. - Tubes and hoses shall be protected by sealing 
openings with approved coverings (see 3.2.12) and secured with tape (see 
3.2.11). Tubes and hoses to be shipped or stored after cleaning shall be 
placed in visually clean bags. The interior of the bags and parts shall 
be purged with an inert drying gas (see 3.2.2) to assure an inert storage 
package. The bags shall be completely sealed. The sealed bags shall be 
overpacked as necessary to prevent damage to the bags, tubes, hoses, or 
integral parts. Desiccants, when required for additional corrosion pro-
tecti~n shall not be placed in such a manner as to recontaminate the 
cleaned surfaces of components. Provisions shall be made for monitoring 
desiccants. Other packaging materials compatible with the applicable 
service media may be used; however, the gas purging and overpackaging 
requirements shall be as listed above. If alternate methods are used, 
prior approval of the mate~ials and procedures shall be obtained from the 
procuring activity. 
3.5 Tubing, rigid. 
3.5.1 Corrosion-resistant st~. 
3.5.1.1 Particle size limitation~. - Corrosion-resistant steel 
tubing used in onboard and ground support equipment oxygen, fuel, or pneu-
matic systems shall be cleaned to meet the requirements specified in 3.4.1. 
3.5.1.2 Nonvolatile-residue content. 
3.5.1.2.1 Oxygen systems. - The nonvolatile-residue contamination 
shall be no greater than as specified in 3.4.2.1. 
3.5.1.2.2 ~uel systems. - No nonvolatile-residue requirements. 
3.5.1.2.3 Pneumatic system. 
3.5.1.2.3.1 Onboard systems. - The cleaning procedure shall be as 
specified in 3.4.2.3.1. 
3.5.1.2.3.2 Ground support equipment systems. - The nonvo1atile-
residue contamination shall be not greater than that specified in 
3.4.2.3.2. 
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3.5.1.3 Rtnsing. - Tubing shall be ~insed as specified in 3.4.3. 
3.5.1.4 y~~ng ... Tubing shall be dried as specified in 3.4.4. 
3.5.1.5 Protection ... Tubing shall be protected as specified in 
3.4.5. 
3.5.1.6 Recommepded procedure ... A cleaning, rinsing, and drying 
procedure that has been found acceptable to the procuring activity for 
cleaning corrosion-resistant steel tubing to the levels specified herein 
is as follows: 
(a) Circulate an approved inhibited nonetch alkal:ine cleaning 
solution (e.g. Turco 4215 .. Concentration 10 plus or 
minus 2 oz per gallon, or equal) at 160 plus or minus 
10 degrees F, through the tubing or hoses for a minimum 
of 10 minutes. Thp. circulation rate shall be not less 
than 20 tubing or hose volumes of liquid per minute. 
(b) Flush tubing thoroughly with large quantities of tap water 
for a minimum of 10 minutes at room temp=rature. 
(c) Circulate a solution of 10 plus or minus 2.0 percent by 
weight a nitric acid, conforming to Specification 
O-N-350, at 170 to 190 degrees F, through the tubing 
for a minimum of 5 minutes and maximum of 10 minutes. 
(d) Flush thoroughly with large quantities of demineralized 
water (see 3.2.10) in the manner described in step (b). 
(e) Dry tubing thoroughly with a drying gas (see 3.2.2) in 
accordance with procedure specified in 3.4.4 or by a 
vacuum .drying process. 
3.5.2 Aluminum alloy. 
3.5.2.1 Particle size limitations ... Aluminum alloy tubing used in 
onboard and ground support equipment oxygen, fuel, or pneumatic systems 
shall be cleaned to meet requirements specified in 3.4.1. 
3.5.2.2 Nonvoi;it:':;:'le"residue content. 
3.5.2.2.1 O:£ygc,n, systems. - The nonvolatile-residue contamination 
shall be not greater than that specified in 3.4.2.1. 
3.5.2.2.2 Fuel systems. - No nonvolatile residue requirements. 
3.5.2.2.3 Pneumatic systems. 
3.5.2.2.3.1 Onboard systems ... The cleaning procedure shall be as 
specified in 3.4.2.3.1. 
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3.5.2.2.3.2 Ground support equipment systems. - The nonvolatile 
residue contamination shall be not greater than that specified in 
3.4.2.3.2. 
3.5.2.3 Rinsing. - Tubing shall be rinsed as specified in 3.4.3. 
3.5.2.4 DEVing. - Tubing shall be dried as specified i1£ 3.4.4. 
3.5.2.5 Protectio~. - Tubing shall be protected as specified in 
3.4.5. 
3.5.2.6 Recommended procedure. - A cleaning, rinsing, and drying 
procedure that has been found acceptable to the procuring activity for 
cleaning aluminum alloy tubing to the levels specified herein is as 
follows: 
(a) Circulate a solution as described in step (a) for 
corrosion-resistant steel tubing (see 3.5.1.6). 
(b) Flush tubing thoroughly with large quantities of tap 
water in the same manner as described in step (b) 
for corrosion-resistant steel (see 3.5.1.6). 
(c) Circulate a solution of 3.0 to 5.0 percent nitric acid, 
conforming to Specification 0-N-350, through the 
tubing at 85 to 95 degrees F for a minimum of 5 
minutes and a maximum of 7 minutes. A solution of 
5 plus or minus 0.5 percent by weight of phosphoric 
acid conforming to Specification 0-0-670 at 160 to 
180 degrees F may be used for removing heavy soils 
that cannot be removed with the nitric acid solution. 
In such cases circulate the solution through the 
tubing for a minimum of 5 minutes and a maximum of 
7 minutes. 
(d) Flush tubing thoroughly with large quantities of 
demineralized water (see 3.2.10) in the same manner 
as described in step (d) for corrosion-resistant 
steel tubing (see 3.5.1.6). 
(e) Dry the tubing thoroughly as described in step (e) 
for corrosion-resistant steel tubing in 3.5.1.6. 
3.6 Flexible hose assemblies. 
3~6.l Teflon lined. 
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3.6.1.1 Particle size limitations ... Teflon-lined flexible hoses 
used in onboard and ground support equipment oxygen, fuel, and pneumatic 
systems shall be cleaned to meet requirements specified in 3.4.1. 
3.6.1.2 Nonvolatile-residue content. 
3.6.1.2.1 Oxygen systems ... The nonvolatile-residue contamination 
shall be not greater than that specified in 3.4.2.1. 
3.6.1.2.2 Fuel systems ... No nonvolatile-residue requirement. 
3.6.1.2.3 Pneumatic,systems. 
3.6.1.2.3.1 Onboard systems ... The ~leaning procedure shall be as 
specified in 3.4.2.3.1. 
3.6.1.2.3.2 Ground support eguipment systems. - The nonvo1atile-
residue contamination shall be not greater than that specified in 
3.4.2.3.2. 
3.6.1.3 Rinsi~g. - Hoses shall be rinsed as specified in 3.4.3. 
3.6.1.4 Drying. - Hoses shall be dried as specified in 3.4.4. 
3.6.1.5 ProtectioA. N Hoses shall be protected as specified in 3.4.5. 
3.6.1.5.1 Recommended procedure ... A cleaning, rinsing, and drying 
procedure that has been found acceptable to the procuring activity to 
meet the levels specified herein for teflon-lined flexible-hose assemblies 
is as follows; 
12 
(a) Brush interior of components thoroughly for 10 to 15 
minutes with a nylon brush and 0.5 percent detergent 
and water solution at a temperature of 122 (plus or 
minus 9) degrees F. 
(b) Flush interior of hoses for 2 to 5 minutes with demin-
eralized water (see 3.2.10) at room temperature. 
(c) Vacuum dry or purge with pre filtered drying gas (see 3.2.2). 
(d) Flush with solvent conforming to requirements specified in 
3.2.1.2.2. 
(e) Purge with pre filtered drying gas conforming to the require'" 
ments of 3.2.2. 
(f) Vacuum dry internal and external surfaces. 
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3.6.2 All met,l hose. 
3.6.2.1 Particle size limitations. N All metal flexible-hose assem-
blies used in onboard and ground support equipment oxygen, fuel, and 
pneumatic systems shall be cleaned to ~et requirements specified in 
3.4.1. 
3.6.2.2 Nonvolatile-residue content. 
3.6.2.2.1 Oxxgen syste~s. - The nonvolatile-residue contamination 
shall be not greater than that specified in 3.4.2.1. 
3.6.2.2.2 Fuel systems. - No nonvolatile-residue requirement. 
3.6.2.2.3 Pneumatic systems. 
3.6.2.2.3.1 Onboar~ systems. - The cleaning procedure shall be as 
specified in 3.4.2.3.1. 
3.6.2.2.3.2 Ground support e9uiPme~t systems. - The nonvolati,le-
residue contamination shall be not greater than that specified in 
3.4.2.3.2. 
3.6.2.3 Rinsing. - All metal flexible-hose assemblies shall be 
rinsed as specified in 3.4.3. 
3.6.2.4 Drying. - All metal flexible-hose assemblies shall be dried 
as specified in 3.4.4. 
3.6.2.5 Protection. - All metal flexible-hose assemblies shall be 
protected from ~econtamination by sealing all openings with approved 
secured closures, placing the assemblies in polyethylene bags, purging 
bags with a dry oil-free gas to assure an inert package during storage, 
heat-sealing both ends of bags, and overpacking as necessary to prevent 
recontamination or damage during handling and storage. 
3.6.2.6 Recommended procedure. - Cleaning, rinsing, and drying 
procedures that have been found acceptable to the procuring activity to 
meet the levels specified herein for all metal flexible-hose assemblies 
are as follows: 
(a) Ultrasonic cleaning. 
*1. Clean hose assemblies in an ultrasonic cleaning 
tank equipped with a recirculating system 
utilizing a 10 microx. filter. The solution 
shall be a detergent cleaning agent (see 3.2.9) 
and demineralized water (see 3.2.10). 
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*2. Rinse by flushing with demineralized water. 
3. Vacuum dry or purge with prefiltered dry, oil"free 
gas. 
4. Flush with solvent conforming to the requirements 
specified in 3.2.1.2.2. 
*5. Purge with prefiltered drying gas conforming to 
the requirements of 3.2.2. 
*6. Vacuum dry internal and external surfaces. 
(b) Detergent cle.aning. 
*1. Brush interior of flexible hose assemblies tho:r:oughly 
for 10 to 15 minutes with a nylon brush and 0,5 
percent detergent and water solution at a tempera-
ture of 122 plus or minus 9 degrees F, 
*2. Flush for 2 to 5 minutes with demineralized water 
(see 3.2.10) at room temperature. 
3. Vacuum dry or purge with prefiltered drying gas 
(see 3.2.2) ~ 
4. Flush with solvent conforming to the requirements 
specified in 3.2.1.2.2. 
*5. Purge with pre filtered drying gas conforming to the 
requirements of 3.2.2. 
*6. Vacuum dry internal and external surfaces. 
Steps preceded by * are only steps recommended for 
fuel systems, All steps are applicable to recom-
mended procedure for oxygen and pneumatic systems. 
3,7 Miscellaneous components. 
3.7.1 Met~llic and Teflon. 
3.7.1,1 Particle size limitations. - Miscellaneous metallic and 
teflon components used in onboard and=ground support equipment oxygen, 
fuel, and pneumatic systems shall be cleaned to meet requirements 
specified in 3.4.1. 
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3.7.1.2.1 Oxygen systems. M The nonvolatile-residue contamination 
shall be not greater than that specified in 3.4.2.1. 
3.7.1.2.2 Fuel sxste~~ ... No nonvolatile-residue requirements. 
3.7.1.2.3.1 Onboard systems ... The cleaning procedure shall be as 
specified in 3.4.2.3.1. 
3.7.1.2.3.2 pround support equipment systems ... The nonvolatile-
residue contamination shall be not greater than that specified in 
3.4.2.3.2. 
3.7.1.3 Rins1ng ... Miscellaneous metallic and teflon components 
shall be rinsed as specified in 3.4.3. 
3.7.1.4 Drying ... Miscellaneous metallic and teflon components 
shall be dried as specified in 3.4.4. 
3.7.1.5 Protection ... All significant surfaces or openings to sur-
faces that will contact the applicable service medium of miscellaneous 
metallic and teflon components shall re protected from recontamination 
by sealing the su~faces or openings with approved coverings (see 3.2.12) 
and secured with tape (see 3.2.11) or other approved methods. The pro-
tected components shall be plac~d in visually clean bags (bags purged 
with drying gas" see 3.2.2), completely sealed to assure an inert package 
during storage, and overpacked as neceasary to prevent damage during storage 
and handling. If alternate methods are used, prior approval of the mate-
rials (other than materials conforming to Specification MSFC-SPEC-456) and 
pr~cedures shall be obtained from the procuring activity (see 3.1). See 
3.4.5 for use of desiccants. 
3.7.1.6 Recommended procedur~. ~ Due to various types and complex-
ities of components covered under this classification, no recommended 
proced~re is included. Contractors shall submit respective procedure 
for approval in accordance with 3.1. 
3.7.2 Nonmetallic components. 
3.7.2.1 Particle size limitations. - Nonmetallic miscellaneous com-
ponents shall be cleaned in such a manner that all visible foreign con-
tamination will be removed. 
3.7.2.2 Freedom from oils and greases. - The cleaning procedure 
shall be as specified in 3.4.2.3.1. 
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3.7.2.3 Rinsing ... Nonmetallic components shell be rinsed as 
specified in 3.4,3. 
3.7.2.4 Drying ... Nonmetallic components shall be dried as speci .. 
fied in 3.4.4. 
3.7.2.5 Protection. - Nonmetallic components shall be protected as 
specified in 3.7.1.5. 
3.7.2.6 Rec2Jl'lll!!nded procedure, ... Due to various types and complex ... 
ities of components covered under this classification, no recommended 
procedure is included. Contractors shall submit procedure for approval 
in accordance with 3.1. 
3.8 Control assemblies. 
3.8.1 Metallic control assemblies or assembly components. 
3.8.1.1 P,rtic1e size limitAtions. M Requirements for metallic con-
trol components and assemblies used in onboard and ground support equip-
ment oxygen, fuel, or pneumatic systems shall be as specified in 3.4.1. 
3.8.1.2 Nonvolatile residue content. 
3.8.1.2.1 Oxygen systems ... The nonvolatile-residue contamination 
shall be no greater than as specified in 3.4.2.1. 
3.8.1.2.2 Fuel systems ... No nonvolatile-residue requirement. 
3.8.1.2.3 Pneumatic systems. 
3.8.1.2.3.1 Onboard sys,tems ... The cleaning procedure shall be as 
specified in 3.4.2.3.1. 
3.8.1.2.3.2 Ground .. Bupport equipment systems, ... The nonvolatile-
reSidue contamination shall be no greater than specified in 3.4.2.3.2. 
3,8.1.3 Rinsing ... Metallic control components and assemblies shall 
be rinsed as specified in 3.4.3. 
3.8.1.4 Drying. - Metallic control components and assemblies shall 
be dried as specified in 3.4.4. 
3.8.1.5 Protection." Metallic control components and assemblies 
shall be protect~d as specified in 3.7.1.5. 
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3.8.1.6 Rec~Eended procedure. M Du~ to various types and complex .. 
ities of componen~s covered under this classification, no recommended 
procedu~e is included. Contractors shall submit respective procedure for 
appcoval in accordance with 3.1. 
Many contio1 assemblies are cleaned and inspected 
as metallic and nonmetallic parts, then assembled. 
Cleaning and testing of control assemblies, by 
flushing with liquids or purging with gases are 
not generally recommended. However, if applicable, 
the contractor shall include, as a part of the 
c1~aning and preservation processes (see 3.1), 
procedures for cleaning, handling, assembling, 
protecting, and testing of assembled components. 
3.8.2 NonmetAllic control assembly components. 
3.8.2.1 Particle size limitations. - Nonmetallic control assembly 
components shall be cleaned as specified in 3.7.2.1. 
3.8.2.2 Freedom from oils and greases ... The cleaning procedure 
shall be as specified in 3.4.2.3.1. 
3.8.2.3 Rinsing ... Nonmetallic control assembly compo~ents shall 
be rinsed as specified in 3.4.3. 
3 8 8.2.4 DrIing. a Nonmetallic control assembly components shall 
be dried as specified in 3.4.4. 
3.8.2.5 Protection. - Nonmetallic control assembly components shall 
be protected as specified in 3.7.1.5. 
3.8.2.6 Recommended procedure ... Due to various types and complex-
ities of components covered under this classification, no recommended 
procedure is included. Contractors shall submit respective procedure 
for approval in accordance with 3.1. (See NOTE 3.8.1.6) 
3.9 Containers (metallic). 
3.9.1 Liquid and pneumati~. 
3.9.1.1 Particle size limitation ... Liq1tid and pneutilatic containers 
shall be cleaned to meet the cleanliness limits specified herein based on 
the specified sampling plan (see 4.4.1.4.1). Parti~les of contamination 
per squar2 foot of surface area (area exposed to the service medium (sec 
6.3)} shall not exceed the following limits: 
(a) No particle greater than 2500 microns in any direction. 
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(b) One particle between 700 and 2500 microns~ 
(c) Five particles between 175 and 700 microns. 
3.9.1.2 Nonvolatile-residue content. 
3.9.1.2.1 Oxygen containers. - The nonvolatile-residue contamination 
on the significant surfaces of oxygen containers (according to component 
surface area) shall be not greater than 0.005 g per square foot as deter-
mined by analysis of the test solution of 4.4.1.4.2 in accordance with 
4.4.2.2. 
3.9.1.2~2 Fuel containers. M No nonvolatile-residue requirement. 
3.9.1.2.3 Pneumatic containers. 
3.9.1.2.3.1 Onboard systems ... The cleaning procedure shall com-
pletely remove all traces of oil, wax, gum, and other organic soils as 
determined by visual examination or any other test method determined 
acceptable by the pr~curing activity. 
3.9.1.2.3.2 Ground sUEport eguiEment systems ... The nonvolatile-
residue contamination on the significant surfaces of ground support 
equipment pneumatic system containers (according to component surface al:ea) 
shall be not greater than 0.001 g per square foot as determ:lned by analysi 
of the test solution of 4.0.1.3 in accordance with 4.4.2.2. 
3.9.1.3 Rinsing. - Liquid and pi.leumatic containers shall be ade-
quately rinsed to remove cleaning and preparation chemicals. 
3.9.1.4 Drying. - Inner surfaces of liquid and pneumatic containers 
shall be thoroughly dried as evidenced by no moisture pickup in pre-
filtered gas (see 3.2.2) passing through the container. 
3.9.1.5 Protection. - Immediately after drying~ liquid and pneumatic 
container openings shall be covered with approved pre('leaned dry covers 
secured in a manner to prevent detachment or damage during handling, stor-
age, or shipment. Covers shall be designed to facilitate tank·~enting and 
to prevent recontamination of the tank interior. 
3.9.1.6 Recommended Eroceduru. - Due to size of containers and the 
complexity of construction, no recommended procedure is submitted. The 
contractor shall submit procedures for approval in accordance with 3.1. 
However, the procedure and materials used shall be such that harroDll 
reSidue ca,nnot be entrapped within the container. 
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3.10 Marking .... Unless otherwise specified by the procuring activ-
ity, cleaned components shall be marked with tags conforming to type C, 
Specification UU-T-8l, and shall contain the following information: 
(a) Part or identification number. 
(b) Contractor identification. 
(c) Contractor cleaning and packaging procedure identification 
(number, title, e.tc.) 
(d) Date of cleaning" 
(e) Title, date, and number of this specification. 
(f) Service medium or intended use of component. 
(g) Manufacturer I s serial number. 
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
4.1 The supplier is responsible for the performance of all inspec-
tion requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise specified, 
the supplier may utilize his own or any other inspection facilities and 
service~ acceptable to the Government. Inspection records of the exami-
nation and tests shall be kept complete and available to the Government 
as specified in the contract or order. The Government reserves the 
right to perform any of the inspections set forth _n the specification 
where such inspections are deemed necessary to aSsure supplies and 
services conform to prescribed requirements. 
4.2 Sampling, acceptance insBecti9~. 
4.2.1 Visual inspection .... The sample for the inspection of 4.3.1 
and 4.3.2, as applicable, shall consist of all cleaned components. 
4.2.2 Reliability sample .... Unless otherwise specified, a quantita-
tive analysis reliability 3ample for the test of 4.4 conSisting of a 
minimum of 5-percent of the. items cleaned, but not less than one sample 
for each group of 20 or less (except as noted in 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3) of 
the items cleaned, shall be selected at random by Governm&nt inspection 
from production items that have been cleaned, examined in accordance with 
4.3, and found acceptable. The sample shall be selected in a manner that 
will pr.~vide maximum representation of the affected lot. The reliability 
sample and the segment of production that it represents shall be clearly 
identified as specified b~ the procuring activity. 
4.2.2.1 Small components .... The reliability sample for small com-
ponents (components having a significant surface area less than 1.0 square 
foot) shall consist of a sufficient number of components to make up 1 
squa.re feot (minl.mtnn) of surface area. When the total quantity of items 
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procured have a combined surface area less than 1.0 square foot, a 
_._._" quantity (sufficient to make up 1.0 square foot of surface area) of 
clean stock items shall be used in preparation of the reliability sample 
or upon written request by the contractor to the procuring activity, a 
special test procedure will be furnished. 
4.2.2.2 Containers. - All containers submitted for acceptance shall 
be inspected for size of particles of contamination. All oxygen and pneu-
matic containers shall be inspected for nonvolatile residue contamination. 
4.2.2.3 Rigid tubing. - The reliability of the cleaning procedure 
for rigid tubing shall be determined and the cleaning process qualified as 
specified herein. After qualification of the procedure and equipment, 
reliability sampling s~lall be left to the discretion of the procuring 
activity. Samples for the applicable tests of 4.4 to determine conform-
ance to 3.5.1.1, 3.5.1.2, 3.5.2.1, and 3.5.2.2, as applicable, and quali-
fication of the cleaning process and cleaning equipment to be used in 
production cleaning shall be selected as follows: 
(a) Select a minimum of 5 cleaned tubes a minimum of 3 feet 
long and having a minimum combined Significant surface 
area of 1.0 square foot from each size (diameter) and 
type (corrosion resistant steel or aluminum alloy) 
tube to be cleaned. Select test samples from tubes 
cleaned in accordance with the exact procedures and 
utilizing the equipment approved in accordance with 3.1. 
(b) Upon satisfactory qualification (conformance of samples 
from step (a) to meet the requirements of 3.5.1.1, 
3.5.1.2, 3.5.2nl, and 3.5.2.2 when tested in accordance 
with 4.4) of the cleaning '?rocedure and equipment, 
periodic spot checks in a~dition to the inspection of 
4.3 will be made to insure that the cleaning procedures 
continue to be effective. 
4.3 Acceptance inspection. - Except as specified herein, acceptance 
inspection shall be performed on appli~able components used for the space 
vehi~le and associated groun1 support equipment. 
4.3.1 Examinatio~ .• - Surfaces of all c1e&ned components that will 
contact the respective service medium shall be visually inspected for 
the presence of contaminants such as moisture, corrosion, scale, dirt, oil, 
grease, and similar foreign material. A flashlight or borescope may be 
required to examine internal surfaces. Components, such as small diameter 
tubing (l/2-inch diameter or less), having limited accessibility to visual 
examination shall be accepted or rejected on the basis of the reliability 
inspections. The presence of contamination shall require a reliability 
teet (see 4.4) to determine acceptance or rejection, however, components 
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that do not lend themselves to a solvent-rins~ test method shall be 
accepted or rejected on the basis of visual examination of other methods 
approved by the procuring activity (see 3.1). Scale-free discvloration 
due to welding and passivation is permitted. All components shall also 
be examined to determine conformance to paragraph 3.10. 
4.3.2 Acidity or alkalinity. - External and internal surfaces of 
cleaned and rinsed components shall be tested with pH-indicating paper 
while the component is still wet from the last rinse or after wetting the 
test surface with a few drops of distilled water to determine that the 
surface acidity or alkalinity registers a pH between 6.0 and B.O. The 
pH-indicating paper shall be sensitive to the requirement specified ClDove. 
4.4 Reliability tests ... Cleaned components selected by the Govern-
ment inspector for reliability test~ shall be sUbjected to all examina-
tions and tests specified herein. The visual examinations of 4.3.1 and 
4.3.2, as applicable, shall precede the reliability tests. 
4.4.1 PreEaration of test solution. - Preparation of test solution 
(see 3.2.1.1) for oxyge~, fuel, and pneumatic system components, that 
lend themselves to solvent cleaning, shall be as specified herein. 
4.4.1.1 Small comRonents. - A 500 ml, (minimum) test solution to 
determine particle population (parti.cles greater than 175 microns in 
size) and the nonvolatile residue on the significant surfaces of small 
compqq.ents (less than 1.0 square foot in surface area) selected for 
reli~bility tests shall be prepared as follows: 
(a) Divide the 500 m1, test ~olution (see 3.2.1) into 
quantities in proportion to the surface area of 
the individual components used to nake up 1.0 
square foot of surface area (see 4 .. 2.2.1). 
(b) Flush each component with proportionate share of 
test solution. 
(c) Collect the flushing solvent for the analysiS of 
4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2 as applicable. 
(d) Thoroughl: dry components after completion of 
flushing operation. 
4.4.1.2 ComEonents I,D square foot to 5,0 square fe,·~t in surface 
~. - A 500 m1, (nominal) test solution to determine the p~rtic1e 
population (particles greater than 175 microns in size) and the non-
volatile residue on the significant surfaces of the reliability samples 
selected from components having significant surface areas from 1.0 
square foot through 5.0 squ~re feet shall be prepared by flushing the 
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test solvent (see 3.2.1.1) over the significant surfaces and collecting 
the solvent for the analysis of 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2 as applicable. The 
component shall be thoroughly dried after completion of flushing 
operatiDn. 
4.4.1.3 Com&onents with surfAce areas greater thin 5,0 sguare fee~. -
The test soluti'm to determine the particle population (particles greater 
than 175 microns in size) and nonvolatile residue on the significant sur-
faces of the reliability sample (see 4.2.2 and 4.2.2.2) from components, 
except for containers specified in 4.4.1.4, having significant surface 
areas greater than 5.0 square feet shall be prepared as follows: 
(a> Flush the significant surfaces with 100 ml, (maximum) 
of test solvent per square foot of surface area. 
(b) Collect the flushing solvent. 
(c) If more than 500 m1, of test solvent is used, the 
f1ushings shall be thoroughly agitated and a 500 ml, 
sample shall be taken from the total quantity of 
flushing solution for the quantitative analysis of 
3.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2, as applicable. 
(d) The component shall be thoroughly dried after the 
flushing operation (step (a». 
4.4.1.4 CQntainers, oxygen and fuel. - The samples for determining 
the presence of excessive large particles and nonvolatile-residue on 
Significant surfaces of oxygen and fuel containers, as applicable, shall 
be determined as specified herein. 
4.4.1.4.1 Particle size. - The particle size determination, based on 
a cleaning prodedure utilizing a high-preSSure liquid spray, wi~h a 
rotating nozzle traversing the length of the container-interior, shall 
be obtained as follows: 
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of the container with a spray utilizing demineralized 
water (see 3.2.10> or an acceptable substitute at a mini-
mum flow rate of 40 gallons per minute (gpm) and a pump 
pressure of 250 (plus or minus 50) pounds per square 
inch. The pressure drop between the pump discharge and 
the spray nozzle shall be not greater than 20 pounds 
per square inch gage (psig). 
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(b) From a continuous flow of test medium through the sampling 
line (a funnel-shaped flange located at the bottom of 
the container), take a minimum of:ive 500 ml samples. 
The samples shall be taken at equally spaced intervals 
(ve~tical positions of the spray nozzle) during the 
rinsing operation. 
(c) A 500 ml sample of the rinsing medium, to determine conform-
ance to 3.2.10 or specified purity of acceptable substitute, 
shall be taken at the beginning and at the end of the 
rinsing period. The samples shall be taken from a sampl-
ing line for the rinSing medium located as near the spray 
nozzle as practical. 
4.4.1.4.2 Nonvolatile-residue (oxygen containers only). - The non-
volatile-residue contamination sample for oxygen containers shall be 
prepared by one of the following methods: 
(a) Vertical position (spray operation). 
(1) With container j.n vertical position, traverse 
the interior of th· container with a spray 
utilizing trichloroethylene (see 3.2.1.1) or 
an acceptable substitute at a minimum flow 
rate of 5 gpm and a pump pressure of 60 plus 
or minus 10 psig. 
(2) From a continuous floN' of test medium through 
the sampling line (a funnel-shaped flange 
located at the bottom of the container), 
take a minimum of five 1000 ml samples. The 
samples shall be taken at equally spaced 
intervals (vertical positions of the spray 
nozzle) during the rinsing operation. 
(3) A 500 ml sample of the rinSing medium, to 
determine conformance to 3.2.1.1 or speci-
fied purity of acceptable substitute, shall 
be taker at the beginning and at the end of 
the rinsing period. The samples shall be 
taken from a sampling line for the rinSing 
medium located as near the spray nozzle as 
practical. 
(b) Horizontal position (barrel-roll operation). 
(1) Place the container in a horizontal position 
and fill with sufficient amount of test solvent 
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to completely cover all projucting surfaces. 
The total weight of solvent used in anyone 
complete rotating cycle shall be determined 
prior to introduction into the container. 
(2) Sample the rin~ing solvent before and during 
approved intervals in the rotation cycle. 
(3) Conduct tests in accordance with 4.4.2.2 to 
determine the total nonvolatile-residue 
pickup. 
(4) Continue rotation of the container until the 
increase in the nC.mVO.:1i;i He-residue during 
an approved interval or rotation, is 2 
milligrams (mg) or less per liter of solution. 
(5) If the total compound nonvolatile-residue per 
square foot of significant surface area is 
greater than 0.005 g per square foot of 
surface area, the container shall be 
recleaned. . 
(6) The test solvent shall be drained from the 
container and the interior thoroughly dried 
prior to application of protection. 
Alternate test methods and sampling procedures 
may be used with prior approval by the procuring 
activity. 
4.4.2 Tests. 
4.4.2.1 Particle size analysis. - Each sample reliability test 
solution from 4.4.1.1, 4.4.1.2, 4.4.1.3, and 4.4.1.4.1 shall be filtered 
through filter paper (see 3.2.3) and the residue examined for particulate 
under 10 to 45 power microscope. Tre larger particles (175 microns in 
any dimension and greater) shall be measured with a filter micrometer and 
the contamination per square foot of surface area calculated to determine 
the rel:'.abi1ity of the visual examination of 4e 3.1 and conformance to 
3.5.1.1, 3.5 0 2.1, 3.6.1.1, 3.6.2.1, 3.7.1.1, 3.8.1.1, and 3.9.1.1, as 
applicable. Alternate methods of determining reliability may be used by 
the contractor with prior approval by the procuring activity (see 3.1). 
4.4.2.2 Nonvolatile-residue. - The fil~ered sample (500 ml nominal 
volume) of 4.4.2.1 from oxygen and applicable pneumatic components or a 
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500 ml sample from 4.4.1.4.2 shall be analyzed for nonvolatile residue 
content to determine reliability of the examinations of 4.3.1 and con-
formance to 3.5.1.2.1, 3.5.1.2.3.2, 3.5.2.2.1, 3.5.2.2.3.2, 3.6.1.2.1, 
3.6.1.2.3.2, 3.6.2.2.1, 3.6.2.2.3.2, 3.7.1.2.1, 3.7.1.2.3.2, 3.8.1.2.1, 
3.8.1.2.3.2, 3.9.1.2.1, and 3.9.1.2.3.2 as follows: 
•.••. «'-, ••. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
Transfer 500 ml of the ~olvent into a clean degreased 
800 ml beaker. 
Evaporate the solvent to 10 to 20 m1 volume in a steam 
bath. 
Transfer the solvent to a constant-weight (within 
0.3 mg) tared 30 m1 weighing bottle, weighed to 
the nearest 0.1 mg. 
Continue evaporation to a volume of 5 plus or minus 
0.5 ml. Do not let the solvent evaporat~ to 
dryness. 
Place the weighing bottle in a constant temperature 
oven at 2~1 to 230 degrees F for 1.5 hours. 
Cool wuighing bottle in a desiccator and then weigh 
to the nearest 0.1 mg • 
(g) Return the weighing bottle to the constant temperature 
oven for one-half hour. 
(h) Repeat (f). If the difference between the weights is 
greater than 0.3 Llg, :l"epeat step (g) unti.l the 
difference between successive weighing is 0.3 mg or 
less. 
(i) Compare tl:te resu1,ts obtained from used solvent with 
the results obtained from unused solvent. The 
difference between the weights shall be not greater 
than the increase specified for the affected item 
(based on surface area and total amount of solvent 
used for testing). 
4.4.2.3 Drying. - Unless otherwise approved by the procuring 
'~ctivity, the reliability of the d~ying procedure for items subjected 
to liquids during cleaning or dr'Ting procedures shall be determined 
by testing the sample 'of 4.2.2 b~fore and after the tests of 4.4.2.1 
and 4.4.2.2. The presence of surface moisture and residual organic 
solvents on the cleaned, tested, and dried items shall be tested as 
follows: . 
<a) Flow pre filtered drying gas through or over the affected 
surfaces of the item being tested. 
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(b) Monitor the dew point of the drying gas entering and 
leaving the affected i':em to determine presence of 
moisture on cleaned and dried surfaces. Any moisture 
pickup in the drying gas that has flowed through or 
over the affected surfaces shall necessitate additional 
drying prior to packaging or application of protective 
coverings. 
(c) Monitor the effluent drying gas with a halogen detector 
to determine if affected surfaces are free from 
residual organic solvents. If no measurabl~ conN 
centrations are indicated by the halogen detector, 
the affected surfaces shall be considered free from 
excessive residual organic solvents. Any measurable 
concentrations in the drying gas that has flowed 
through or over the affected surfaces shall neces-
sitate additional drying prior to packaging or 
application of protective coverings. 
Additional verification may be required to 
ascertain the dryness of components having 
deep recesses and entrapment areas. Certi-
fication shall be made by a quality assurance 
representative that approved drying p~o" 
cedures (proven by adequate tests) for the 
affected component has been followed. 
polvent control checks. 
4.4.3.1 ~article size. - At least once daily while being used, 
particle size control tests shall be conducted on solvent to determine 
conformance to 3.2.1.1. Filter 500 ml of solvent through filter paper 
(see 3.2.3) and examine for particulate in accordance with 4.4.2.1. 
Alternate methods of determining particle count may be used with prior 
approval of the procuring activity. 
4.4.3.2 Nonvolatile-residue e - At least once daily while being 
used, nonvolatile-residue content teats shall be conducted on solvent 
to determine conformance to 3.2.1.1. Test procedure specified in 
4.4.2.2 for a 500 ml sample shall be used. 
4.5 Rejection and resubmittal. 
4.5.1 Individual rejection. - Components that fail the visual 
inspection of 4.3.1 or the test of 4.3.2, as applicable, shall be 
rejected and reprocessed. 
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4.5.2 Lot re1ection. - If any reliability sample fails to meet the 
requirements specified herein, a second sample, twice the size of the 
first, shall be selected and tested. If any item from the second sample 
fails to meet the requirements specified herein, the entire lot repre-
sented by the sample shall be rejected. 
4.5.3 Resubmittal. - Before resubmittal of rejected lots, full 
particulars concerning previous rejection and corrective measures taken 
t~ prevent recurrence of the failure shall be made available to the 
procuring activity. 
5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 
Not applicable. 
6. NOTES 
6.1 Intended use. - The procedures, cleaning levels, and preserva-
tion methods covered by this specification are intended fer use in cleaning, 
inspecting, and protecting of components used in oxygen) pneumatic, and 
fuel systems of space vehicles and associated ground support equipment. 
6.2 Ordering data. - Procurement documents should specify the 
following: 
. ' . , (a) Title, number, and date of this specification • 
(b) Whether preproduction approval is required (see 3.1). 
(c) Cleanliness level required. 
6.3 Surface area. - The standard unit (area) used for determination 
of contamination levels is 1.0 square foot of significant surface area 
(area that will contact the service medium). Exact calculations of sur-
face areas are not mandatory. Approximate surface area calculations 
acceptable to the Government inspector may be used. 
Notice. - When Government drawings, specifications, or other data 
are use.d for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely 
related Government procurement operation, the United States Gove~nment 
thereby incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and the 
fact that the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way 
supplied the said drawings, specifications~ or other data is not to be 
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regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner licensing the 
holder or any other parson or corporation, or conveying any rights or 
permislion to manufacture, u.e, or .e11 any patented invention that 
may be in any way related thereto. 
Custodian: 
NASA .. George C. Marshall Space 
Flight Center 
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Preparing activity: 
George C. Marshall Space 
Flight Center 
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SECTION 49 
CLEANING OF PIPING AND EQUIPMENT 
49-01 SCOPE: This section covers cleaning requirements 
for ,. the liquid oxygen storage vessels, fuel and oxidizer dump 
tanks, high pressure nitrogen gas vessels, nitrogen gas 
system, vehicle propellant system and vacuum piping and equip-
ment, complete. 
49-02 APPLICABLE PUBLICATIONS: The following publica-
tions of the issues listed below, but' referred to thereafter 
by basic desjgnation only, form a part of this specification 
to the extent indicated by the references thereto: 
standard : 
• • t ' .. • 
a. Military Specificati'ons: 
MIL-P-27401A 
MIL-T-27602 
/ AFM-32-3 
vAEP-160-6-4 
Propellant, Nitrogen Pres-
surizing; 
Trfchlor'oethylene, Oxygen 
Compatible (by Flushing 
Methods) . 
Accident Prevention Handbook . 
"Health Hazards and Their 
Control in Metal Degreasing. 
? 
b. Society of Automotive Engineers: 
.. ~ .• tIL ... 
ARP-59B-1960 Procedure for the Determina-
tion of Particulate Contamina-
tion of Hydraulic Fluids by 
the Particle Count Method. 
c . American Society of Tesfing and Material~ 
E- 11-61 Sieves for Testing Purposes. 
, 49-03 GENERAL : After completion of welding, threading, 
machining, hydrostatic testing , and any other potentially cor-
t aminating operation, the Contractor shall clean all propell~::; 
systems ) gas piping system and vacuum piping system, co~pOrle '1 --: s 
and subassemblies except piping and components falling in pip-
ing classification "B" a$ indic~ted in the section entitled 
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WATER AND CorifPRESSED AIR PIPIIG SYSTEMS. All cleaned portions 
and items shall be inspected and sealed to prevent contamina-
tion until connected into the systems. Cleanliness require-
ments shall be enfo~ced throughout any operat1ons which involve 
assembly or removal and replacement of clean components. Asser··-
bly of clean components shall not require \,/elding or machining, 
except f1nal welding for field installation of piping. Clean-
ing procedures shall 1ncorporate sarety principles contained in 
AEP-16o-6-4 and AF -32-3. 
, ,. 
a. Requirements: The cleaning procedures speci-
fied herein are the minimum requirements. 'Ihe Contractor shall 
employ \'1ha tever additional cleaning procedures he finds necea-
sary to comply with the permissible contamination limits. In-
spection and tests shall be witnessed by the Contracting Offi-
cer. The Contractor shall be required to 'furnish the services 
~f a qualified laboratory to perform the inspection and tests 
~/specified ror cleaning of piping and equipment. 
(1) Internal Cleaning: The internal surfaces 
of each vessel and tank including the liquid oxygen inner con-
tainer vessel and all nozzles, piping and components serving 
the inner container including pumps, piping and components be-
tween the storage vessels and run tank shall be cleaned until 
the permissible contamination limits are complied with, dried 
and protect d by ealing; all in accordance with the procedures 
and requirements herein set forth . 
b . r~ethods: The Contractor shall ,provide a clean-
ing facility of a desIgn that will properly accomplish the 
cl~aning requirements specified herein. The facility shall C,'!;-
tain dust-free, air-locked rooms for cleaning , inspection, tes ''";-
ing , assembling and sealing of components and subassemblies. 
The rooms shall be maintained at a pressure slightly above th"', ~ 
of the outside atmosp ere . Personnel working within the clean 
rooms must wear nylon smocks, caps, and shoe covers. Clean, 
nonshedding plastic gloves shall be worn when handling cleaned 
components. Cleaning methods are divided roughly into the 
following groups: 
(1 ) Precleaning : This group includes metho~3 
f or removing all contaminants resulting from fabrication pro-
cedures , all factory-applied paints, varnish and preservatives : 
and all markings made with crayon, ink, dye, tape or decals. 
This requirement applies chiefly to piping subassemblies and 
shall be accomplished by mechanical and chemical methods. 
Factory-procured items such as valves and instruments will nc' 
normally require precleaning . 
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(2) Srecific Cleaning: This group include3 
methods for degreasing, flushing and drying to remove conta!n~:. n­
ants, foreign materials and moisture. All components shall be 
cleaned b~ the appropriate processes specified here1n to aCCOin-
plish the required results, either tiubsequent to preclean1ng or 
to fulf111 total cleaning requ1rements where precleaning 1s no: 
needed. "" 
PERMISSIBLE CONTAMINATION LIMITS: Permiss1ble con-
11mits for the vessels; piping and components shall 
the following: " 
a. Gross Contaminants: No corrosion products, 
metal chips, scale, weld siag, organic solvents .• 011, grease, 
paints, ink preservatives, solvents, decals, or other debris~ 
or foreign matter which constitu~es a reactive or functional 
hazard to the equipment shall be present--on a significant sur-
face when visually inspected by the method of inspection Nos. 
2, 3 and 5 hereinafter described. 
b. Oily Residues: None as evidenced by inspec-
tions Nos. 2, 3 and 4. 
c. Total Filterable Solids: A maximum of 4.0 
mg/sq. foot of significant surface area is permitted in the 
effluent test media, as determined by the method of inspecti;~ 
Nos. 1 and 5 and the following particulate distribution lim~ -~s 
shall apply: 
(1) Cryogenic System 
Particles 
Size (Microns) 
0-9 
10-25" 
25-50 
50-100 
Over-100 
Fibers: None 
No./ft2-
No Limit 
500 
15 
10 
o 
(2) Alcohol System, Vehicle Propellant and 
Gas System, Vacuum System Piping and Equipment 
Particulate Matter 
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in length. 
Size (rUcrons) 
0-25 
25-50 
50-100 
100-175 
175-350 
350 and larger 
No./ft2 
No Lim1t by Count 
4960 
1260 
590 
25 
o 
F1bers: None in excess of 500 microns 
d. Moisture Removal: Moisture removal w111 be 
cons1dered adequate when the dew point of the effluent gaG is 
minus 60 degrees F" or lower. 
4 -0 CLEANING SEQUENCE: The follo\t/ing cleaning sequenc~ 
outlines the m1n1mum steps that shall be followed in clean1ng 
the vessels and manifolds and preparing them for ·sh1pment. T,hp 
Contractor shall provide whatever add1tional steps are necessa~: 
to comply \,/i th the permissible contam1nation 11m1 ts. 'lhese 
clean1ng steps shall also apply to all p1p1ng and components 
form1ng a part of the system unless otherw1se here1n specif1ed. 
a. Mechan1cal clean1ng 
b. Degreas1ng 
c. Rinsing 
d . Inspect10n 
e. Chem1cal Desca11ng (if requ1red) 
f. Pass1vat1on (if required) 
g . Rins1ng 
h . Part1culate 1nspection 
i. Drying 
j. F1nal inspect10n 
k . Sea11ng 
1 . Pressur1zing of vessels and piping 
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49-06 DEFINITIONS: 
a. Nominal Rn ted Filters: The nominal ra t1.ng c !:' 
n filter desc1'i bes the efficiency 01 a filter and speci1'iea 
.j 
the removal of 98 percent by weight of all particles whose two 
smallest dimensions are greater than the pore size or openingr. 
in the filter media . Filters made by powder metallurgy proces-
ses shall not be used. 
b. Demineralized Water: 
be \,la tel' with total f'i'I"te"rable solids 
20 p.p.m . by weight or a conductivity 
ohms. 
Demineralized water ShR11 
content no hirrhcr than 
of not more tllan 40 mi c~~o 
c. Clean Water : Clean water is defined for use 
in these specifications as color-free water containing no 
visible suspended particles or hydrocarbons • . 
d. Dry Gas: Dry gas is defined for use in thes ~ 
specifications as oil-free gas which has been processed thrcu~~ 
Eo dehydrator so that its dsw point is minus 63.5 degrc ~ s F. CoJ 
one atmosphere, or a maximum of ~6~3 p.p.m. water vapor by 
volume. . .. ... 
e. Purge Gas ' Requirements: . Nl trogen used . to pu ":"· .. ·:', 
or dry components and subsystems after the final rinse shall 
conform to Military Specification MIL-P-27401 . . A nominally 
rated 10 micron stainless steel filter (dutch twill weave or 
cqui vol ent) f:hnll ' be used between the purge gas .source and tr.c 
C'omponc '1t or subsystem . . . !. 
f. One Micron : One-millionth of an internatior.:: '. 
meter, or 0.00003937 inch. 
g. Fiber: A nonmetallic, flexible, threadlike 
structure \,/ith a length to diameter ratio of at least 20. 
h. Particle: Any foreign solid matter ill a fluiC: 
or on a surface, other than fibers. Particle size is the ~ong­
est single dimension. 
i . Particulate Matter : Particles and fibers, 
~n~~ than 10,000 microns in size, (i.e. less than a centimetc 
j. Mesh: The number of openings pCI' linear :i.nct 
of sieve. A 50 mesh has 50 openings per linear inch. 
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k. $ystem: A system is an assembly of parts w::ic:-, 
may be identified as a 'composi te whole \,li thin a given classif·-· 
cation and which may be tested for contamination as a distir.c~ 
unit. 
1. System Component: A component is an integral 
unit portion of an assembly or system. 
m. Si~nificant Surface: Significant surface 
refers to that surface of a cOMponent which directly contacts 
the service media. Contact may take place by the service 
media flowing over, being contained in, or impinging on the 
effective surfacej or the significant surface may be immersed 
in the service media. 
n. Total Filterable Solids: The solids which 
will be retained on an HA or AA ml111pore filter disc or equlv· .-/ 
alent. 
o. Rinse Test: A rinse test is a test to deter-
mine cleanliness by entraInment, or by solution of soluble 
materials, with a suitable rinsing fluid. The effluent is 
examined for particulate contamination by the millipore, or 
equivalent, method. The filtrate is examined for soluble con-
taminants by spectrochemical and/or gravimetric techn1ques. 
r·1ATb:RIALS AND CLEANING PROCEDURES: The gencI'al 
and materials used are described below. Degreasi~3 
and chemical descaling may be augmented by scrubbing with no~­
metallic brushes. '!he solutions shall be applied by immersi.r. '"':J 
spraying, wiping, circulating, or applied in a manner that al:. 
surfaces to be cleaned shall be completely wetted with the 
solutions. Any sections of the item to be cleaned that can 
trap or retain any liquid shall be drained or emptied betweer~ 
the applications of each different solution of chemical mix-
ture. Rinse water shall not be reused. After solutions have 
been introduced into a system, equipment, or subassembly, the 
surface to be cleaned shall not be allowed to become dry be-
tween steps of the procedure until the drying step has started 
Only demineralized water shall be used for final rinSing and 
making solutions. 
a. Mechanical Cleaning : All weld surfaces shall 
be cleaned and weld spatter sluunrlDe removed by grinding, 
brushing with stainless steel wire brushes and sandblasting 
using aluminum oxide sand. Brushes shall not have been used 
on carbon steel. Inner surfaces of nozzles, piping and fitt~-lE 
shall be cleaned \-lith a "go-devil" type of device. All debr':" " 
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looce dirt, ahrasive or loose scale shall be completely remov~o 
by vacuu:n cleaning , blo\l:in.; , brushing or flushing \':1 th clean 
water or other methods. 
' b. Degreas1ng: Degreasing shall be accomplished 
wi th trichloroethylene conforming to ~1ili tary Specification 
MIL-T-27602 or with mild commercial alkaline cleaner in the 
proportions of 5 to 7 ounces per gallon of water at 140 to 
160 degrees F. Sonic vibration may be used in conJunct jon 
with degreasing. Solvent may be reused until contaminant con-
tent reaches 0.1 percent by weight, after which reuse will not 
be allowed . ' 
c . Rinsing: If alkaline cleaner is used, sur-
faces shall be rinsed with clean water until the cleaning solu-
tion is no longer evident . The vess'el shall then be drained 
and dried before inspec~ion . Piping, valves, fittings and 
other system components shall be similarly rinsed . I 
, , 
d . 'FiY.'st Inspection: Surfaces shall be i,nspcct~ -: 
visually and by m:~e test as specified for inspections Nos. ~ 
and 3 hereinafter. Presence of rust , scale, weld spatter and 
other foreign material will require chemical descaling of -the 
surfaces . If inspection shows no further descaling necessary, 
final rinse Dball be initiated . 
e . Chemical Descal!ng : Descaling and rinse solu-
tions shall be sprayed, circulated, or applied in such mannc~ 
that all surfaces to be cleaned will be completely wetted wi t'1 
the solution and \,/ill remain \':cttcd until the drying step j _ ~ 
started. All portions of the item that can trap liQuid sh~ll 
be drained between the application of each differe:1t solution. 
During or after the final rinse and prior to the drying step, 
each flange connection shall be loosened or opened to assure 
re!~oval of all contamination between flange faces . Water for 
s olutions shall be demineralized water . 
(1 ) Acid Pickling : A solution of fluorid~ c 
and nitric acid with inhibitor shall be used for deoxid1zi~~ 
and descaling the steel surfaces . 
(2 ) Test Specimens : Conditions for pickJir\: 
sol~tions and methods shall be determined by test on repre-
sentative specimens of the same metal as that being descaled. 
Each' specimen shall contain a v/eld with typical oxides and 
scale unrcmoved prior to this test . Concentration of Aolut~rn, 
tempera ture J required agi ta tion , and time of exposure she i1 l; ) 
such that all scale and other contaminants wi~_l b~ remo', cd 7:0 
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bare metal. The conditionn will be considered satisfactory 
when contaminants are removed and etching of metal does not 
xceed 0.001 inch on either side. 
(3) Quality Control: Solution concentration 
and campos1 t10n shall be sampled and analyzed, every 48 hours 
and shall be maintained at the quality previously established, 
(4) Procedures: The procedures ' used for de-
scaling the significant surfaces shall be the same as estab-
lished by test specimens, including solution concentration, 
temperature, method and exposure time. After completion of 
descaling, all solution shall be drained_and rinsing initiated 
before surfaces become dry . 
(5) Preserva ti ve and Varnish Removal: \'1here 
preservatives or varnish have been applied to inside surfaces 
of carbon steel pipe, or fittings, complete removal is required . 
Varnish shall be removed using 20 percent sodium hydroxide in 
solution with water at 140 to 160 degrees F. The solution 
shall be flushed or sprayed through the pipe under pressure. 
Carbon steel pipe and fittings thus processed \,/ill not require 
degreasing but shall be thoroughly flushed w1th water and in-
spected for complete removal of all res1dues prior to passiva-
t1on. 
f. Passivation: Carbon steel surfaces, whether 
acid pickled or not, shall be passivated to prevent rust. 
Where water r1ns1ng has been used the rustproof1ng shall be 
initiated w1thin five minutes after complet1on of flushing. 
One of the following rustproofing methods shall be used . 
METHOD A 
(l) Flush with 0 . 01 percent citric acid solu-
tion until the effluent pH stabilizes between 3.0 and 4 .0. 
(2) Rinse with sodium hydroxide solution , 
1/4 to 1/2 percent, until slightly alkaline . 
( 3) Rinse with demineralized water. 
(4) Surface treat for one hour in a filtered • (lO micron nominal rated filter) solution of the following 
percentages: 
Monosodium phosphate - 1/4 
Disodium phosphate - 1/4 
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Sodium nitrJ..te - 1/2 
Deminel"alizcd water - 99.0 
(5) Dry. 
. METHOD B 
(1) . Surface treat for 15 to 20 minutes in a 
0.10 percent sodium' chromate solution. 
Rinse with demineralized l"l'a tel". 
Dl"Y. 
,/ 
g. Final Rinse: Final rinse shall be accomplishf.'d 
using demilleralized water 1'il tered throu'gh a lO-micron nominal 
rated filter. The rinse shall be continued until the pH of 
t.ihe effluent is 'eq:ual to the pH of the influent. Rinse \-lat'a!:> 
sha.ll not be l"'eused.· Pipe assemblies and large components 
shall be rinsed using a pressure spray nozzle. Small compon-
ents may be rinsed by immersion. Provision shall be made fo! 
collection of effluent samples required for inspection No.1. 
h. Drying: Rinse water shall be drained and the 
vessel" tank or p'IPing and subassemblies shall be thorouGhly 
dried. Dl"yin!i. may be accomplished by heating and circulating 
s.ir at lItO to.a50 degrees F." or by vacuum evacuation ,,!here 
vessels or tanks cah wi ths tand v~ .. cuum condi tion • Final dry-
lng shall be accompli~hed b~r pu:cging Hi th dry purge gao at 
lL!-O degrees F. and' of the quality specified hereinbefore un+:~ 1 
a r1ewpoi1.1t of minus 66 degrees F. is reached. Clean filter 
elements shall be used for each individual drying opera tion'~ 
All connection hoses" valves" and regulators shall be precleaneu 
to the degree .,required for vessel cleanliness. -
i. Cleaning of Valves and Accessories: All val·.;-?s 
fl.nd components to be ~,n8tal1ed in -P-iping i"JanII'olcls connected 
to or into the inner containe~'~hall-'be cleaned in accar~ance 
, with this specification.' Valves and safety head assemblies 
shall be disasaembled for cleanin~ and shall be reass~mbled 
F..f'''.;er drying. Parts such as gas.kets anC! seals 'i;ha t' ma.y be 
harmt:d by clea~1ing chamicals shall be cleaned by dippj,:1g in 
::.sop:'opyl alcohol. All items' cleaned previous to assemblyil: -.'~ 
~.;he manifolds shall be pr'otected .in sealed" double l~.yer poly· 
ethylene bags until time for installation. Cleaned componen'~ .. 
shall be handlJe Rnd assembled in a controlled" dust fr~e " 
atmosphere by pe::c~.onnel t.,rearing clean, lint fr0e clothj.ng u~d 
clean polyethyl~ne gloves. Pip~ng valves" fittings. and othp·~ 
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a. Inspection No. 1 ~ Particulate Inspection: 
Ar'c~:r the pH of "'Efie f1nar"aemlnerallzed wa ter rinse hci"SOeen 
established as specified and prior, to the drying operation, 
the ef£ll.lent shall be passed through a 100 Ll1esh sieve (ASTM 
n~s1gnation Ell, Fine Series #100). For this purpose an 
additional rinse shall be performed using a minimum amount of 
1'res11. demineralized water equivalent to 100 mil11li ters per' 
square foot of internal surface area, using ?- p,res9ure spray 
nozzle. The sieve shall be inspected with a' 5 ·t·o10 power 
magnifying glass. If no partj.cles remain on the sieve, the 
cleanliness \,1111 be .1udged to have met .this inspection require-
ment. Any particulate. matter. retained on 'Che sieve will be 
cause for rejection and recleaning of the component or com-
ponents. Final inspection shall be by means of a particulate 
count by the membrane filter method in accordance. \,li th the 
Society of Automotive Engineers fviethod ARP-598. rrhree sepa-
rate samples of 100 millileters each shall be used.for this 
test. A minimum of :: per.cer.t of all s:tgnificant surfaces 
cleaned shall be represented in this inspection. 
b. Inspection No. 2 - Visual Inspection: All 
parts of each vessel and component's sharI be examin'ed for 
evidence of corrosion products, metal chips, scale, weld scale, 
Oil" grease, paints" preservatives" decals" or other contamina-
tion or foreign matter. The presence of any such prQducts 
shall be cause for chemical recleaning. The use of special 
devices to vis~lly examine normally inaccessible areas of 
components is required. Any evidence of contamination in ex-
cess of' the permissible contamination limits shall be cause 
for recleaning and reinspection. 
c. Inspection No.3 - lAfipe Test: All nozzle open-
ings and ports snarl be examine6 -f'or l'oreign rna terials by wipe 
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taste A clean" lint-fl~ee \'liper shall be rubbed lightly over 
the significant surface and observed under mangification for 
the presence o~ oils" rust or other debris. Significant SUl"-
faces of pipe interiors shall be wipe tested tising a probe. 
The wiper shall be firmly attached to the probe to prevent 
loss within the pipe. Evidence of contamination ,as described 
above shall be cause for recleaning and reinspection. 
d. Inspection No. 4 - Detection of Oil or Grease: 
The following proceatires sFia:'Ll De used to support-inspections 
Nos. 2 and 3 for detection of oil and grease. 
(1) Ultraviolet Light Inspection: A minimu~ 
of' 5 percent of signi1'icant surfaces snaIl be inspected by 
ultraviolet lamp (wavelength 2,,500 to 3,,700 Angstroms) for 
fluorescence. Preferably" the surface shell be examined under 
a direct beam from the lamp. Where surfaces are inaccessible" 
',. a wipe test shall be made as specified for inspection No.3, 
and the wiper examined under .a direct beam from the lamp. Aj' v 
evidence of grease or oil will require recleaning by degreasing 
methods specified herein. . , " " . 
(2) ~vater BreaIt Test: To detect oily residu::,';l 
that may not be visible to the eye. or detectable by ultra-
violet light inspection, examine as follows, using an atomi?":' 
and demineral::'zed water. With surface to be tested in verti ' .. cil 
(preferred) position" spray ~.ri th sufficient water to cover -:11.:: 
sUl"face without drenching. Formo.tion of droplets will be C( .. ··~ 
sidered as evidence of oily surface contaminants and reclean-
ing by degreasing will be required. 
(3) Surfaces External to Inner Container: 
outer surfaces o.r the liquid oxygen inner contairJ ~r and both 
surfaces of the outer vessel shall be thoroughly ~leaned to 
~liminate all Oil" grease" rust" scale" slag, weld spatter" 
paint" crayon markings" decals or other foreign matter. 
e. Inspection No. 5 - Blowdown: In addition to 
the above inspections tFie vessels and tanks shall be subje~te~ 
to a blowdown inspection. A test strainer" conSisting of ~~ 
J8-inch long section of 3-inch stainless steel, shall be cc:~· 
nected to the inspection nozzle. A pair of flanges on the 
opposite end of the test strainer shall accommodate a filter 
consisting of stainless steel backup screen and a pad of 10 
to 15 layers of cheesecloth to retain all particles over 150 
microns in size. Filtered purge gas shall be piped to the 
inlet flange at·lOO psig and shall be flowed through the ves-
sel and the test pad in an unrestricted manner for three 
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minu'ces. '!he filter pad shall then be examined under cle""n 
room conditions for particles both visually and microscopic-
ally. Particle count shall be in accordance \1i th society of 
Automotive Engineers' Procedur~ ARP-743. Any evidence of con-
tamination in excess of the permissible contamination limits 
shall be cause for recleaning and rein,spection. 
49-09 SEALING: 
a. General: The vessels, manifolds and piping 
shall be sealed ImmediatelY after ii~ has been determined that 
they are clean in accord'ance with the cleaning 'inspections. 
Seals shall be tight enough to prevent contamination and shall 
be protected so that they will not be broken or warped during 
shipment. Seals shall remain in place until final assembly. 
Tape for sealing procedures shall not leave any residue ,on con-
nections, when removed. ' 
b. Flanged Openings: Flanged openings' shall be 
sealed with a suftable fulr-race blank gasvet 1/8 inch thick 
composed of Teflon or other nonflammable, noncontaminating 
material and a bolted blank flange of aluminum or stainless 
steel at least 1/4 inch thick. All items shall be clean and 
dry when installed. Stainless steel bolts shall be used in 
contact with stainless steel blank flanges. Bolts for use, 
with aluminum blank flanges shall be cadmium plated. There 
shall be a bolt in each bolt hole correctly torqued to corre~:.;. 
pond to particular flange and gasket design. Gaskets and 
flanges shall be cleaned as required by this specification. 
c. Threaded Openings: Threaded openings shall 
be appropriatelyclean'ed, dr.-ied and sealed with caps or plugs 
made of corrosion-resisting steel. ' 
d. Nonthreaded Openings:, Nonthreaded openings 
in subassemblies shall be sealed by' use of a nonthreaded cap 
or plug, sealed in place by pressure-sensitive tape. No 
lubricant shall be,used when sealing nonthreaded openings. 
e. Use of Lubricants: Lubricants shall not be 
u.sed on gaskets. For threadea openings Teflon tape (RBO-140- .',. 
002) shall be use~ by applying to male threads only but not 
beyond the first thread '.:f the fitting where it might be 
sheared off and get into the pipe or component. The tape shall 
be wrapped around the male threads with a small overlap and 
stretched slightly so that the tape confol'Uls to the shape of 
the threads. 
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49-10 CERTIFICATION: Each item which has been processe·.:; 
in accordance with this specification shall have attached a 
certificate of inspection showing that the item meets the re-
quirements of this specification. The certificate shall shc:.-r 
the date of inspection and the signature of the Contractor's 
inspector •. Piping that has been cl place and inspecteC 
by the Contracting Officer shall have tached bearing 
his stampJ Signature or other indica such inspection 
has been made and the piping approved a 
a. Certification o~ Sealed Components: Each com-
ponent or subassem131y ~Jhich has been processed in accordance 
wi th this section shall have a decai of approxirrtrrtely the £'011::>\':-
ing configuration attached to a surface which \,li11 not be in 
contact with the operating fluid. Decal shall not be attached 
to sealing or working surfaces. 
LOX Glean 
Date Insp. 
. (1) Packaged items shall have this decal at-
tached in such a manner that the decal will be torn in two wh"n 
··the package is opened. 
b. Decal: Decal shall be marked \,/i th inspector f ~~ 
stamp and date o~spection. 
c. Packaged Items: Packaged items with torn de-
cals or evidence-or puncture snaIl be recleaned in accordance 
wi th the reqUirements of this sl3ction. -.>: 
49-11 CONTINUOUS POSITIVE PRESSURE PROTECTION: 
a. Vessels: The vessels shall be pressurized t::> 
15 ps:l.g 'tti th ni cr-ogen immediately follm-ling the cleaning in-
spections and sealing of the vessels. ~he vessels shall be 
maintained at positive pressure adequate to assure pos2tive 
pressure during storage at the plant and shipment to the si~e 
e.nj until final system acceptance. All vessels shall be equ) . 
ped with a shut-off valve and a gage for pressuring. Tne gag( 
shall be a compound type with scale range 30ft Vac. to 20 psi 
"~'1ith 2-1/2% accuracy over range 0-5 psi and shall be furnishe,: 
with maximum and minimum dead pOinters. A protective metal 
cover shall be pl"ovided around the gage and val ving. Complete 
loss of pressure shall be cause for reinspection and reclean-: "rIf-~ 
4·9-13 
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as necessary to meet the permissible contamination limits by 
and at ~he expense of the Contractor:~ . 
b •. Piping: Continuous positive pressure protec-
tion shall be prOviaea'. Care shall be taken to prevent con-
tamination of cleaned subassemblies and components before, 
during and after installation, A nitrogen gas purge orposi-
tive pressure of 2 psig shall be maintained in piping during 
installation of pipe and components and shall be'continued 
~ntil final system acceptance. The nitrogen gas ...shall conform 
to Military Specificatron MIL-P-2740l. and" sha.l.l be filtered 
through a 40-micron nominal rated filter prior to introduction 
into the piping. The nitrogen purge shall: be discontinued 
only when welding with argon back purge is'required. In this 
9ase .. special attel1't3.:on shall be given to ensure complete 
f;lvacuation of nitrogen atmosphere prior to start of welding. 
After completion of the welds, positive pressure of 2 psi 
~itrogen gas shall be reinstated. .' 
49-12 
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tory. 
INSPECTION RESPONSIBILITY: The Government will 
services of a qualif~ed laboratory for. cleanliness 
Certificat~ons shall. be, maqe sQlely by ,.that labol"?.~ 
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HAN1:rr:D SPACECRAFT CENTER 
M.3C- ;';Pl::J-C-llA 
June 'j, 196~' 
Supersedes 
MSC-SPEC-C-ll 
Dated September 1966 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 
PRECISION CLEANING, 
SPECIFICATION FOR, 
This specification has been approved by the Nann,<,~ Spacecraft 
Center (MSC) for use by MSC contractors, MSC, and ot}~r Centers, as 
appropriate. 
1. SCOPE 
This specification descr';'bes general methods of cleaning 
spacecraft systems and components. The constraints implied 
by ~leaning and techniques of cleaning are ~overed. This 
specification is not an operating procedure or job instruction 
which details every specific step required to perform a 
cleaning operation. These operating procedures/job instruc-
tions are the responsibility of the operating element and 
are not within the scope of this document. 
~ne following documents form a par~ u~ this specification to 
the extent indicated herein. 
STANDARDS 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
MSC-STD-C-l 
MSC-STD-c-4 
Definitions for Ccntamination 
Programs 
Clean Rooms and Work Stations 
• 
i. L 
L 
c ' 
2 
3. 
3.1.1 
3.1.2 
3.1.3 
Federal 
FED-STD-2G9 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
. 
MSC-SPEC-C-12A 
DEFTIIl'ITIONS 
IvlSC-SPEC-C-llA 
June 9, 196'{ 
SuperkledetJ 
MSC-SPEC-C-ll 
Dated September 1966 
Clean Room and \'Jork Station 
Requirements, Controlled 
Enviromnent 
Precision Clean Packaging 
MSC-STD-C-l lis'ts definitions used in the MSC contamination 
program. In case of conflict, the MSC-STD-C-l "1il1 govern, 
unless specified otheri·1ise. The folloi'ling definitions are 
included ,to clarify this specification: 
Visibly Clean 
The freedom of the surface from particulate matter approxi-
mately 50 microns and larger in size and from all films other 
than lUlO't'Tn innocuous films. 
Critical Surface 
That surface of a component vlhich direct~ contacts the ser-
vice media. 
Nonvolatile Residue (NVR) 
Soluble (or suspended) material and insoluble particulate 
matter remaining after controlled evaporation of a filtered 
volatile liquid, usually measured in grams. Filtration is 
normally through a 0.45 micron or 0.8 micron membrane filter. 
il· • REQ:UIREMENTS 
4.1 GENE~ 
All systems or components requiring cleaning shall be cleaned 
and inspected in conformance with this specification. Systems 
may require disassembly to permit cleaning. (It is almost 
I -
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3 
impossible to cleml a oyetem ~rl thout disassembly.) AllY part 
or a component "lhich might 'be damaged during the cleaning 
proc.edures shall be removed before cleaning, and cleaned as 
a separate item. Cle~ing or disassembly operations on pre-
cision components '\"Jhich might affect tolerances or impair 
calibration shall be performed only under the supervision 
of persotlnel ~ualified in the handling, calibration, ~d/or 
assembly of the c OTI"ij?onen ts • Each system o:r component to be 
cleaned in conformance ~nth this specification shall be 
cleane<i in accordance vrl th a detailed procedure \1'hich shall 
be '\"nthin the confines of this specification. The cleaning 
procedure established for each system or component shall 
be compatible with design configuration. 
Selection of thD f'Jlee.ning SOlution(s) and/or method(s) shall 
be consistent 'V:ith the conlit:1..minants to be removed, the mate= 
rials of constro.et:l.on of the system or component to be cleaned, 
and the level of cleanliness desired. Acceptance requirements 
for cleanliness must be adequate for meeting the design re-
quirements of the system or component as regards its intended 
usage and the level requirements. Cleaning methods must be 
nondetrimental to the materials of construction and/or the 
mechanical design requirement of the system or component. 
Application of each cleaning solution must be restricted to 
usages vlhere problems subsequent to cleaning vlill not occur 
as a result of the application, e.g., corrosion frum entrapped 
cleaning fluids, corrosive cleaning fluid reSidues, etc. 
Contaminated it "lS v1hich cannot be cleaned because of special 
tooling or calibration requirements shall be returned to the 
.~I3,nufacturer or other disposition taken as required. 
All steps in any procedure must progress in an uninterrupted 
series of operations through the final rinse and drying opera-
tion. ?~ecautions must be truten to protect systems or parts 
after final rinSing and drying until inspection, assembly, 
and/or packaging. 
4.2 MECHANICAL DESCALING 
This method removes contaminants by abrasive action. This 
cleaning method shall be used only vlhen contaminants so gene-
rated can be removed or when physical damage to the item 
being cleaned will not occur. 
· . ~----~~-~ . --_. ____ .n __ ~_ ~ ___ ~.___ _ ___ . ___ ~ ______ ~~~._ _ __ ~_ ...... _,. ~ ___ ._~_ __ . __ .~_._~__ _ ~. ___ ~ .. ~ __ ~ ; ______ . ~__ _ _ 
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Mech12.YJ.icQ.l descc:\ling lY/.a.y be accom.plished by brushing, shot 
peening, gl.~it blasting, VQ.;Dor honing, tumbling, or grinding. 
Surfaces i'lhlch~onta.in 8co~le a:nd/or mddes O,nd 0,11 steel or 
stainless steel \1elds vlhich Vlill be expos, I to .~/;;,s or liquid 
and moe (1ccessible, shall be 1~.1'!oroughly c~eaned with a stain-
less steel wire brush, or grinder, (lr o'brasive material. 
Carbon steel su~faces may be shot blasted. The use of the 
same s"Gainless steel 1:1ire brush for carbon sJeeel and st0~in­
less steel shall be forbidden. iJIaterial to be used for 
abrasive cleaning stainless steel surfaces shall contain no 
ferrous or ferric materials. Internal surfaces of pipe may 
be cleaned by a "go-devil" type of device '.-li th a grinder of 
150 grit abrasive or finer. All loose dir-L. abrasive or 
scale shall be completely removed from components by vacuura 
cleaning, blovJing. brushing, or flushing vii th clean water. 
Com.ponents vIhose 1:1elds are not accessible for mechanical 
desca~ling shall be descaled by pickling. All piping vJill be 
further descaled by acid pickling. 
4.3 VAPOR DEGREASING 
Soluble organic contaminant (e. g., oi'ls, grease s, hydrocarbon 
fuels, etc.) are removed by vapor degreasing. 
Parts to be vapor degreased shall be processed in a standard 
commercial degreaser, or degreasing vapors shall be blown 
into the component parts so that the vapor will condense on 
and properly degrease all suxfaces. The operation of the 
commercial vapor degreaser shall be in accordance with the 
manufacturer's recormnendations. 
4.4 SOLVENT DEGREASING 
Soluble organic contaminants are removed by organic solvent 
cleaners. These solvents are also used for final system 
flushing. Not only are soluble hydrocarbons removed but 
also particulate contaminants are removed through entrainment. 
If both oils ~nd preservatives are present on a component, 
solvent degreasing is required followed by detergent degreasing. 
Components may be steam cleaned prior to solvent degreasing. 
Components to be solvent degreased shall be immersed in or 
partially filled with trichloroethylene, perchloroethylene, 
chlorothene, or other chlorofluorocarbons. Components shall 
be rolled or rocked to be sure that the solvent washes all 
surfaces requiring degreasing. 
o • 
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4,5 DETERGENT DEGREASING 
5 
Alitaline cl~aners and detergents are used for removal of 
organic and inorganic contanunation which can be removed by 
solution or emu.lsification (e.g., oils, fat, shop soils, 
grease, etc.). 
Components shall be degreased in a solution of detergent oold 
'!.'later. Surfaces of the component should be l!lvlept 'l,-rl th a 
soft nylon brush. Detergent degreasing can also be accomplished 
in a sonic cleaner. Rinsing shall be done under tap '!,-later 
follovled by demineralized 'l.'later and then the components shall 
be .. wen dried. 
4.6 ALKALINE DEGREASING 
COl1Il?onents may be degreased 't-n th commercial alltaline cleaners. 
The components shall be filled, irmnersel, sprayed, or scrurbed 
vii th the particular aUcaline clermer :'.l1 accordance \'1i th manu-
facturer's recormnendations. 
4. i ACID PICKLING 
Acid cleaners are to be used to remove contQmination not 
soluble in other solutions (e.g., weld scale, corrosion 
products, oxide film, etc.). 
Components vlhich contain rust, scale, i-reld splatter, 
foreign material after degreasing, shall be pickled. 
pipe and tubing and weldments shall be a~id pickled. 
cleaning shall not be performed after pickling. 
Sta.inless Steel 
or other 
All 
Mechanical 
Acid pickling effectively loosens corrosion from stainless 
steel. All parts such as those found in valves and filter 
elements that contain materials which may be damaged during 
pickling shall be re moved to prevent their damage. Prior to 
pickling, the component shall be thoroughly flushed vlith clean 
water. The particular pickling agent sha.ll be used in accord-
ance with manufacturer's recoIlDllenda·tions. 
j 
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Carbon mteel 8ho..11 b<a piclded in a bath of either inhibited 
hydl'ochlorir acid or phoBphoric acid, or deocaling ~y bo 
accompliklhed b~r using t11ko.line Qolutlo11S. The piCKling o:e 
all~aline p:t'oceriu . .:eer.: shall be follo1'led immediately by flushing 
vlith demine:i;'alized 1'Tater. Hithin five minutGG after removGJl 
from -I;he pickling acids, an acceptable rust-inhibiting procedure 
shall be 1ni tic..ted. If alke"line solutions 9.re used for descalinr, 
this step is not required. 
AJ..·l,'linum and Aluminum Alloys 
Aluminum and aluminum alloys shall be picl~led as required 
with an acceptable procedure. After alkaline cleaning, rins-
ing shall be done immediately ,:Ii th v1arn1 vTater to prevent 
dry-on. The final rinse shall be made \-Jith deionized vlater. 
Copper and Copper Alloys 
Copper and C'(;pper alloys shall be pickled with an acceptable 
sO~Ation. Provision shall be made to assure that acid 
cleaning solutions shall be free of iron. Ammoniacal solu-
tions shall not be used for cleaning brass. The final rinse 
for copper and copper alloys shall be made with deionized 
vlater. 
4.8 PASSIVATION 
All components shall be passivatee by an acceptable method. 
Passivating solutions are supplementary treatments to acid, 
alkaline, and mechanical cleaning to prevent corrosion. 
Care shall be talten to prevent damage to passivated surfaces 
from scratching, nicking, abrasion, etc. 
Passivation should not ~e confused with conversion films or 
other protective film processes. 
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i~.) DRYING 
4.10 
4.11.1 
4.11.2 
DLoyin~ 8h<:~11 i, 'dl~ [-lace inllil'3di8.tGly aftGL~ th,~ fhml :dnr.<:? 
us it!.&; n:l!GloO(3(;U c~' S, ove 1 w~ying, (1h~ dL'y:i.n,~, 01~ vQ,:?ll.um cl:eying. 
FINAL PAClffiGINC 
INSPJl:CTION METHODS 
Ultraviolet LigLt (Blacl" Light) 
Components sh:~,ll be insyectecl '\'1i th an ultra.violet light 
SOUl'ce of 3200 to 3bOO 8..1'J.Q;stroTIlli for contaminants. Any 
evidence of flunrescent lTh9.terials shall be causl: for rGcleaning. 
Ultraviolet Llrht inspection vlill not detect common hydrocarbon 
fuels, some silicone g-t'eases, MIL-O-5606 hydraulic oil, thread 
sealants, 8Jld fluorocarbon greases commonl;; found as contaminant 3 • 
U1 traviolet light will cause the follot-ling commonly used rna te-
rials to fluoresce: most t-later soluble liw,chining and cuttinc: 
oils, some lints, molybdenum disulfide, ~~L-o-6o86 lubricating 
oil, MIL-G-43t~3 grease (DC-55), silicates from cleaning solu-
tions, and some metallic compounds. 
Visual Observation 
Visual observation is the most comrnon inspection method. It 
is used to detect the presence of substances such as oils, 
greases, preservatives, corrosion products, 'i'leld slag and 
scale, shop or other dirt and other materials foreign to the 
item. 
All equipment, pipes, and components shall be examined for 
evidence of corrosion products, metal chips, casting, molding 
and/or forging scale, weld scale, oil, grease, paints, preser-
vatives, decals, and other contamination or foreign matter 
which constitutes a reactive or functional hazard to the system. 
Any visual contamination shall-be cause for recleaning. Obser-
vations must be raade with the unaided eye end light of sufficient 
intensity to illuminate the area being inspected. No magnjfi-
cation lenses are to be used except to further identify a con-
taminant. Visual observation is limited to use where the 
surfaces to be inspected are accessible. (This does not pre-
clude the use of borescopes or other similar devices.) 
-------- -------'---------~-----
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4.11.3 
4.ll.4 
Wipe Teata 
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Wipe teata may be used to detect oily residues that lnay not 
be viaible because of configur~tion, color, or other charac-
teristics of the item being inspected. 
The desired surfac,~ to be inspected is lightly l'ubbed with a 
lint-tree medium. The medium must be visual:::"y ob~erved for 
the presence of oils and debris. Care should be taken so as 
not to rub too hard on most surfaces. Aluminum, for instance, 
will abrade and soil the wiping medium which can be confused 
with contamination. When the wiping medium is to be extracted 
wi th solvent to determine hydrocarbon contamination, the area 
being wiped must be calculated and the amount of extraction 
solvent measured. A hydrocarbon determination must be made 
as a blank on thE' -rnedium, and the blank should be subtracted 
from the sample hy'~ocarbon determination. 
Water Break Test 
The water break test is used to detect oily residues that may 
not be visible because of configuration, color, or other 
characteristics of the item being inspected. 
An atomizer with distilled water is used to perform this teat. 
The surface to be checked will be mr~e accessible preferably 
in the horizontal face-upward position. The area to be tested 
is sprayed sufficiently to completely cover the surface with 
droplets or a thin layer of water. The presence of predOminant 
droplets on the surface is the indication of the possible pre-
sence of oily hydrocarbons. There are monohydrocarbon materials 
that will cause water to form droplets on a surface. Also, 
there are materials which are hydrocarbons that will not cause 
water to form droplets. 
4.12 DECONTAMINATION 
Parts used in fuel or oxidizer systems, or otherwise exposed 
to fuel or oxidizer must be decontaminated to obtain a surface 
condition that is safe for subsequent handling or cleaning and 
free of corrosive residue. Water immersible parts shall be 
soaked in clean water followed by thorough rinsing. Nitrogen 
shall be used for drying. Before nonwater immersible parts 
(gauges, transducers and all electromechanical devices) are 
decontaminated, the component must be encased and sealed 
with tape in such a manner that only the system media entry 
or exit ports of the component are exposed. The interior of 
ports and sensing chambers or compartments shall be flushed 
with deionized water. Warm dry nitroge- shall be used for drying. 
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4 .13 FINAL (PRECISION) CLEANING 
4.14 
" , 
All systems and ~omponents shall be subJected to a clean room 
environment following ;jeneral cleaning a.a heretofore described. 
Clean rooms are described in FED-STD-209 and MSC-STD-C-4. 
Those items scheduled for cleaning in a clean room environment 
shall be flushed or wiped with & suitable cleaning solution or 
solvent and/or vacuum cleaned or blown ott with clean, dry air 
to prevent entry of gross contaminants into clean rooms. 
Solvent cleaning or blowing an item with clean air m8¥ be 
omitted when these procedures are detrimental. 
Final cleaning shall be accomplished using solvents or other 
cleaning solutions (SUCh as detergents) previously filtered 
to remove particulate and other contaminant~ and suitably low 
in NVR and particulate consistent with the cleanliness levels 
to be achieved. 
RINSE - TEST 
Unlell otherwise Ipecitied, tollowing final cleaning, each 
cleaned item shall be rinsed uling a minimum ot 100 ml.. ot 
unused filtered solvent as in final cleaning for each square 
foot of critical surface telted. A 500 ml. sample shall be 
the minimum used in any case. Rinsing shall be accomplished 
by agitation, sloshing, or b,y spraying the test solvent over 
the critical surface in such manner &s necessary to obtain 
a reliable rinse test solution. The test solvent shall be 
drained immediately to prevent particle redeposition on the 
test surface. Clean components should be placed in the inner 
packaging wrap (not sealed) during the particulate/nonvolatile 
residue determination to preclude contaminatihg the component. 
4.15 CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS 
In the absence of specific requirements, one of the ,following 
levels shall be selected for surface cleanliness on the basis 
of end item application, subject to the review and approval 
of the cognizant operating element. Thele are qat_ levell. 
GenerallJ, all_b11e. below the qlt_ cont1aurat1an have to 
be cl8lllle4 at l_1t 011. l.vel cl8llller thaD that requ1re4 tor 
'th. qwt_. 
J 
.. . ... 
MSC- o"w,C-C-llA 
.Tune 9, 1967 
Suner sedes 
10 NSC-~PEC-C·ll 
Dated September 1966 
Particulate Distribution Pei Non~Olatile Res1- .-
Sq. Ft. of Critical Surface due Per Sq. Ft . 
of Critical Surface 
(max) 
Size Ranie guantit;L Sugiested 
lli!?il Use 
Level 1 0-5 microns Unlimited3 lmg Pressurization 
5-15 microns 170 Systems R~action 
15-25 ,n1cron~ iOO Control Propel-
25-50 microns 40 lant Systems 
50-100 tnicrons 20 
>100 microns 0 
T~vel 2 0-10 microns Unlimited3 lmg Electrical 
10-25 microns 100 Power 
25-50 microns 10 Systems 
50-100 microns 5 
100-175 microns 1 
>175 Microns 0 
Level 3 0-5 microns Unlimited~ lmg Small Propu1-
{ 5-15 microns Unlimited sion Systems 
15-25 microns Unlimited3 
25-50 microns 2100 
50-100 microns 100 
100-250 microns 4 
>250 microns 0 
Level ~ 0-25 microns Unlimited3 lmg Main Propulsion 
25-50 microns 1000 Systems 
50-100 microns 100 
100-180 microns 20 
180-350 microns 5 
>350 microns 0 
Fibers: 
350 microns 5 
>350 microns 0 
Level 5 0-175 microns Unlimited3 lmg Environmental 
175-700 microns 6 Control 
>700 microns 0 Systems 
Fibers: 
700-1500 microns 1 
>1500 microns 0 
NOTE 1 - A 100 ml sample of rinse fluid is used for each sq. ft. of critical 
surface (minimum sample to be 500 ml). 
NOTE 2 - This requirement may be made optional in some systems. 
NOTE 3 - Unlimited means that particles in this range are not counted; 
however, any obscuring of the filter grid lines shall be cause 
for rej~ction. 
t. J L .... _' 
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Dated September 1966 
5. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
The cognizant Quality Assurance organization will determine 
compliance with the follOwing requirements: 
5.1 PRECLEANING (DESCALING, DEGREASING, PICKLnm, ETC .) 
5.2 PRECISION CLEAlUNG 
5.3 INSPECTION METHODS 
5.4 CLEANLINESS REQUrr.EMENTS 
5.5 FINAL PACKAGING AND CERTIFICATION OF CLEANLINESS 
11 
"- ----""Notice.;:; when GO';e;n~nt-drawi~gs, -~pecifica:H6ns; or "other- data. . 
are used for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely 
related Governmeht procurement operation, the United States Government 
thereby incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and the 
fact that the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way 
supplied the said drawings, specifications, or other data is not to be 
regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner licensing the 
holder or any person or corporation, or conveying any rights or per-
mission to manufacture, use, or sell any patented invention that may be 
related thereto. 
CUstodian: 
NASA ~ed Spacecraft Center 
Prepared by: 
MSC Flight Safety Office, AR 
and Apollo RQ&T Division, PR 
NASA - MSC - Com ... Housto,,_ s 
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2.1.3.2a 
To e.tabli.h t Sto a part nt proc dun a for cleaning and handlin coils of 
cop r tubing. 
(1) fri ration tubin purcha d r ASTM B 280 in 50 ft. sealed coila, Code 
Nos. 0587-3620 throu h 0587-3948, confo to Lind En ine ring St dard 
GS-38 d GS-39 for Cl sa 2 Cl anin aa rec ived trom th ndor. Th refore, 
this class of tubin hould ~ be reclean d upon receipt by Lin • 
(2) Allot r coils of copper tubing ~ be sent to ction 35, upon receipt, to 
b "Cle d tor 0Jcy n Service" on an "Inters ctional ork Ord r", s aled, 
tum d to th Sto a Department and placed in stock. 
(3) Any p1ec s ot coils or full coil s which are not s aled must be reclean d and 
se led tore being iaau d. 
(4) Char e th cost of cleaning to the Material Cod No . hich applys. 
(1) Coils of cop r tubing ~ be k pt sealed at all times. 
(2) After a pi c of tubing is cut from a coil, th piece being ia d must ~ 
s led on both ends and th remainder of the coil must be resealed. 
(3) Cutting d deburring tools ~ be kept clean. 
Th tubing may be s aled with either 2" wid Plastic Coated Green Clvth 'l'a 
Cod No . 9940-1030 on the p oper size polethylen cap. 
This d a is to be used only within NASA 0 
comp.lation of specific oxyr,cn safety revi w 
Criteria, standards, proc(·rtllrcs an,1 l~lIirt('''nes 
for the ~ : ' I 'ose of Prt 'p :nn,', t " 1\ o'(:di/('f 
s(Jfely I e " 1.)1 ();1 ' II I ,llld, '!!"" , Il l' , I( .:l.ctlfJl1 
doc!> r' ,; 1 1, 11 1 , Ill' I:OVl'rlllll t, nl" , II .! I 10 Il'>C 
or c!l ",'.!n",' .I l ly d,ll ,1 ol/ltllll t'C1 IWlli , 11"~ ,i,~r 
source Vii '! ILIIII r..:stncluln, This legend shall 
be rnJrkcll on tlny reproduction In whole or 
in part. 
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2.1.3.4a 
DlPT, 
.01 SOO 
.02 
e instructions in this article are intended for ~ 300 series stainless 
steel only. , ~ese instructions are OT to be followed for ~ other stainless 
steel or tal unless drav1ngs or 8PI' s specifical.ly call for "8tainless Steel 
P1ckl " or "St inless _ Steel Paaai vating Soltuion". 
G 
~s subdiY18ien rs a guide for design engineers and is not intended as a shop 
instruction. 
Unannealed welded types 1304, 308, 309 and 316 stainless steels are not 
corrosion resistant unless water (or air for thin sections) quenched immediately 
upon welding. This can be done satisfactorily on lAp but not on butt welds. 
These type~ of stainless steels when annealed and quenched after welding are 
corrosion resistant. Welded articles even for non-corrosive service which are 
fabricated from these stai nless steels should not be "pickled" as welded unless 
first annealed as the pickling attacks areas adjacent to welds. Unannealed 
welded types 1347 and 1321 stainless steels are corrosion resistant in the 
s-welded condition. 
.03 PRlPARA'lIO 0 WELDIm 8!ADLFBB 8!lEEL 
.04-
.05 
It has. been well said that 90; of the task of insuring satisfactory weld 
deposits consists in preparing the work for the actual welding. In this connec-
tion, cleanliness of the metal to be welded and of the surroundings including 
jigs, etc., is most important. When cleaning with wire brushes or metal wool" 
it is desirable to make sure they are of stainless steel. Use stainless Steel 
wedges for separating sheets or plates during welding. It steel must be used 
for an anvil surface for hammering or straightening stainless, the more polished 
the steel surface the less the imbedding of steel i'nto the sta1nil.ess. Rough 
machined steel surfaces will cause the most trouble. If stainless steel back-
ing plates are used, a rough · machined surface will not imbed any steel. Roll 
stainlesfI sheets vi th paper on rolls. . 
ThiS data is to be used only within NASA for 
!he above precautions are especially ne~B:i~~n s ij!i ~s ~. w 
stainless steel must pass the "free iro!i{lte~itI51anda rds, procedures a'ld r,uidelinC's 
for the pll rpose of prep,1nnl: ~ ! l\ · ) " 0 1 1 ii/I'r 
WELD G S~BB B'l!Ii:EL safety re; ',1 I,l t 0'1 ,mrl )' l lI(h'III. '. 1/ 1:, n ' ,i n c llon 
doec~ not I rill 1 II;(! I~OV('rrHll f Iii " , rI ' :11 10 1I',f: 
Each type of stainless steel requirefJ aordilft~tJ rVemhl:Pl~lC~dtfi.!lJl s~ II-E!!t~ one 
is covered by a separate "Welding SPI" .source Wit lOIJ t rl!5tncTion. Ti llS h1i!(' lld shall 
be In Jrkcd on any reproduction In whole Of 
VAL (2 WELDIIG SCALE, FLUX, E'lC. in part. 
When tbis SPI i ~ referred to on drawings, the stainless steel is intended 
pri r1ly tor corrosion resistance in which case it is ~sBent1al that any scale, 
flux or veld spatter formed during the welding operation be re.mved in order to 
avoid localized .. corrosion a round these surface contaminations • 
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st 1 in torcible contact with .tai~iI lt9f 8x t 
acid ahing will not , ther te rlP. t Is, procedures a:1d p,uidelincs 
for the pnpose of prep :~ nng ~; ." ,f\ o.:,ltzcr 
{ll Sta1nle s st el vire brushes r~1 . ~ ~ ~r1tf· ,11 Cb~,1r,r::lon 
1
2 Stainl 8S Steel chillels 'When '. c g JAJ4'1 ~;l t to lIse 
3 Grinding wheels as near all PO~~~lL .0 , obtained from aflotiu.: r 
4 Wear rubbers on shoes vh reve!Ot I t i9!J 4111 
be mJrked on any reproduction in whole or 
.06 DEGREAS (tor corrosion or non-co~~ 8erTice) 
PUnch press, spinning and chining co unda usually consist ot an oil base 
lDIICH MUST BE REMOVED betore annea.ling, pa ai_ting or pickling. It such oily 
or greasy solutionB are lett on the surt ce8 during the annealing proce s, 
th y are burned into the surtac and cause c rburization so that sub-
sequent pickling beco s ditticult, !eaTing a pitted surtace. 
I .07 ING (tor corrosion or non-corrosion serTice) 
It is eBsential that all grease and oil ge remoTed betore annealing per 
paragraph .06 tor corrosion or non~corros1on work. 
It is essential that all velding tlux .; be removed betore annealing in the 
o • electric turnace tor corrosion or non-corrosion work because the chemical 
gases g1 ven ott will. ck the heating ele nts in the turnac • 
.08 AIlL CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS CO. BTAIllLli23S STEEL SPECIFICATIONS 
(tor corrosion serTice) 
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co. spee1tications require that all stainless 
steel be passi'Yated. Pass1vating must be the last operation atter all 
chining, rolling, handling, etc. These specitications do permit Stainless 
Steel Pickling tor annealed parts in ord r to remove seale but require this be 
tollowed by p8ssi'Yating. The drawing IDlSt detinitely state it StaiD s . 
Steel Pickle y be used • 
• 09 PASSIVATING 
Use "Stainless St el PaBshating Solution" e up per SPI-49.l00 
This solution can be used at ro01l temperature to remove most ot the tallic 
surface contaminations and toreign tter adhering to the surtace as a result 
ot coutact vi th tools. Hovever, "Jl&s81 vat ion " cannot be accomplished unless 
• the 80lution is hot, therefore, vbeneTer this SPI is reterred to, the solution 
~ 
~ 
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t b in t t ture g ot )20- to 145-. Allow th rt;1~;Le to 
in in th so~ut1on, with occasional gl- ' ~ , !fo~ ~,~ a.e' ~A i;£bw 
d1ate~ b:r thorough scrubbing nd rins I! tlef ~f 16 s ~. 
err err~, st:t.,rhr'is, prce!~d~ : r('s "" .l i, IIcf( ·Ti'n('s 
Batety precautions which DlJ8t be tollo ed .~ t~ ~ : ~ifth-J.Z~~nw,'. ,", \ (", ' i/f~ r i:; r,!l y'7(", ,II () 1 ·11:'1 l(tn'c .. im- , 1,1. ',J l ,e!I.)1l 
PI (Ifl :'; r ' .1 ~,1:1I1 tIl(' ~ovcrnlll : .. I; ·; II 'I. If) I J~iI! U ell ,(: 0 J' ,PlY dil ta oblain':(1 IIJ ,. I .. 1>l tl H: r 
Use "Stainless St el Pi kl,i S 1 ti " ~i'J~~~" (1!L~r:9iW 'GV9P ' T IH~ ',L/:cml shall e c ng 0 u on DC rrrar~3" drf·'tinv'~~uctlon In whole or 
The improper use ot this pickle must lead .eo PB~tnous and costly troubles. 
SHOP l' OT mE S S S S PI SOLtm: 
,trAI1'II.E8S PAm'S unless the drawing so spec1ties or unle s authorized by 
G. Bohn,. S. Kovacsev, or D. W. rgan, in writing, for the shop, and 
• C. Heath tor the LaborB:to • '!h1s solution 1JUst be in the temperature 
range ot )20· to 145-. Allow the article to remain in the solution with 
occasional agitation for ten 'to twenty minutes. ollow immediately by thorough 
scrubbing and rinsing in clear water followed by steam. A copious quantity ot 
steam is necessary to retoove all traces of this pickling solution. The hotter 
the solution, the h1gbe~ the hydro fluoric eontent and the longer the time in 
the solution, t more severe is the pickling action. Bever leave the tal 
in this soluti n longer than necessary to retoove ~cale. It is better to pickle 
for a short time and then scrub with a stainless wire brush to fUrther loosen 
the scale, then repickleJ rather than to try' to retoove all of a tenacious scal.e 
in one pickle. 
Safety precautions which must be followed are given in SPI-53.002 • 
• 11 TllfG :fOR l'REB IRQ BE m:RED ON ALL CAKBlDl!: AID CARBO CHEMICALS 
After passivating, the stainless steel surface in contact with flui in ser-
vice must be dried and then tested for the presence of free iron with an 
aceto-acetanil.1de solution. This solution is made up of four rarts of solution 
"A" to one part of solution "B", will be supplied by the Inspection Dept. 
!he test for free iron is to be perto by the Inspection Dept. personnel. 
This solution must be applied to the suspected area by means of an al.l-rubber 
t zer with glass bowl. The presence of free iron is indicated by the 
solution turning from a pink to a blood-red color. A period of from one to 
five minutes is required for the test. It the presence of free iron is indi-
cated, the passivating or the acid waShing and testing must be repeated until 
a neutral indication resul.ts. 'lh!s is indicated by a White, grey, or a very 
light pink color. All of the aceto-acetanil.1de solution must be promptly 
removed after testing by washing off with clear, warm water. -- presence 
of nitric acid is indicated by a purple color. Keep the solutiob a y from 
open tl..ames or hot metal. 
PICKLIJrG BOLU'l'.ION AID !BE 8~S STEEL PABSIV: G 
not to be contu with Pickling Solutions for non-ferrous metals 
'If'CII'I:tIII'D to be used for ckl.ing non-ferrous metals • 
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st inl S8 is b ing used for corrosion resist ce, it is necess ry t t it 
be in the nne led condition. Carbide and rbon cals specific ,tiona re-
quire this for all Carbide and rbon Ch mieals Co. work. it is definitely 
known that there is severe cold working nd the vessel. is to be built per Carbtde 
and Carbon Chemic ls 09. specific tions, t he ring will s city that sta1nl.e s 
rt to be annealed. However, ther are cases h re cold working such as round-
ing ot sheLls is not foreseen by the designer. erefore, in any such cases it 
is advisable to con ct the Design Engineer, or his assistant, to see it 
ann ling is necessary. Otherwise no ring is permitted on stainl.ess steel 
which is not going to be annealed afte rds. 
This data is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of 5P(~C lf i C oxy~e n s, fr ty review 
criteri<1, st"'l(I 'w "" I ltc c ( 'd~l n "5 i1 I '1lIde' lmes 
for 1' ;(' ;) "',,0';" (,f fir :; ' rl l': ' U<ltl l/er 
si ddy 1(:', 1.1 1 (III , I ll " ,' :w dLl III.'. i ' ' ; ,I' , r iC! lon 
do " :,, (,t II1lt IIt(' ;',overnrn .:nl ' , " : I! 10 li Ci t! 
or di i o, ., ~ tiny <liltJ ob:<JInetl II v:;l .Jnotlwr 
50l 'r,;<.: \d l iOll t restrictIon, ThiS Ictiend sha ll 
be marked on any reproduction· in whole or 
in part. 
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GE L 
Th followin instructionl pply to ltainl II It 1 f bric tlon for non-corrosiv 
lervice such I Lind Liquid Oxy n and Nitro n ve • . Th inlid of the 
vellel or pipin mu t be fre from rUlt and iron d po itl, also free from 
r as ,oil, nd oth r for i n materi 11. ollowin 11 th proc dur to follow: 
IfANDLING OF STAINLESS 
, 
I 
(1) S inl Sl It 1 materi 1 must not b in stock or 
during f brication becau the m Iron or 
(Z) 
!; 
I,' (3) 
ru t pick d up from the floor on ~ oel will 
contaminate th m terial. The ccfi tr ~ nation 11 
hi h. for tl1(' p' rros:! 0 JJr"p ' W"~ ~ . fI, \ o'~I'IIIPr 
5.01 'ly Ie t 1 , \ 01 .lnrl 1IIr11.1l . T t, > : , " r,ctlon 
Stainlels steel sheets or plates rriliWt hbt 1) 1 ;.p~iCe 1£~.Hai~beic'~b c IWith Iteel 
while in Itock or during fabricati6'ii ,Se~iU~'s [1ft ~1il ~~rlrllttv l ~ . :~6W{>~hcr 
contaminated. Thil 11 esp ci lly m~e il't uhla l!~H'i;nnp~ i\!)1  he 
weather. ~c nUrKc on any reproduction In wo e or 
In pelrl. 
((, 
Bending rolll Ihould be covered withp per, whenever practical, to recijlce 
steel cont min tion during the rolling oper tion. If one side of pI te 'is 
rustier than the other, the rUltie.t ide should be rolled to the outaideJ Repeat 
he t numbers on the outside of the shell if the ori inal numberl have been 
rolled inside. \ 
(4) Steel in forcible contact with .t iniesl steel results in cont mination which 
is difficult to remov ,therefore all tools uled in fabricatin stainles. steel, 
such a forming tools, hammers, anvill and wire brulhe" should be st inlesa 
Iteel. If stainless tools are not available and steel h s to be u.ed for forming 
tools or for an anvil or a hammer for hammering st inle I, the Iteel 
surfaces that com in contact with the inless steel .hould be hi hly polished 
and free of burrs to keep the contamination of the st inless steel with Iteel 
at a minimum. 
(5) 'Do not aeverly hammer, with metal h mmers, abutting edges of stainle s 
sheet, pI te or pipe prior to welding lince th1l hardens the ed es and 
invites crackin during welding. If it is necessary to severly h mmer small 
stainle partl, such as cones, during fabric tion, the parts should be 
ann aled nd pic led prior tc w lding to avoid cracking. 
CLEANING OF STAINLESS 
(1) Rust nd iron contamination ON THE INSIDE SURFACES OF THE EOUIPMENT 
ONLY, shall be removed by the most economical method such a8 wirebru hin 
with stainless steel wire brulh, disc grindin ,or "Pa livatin " in 
accordance with SPI 49.104, paragraph .09. It is not necellary or required to 
check for fr e iron after pas.ivating the equipment. NOTE; The "Stainless 
Steel Picklin Solution" should never be uled unless authorized by the 
~ DeSign nd Metalluri ical Engineer. 
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This defta is to b. used only within NASA for 
compilation of specific oxygen s<lfety review 
criteria, standilrc!s, proced,'reo; ilYJ ~1I ' delines 
for the p::rpose r.f Dr0n~nr ". ~'" \ o.'i ti7er 
s;lkly 10
' 
1,110':: dnd I; lJIdt!llll " I ~I!; ' / 'l ,r,cllon 
doe:; r eI I,m ,! tile eovernm -':: l 1'c r' '; ;: to lIse 
or CI , :0':0 dny delt.) obtained Ir J ' I ,lIlother 
SOl;r((: w:11 'ullt restriction. This legend shall 
be mJrked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 
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.01 SCOPE 
INa PROCEDURES - METALS CLEA 
T E T, BUILD a 1170 
Thi specification describes the v riou cle ning procedur sued in Building 
'70. All of the procedures which specify "Clean for 02 Service" meet the 
r quirements for Class 2 and 3 cle ning specified in SPI- 9. 117 nd 
SPI-49.118, :-e pectively. This data is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of specific OXY"C''' '", 'f"ly r('view 
.02 ALUMINUM crr teria, stand m'<;, prr:c 't! ' rI"~ 1" '.' I ""IInes for the P' r"0S! d , i r "; r . " C''' :Iler 
5<11 "j' 1(; .'o' . l1d Ill : Iii., 'tr.: lon 
Op ration De cription: "Cle (fpr' W."lcii "; 'rh'(;lean fo~ Q2 J rvice " . 
u (I. 0 .. <.IllY data obld,r, 'I 1: ., 'Jnoth(:r 
1) Aluminum which is cotit<itin rut' wi ftrtSi ,n ·ot lltYt I nBe ~ s oil, :-.~us t 
be pr cleaned withb h~J~NiJ~R~~n~ C!f8t~~'fft~i!1 whole or 
2) Rin e completely with ~no~W\vater hose or dip in Tank No. L.. 
3) Etch by soaking in Aluminux, Tank No. 1. Do not leave nu.l.terii:Ll 
in this tank any longer than nece sary • 
CAUTION: Light gage mater;al; such 'as, . column trays or threaded 
parts such as cOLumn studs must not be left in this tank 
longer than 1 to 2 minutes. - ' -
4) ,!m!E..t"d:iate1y after the material is removed from Tank No. i, submerge 
in Hot Water Rinse, Tank No.2. Mak sure material is 
completely rinsed and drained. 
5) Deoxidize and/or de-smut material by soaking in No. 596, Tank No.3. 
The rna terial should be removed from the tank as soon as the 
discoloration is removed. 
6) Rinse material completely in Hot Water Rinse, Tank No.4. Blow dry. 
Inspect for "Clean for O2 Service" if required. 
NON · FERROUS PIPL ASSEMBLIES AND PARTS 
Operation De:,cription: "Clean for 02 Ser..,ice". 
NOTE. Prec~ lean with cleaniu~ solution guu, if necesltary. 
1) Soak in Hot Water Rine e, Tank No.2, to remove flux. 
Z) Soak in Non-Ferrous Pickle, Tank No.7, until material is uniformly 
pickled. 
3) Rinse c omp )c· tC'ly with c old water hose or in Hot Water Rinse, 
T ':" :lk 1'~'7. . 4. 
4) C!ean with s olution gun. 
5) Rinsf'! complet.ely with cold watl3r h08 01" in Hot Water Rinfle, Tank 
N-:-. 4. Blow dry. Insp~ ct for "Clea n [or O,l Service". 
Pa~e 2-79 .' 
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ING PR OCEDUR 
T T, UILD 
RROUS PIPE AND TUBI G • STRAIGHT LENGTHS 
Op r tion De cription: "CI for Oz ~ rvic " 
1) 
Z) 
3) 
4) 
.5) 
6) 
Precl an ith cl nin .olution un. 
Rin compl ely with ,-=old w t r ho 
So k in on-Ferrou, Pickl" , T nk No. 
picklt:d. 
Rins e completely with cold wat r hOI • 
Cl n with lolution gun. 
Rinle completely with cold w 
"Clean for Oz Servic " 
lZ, until m t ri 1 il uniformly 
STAIN~~SS STEEL, 300 SERIES 
ter hOI , then blow dry. InlP ct for 
This data is to be IJSf'd only within NASA for 
compilatiol of SI·}('clflc OXYI!cn 5 tfl'ty n'vlew 
crth~rta, 51,11 'ldrr1'i, prr)cmlllr<:<; <111 I 1~I/lcI( . ltnes 
fClr tlH' P' rpo!,\.! of prcp,mnl! N 1\ ) A r)Xlolllf!r 
,. " stlfl'ly 1(': lat 0'1 ,In,j ,:ulde"nc. ll. , ~, Ic',!r'Lllcm Operation Dcccription: D grease do t I I 
• cs ro 1111 t I Ie I :OVCI nmcllt'~ rll:llt 10 lJSC 
or (Ir' . '0.1.! ,my (jdt ,1 obtaIned from anollwr 
I·- --f 1) M t rial which is to be heat-t d~l lholJt restnctlon. ThiS leucnd shall be mJrked on any reproduction in whole or 
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) Prf!c\ a n with cleaning ofuPfb\i gun. 
b) P.inse completely with cold wCl:~!, ho~e. blow dry. Im;;:<.:c t. 
Operation Dt:8cript.ion: "Pickle to Remove Heat-Tr at Sc 1 " 
Z) Material which has b en heat-tre ted: 
) So k in Stainl s Pickle. Tank No.8. until di coloration has b n 
removed. Scruh material with cl 'an rags or brush if nl.!cC!ssar : .. 
to remove discoloration. Resoak in Tank No.8 if necessary. I 
Do not s oak any long~r tha:-: neces ary to remove t!le di:: olora - j 
tion. 
b) Rin e completely with culd water hOIJ • then blow dry. Inspect 
for "Clean for O2 Service ". 
STEEL PIPE .:.ND STEEL PIPE ASS:::: .. 1BL=D A~;D ST!:EL PARTe (INC~uDING 
SHEET STEEL) W HICH ~1UST BE CLLANED AND RUST-PROOFED 01<. PHl'~­
PARED FOR PAINTING 
Operation Description: "Clean for 02. Service and Rustproof" or "Clean and 
Prepare fot' Pl.inting". 
1) If the part~ have paint on any !;urfacc, soak in Paint Stripper. 
Tank No.6. until all paint is removed or loosened. 
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2) r cl an 1 h cl nin .olution gun. 
3) In. compl t ly with cold wat r ho or i Hot W t r In., 
Tan 
4) So k in Carbon St el Pickl , T' nk No.9, until 11 rust and IIIcalc 
h • b en I' mov d. So k p rt. t 10 .t un hour wh n tank illl 
t 1 0° • U t nk i. t mbient t mper tur , 80 k P rt at 
1 st two hour • NOTE: Do not soak sheet steel part any 
lon er than n ce ry to r move rust and scale. 
5) Rin completely with cold wat.er hos , or in Hot Wat",r Rinse, 
T nk No. 
6) So k in first C rbon St el Ru tproof, T ok No. 10, for at le at 
fiv minut 
7) Rins compl tely with cold wat rhos , or in Hot Water Rinse, 
T nk No.4. 
8) So k in second Carbon Steel Rustprol)f, Tank No. 11, for at lea&t 
two minute. Lift material out. of olution and dI'ain 
completely. Do not rinse. 
9) Blow dry. Inspect for "Clean for Oz Service" or "Clean and 
PI' par for Painting" • 
• 07 STEEL AND STAINLESS STEEL SHELLS 
• 08 
Oper tion D scription: "De re " or "Clean for Oz Service" 
Th~. proc dure covers shell which will not fit into tanks. 
1) Clean with solution gun. 
Z) Rinse r.ompletely with cold water hose. 
3) Blow cry. In pect for "Cl n for 02 Servic ", if required • 
ALUMINUM SHELLS 
Operation Descript ion: "Clean for Welding" or "Clean for Oz Service". 
This procedure cuver s shells whil:h will ~ fit into ~a.nks. 
1) Et ch inside 
Tank 
nd outside of shell by sw bbing with ttolution from 
I a is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of specific oxyr,en safety review 
criteria, standards, procedlJn~s and r,uidelines 
fr.r the pll rpOS(~ of Im~pilnnl~ N " ~ A oxicli7cr 
slfety re;~I!lc1 t . on ,mel 1~IIHI!· I II1I:. 111:; rl:,.tnc lion 
dl'l !S not Lflllt tile t'.ovmflJl": III '~ rl l~l1 t to lise 
Of disclose any dil lrl obl(llned from anotl H:r 
source Wit hout restnct lon. This legend shall 
be marked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. Page 2-81 .' 
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(CO .) 
2) co pl t 11 wi h cold a er os •• 
) and/or de-I ut insid and outsid of sh 11 by 
in ith solution from Tank o. 3. 
4) in. co pl.t ly ith cold hos • 
0) Bl dry. Ins ct for "el an for O:z S rvic." if quir 
!1.1!1 .L G 
Op ration 
0 
1) PI" cl 'no 
2) inse co pl t.ly with cold ter hos or in Tank o. 2. 
3) Soak in Aluminux , Tank v. 1. 
4) Rins. in Hot ter Rin •• , Tank No.2. 
~> !:!.:..: ~ry. I:1:Jpc:~. '!'~1 pro .. ,:~ .. U"o i! ~ "Clelln 0#" .... ~ 
~ rvic •• " 
SS 
ration scription: "el an for 02 S rvic 
1) cl n with solution gun. 
) Rins co p1 t ly with cold wat rhos 
3) Blo dry. Inspect for "el n for 02 
" This data is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of specific oxyp,cn safety review 
criteria, stJnoJrds, proc(~dllrec; awl r~lIidl'!lln(,5 
for till' III ,pO';" ( f I)r ' I . I"n (: 1,1/\ ,A O/.HJIlI:' 
• stlfely r( " I II 0 :1 1' 1-' . lu,l Ln", 1:,', ,·r;I nctlrm 
clo(,!', rH, I , 1' :li I"c ' • 1)V" "1rIll:nt '!> rI :111 to 11'," 
" ' S ~ .1 tilly ,1 :1 I nblatnecl from ,motlH;' 
.11 PAI~ SJ1~IPPINQ 
somcl! VlIIII(Jut rC ·!ilncl1on. This Icecnd shilll 
b~ m.lrkcu on any rcproductlo in whole or 
in part. 
Ope-ration 0 scription: "Strip int" 
1) :loak p;,.:ots in Paint Stripp r, '!':1nk !rc. 6 \!'"'ltil :.11 p~!nt i!l 
r ov U or 100s n d. 
2) Clean ith solution un to r mov 100 •• pint. 
3) Rin. compl t ly with cold wat rhos •• 
4) Rust-prou! In Chromic Acid Tank No. 11 for at 1 a t two 
m1nut a. 
0) Drain nd blow dry. Do not rina • 
i. not "e1 an for O:a S ~e." 
Insp ct. This proc dur 
Paflp. 2 -82 J 
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DEPA~RTlmlT, 
.) 
Do .!l2... u. fo • rip 1 p tnt fro Al in 
o d st 
Oporation .cription: " " or "Cle n for O:a Sorvloe" 
o 
1) Cle n lth lolution un to r all b ndln, achin . oil. 
) Rin. co pl tely ith cold wat rho •• 
3) Bl 
a 
dry. Inlp ct for "Cl an for ~ Servic " if r quired. 
a) " ,r ase" will b sp8c1fl d und r the "Operntion 
n .cription" lf pr cl anHl 1 r qulr d (any type 
of tal) prior to fabrlc~tl0 or Itora e • 
b) "Cl an for ~ S rvic" 111 be 8p cUl d under 
"0 ration De.crip 10n" U thl1 cla I of cl nlng 
c) lf the p'lp or t\P)l'lg l s A1umlnum und "Clenn fur 
02 S'irvlce" 11 Ipccif1 d und r the "Op ratlon 
.c~iption". UI procedure ,lv n in par •• 02. 
Icrlption: "Cl an tor O:a S rvlce ith St am Gun" or 
" rease with Steam Gun" 
rt ar too lar e to b brou ht into Bullding 70, such 
mb~ J h .. Us or CM Machin li retul lad for rehabllltation, 
follo lng procedure: 
1) Clean with steam un u lng d t rg nt solu 10n. 
2) Rins with hot wator fro am ,un and/or cola w t rhos • 
3) Blo dry. IrlSP ct for "Cl an 1:or 02 S rvlco" it rcqulr d • 
• 14 OE L 
1) This data is to be used orw. within~I~S I I 10#1 c nox~fill , It 9 . 
c . 1~~ll~~lJ1IIsP roCNJ~T~~R r:lff~ {n~~ 
1 • Ill(! Jl r' (":'..! cf I.'rcp nn'~ N'\:' A O:{lrlller 
,cJ fely 't'. In' n" 'ul(h Ime. ThiS n:slncllon 
'Ioe:;. I . • I ' Il\ l rnrncn t 's n!~llt to tr';(J 
vr dl' U ' l:ly d,: I ob:amed from <lIlotller 
sOlin v Wlli .vut rt..s:nclloll. This legend shall 
b(' rturked on any reproductIon in whole or 
in lJart. 
Servico" and has openings, 
SPI-6H.IJll nfter 1nsp~c t-
p 2-83 
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2) 
3) 
) 
rh i h 
fo 
f no furth 
lret h ad 
wj h Vhque n. 
a1nl I. S 1 dilc. to 
identification. 
o b 
anin 
it 
lide Ih 11 and 
nd ot Ih II 
II has marklne ink on It whjch cannot b r mov d 
lth c1 anin lolution, u. Ch101'Oth n • 
5) Ro ov tap and adh sive fro teria1 b for clean in. 
) All thr aded endl Ult be prot ct d with cape, all chin d 
urf ce. ust b prot cted and 11 t1ane tac I u t b 
pro cted with tiber disc • 
Th , t~ I to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of specific oxyaen saf t ' Clit,. t d he y review la, san ards, procedures and 'p,uid ' D 
or the pl:rpo!';e cf I'rl'lr,,"(, N A 'A' a liiI. ,JiIIo.. w;o.;a. __ 
fety rc /' '/"! I " Xlliller SOJ.t.'TION USE " , 0.: ., " ';wc1dlll l', Tills r(H,tr 
ace; 1'1.,1 rtl', tile "(JVf Inm 'nt's " 1:11' to=" .... 5C;::;...--
tch nd/or r dl~,t.lo,>e lin cldt..ln b '. trOIll an r- 0" 
tall . t letlon, liS ler,cnd shall 
il
e milrkcd on any reproductron in whole or part. 
r Rin. 7' - 6" 
TANK DESCkII IONS 
!JDE 
7' - 6' 
1 t 0" ot 
DF.EP 
12' - 9" 
12' - 9" 
D oxldiz nd/or D mut Aluminum 12' 6" 6' 0" 12' 0" 
Hot t r Ri 12' e" 6' 0" 12' - 0" 
Strip :'o11nt 12' 0" 4' e" 4' 6" 
Pickl Non- rrous at rials (Exc pt 
A1umluum) 
12' 0" 4' - S" 4' 6" 
1ck1 Sta1n! • ~t 1 
P1ckld Carbon St 1 
Rust-Proof Carbon st e1 (1 t .. St p) 
Ru t-P.&.'oof C rbon St 1 (2nd St p) 
Pickle :,on-Ferrou8 . terial (Excopt 
Aluminum) 
, ..... 
- 4:) 2' 
15' 
1&' 
15' 
25' 
0" 2' 
0" 2' 
0" 2' 
0" 2' 
0" 3' 6" 
0" 3' 6" 
0" 3' " 
0" 3' 6" 
0" J' - 0" 
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.01 MATERIALS 
The followin 
'0 ution. used in th 
2.1.3.7 
r stock d for m Idng up nd mint inin th 
1. Cl nin D partrrt nt: 
1) Div re y Aluminux (in 450 lb. drum.), Cod No. 3008-3000. 
Z) Div r y No. ZOZ (in 400 lb. drum.), Cod No. 3008-Z775. 
3) Divers y No. 596 (in 175 lb. drum.), Cod No. 300Z-1300. 
4) 0 kite No. 87 (in 375 lb. drum), Code No. 3030-8600. 
5) Diver ey Everite (in 13 gal. carboys), Cod No . 6006-4Zl0 • 
6) Sodium Dichromate Crystals (in 100 lb. drums), Code No. 3038-6900. 
7) Chromic Acid (in 100 lb. c ns), Code No. 300Z-1500. 
8) 660 B ume Technical Sulfuric Acid (in 13 ale carboy), Code No. 
lOOZ-lOOO. 
9) 4Zo Baume Technical Nitric Acid (in 13 al. drums), Code No. 
lOOZ-Z800. 
10) 700/0 T chnical Hydrofluoric Acid (in 30 gal. drum ), Code No. 
300Z-Z500. 
11) Div reey No. 1319 (in 400 lb. drum ), Code No. 300 -Z8Z5. 
lZ) Diver y Diverstrip G-60 (in Z5 lb. drum ), Cod No. 3008-2770. 
CAPACITITES, OPERATING TEMPERATUR S AND COMPO ITION OF 
SOLUTIO S TANKS 
1) T uk No.1 - Aluminux ( luminum, 90/0 ickel nd St inle s) 
1. or 35 5 Ib ./batch 
Z oz. Is 1. or 1180 lb ./b· tch 
Pag~ 2-85 J 
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SOLUTIO S -
T - BUILD 0 
4 '. ~ • 
OT h n rna in up n w b tch of solution, fill nk one-third 
full of t r, circul t w t r nd brin up to t mperature. 
Add on drum of powd r, th n w it until diu olv d. Add a 
s cond drum, tc. until 11 of th powder h s b n dd d. 
Continu ddin fr h w t r, while. ddin powder, until 
t nk is full. h n brin in nk up to tr n th, drop 
t mp r tur to 1000 to lZOoF. to void foamin when 
ddin m teri 1 • 
T nk No.3 - No. 596 (Aluminum only) 
C pacity - 6330 gallons 
Op r tin Temperature - Ambient 
Diver ey o. 596, 7 oz. / al. or 1.770 lbs. /b tch 
Sulfuric Acid, 70/0 by volume or 3 ale /batch 
NOTE: When makil'lg up a new batch of solution, fill tank one-half 
full, then add the No. 596 while continuin to add fr sh 
wat r. Aft r all of the powder has been added i?nd 
di solv d, add the sulfuric acid. Continue to add fresh 
wa ter until tank is full. 
Tank No.5 - Preclean (All Metal ) 
Cap c~ y - 1.085 allons 
o 
Oper tin T mp r ture - 160 
Div r 
OT : 
full. 
0 . 1319, 1.50z./ al. or ZOOlbs./batch 
m kin up n w b tch of olution, f 11 tank on -half 
Circul te water nd brin up to temperature. 
- . h~l Div r ey whil continuin to add fr h water 
This data is to be u~e,d only Wit 1 i full. 
compilation of ~peclflc oxygen s ~ , ' 
't r ' .. "1""(\ 'I"'e; \)"'occc\lI rcs (l .... rJ ~lIIdehnes cn C I •• , .. (I , .. , ' r , ' , 
f th ' 
" ()1 n,." r)" n nl-', ' II oXlthzcr or e, ' :' " , ..., -t-,j . . 
safety r l: , ' " J ..I'ld J~u ldc ltlk, :', 3 ' .. ':;\rlctlon 
do"!,, ' ' '" :l'~ J~overnmcnl' 'j rI ;" .l lt to IJse 
or (Ii ,r' r, .': 1. :'1 ""ta obtained from another 
COLJrcC! VI .,: '<.:t: t restr iction. This legend shall be marked on allY rtlproduction in whole or 
in part. 
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5) 
6) 
SOLUTIO 
'l' - UILD 
.-
__ ...-;....;;.,;...o...;..~6 - Pint Str ipp r 
C city - 1515 llons 
o r tin T mperatur o - 160 • 
Div rs y Aluminux, lZ oz. / 1. or 1135 lb • /b tch 
Divers y 0-60, 4 oz. /gal. or 380 Ibs. /b tch 
NOTE: Wh n makin up a new b tch of solution, fil"l tank haH 
full of w ter. Circulate w ter and bring up to tempera-
ture. Slowly add mat ri 1 while continuin to add fresh 
wafer until tank is full. When bringin tank up to strength, 
drop temperature t.Q ~OOo tp !lOoF. to a.voidtifoa.rn:' .when 
ddi t ' 1 This data IS fo be useO OnlY wit In N A TOr-a ng m erla. 'I ' f 'f' ft · com PI atlon 0 spec. IC oxygen Sil C Y mvlCw 
criteria standards. procedl'res and gUidel ines 
Tank No.7 - Fir t Non-Ferr 'i ~ se of prepartn3 N"~A oxidizer 
safety regulation and guideline, TII;s rI!stnction 
Cap city - 1515 Hons does not limit the r,overnmcnt o~ ni~ht to use 
or disclose any data obtained from another 
Operatin Temperature -s i· out restriction. This Icecnd shall 
be marked on any reproduction in whole or 
Sodium Dichromate Crysi!h ~rt'9 oz. /gal. or 850 Ibs. /batch 
Sulfuric Acid. 16% by volume or 242 g Is. /batch 
NOTJ;: Fill t nk half full of V'ater. Slowly add Sodium Dichromate 
Crystal. A ~oon ;. s crystals are dissolved, add 
sulfuric acid slow y. Continu to add fresh water until 
Ii is full. 
o. 8 - St inl s Pickle 
~~....,;;.----
C P city - 355 allons 
O t ' T t - 1 50 F. t' r lng empera ure 
Hydrofluoric Acid, % by volume or 1 als. /batch 
itric Acid, 1 % by volume or SO also /batch 
NOT Fill n half full of water. Slowly add the hydrofluoric 
cid, then the nitric acid, while continuin to add fr s-h 
w ter, until tank is full. 
Page 2-87 
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7) 1 Pickl 
-----------------------
C P city - 6Z5 g llon 
at:' ratin T mp r ture - Ambient 
y Everite - ZO% by volume or 1 Z5 g ls ./batch 
NOTE: Fill tank half full of water. Slowly add the Everite, 
while continuing to add fresh water, until tank i full. 
o. 10 - Fir t Carbon Steel Rustproof 
-----------
Cap city ... 6Z5 gallons 
Operating Temperature - 1700 F. 
kite No. 87 - 6 oz. / gal. or Z35 lbs ./batch 
aTE: Fill tank half full of water. Circu.late water and brin 
up to temperature. Ad4. 0akite No. 87. Add fresh 
water until tank is full. 
9) Tank No. 11 - Second Carbon Steel Rustproof 
Cap city - 6Z5 gallons 
Opera tin Temperature - 1700 F. 
Chromic Acid - 0.1 oz./ ale Or 4lbs./batch 
NOTE : Fill t nk full of water. Circulate water and brin up 
to t mperature. Add the Chromic Acid. 
This data is to be used only within NASA for 
compilDtion of specific oxygen safety review 
criteria, sta"d rds, procedures and gUidelines 
for the purpose of prep nng NA ~)A oxidizer 
safety regulat:on and guideline. Th.s restr clion 
does not limit the government's ri r:hl 10 IJse 
or disclose any data obtained from another 
source without restriction. This legend shall 
be mar ed on ny reproduction in whole or 
in part • 
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10) 
11) 
SOLUTIO S -
T - BUILD Ci 
..=.::;;;;:;.;;.;;...;;;..:.;o;;,;.;...,.;;l.,.;;:;Z - Cl an nd Pickle Non-Ferrous Tubin 
C P city - 1030 llons 
Op ratin Temperature - Ambient 
Sodium Dichromate Crystals, 9 oz./ gal. or 580 lbs ./batch 
Sulfuric acid, 160/0 by volume or 165 gal. /batch 
NOTE: Fill tank one-half full of water. Slowly add odium 
chromate crystals. As soon as crystals are dissolved. 
add sulfur ic acid s 10wTtI~ £!:. q,rfI9~ h a A for 
until tank is full. compilation of specific oxygen safety review 
criteria, standards, procedures and r.uidelines 
Drum for Steam Gun 'Solution for the pI'rpose of preparing N A !J A oxidizer 
safety regl'lat:on and fluideltne. 1 h.s restr:ction 
Capacity - 55 gallons does not limit the government's n;~ l1t to lIse 
or disclose any data obtained from another 
sou~ce without restriction. This Iccend shall 
Oper tin Temperature - A ed on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 
Diversey No. 1319, 3 oz./gal. or 10 Ibs./batch 
NOTE: Fill drum with water. Add Diversey and stir until 
dis olved. 
CiENERAL OTE: 
A full t nk is within nine inches of the top of the tank (not top of bumper 
bo rd ). 
SOLUTIO S 
1) All tan s must be kept full, by daily additions of water, exc pt 
T nk o. 5 - Preclean (All Metals), which supplies solution for 
th olution uns • 
Z) The Chemist from the Molecular Sieve Department should a.mple 
the t nk in accordance with the Testin Schedule dated June ZZ, 1964. 
He should report the stren th of the solutions in each tank and 
p cify the amount of chemicals required to brin the olutions 
up to full .tr ngth • 
Page 2-89 
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5) 
6) 
7) 
D CO TROL OF SOLUTIO S -
~, ....... ,. .u." G D AR TME T - BUILD G 
Copi s of th Chemi tis Test R port should be sent to the 
£0110 in 
Divi ion For m n - Building 70 
S ction No. 35 Forem n - Buildin 70 
Proc 8 D velopm nt D partment 
The stren th of th olutions should never be allow d to go blow 
75% of full tren tho 
The Section i"oreman should con ult with the Project En ineer 
in the Process Development Department before dumping and 
rechar in tank. 
The Section For man is responsible for having additions of 
Chemic ls made to t}'\ _ tanks immediately after r C1!iving the 
Chemist's Test Report and recording on the Test Report the 
date the dditions were mad • 
The Section Foreman is responsible for havin the solutions 
kept free of oil and other foreign materials. 
This data is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation 01 specific oxygen safety review 
criteria, standards, procedures and gUidelines 
for the pl 'rpose of preparing NA ; A oxictiler 
suh!ty re;wlaton and r,uidl'line. TII.<; rt '~; tr cl lon 
docs not IIl11il the f~overnmcnt' ... rl ,ht ,0 IJ'~U 
or disr:~ose any datJ obtained I rom • .mother 
sOllrce without restriction. This legend shall 
be m.lrked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 
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2.1.3.8 
o ND D OR AS 0 
SCOP 
Thi. sp cific: tion d scrib s the "wip cle nin "procedure which i u. d 
in v rious .ectio?s throu hout the FabriCfl~0~aPa'nlMP5 ~o I~awi n NASA for 
compon nt. Thl. procedure m et the rc ~i5 00 Btt~~I~ ,_ " ,3revi l'w 
cle nin IP cifi d in SPI-49. 117 nd SPI ~ J.~ td . • "*' _ r//'I("; ." ,:1 f'.' l i'Hml!5 
for tile IJI I >JO',(! of pr,' :JdrHH: r r !\ OXI'II/' !r 
WIPE CLEANINC (EXCEPT SECTION 31)i.1fety rc::: lilt 0:1 and ' ,UI(JI:I n" , Tit ', I I ,: r r; I I') rl 
does not Ilm i ' the govcrnrn l: rll '~ r , " II \0 liS'! 
Operation D .cription: Wip Clean per pfJ." :9>~tt 1 y ': ;}td ob:ilined. frum ;motller 
so., rcc WIOlout restrictIon, ThiS legend slliJll 
be md[ ked on any reproduct ion in whole or (a) Thil proc dure is to be used to cleCJnl~f\+umns, containers nd other 
1 r e components during the final assembly operations wh n it would 
not be economical to clean by any other m thode 
(b) M ke up a solution of one part of Wyandotte A rowash, Cod No. 
3008-Z950 and five parts of clean water in the 55-gallon stainle • 
steel drum provided for this purpose in the Main Fabrication 
Departm n~, or in a clean pail depending on the amount of "wipe 
cleaning" to be done. Thi solution i llsed at room temperature. 
(c) Apply the solution to all critical s ur'fac es with a clean rag or brush. 
Scrub the surfaces thorou hly until clean. 
(d) Rinse the solution off the surface with a clean ra wet with clean 
water or flush with a cold water hose if practical. 
(e) Blow the rinse water out of all pockets or crevices with clean, 
oil-free air. Dry all surfaces with clean rags or air • 
WIPE CLEANINC - SECTION 31 
Operation Description: Wipe Clean per SPI-49. 116. 
() This procedure is to be u8ed to clean the inside of cont in r. after 
the first head is in.talled nd before the clo.ing head i. inst lled. 
(b) , M e up a .olution in a 55- allon Itainles. steel drum with cover, 
hich h s an electric immer ion heater with a thermo.tatic control 
to m intain the solution at 1600F a follow. : 
Fill drum to within six inches of the top with clean wat r. 
Turn heater on. Add three ounces of Diversey 1319 
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C L.&.OU'>.,." ........ GREASlNG 
IPE CLEANING - SECTION 31 (CONT.) 
Code No. 300S-ZSZ5, p r gallon of wat r (five quart of 
powd r for full batch). Stir powder until dis olved nd 
brin up to t mp r tur b fore using. -
(c) Apply the hot olution to the in. ide surfac • of th shell and fir t 
h ad nd the dosin head with a brush. Scrub the .ur{a.c s 
thorou hly until clean. 
(d) 
( ) 
(f) 
Rinse the solution off the urfac s with a cold water hose. 
M ke up a solution in a clean 55-gallon drum with cover a follows: 
Fill drum to within ix inches of the top with clean water. 
Add 1/Z% by weight of Sodium Nitrite, Code No. 303S-7700, 
per gallon of water (one quart of powder for a full batch). 
Stir powder until dis olved. Use solution at room 
temperature. 
Apply the Sodium Nitrite olution to the inside surfaces of the shell 
and first head and the closin head with a brush until all of the 
in ide surfaces are thoroughly wetted. Drain exces solution from 
hell and first head and the closin head. Blow solution from 
behind the back-up rings and blow excess solution out of the part • 
NOTE: Both the Diversey 1319 and Sodium Nitrite solutions may 
be transferred to the shell and heads in a galvanized pail 
for brushing down the surfaces. 
CAUTION: Although the Wyandotte, Diversey and Sodium Nitrit 
solution are very mild, rubber gloves should be worn 
when applying the solution • 
D GREASlNQ PARTS BEFORE ASSEMBLY - SECTION 43 
Op ration Description: D gre se per SPI-49. 116. 
'~Qv m ... J*ctoelean threaded pipe, fittin ,and 
co rP t f:p1:J4ly~ elfrltt}yrl'!view 
criteria, stCl'1c1;uds, prOCCdl!rCS (I'1d r,lI idelincs 
fm the p,. rpose of pr ~! pa rl",~ r' ~\ '\ oxidizer 
s - j ;:ly rc ': lat 0:1 and gUld(·\.n ' . rh -; If • • tr :ction 
c' o :.!s nol ,'TIII the governrn ' nl ", rI ': 1; 10 use 
or disc:o'.e any duta oblCllllcd 1runl "nother 
sc:. :.: rce WIthout restriction. This legend shall 
bc marked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. Pa e 2 - 92 
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(b) k up a .olution in th long tank in th r are ill nk to 
ithin on inch of th ov rflow with cl an wat r. Turn It m 
on h tin coil and llow w t r to com up to th th rmo tically 
controll d t mp r tur of 1600 • Add lix ounc I of Turco o. 
781, Cod No. 300 -2925, P r llon of w ter (thirty q rtl of 
powder for a full batch). Stir powd r until di.,olv d. 
(c) S k P rU in hot lolution until clean. Brulh pip thr dl with 
solution if nece •• ary to remov cuttin oil. 
(d) 
( ) 
Rin e p rts in hot wat r rin t nk which i heat d to t Ie .t 
l600 F with live .team. 
Blow p rta dry with clean, oil-fr ire 
CAUTION: DO NOT cl an luminum in the Turco olution. 
Th(: Turco olution i to be used for d gre lin ONLY. 
This solution DOES NOT me t the requir mente for Claaa 2 
and 3 cleanin specified in SPI-49. 117 a.nd SPI-49. 11S. 
This ~at~ is to be used only within NASA f ~~~~~at,on of spccific oxygcn S Ifcty reVicC: 
, sta'1dards, procedllres I " I ' 'u , f tI .\ ' til i' Inos 
or 10 PI''IJose of prcp" ",,!' " " ,/ , ' I 
safety re rIal 0:1 .1nJ 1~ IJld("," : :, . ' 0 I" IJ, r 
doc" nr I ' • 'I ' 1/ , ( 11011 
.• ) .n; .• 1101'OVClnnl! " I 
or d '" . .'" I ' I 0 lise IS C'O~C ,my (IatJ ob <l'n'" . 
, , "''' II J: II <mother ~ource without restriction . TIlls legend shall 
, e marked on any reproductton in Whole or 
In part. 
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2.1.3. 
uipm nt 
or tr n por 
•• r quir m 
and oth r function. r lat d to cl nin 
2. 1 Cl an 
2.2 
2. 3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
Cont inin no mor contamination th n th t p rmitt d by th da •• of 
• rvic for hich it i. int nd d. 
In contact ith 0"1 n in th liquid or 
any b.olut pr •• ur (unl II pr lIur 
.eou.. t, w rm or cold. at 
i. • tipula t d). 
nt 
Any .ub. nc for into the equipm nt, proce.1 or product. 
Combu.tibl 
Po .... in th pot nti 1 to re ct rapidly or viol ntly with '-xy n, 
u.u lly, but not 1 a.y., r Quirin ext rnal .timulu • m 1 
ordi ry lubric tin oil. 
Any it m hich may come in contact with th product or by-productl 
durin m.anufacture , tran. por tion, or .tor op r tionl. 
ctory 
Tona anda 
This d()ta is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of specific oxyr,en safety review 
ctorvr.itena, standards, procedures <.Illd 1~llId('l,"es 
for the purpo<;c of prcpclnnl~ ~ l '\ ~,'\ oXldllcr 
s.ilcty 'c ; ~ldarO'1 .md r,lIIdclinc, rll <; .. '. Iro( lion 
clot's nllt : Ill :! Ille govcrnm<:nl' r. 'I I 10 lise 
or dl<;r.'osc ally (:.Ita obtained frolll .mother 
source without restnctlon. This legend shall 
be marked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 
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This C II of I 1"vic 1" quir I II nt lly compl t 1" moval of cont mi ntl; 
uch I, hyd1"oC 1"bon 8r al I, oil , thr ad lubric ntl, shop dirt, w t r, 
If Ie 1, ld .p tt r, chip, flux I, p intI, v rnilh I, m r in 
t r 11, rUlt, po d r dm t 10 id I, xc llior, peking t ri 11,1 b 11 
or ny 0 h r for 1 n mat r' 1. any of th I t ri 11, elp dally hydroc rbon 
1" • nd oil., can r ct viol ntly in th pr I nc of oxy n, c uI1n fir I 
or e plo.ion. Oth rl, Iuch al m 1 chipI, can b prop 11 d by fluid Itr m 
ith luffid nt velocity to tri r an xplolion on imp ct. Still oth rI, by 
plu in 8mall portl or leizin movin p rtl, c n caul dan rOUI malfunctionl 
of quipm nt. All of th Ie m teri 11 re conlid r d contami ntl and mu t b 
r mov d. It it e p cially important to void tr ppin cont min nt. in 
loc tionl difficult or impo.,ible to de n after "embly. Th refor , c1eanin 
and all mbly proc durel mUlt be inte r ted to void thil condition. Furth r-
mor • onc th equipm nt il de ned, it mUlt be kept clean until it is uled. 
M 
Cl nin for Cl 81 Z Service h 11 be don in eneral conformanc with this 
Ip cification. 
D tiled proc dur 8 ar iven in th following SPI'I: 
Stor 
Z5.001 
Z5.016 
Z5.050 
Z5. l5Z 
Z5. 153 
Z5.Z57 
Proce8sing and P cka in of Ga8kets for Oz Service 
Packa in Instructions for Safety Head Di phra m 
Treatment of Alb stos P ckin for Oz Service 
hin Filter Ston 8 
Cle nin Miscel neou. P rts in Chlorothene 
Pr~ce8 in of Material for Oxy en Service 
lity Control nd Insvection D partment 
30.007 Procedure for Checkin Material Cle ned for Oxy en Service 
for Contamin tion 
This data is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of specific oxygen safety review 
criteria, standards, procedures and fluidelines 
for the purpose of prepClnnr, N:,\ S A oxidizer 
safety regillat 0:1 and r,uid('linc, Th s reslr iction 
does not limit the government 's rl g! 1t to use 
or disclose any data obtained from another 
source without restriction. ThiS legend shall 
be marked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 
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.OOZ 
.009 
.00 
49. 111 
49.llZ 
49. 116 
9.Z53 
9.Z56 
50.016 
50.0Zl 
69.01Z 
V ndora 
9. 10 
9. 109 
9. 110 
9.113 
9.114 
S fety Proc 
53.001 
53.00Z 
T. ) 
nt 
chin 
n oom" 
ir d Model lZ and 60 0 llon 
Compol ition and Control of Solution .. - M tall Cl anin 
D p rtm nt, Buildin 70 
Cl nin and D r al in~ 
c in of F rrou. Part. for Stor ge 
Applic tion of Prot ctiv PWO W x Co tin to inilh d 
Surf c I Cl n d for Oxy n S rvice 
roc dur for Ch ckin Vacuum umpl for Oxy n S rvic 
T Itin , Cle nin , Dryin and Inap cUn Roll-Bond He t 
Tr n.fer 1 m nt. 
nufacturin Lind r n ible Type Bur.tin Dilc on th 
Manu 11y Op r t d the 
H ndlin , Storin, bric ting nd Cl anin Braz d Aluminum 
H t Exch n rI 
Cle nin , T .tin , In p ctin and P c1ca. in Pop Saf ty nd 
Reli f V lvee by V ndors 
Cl ning, TelUn nd P c gin Solenoid V Iv I for Oxy n 
S r~'ice by V ndor 
Cl nin, Teatin nd P cka in Prel8ure QUI for Oxy n 
S rvice by Vendor 
Cle nin , T .tin , In p ctin and P c in of V lye. nd 
other Simil r App ratu for Oxy n Servic by Vendor 
M nuf cturin and in of Spir 1 Wound Q k t by 
Vendor. 
This data is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of 5peciflc oxyr,en safety rf!vicw 
criteria, standards, procedures and r,uidclincs 
U8 of Chlorin ted Solv ntlor the purp~se of prl:.pimnc ~I\SA OXidizer 
Picklin Ch mic 11 _ Safetsafcty re~I ~ la~'on and r.Ulcl<'lIOP. rll s r( ';:ncllon 
ocs not 'Imlt Ihe I~ovc:rnm 'lit's rl :!11 to lise 
or disclose any data obtained IWIll Clnother 
source Without rpstnction. T'l! Ill\llnd alla ll 
be marked on any reproduction in whole 0 
in part. 
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S.l 
1 
r onn 1 Ihould b 
t chni u I nd mad 
r lult from i d quat 
ap r 1 hich il fr • of ' { t 
or cl I. dOI~!, nOI "mit Iht! '!overnrn ' III'., n '.111 to lise 
or dlsr:ose any dilt.! oblairwd trolll another 
source without restnctlon. nus legend shall 
b marked on any reproduction in whole or 
In part. 
Cl nin nd all mbly Ih 11 b don in an nvironm nt 10 bly 
fr of du t, nd compl t ly fr of oil, mi.t or v por. Th re 
ite 1£ Ihould be cl an nd n t nd rr n d to pr v nt th ccid ntal 
mi in of c1 n d nd uncl an d p rt •• 
S. 3 Utiliti • 
Utiliti • dir ctly involv d in c1 nin op r tions Ih 11 b comp tibl 
ith Cla. l S rvice. 
S. 3. I 
S. 3. l 
S.3.3 
Ci • I 
Air U8 d tor pur in ,dryin or t stin Ih 11 b c1 n, dry, 
nd oil-fr Clo inap ction nd control of filt rin 
quipm nt i. nd tory. 
r U8 d for ma in up olution or for flu hin , rin in • 
or t atin .h 11 b po ble. 
St m 
Any t m used for direct-contact h tin or de nin sh 11 
b fre from oil nd 8C I . 
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ratio •• h 11 
thorou hly 
• to • Un ., c radl • 
mi t .urf c • th t 
• ahould b cover 1 h cl an I' it p l' or poly-
tin • if th 1'e i. po •• ibiUty th t con min t d ork 
• ml ht I' con mi t ui nt th t h Ibn cl n d. 
Ov rh ad cran • or monor 
.ho ld dripl a a or provid ith drip con min -
10n of cl uipm nt du to drlppin 
1) 
Z) 
o mOlt important f ct;o1'1 in a curin a cl n nd product I' 
th ri ht m thod bId on th typ nd t nt of 
tion. 
C rryin It out th ri ht tim in r lation to oth I' op r tionl. 
Th fi t f ctor il cuv I' d mol' compl t iy in 5 I', I' f 1'1' d to in 
ction • Th • cond f ctor I' quir I int I' tin th cl nin op I' tion 
with 0 h I' ph I of con truc on and • mbly to in ur compi t 
I' mov 1 of con min nt init lly, nd to PI' v nt I' con min tion. 
In 0 I' to achi v hi, ctory proc dur Ihould conform, 
I' pOI ibi , to th £0110 in I ch dui : 
5.5. 1 Compon n 8 h n d prior to final 8 mbly to 
pr v nt tl~ ppil? cont mi nt. in in cc Ilbi r I. 
This data is to • ,:. only R \9~ 
compilation of specific oxy~erl sa 
criteria, standards, procedtlrt:! ·~~.&fo,l.~M. 
ah 11 b don prior to fin 1 
for the P :' l pOSf! of prCp,HIn . Q 
!Xlfcly re ':' lat on <.Inn t;Ulddon, fl~Cila'<'b!n.tl~ne 
does "ot 'nil lilt: COl/ernlll . 
or OI!>( " O:,:· any data obtam 
SOI 'r"c \'I ':: out restriction. This Icgt!nd shall 
be m jfk~d on any reproduction in wholle or 
in part. 
n d ju.t prior to us , 
ill con minat previou ly cl It d urfac 8 
kl, a w t r .olution 0 Sulf tate "B" 
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6. C 
nt 
nt.h 11 be remov d by purgin or 
d. 
P ~ '~ i hich h v b n d ed with "Cl n d for C • 
Z Scrvic ", T 15-643, nd prot cted from recontamin tion by 
p c in or coverin th m durin torage nd tr nsit. Th 
it r tive m thod iB to de n 11 p rtB just prior to final a s mbly. 
RIALS 
ntB vail bl today do n excell nt de nin job. Sev r 1 
v r, b cause they are incompatible with oxygen. leav n 
und sir bl residue, re corrosiv or h v some oth r di dv nta e, ar 
u cc p bl for Cias Z Cl nin. 
This data is to be used only within NASA f r 
compila ion of specific oxygen safety review 
criteria, stand:lrds, procp.dl'res a'1d ~lIidclincs. 6. 1 Solvents 
for the purpose of pr"~~ ' ring 1\ f, J f\ o·:idizcr. 
For removing or nic cont ~ . <1 n 'hlil ~ .A 'P, I . ,Alr'ic nt 
nd thre d lubric nts, chl' I I P . . ~ n., I r t d 
blow re to bud. or disc :o~e any data obtained from another 
OTE 
source VlIll.out restriction. This legend shall 
be marked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 
h n v r a solvent i used, th equipment mu t be 
ub quently pur d ith d n, dry. oil-ir ir 
until 11 tr ce of olvent odor r one. 
6. 1. 1 
6. 1. Z 
Chloroth n 
Dow Chemic 1 Comp ny's Chloroth n NU 
(1,1,1 trichloroth n , plus corl'osion inhibitor) is to 
b used outside of buildin3 or under an exhaust hood 
for cold solv nt de nin • 
Trichloroethylene 
M. D. Grade 8t bilized trichloroethylene m rketed by 
Hook r Ch mic 1 Corporation i to b used for vapor 
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6. C 
6. 1.3 
) 
.ts 
Solv nt u d for cold olv nt cl nin h 11 b r pI c d 
h n th cone ntr tion of cont min nts in th m exc ed 
100 ppm. Th cont lni t d olv nt h 11 b r di till d 
nd t u d. On of th follo in m thod m y b u. d to 
d t rmin this. 
6. 1. 3. 1 Color T t 
6 . 1.3.2 
llon gl s ju fill d with u ed 
solv nt ith imil r ju fill d with n w olvent. 
U there i a notice bl diff r nc in Ii ht 
tran mi sion b t n the two, wh n th yare both 
h Id up to the Ii ht nd vi wed im 1 n ou ly 
throu h th sid, the cont min tion xc eds 
100 ppm (ta en 8 lubricatin oil) . 
t 
ith de n y dropper, m sur 10 drop of u 
h et of de n filter p p r, 
2), and allow it to ev porate. 
bl iR a rou h uid to the xt nt 
of con min tion detect bl h n th p P r i 
view d und r b ck Ii ht in d r kn 8 or ubdu d 
11 ht. 
Le th n 50 ppm 
- not di c rnible 
50 to 100 ppm 
- bar ly di c rnibi 
More th n 100 ppm - d finit iy di c rnibl 
This data is to be used only wi h"n NAS . for. 
compilation of specific oxygen safety . re~iew 
criteria, standcuds, proccdl'res and p,Uldehnes 
for the ~ r(Jose of prepannc ~./\ . /\ ox i.di~er 
sofety c · !at 0 '1 find I;:uideline. 111.s restriction 
doe': : "'III ~he eovernment ' ~, 1I ;,: ,t to use 
or . 1. 1.1 . ;'; ,ny (I .. ~t <l obtained trom another 
SL r ..; V/ •• ::out res~ r ; ction . This legend shall 
be m ;1 ked on any reproduction in whole or 
In port. 
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6. c (CONT.) 
6. 1. 3. 3 ction 
This dat is 0 be used only within NAS 0 
compilation of specific oxygen safety _ re~1 por t a on -lit r sampl of olvent almo t to 
criteria, standards, procedures and gUld~h.n yn , tr n f r to a t r d b k r nd continu 
for the purpose of prepanng N A."> A oXldl. ~ ev por te to dryn s. Cool th brand 
safety reg'.'lation and euidelinc. Th.s restnctl~nwei h it. The wei ht diU r nc du to th 
7. 
docs not l!mit the govern".'ent's right to t idu sh 11 not xc ed 100 m • ( ppro im t ly 
or disclose any data obtatned from ana 0 ) 
source without restriction. This legend sh ppm • 
be marked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 6. 1.4 Corrosion 
6.2 
6.3 
Do not use solv nt to clean equipment unle the equipment 
is dry. Do not allow chlorinated olv nt to b come 
contamin ted with w t r. Solvent plus water may form 
corrosion products harmful to bare meta,l. 
ter Solution 
Composition of cl aning and pickling solut ions and location of tanks 
hown in SPI- 9. 112 nd SPI-49. 116. 
W t r 
ter u ed fer making up solutions, flushing, rinsing or te tin 
hould be potable. 
METHODS 
One or mor of th following methods may b us d, sin ly or in combination, 
to de n mo t typ s of equipm nt for this dass of rvic. 
7. 1 ning 
Thi m thod consi ts of brushin • 8W epin , blowin • scrapin , metal 
b t in, or oth rwise physically r movin contaminant from 
quipm nt. It is n rally used as a pred aning t chniqu , or in 
combin t ion with other method. The exception i metal blastin , 
which i norm lly u ed lon , and as a complet cleanin m thod. 
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7. 
7.Z 
7.3 
7. 
7.5 
. ) 
In this m thod, th 
Solu ion Cun in S 
rin8in ith cold 
ub8 qu nt dryin 
7. Z. I Solv nt 
L 
quipm nt b in cl n d i flush d ith th 
ction 35 in ccord nc with &PI- 9. 111. Thorou h 
t r ho or in T nk o. Z (Hot t r Rin T nk) nd 
ith cl n, oil-fr dry ir is Iso r quir d. 
U aolv nt ia u d, th v sel mu t be thorou hly pur ed 
with cle n, oil-fr dry air. Chloroth ne is xplosiv in 
n oxy en tmo ph r und r ce rtain circum tance • 
Imm r ion 
In this m thod th equi ment to b cle ned i ubm rsed in solvent 
or det rent solution. Norm lly this i u ed in conjunction with 
some form of mech nic l..d nin forb m 11 part"t · NASA f 
lhlS data 10 e usee only WI hI" 1'\ 0" 
NOTE compilation of specific oxygen safety rev·elo'.' criteria, standards, procedlJres and guidelines 
for tile pt :rpose of preparing NASA oxidizer 
on-m Uic p rt houl r ()1V ist estlui . 
to imm r iOn in deter en tnt 
moist n d with trichloro 
to th hut y tern. 
h dily acc sibl surfac m y ·be cl an d by 
r nt olution only. Typical e mpl would 
I th t c n b nt r d. 
In thi m thod cl nin i ff cted by the flu hin ction of boilin 
solvent, cl n solvent formed by th cond n tion of v por from th 
h at d olv nt nd cond n tion of v por from the heat d olv nt, 
on th cool uri ce of p rt bein clean d. ~ orm lly r tricted 
to m 11 p rt bec ~ of h P ci 1 equipm nt requir d, it h th 
dv n of continu 11y di ti11in the solvent, 80 th t only p l l e, 
cl n a olvent touches th p rt in the final step . 
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9. 
THOD 
Th I c ion of cl nin method for p rticular applic tion d p nds on 
ny £ c ors, includin th n tur and mount of cont min tion, th typ and 
iz of quipment, etc. In ev ry case, how v r, the nd r sult should b 
th me - piec of equipm nt \j\'hich is fre of nti lly 11 tr ces of 
con min nt nd hich, th refor , from this st ndpoint, c n be saf ly used 
in CI s 2 S rvice. 
It i b yond th cop of this specific tion to pre cribe xact proc dure 
cl nin 11 types of equipm nt. R f r nce should b m d to th SPI's 
fur 
lis t d in P r r ph 4. 
This data is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of specific oxygen safety review 
criteria, standnrds, procedures and guidelines 1 PECTION 
, , , for the purpo~e of p~ep:lrIng N A 3A ,oxidizer 
herever po lbl, eqUlpm nt ullts' yC; b t t ;6r ~ I , h. re. ed 
usin bl c li ht (Para r ph 9.3), s 'c fP n j 5 iven 
below pply to a p rticul r 8i uatiomr 0 t '1'\ 1 po t-
cle nin inspections. 1£ ny of the t ,. 1 <l JI the 
item mu t be reclean d. be marked 00 any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 
9. 1 
9.2 
9.3 
ction 
Look at, or in, the quipment to d t rmin the type and xt nt of 
contamination, if any. This m thod i suit bl to d t ct exce sive 
re e nd oil films, nd fiUn ,chip, or oth r p rticle . 
t 
ip th urfac with a cle n, whit cloth. Powd ry residu 6 and 
film will di color the cloth. This is so-metim u able wh r 
direct visu 1 ex mination i impos ibl • 
ction 
E min th urface in d r or subdu d li ht usin a 3200-3 00 AU 
blac li h t . Mo t common hydroc rbon oils or r as fluor sce, so 
that th y b com vi ibl nd r bl ck li ht ev n thou h th Y ar 
invi ibl in norm lli ht . How ver, not all or nic oil fluoresce, so 
thi in pection should b backed up by a r vi w of th manuf cturing 
proc dure involv d, to m k sure th t no animal oil such a £ish 
oil ru t J>reventativ or v t ble oils such as ca tor oil-b d 
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9. 
10. 
I 
9.3 
9. 
9.5 
9.6 
. ) 
eu in 
ip th 
etion (Cont. ) 
nul etur • On th other 
lint from 1 undry-w h d 
e , but r not con id r d harmful cont min nt., 
To summ riz , if any fluor e ne hows up a 
r, mud or film, r cl an th it m. 
ee with labor it for 
Solv nt Purity Test 
t the uri 
r 
consid r 
8t 
ith cl n w ter. Th w t r film formed must 
n for tit fiv s conds for th p r to b 
n. Thi t t i limit d to horizon 1 urface . 
T 
ft r n it rn h b en cl n d, d uat pr c ution sh 11 b tak n to in ure 
th t it rn ins cl n un 11 in lled. One or mor of th followin m thod 
should bud to prot ct th quipm nt. 
10. 1 
Small rts, v lv s, 
h vi r poly thyl ne b 
the ba . 
ket, tc., shall b ealed in 4-mil or 
s. The in pection ta m y b enclo ed in 
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10. 
10.2 
10.3 
10 • 
T. ) 
in i impr cUc 1, 1 r r it ma m y b 
-mil or h vi r poly thyl n ah t ft r 11 op nin r 
ith fib rbo rd dilCS, m 1 or poly thyl n prot ctora. 
to SPI-69. 010 nd/or 69.011. 
R i r 
equipm ni ne d not b compl t ly nclo d in poly thyl ne 
tin , but all m nhol , in p ction ports, nozzl s, nd othe r 
op nin mu tb s 1 d. ReiertoSPI-69.010 nd/or 69.011. 
in • 
10.4. 1 
10. .2 
10. .3 
10.4. 
docs root I,mit tile ~overnment's " ',:It to lise 
Of tllsclO'le . ny data obtained tr0!ll <motller 
fee witllout restriction. This legend shall 
mar d ny rl.>production in whole or 
4uipm nt with Vapor Ph Inhibitor 
9932- 085. This p p r 10 ly ive off 
hich react with th met 1 uri ce to 
prev nt .corro ion. U about thr square f et of p p r 
for ach cubic foot fre volum or each six qu re fe t of 
surf ce to be prot ct d. 
P 0 Wax 
Co t th interior 8urfac with 8p ci ... l prot ctive wax 
in strict ccordanc with SP!- '1.256. 
revention for 
U e proces p cified in SPI- 9.255. 
U e proces P cifi d in Paragr ph .05, SP!-49. 111. 
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11. 1D 
confor 
11. 1 
11. Z 
8 of 8 rviee, it.h 11 b 
qu nt r eont min tion or r cl nin. 
of m r in will d pend on the item cl n d, but it hould t 1 
Th 
t 
to th fo110 in r quir m nt 
This data Is to be used only within NASA for 
compilation of specific oxygen safety revicw 
criteria, standards, procedures and guidclines 
for the I'rppse of prcp~1rIng N 1\ AI oxirtilcr 
d 
r in should cle rly 8 te tjq , :and gUIdeline. Th,s restriction 
CL NED 
ACCORDA C 
does r.ot I;mit the government's n ', :It to IJse 
~ allY dAta obtained from another 
$B:R~!'sD®!itolllNThis legend shall 
Q1tlW:.II in whole or 
I PEeT D BY DAT 
--------------------------
U VPI p p r or P 0 wax i u ed, ta should be att ehed to the 
equipment statin th followin 
CAUTION 
CONTAI VPI P ER - REMOVE B FOR INSTALLING 
(NOTE tlZ) 
INSPECTED BY DAT 
--------------------.------
OR 
CAUTION 
THIS EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN SPRA YED ITH P 0 AX 
(NOT 113) 
I SP CT D BY ___________ DATE ___ _ 
OTES 
1 U. Form No. 815-643, Cod No. 7812-6863 
Z U e Form No. 815-6 5, Code No. 781Z-6865 
3 Use Form No • . 15-6 6, Cod No. 781Z-6 66 
E E C·: GS-38, "Cias Z Cleanin by Seller", En ineerin Dep rtment, 
Lind Divi !on, Union C rLide Corporation, Tonaw nda, New York 
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2.1.;$.1 
PACKAGING OF FERROUS PARTS FOR STORAGE 
FURPOSE 
To provid intonl t10n concerning th thod of ck,in th t 
must s c1fied for 11 finish d ferrous rts which of 
such size and sh that it is pr ctic 1 to wr p. 
PROCEDURE 
P rts are to be wrap d in VPI P per (Code 993~-~085) 110wing 
no surf ce to expo ed to th atmoopher. IMPORTANT: Make 
sure th t white side of VPI P per is in contact with surf ce to 
be protected. Overwrap in a po~ thylene bag and h t se 1 9!. 
in pol~ thyl n sh et and seal with pl stic coated green cloth 
t pet 
The bove thod has been pproved for wr ppin parts which have 
been "Cl aned for 02 Service . " 
This data is to b used only within NASA or 
compilation of specific oxygen SJfcty review 
criteria, stand<lrns, procedures and guidelines 
for the purpose of preparing I'J" '. A oxidizer 
safety re~lIlat lon and r,uldclinc. 'I h c; restriction 
docs nol limit the r,ovcrn rnent' '.' n::ht to lise 
or dis~ lose any data obl.Jined from another 
source WIthout restrictton, This legend shall 
be marked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 
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VI 0 Q U LIT Y ASS U A C 
CLE NtI SS I S CTIO P OCEDU E 
1.0 SCOPE 
To co 11 nd I 
cationl nd t It th~dl 
jl.O RE RENCE DOCUMENTS 
3.0 
3.1 
as-3 
GS-38 
GS-39 
GS-40 
GS-42 
GS-50 
GS-5l 
1 Stor 
Ste 1 Stor g 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
It is th 
min the 
note the 
or p rt 
GS-3. 
r pon ibi11ty of th D sign Engin ring Departm nt to d ter-
1 vel of eleanline s required of a p rtieular it m nd to so 
assoeiat d drawings, t ri 1 pureh s sp cification, nd cod 
nu r description for thes it m, 8 r qui red in Sp eific tio 
3.2 It is the respon ibility of th Industrial Engin ering Dep rtm nt to 
sch dule and design t the op r tions requir d to obtain th 1 v 1 of 
cl nlin ss r quir d by the sp cific eions, p r GS-3. 
3.3 It is th r sponsibility of th Manuf cturing Qu lity Control D p rtm nt 
to supply a lev 1 of in p ction th twill d qu tely assur confor nce 
to the corr ct cleaning specification for 11 items purch sed or nu-
factured. In ddition, the Qu lity Control D partm nt sh 11 k re-
co ndations for djust nts in the 1 v 1 of cle ning r quired and/or 
cleaning m thods employed,to the responsibl dep rt nt. 
3.4 The Cryogenic T sting and M t ring S ction of the Quality Control 0 part 
nt shall b responsible for t h performanc of 11 sp ci lized clean-
liness t sts such s p rticle counts, non-vol tile residu t sts, com-
bustion t s:ts of for ign materials, etc. in addition to solv nt purity 
tests and a periodic monitoring of the atrnegth of the Acid D ck clean-
ing baths. This d p rt nt shall alao conduct 11 required combustion 
ccept nc t t on m terial purch a d for oxygen service. 
4.0 PROCEDURES 
4.1 Receiving Insp ction. The purcha e order description, material purchas 
specifications nd drawings for all r ceived terial sh 11 b ch eked 
for cle nlin 8S requir ment specific tions. Large quantities of low 
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4.2 
4.3 
LINDE DIVISION - IP-I008 
valu it m that ar packag d and certifi d or tagged al cl an d to a 
c rtain I v 1 hall b .pot ch ck d only for cl anlin •• 'if th v ndor 
and his proc dur hav b n approv d by th Cl aning and Mat rial. Suit-
bility AI u anc Engin r. trial th t il rec iv d fro v ndor 
th t h 8 not . b n approv d or t ri 1 th t il not suitably p ck g d, 
c rtifi d or t gg d Ih 11 b thoroughly inlp ct d to th crit ria of th 
applicabl st ndard. (R f. IP-300l," c iving Insp ction Proc dur ," 
Tabl I ttach d, nd doc nt list d und r 2.0.) L rg , high valu 
it m .hall b individu lly nd thoroughly in p ct d to th r quir nt. 
of th pplic bl. 8p cific tion. Qu Itions ndor qu lific tionl 
should b r ,'\f rr d to th Cl ning ~ ~ I 
Engin Mat rial not ting th cS ~ ~ 
sp cHic tion shall b r j ct d i~ Att4, , d ,p ce s'an r on 
and Handling of Rej ction Noticel . fm ~ he pl 'rpose of preparing NA .;A Oxidiz(!r 
S icly 'e ' ~l l iat on and uideline. Th,s restriction 
During in?! e . IrII c . ~3 \15 n-
ha 11 c h cf,r cl a d nP~~"~ 
r quir m nt f q. g shall 
thods sp cifi d. The in 
th materiall, upon comp , 
section to be clean d by the thod sp cifi d on th Proce Sh At 
fin 1 inap ction, the inlp ctors shall ch ck that the material h be n 
clean d to th pplic bl p cification by th corr ct m thod. By the 
u of mirrors, bor scop sand wabs, sp cial att ntion shall b given to 
ar as of the it ms that are not r dily visible. Aft r final insp ction ~ 
the insp ctor shall suitably prot ct the mat rial for d livery to th 
packaging section. t trial th t do s not t th criteri of the ap-
plicable sp cification shall be r j ct d in accord nc with IP-1002, 
"Prep r tion and Handling of Reject d M teri 1 T gs". (Ref. IP-4007, 
"Machine Shop Qu lity Control Procedure," Table I ttached nd docu nt 
list d und r 2.0.) 
Fabrication Inspection. As material is proc ssed through th v rious 
sections of the Factory, the section inspectors shall ch ck the teri 1 
drawings and proc ss sheets for cl anliness requirem nt sp cific tion 
st mps, notes nd cl aning methods specified. The inspectors sh 11 ig-
nify th t a component has b en cle n d to th criteria of th corr ct 
specification,by the method noted on the Process Sheet, by pl cing his 
personal st mp adj cent to th applic bl op r tion on th Proc s Sh t 
in ccordance with IP-4004, "Recording of Inspection Progr s on th Shop 
Copy of the Proce s Sheet," and/or stamping and noting the equip nt 
check she t. In addition, the fabrication insp ctors shall monitor mat r-
ial and equipment that has been cle n d to assure that it is suit bly pro-
tected to prevent re-cont mination while awaiting fin 1 assembly. Th y 
shall also make cleanliness checks befor final assembly and ssure that 
completed equipment is suit bly led nd protect d. Th fabric tion in-
spectors shall be especially watchful at fin 1 assembly not only for 
organic cont min nts but for spatter, flux, chips nd other loose ter-
1al generated by the fabrication processes. If contamin nts d t ct d 
cannot b immediately removed satisfactorily, th inspector sh 11 reject 
the item in question in accordance with IP-1002, "Pr paration nd Handlin 
of Rejected Material Tags." They shall also check th t wat r us d for 
flushing or testing is properly inhibited and that the equipm nt is thor-
oughly dried, purged and tested with oil free air or nitrog n to maint in 
the lev 1 of cleanliness attained. (& f. IP-4004, IP-4006, "In-Proc ss 
Test and Final Inspection - Fab. Shop", Table I attached and docum nts 
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li.t dud r 2.0.) Ll E DIVISIO - IP-lOO 
below ar thodH lh L y b ploY'd 'n 
a licabl 1 nin' p eLUea lon. 
______ ..:;,;;: __ -.,;~- - Lightin th i 8 al po libl ,ob rv lh 
nd oil fil • paint, varnish, chips. ilinK ,rust, 
spatt r, flux, te. that i8 pr nt and co par 
nt. 0 th applieabl p eifieation. 
~~~~ ____ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ - In al dark a lurrouniin a. pOI.ibl , 
inlp et d using a 3200·3800 AU Ultra-
Viol t light. MOlt oi11 and gr as sand som fib rs and oth r for-
ign t rials will fluor Ie or glow ev n though th yare not vi -
lble in ordin ry light. ObI rv th a ount nd typ of fluor 
and comp r with th r quir ntl of th applic bl standard. 
that not 11 contamin nt. will fluor 8C and that this Ihould 
eon.id r d to b an ulti 
Wip T .t - Wip th critical surfac s of th it m with a cl n whit 
cloth and xamin und r nor 1 and Ultra-V1.01et light or discolor-
ation, fluor scene , and p rticl dh rene . Comp re with th r-
quir m nts of th applie bl sp eifieation. 
Wat 
G, rins th 
with 
it m with 
limit r 
color and the numb r 
it m. 
with el n w ter. If th it m i 
must r m in unbrok n for fiv s eonds. 
test will be p rform d by the 
r 
d t r~ 
~ _________ T_e_s_t~s - Car fully remov a on -gr m sample of unknown or sus-
trial nd place in a cl n glass jar or vial, nd d liver 
to th Cryogenic T sting and Met ring Departm nt. Aft r an oxygen 
bomb and impact test are perfor d, determination c n b mad , 
with th assistanc of the Cl aning and Haterials Suit bility Assur-
nee Engin er, of th compatibility of the for ign material with the 
1 v 1 of cl anlin ss r qui red. 
Thi data is to be used only within NASA or 
compilation of specific oxygen safety review 
criteria, standards, procedures and guidelines 
for the pI rpose of prepnnnr, N A ; A oxidizer 
safety 'e ·~ I · lat .on and guideline. TI1.s restriction 
does not limit the government's riGht to use 
or disc:ose any data obtained from another 
source without restriction. This legend sh II 
be marked on any reproduction in whole or 
in part. 
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TABLE I 
(For comparison and quick reference only - see appropriate specification for details) 
Cleaning 
Level 
Class I 
Class 2 
Linde 
Spec. 
None 
GS-38 
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Class 3 GS-40 
Type of 
Service 
Aerospace 
In contact with 
liquid or gaseous 
oxygen or en-
riched air. 
Nitrogen or 
Argon service 
that may be 
switched to 
oxygen service 
Cryogenic or 
functional -
not for oxygen 
service 
General Requirements 
1. "White Room" cleaning. Existing Government specifications will 
or special instructions will be written as required. 
used 
1. Must be free (as demonstrated by thorough visual inspection in normal 
and ultra;IOlet light, wipe or swab testing, solvent color test, 
break test or non-volatile residue test as required) of all traces 
greases, oils, thread lubricants, water, paint, varnish, markin 
ials, penetrant dyes, ultrasonic lubricants, and all solid foreign 
materials such as dust, scale, flux (loose or adhering), chips, fillDg~, 
loose or easily removable spatter, and excessive rust (a li~ht fila of 
tightly adhering rust is acceptable) (GS-38, 4.0). 
2. Air or nitrogen used for drying, purging or testing 
(GS-38, 6.4). 
at be oil free 
3. Water used for rinsing, flushing or testing after final inspection must 
contain an approved inhibitor, if required by the individual application 
(GS-38, 6.4). 
4. Lubricants, thread sealants, etc. must be of the types approved for 
oxygen service and may not be substituted without approval. Excess 
material must be removed (See GS-38, 7.2 and 7.3 and QA-8). 
5. All parts cleaned for Class 2 service must be adequately protected to 
prevent contamination prior to final assembly or packaging (GS-38, 10.0). 
6. Final assemblies that are packaged or sealed must be inspected to a.sur 
that the cleaned surfaces are adequately protected to maintain Class 2 
cleanliness by the method specified and that the items are properly 
marked as cleaned for Class 2 service (GS-38, 10.0 and 11.0). 
1. Excessive amounts of con~aminants (as verified by visual examination in 
normal light and wipe testing) listed above opposite Class 2 cleaning 
must be removed. Excessive amounts is defined as that quantity which 
could migrate to other points in the system, interfere with the operation 
of moving parts, damage critical surfaces or lower product purity bela 
acceptable limits (GS-40, 4.0). Note that all hydrocarbon films need not 
be removed (6.0) and that a moderate film of rust is acceptable. 
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Table I 
Cleaning 
Level 
Class 3 
Cont'd 
Class 4 
( 
Linde 
Spec. 
GS-42 
........ 
Type of 
Service 
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General Requirements 
2. Lubricants and thread sealants, etc. need not be of any spe~i.l t 
(7.0) but should have excesses removed. 
3. Water used for rinsing, flushing, or testing should contain the proner 
inhibitor if required by the individual application (7.4). 
4. All parts cleaned for Class 3 service should be adequatel 
prevent contamination beyond the limits noted prior to f1 
or packaging (GS-40, 10.0). 
5. Items that are packaged or seal~d should be ins 
cleaned surfaces are adequately protected by th 
items are properly marked as Cleaned for Class 3 
11.0). 
1. Excessive amounts <as verified by visual examination in 
defined above opposite Class 3 Cleaning, of loo~e dirt, 
i08s, oil and grease must be removed. The majorconsideratio 
class of cleaning is that loose matter or amounts of flui, 
taminate downstream equipment be removed. Rust, 
adhering matter is acceptable. 
2. Reasonable protection should be used in process and 
and packaging to prevent excessive contamination. 
--
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C NI G, CLEANLINESS TESTING AND HANDLING 
o OXYGEN, FUEL .AND P~EUMATIC COM-
ONENTS MICHOUD PLANT SUB-SYSTEMS 
TEST AREA 
NO. D5-12855 
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.. r 
4.0 
4. 0 
5.0. 
5.1 
5.1.1 
5.1.2 
5.1.3 
RELIABILITY TEST 
Re i bil1ty Test is Quant1ta ive Analy i of ticul te 
ci non vola 11 r idue UJVR) contamination of visually ccepted 
Th urpos of the eliability teat i to v rify the 
xar.dnation and h d quacy nf th cleaning proce s. 
TILE RESIDUE (IVa) 
IR cons1s s of hat material ",hich is flolub in th el1ab1lity 
~ olvent and which does not vo atilize at the pecified 
t dr.ying tempe atu e (221° - 230°F) .g. oil and grease. 
~NUFACTlJRn!G CO ITROL 
GRTERAL rlOTES 
The clean1i1g, testing, as embly and packaging shall be conducted 
in environmentall.y controlled areas as specified in 6.3. 
~1hen the part being cleaned is set up as a closed syst\~ (such that 
xternal environment is prevented from contaminating the 
ignificant surfaces of the part) it shall be considered that 
ths :lear~r~ is beL'"lg accomplished L~ an environ~ent as clean as 
the ~~dia being used. . The temperature and humidity requir~~ents 
of 6.3 do nat apply to closed system cleaning. 
Only authorized perso~'"lel shall be allowed to enter environmentally 
controlled areas. 
a. Personnel - Each person working directly in an environ~en­
tally controlled area, or working with open, clean cooponents 
or systems shall be required to have satisfactorily coopleted 
a pr escribed physical exa.":lina.tion a..'"ld a training course 
designed to far.tiliarize him with tecr.niques and philosophy of 
clean rooms and contaoination cohtrol. A current listing 
of such authorized personnel shall be maintained at the c"'"e":"'"an-:::--I----
r oom complex (for personnel authorized to fork in clean room) 
and for other operations, at such points as may be required 
by Quality. 
b. Obser vers - Observers shall be controlled so that hey will 
not contribute to conta~tion of clean facilities , parts, 
components , etc. 
Lubricated 9o~ponents - Lubricated parts or assenblies shall not 
be subjected to cleaning which may re:aove the lubricant to the 
extent that function or reliability of the item is adversely 
af ected. Detail parts of the component shall be cleaned by the 
~ - -- -- - _. _&- - - ... ~ 
ev. SYM. _ t_J __ ~ ~~~,~ ! NO. D5-12855 
So 01·6$·29 ORIO. 4"5 
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5.1.5 
5.1.6 
E REV.SYM. __ 
$-0401-' U ORIO . • / n 
-1A WFACTURI .0 CO 'lTROL (Continu d) 
p c ble method her in d tested for cleanlines prio to the 
lication of "grease" or "oil" ype lubricants. 
c 
( ) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
o gr ase lubricants used in as emb1y or testing of c ean 
onente shall comply \'Ii th the follo\,."ing r qUirements: 
Lubricants \'thich may contact LOX or GOX hall be LOX-
comp tible per l·lSFC-SPEC-106 (This requirenent shall also 
pply 0 lubricant used in such location or manner that it 
co ' d b transferred to "oxygen clean" surfaces or 
components) • 
Th amount of lubricant used shall be held to an absolute 
minimum. ~':hen applie'd on threads, lubricant shall be app1j.~d 
o that ;my excess ;.,ill be runout to the outside non-
significant surfaces, c.g., apply lubri~ant en male threads 
only and in addition avoid lubricant n the first t .. ro maJ.e 
threads. 
~1hen used on multiple use items the lubricated area shall be 
e~nined after each disassemLly for any evidence of the 
forma ... ion of "beads!! of luh:-icar.J . Any such beads or 
visib1e lubricant on service media "wetted" surfaces, such 
that lubricant nay have been carried into a cle~~ cooponent, 
shall require :-e-cleanin~ as necessarj' to comply ~dth the 
pplicable cleanliness ,reqaire~ents of this document. 
Visible "beads" of grease type lubricant and excessi'lle gre~sc 
or oil type lubricants \'/hich have (or should be expected 
to) migrated to clean sjgnificant surfaces outside the 
immediate, necessary lubricated area shall be considered t~ 
be visible contamination (see 4.3). 
Lubricant supply shall contain-not more than 1 particle per 
ml (or per gr~~) exceeding 175 microns in size. 
Aluminum parts with a HIL-C-554l conversion coating shall not be 
subject to temperatures in excess of 130 degrees F. 
Except as other~-rise specifically authorized by engineering, 
mechanical functior~ cooponents shall be disassenbled prior to 
recleaning . Disasscnbly shall be such that (1) all siglificant 
surfaces are readily accessible to cleaning, testing and d~'ing 
media; (2) necessar~ relubrication C~4 be acconplishedj and (3) 
t here are no entrapment a:-eas ~·,here cleaning I:ledia or cleaning 
media residues ma::r be retained. ~'Ihen any of the above re-
quirements can.~ot be satisfied, engineering shall furnish specific 
procedures for the particular conponent involved. The general 
mD.lFff/,~i; NO. D5-l2855 
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REV. SYM. E 
~CTURING COlrrROL (Continu ) 
(Co tinued) 
uenc or dis ssembly, recleaning end e ssembly sh 11 b 
'ollow (see Section IV tor detail d requirement for st p 
) n (d) thru (f'). , 
( ) Di s embl per vendo and/or engineering pproved procedur 
h above requirements. . 
( ) 
(c ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Inspect parts or adherent contamin tion and damage (obtain 
r pl cement p rt as nec ssary) nd proc ss a necessary to 
comply with 5.2. 
ocess parts p l' ~.3. 
Reassemble, including specified lubrication, per v ndor and/or 
engineerin: approved procedure . 
FUnctional test as specified, visually inspect for cleanliness 
ollowing functional test . 
Package per 5.4. 
ROUGH CLEANING 
Prior to the ~.nitiation of' the preclean 9perb.tions: 
(8) Parts shall be rough cleaned as necessary to remove all 
gross contamination including machining lubricants, scale, 
oxide films , rust, etc . Such cleaning, unless otherwise 
stated herein or on the engineering drawing, shall be in 
accc·rdance with the applicable cleaning specification tor 
the materiel involved , e .g . for fer rous all ors , clean per 
BAC 5751; ror aluminum all oys clean per BAa 5765, for nickel 
and cobalt alloys clean per BAC 5758 . 
(b) . Cor osion resistant steel parts 'shall be passivated . Parts ' 
shall be passivated, or repassivated , after completion 
of operations which r emove or disrupt the passivating film 
e.g . etch type processing or metal removal or forming 
operations . Passivate per BAC 5751 using solution #14 (nitric 
acid) • 
OTE: Castings with as-cast surfaces are difficult to 
pas 1vate. In case of r eoccurring rust on castings, 
contact M&P for instructions . 
(c) Parts shall be inspected for end shall be f ee of any 
adher ent contamination ~uch as scale , rust, etc ., i . e . , 
the preclean and final clean operations are not intended 
to remove adherent ~ontamination . 
DC:;-128 
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E REV. SYM. __ _ 
1-"06-115-21 ORIG. 4165 
h 11 be vi u lly inspec ed n re of 
Un cc pt ble physical damage uch n1c, dent, etc , i •• , 
g which k the p t un cc ptable for it 1ntended 
111ng to comply with () (b), (c), or ( ) bove h 11 not 
or p cl aning or in 1 cle ning . 
. 
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5.3 PRECLEA. 1 AllD FI fAt CLEA: 0 COHP : FlITS 
I I III IV V 
. I M'F.'TIAT.T.IC I:ut-C 5541 s ·tALL TtJdn!G lO l- ItTER 
PARTS COlt vms IO~1 (1 I CH I.D. ·:ETALLIC ELEHEl'TS 
, COATED 2·fAX ) PARTS 
LUlrnWH LEl Gni TO 1. 0 • ~ . IRA T 0 GREATER 
THA 10 
.D:>- 6 
A. INSPECT PER X X 
5.2 
B. VAPOR DIDREASE :{ ~OLV:ElJT FWSH TUBE x~ X .0=:> 
~OI.vIDrr CIZAN FLUSH INTERIOR '. 
i.tl 6. c-514m· I X 
& DRY P~~ 6.2 b . 
OR 6.2.7 t 
C. ULTRASO,rIC rx 
SOLVDIT 
CLEAN PER 
6.2.2 - 30 
lmIUTZS tITN. 
D. ULTR.,\sm:IC . X 
AU'.ALDTE PE? 
6.2.3-5!iIrI 
-
E. ULTRASO rIC 
· x 
\'TATER RINSE 
PER 6.2.5-5 
UIN 
F. DRY AS ~UIRZC X X 
PER 6.2.6 OR . 
6.2.7 
G. ALKALIIJE TUBE 
FWSH PER INTERIOR 
6. 2 .3-101mT x 
H. ATER TUBE 
FLUSH PER INTERIOR 
6.2. 5-1mrr r x 
-
, 
I. DRY AS X 
~UIRill 1 
, 
PER 6.2.6 OR 
6.2.7 
.- ~.s.:z. _"iI'l!I 
G . - "-
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c 
REC ' 1 At:D FIlIAL C 
, . 
.' . 
• : : }tETALtIC 
J. ULTRASOfIC 
DETERGENT 
PER 6 2.4-
5 1·1I~1. 
K. ULTRASONIC 
\,TATER RINSE 
PER 6.2.5-
5 l!J:N 
L. DRY AS RE-
QUIRED PER 
6.2.6 OR 
6.2.7 
H. VISUAL 
ACCEPTANCE 
nrSPECTIOn 
. PER 4.9 
x 
r. F'lllAL FruSH X 
vTITH SOLVENT 
PER 6.2.2-3 
Ml~ & 
RELIABILITY 
TEST PER 7.0 
0. DRY PER 6.2.6 X 
OR 6.2.7 
P. PACKAGE PER . X 
,.4 
RTS 
1 OF CO.·!POI:ElrrS (Continu d) 
I ' 
).tIL-C-5541 
COUVERSION 
Cru.TED 
.'iINUl·I 
x 
x 
I' , 
x 
x 
x 
x 
, 
i t II 
f SHALL TUBING 
( n~CH I D. 
UAX) 
LENGTH TO I.D. 
TIO GREATER 
THA J 10 
x 
x 
x 
v 
, 0 t-
lE1'ALLIC 
MTS 
f]:>. 
(g::>-
x 
x 
X 
V 
ILTER 
ELEHENTS 
(.30 ·lIl·lUTES 
I.D·ruB) 
x 
(30 HINUTES 
UND·1U!·I) 
x 
x 
x 
x 
[!:::::> DO NOT SUBJECT TO TEl·rPERATURES EXCESOTIJG 130 DEGP.E~ FAHRENHEIT 
IF l-!ATERIALS AP.E INCOHPATIBLE ~'TrrH SOLVEnTS PER 6.2.2 CO !TACT THE 
HATERIALS A!m PROCESSES ill!IT . ""OR PlLA.STIClZED ELASTOMERS, &. 'WHEN 
ELASTOl"!ER CO~IPOSIT!ON IS UNKNOVIN, O}'lIT STEPS "B" J "N" , AND "0" . 
f)::::> STEPS B 'J.rlRU L ARE OPI'I0rJAL FOR PARTS ROUGH CLEA.!ED PER 5.2 AND 
ROUTED DIRECTLY TO THE PRECLEAN AF.EA . 
. --_ ....... _----------_._--; G : REV. SY . - ,. --~----.-- '-'-- NO. D5_~ 12S~5 
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40 . , zt 0 .. 10. 16& 
o "" .. ~n ... S (con 1nu ) 
TUBI G WITH A L G -TO-
10 WILL B P OCESSED A 
10 T/SEC NIMUM 
UL RASO IC AGITATIO IS OT AVAILABL, NYLON RISTL 
OSH SHALL BE USED TO ASS ST T CLEA I G WHEN PERFORMI G 
T SJAND 
OT EXPOSE TEFLON CO TED TALL C P RTS TO ULTRASO IC . 
RGY 
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5.4 •• 2 
p c ing Ih 11 b co 1 t d within 8 hourI att r 
1 ion ot the final drying proc II. Initial p ck ging 
ling ott ot all ligniticant surt c I trom the ext rio 
on nt) hall b p rtorm d in . h . lam nvironm nt as 
t al cl nin. !niti 1 pac g d it me may b ov d to 
-controlled ar a or leI tringently controlled ar 
illation ot h out r nclolur • 
TERIALS 
• All" ckagt n " mat rials in contac wi h tin 1 cl n d 
igniticant lurtace ot componentl Ih 11 be compatible with 
ervice m dia applic ble tor th t compon nt nd hall 
b clean prior to UR to the lame le~ 1 of cleanlin ss as 
th item b ins p ckaged. Comp tibl terial 8 
li t d below: 
• Qxygen System : 
T tlon, Aclar, Aluminum Fbil 
2. 
Teflon, Aclar, 
b. All other 1'. ckaging materi ls ah 11 be vi ally cl __ an prior 
ou 
c. H.nimum film thickness for packaging will be: 
oly-ethyl ne 0 .006 in . ick ."'-
Te lon or Aclar (inner 
ackag ) 
- . 0 .002 in . hick 
- ylon or lar - 0.004 in . thick 
5.4.1.3 CLEANLINESS 
R V. SY~ . - ..e.x-
404·, zt 0"'0. 416 
a. Parts should be packaged as soon as possible after dying 
th a minimum amount of handling . Parts handling should 
be with clean tongs as is practical . Parts not packaged with-
·in · two hours shall be covered with a material meeting 
th r equiremente of 5 . 4.1 .2 .a and c . 
b. Packaging and parts mu..1IJ't 'be purged with preservation gas 
per 6.2.6, during the packaging process prior to sealing 
to preserve cleanl ness levels . 
O. D5-12855 
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J 
~C~~~.22.~Cont1nu d) 
CInc 
'I' h 11 not be allowed to com in cent ct with ny 
19n1f1cant urf c • 
5.4.2.2 Outer Wrap - The inner wr p shall be enc ed in an outer wr p using 
material meeting requirements of 5.4.1.2.b and c. The ~Ynction 
of h outer wr p 1 to pre erve the inner wrap. Packaging must 
b ecured to void contamination by sealing or tap1ng 
5.4.2.3 Post Packaging Cleanliness Levels 
V. SYM. _.;;.E_ 
So 0 ·n·n ORIO, . 16 
ts unpacked for assembly or for reinspect ion shall be visually 
cl n except that on parts where 'all significant surfaces are 
ibl and accessible, loose particles may be removed by 
cuuming, wiping with a clean cloth or by gas blow down using 
g s me ting the requirements of 6.2~6. 
OTE Any final cleaned part Which is contamination suspect or 
ch is found to be discrepant or any other reason shall be 
rot cted such that the degree of cleanliness of the part at 
di covery will not be further degraded 
Identification 
ar s which have been cleaned and accepted as meeting the 
e uirements of this specification shall be labeled with the 
ollowing information: 
• art Number 
2. Serial Number 
3~ Supplier 
-.-~. - -. -.- -. 
NO. D5-l2855 
Section I ,PAGE 13 
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6.0 
6.1 
PACKAGING (Continued) 
Identification (Continued) 
4. Cleaning Specification 
(Service Hedium) 
..I 
5. 
6. Conta.'Ilination Level after cleaning "(as determined by the 
final cleanliness test) , 
7. Date cleaned 
l.fAINTENANCE Cor;TROL 
EXlUIP1·!INT REQUIREHENTS 
Processing equi~~ent shall be capable of satisfying the re-
qu:l:rement s of this specificatio!1.. 
6.2 PROCESS nYG NED IA 
6.2.1 General Reauirenents for Processing I·redia 
The media covered in this paragraph (6.2) shall conform to the 
applicable follo\'ling require::1ents in addition to those' require-
ments listed in the individu3.~_ ~aragraphs applicable to ea.ch 
media. 
6.2.1.1 Particle Size 
Media used in processing of parts or components shall be free 
of particles to the extent specified below. For media used 
in tank operations, (~ersior.), the requira~ent shall apply 
to fresh solution added to the tank and where a recirculating 
filter is involved, the requir~::1ent shall apply just dOi-m 
stream fron the filter. For ;:'1s:lja used in spray or flushing 
operations, the requirement snal~ apply to the fluid at the 
nearest practical sampling point to the deliver,y end of th~ 
fluid line. 
a. Liquid media used for the final preclean rinse and for 
final cleaning, cleanlines~ te5cing or other operations 
perforned on clean oxygen, fuel or pne~~atic parts or 
cocponents shall contain no particles exceeding 175 nicrons 
and a r.tCI.XirJura of 5 particles in the ra..."1ge of leO to 175 
microns as deter.ll."1ed on a 500 plus or minus 20 ml sa.'l1ple. 
In addition, solvents shall have a non-volatile residue 
content not greater than 0.010 grams per 500 ml. 
b. Gas used for d~r.ing operations performed subsequent to the 
final preclean rinse and all preservation or testing gas 
E REV. SYM. __ _ 
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6.0 
6.2.1.1 
6.2.2 
6.2.3 
UAINTENAl!CE CONTROL (Continued) 
-
Partiole Size (Continued) 
........-.~- . 
'J 
b. (Continued) 
. 
shall oontain no pal"ticles (per cubic foot) exoeeding 
100 l!liorons. _. 
pleaning and, Testing l,redia 
a. Solvent used for final=~ng or testing per this 
specifioation sha::rrcomprjWith the folloi'ling l"equirements 
and in addition shall comply l'Tith the pal'tiole and non-
volatile residue requirements of 6.2.1.1. 
1. !richloroe'thxlene' 
Tichlol"oethylene shall confonn to the reqttil"ement~ 
of Bl'lS 11-6, Type II, MI1-~-27602 or 0-T~634. 
2. l3:eci~ion Cleaning Agent 
Precision cleaning agent .shall comply with the 
requil"ements of NSFC-SPEC-237 • 
.3. Dow'clene ~'m, Dow Chemical Company 
b. Solvent supply for !?r.2~e:sn_cperations shall comply with 
BHS ll-6;O-T-634, Type IIf ltIL-T-27602, NSFC-SP:SC-237, 
or Dowclene ~'m.. Solvent irP .. 'P.ersion tanl-::s shall be equipped 
",lith a l'ecil"culati.."lg filter 8.J."1d during the 'l'TOl"k shift, 
solvent shall be filtered at a minimum rate of at least 
.fOUl" taILlc voluInes per hour. Tan.1-c solvents sha.ll be 
changed lihen non-volatile content, as determined per 
D5-12567, exceeds 0.006% by wt., or when pH exceeds the 
limits of 7.0 - 10.0. 
c. Control and operation of the Vapor degreaser shall'be in 
accordance ''lith BAC 5408. 
d. Liquid nitrogen used for testing shall c'omply with 10111-P-
27401 or BB-N-411 and in addition shall comply with 6.2.1.1 
and shall not contain condensable hydrocarbons in excess 
of 3 PPH by wt. Condensable hydrocarbons may be dete:rndned 
by boiling off a sB.'nple of ill , conducting a solvent ex-
traction on the residue and ~ NVR test on the e:<:tracted 
hydrocal"bon. 
~lkaline Cleaner 
Alkaline cleanel" used for clea.'l1ing in accol"dance 'l'lith this 
specification shall be Turco 1~2l5, 42155, .4l44_-PJ:'.dtJ.~$,;-.2-~ -" ~= .. =. -=-_____ 
'l~ ______ ~-= __ c_om_p_ar _ a_b_1_e_n_o_n_-_S_i_l~_'c_a __ t_e_d~aLK_"_.~_1=in~e==c __ 'e_an __ e_r __ an_d-=s=ha1 ___ l_b_e_.~ ________ ~ 
_ ntrolled as fOllo rs:. ~ 
RI:V. SYM. E 
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6.2.3 
6.2.4 
6.2.5 
.~MINTm.TANCE C.oNTRO~. . (Continued) 
Alkaline Cleaner (Continued) 
Concentration 
Temperature 
Solution Life 
1.0 - 2.0 oz/gal in 1'1ater 
150 degrees - l7~ degrees F. 
Solution shall be changed ,,,henever'a.ny of 
the folloldng occur: 
1 •. Solution life exceeds 60 days. 
2. Additions of make up chemicals exceed 
100% of maximum initial charge. 
:3. The solution becomes obviously con-
taminated ,·lith grease, oil or 
. pa:t-ticulate material. 
l'1ater used in making the all<:aline cleaning solution shall be 
distilled or deionized and shall have a m:i.n.imum. specific 
.resistancE! of 50,000 ohms. 
~ter€ent-~'Tater Solution 
ll}'a.ter used in ma..1dng up the l'rater-detergent solution shall be 
distilled or de-ionized water having a ~inimum specific resistance 
. of 50,000 o}1~1tlS. Dete!'gents shall conf.'ol":' .. to the requirements 
of NIL-D-16791, Type 1. \'Tater and dete:. ... -::e.'lt shall be . 
thoroughly mixed prior to use to ma..l.::e a s:.)J.ution \1ith con" 
centration of 0.1 - 0.6 oz/gal of water. . 
. , . 
a. The solution may be heated to a maximum temperature 
of 130 degrees Fahrenheit, provided it is followed 
by a heated water rinse.(water shall not exceed 130 
degrees Fahrenheit). 
b. The solution shall have a maximtlm Y7Crking life of 
two weeks and shall be discarAed sooner ~f it 
becomes obvious ly contaminated with--G4..J..,-g-;;tt.""'~·"""~"'>l''''~"r-~~--__ I-_ 
or particulate matter. ". 
Rinse Watex: 
Spray or flush rinse water and water as supplied to 
precleaning or final cleaning inunersion rinse tanks 
shall be distilled or deionized; shall have a minimum 
spe.cific resistance of 50,000 ohms; and shall meet the 
requirements of 6.2.1.1. Water containing visible oil, 
grease, or other contamination shall not be used. The 
pH shall be within the range. of 6.0 - 8.0. 
, -'-.'~"", '-=======-===0--
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6.2.6 
-6..2.7 -
6.3 
6.3.1 
6.3.2 
.. 
Drying, Testing or Preservation Gas 
. ~ . 
a. General Requirements 
1. Gas shall be nitrogen meeting the requirements 
of BB-N ... 4.1l, or NIL ... P .. 2740l,. air or other gas 
specificaliy a~proved by engineering. 
2. Gas shall meet the l'equiremen~s of 6.2 ;1.1 
3. Gas shall not contain condensable hydrocarbons 
in excess of 3 PPM by weight when tested per 
D5 .. 12567. 
4. Drying Gas may be heated providing parts do not' 
exceed ... 
; ..... 
1; 130 degrees F. for MIL-C .. 554l coated parts 
2. 160 degrees'F. for non"m~tals parts, and 
3. 250 degrees F'. for metal parts. 
5. Drying gas shall not exceed 60 per cent relative 
humidity at ambient temperature. 
6. Preservation gas, as contrasted to drying gas 
used to remove liquid water cr solvent, shall 
not contain mois~ure in excess of 24 PPM by 
volume (-65 degrees F. dew point at standard 
atmospheric pressure). ~ 
'!> 
,Oven Dr:l:!!!g 
Maximum allowable temperature limits shall be per 6.2.6 a(4)., 
Vacuum oyen drying is preferred. 
ENVIRO~mNTAL REQUIR~mNTS 
: ~ . ~ ... 
,Preclean Area 
The preclean operations (B through M in 5.3) may be 
accomplished in a factory environment. '. 
Final Clean Area 
Operations N through P in 5.3 must be accomplished in the 
Final Clean Area except for the outer wrap as specified 
in 5.4. 
Temperature 
Humidity 
75 plus or minus 5 degreesF. 
. 40:r'20% R.H •. 
G- ' ----- --, 
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6.3.2 
',!:!, 
6.3.3 
7.0 
, ••. _ •• _____ --:"" ____ .......... ;;.,;;;0;;;;; ......... _____________ -., 
Final Clean Area (continued) 
. . - . 
Particles (per cu. ft.) 
.. 
Airborne, Liquid or 
Solid Hydtocarbons 
Positive Pressure 
30 particles, maximum, 25~100 micron 
1 particle, maximum exceeding 100 
microns 
1 fiber* maximum, exceeding 100 
microns 
3 PPM by wt, maximum 
0.10 inch water minimum, as com~ 
pared to factory environment. In 
addition, rooms shall be maintained 
at not less than 0.02 inch of water 
above that of any connecting, less 
stringently controlled area and the 
final clean and the laboratory 
rooms sh~ll be maintained at not 
less than 0.01 inch of water above 
fest room pressures. 
The area shali be inspected at least daily (when in operation) and 
shall be visually free of dust, particles, grease and oil. Tools 
and equipment shall be maintained visually clean. 
~aper products shall not be 'exposed to clean room environments. 
Drawings, specifications or other paper products shall be enclosed 
in plastic, polye~hylene or aclar bags prior to ent~y into clean room. 
* Fiber is defined as a particle having a length to width ratio of 
10 or greater. 
,~ube ,Cleaning Console 
Laminar Flow Bench 
Particles (per cu.ft.) 
Air Flow Velocity 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
30 particles, maximum, 25-100 micron 
I' partie Ie, maximum exceeding 100 . 
microns 
1 fiber maximum exceeding 100 
, microns 
10 feet per minute minimum. 
7.1 GENERAL 
Quality Assurance may, at their option, perform reliability tests on 
100 percent of parts, or where cleaning procedures are standardized 
such that adequate confidence is obtained by testing representative 
parts, a lower percentage, dow'n to a minimum of. 5=percent-,of=each~lot--
of parts may be tested (at least 1 each lot). . 
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7.1 GENERAL (continued) . . , . 
Reliability tests for initial acceptance shall occur only after 
visual acceptance and prior to packaging • 
.. 
~: For the purposes of this paragraph, a lot may be~· ~ldered 
to include all of those small (less than 1 square foot p~'r item) 
parts which are of comparable configuration and materials (for . 
example, corrosion resistant alloy items with all surfaces open and 
readily accessible) and which are processed through preclean and 
final clean by same procedure within one work shift. 
Quality Assurance shall enforce all requirements of this 
specification. The reliability test sample and the segment of 
production that it represents shall be clearly identified. 
7.2 CLEANLINESS LIMITS 
Unless otherwise specified on the engineering drawing, significant 
surfaces of parts or components shall conform to the following 
requirements when tested in accordance with 7.3. Parts failing to 
meet these requirements shall be rejected. ~ ______________________________________ o, ______________________ ~ 
NOTE 
. '.!! 
COMPONENTS OR ASSEMBLIES CONTAINING VATERIALS WHICH ARE NOT 
LOX COMPATIBLE PER MSFC-SPEC"106 CAN ~iOT BE CLEANED FOR LOX 
SERVICE. CONTACT ~~TERIALS AND PROCESSES ENGINEERING FOR 
LOX COMPATIBILITY INFOR!>fATION REGARDING SPECIFIC MATERIALS. 
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7.2.1 PARTICLE CONTAMINATION AND NONVOLATILE RESIDUE - MAX.ALLO\'IABLE LDUTS' 
(PER SQ. FT. OF SIGNIFICANT SUP.FACE AREA) 
. I 
DESIGN PARTICLE POPULATION NONVOLATILE; 
REQUIREMENTS (IN MICRON RANGES) RESIDUE 
. ' 
< 
o to 175 176 to 700 701 to 2500 2500 
MSFC-SPEC-164 ~': . 
-
OXYGEN No Limit 5 1 0 0.001 GMS. 
. 
FUEL No Limit 5 1 0 No Requirement 
PNEUMATIC No Limit 5 1 0 0.001 GMS. . 
. 
l~b- 141- 231 .. 321- 411· ... 500 10M01671 LEVEL 0-50 t 230 320 410 500 
IV l-- I J . POPULATION . 1°1 LIMIT FOR No 40 3 2 1 0 0.002 GMS. PARTICLES Limit 
. 
10M01671 LEVEL . 
IV 0-50 : 51-500 501-1000 1001 
FII3ERS--' 
LENGTH &: . 
POPULATION No 
LIMITS Limit 10 1 0 
* FIBER IS DEFINED i\S A PARTICLE HAVING A LENGTH TO WIDTH PATION OF 10 OR GREATER 
. 
. 
, 
1 ~_:;: • 
. ~,~ 
" 
ti'...r-
7.2.2 Acidity or'Alkalinity 
Representative critical surfaces of parts shall show a pH 
w~thin the range of 6.0 " 8.0 when tested with a suitable 
pH indicating paper. Test shall be accomplished after the 
final preclean water rinse., either while surfaces are still 
wet or after wetting the surface with a drop of water per 
6.2.5. Parts showing a pH outside the 6.0 M 8.0 range shall 
be rejected. • 
7.3 RELIABILITY NETHODS 
7.3.1 
1.3.2 
The following methods shall be used to determine conformance 
of parts or components to the particle and nonMvolatile limits 
as stated in 7.2. Components, or lots of components with less' 
than one-fourth sq. ft. of test surface area, which are tested 
as a single unit or lot, may be considered to have oneMfourth 
sq. ft. of test surface area. 
Particle Contamination Sampling 
Oxygen, fuel and pneumatic components shall be tested for 
particle contamination as follO'tvs: 
a. On small parts with less than 5.0 sq. ft of critical 
surface area, flush all critical surface of the part 
\vith solvent per 6.2.2. Volume of solvent used shall 
be the minimum volume necessary to achieve rigorous 
rinsing of all critical surfaces except use a minimum 
of 500 ml for test areas 1 sq. ft. and larger. For 
test areas smaller than 1 sq. ft. use 500 ml per sq. ft. 
except where test area is less than 1/4 sq. ft. use a 
minimum of 100 mI. After rinsing, collect, the solvent 
for analysis per 7.4. 
b. On components exceeding 5.0 sq. ft. of critical surface, 
spray, flush or otherivise vigorously rinse all critical 
surfaces of the part with solvent 602.2. Volume of solvent 
used should not exceed 100 ml per sq. ft. of critical 
surface and shall be the minimum volume necessary to obtain 
effective rinsing. After rinsing, collect the solvent.for 
analysis per 7.4. Failure of any sample shall require 
additional cleaning and/or retesting. 
Non"Volatile Residue Sampl~ng 
Oxygen and pneumatic components shall be tested as follows 
to determine non-volatile residue contaminatio'n: 
Oxygen and pneumatic components described by 7.3.1.a and 7.3.I.b 
. shall be tested for non-volatile residue by using the filtered 
solvent sample from the 7.3.loa or by 7.3.I.b test. Test for 
non-volatile residue per 7.40 
~---------------------------------------------------~ 
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7.4 
7.5 
QUALITY ASSURANCE ANALYSIS 
Verification and analysis of cleaning media, environmental 
controls and part cleanliness to the requirements of this 
document shall be performed per the methods of DS"12S67. 
Oalculation of particle and NVR results shall be as follows: 
Reported particles = Observed particle Total vol. of test fl. (or NVR) per sq. ft. count (Or NVR) X 'used '-""' _____ _ 
(minus blank) Vol. of test fluid 
analyzed x sq. ft. of 
test surface area. 
INTERCHANGEABILITY OF CLEANLINESS LEVELS 
Component 
• Cleanliness 
,Level (Spec-164) 
OXVE:en 
Pneumatic 
Fuel 
I--!;A~C~CE!:;P:=:.::T:!;AB~LE~" ..;:F~O;::R:....:U~S~E~I:.:.N=--_,\,,_ 
Oxygen . Pneumatic I Fuel 'I 
Service Service Service 
Yes Yes Yes 
No Yes Yes 
1'10 No Yes 
. ~ , ....... " .. - ."._ .. 
-.' .- ~. -'''.' -.~- - .- ... 
~.6 gLEAN.ROOM GA~mNTS 
." ... 
. ,", 
All personnel shall wear clean room type coveralls, booties and 
hoods when inside the clean room. Personnel shall be clean shaven 
or shall wear a clean face cover. Materials of ,construction must 
be continuous filament. The garments must be changed when visually 
. c~ut~minated. Stained garments shall not be worn in the 
laboratory or final clean areas. Clean garments shall be sealed in 
at least one plastic bag until used". Significant surfaces of clean 
parts shall riot be touched with the bare hands. Gloves which are 
utilized shall not shed fibers. 
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SPECIAL CLEANING PROCEDURES FOR DETAILED PARTS 
-
.' 
" 
-.--1 ' 
SECTION' r PAGE A-l 
1.0 
1.1 
.. 
ELECTRICAL CABLE TYIUG BRAID 
• " 1 '. .'. .. 
SCOPE 
This procedure applies for braided tie material which is 
cleaned as an individual item, i.e., prior to making ties • 
1.2 Ultrasonic clean in solvent pei" 6';.2.6.a for 2-.3 'minutes 
(for braid to be used in oxygen service, solvent shall meet 
NVR limits o.f 0.010 grl?l":1S ma.:<:. NYR/500 rue). 
1.S On removal .from the ultrasonic cleaning, thoroughly spray 
rinse or :iJnm.ersion rinse the braid l'lith solvent per 6.2.2.a. 
1.4 Dry to 'remc>ve solvent. 
1.5 Lightly vacuum or blow l'dth gas' per 6.2.6 to remove loose 
particles.' 
1.6 Visually inspect for obvious foreign materials a~d fraying. 
l-Iaterial sha.ll be .free of obvious' . foreign material a.nd 
attached fibers ex~eeding, approximately 174 inch in length. 
1.7 Package acceptable material per 5.4 
2.0 
NOT~t Steps 1.3 through 1.7 above shall be accomplished in 
the controlled enviroTh":1ent per 6.3.2. 
ELECTRICAL CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
.. ---.. -
2.1 SCOPE 
This procedure applies for cleaning mld inspection o.f electrical 
cable assemblies to be used in the LOX or fuel tanks or 
comparable clean syste.':ls. ' , 
2.2 Cables sht=.ll be cleaned, tested, etc. peer this section of 
D5-12S55 e::-::cept as modified or e."Cpanded herein. 
2 • .3 Oables may be cleaned in the assembled condition. Non access-
ible areas shall be accepted or rejected on the basis of -the 
reliability sample. 
2.4 Cable assemblies shall be considered vis.ually clean 1-Then they 
are free of obvious' foreign materials and dislodged pal'ticles 
of the cable asse.~bly materials. 
E REV. SYM. _. __ 
NOTE: Attached fibers of the cable assembly material not 
exceeding 1/4 inch in length shall not be cause .for 
rejection. 
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3.0 
-
3.1 
3.2 
." 
In case of disagreement on the visual inspection, the 
cleanliness of the cable assembly shall be accepted or 
rejected b~sed on the reliability test. 
READ END COMPONENTS (PRESSURE GAGES, TRANSDUCERS, ETC. 2 
Dead end components shall be cleaned as follows: 
Prior t9 precleaning, inspect exteriot' and visible interior 
surfaces per 5.2. Exterior surfaces shall be free of objec-
tionable damage and gross contamination or shall be clean,ed 
as necessary_ Visible interior surfaces shall be free of 
gross or adherent contamination. 
CAUTION: (a) Do not immerse components in cleaning 
media 
(b) :Qt' not expose co'~aponents to acid .. use 
solvent wipe or comparable metho~ for re-
moval of gross non-adherent ~ontamination. 
Remove ~bjecti~nable adherent cQnttamination 
by local 'abrasive method,s "if- ,this can be 
accomplished without adverse affect. 
PRECLEANING 
Pre~leaning may be accomplished in the preclean area or in 
the final clean area. Solvent supply shall con!arm to 6.2.2. 
One of the following precleaning method\~ ::lhall be used. 
(a) Using an alternating vacuum .. solvent flush (28 inches 
of mercury minimum ¥acuum). Fill and drain component 
a minimum of 20 times. Use fresh solvenl': for each fill. 
(b) Using a bell jar pull maximum vacuum to incipient 
boiling of solvent. Position component so that on 
release of vacuum solvent will be forced into com-
ponent. Continue cycling to obtain 20 minimum fill 
and drain cycles. Use fresh solvent for each component 
and change solvent during the cycling if solvent 
becomes visibly contaminated. 
(c) When a "syringe" can be inserted into the dead-end 
cavity so as to provide rinsing of all interior signifi-
cant surfaces, insert syringe and solvent flush all 
interior significant surf~ces for a minimum of five (5) 
minutes. 
CAUTION: Use a'stopor similiar precautions 
as required to insure that syringe doas 
not damage diaphram or other fragile parts. 
-.3 7' E --- ...• --. "-----. 
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PRECLEANING (Continued) 
Cd) Wh~n a bleed tube is installed, connect pressurized 
solvent supp~y to bleed tube and flush for a minimum 
of five (5) minutes. 
Following completion df the precleaning: 
(a) !he final cleaning, per .3.3, shall be initiated 
within a maximum ofl';wo hours, or 
(b) d:t:'y per 6.2.7 using gas per 6.2.6 (Components with Bleed 
tubes or where a syringe precleaning is used may be 
purge 'dried). 
FINAL CLEANING 
Final cleaning shall be accomplished in an environment 
controlled per 6.3.2. ~se solvent per 6.2.2. 
(a) Rinse significant surfaces of the component ~vith 
~olvent using one of the methods per 3.2.abo~e. 
(b) Rinse significant surfaces of the component (and 
collect the effluent rinse) per 7.3.1 using solvent 
per 6.2.2. Use rinse methods per 3.2. Components 
failing to meet the requirements of 7.2 shall be recycled 
starting at .3.2 or '3.:3 .a, as required. 
NOTE: Where a flexible syringe is used and must be with-
drawn around a bend, the syringe shall be with-
drawn prior to drying the component and a solvent 
flush shall be u~ed during the w~thdrawa1. 
(c) Dry components per 6.2.7 using gas per 6.2.6 (Components 
with a bleed tube, or whet'e a "syringe" can be used, may 
be purge dried). 
Cd) Package components per 5.4. 
CLEANING OF PRESSURE-VOLUME COMPENSATING, LOX SUCTION AND 
FUEL SUCTION DUCTS , , 
The following procedure shall be used when it is determined 
that LOX suction ducts, fuel suction ducts or p'ressure-
volume compensator (PVC) ducts require cleaning at Michoud 
pI'ior to installation into the vehicle. 
CLEANING OF PVC DUCTS AND FUEL SUCTION DUC'rS 
Cleaning shall be accomplished in an uncontrolled environment 
with contamination control precautions as required herein. 
Solvent as delivered by the spray wand shall comply with 6.2.2. 
, 
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CLEANING OF PVC DUCTS AND FUEL SUCTION DUCTS (Continued) 
The cleaning procedure shall be as follows: 
(a) Install handlinB fixtures which immobilize the duct 
to avoid handliug dallluBe. Remove duct cnd closures 
and inspect for damase, corrosion, etc. per 5.2. 
Minor, accessible adherent contamination· may be removed 
abrasively provided surface finish requirements are 
maintained. 
NOTE: Consult Engineering if rough cle~ning, 
other than as allowed above, appears 
necessary. 
(b) Position th!.! duct in the preclean,degreaser tank so 
as to provide good drainage and thoroughly rinse all 
accessible interior and exterior surfaces. 
NOTE: Solvent in the ultrasonic tank shall be 
maintained free of obvious particulate . 
matter. 
(c) Completely ~runerse the duct in the ultrasonically 
agitated solvent for aminilllum of three minutes. 
(d) Hoist the duct out of the solvent and position to 
provide maximum drainage of convolutes. 
(e) Spray flush the interior of the duct if OhV:'0ltS 
particulate coatamination is visible on Si'~lificant 
surfaces. 
(f) Repeat steps c, d, and e. to obtain a minimum of 
10 immersion-drain cycles. 
(g) Using the spray wand, flush.all acc0ssible significant 
surfaces. Calculate total volume .. of4"insG-s\.'ll.v:ent-used--- --
(100 to 500 ~~ per square foot of significant surface 
(h) 
area) and collect a repre~entative sample(s) of the 
effluent rinse for particulate and NVR tests per 7.3 and 
7.4. Results shall comply with 7.2. Components which 
fail to meet the limits of 7.2 shall be recleaned as 
follows: 
(1) If particle count is not more than five (5) 
times 7.2 Hmits the componont m.:ly be spray rinser! 
until 7 . .2 li:;d.k~ arc met 01' 
(2) Components shall be r~cycled starting with step 
c. above. 
As soon as possible (10 minutes maximumY~foftowIng-­
completion of the final rinse)covcr the openings into 
the duct and initiate gas purge dryinB. Covers need 
I 
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CLEANING OF,PVC DUCTS AND FUE4 SUCTION DUCTS (Continued) 
(h) not be sealed provided they preclude entrance of 
airborne contamination. Covers shall be visually clean. 
, 
(i) Continue purge and/or vacuum oven dry as necessary to 
insureocomplete removal of solvent. 'Temperatures up 
to 250 F max~mum may be used to facilitate drying. 
CAUTION: Do not subject ducts to negative internal 
pressure. 
, 1 
(j) Following drying, package the duct per 5.4 except that 
packaging shall be accomplished in an uncontrolled 
environment and clean ducts shall be open to the uncontrolled 
environment only for the minimum time, necessary to install~ 
remove or change covers. 
CLEANING OF LOX SUCTION DUCTS 
Cleaning shall be accomplished in an uncontrolled environment 
with contamination control precautions as provided hereino 
Solvent supply (as sampled from the overflow weir reservoir) shall 
comply with 6.2.2.a. Drying and presservation gas shall comply 
with b. 2.6. The cleaning procedure shall be ,as follows; 
(a) Install the duct in the "falling film" cleaning 
facility. 
(b) Flow solvent from the overflow weir down the duct at 
(0) 
(d) 
(e) 
a rate of 30 to 70 gallons per minute for a minimum of 
one hour. 
N0TE: Solvent may be heated ·to facilitate-subsequent 
drying of the duct. 
With solvent still flowing through the duct-, collect ... 
two 500 + 25 ML samples of effluent solvent from the,:a:uct 
with a minimum five (5) minute period between samples. 
The sampling port shall be designed to provide a sample,·. 
representative of particulate matter in the effluent solvent, 
, from the duct. 
Filter and count the samples per 7.4. Particle count for each 
sample shall not exceed the per square foot limits per 7.2. 
Failure of either sample to comply with particle limits shall 
require continued rinsing and retesting until particle 
limits are met. 
A 500 + 25 ML sample of effluent rinse solvent shall be 
collected per the instruction in step (c) above (or the 
filtrate from one of the particle samples may be used) 
for NVR analysis. When tested per 7 e4 the 500 1YlL sample 
' .. - --. ~- ... -.- -', • 
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, CLEANING OF LOX ~UCTION DUCTS (Continued) 
(e) shall have an NVR pick up of not more than 0.001 
gram. Failure to meet this limit shall require continued 
rinsing and retesting until the limit is met • 
. (f) Upon completion of the rinse cycle, purge the duct with 
drying gas"as necessary to remove all solvent as 
indicated by' one of the following methods: 
(1) No increase in dew point of effluent gas as 
compared to influent gas. 
(2) No indication of halogens in effluent gas 
when tested with a halogen detector. 
(3) No-solvent odor in effluent gas. 
(g) Disassemble the ri~se fixture as necessary to permit 
vis~al inspection from the lower end of the duct. 
Visible interior surfaces shall be dry and shall comply 
with 4.3. Minor amounts of particulate contamination 
concentrated at the lower end of the duct may be removed 
by vacuum. Non"accessible contamination, exceeding 4.3 
limits, shall require recycling starting with step (a) 
above. Any evidence of liquids $hall require continued 
drying as necessary to insure that the duct is dry. 
I 
(h) Immediately on opening of the upper end of the duct, 
install a temporary or permanent visually clean cover to 
preclude contamination of the duct. The lower end of the 
duct shall be similiarly protected except during actual 
operations which require that the duc~ b~ open. 
(i) Package ducts per 5.4 except that packaging shall be 
accomplished in an uncontrolled environment and ducts shall 
be opened for only the minimum time required to install 
end closures. 
NOTE: Follmving sealing, pressurize (2 - 4 psig) the duct 
w'ith preservation gas or otherwise insure that ducts 
wiil not be subjected to negative internal pressure. 
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SECTION II' 
FINAL CLEANING AND PACKAGING OF 8-IC 
LOX AND FUEl. TMfA8 PER l'ISFC-SPEC-164 
, 
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1,,0 
2.0 
3.0 
3.1 
3.2 
. 3.3 
3.4 
4.0 
SCOPE 
I!II I iii , 
This section of the document defines the cleaning facilities, 
sequences, processes and controls to be used by The Boeing 
.. Company at the l-fichoud Plant (Vertical Assembly Building" 
Hydrostatic Test Area) for final cleaning. and packaging of 
S .... 10 LOX and fuel tanks per 1ISFC-SPEC-164. Processing in 
accordance i'li th this document will comply with the require-
ments of Z,!.SFO-SPEC-l64. 
The provisions of this section do not apply £or operations 
covered by other sec·tions of the document, e.g., cleaning cf 
parts per section'I or vehio1a assembly per section III. 
APPLICABILrl'Y 
When cleaning and packaging of S-IO If)X and fuel tanks is 
required by drawings" such processing accomplished by The 
Boeing Company at l-fichoud (Verticil. Assembly Building, 
Hydrostatic Test Area) shall be in accordance with ·t:.his 
document. 
REFERENCES 
• I 
MSFC-SPEC-l$4 Cleanliness Of Components For Use In 
O:'x;y'ga1"., Fuel and Pneumatic Systems 
D5-12567 QuaL~ty Evaluation Laboratories 
Chell1,ical Hethods 
BAC 5750 ~~ual Solvent Cleaning 
MSFC-SPEC-237A Solvent, Precision Cleaning Agent 
. 
... 
-', . -].rA. TERIAIS CONTROL 
When specified herein, ~terials sl1a11 conform to the follow-
ing specifications or designations. E..,,<:cept when all issue date 
is sh01-r.n, all references to these specifications may be 
considered to designate. the latest issue of the specification. 
a. BB-N-411 
b. MIL-P-2740l 
c. HIL-D-1679l 
d. 1ttL-~-27602 
Nitrogen 
Propellant Pressurizing Agent, 
Nitrogen 
Detergents, }Jon':'ionic 
'Trichloroethylene, Oxygen Propellant 
Compatible (by flushing methods) 
i 
~~.------------------------------------~------______ -J 
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lirATERJ1l.~ CONTROL (Continued) 
~ B~5 11-6 Trichloroethylene 
5 .. 0 
,to l-iSFC...sPEC-237 A 
g. O-T-634-A 
~rANUFACTURING CONTROL 
. 
;.1 GeneraJ. Notes . 
Solvent" Precision Cleaning Agent 
Trichloroeth~lene" technical 
;.1.1 The final cleaning and drying or the S ... IC lOX and fuel tank 
shall be conducted in the Vertical Assembly Building" 
Hydrostatic Test Area. This section of the l·fichoud Plant 
is considered an uncontrolled environmental area. Local 
environ.'nental type control shall be used only to the exten.t 
specified in this section of the document. 
;.1.2 Only authorized personnel shall be allowed to enter the S-IC 
LOX or fuel tan.~ during this final cleaning operation.. . 
l 
a. Personnel -- Each person assigned to work in the tank shall 
be raquired to have satisfactorily completed a prescribed 
physical examination and a training program designed to 
familiarize him with techniques and philosophy of con-
tamination control. 
b. Observers -- Observers that enter the S-IC LOX or 
fuel tank shall be controlled so that they will not con-
tribute to contamination ot clean parts. 
;.1.3 All LOX and fuel tank surfaces shall have received the follo\iiag 
minimum pre cleaning prior to initiation of the hydrostatic 
test operation. 
a. Prior to assembly of detail parts, subassemblies or 
components that will form faying surfaces, any necessary 
pre-assembly fit-up which generates conta-~ation 
(drilling, rea.-ning, machining and grinding) shall be 
completed, and the parts shall then be disassembled 
and individually cleaned per BAG 5750 or equivalent 
method unless some other cleaning method· .has been 
specified by Engineel"ing drawing callout. At t:he time 
of actual assembly, the faying surfaces shall be visually 
cle.an per BAG 5750. 
Parts, subassemb1; es and/or components 1-lhich have 
been cleaned and packaged per ~~FC-SPEC-164 shall be 
considered to comply with this pl"ecleaning require....; 
ment .. 
~~--------------------------------------~------------------~ 
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5.0 MANUFACTURING CONTROL (continued) wI'
(continued) 
b. All accessible tank interior surfaces~ shall have been cleaned or 
kept clean such that all surfaces will pass the visual cleanliness 
requi*ements of BAC 5750 • 
.. 
~: Cleaning materials and equipment ~sed for this precleaning 
operation shall be selected to: 
'.(1) Effectively accomplish necessary cleaning. 
(2) Avoid damage to tank surfaces. 
(3) Minimize particle generation. For the LOX tank, it is 
important to minimize use of LOX sensitive cleaning 
aids, e.g., plastic abrasive pads, which will add LOX 
sensitive contamination. 
5.1.,4 The following minimum requirements shall apply during the final 
cleaning of tanks: 
5.1.4.1 A continusus air purge of the tank shall be maintained. Influent 
air shall comply with 6.2.5.1. In addition, the tanks shall be 
mai'ntained at: a minimum positive differential pressure of 0.5 inches 
of water during all spray cleaning or spray rinsing operations. 
5.1.4.2,An inflatable particle barrier type enclosure with an interconnecting 
inflatable or flexible tunnel shall be attached to the tank opening. 
The interior surfaces. of the ~)article barrier enclosure and inter~ 
connecting tunnel shall be ha:"ld \"iped and vacuum cleaned after 
initial set up to remove all visible particles in excess of 1/10 
inch. The effluent tank purge air shall flow from the tank through 
the interconnecting tunnel and finally exiting inside the particle 
barrier enclosure. 
• ~: The particle barrier enclosure is not required for tank entry 
prior to the cleanliness reliability test rinse. 
5.1.4.3 All personnel shall wear clean room type coveralls, booties ~ hoods and 
gloves when inside the tank or the inflatable particle barrier enclo-
sure or interconnecting tunnel. Personnel shall be clean shaven or 
shall wear a clean face cover. These garments must be visually clean. 
~: lfuen the p'&rticle barrier encl'osure is being used, clean room 
type clothing shall be put on immediately after entering the 
enclosure. 
5.1.4.4 All tools, equipment, and safety items required for final cleaning 
operation shall be visually clean per BAC 5750 prior to entry into 
the inflatable particle barrier enclosure or tank. Remove protective 
bags before entry into the tank. 
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5.0 'MANUFACTURING CONTROL (Continued) 
. 5.2 
5.1.4.4 (Continueq) 
NOTE: For di1'1'icult ... to-clean items" compliance with this re-
quirement may be accomplished by bagging, or comparable 
methods, i'lhich insures that the item will not contribute 
objectionable contamination to the ~a.nk. 
5.1.4.5 An inventory, or equivalent system, shall be used to verify 
that all tools and equipment are removed from the tank af'ter 
the operation is completed. 
: 
The S-IC rox and 1'uel tanks retain a significant amount of liquid 
and particles in low spots 01' the lower bttlkhead. Hence, all 
such liquid and particles retained in these areas shall be re-
moved by hand i'dping and/or vacuuming 1'ollo~'ling the completion, 
01' the paragraphs 5.2.b" 5.3.b and 5.3.d (as applicable) rinse 
cycles. 
5-rc Fuel Tank Final Cleaning 
The 1'uel tank shall be 1'inal cleaned by the following procedure: 
a.. Spray clean interior of the tank with ''1ater-detergent 
solution per paragraph 6.2.3 1'01' a minimum of' ti·to hours 
at 125 GP1.f minimum 1'10''1 rate and 125 PSI minimum pressure~ 
h. Spray rinse interior of' tank '\'ri~h demineralized water per 
paragraph 6.2.4 for a mini.."1Ul!l of t~·;o hours at 125 GR,! 
mini.'lltun flo~., rp.te a.tJ.d 125 PSI mi..tJ.imwn pressure. Rinsing' 
shall continue until effluent rinse i'tater shot'ls no foa..":l.-
ing and is l'lithin the pH range at 6.0 to S.O,and complies 
with the particle limits of pa.ragraph 7.1.1. Tanks Which 
1'ail to meet the particle limits may be recycled; starting 
with sequence (a) above, in lieu of continuing the rinse 
per sequence (b). 
c. Dr,r interior of t~~ with gas p~r paragraph 6.2.5.1 to 
remove all moisture as indicated by effluent gas dew point 
determination. T~~ shall be considered dry when det'l point 
determination shOi'1S no measurable increase, as compared 
to influent gas and no evidence of moisture is indicated 
on the lm-rer tank bulkhead. 
do Visually scan the tank for the presence of foreign materials 
and then inspect for visual cleanliness per paragraph 7.2.3. 
Particulate conta..'l1.ina.tion exceeding paragraphs 7.2.3 limits 
by not more than five times may be removed by the procedure 
in' paragraph 5.1.5.. Tan.1<:s containing particulate con-
tamination greater than five times paragraph 7.2.3 limits 
shall require recleaning s·t-.arting \-lith sequence (a) above. 
e. After the sequences' la, b, c and d) have been successfuJJ.y 
completed Quality Control "rill certify that the fuel tank 
has passed the Engineering drat·ling requirement for final 
~~----~------------------------------------------__ --____ , __ J 
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lIANUFACTURING CONTROL (Continued) 
S ... IC Fuel Tank Final Cleaning (Continued) 
e. (Continued) 
cleaning per ~·1SFC...sPEC-l64 for fuel service. 
S-Ie LOX Tank Final Cleaning 
". . .. "I 
. The LOX tank shall. be final cleaned by the f'ollo'tring procedure: 
a.. Spray clean interior of the tank with ~'1ater d.etergent 
solution per paragraph 6.2,,3 for a minimum of ti'IO hours 
at 125 GP.H minimum flol" rate and 125 PSI minimum pressure. 
b. Spray rinse interior of tank "rith demineralized "rater per . 
paragraph 6.2.4 fol" a min:i.mum of tl'l'O hours at 125 GP!·I 
minimum flo~'l' rate and 125 PSI minimum pressure. Rinsing 
shall continue until effluent rinse water shoi'ls no foa.'lling 
and ~s l'rithin the pH range of 6.0 t.o 8.0, 
c. Dry interior of tank with gas 'pel" pal"agraph 6.2.5.1 to 
remove all moisture as indicated by effluent gas derr point 
determination. Tanks shall be considered dry 'tThen dei'r point 
determination shol·rs no measurable increase as compared to 
influent gas and no evidence of moisture is indicated on the 
lower tank bulkhead. 
d. Spray rinse the interior of the LOX tank \·iith solvent per 
paragraph 6.2.2 at 125 GP!·! rrJ.nimum flow rate and 125 PSI 
minimum pressure. Rinsing shall be continued' as required 
until the particle and non volatile residue requirements ~~r 
paragraph 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 are met. 
e. Dry interior of tank 'Nith gas per paragraph 6.2.5.1 to remove 
all residual solyent. Tw_l(s shall be considered dry i'lhen no 
measurable halogen concentration is indicated in effluent gas 
by a halogen detector and no evidence of solvent is indic~ted 
on the lO~fer tank bulkhead. 
f. Visually scan the tank for the presence of foreign materials 
and then inspect for visual cleanliness per paragraph 7.2.3. 
Particulate contamination exceeding paragraph 7.2.3.limits 
by not more than five times may be reooved by the, procedure 
in pal"agraph 5.lq5. T~~s containing particulate conta~a­
tion greater than five times paragraph 7.2.3 limits shall 
require recleaning starting with sequence (a) above. 
~o After sequences (a, b, c, d, e ~d f) have been successfully 
completed, Quality Control will certify that the LOX tank has 
passed the engineerL~ drawing requirement for final cleaI.dng 
per 1·1SFC-SPEC..,.l64 for ox-.:rgen service. 
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Packag:i.ng 
.. Aft,er the fuel or LOX tank has been final cleaned per para-
graph 5.2 or 5.3, as applicable, the t~ shall be packaged. 
This packaging unless otherwise specified on the engineering 
drawing shall be accomplished in the following manner. 
Blind flanges or other equivalent devices shall be used 
to seal off all tanlt interior surfa.ces from the uncontrolled 
envirol'llIlent. All sealing devices or blind flanges shall be 
cleaned and packaged per ~~FC-SPEC-164 prior to installation. 
Tank flange sealing surface shall be solvent cleaned ldth 
Freon per.BAC 5750 before sealing devices are installed. 
Upon completion or sealing operation, .the tank will be 
pressurized and maintained to 3 ± 2 PSIG. Gas used for 
pressurizing and ~~taining pressure shall comply with 
the requirements per paragraph 6.2.5.2$ 
NOTE: The tank shall be maintained at 6($ R. H. or less. . , ., 
A IIsafe tie" or, tamperprooi' seal, or equivalent method 
shall be placed on all sealing flanges to prevent unauthoriz-
edppening of pa~kaged tank. Opening of the tank shall be 
considered e.1.'!.T,horized only when acco1:1.plished by the methods 
per section I!! of D5-J.2B55. 
All tan.~s that have been certified cleaned pe~ paragraph 
5.2 or 5.3 as applicable and packaged per paragraph 5.4 
shall be considered to have passed the engineering dra .... r.i.ng 
requirement for final cleaning and packaging per ~~FC­
SPEC-164 for the applicable service. Tanks that have been 
accepted as ha.ving been cleaned and packaged per l'1SFC ... 
SPEC-164 shall be labeled with the following information: 
1. Pari Number 
2. Serial Number 
.3. Supplier - The Boeing Company, Hichoud Plant 
4. Cleaning Specification - l-ISFC-SPEC-164 
5. (Service I·redium) - O~gen or fuel as applicable 
6. Contamination level· after cleaning (as determined 
by the final cleanliness reliability test) 
7. Date final cleaned -
S. Date final packaged-
• -- '.-:' . =' ======.==-,,=-
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6.0 MAINTENANCE CONTROL 
I 
6.1 Equi:pment requirement shall 'be capable of satisfying the 
requirements of' this section of' the document. 
6.:6.1 Filters 
One or more depth or 'surface filtration stages may be 
used to meet filtering requirements of cleaning solutions~ 
rinse, water, and drying gas. The final filtering stage 
shall have an absolute rating equal to, or finer than, the 
degree of filtration of the system. The filters shall be 
monitored by periodic pressure drop and down stream 
contamination checks, or equivalent methods and shal,l' be 
changed or cleaned as required to function effectively and 
provide fluids meeting the requirements herein. 
6.2 Processing Media 
6.2.1 Genelt"al ::oequirements for processing media. The mtldia 
covel'ed in this paragraph (6.2) shall conform to the 
applicable following requirements. 
6.2.1.1 Particle Size 
Ii - ..... 
Media used. in process ing of the tanks shall be free of 
particles to the ~xtent specified below. The requirement 
shall apply to the fluid or gas at the nearest practical 
l;Iampling point to the delivery end of the line. 
(a) Liquid media used for cleaning, rinsing~ and tes'cing 
shall contain no particles exceeding 175 microns and 
a maximum of five particles in the ~ange of 100 to 175 
microns as determined on a 500 ~ 25 ml sample. 
Gas used for drying and pressurization operations shall 
contain no particles (per cubic foot) exceeding 100 
microns. 
6.2.2 Trichloroethylene 
Trichloroethylene used for final cleaning or testing per this 
section of the document shall comply with the following 
requirements and in addition shall comply with the particle 
requirements of paragraph 6.2.1.1. 
(a) Trichloroethylene shall conform to the requirements 
of EMS 11-6, Type II, Mil-~-27602 or 0-T-634A and non 
volatile residue req~irements of MSFC-SPEC-164~ paragraph 
3.2.1.1. 
(b) Trichloroethylene shall be changed ~lhen pH exceeds the 
limits of 7.0 - 10.0 • 
REV. SYM. D 
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6.0 ~fAINTENANCE ®NT~ (Cont5.nued) 
6.2.:; Detergent Water Solution 
vTater used in making un the watel" detergent solution shall be 
, distilled or rdeminerBJ.:Lzed "'fatel" having a minimum speci:t:io' .- ,., 
resistance of -50,000 OHl-.rs. Detergents. shall 'conform to' --_._-... 
the requirements of l-IIL-D ... 1679l, Type I. "'1atel" and detergent 
shall be thoroughl1 mixed prior to use to make a solution 
with a concentration o:I: 0.1 ... 0.5% by vol'U.me of detergent. 
Detergent water solution shall meet the particle requirements 
of paragraph 6.2.1.1. . 
NWEi=.. The so:tu.t5.on may be heated to a. 1ne.id.mum tempel'ature 
of 130op, provided it is follol·red by a heated water. 
rinse (l'later shall not exceed 1:30 of ) • . 
<Rinae ~1atel' 
Spray rinse water shall have a minimum specific resistance 
of 50,000 OImS, have a pH betl'feen 6.0 - S.O, and shall meet 
the :requirements of paragraph 6.2.1.1. 
6.2.5 Dr,ying and Pressurization Gas 
6.2.5.1 D~g Gas 
a. General Requirements 
1. Gas shall be nitrogen meeting the requirements of 
BB-N-411 or lfiL-P-271~Ol, air or other gas specificaJ.l" 
~pproved by Engineering. 
2. Gas shall meet the requirements of 6.2.1.1. 
:;. Gas shall contain no condensable hydrocarbor.s in 
.excess of .3 PPH by weight when tested pel' D 5-12567. 
4. Gas may be heat~d providing"-tank-parts do no"b1.'.----!---
exceed l:30 oP. 
5. Gas shall not exceed 60 percent relative humidity 
~.t ambient temperature. 
6.2.5.2 Pressurization Gas 
.. 
a. General Requirements 
1. Gas shall be nitrogen meeting the requirements 
of BB-U-IJJJ. or HIL-P-27401, air or other gas 
specifically approved by Engineering. 
~~~------------------------------------------------------,----~ 
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6.0 tm.njT~r1l\NpE CON7:~ (Continued) 
6.2.5.2 Pressurization Gas (Continued) 
It 
7.1.1 
7.1.2 
tS? D' 
REV.SYM. __ 
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a. General Requirements (Con'liinued) 
2. Gas shall meet the requirements of 6.2.1.3. 
S. Gas shall contain no condensable hydrocarbon in 
exoess of S PPl-! by weight when tested per D,5 ... 12,567 ~ 
4. Gas shall contain no moisture in excess of 24 PPU! 
by volume (-6,5°F de~., point at standard atm::>spheric 
pressure) 0 • • 
QUALITY CONTROL 
. . ... 
General 
Qua.lity Control shall enforce all requirements of this section 
of the document. Quality Control .. shall perform the re-
liability tests on 100 percent of tanks cleaned by this 
section of the documento . 
Oleanlinoss Limits 
Unless other'llise specified on the engineering dra~·r.i.ng, tar.k 
interj.or suriaces shall conform to the follol'ling requirements 
when tested in accoj,"dance with paragraph 7.2. Tan.1.cs shall be 
accep~ed or rejected on the basis of these requirements. 
All particle sizes mentioned herein refer to the longest 
djmension of the pa.t'ticle, i.e." length" 'l'ridth or thick..'I'less. 
a. All LOX.' and fuel tan.1.c interior surfaces shall meet the 
following requirements. 
Size Range" lvIicrons 
0-175 
176-700 
701-2500 
2500 + 
Non Volatile Residue 
14'aximum Alloi'lable Particles Per 
Squa,re £:oot '.' . 
. ----- ..... :- .- .... __ ...... -........ .. ..... --. 
No L:iJnit 
5 
J. 
o 
a. WX iia.nk :interiol" surfaces. shall contain no more than 
.005 grams of non-volatile residue per square foot of' 
significant surface area. 
b. Fuel tank interior surface .~ no requirement. 
. . 
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7.2.1 
7.2.2 
7.2.3 
f!P~LITY, CONTROL (Continued) 
Test l·Iethods 
~he .i'ollo~'1ing methods shall be used for determining conformance 
of all tank interior surfaces to the Ds~icle and non volatile 
ltesidue limits as stated in paragraph 1.1. 
Cleanliness Reliability Samplipg of Fuel ?:ank 
Traverse the interior of tank .'lith a spray utilizing ~'la.ter pel" 
. paragraph 6.2.4. Spray nozzle pressure shall be not less than 
125 psig, fl011' rate (125 gpm minimum); nozzle positioning and 
nozzle configuration shall pe suitable to vigorously rinse the 
interior tank surfaces. From a cont:inuous flo"; of effluent rinse 
water;, collect at least five 500 ml samples at five (or more) 
equally spaced intelvvals during one bot tom-to-top cycle of the 
spray nozzles. Retain the samples for particle analysis per ' 
paragraph 7.3. Each sample shall be tested individ1.1wy. Failure 
of any sample shall require addition~ cleaning and/or retesting. 
Cleanliness Reliability Sampling of LOX Tank 
Traverse the il;lter:i.or of tank l'lith a spray utilizing trichloro-
ethylene per paragraph 6.2.2. Spray nozzle pressure Shall be not 
less than 125 psig., Flo'l-J' rate (125 gpm minimum), noz~le position-
ing and nozzle configuration shall be suitable to vigo:'oTlsly rinse 
tho t.an.~ interior surfaces. From a continuous flo)1' of rinse 
fJolvent, collect at least five 1000 m1 (mini:nu1l) samples at five 
or mOl'e equally' spaced intervals durir'.g one bottom-to.·i:.o~') oyole 
of the spray nozzle. Retain the samples for partiole p..n..! ~lVR 
analysis per 7.3. Each samplf,l shall be tested indi v-lduf'.:lly for 
particle analysis but only a composite sample sha.l1 bo used for 
non volatile residue analysis. Failure of any sample: shall 
require addi'tiona.l cleaning and/or retesting. 
Visual Cleanliness 
Visually inspect at least 1% of the. tan.'I{; interior suri'ace, 
selected from accessible, representative areaS on a r~~dom 
basis for visuaJ. cleanliness. Visual cleanliness shall be 
oonsidered to mean a surfaoe that is free from oil, grease, 
paint:1 1-Taxes, corrosion a.'1d soale 'I1hen examined under ~'Thite 
light (50-150~ foot candles) and from a dista.~ce of one to 
two feet. Non-flaking surfaoe indications suoh as oont,rolled 
metals oxides (e. g. r;assi"tration films, a.'1odizing, eto.), '-rater 
marks and colorations, and surface imperfeotions, such as nioks, 
scratches and roughness are acoeptable :in-so-far as' visual 
cle~'1l.iness is concerned. : Surfaoe indications of particles 
are acceptable pr(,vided the total particulate oontalnination 
observed divided by the nu~ber of square feet of area inspected, 
(i.e., average conta:-:dnation per sq. ft.) does not e~~oeed the 
limits p~r paragraph 7.1.1. 
~~.~ ____ ' ________ "_D ________________________________ ~ 
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QUALITY CONTROL (Continued) 
Quality Assurance Anal:yais' 
Verification and analysis of processing media" and ta.n.~ clean-
liness to the requirements of this document shall be performed 
per the methods of D5-12567, "Quality Evaluation Laboratories 
Chemical Process Control l·Iethods". 
Calculation of reported particles and NVR to deter.mine compliance 
with 7.1 shalJ, utilize the folloldl':g fo:rmula. 
Reported particles 
(or NVR) per Sq. Ft. 
v1.here 
. . 
::: AXB 
-C::d) 
A ::: Observed particle count or (NVR minus blank) 
B ::: Total volume sprayed into tank during the bottom~to-top 
spray cycle, calculated from floi1 rate :x: time • 
• 
C = Volume of test fluid analyzed 
D ::: Total interior surface area of LOX or fuel tank.. Total 
interior surfaces of these tanks are: 
Fu~l Tank: 
LOX Tank : 
14,500 square feet 
19,000 square feet 
. 4l7tZVEffN~ NO. D5-12855 
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ANON.: CLEANLINESS tEVELS, CLEANING, PROTECTION .AND IN-
SPECTION PROCEDURES FOR PARTS, FIELD PARTS, ASSEMBLIES, 
SUBSYSTEMS, AND SYSTEMS FOR FLUID USE IN SUPPORT EQUIP-
MENT. KSC-C-123(D), NASA, MAR. 14, 1968. 
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JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
SPECIFICATION 
KSC .. C-123 (D) 
AMENDMENT 3 
SUPPLEMENT 1 
March 14, 1968 
SUPERSEDING 
KSC .. C-123 (D) 
AMENDMENT 3 
July 12, 1965 
CLEANLINESS LEVELS t CLEANING, PRorECTION, AND 
INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR PARTS, FIELD PARTS, 
ASSEMBLIES. SUBSYSTEMS J AND SYST:EM.S F9R~tUlD USE 
IN SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
This supplement forms a part of John F. Kennedy Space Center Specifica-
tion KSC-C-123(D), Amendment 3, July 12, 1965, and is mandatory for use 
by KSC and associated contractors. 
Page 11, paragraph 3.3: Delete and substitute: "3.3 Cleanliness 
requirements, - All items of support equipment fluid systems that are 
cleaned shall comply with 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3 except that components, 
subsystems, and systems utilizing hydraulic fluid per MIL-H-5606 shall 
not be required to meet the criteria (1f 3.3.2 and 3.3.~ unless specified 
by the procuring activity." .~t. 
...:.. 
~ .. '.~~~:,,~.: 
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JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
KSC-C .. 123 Cn) 
.AMENDMENT 3 
~.uly J2, 1965 
SUPERSEDING 
AMENDMENT 2 
May 24, 1965 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
SPECIFICATION 
CLEANLINESS LEVELS, CLEANING, PROTECTION, AND 
INSPECTION PROCEDURES FOR PARTS, FIELD PARTS, 
ASSEMBLIES, SUBSYSTEMS, AND SYSTEMS FOR PNEUMATIC 
USE· IN SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
This amendment forms a part of Kennedy Space Center Specification 
KSC-C-123 (D), December 14, 1965 . 
(1) Page 1, Title: Delete word "Pneumatic", replace with word 
"Fluid" ~ 
(2) Page 1, paragraph 1.1: Delete the word "pneumatic" in the 
first sentence. Replace· with the word" fluid". 
(3) Page 2, paragraph 1.2.1: Delete procedures ~, 3, 4, and 5, 
and replace with the following: 
"Procedure 2 - Parts, assemblies, subsystems, and systems 
cleaned with a detergent-water solution and 
flushed by trichloroethylene or trichloro-
trifluoroethane (metallic and polytetrafluoro-
ethylelLe items). 
Procedure 3 - Parts, assemblies, subsystems, and systems 
cleaned with a solution of trisodium phosphate 
and flushed by a 8.0 to 12.0 percent solution 
of nitric acid, with a final flush of trichloro-
ethylene or trichlorotrifluoroethane. 
!o. 
.-
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AMENDMENT .3 
July 14 1965 
Procedure It - Parts, assemblies, subsystems, and systems 
cleaned with a solution of trisodium phos-
phate and flushed by trichloroe'thylene or 
trichlorotrifluoroethane (aluminum alloy 
tUbing) • 
Procedure 5 - Parts, assemblies, subsystems, and systems 
cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaning tank by a 
reCirculating detergent wat~r solution and 
flushed by trichloroethylene or trichloro-
trifluoroethane (flexible hose, all metal 
hose )." 
( 4 ) Page ,3, figure 1: De lete the "Tri chloroethy lene Tank" and 
replace with "Solvent Tank". 
( 5) Page 1+, parasraph 2.1: Delete Federal Specification "o-A-86" 
and replace with: 
"O-H-765 Acid, Hydrochloric (Muriatic), Technical Gra.de." 
Delete Federal Specification "O-A-8&' and replace with: 
" O-N-350 ACid, Nitric, Technical Grad •• " 
Add the following Federal specification: 
"L-P-378 Plastic Films, Polyeti1ylene, Type II." 
Add the following Marshall Space Flight Center Document: 
"MSFC-SP.E:C-237 Solvent, Precision Cleaning Agent, 
Trich10rotrif1uorothane." 
(6) Page 6, paragraph 3.2.1: Delete the title "Trichloroethylene", 
replace with "Sol vent" • 
(7) Page 6, paragraph 3.2.1.1: Delete the entire paragraph and 
replace with the following: 
"3.2.1.1 Vapor degreasing solvent. - TYPe II, Trichloroethylene, 
conforming to Specification MSFC-SPEC-217 or Trichlorotrif1uoroethane, 
confol'nring to Specification MSFC-SPEC-237, shall be used in vapor degreas-
ing processes." . 
(8) Page 6, paragraph 3.2.1.2: Delete the entire paragraph and caution 
note and replace with the following: 
2 
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"3.2.1.2 Cleanin~l flushin~, and testing solvent. - T,ype 1, 
Trichloroethylene, conforming to MSFC*SEEC-217 or Trichlorotrifluoroethane, 
conforming to MSFC-SEEC"237, ·shall be used as an immersion cleaning agent, 
flushing agent l or a testing solvent for surfaces of metallic and polYte-
trafluoroethylene parts, field parts, assemblies, subsystems, or systems, 
when applicable. Prior to its use, the solvent shall be filtered to the 
extent necessary to remOVe particles that are larger than the limits 
specified for the part, assembly, subsystem or system being cleaned, 
flushed, or tested. 
CAUTION 
Trichloroethylene or trichlorotrifluoroethane' 
shall not be used in the solvent flush test of 
items containing nonmetallic (except Teflon) 
materials or lubricants. Permission to remove 
all nonmetallic (except Teflon) materials. to 
permit testing with Trichloroethylene or 
Trichlorotrifluoroethane m~ be granted at the 
di scretion of the procuring acti'Vi. ty. II 
(9) Page 7, paragraph 3.2.3: Delete in entirety ~~d replace with 
the following: 
" 3. 2. 3 Dry-ing or preservation gas. - Gases used in drying or 
preservation processes shall be prefiltered to the extent that the con~ 
ta1l1ination level shall meet the particulate limit and condensable hydro .. 
carbon cont·nt specified for the item being dried or preserved. Dew 
point of drying gas shall be -650 F minimum!' 
(10) Page 7, paragraph 3.2.4: Delete the paragraph and replace the 
following: 
"3.2.4 Test or purge gas. - The nitrogen gas used to perform 
the tests of purges specified herein shall conform to type I, class 1, 
grade A of Specification BB-N-411, except, the contamination level shall 
meet the particulate limit and the condensable hydrocarbon content 
specified for the item being tested. Dew point of the test or purge 
gas shall be -650 F minimum." 
(11) Page 7, paragraph 3.2.5.1: Delete the paragraph in enti~ety. 
(12) Page 8, paragraph 3.2.12: Delete and replace wi.th the folloWing: 
"3.2.12 Demineralized water. - Demineralized w~ter, if specified 
for flushing or testing operations, shall be prefiltered to remove all 
particles larger than the limits specified for the parts, field parts, 
3 
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, assemblies, subsystems, or systems being flushed or tested. The minimum 
specific resistance of the demineraLized water suppLy shall be maintained 
at 50,000 ohms, and shall. be checked and certified daily." 
(13) Page 10, paragraph 3.2.17.4: Delete part (d) and repLace with 
the following: 
"(d) One wash bottLe." 
(14) Page 11, paragraph 3.3.1: Delete the word "pneumatic" in the 
Brst sentence and aqd the word ".fluid". 
(15) Page 12, paragraph 3.4.1: Delete the word "gas" and add the 
word "fluid". 
(6) Page 14, paragraph 3.4.4.1.1: Delete and replace step (a) of 
the paragraph and add new step (f) as follows: 
"(a) Brush surfaces thoroughly with a nylon bristle 
brush and a 0.5 perc~nt solution of detergent 
and water. Water used for this purpose shaLL be either 
prefiltered tap water or demineralized water as approved 
by the procuring activity. Brush, spray, and soak, as 
necessary for a period of 10 to 15 minutes. Maintain 
the detergent-water solution at a temperature of 
l~~ (plus or ffiinus 9) degrees F. 
(f) The times specified in items (a), (b), and (c) are 
to be used only as guides." 
(17) Page 14, paragraph 3.4.4.2.1: Delete item (b) and replace with 
the following: 
"( b) Brush surfaces thoroughly with a nylon bristle brush 
and a 0.5 percent solution of detergent and water. 
Water used for this purpose shall be either pre-
filtered tap water or demineralized water as approved 
by the procuring activity. Brush, spray, and soak, as 
necessary for a period of 10 to 15 minutes. Maintain 
the detergent-water solution at a temperature of 
122 (plus or minus 9) degrees F." 
(18) Page 15, paragraph 3.4.4.2.1: Delete item (e) and replace with 
the following: 
"(e) Flush surfaces with trichloroethylene or trichloro-
trifluroethane for a period of 15 to 30 minutes 
(See tabLes Ill, IV, and V for flushing data)." 
(19) Page L5, paragraph 3.4.4.2.1: Add new step (i): 
"(i) The times specified in items (b) and (c) are to be 
used onl y as guide s . " 
4 
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(20) Page 16, Table IV. Informational tubing data: Add the follow-
ing information to Table IV. 
Ref. 
tube 
size 
i.!nches ) 
1/4 
1 
5/16 
3/8 
1/2 
5/8 
3/4 
7/8 
1 1/4 
1 1/2 
1 3/4 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Wt. of 
trichloroethylene 
100 ft. column 
Obs. ) 
1.62 
2.93 
4.65 
9.3 
15.5 
21.4 
30.2 
40.8 
66.5 
95.0 
131.0 
'176.0 
414.0 
730.0 
1160.0 
1665.0 
Wt. of 
trichlorotrifluoroethane 
.100 ft. column 
Static pressure 
100' ft. column 
same for all pipe 
sizes (psi) (lbs. ) 
1. 71 
3.09 
4.89 
9.77 
16.4 
22.3 
31.8 
43.0 
70.0 
99.6 
138.5 
185.0 
436.0 
769.0 
1220.0 
1761.0 
Water 43.:; 
trichloroethylene 
63.2 
t rich lorot ri-
fluoroethane 
67.2 
(21) Page 17, paragraph 3.4.4.3.1: Delete 3.4.4.3.1 in entirety and 
replace 'with the following: 
"3.4.4.3.1 Corrosion-resistant steel tubing or pipe 
(a) Circulate a solution of 15 (~2) percent, by volume, 
Oskite 33 and water through the tubing or pipe for 
a minimum of 15 minutes. Water used for this pur-
pose shall be either prefiltered tap water or 
demineralized water as approved by the procuring 
activity (see tables III, IV, and V for circula-
tion data). Maintain the solution at ~ temperature 
within the range of 1300 !10oF. 
CAUTION 
Do not heat the Oakite 33 solution over 
150°F as part of th~ solvent may be lost. 
(b) Upon prior approval of procuring activity, a thorough 
15 minute flush of the tubing or pipe with prefiltered 
tap water at room temperature may be substituted 
in place of the first 15 minutes of the flush with 
demineralized water as required in the following 
step (c) (see tables Ill, IV, and V for flushing data). 
(c). Flush the tubing or pipe thoroughly with demineralized 
water at room temperature for a minimum of 25 minutes (or 10 minutes provided steQ (b.) above was used) (see tables Ill, IV, and V tor flushing data). 
5 
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Dry the tubing thoroughly with gas. A vacuum drying 
process, approved by the procuring activity, is an 
acceptable substitute. 
Flush tubing or pipe thoroughly with trichloroethylene 
or trich10 ro trifluoroethane for a minimum of 15 
minutes (see tables Ill, IV, and V for flushing data). 
Test cleaned and flushed surfaces for aCidity and 
alkalinity with pH paper while the surfaces are wet. 
If surfaces are dry, wet with a few drops of distilled 
water and perform test. Test results shall be within 
a range of 6.0 to 8.0 pH. If conformance is not 
obtained, repeat steps (a) through (e) as necessary 
and retest. 
. . 
Dry tubing or pipes thoroughly with gas. A vacuum 
drying process, approved by the procuring activity, 
is an acceptable substitute. II 
(22) Page 18, paragraph 3.4.~.4.1: Delete 3.4.4.4.1 in entirety and 
replace with the following: 
3.4.4.4.1 Aluminum alloy tubing or pipe. 
"(a) Circulate a solution of 20 1: 2.0 percent by volume of 
Oakite No. 33 and water through the tubing or pipe 
for a minimum of 5 minutes. Water used for this 
purpose shall be either prefiltered tap ~ater or 
demineralized water as approved by the procuring 
activit.y, (see tables III, IV, and V for circulation 
data). Maintain the solution at a temperature within 
the range of 130 ! 10 degrees F. 
CAUTION 
Do not heat the Qakite 33 solution over 
1500 F as part of the solvent may be lost. 
"(b) Flush surfaces thoroughly with water at room temperature 
for a minimum of 10 minutes. Water used fur this 
purpose shall be either prefiltered tap water or 
demineralized water as approved by the procuring activity. 
(see tgbles Ill, IV, and V for flushing data) 
(c) Circulate a solution of 12 ounces of Oakite 34, per gal. 
of water, through the tubing or pipe for a minimum of 
10 minutes. Water used for this purpose shall be 
either prefiltered tap water or demineralized water as 
approved by the procuring activity. Maintain the solu-
.. " .. 
.. 
tion at a temperature within the range of 70 to 90 degrees F." 
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"(d) Flush the tubing ,or pipe thoroughly with demirteralized 
water at room temperature for a minimum period of 
10 minutes. 
(e) Dry tubing or pipe thoroughly with gas. A vacuum 
,drying process is an acceptable substitute. 
(f) Flush tubing or pipe thoroughly with trichloroethylene 
or trichlorotrifluoroethane for a minimum of 15 minutes. 
(g) Test cleaned and flushed surfaces for acidity and alkalinity 
with pH indicating paper while the surfaces are wet. 
If surfaces are dry, wet with a few drops of distilled 
water and perform te,st. Test results shall be within 
a range of 6.0 to 8.0 pH. If conformance is not 
obtained repeat steps (a) through (f) 'as necessary 
and repeat test~ 
(h') Dry tUbing or pipe thoroughly with gas. A vacuum 
drying process is an acceptable substitute method." 
(23) Page 19, paragraph 3.4.4.5,1: Delete item (d) and replace' with 
the following: 
"(d) Flush the hose with trichloroethylene or trichlorotrifluoroe-
thane for a minimum of 15 minutes (See tables Ill, IV, and V 
for flushing data)." 
(24) Page 20, paragraph 3.4.4.5.1: Delete item (f) and replace with 
the following: 
"(f) Purge the hose with filtered gas." 
(25) Page 20, paragraph 3.4.4.5.1: Delete item (g) and add: 
lI(g) Vacuum dry internal surfaces. Where possible,. external 
surfaces shall be dried by a vacuum furnace or other 
approved procedu·re." 
(26) Page 20, paragraph 3.4.4.6.1: Delete in entirety and replace 
with the following: 
113.4.4.6.1 Field parts only. - Clean field parts by a recirculat-
ing system utilizing cleaning procedures 1 through 5, as applicable, except 
as noted in 3.4.4.6.2. Welds performed in the field shall be cleaned by 
the applicable cleaning procedure 1 through .5 ... ' 
(27) Page 20, paragraph 3.5.1.1: Delete the paragraph and replace 
with the following: 
"3.5.1.1 Systems and components not requiring LOK compatibility. 
7 
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(4) All critical surfaces or openings to these 
surfaces will be protected by two layers of 
cleaned Saran Wrap or 2 mil nyl~n C thermal 
impulse seal where applicable; otherwise, 
secure with tape. 
(b) Place the cleaned and protected item in a 
single or double polyethylene bag - 6 or 
8 MIL thickness, sealed whe~e applicable; 
otherwise, secure with tape." 
(28) Page 21, para~raph 3.5.1.1.2: Delete and replace. with the 
following: 
"3.5.1.1.2 Large components, tubes, hoses, pipes. I\np 
mi8cel~&neous non-packa;eable items. 
(a) All critical surfaces, or openings to these 
surf.aces will be protected by two layers 
of 2 MIL Nylon C or Saran Wrap. Thermal 
impulse seal where applicable; otherwise, 
secure with tape. 
(b) Caps of a compatible material may be used to 
support and protect the initial wrappings. 
Secure with tape. 
(c) Place the cleaned and protected item in a 
single or doubl~ polyethylene bag - 6 or 
8 MI~ thickness, sealed where applicable; 
otherwise, secure .with tape." 
(29) Page 21, paragraph 3.5.1.2.1 and 3.5.1.2.2: Delete the para-
graphs and replace with the following: 
"3.5.1.2.1 Systems and cOII,ponents requiring LOX compatibiHt~. 
CAUTION 
Aclar films produce a highly reactive and toxic 
g8s when allowed to decompose by excessive heat 
(above 3900F). Do not allow to contact flame 
directly. 
CAUTION 
Do not use any chloronated solvents with Aclar. 
Use reagent grade Acetone and or Butyl AlcohoA 
on Aclar 33C for cleaning purposes. 
8 
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(a) All critical surfaces or openings to these 
surfaces shall be protect~d by one or two 
layers of 2 MIL Aclar 339. The~mal impulse 
seal where applicable; otherwise, se~ure 
with tape. 
(b) Place the cleaned and protected item in a 
single or double polyethylene bag - 6 or 
8 MIL thickness, sealed where applicable; 
otherwise) secure with tape." 
(30) Page 22, paragraph 3.5.1. 2.3: Di!lete the paragraphs and replace 
with the following: 
"3.5.1.2.3 Large comeonents, tuq~.!, hoses, gieest and mt&u:;!ll,-
neoue non-eackasable items. 
(a) All c.ritical surfac~J or openings to these 
surfaces will be protected by one or two 1 
layers of cleaned 5 MIL Aclar 33C. Thermal 
impulse seal where applicable; otherwise, 
secure with tape. 
Cb) Cap~ of a compatible material may be used to 
support and protect the initial wrappings. 
Secure with tape. 
(c) Place the cleaned and protected item in a 
single or double polyethylene bag - 6 or 
8 MIL thickness, sealed where applicable; 
otherwise, secure with tape. II 
()1> Page 28, paragraph 4.4.3.6.3: Delete the word "Freon" and 
replace with "trichlorotrifluoroethane." 
(32) Page 31, paragraph 4.4.4.4.1: Delet~ item (c) and replace with: 
II(C) Thoroughly wash the millipore filter holder and 
the milUpore filter membl:ane with solvent (pre-
filtered trichloroethylene or trichlorotrifluoroe-
thane) ." 
(33) 4.o!h4.4.1 Add the follOWing item: 
"(l) The presence of a stain on the membrane shall be 
callse for rejection." 
(34) Page 34, paragraph 4.4.4.6.2: Delete in entirety and replace 
with: 
9 
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"4.4.4.6.2 Lot re1ecti~ • 1£ any acceptance sample fails to 
meet the requirements specified herein, a second sample shall be selected 
and tested. If eony item from the second sample fails to meet th.e require-
ments spec.ified herein, the entire. lot represented by the sample shall be 
rejected ." . 
(35) Page 34. paragraph 6.1: Delete the word "Pneumatic" and replace 
witl. the word "Fluid". 
(36) Page 36, paragraph 6.~: Add new paragraph 6.3.12: 
"6.3.12 Fluid ... For the purpose of this specification, fluid 
is defined as a gas or liquid." 
Custodian: 
NASA .. .rohn F. Kenpedy 
Space Cel~ter 
Preparing Activity: 
John F. Kennedy Space Center 
Launch Support Equipment 
Engineering Division 
10 
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JOliN F. Kf:NN(':DY SPACE CENTI<:R 
NATWNAI. A F.RnNAlfTf rs AND SPACE AIliI Nt STRATI ON 
SPF.CI FI CATION 
CLEANLINESS LEVELS, CLEANING, PROTECTION, AND 
INSPECTION PROCEDURES rnR PARTS, FI ELD PARTS, 
ASSEMBLIES, SUf;~~~",Tl'l1S, AND SYSTEMS FOR PNEUMATIC 
::""1 
USE IN SUPPORT EQUI PMENT -~ . 
1. SroPE 
. 1.1 Scope .• This speciaftcation covers the cleanliness levels, 
cleaning, prol~ction, and inspection procedures for pneumatic system 
parts. field parts, assemblies, subsystems, and systems, used in support 
equipment. 
, 
1.2 ClaSSification .• The cleaning procedures, cleanliness levels, 
and testing methods applicabl~ to parts, field parts, assemblies, 
subsystems, and systems of .upport equipment. (as applicable see 6.2), 
are classified as specified herein. 
" , 
... 
.~ ... ,------------------------------~--
• e· 
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1. 2.1 Cleaning prol'NJlJres .. 
Procedure 1 • Pa.rts, assrmhlies, tillbsystems, and systems 
elf·aned wi th a detergent-water solution and 
flushed by ethyl alcohol, (nonmetall ic items 
excrpt polytetrafluoroethylene). 
Procedure 2 • ra.rt5, .1ss('mbl1es, subsystems, and systems 
cleaned with trichloroethylene and a detergent-
watrr solution and flushed by trichloroethylene, 
(metallic and polytetrafluoroethylene items). 
Procedure 3 - Pilrts, i1ss('mbl.les, subsystems, and systems 
cl('aned with a solution of trisodium phosphate 
and flushed by an B.O to 12.0 percent solution 
of nitric add, (corrosion res i st ilnt steel tubing). 
Procedure 4 - Pi1rts, assE.'mblies, subsystE>ms, and systems 
~leaned wi th a solut ion of "Oalntc" dctergt>nt 
and flushed by a 3.0 to 5.0 percent solution of 
nItric acid, (alumi.num alloy tubing). 
Procedure 5 - Parts, assemhlies, subsystems, and systrms 
cleaned in all ultrasonic cleaning tank by a 
recirculat~ng detergent-water solution and flushed 
by trichloroethylene, (flexible hose, all metal 
hose) • 
Procedure 6 - Field parts shall be cleaned by a recirculating 
system utilizing Procedures 1 through 5, 8S 
applicable. (See figure 1, Typical Field Parts 
Clea~ing System Diagram.) 
1.2.2 Cleanliness levpls . 
Level I • Maximum particle size permit ted, 100 microns (p); 
maximum fiber length permitted, 100 JJ when tested 
as specified in 4.4.3 or 4.4.4. 
2 
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• M:lximllm pnrticlc size p(lrmittt'd, 11)0 Ii; 
maximum oft her lengt h perm'it'h!d, 300 JJ 
when tested as specified in 4.4.3 or 4.4.4. 
- M:1ximum p:lfticle si~e permitted, J'iO }I; 
maximum flhQr lrngeh Il~rmittc.)d. 70() ,I 
when tested 8S specified in 4.4.3 or 4.4.4. 
- Maximum particle size permitted, 500 Pi 
maximum fiber length permitted, 1000)J 
when tcstpd 8S specified in 4.4.3 or 4.4.4. 
- Maximum particle size permitted. 1000 Pi 
maximum fiber length permitted, 2000 p 
when tested as specified in 4.4.3 or 4.4.4. 
- Mo.ximum particle size permitted, 2000 Pi 
maximum fiber length permitted, 4000 JJ 
when tested as specified in 4.4.3 or 4.4.4. 
1.2.3 Test MethodR. 
Method A 
Method B 
- Solvent-flush test for particle population and 
nonvolatile residue, whe~ applicable. 
- Gas flow test for particle population and con-
densable hydrocarbon content, when appHcable. 
2. APPLI GABLE DOCUMENTS 
• 2.1 The following documents, of the issue in effect on date of 
invitation {or bids, form a part of this specification to the extent 
specified herein. 
SPECl FI CATIONS 
Federal 
"" O-E-760 
4 
Acid, Hydrochloric (Muriatic) t 
Technical Grade. 
ACid, Nitric, Technical Grade. 
Ethyl Alcohol (Ethanol); Denatured 
Alcohol; and Proprietary Solvent. 
- , 
'----
.' 
" 
r • .. . .
• • 
. ;. '. ~ 
" . 
. . ' . 
-,- - BB- N-411 
UU .. T-81 
-- PPP-T-60 
--~ L -p- 378 
Military 
-- MI L- D-16791 
Marshnll Space Flight C~nter 
MS Fe- S.PEC. . 217 
PUBLI CATIONS 
• 
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Hydro·fillol"" ic Ad d, Technical. 
Orl:hophosphoric (Pbosphoric) 
Ac i d, Techn i ca.L. 
Sodium P}1ospllc1tC', Trrt)oslc, Techni-
cal. Anhydrous, Dodecahydrate, 
and Norlohydrate. 
Nitrogen. 
Tags, Shipping nnd Stock, 
Tape, Pressure Sensitive Adhesive, 
Water-Proof, for Packaging and 
Sealing. 
Drtcrgents, Nonlonic. 
Trlchloroethylene, Technical 
National Aeron.'lutics and Spnce Administration 
NPC '200·2 
NPC 200·3 
QUality Program Provisions for 
Space System Contractors. 
I nspec t ion Sy6 t em Prov is ions for 
Suppliers of Space Materials, 
. Parts, Components, and Services. 
(Copies of spec if i cnt:.ions, standards, drl.lwings, and publicat ion8 required 
by contracto~B in connection with specific procurement functions should 
be obtained from the procuring activity, or as directed hy the contract-
ing officer. ) 
• 5 
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3. RI-:QtI t RT'11 r-:NTS 
3. 1 Productiol; alaaDin and reservation rooeS8 a: roval... .. The 
oleaning, handling, an presa:rvation processus to bf.! use s l;e as 
sped f I r.d hcrt· ill: 'howevor t the contractor may use other materia.ls and 
proec ... " provlded wrh.ten approval ot the process ,1nd the m.1tcrial to 
be lIBcd is obtained from the procuring activity prior to cleaning, 
handling, or protection. The tt-tiiiziltion of the proccdures specified 
herein wi 11 not guarantee aoceptance of the end product. The eon-
tractor shall be required to submit to the procuring activity a 
.tatement in writing containfng the following information: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Procesr.ing m:1t Odills to be used. This shall include, aa 
applicable; trade names, specifications, chemical, and 
physical properties • 
• Processing equipment and cleaning procedures to be used. 
Quality assurance provisions to be utilized. This shall 
include in-process control procedures to control built-
in contamination or latent corrosion. 
Preservntion nnd protection methods and materials to Le 
used. . 
3.2 Materials - Processing and protpcting materials used shall 
lle 8S specIfied herein., or on the dr.1wlngs, or shall be of a quallty 
approved by the procqrlng activity (see 3.1). 
3.2.1 Trlchloroethylrne. 
3.2.1.1 Vl1por (h'gr£'nsing sol~. - Type II, trichloroethylene, 
conforming to NSFC-SI'l':C-217, shall be used in vapor degreasing processes. 
3.2.1.2 Cleaning. flushing, and testin~ solvent. - Type I 
trtchloro£'thylpne, conforming to ~tSFC-SI?EC-217, shall be used as an 
lmm~rsion clrAlling agent, flushing agent, or a testing solvent for \. 
surfaces of metallic and polytetrl1fllloroethylen£> parts, fif>ld p.1rts, 
assemblies. subsystems, or systems, when applicable. Prior to ita uae, 
the solvent shall be filtered to the extent necessary to remove 
particles that are larger than the limits spec!:ied for the part, 
8uembly, subsystem, or system being clea:led, flushed, or tested • 
6 .... -~- ~-----
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Trichloroethylene shall not be used in thG solvent-
fltUjh test of item8 containing nonmetallic (except 
Teflon) materials. Permission to remove all non-
lllf'tllllic (exc('pt. T(>.fion) materials to permit testing 
with -e-rfchloroethylpnp. may be granted at the discre-
tion of 1:h(' procllring activity. 
3.2.2 Ethyl alcohol. 
J, 2. 2,l .. Tea;ti~ and :f'lushil!1i a.s.ent_ .... - Ethyl llicohol, u5pd as 
a flushing; and tpst 1ng ilgent on nonmetallic (except polytetraCluoroethy. 
lcnd parts, firld parts, assemblies, subsystems, or nystems, when I 
applil'l1hlp, slwllconCorm to grade I, class B; gTade II, class, B; or 
~;r;ld(' 11 r ('thyl alcohol of Sped fication O-E-760. Prior to llS(" the 
ethyl alcohol shall be fllt£>rpd to the extent necessary to r('move par-
t I ell'S laq;('r than the limits speci.ficd for the part, assembly, Bubsyatem, 
or systp.m being flUShed or tested. 
3.2.3 .!2.!.l.!.ng or Rres,el"!ation gas:." Gases used in dryi ng or 
preservation processes shall be prefiltered to the extent that the con .. 
'1:aminCllion level shall meet th~ p.ut iculate limtt and condensable 
hydrocarbon content specified for the item being dried or preserved. 
3.2.3.1 NItrogen gas. - Nitrogen gas used in ~he drying or preser-
vittlon processes shall c.onform to type I, class 1, grade B of 
Specification BB-N-411, except requirements of 3.2.3 shall be mel. 
3.2. 3.2 ~e~~(?d~jr. - Compressed air used io the drying or 
prpservat{oo procesRrs shall conform to the requirempnts of 3.2.3. 
3,2.4 Test or purge gas. - The n1 trogen gas used to perform the 
tl'st8 or purge" spE7d'fl('d ht'r;tn shall conform to type It class 1-, 
grnde A of Sperl ({cation RR-N-411, ex~ept the contaminnt~on level shall 
I ,t -t.hr part i C"lIl;ll e Ii lIli I ilnd t he condensable hydrocarbon content speci .. ·------
-fi('a -foe t-he Hem bei np, -teAt ('d. 
3,2.5 l"i 1 t I',ll ion fllf'd 1um. 
. 
. 
--r--- -. 
J. 2, '>.1 filler paeE:!:.. - The filter p:lper us(·d for particle 
rrmovul sllall be sensitive to the requirements specified herein. 
.,.. .... 
-' 
3. ",5.2 Filter mcmhrane. - TIle fi iter membrane used for particle 
removal in the gas analysis shall be a Millipore filter or an approved 
eqlilll, capable of particle removal as required by the cleanlines" level 
applicable to the item being tested. 
7 
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3.2.6 TrIROtUum • .llJl0f1}!hntc. - Trir.odium phoi..phato, If used in the 
cl~onlng process, shall conform to Specification 0-5-642. 
, 
3.2.7 Nitrio aoid .. Nitric add, 1£ \l~ed in the:clea.nlng process. 
8hall conform to specH'ieation O-A-HA. -..,." .• ...-!-.... ___ .,. __ ....... 
CAl 11' I oJL 
Stalnl~5S stvel jClints that have b~cn sliver-brazed, or 
compont'fl'ts that hav(' het'.!n silver piatp.d, shall not be 
flushed WIth nitric acid soltltion. Etbyl alcohol shall 
be sub5ti~tJted for this requirem('nt. 
3.2.8 Phosphoric acid. - Phosphoric acid, if used in the cleaning 
process, shall conform t~-spcclficat Ion 0-0-670. 
3.2.9 Hyd roch lor i c ac id. - Hyd relch 1 ori c acid.. if used in the 
cleaning process, shnll conform to SpeCification O-A-86. 
3.2.10 Hydr~fl\lorlc acid. - Ilyclrofluoric acid, if used in the 
clenning process, sha 11 conform to Sp<'c ifi cat ion 0-11-795. 
3.2.11 [)C'tl'rg(>llt cleaning ag<'nt. - Detergent cleantng agent, if used 
in the cleaning process, shall be Dowell F-33 (see 6.5), or an approved 
equill, confonning to Specification NtL-D-16791. Oakite 33,34, or approved 
equal, shall be used for clC'nning aluminum. 
3.2.12 Demineralizpd wat~r. - Demineralized water, if specified for 
flushing or tc~ting operations. shall be prefiltered to remove all particles 
larSC'T than ~he limi~s specifiod for ~he parts, field parts, assemblies, 
Ruhsystems. OT system~ hQing flushed or tested. The minimum specific 
resistance of the waler shall be maintained at 50,000 ohms, and shall be 
checked and certified daily. 
3.2.13 Pro1ectivQ covers. 
3.2.13.1 Nylon C. - Nylon C (R0f 6.6), used to protect cleaned 
surfaces, shilll be cl£'llned to remove all particles thGit are larger 
than th£' limi t s sped f led for 'the part, assembly, subsystem, or 
syst('m being protected. 
3.2.13.2 Atlar 33C. - Aclar 33C (Ref. 6.7), used to protect cleaned 
surfaces, shall be cleaned to remove all particles that are larger than 
the limit8 specified for the part. assembly, subsystem, or system being 
protected. 
8 / 
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3.2..13.3 {3aranw:rap • Silran wrl'lp (Ref. 6.4), used to pr.otect 
cleaned !lurfac(I';i", Sh'lll be elt"aned to remove all particles that are 
larger than the limits sprcified for the part, assembly, subsystem,_ 
or ayutrm being protccl~d. 
3.2.14 1".pe. - 'I'll!," u:'Jcd to secure and re1ntorc..Q. protective covers 
shAll conform to SpllC if i cat ion PPP-T .. 60. 
3.2.1r) pH inciicilting e.aeer .• pH indicating paper used to test 
/lUrfacc8 of parts, field parts, assemblies, subsystems. and systems 
shall be s~nsitive to the requirements specified herein. 
3.2.16 Test p.qulpm('nt. - The following equipment shall be provided 
for the sampling and examination of dl:ying, preservation. and test gases: 
(a) Filter holder. 
(b) Gas flowmeter. 
(c) Microscope. 
(d) Measuring eyppiece. 
" 
(e) Stage micrometer. 
(f) MicroscClpe lamp . 
• 
(g) Forcrpa (unserrated tips). 
3.2.17 Analv!~_lIg\terialapd equipment. - The mnterial and equipment 
specified herein Sh.lll bE' provided for the sampling and testing of drying. 
preoervation, and test gases for condensable hydrocarbons. 
3.2.17.1 Aceton~. - Acetone, spectro-grade, shall be used as a 
iiushlng agent Tn"t"ii;-c'lcanlng of gas washing bottles and beakers. 
3.2.17.2 Ctll'bon tetrllchloride..:. - Carbon tetrachloride, sp(>ctro-
grade, (redistilled), shall be used as a flushing and cleaning agent 
in the gas washing procedure. 
3.2.17.3 Carbon tetrachloride distillation eguipment. - The 
following test equipment for carbon tetrachloride distillation equipment 
shall be provided: 
, 
9 
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(8) One 2 to 5 liter boiling flask. 
(b) One ao centim~ter (c~) fractionatin~ column (filled with 
Raschig rings). 
(c) Ont~ condenser, Ll'ihiS or AllUm (jaCkellengtll 400 
ml1ltmster (mm), with standard taper joints 24/40). 
1.2.11.4 Ana-1yt! ca.l {'qui pnumt •• The follo'Wlng analytical equipment 
ahall be provided: 
(8) 
(b) 
(d 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(8) 
(h) 
(1) 
One calibrated wrt test meter. 
Thrcp gaA washing bottles, 300 ml capacity with coarse 
or medium fritts. 
I One 800 ml beaker. 
One wash hott.le, polyethylene (unplasticized). 
New ruhher tubing, wllite gum. 
One 5 ml volumetric flask. 
One inirart"d sppclrophotompter. 
Onf> 3 mm sodiuOl chloride sealed cell. 
One 5 mi hypode.rmic syringe, Luer-Lok. 
3.2.18 Field earts cleaning equipment. - The following equipment 
shall be provided lor cleaning of field parts (see figure 1): 
(a) Containers having suffiCient capacity to fill the system 
being cleaned, prevent pump cavitation, and cover the 
heater units. 
(b) Heating equipmpnt having sufficient capacity to control 
and maintain the temperatures required at the specified 
flow rates. 
(c) Filters shall be installed and be capable of maintaining the 
cleanliness levels specified in tables I and II. 
10 
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(d) Clrcu.latlng pump capnhle of sustaining the flow rates 
specified against the pressure losses of the Rystem 
In compl'nnce with table III. 
(e) Flowm('ters, if used. having sufficient capacity to 
measure the flows specified in table IIl. 
(f) Prcs:.lUrc gau&ct.; c apao 1(> of be>l ng in tr.rprcet-&'d £ n tho 
midcJ le two··U1i rds of the gauge scale and accurate 
to one-half pcrc,ant of full s(' ale. 
(8) lIand valves and other components of sufficient size and 
capac! ty to minimize pressure drop and obtain flow 
rates in compliance with table 111. 
:3 • .3 £!.~nl1ne5s ferrU} rcnwnts. 
3""1 P.lrlLculnte limit.1tfon~. - All items of support equipment 
rl1~umt1t#c Sy's't,cms t,;ar are cle&1l1~as spoclfi(>d in 3.4.1 •• 1, 3.4.4.2, 
3.4.4.:1, J.4.4.4, 3.4.4.5, or 3.4.4.6, shall comply with the li.mits 
Rpcclflpd hercain. Particles of contamination and fiber cont&nt on 
NlCh lHllIElre foot of surface area (s£'o 6.3.1 and SE'e 4.3'.2.1 when 
opplicabl£') ehal1 not exceed the limits specified in table, I and II 
lUI appUcable. 
Suggested application: 
Level I 
Lev.,.l II 
Level III 
Levp.l IV 
Level V 
Level VI 
For critical systems, for example; gAS 
oraring and slosh measuring systems. 
For parts, firld parts, and 8ssemhlfp~ (or 
critical vehicle ap~lied systems (pneumatic). 
For liquid oxygen and fuel systems, paris, 
fil'ld parts, assemblies, and subsystems. 
For partH. f{pld parts, and 89senlhlies (flow 
through), and for vehicle applled systems 
(pn(>umatic). 
F<H' parts, field parts, and iHlsemhlies (dead 
end services), ror example; gauges, pressure 
switches, and relief valves. 
For facility type systems, not affiliated or 
oriented with the vehicle, and for'vent 8ystems 
downstream of relief valvee and check valvee 
toward atmosphere. 
, 
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3.3.2 N()nvolftt'ile r('~iclll(, cnntrnt ... WhCtn 'C~!;ein~ surfnce nrt'''. 
(.s('c 6.3.1 nrni4.J:2"7T~tlf~li applicable) of h~slt tllo1n OilO $quarc toot, 
liS IIpccf£lcd hrrptn (see 4.4.3), the differenc(l b<'tWtH'n ,*,lw uscu. ond 
ttl{' unuBcd tCllting solvt'nt AtWll indicat(! .10 incrnas(I..for en.c.h lOll ml In 
till' nonvnlat.i1(' rCR'du(' content o( the usad solvent. oVl!r ,tllnt or t.hc 
unuRt'd solvent (~rr t.1hlc 1). When testing surfllce art'as sreatc'r than 
one Coot, the 'ncrca~e shall he not greater than the limits specified 1n 
table 1. 
3.3.3 Condensable hydrocarbon content. - mIen tested, as specifled 
hrrrin (Rec 4.4.4), the amount of condensable hydrocarbons (parts per 
million (ppm» In th!' trRt gas that haa been used in testing shall be 
drt~rmln('d as spcciC1('d in 4.4.4.5.2. The condensable hydrocarbon content 
shllll not p.xceed "the limits specified for the applicable cleanUness 
level 1n table 1. 
3.4 Cl(:t)ning proC'cdllr(>s. 
3.4.1 f.!.P tcal slIrfaces. - All surfaces of items that may contact 
the gas supply m~dlum shall h~ considered as crftical surfaces, and shall 
be subject to thef cleaning procC'dures and cleanliness requirements for 
critical surfacC's specified herein. 
3.4.2 Visible contaminatIon. - All surfaces of parts, field part., 
assemblies, subsystcms, and sys t~ms shall be visually free of corrosion, 
scale, dirt, grease. oil, and other foreign contamination. 
3.4.3 Preparation for cleaning. 
3.4.3.1 lHsasscmbll.- Wh(>fl n(>·cessary, ass(>mblies, subsystems, or 
field parts, shall be disassembled as required in preparation for the 
cleaning of individual parts. 
3.4.3.2 Precleahlng. - Dust, grit, scale, corrosion, grease, oil, 
and other major solis shall be removed, and a pressure test shall be 
perform('d when applicable. 
3.4.3.3 PrecleDning treatment of corrosion-resistant stee}. -
Corrosion-resistant st('el items shall be treated (pickling and passivatina 
processes) to prevent latent corrosion or contamination. Assemblies that 
do not lend themselves to this type treatment as an assembly shall be 
treated as subassemblies or parts prior to assembly. \ 
12 
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Cl~anl'ness Rpquirempnts 
O-J5 JJ ()·50 ,I 0-100,u 0-115 '" 
36-60 }I 51-140 I-l 101 .. 280 )J 176·540 ).1 
61-95 }J 141-230 p 281-460 J.J 541-950 JJ 
96-135 }J 231-320 )J 4!:! .. 640 }J 9!H .. 1270 IJ 
'J 96-1251J 136 ... 170 II ~H .. 410 J.I 641-820 }J 1271-1635 IJ' .. 
1 11-100 #' 126-150 }J 171-350 J.I 411-500 P 821 .. 1000/J 
0 101 II + 151 )J + 351}l + 501 }J + 1001 P + 
, 
~.~-~---
~'Ol1d~l'Isab Ie 
hydroclirbon 0.2 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 
ppm/weight 
,.~-
-
~ 
I 
Nonvola~Lle residue in grams 
.. ,-~-~ . .-
';\1 rf fie (! An\] 
one square f).OOl per 0.001 per 0.001 per 0.002 per 0.002 per 
foot and 8q. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft. 
OlJer 
Tah1p II. Fiber* length and population limits 
-....-.. t;"''' m"m . __ _ Fiber lE'ngth limits by cleanliness l\Jvel 
(OPu~uti(li1 I II 
~~"'."'.F .-... .. ""r-"'~''''~''_ .... __ ' .. n_ -~~-
I 
! ~!o limit 
i 10 
I 1 
() 
1 
IJ 
o-.W} 
21-1.0 
td··IOO 
101p 
J.I 
+ 
f ~.o..."'""""'~.'~~"'" ."",~_ .. ~_ "'~ ......... "-
0- 20 J.l 
21-150 }J 
151-300 J.l 
301 JJ + 
-
III IV V 
0- 35 }I 0-50 JJ 0-100 JJ. 
36 .. 350 IJ 51-500 .u lO1-1000p 
351-700 J.l 501-1000 IJ 1001-2000 )J 
701 }J + 1001 11 + 2001 )J + 
1636-2000 P 
2001 J.l + 
5.0 
0.003 per 
sq. ft. 
.. 
VI 
, 
0-175 )J 
176- 2000 1-1 
2001-4000 )J 
4001 )J + 
'It r'ilH:& itl defined as a particle having a length to width ratio of 10 to 
1 01' Hreater. 
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3.4.4 .Gleaning er09.(!!!Bes..:, • Un1eu otherwise approved by the 
procuring activity, the cleRnins proce83c8 described herein shall apply 
to tl.t! cleaning of all surfaces that may be defined 08 criticnl ",urEAc •• 
(.ee 3.4.1). Material or combinations of mnter1418, ond alternate 
method. not within the scope of this specification shlll1 be u~ed only 
after written approval of the co"n1~ant activit1 of the Natlonal 
Aa~onautlc. and Space Administration (NASA). 
3.4.4 .1 p ..lean i n8 pratedu re ..1. 
3.4.4.1.1 Nonmetallic items (except polytetrafluoroethyl~ne) 
(a) Brush the surfaces af the item thoroughly with Il nylon 
bristle bruRh and 0.5 percent solution of detergent 
and water. Brush for 8 period of 10 to 15 minute., 
and maintain the eeter~ent·water .olution at « 
temperature 0: 122 (plus or minu. 9) degre.a F. 
(b) Flush surfaces thorc)ughly with demlneraUzed water for 
a period of 5 to 10 minutes (see tables III. IV, and 
V for flushing dat~). 
• (c) Flush surfaces with ethyl alcohol for a period of 15 to 
30 minutes (see tables III, IV, and V for fluohing data). 
\ 
Cd) Test cleaned and flushed 2 'rfaces for acidity and alkalinity 
with pH indicating paper while the su~faces are wet. 
If surfaces are dry, wet with a few drops of distilled 
water and perform test. Test results shall be within 
a range of 6.0 to 8.0 pH. If conformance 18 not 
obtained repeat steps (a), (b), and (c), a, necessary, 
and retest. 
(e) . Gas dry the cleaned and tested item for 30 minutes. 
3.4.4.2 91can1ns procedure 2. 
3.4.4.2.1 ~etal11c and polytetrafluoracJEYlcn~ ltem~~ 
(.) 
(b) 
Clean surfaces by vapor degr~aB1r6' 
Brush surfaces thoroughly with a nylon br1Atle brush and 
a O.S percent solution of detergent and water. Brush 
for 8 period of 10 to 15 minutes, .~d maiftta1n the 
detergent-water solution at a te~eraturG of 122 (plua 
or minus 9) degree, F. 
," 
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(c) Flush surfaces thoroughly with demineralized water Cor 
a period of 5 to 10 minut~s (see tabl~s III, IV. and 
V for fl"~hing data). 
(<<I) Dry tuhing thorOu8h1 v with gas. A vacuum drying p,rocess 
is an Acceptahle substitute. 
(e) Flush su.-faces with -1richlorof.'thylenc for Ii p('rlod of 15 
to J() OIilllltm; (s('c tab1(>s III, IV, anti V for flushing 
daln). 
(f) Te~l c:h';med .mu flusheu surfaces for acidity and alkalinity 
wi1:'h pll indicating pal'er while the surfaces are 'wet. 
If s~rfaces are dry, wet with a few drops of distilled 
water and perform test. Test results shall be within 
a range of 6.0 to 8.0 pH. if conformance is not 
obtained, repeat Rteps (a), (b). (c), (d), aret (c». as 
necessary, and retest. 
• (g) Dry the cleaned and tested items in a vacuum oven E~ormalized 
Elt 20 inches of mc>rcury at a tempt>raturc of 250 degrees F 
(or a minimum of one hour. 
(h) Rrmovc items from the oven. and completely dry with gas. 
'f.lble Ill. InformAtion on flow ratE'S for 
f t J I I U fv ling ane circlI stion operations 
TlIbt' size Tube t. D. Velocity Flow Pressure drop/lOO ft. 
(inches) (inches) (ft/sec) (gpm) (pAl) 
III. 
5/16 
3/8 
1/2 
5/8 
3/4 
7/8 
, 
.. 
1 Ill, 
1 1/2 
1 3/4 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
NOTE: 
o .1HO 4 0.317 27.3 
().2425 4 0.58 18.1 
O. J05 4 1.0 14.0 
O.4JO 4 2.0 8.8 
0.555 4 3.4 6.4 
,), 652 4 4.0 5.4 
0.777 4 6.4 4.3 
0.902 4 8.8 3.6 
1.152 4 14.0 2.57 . 
1.370 4 20.0 2.07 
1.620 4 30.0 1.715 
1.870 4 35.0 1.385 
2.870 4 84.0 0.86 
3.810 4 156.0 0.61 
4.813 4 200.0 0.46 
5.761 4 300.0 0.36 , , 
It is recommended that tubing and l'ipe larger than 2 inches be 
cleaned prior to assembly and installed as a clean part. 
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T pi IV I r i 1 t b i ! t 8 (' . n f."'Irmnt ona \I ~~ (n R 
• 
Tub~ ,he T\Jb~ I. n. Volume/lOO ft. Wt. of tr1- Static pre •• ure 
(inches) (lnch ... ,,) (gal.) (in. J) (ft. J ) chloro~th· 168 ft. column 
ylenc 1n 100 (pat) 
ft. column 
(tbs. ) 
I 1/4 .180 .180 3n.4 .0176 l.b2 107.5 ' , 5/l6 .2425 .24 55.2 .0319 2.93 107.5 
I 3/8 .1ns .38 ~ 7.0 .0505 4.65 .107.5 1/2 .1.10 .76 174.0 .101 9.3 101.5 . 
5/8 5';5 1.27 21)2.0 . 169 1~.5 107.5 
3/4 .6')2 1. 75 402.0 .233 21.4 107.5 ' . 
7/8 .777 2.47 568.0 .329 30.2 10.7,.5 
1 .902 3.35 768.0 .445 40.8 101.5 ~ 
1 1/4 1.152 5.45 1250.0 .725 66.5 107.5 
1 1/2 1.370 7.8 1715.0 1.03 95.0 107.5 
1 3/4 1.620 10.8 2410.0 1.43 131.0 107.5 
2 1.870 14.4 3300.0 1.91 176.0 107.5 
3 2.870 33.9 1770.0 4.5 414.0 107.5 
4 3.810 60.0 13700.0 7.95 730.0 107.5 
5 4.813 95.0 21AOO.0 12.6 1160.0 107.5 
6 5.761 136.0 31500.0 18.1 1665.0 107.5 
Table V. Rigid tubing t~side surface ar(,A chart (sq. ft.) 
Wall I Surface area 
0.0. thk. I 1 ft- 2 ft. 3 ft. 
.125 .020 .0222 .0445 .0667 
.250 ,020 .0549 .1099 .1649 
.250 .035 ,0471 .0942 .1413 
.250 . .049 .0398 ,0796 .11~4 
.375 .028 ,0835 .1670 .2505 
.375 .035 .0798 .1597 .2395 
.375 ,049 ,0125 .1450 .2175 
.500 ,035 .1126 .2251 .3377 
.500 .065 .0968 .1937 .2906 
. 7S0 .04~ .1707 ,3414 .5121 
.1')0 ,01}'; I' lI.ho .2932 .4398 
1.000 .0)5 2/. ')5 .4870 . 73()4 
1.nOn .049 .2361 .4 '123 .7084 
1.000 .065 . 2277 .4555 .6833 
1.000 .095 .2116 .4232 .6348 
1.250 .035 .3089 .6178 .9268 
1,250 .049 I .3016 .6032 ,9048 
1. 250 .065 .2932 .5864 ,8796 
Continuca on a e 17 p g 
16 
for lengths specified 
4 ft. 
.0890 
.2199 
.~884 
.1592 
.3341 
.3194 
.2900 
.4503 
.3874 
. 6828 
.5864 
.9719 
.9446 
.9111 
.8464 
1. 2357 
1.2064 
1.1728 
5 ft. 
.1112 
.2748 
.2355 
.1989 
.4176 
.3992 
.3626 
.5629 
.4843 
.8535 . 
.7330 
1. 2174 
1.1807 
1. J.388 
1.0580 
1.5446 
1.5080 
1.4660 
.. 
. 
, .. 
6 fl. 
.1335 
.3298 
.2826 
,2:388 
,Sell 
.4791 
,4351 
.6754 
.S812 
1.0241 
.8796 
1.46n8 
1,4168 
1. 3666 . 
1.2696 
1.8535 
1.8096 
1.7562 
I 
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Tobie V, Rigid tuhing lnsfd~ surfnc~ orc~ chdrt (aq. ft.), (eont'd) 
Wit 11 Surface ar('" for 1~ngths sp~cirird , 
O.Il. thk. 7 It. a I L C) ft. 10 it.' 20 fl'.. 30 ft 'j laO ft.. : 
'" 
.121 .O;!O .1';';7 • t 7Hn .2002 .222, .M.SO • 6<,15 I~ 2.225 
• M}/. 7 • !j1.IJi , 1 f I I)? (, 
.7.)0 • () ~!n .·~MH .1. '\9,0{ 1 • (11)95 . ". .. c; • ItCH 
,=,~() • () )j .3291\ .3/()9 .48+0 ,I+? 11 .9'.22 1./.1'\; '\ 4.711 
.25() · .')1. <) .27H(, .318'3 .3581 .3979 .7959 l.l'l1H 3.979 
.375 .028 . ~~46 .oMl '.7516 .8351 1. h701 2.5C1'i4 8.351 
.17) .035 .5';H9 .6388 .7186 .7985 1. 597 2. :lqr,,,; , 7.985 
.375 • Of. 9 .5076 .S8nl .(,526 .7251 1.4503 2.17;~ I 7.251 
.500 .015 .7880 .9006 1.0112 1.1257 2.2515 3.3772 11. 257 
• ~IOO .065 .6780 .7749 .8717 .9685 1.9371 2. 9()1; 7 9.685 
.7';0 .049 1. 19/.8 1.3655 1,5362 1.7069 3.4138 5.1207 17.069 
• 7 ~,() .01)5 1.0267 1.1728 1. 3194 1,1.660 2.9321 4.3982 14.660 
1.000 .035 1.7043 1.9478 2.1913 2.4347 4.8695 7.2992 24.34.1 
1.000 .049 1.6529 1.8891 2.1252 2.3614 4.7228 7.0842 23.614 
1.000 .065 1.59/.4 1. 8221 2,0499 2.2777 4.5553 6.8330 22.771 
1.000 .095 1.4812 L. 6928 1.9044 2.1160 4.2320 6.3480 21.160 
1.250 .035 2.1625 2.4714 2.7803 3.0892 6.1785 9.2671 30.892 
1.250 .049 2.1112 2.4127 2.7143 3.0159 6.0319 9.0478 30.159 
1.250 .065 2.0525 2.3457 2.6389 2.9321 5.8643 8.7964 29,321 
3.4.4.3 Olcnning proc~dyr. 3. 
3.4.4.3.1 .Corro:;ion-rN;ist.:mt steel tuhing or pip". 
(a) Cl rculnte n SQlut ion of 1() (p lus or ml nus 2.0) pC'rcent, by 
weight, triflodium phosphate through the tuhing or pipe 
for a minimum of 10 minutes (R~e tables Ill, IV. and V 
for circulation data). Main\ain the·solution ae a 
temp<.>ratuTt' with i n the rangE' of 170- ~liro'fgh 190 degrees F. 
. . 
(b) Flush till' tubing or pipe thoroughly wi th-1'"'l't! f H:-tc.fI·t'Mi' "tap 
water for a minimum of 10 minutes (sec tables III, IV, 
and V for flushing data). The tap water used for 
flushing shall be at room temperature. 
(c) Ci rl'ULlt£l a soluti on of 10 (plus or minus 2.0) percent, 
by weight, nitric acid through the tubing or pipe for 
a minimum of 5 minutes to a maximum of 10 minutes (see 
tables III, IV, and V for circulation da~a). Maintain 
the Bolution at a temperature within the range of 170 
through 190 dearees F. ~ 
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(d) Flush -cubfng or pipe -thoroughly wi th d~min@rallzpd wster· 
I in the manner described 1n step (b) above . 
(e) Dry "tubing thoroughly with ~as. 
is an acceptable subst.itute. 
A vacuum drying proce.s 
(f) Flush tubing 0-1 pipo 'thoroughly with trichloro~thylcne for 
a minimum oC 15 minutes (SE"C tables 111, IV 8 and V for 
flushing data). 
(g) Test cleaned and flu5hcd surfaces for acidity and alkalinity 
wi th pH indicat ing pnpE"t' whi Ie the surfaces are wet. If 
Burfaces are dry, wet with a few drops' of distilled. - _____ _ 
watpr and p€'rfonn test. Te~t results ,shall be within 
a range of 6.0 to 8.0 pH. If conform~nce is not 
obtained, repeat stet's (a) through (fl 8.-necessat'Y""-
and retest. 
(h) Dry tubing or pipe thoroughly with gBS. A vacuum drying 
process is an accep"t~ble substitute drying method. 
3.4.4.4 Cl~aning procedure 4. 
3.4.4.4.1 Aluminum alloy tubing or pipe. 
(a) Circulat€' n ~olution of 20 ± 2.0 percent by volume of 
Oakitc No. 33, or an approved equal, through th~ tub!n; 
or pipe, for a minimum of 5 minutes (see tables lIt. 
IV, and V for circulation data). Maintain the 
solution at a temperature within the range of 130 to 
140 degrees F, -'. 
(b) FiuSh surfaces thoroughly with prcfiltered tap water for 
a minimum of 10 minutes (see tables III. IV. and V for 
flushing data). The tap water used for flushing shall 
be at 70 to 90 degrees 'F. 
(c) Circulate a solution of 12 ounCE"S per gallon of Oakitc 34, 
or an approved equal, through the tubing or pipe for a 
minimum of 10 minutes (see tables III, IV. and V for 
circulation data). Maintain the solution at • temperature 
within the range of 70 to 90 degrees F. 
18 / 
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(d) Flush the tubing or pipe thoroughly with demineralized 
water for B minimum period of 10 minute~ (s~c 
tables II!, IV. and V for flushing data). The 
dt'mlneral1zcd water shall be 'at room temperature when 
used. /I 
(e) Dry tubing or pip£! thoroughly with gas:--"A vacuum drying 
process is an accpptab1e 9ubs~ltute. 
(f) FluRh tuhing or plp(.' thoroughly with trichloroethylt'ne for 
a minimum of 15 minutes (sec tahles III, IV. and V 
for flushing data). 
(g). Test c:loaned (lnd flushed surfllt'(>5. for acidity and alkaUnity 
with pll i nd lc a t i ng paper wh II e the su rf aces arc we t • 
If surface5 are dry. w~t with a few drops of distilled 
w8t£'r and perform test. Test results shall be within 
a range of 6.0 to 8.0 pH. If conformance is not 
obtained r~p('at steps (a) through (f) as necessnry 
and repeat leRt. 
(h) Dry tubing or pipe? thoroughly with gAS. A vacuum 
drying proc~~R i~ an accpptable substitute m~thod. 
3.4.4.5 Clt'aning procedure S. 
3.4.4.5.1 Flexible hose (all m('tal). 
(~) Clean hose in an ultrasonic cleaning tank equipped with 
a r£'circulating system utilizing a 10 p filter. The 
cleaning agent shall be detergent and demineralized 
WAter. 
(b) FluAh with demineralized water for a minimum of 10 minutcs 
(82e tableR III, IV. and V for flushing data). 
(c) Vacuum dry or dry wi th gOR. 
(d) Flul'lh the hose with trichloroethylene for a minimum of 
15 minutes (see tables 111, IV. and V for flushing data). 
(e) Test cleaned and flushed surfaces for acidity and 
alkalinity with pH indica'ting paper while tho surfaces 
are wet. If surfaces are dry, wet with a few drops of 
distilled water and perform test. Test results shall 
be within a range of 6.0 to 8.0 pH. If conformanc'e 
is nat obtainEd repeat steps (a) through (d) as necessary 
and repeat test. 
19 
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(f) Purge the hose with gas. 
(g) Vncuum dry internal and external surfaces. 
3.4.4.6 Cl,ean i ng procedura 6. 
3.4.4.6. 1 .E!~ Id . p~r t.~._~n.1.l..:. - Clean fie ld parts bv a. reG: 1 rClLlat ing 
8ystem utill~'ng cleaning procedures 1 ttlrough 5. 8S applicable, except 
as noted in 3.4.4.6.2. 
3.4.4.6.2 Spacial rC'!lllin1m('nts. - The field setup shall lH' tn 
accordance with figurp. 1. 
(a) Lines, plp~, or tuhing having a 2 percent or great~r rise 
requirE' flushing with a downward stream. 
(b) The flow sha.ll be controll£>d or balanced by the use of 
controL valves, metering valves, capillaries, or other 
fltli tab le means. 
3.5 Protection. - Unless oth~rwise specified by the p/ocuring 
activity, the procedur~ for the protection of cleaned parts, field 
parta. assemblies, subsyst~ms, and systems shall be as specified herein. 
3.5.1 • Tub('~, Itoses,t I>;p_ea, control assemblies, and miscellaneous item~.:. 
3.5.1.1 Pn('umnric compon"n't~ not requiring LOX compatibility. 
3.5.1.1.1 Small compnnmlts. 
(a) All critical surfaces or openings +l) rh<,se. surfaces, 
sha! 1 be prorcctcd by coveril1g th(l surfaces or 
: openings with two layers of Saran Wrap, or 1 Mil 
Ny 10n C (see 6.4 and 6.6) or approved equal. 
Protectiv{' caps of materials compatibl~ to the 
system requirements may be used when available. 
(b) Place onE' layer of 5 Mil Nylon C, for abrasion prote~tiont 
over the Saran Wrap or Nylon C (see 6.6). 
(c) Secure and reinforce the plastic with tape. 
<d) Place the ~1eanpd and protected item in a clean Nylon C 
bag, purge the interior with clean nitrogen and seal the 
open end of the bag. Use thermal impulse sealing equipment. 
20 
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(~) Insert the ~eal~d component and identification tag in a 
polyethylene or Ny~(ln C bag' and $~al. 
3.5.1.1. 2 b!r.8~-s-~mp()nent~-t;.ubes, hoses, pi ees and misct'llaneou!, 
installed none~ckageahlc Items. 
(11) All critical surfac(,s. or openings to thl"sC surfaceB, 
shall be protected by suitable 'caps; material of 
~aps shall be compatible with the system r~qulrements. 
or one layer of S'Mil Nylon C or approve.d equal. 
(see 6.6). Reinforce plastic with tape. 
(b) Place one loyer of 7.5 Mil Nylon C, for abrasion protection, 
over the 5 Mil Nylon C. ' 
(c) Spcure and r~inforce the plastiC ~ith tape ~nd tag per 
paragraph 3.6. 
3.5.1.2.1 Pneumatic systems l'e9\1iring LOX compati.bility. 
CAPTION 
ACt.AR FILMS PROIJUCE A HI<.. ...... Y REACTIVE AND 
TOXIC GAS WHEN Al.LOWrm TO DECOHPOSE BY 
EXCESSIVE Hr~AT (ABOVE 3900F). DO NOT ALLOW 
TO CONTACT FLMfE DIRECTLY • 
• 
CAUTION 
DO NOT USE ANY CHLORONATED SOLVENTS WITH 
ACt.AR. USE rlEAGF.NT CRADE ACETONE AND/OR 
BUTYL ALCOHOL ON ACLAR 33C FOR CLEANING' 
PURPOSES, 
3.5.1.2.2 Small components. 
(n) All critical surfac~s, or openings to these surfaces, 
shall be protected by Teflon caps or cwo layers of 
1 Mil Aclar 33C (see 6.7) and reinforced with tape. 
(b) Place one layer of 5 Mil or 7.5 Mil Aclar 33C over the 
1 Hil Aclar and reinforce with tap~. 
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(c) Place th~ cl~4n and protected item in a cleon Aclar 
33C bag, purge the interior with clean nitrogen and 
seAl tlu.· tllwn ... nd of the bag. Use thermal impulse 
at'Clling cqllil,mt>nt. 
Cd) In~~rt the scaled compon~nt and identification tng in 
.1n Aclar i'3C bag and sE'al. 
J.5 .1. 2.3 l.arge component,g t , 'tubes, hoses! pipes and m1scelllln_~ 
~n8 tallcd nonpackagc,flhle i tem5. 
(a) All critical slIrfac('s, or openings to these surfaces, 
shall he protected by Teflon caps or one layer of 
5 Mi 1 Ac hr 33C or approved equal. Reinforce wi th 
tape. 
(b) Place ont" laYf'r of 5 Hi 1 or 7 . .5 Hi 1 AC'lsr 33 C over the 
first layer of 5 Mil Aclar 33C. 
(e) Secure and reinforce with tape. 
3.5.2 Contain(lr~ (cl£1Rtle'd). 
(a) Cov(Jr op£>nings with llppr,wed cover:; that have been 
cleaned to the extent that ~he cover cleanliness 
is compatibl(' with cleanline~s of the container.' 
(b) Secure cov£>rs in a m:tnn('r that will prcv(>nt dC'tachment 
from, or damilgc 1:0, the container un<i£1r normal 
handling ana storage ('onditions. 
(d The covl?rs u,sed. Shllll t)('rmi t vent ing, bu"t shall not 
pcrrni't recuAtamintilion of the op\'l'1ing or tilt.' container. 
3.5. J F/(ll!.l'~!..!Lt....tubillg urld pipe (deane'd). - All openings of 
field part~., 1"ubing, and pipe sh"ll be closed with caps or covC!rs 
compatihle wi·tll ;thr. req.uirl'ments for cle.anliness of the field part. 
Where practical, pressurize. th(' field part, pipe, or tubing with 
nitrog!?n to a pressure of 20 ~ 15 psi and cap. 
3.6 NnrkJng. - (Inlt'5S olhprwise approved by ,the·procuring activity, 
cleaned parts, field parts, assemblies, subsystems, and systems shall 
be marked with tags conforming to type C, Specification U{J-T-8l, and 
shall be placed ,between the inner and outer wrappers where practical, 
and shall contain the (ollowing information: 
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(n) PlIrt numhpr or itlt'nt i f1cBtion number. 
(h) Contractor fdentlffcRtlcn. 
(<") Mr t hod of c: I NII1 i ng .1Od IJ leve 1. 
(d) The:> word I ng, "SPECll\L CLEANING. It in bolll t.ype acrose the 
fnce of thr tilg. 
(p) Date:> of cl~~n'ng. 
(f) Tit Ie:> t number ~ and date of thfa RprC"i £iC'at ion. 
(g) Srrvic(t medium l'r intcndrd \.lse of th(' U('m. 
(h) Mnl1urnC'tllr('r's s('rilSl numher. 
4. QUAI. tTY ASSURANCe PROV IS TONS. 
4.1 fh2 supplier I~ resilonsible for the pC'r'formnnC'c of all in..gpecUon 
rf!qufremen-ts as sprclfird lU1rcin. Excppt as otherwise specified, the 
suppltttr mlly utlli?c hit: own, or any othE'r insprction faclUtltV ; and 
services (lcceptftblt" 1"0 NASA. InspceC'l:lon records of thl' examination 
and 'test's sholl b(' krpt coml' tete and ava f lable to NASA as spec Hied 
in the contract of Qrder. NASA res('rvcs the right to perform Rny of 
the inspection set forth in this specHiC'ation where such insJ,ectlons 
Ilre deemed necessary to assure that supplies and s('rvices conform to 
prescribed raqu1rements. 
4.2 Qualit:y control sy,stem . - The quali't y cant rol syatC'm shnl,l he 
lo accord.mcc with NASA Qllality Publications NPC 200-2 or NPC 200-3 
as spocificd in the contract or order (see 6.2). 
4.3 Snmpllng. 
4.3.l .Y.!..E"a.l 11l5pec 'tion sa"!e.!.£.:. - The snmplo for thC' inspectlons 
~f 4.4, .• and 4 4.2, a~ applt~able. shall consist of 100 percent of ~h(' 
A·t(~ms c leonml . 
43.2 QI.t:llity control sampl~ - Unl('ss othrrwis(' spccUi(;?d by eh(' 
procuring activity. the:> quality control Samf)l~ shall consist of a.mintmum 
af 5 percent of the items clpaned, but not less than one sample for each 
sroup of 20 or leas of the it('ms cleaned. The quality control sample 
shal~ be selected at random from ~hC' items that have been examinrd In 
accordance with 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, and found acceptable. The sample shAll 
b(t .elected in a manner that will provide maximum rppresent8tion of the 
affee te d lot. 
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4.3 2.1 5m:111 (,~IIIHmenrs. - Th~ liUAlity contrul $lltnp1e repr~scntins 
itt'ms th4t h:1v(' ... critical surface i!rca of l(JoSs than 1.0 square foot 
shall consist. of a sufficient nllmber of items to make up 1.0 square 
(not (minimllm) of criticnl sIIrf:lc(' ilrea. Wlll'n the total quant.ity of 
items procured hMVC n comb'"~d critical surf:1~e Dr~a less than 1.0 
squarp foot, (l C/uant Ii:y (sufficient ·to make up 1.0 squar(' foot of 
critioal. surface area.) of clean stock items shall be used 'GO make 
up the qUlllit)' control sitllllph'. Wh('jl clean stock itf'ms arc not 
avniloble. the Sfnall items shall b~ tested ilS specified in 4.4.3.2.1. 
4 . 3 . 3 ,k c: '·p't.anc::..~ Si~ntp !tHl :. ~ lin lCR s at he> rw i f;C sp£>ci f i ed by ,th(' 
procuring activity, ~br acceptAncp sample shall consiRt of all of the 
Aomples selected for th~ examinations and te~ts specified in 4.3.1 and 
4.3.2. 
l •• 4 Accep'tllnce inflpcc,t.iun. - Unlcs5 otherwise specified by the 
rrocttring Rctivity, acceptflnc(t lnsppct10n shall be perfonned as 
specified herein. 
4.4.1 £x.aminatlons .. - Surfaces of all cle-aned items that will 
("'"tact th~ service- mt'uillm shalt be visually inspected i=or the pr~A~nce 
or mo19ture and fure.! gn mat.tt'r such as corroSion, scal ~, df rt, oi 1,. 
"gtory.un J J L .. 
, ' 
, , 
, ...... ~.'~t".,'" 
grease, Bnd sim't1:lr f0mirl.!.l~n matters. A flashlight or boresc:ope ~_. 
may b(' required 0 axe ne fnternlll surfacE'S. Items, such ~:; ~milll 
diameter tubln~ (in-Inch diametpr or less), having limited {lcc('ssiblUty 
for vlsual examinations shnll b(' acc('pted or reJactC!'d on th~ basiS of 
the quality con1:ro1 inspection. The pres~ncc of vlsibJ(t contHm,nation 
shall b(' "(luse for rc- jectlon nnd shall n(lcess i tate rec leaning of the 
item. Scale-fr.e discoloration due to welding and passivation is 
rcnnitt(Jd. All items shall also b(' examined to detcnnin. conformnnce 
to 3.6. 
1 .. 4.2 Aclc}tty iII,,1 Lilkalinlty trst .. - AU surfaces that hav(' been 
cleaned <'Inri -flushed shall be tested for acidity and alkalinity with pH 
indicating paper while 6urfa('''~S are we.t from the final rinse. \o.lhen 
surfllc~s ar" dry a few drops of distl11l'd water will satisfactorily 
wet the r,"rfc)ce~ to pt"rmit "tt"sting. Wh"n tested, th" pH she.H be within 
R ran,.; ... from 6.0 to 8.0 pH. 
4.4 . J .5tUll1 it) COil t ro 1 test (method A). - C.lcaned part s. fie Id 
par't:s. assemblies, suhsyatcms, or systems selected for solvent-flush 
quality control tests ,hall be subjcct~d to all examinations and teats 
sppcifled hprctn. The visual examinations of 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, as J 
apr1icable, shall precede the quality control tests. 
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4.4.3.1 Solvent conI rol chc'C'k. - WHhin 24 hours prior to 
performance of th~ C'rit ica'i:mrr;:;-c lean linC'5s test. the following 
check for pnrtlculatC' Umlfo1Lions and nonvol41tile rt'sicJuc, na 
applicable, .. hall bC' performed Qn a sA'!'Ple of the. sulvent. 
(a) Collect a control snmple of a minimum of 500 ml. 
(b) Filt'C't aolvt'llt to remove particles greater than the 
particulate I1mt~ specified for the item to bC' tested. 
(c) EViJporate t.h" 501v('nt to 10 to 20 ml Vl'lll1m" in a 
steam bath. 
(d) Transfer th~ solvent to a con~tant wclg~t (wlthln 0.3 mg) 
tar(ld. )0 ml, wC'i~hing bottle, w~ighcd to the· nearest 
0.1 mg. 
(e) Cont IUlle t.ht> t.>vt1p(n~at ion hy placing the wei~hln~ bottle 
inside a const41nt tc.mpt>rature oven that has normalized 
lit II tt'mprrnt lire with! n the range of 221 through 230 
dcgrecs F. Allow weighing bottle to remain inside the 
oven for a maxi mum or 1. 5 hour" or lint it the solvent 
is evaporated to dryness. 
(f) R(lmovf.' "'1~ir.htn8 bottle from the avpn, and place 1n a 
desiccator for cooling. 
(g) After cool ins. rt:move- the weighing bottle from the 
df.'SrCCllfor, and weigh the hottle to the nearf.'At 0.1 mg. 
R('cord the w~isht. I 
4,1. a.l Pn'p.<.!!1!!.iOR of, t~.~!.~l\ltion. - Preparation (1Jf tE:.'S't 
solution (tiel" 3.;2..1.2) for liRe in teslin~ quality control sa",ple~ shall 
be. liS sprc If f eel ht" rc in. 
f •• 4 .3.2.1 Items wi.th flllrface tlrNl or 1.0 square futlt or 1(>S5. -
A test" ,olut ion of 500 ml (mi.nimum) shall be us(!d to dct-~rmine particle 
populntiton (nnd si?uC' as speciflrd in tahl('s I and II), and the nonvolatile 
n's'du(! on It\(' cr,"';cal surfaces or the quality control ~ampl(l$. 'I'he 
~ilmpic slwll be selected from items having critical surface areas of 
le~s than Olle, aquare foot: and combinrd with other clt'an stock items 
nnd/or clean tubing sufficient to make up one aquare foot of cri tical 
sUl'face an:la. 
4.4.3.2.2 Lt'~ms ov~'r 1.0 throllgh 5.0 squa.re fect: in surface 
area. - A test solul Ion of '00 ml (nominal) shall be uscd to det~rmlne 
particle population and si?e 8S spcei£ied in tables 1 ilnd II, and the 
nonvolatt le residue on thp crit ieal surf-aces of the qUl1Uty control 
samples. Th3 sampleR shall h.e s.clr.ctcd (rom itemA having critical 
lurCace areas over 1.0 through 5.0 square feet. 
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4 ,I • • ) . 2. A Li'C'ms wi \t:t.A!!.r.f.~~~rNl & re.ater them S. 0 59u,',rt' fcc t
r 
••• 
A maximum of 100 m1 or te5t soilltiun for (,clcn ~q\lar(! foot of surface 
area :;hl111 be tJ:9f!rJ to cle~4rmtnt", c;:.(lnformanec to p.lrtic::le populntlon and 
aile itn" t\onvul<ltll~ r(lsitJu(\ t.t..'"1't~nt requirements. spec1f1r'd In 
-tahles r Rnd Il. (or crit.cal S,u'fDces of 'lu.,lity control sarnplc.s 
selected from Itf'rns I"wing critical surf ... 1CC areas grt'atcr than 5 . .0 1 
sQ.uare feet.. If morc 'l-hcln '100 1111 ut' t~s: "ulu'thm is U81ilU, t'U! t'o'i.'Al 
»ouut'dn uned sh.,ll h" thoJ'Uughl), dUitGtC!d and 4 500 ml :wmplc 'hall be 
tRkl'n (-or loht' IJllalyscs of 4.1 .. 3,tr~1 and 4.4.3.6.2. 
I, f ... 3.:) l:\'~t P!pcetlure.:.. - Unle.ss at herwi SQ.. Ill'proved by the 
pfot.urlng act ivlty, -the 'test ing pro(.'edu,,{t srrciCit>d h~rein ~hal1 be 
ti/Jed In tlu~ solv('nt-fiush mG!thod. of 1:estillg. Alternate ml'tho(is or 
m8t~r~ftll, not within the 5CPpC of this specification. shall bE used 
only after written approval from thr cognizant activity of NASA 1. 
obtained. Conduct the tmlt ;H; follows: 
(a) Flush all s"rf"c~s uniformly with tt8t solution. 
(b) Trap all test solution after aRsurlng that all fturfaee. 
h~ve bern flUAhrd. 
(c) Repeat flushlll.~ prncess a minimum of three tlm~8. 
(d) Dry te.si;('d H·(!tnr. ,n ilccorti.;,mce wi til procC'dure5 or 4.4.3.4. 
1_.1. ·3.3.1 .I\Eidit'y and c.illE..!.!..!.L!.!.Y. tQsr. . .. All 9urfacl~s that have·· ____ _ 
b('en 'test-cd bv rlw s"lv('"t-Hu~h met-hod, shall be tl'ftt~d for acidity 
and alkalinity wi~~ pll indiC'4tfn~ pAper while the surfflces~8re wrt 
from tt'si'ing. When -t;.hc SUriil('e-S arc dry a (rw drops-of ~nttl~-w4fer 
will satisfactorily we~ tb~ surfac~s to p('rmit testing. When teated, 
the pI! RllAll i.ntiu:'lltc within a r.mgr' Crom 6.0 to 8.0 pH. 
4.4.3,4 Ilry i ng C,"o(·j.(hlt'(·s, - Imrnedi ate 1y follnw1 ng c lean linea. testa 
the ltt>ma shall be drlt'd as f;.p~ciCied herein. 
4.4.3.4.1 Met~ll'c and eolytC'trarluoro~thYlcnc items. 
i 
(a) Dry tn a vacuum oven set at 20 inches 01 mercury an~ at 
8 temperature of 250 degree, F for 8 minimum of one hour. 
(b) Remove the parts from the oven and completely dry with 
ga •. 
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4.4. 'J .I •. } ~_0.E~.t!.lli=~!-.(9.r:~.~~l't:..l!~!rC ~t r"t I \I"r,'ct.hYl(m.~·'l ~ • 
(;,19 dry for 'JI) Inl IlUCr':;. 
I. ,: •. 1. ~ lli:t..i.!.!ll. l' t!!£.~.~!!-:' ,!'e 1 i :.!o',lill.' Y . ,-cp t.;. - "111:' l'eli "b ill t y or 
ch,' dryln~ prl",.,clIIIC·, fl,r .tll itt'In:> ~ubJl'de(l-ro cC'lntact' wilh liriufrln 
dllrif1~~ t"Rt 111J.~, !·;,.II1 hi' tlf'tcrrnil1l'.t hy t-1l'slIn;; thl! :;ll:1., t. rtf I .. Ll 
before ;Jntl .lft·~~t It&,~"or,n;aIH:c.:.tll Ih,· I.·"t nt'l. 1 •. '\.3. Un'~'!.:-j nlht'l'Wl,.p 
1I1"'ciI'lc'" hv th" prm·"rin.~ ;1( livitv, slu'fof:c molstur(O shl111 bp 
ell'termln('.1 hy p:Hi:dn~ prdlllC't'ed ~Iq'ing g.lS through • .,r uv('r, the 
nfCe.('tc" !illrfnc«"t; of thl' II(~III .,ntl mnnitoring thE" clpw Iluint tiC th" 
gnli (l11\;(!,rfn~ (lil" It'a\'ill); tit,· te~r ir(lm. . ' . 
4.4.1." "n;tl\'s'~!# of tCfjt~olutinn. 
-' « - --• • ,------
1 •• 4 .3.().1 Particl~ size analysis. - I~n"h !'l1ml,lr oC tc·!>t ,S't\lttt.fnn 
from 1 •. 1 •• 3.2.. UH-;;' in IllSl il1gq~;:i"iir;control r-um\,h's. ·;h.111 1)(0 fIltered 
til til(' ('xten-t n('t'(lS~ilry to d~lp-rminc conCnrm:mcc to pi',rtic1c :.17." and 
p".,,,lillion rel'l'tlrc'mfmts :;p"cifll'I! in 3.3.1. 'fhe (,Xllmin;ltion of the 
rc~$jd,,(' shilll hC' R('cr,mpli!;l .... d with 10 to 45 power stereomiCfC'lSCOI'C, 
lhr hq~cr pnrtic1es (175 •• anel grrllt('r. in .,ny dimension) shllll bl:' 
m .. nr,\ir(·rI w. th a ( llnr mt('rnm~'tt.'r and contamination for ('aeh squarC' foot 
of !'lIrfnC'(' are.a !ihnll hr cil1culat('(1 to t1('t(lrmlne the reliability of 
the vlnunl ('xnmination of 4.4.1 and conformance to the applicnblC' 
cleonlin('sA level. AltcrnntG:l methods of determining acceptability may 
be UR(!d by thc contractor with prior approval of the procuring activity. 
4.4.3.6.2 Nonvolatile residue analysis, - The filtered sample, 
sao ml nominal volumr frnm 4.4.3.6.1 shall be analyzed for nonvolatile 
residue content to cI~t(>rmine th~ reliability of the examination of 4.4.1 
and conformance to th(' applicnble cleanliness level as follows: 
(a) Transfer 500 ml of the solvent into a clean. degrcased, 
800 ml beaker. 
(b) Evaporate the solvent to 10 to 20 ml volume on 6 steam 
bath. 
(c) 1'r6nRfer the solvent co a conBtant-wel~ht (wi thSn 0.3 mg), 
tared, 30 ml. weighing bottle; weighed to the nearest 
0.1 mg. 
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b ,._IiIMIJi1_ r. F--. 
(d~ Coru fnll .. "vnpnrilt Ion tty pl.1cinr. the wel3hlng bottle 
IURldf' a ('\)1\,<,;1 \lot lrrnrH'r.1turc nv('" whl(.'h hllq 
'Ilorm,l1lzI'J ilt .221 to 2.30 degrees F. Allow weishins 
1,,,1 t 1(.'. tn J'em(tin lll.,hh.- the oven for IJ' max!lilum of 1.5 
hours. UJ' unt 11 the !'Iolvrnl' 1:; cvaporlltfHI to Jryne8s; 
•• Tn9l •• 1 
(e) Rcmuve wl,:i~h'n~ hutt ". froUl th.'· ov('n. und pln.;c an • 
c1"fd c.:eOf or f'''Ir "",(')1 i ng. 
(n AffC'r t'nol ill).';. rf'\I1IW" till' WCi'.ighi".5; hottlC' from tit£' 
clf-~d('c;Hur mul w('igh thr bottle to the ncareAt 
0.1 mf~' /h-CClrd the weight. 
(8) Aft,-r cClnlln~. remove. the w£'ighing hottl ... from the 
dcnlccator and wf.!igh th£' bottle to the ncarret 0.1 mg. 
Rrject the s-ml'lc only if til(' diff,'rencf> bctw~en the 
control IHlmple of (4.4.3.1) and the analY8is sample 
rxceedB the following: 
1,0 (1) n.l m~ for l .. v('l~ I through III. 
p,) 
(2) 0.2 mK Cor J~vals IV through V. 
O'~ • (3) 0.3 mK rn,' level VI. 
4 . If . 1. b . 1 Ai! a'l":a:1t e"\lln\'!~~.1 q lIe. l·~..§..i due.. al1.11y ~ i!i.:. • For .1n alt r. rnRte 
rrnco.dur(' to d('1 ('t'mint' nonvolill i il· r£!~iduQ. annly!'l~ r(lfer to drawing 
75M13?65 "FIn:;h I~V"JHl,·.1t inn N"thod of Detennining Non-Volatile RCfflduc 
Ccmtent h Freon mul 1'I'ic:hlor(')e.thylcnc Solv(lnts, Procedure For." 
4,4.4 (~\lc11iry ('Old 1'01 t(!!)'t (1IU'1I~). - Cleaned p:lrts. field partl. 
dNR~ml)ll~!'I, ~ubsyst~Uls. or sYHlems s('lect£'d for gas analysis quality 
cont rol t('~t8 slll111 h~ subjeclc;>d to .111 exarninations and tests speclf1ed 
herein. The vf.;;ual .. 'xaminations of 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. 8S applicable, shall 
precede the quality ~ontrol tests. 
1+.4 ./f . 1 Tl'!i t ~itlH":~ - 'frst gases shall be tested regularly to 
dl·t(lrmine that thl' gas conforrqfl to type I. class 1, gradC' A of 
Specification BR-N-411. 
4.4.4.1.1 Prrparatfons {or analysis of test gas for condensable 
hydrocarbons. 
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4.4.4.1.1.1 Prrcaraflo" of ('arhon tvtrach1oridr •• Prrpnrntton of 
carbon tetrachloride IIhall be os follows: '"-
<a> Distill Cllrhc'n tc·trJchlorid~ at tIlt' rAtc of 300 ml per 
hour unt.l1 i liters IU1VQ been coll(>ctrd. Tht' Or5f. 
50 ml of distilLlIC Rhall hc,' tliHcardrd. 11w coUt:lcfln~ 
holll,· ,:h,111 hI' rillSlJd ~;'l't'fully with portiuns 01 t.he 
c1ic;tlllf'cl C'ilrhnn tctrnC'hloricle prlol' to col1t'ctl.~n of 
dillti 11 cd ""rhnn N!t l'achloridc, 
(b> Thorough ly c 1e:1O l1nd degr(,3se nn 800 ml oNlker wHh 
di l'lt f 11('(1 cnrbclil tl't rnchlot'id~. EVllporote 600 ml of 
elll'lt Ill('c1 carbon t.t'trachloridt' to apprc)ximatt'ly 2 ml 
tn lhp 800 ml hcakf'r. Quuntitiltively transfer the 
carbon trtrnchlorlde to a cl~nned and dQgrQascd 5 ml 
volumt'tric flask. Wash the beaker with smoll quanUt1ea 
oC th" disti l1~d ('nrbon tetrachloride. Allow the 
cnrbon 1 et rachlor ~cl(' to come to room temperature 
anel reflll to volumQ H necessary. 
(c) URe. n JagrQ(t9c,f h\'rotl~rmlc !'>vrinS;(t to trIlTll'l£t'r tl ... 
!>;Iml'll' til i1 3 mm ',odium chlorid .. • ~c"alcd cell. Place 
the Seith',\ cell in the infrared spectrophotomC'tcr and 
roC'or!l til(' nbl'lnrpt lon at 2920 CH-l (wavpnumbers) or 
(3.42 }I), There shnll be no absorption at the above 
wnv~nurnber. If abAorption 1s observed. the carbon 
t('trnchloride shall be r~distiltp.d, 
4.4.4.1.1. 2 Prep8rntion of !'Italldards. - Standards shall be prepared 8. !'.}Uowa: 
• <_> TrAnl'lf£'r 0.1000 g of 011 to a i:horough ly cleaned U tel' 
volllmt>c ric flask. Di lute the 011 to the volum{> of the 
flal'lk wi th blanked carbon tetrachloride (1 ml equals 
0" 1 mg), Extreme care shall be taken not to contaminate 
th" !'ltnndard. 
NOTE. 
Th(' 011 uRed in th(' !'>tnnclard Hhall be.. colli'ct('ci from 
th(' g,'5 thllL is to he annlY7.t'.d, This is accomplished 
hy AcrubbinH th(' gM with hlanked carbon tetrachloride, 
The cllrbon t('trachlorlde 1s then evaporated and the 011 
rC'tnincuL 'r extreme accuracy is not required, an 
allern~te stnndArrl may he prepared using 011 from the 
lubricator portion oC the compressor. 
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rro", tllh .Un,l"rd ,olutton, tJurer. ,,"v.-t'd "nnrphl 
contftlnl"R varylns M\l)ul\t6 or o1l 11\ ) ,,,1 Yotu"'''tr'Q 
flnsk.. If tht'! voluine of th~'e. 84ntpl(.'a , .. 1n l'XCt'!88 o( 
S ml, evt:tporllle the cOlbon tQtrt,chlol'hJc to ftpproxlmQtel), 
2 m1. Tranater the •• mp1. qu.nLLLoUvaly -Co ct'3 Ml . 
volumetric fi.ok, ond f1U to capacity with dIstilled 
carbon tetrachloride. 
D.tenn1np. the. ne.t nb.1}orbency of (lAck of the standard 
•• mple. u.1nS the 2920 Cw'l (3.42 JJ) bond, and prepa"e 
a working curve on absorbency verSU8 mg of 011. Thl 
3 mm .e.led cell sholl be bl.nkod before each 
determination. At least two determin.tions 'hall bl 
lII.de on each et.ntlard and the average v.lue tak.n 
a. the abeorbency. 
NOTE 
-
If u8inR an automatic infrBred spectrophotometer, tha 
.ame .llt opening, speed, and conditione .hall ba 
uled for all determination •• 
(d) Check the calibration curve 1n 8tep(c) periodically to 
enaure the accuracy of the analyala. 
• (e) Use extr~me care in handling all samples. 
4.4.4.2 PrC88urization and flow rate. • Exccpt aa specificd herein. 
d •• i8n*d prelaurea and flov ratee applicabie to the parts, field parte, 
al.emblte., lubayatcmo. and .y.tema (aa ohown on documentatton of the 
appllc.ble item) ahall be u.ed, when feaaible, to teat parta, 8888mb11 •• , 
. ,.ubeyeteme. o~ Iyatema. 
4.4.4.3 lUrge. - Unlcss otherwise specificd by the procuring 
" : activity, purling of the test unit with gas, prior to performance of te.t, 
. , 18 pennilllble and ti'ggelted. The volume of gaa suggested for u.e 1n 
puralna i. approximately three timee the capacity of the iteD to be te.ted. 
, 
4.4.4.4 Test procedurc. - Unless alternate equipment and teat 
procedure. are approved by the procuring activity, prior to perform.nce 
of t •• bI, tha teat sa. ,hall be paeled through or over the te.t it •• 
' ••• paclfled hire in. , . 
, , 
-.. . \0,. 
, , 
. "
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'(8) Attnch the compresf;cd gas source to the inlet port of 
th~ part, f'~ld part, assembly, subsystem. or syatam 
to be te~t('.I. 
(b) Flow II mlnimllm ot 10 stancl.lru cllbi'~ fCoet (SCF) of. 
cornpre:.;~etl 8M" 'It a fl,l'" rilt'e at 7 (plus or minus 
1.0) cub1~ feet ,HH minute, through or over the 
tp~t parl, ~s~ernbly, subsystem, or system. 
(c) Thoro"J~hl,.. \>/.1~h th~ NflUpore ff ltt'r holdt>r and the 
Hi 11 i porc fj Iter mE'rnbrane with an approved pref! Itrred 
solvent (prcflltered trichloroethylene or an approved 
«!qual) . 
(d) """n~ pt'cc.Jp-nnc.d forceps with unsC'rrated tips, inAt'rt 
thr Htilipore filter membrane into the Ml11ipore 
flltE'r holder. 
(e) AttnC'h the Hillfpor(!, filter holder to the outlet port 
of the part, asaeombly, subsystem, or system to be 
tested. 
(f) Attnch floW'I11f'lc!r to the test item on thr downscrl'am 
side of thl' Milltpore filter holder. 
(8) Unle!'s othf't'Wise speci fil'd In appli cah 1(' documentat ion, 
flow the compresscd gas Sample (30 SCF minimum) through 
the teRt f trm, at a flow rate of 7 (p lus or minus 1.0) 
SCF pC'r minute. 
(h) R~mnV~ MIIlipOTc filtt'r holder [rom Rampllng point and 
caroflll lv rf:'mov(' the filtC'r memhranr from th£' r-1I111pore 
f i l'f er Jlold£>l". 
(t) (lRjrl~ a Iillt'ro!';('opt', "c.ular miCromcHl'r wHn movllble. scsge 
anel Illuminating lamp; analy7.(> the if Itl'r mf:'mbrane to 
d~tcnn'l1e the particle population, by si7.e ranges 
(~re tables 1 and 11), on the entire surface of the 
membrane. 
(j) Wh£>n the i'Htrt., fie.ld part, assembLy, subsystem, or system 
is found to be excessively contaminated, repeat the purge 
procedures, steps (g) thr?ugh (i), for a maximum of two 
times. 
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Whl'n two rurges fall to renfJer ilCc(~rt"hlc tt'st t'e~ulta. 
reject the rart, fi('ld pIJrt. c)ssomhly, ~ubsy~tt'm. or 
syst('m, and reele"n thl' it('m in tlt'l:Ontdn(;(' with thr 
8pplic,1ht" procedures withIn this' spt,cj.ficlltlon. 
Q2~e~~ble hydrocarbon cOl1tam,~~ti~.~ __ 
CIC!dn the thn'" g'it'l wc}Hhtng bnlties Wllh l1cluid '-'eU'!l'sont, 
dutl rinse tkorou~h1y with drminf'rcllLto,J or dlstLt,.led 
w<tter, Rinse IlR"'n wHh ac.eton(>, drj', .mti rll\~(1. at 
ledst three timPR wit~ prcvio~~Ly hl~~kcd c~rhnn 
t('trachlorldr. Do not dry wlth comprt's8~d air-- ,-' 
FUt till' gaS ,Scrubbing bottll'S with 100 ml of b1.1nked 
d I sf III f'cI carhon t .. 'trachlorlde and sCll1 the toP& 
wHt. ,.""bel" h.1l1ch;. Connect the' hotth>s in seri(,fl 
with I1l'w rubh.'r tuhlng. The tuhing !:tlc)ll be 
approxim"t~ly 1-1/2 inches long to pr~vent having 
f'XCPR~ tuhlng ~xpo~ed to carbon trtr~~tllortde VApor 
Conch'n H .,h 1(' 1Iy,1 roca rhon can tamt oat h'lt1~ 
Thr gas sUI1Jll\,. that I:; to be sampll'd, shall hav(' 11 flow 
rote of ilpproxinliltf.'ly four l1tcrr. p~r minut(' whc:-n the 
teRt 1~ ft rRt startcd. After a fC'w minutes, I nCre8~(l 
tht' gas flow rate to five or six liters per m1nu~~. 
or as prC'scrtbed by the procuring activity, t'roc care 
to pT(tvrnt thp carbon i'c.trachlorhle from blowing from 
one scrubher to tht' otlwr, If thl~ occurs. bl'gln 
t('st ngnln using nt'w rubht"r tuhing for the conn~ct1ons. 
(d) Connect th(' Wt'l t(!!'l[ meTElr to the ('xit shIt' of tilt' 
scrubb('rs befol'C' till' tp:;t lR Htart('d, Thl' ("XhOU8t from 
the w~t tC:>R[ m('t('r shlill 11(' V('r\t('c\ to out-of-doors 
b('(.'ause- of the toxicity of carhon tt>trachlcu'i<ic:>. 
(e) Do nr)t Iwrmi t th~ carbon tetrDchloritlr- tn eVAporilta. to 
less th,m 50 ml. Wht'n adding carbon totrl1chlnridc to 
thCt !'lcrubbc:>rr.. r~leas~ the rubher band on l'Icruhhc:>r 
nllmht'r 1. detach th(" Inl.~t line, and immc.Liillte.ly 
scparatt! the top and bot tor, s('CI ionf\ of thl' flcruhbl'r. 
This prevents the carbon tetrachloride.! in che scrubbers 
from hlowing ov~r due to internal pressure, Carbon 
t~tr8chlorlde can be .. dded without completely ,('movins 
the fritted tube from the 8crubber. Reseal scrubber 
number 1 and'proceed to 8crubbers numbered 2 and 3 In 
the .arne manner. 
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(f) Recortl the tcml'0rl1tIlT£> shown on the w('t t(tst meter at 
thC' beginning mul end of the test, and usa tha 
lIVerll~e vo,lue" In the calC'lIl1it ion or step (k) 0 
({('cord t.l(,) bltromet ric pre~:;lIre in mm of m(~rcurvo 
. . 
(8) After apprc.),l(iIllOIe.1y 600 lItftrs of gc1!i-h.w<.>--bt'rn-!;(:-rtlhl'!E'd, 
r(>le~se the pr('S5ur(> aa in ~t(>p (e), and rrmov(> Jll 
rubhl"r conn~ctlonB from the bottlvs. Cover the bottle. 
w1th alumlnum fall until the 901utlon is transferred 
to tilt' bC'al<er. 
(h) CI"t:lI1 cln AOO ml h~ilker in thl" ~1t1mC! rnonnL,r used ~o clean 
the 6as 5crlJl>bln,~~ pottlcs. Transfer" ,the $amp 1e. 
qULlntlt£1tlv'ely to lh" b~akcr hy washin~ Q~~h ~ll'ction 
of ttw botll("s iJ! least three t1ml'S wtth th£' hlankad 
colrhon t('trclchloride. 
(1) Ev,npOr<lte. th,:, !Hlmple> to approxlmate-lY 2- ml, Us.ng a 
low hea t ncar t h(' end () r th£' ev apo rtl t j nn (0 VC Ie) and 
trAnsfer the sample to a 5 ~l volumetric fl8~k. 
(j) Dllut(' the ~f1mpl(! tn a volllml"' of 5 ml with cJl!lt.illed 
cArbon ll'trac:hl(lrid(', and dct('rmin.e the n<.>t nbsorption 
on an infrared .$;p~ctrophotomet(!r using the 2920 CH-l 
(3.42 ,I) b",nd. Det'Qnninc thr conccnt rat i on or 011 
in thE' sl1mple hy eomparing th(' absorption valli" of 
th(' snmrle. to tha. worklnr, curve l'stahli sh<.>c\ in 
4.4.1 .. 1.1.2 (c) . 
• (k) Correct th .. volll",£' of ga~ to st:mdanl cond 1 t ions ... nd 
calculate thl:' weight from its d{'tlslty. Calculate> th(' 
qLliJnt H.y nf 011 in rh(> ga!'; in ppm, bv w(' ight . U!<c the 
foqowing E!';tlnllations to find thp vnlllm{' of ~{lR at 
standflrd If'mp£'rlllllre nnd rn's~ure, weight of gas, and 
ppm of 011 In thl' gOls: 
(1)' V()lulI1e> 01 gill> in 1 iters )( ~etrlc.....J'H'''';:;9IJrc. 1n mm )( 
7bO rran 
273.1 
• Volum£' of ~ns itt standard t('mperMlJre tlnci pressure. 
(2) Volume> of gn~ ... t standard temperature and pr~8f1l1re 
times density of gaR • weight of gse. 
(3) .&..2.L ot 1 t Imrl> 1,000,000 ., ppm of ot 1 in gas 
weight of gas (g) 
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4.4.4.5 Gas analysis, 
4 ,4 _ 4.5.1 Particle size and population - \o:laen t c' s-h?IL as sr"': Hied 
In 4.4.4.4.1. thr par'"l'iC.t~-s';;-~~I\;1 pop\I-l.11 i~1l shull cnn{on:l to tite 
lIppllcable cl('lmlinr~s ll'v('l ru.ttllirl'~(>nt5 spectdied in 3.3.1. Aay. 
te~t unit thnt falb to mo<:'t tl'" particulate. Ifmitationc; shall he 
riO j('f! tcd . 
4.4,1.,'.2 Condel1.!iclble "y;.Irncarbon '!!Dt<.!.nt. - Wlwn t('flt(·tl n~ 
npl'cifted In 4-.4.4,4.2, tlit· cC)nd~n.si.1hl('l hyurocarhon cont<!nt shllll 
confonn to table I, "~olppllC'iJhl('. Any test unit that fails to 
mpet the conch'n!'lnhlf' hydroC'l)rltnn r{'(luirementa shAll bp rej(-cted. 
4.1 .. 4.6.1 1.!.!!.!)\'ld1\1I1 reje<:li'2.!l:. - Parts, field ports. flsspmh1trs, 
RubAystrmq, or Aystems that Cdil tli(' visual inspection of 4.4.1 Bnd 
4.4.2. or the test of 4.4.3 and 4.4.4, as applicable, shall be rejected 
and reprocensed. 
4.4.4.6.2 Lot rt!.Icctf.~"E.:. - If nnv occC'ptnnC'c snmplc hUH to meet 
the rcquirt'ment9 ~1'H'clfl('d hC'rl'in, n second sample, twice the size of 
the UrRt, shAll be ~(lIlect('d and tested. If any Hem from the second 
sample foils to meet the rC'qulrem('nts specified herein, the entire 
lot represented by the 90mpl(' shalL be rejected. • 
4.4.4.6.3 R('submlttal. - Bt'iore resubmittal of rejected lots, full 
particulers conC'crning previous rej('ctlon and corrective measures 
teken to prevent recurrence of the faLlure shall be made available to 
the procuring Activity. 
5. PRf.PARATION ,~nR DEI. IVF.RY 
Nnt appllcnble to (hf~ sprcificRtlon. D~rafl~ of packaging. 
and packing shall be covered in til(' applicable detail specification • 
• 
6. NOTI';S 
{,.l l.!2..Lcl1c1cd lIS('. - TIU' c le.m i ng procedures, cleanliness levels, 
t(,Allng mpth()cls" and protC'ction mt,th(lCls covered by tillS sp"cification 
nrf' intf'ndf'd for U9(, in elf·aning. inspectlng, and prot('('ting the parts, 
field partA, 8sl'embl1es, subsyslems, and systems o{ the ·pneumatic 
systems of support eqUipment for space vehicles. 
6.2 Ordpring data. - Procuremrnt documl'nts 8ho\llrl specify the 
following: 
(0) Title, numher, and date of thls epE!clf1clltion. 
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(b) CleanllngAa l~vel, cleanlng proc~durc, and t~Rt 
pr"cedure r~qujr~d. 
"1 Of'flnltforu:...:. 
6.1.1 S"rf.1CC arNL - Tlw !;tallclanl Imit (at'l.~d) used for ,1e.T~nnfnntlon 
n( l'ont I1mlnni-r;m-lrvl' I:; (R 1,0 Rqu;'Irl' foot of significant surface area 
(I:JUdllCeS Chat will cuntnc:1. tI .... Ittlt'vlca,t n"",1 I utn) . 1';~L.et' calcull1c.l"nM o£ 
surface ar~i1~ drv not mandntoty. Approximate Rurfac(' Arca calculations 
occ('ptoble to tht! procuring activity may be used. 
b .. L2 Tubing. - Tuhtng, 89 dvffn(>d for tht" purposr of this 
I'IPt'ct flC.lt Ion, Ahnll Include riBiel tllbing in shes up through 6 inchea 
all t ~ I ril' d I nml'l (. r . 
6.3.3 ~·t .. )(lhlv hORc ... F'la.xihle. hoaB, as deClnE'(t for the purpose 
of thlA I'lppclficiltlon, Ahall includ .. braided hORe 1n Ri~eR up through 
2 inehl's as ron~BrQlnlly rntl'd. 
6.3.4 Control ClsRcmhlics. - Control asst"mhllt"s, <IS Jeflnvd for 
tl", pllrpoRc of LhlA ~1(H'ci£i('atto", Hlwll inrllld~ SlIt'h items 81'l vnlves, 
ft'gulntorR. prv69uf![' swl tdlNl, anti tcmpt>ratuT(' contrl)l swi tches. 
6.1,'; Plpint~. - PIJ'in~, as cldfne>d for 111(' plllpo.se of tll49 
"1)C'ciflcntion, ~h~l1 fncludp rf~id piping in si?e~ lip through b inche8 
t n fI Ide d i lime t (' r . 
6.3.6 Purl. - ror th(> purpose of this HPN'ificillllltl, a pnC"t 1s 
elf'flned n!; 011(' I,ieee, or two or mOrl' piece!; Juined together, whidl are 
not nornll1lly ~uh't'ct to ctisCJsR('mhty without dC'strllction fnr dcslgnt"d \lae 
(0,8., O-rlnR, poppet. vnlv .. housing, And fittings arC' parts of n 
v4l1v(' assemhly), A len~th of flnrec1 nntl fonnC'd tllbin~ with sl{!C'vc!l 
nntl fltlin~s 4Issvmhl('d that emmot be diSilr.semhlctl by normal. means 
wilhnut d('strllction felr designc4 use, ~hould be conSidered as n pnrt 
rathC'r thnn lin ass('mbly. Intt"Arnl partl'l, press fits, vtc., not nnrmally 
"is.1ss@mhl(·d hU,t which contain l)('lh metallic and nonmt"tall1.c mQte~rials 
shollid he. consideretl n!1 nonmf'tCJl1ic «(>xct'pt parts containing only 
polytrtrnfluoroethylrnr) <Inti cleanod and tCRtrd 8~cordlngly. PnrtR 
cont ,11 "inR olllv polYl('t ror lunroNhy !fmc as the nonmetall Ie meter Lal 
Ahoult! be elO:tn('d as metallic parts. 
6.3,7 nl'~'~ [HutS. ~ For til£' purpose of tlll~ !iJ)cdilcation a 
(lold part is drfi"vd as a single or multiple serlrs of tubing or 
pipe lnt('rconnected to form one or more parts as assc'mhlcd in the 
field. A field part normally is not cleaned in a laboratory 
environment nor is it installed as precleaned under fi('ld conditions. 
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".3.8 Al'ltilll!l:!ll.:.· For Hie purpose of this Bpec~fie8hon, Qn 
Qsser.lbly 18 tip-fined as ,.~ unit CQnSiflting of tVlO or m.);.'c rt'vl~C'.,abl" part. 
(~.g., fllter element, filter hou~i~g end fltti~ga oro rarts of a fllter 
~s!lemh ly) f·H~ ... fing 8 common mOl.mt :1~g 0 <!'Inti wM~h hl ~ ",Hilln it. ph,l1cal 
mAko,,~~v CiI\Jlilhl" of .,crformif.l~ i\ d~UClHe runct~on. (Exaf:lplclt: 
fl1t~f assembly. r~8ulQtor assembly, and valve ass~mbly). 
').].9 Sqd,s\7!H:em, ... rOT t:bw pUi.')b8C of tM.li IJP(?clfi~IHhm. :~ 
subsystem is defined as a unit consisting of two or more assemblies joined 
t08tl\;tH.~~ ~f; LA./f'i!oru oJ "(if ll.ni tG iZunc~a.cn. The CJllLGYGtctn ehoutd 1)1) 
Gcre~~e of ~~dc~enoeet orc~Bt!oa gn~ c~ec:kou~ when lnte~connected with 
t;! ,i~,.m'liir~cd ~OOIl'il.e-.;e ~,.oll;cmL 
tJ.;L~\;j) §le~~·m. - \7C'l.' l~l~ c'll'ii~\,)OI.ilC QiZ t~1~6 J[)c~C:i\.f4cG~:i,on, IS fJy.c;em 
Ie ~Qqgne~ O!i G 8eriQ~ ~~ 8U~8y~tC=Q joi~Qd together to pe~rD~~ ~ 
~ef~~ite CU~Gtion. 
~.3.ll Flu8h. - ior thG ~~?~O~C of ~~ao o~Gc~flcot~one fl~'h !. II 
~",ud~'[,~ fiowing:-;-nwt1\ HuGe. H ~;;'Q Qr' IJverflowiiJ 9 Be 10:: ':<iater tOI 
cleo~G~n~ PU~PQOC8. 
t,.4 .2...il'f!l!'=li!:.fl2' 0 Sarnn Wrcp. m"lirl~fIiiC~Ul't"d by the Dow Chemical Co. Ii 
Mldland i Miciiigan, hGG b~en found to be Q~ 8~cep~abl0 protectlv~ 
covering for cl~aned items, 
6.5 Deter.a.ent. - Detergent, Om.reH F&3~. manufactured by the Dow 
Chcmh:81 Co .• Midland, mchigen, 1MB lie(m fomld to be an accept(lb1e 
detergent fOlL UHe in cleaning p,·oceJuftw. Oald ~,~ 33 and 34. idnufactur4td 
by O.kite Produc ta i Inc •• New York 6. ~, \' .• haD been found to be an 
acceptable detergent for uoe tn cleaning elum~num. 
6.6 ~~~.£:. - Nylon C i8 an abrasive J['esie~une: I>lastic fUm used 
to J,.lckllge cr.mponcntB whh:h have crltical surfoces t&i\Bt are not Gubject 
tu LOX compatibility. Approved source is Specialty Converting Co., 
4125 Downman Rd., New Orleana, La. 
6. 7 ~~f.:. - AclBr 19 8 Fluorohaloc:arbon ~")18st1c rUm and the 
'iJ, .. ly ai/proved £1111'1 for protective tovel"ing of LOX components, porte. 
field parts, 9ublJy.tems p end 8YlJtems. Approved 80u~ce tor thla. material 
18 Alliea Ch~mlcal. General Chemical Division, Box 70, Morri.t~. N.J. 
Custol.i1an: 
NAJA a John ~. Kennady 
Space Center 
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JOHN F. ~NNED'f ''SPACE CENTER, NASA 
(PROPOSED) . 
SURFACE CLEANLINESS OF FLUID -SYSTEMS t 
SPECIFICATION FOR 
NOTE: THIS SPECIFICATION, IN ITS PRESENT FORM, IS NOT AVAILABLE _ 
FOR DISTRIBUTION THROUGH 'KSC. AT THE DATE OF PUBLICATION 
l 
j , 
l 
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OF THE II CLEANING f~EQUI REMENTS, PROCEDU RES' AND VERIFICATION f 
TECHNIQUESll OF THE ASRDI OXYGEN. TECHNOLOGY SURVEY THIS I 
PROPOSED SPECIFICATION IS BEING REVIEWED FOR ISSUANCE AS 'J 
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1. . SCOPE 
1.1 ScoRe,. - This specification establishe~ 'the cleanliness levels, clean-
ing, protection, and inspection procedures '·for any' surface in contact with 
fluids .used for NASA-oriented activities" These surfaces pertain to parts, 
components, assemblies, subsystems, systems or other related equipment in 
contact with any service medium. 
1.2 plassification. - The cleaning procedures, cleanliness levels, and 
testing 'methods applicable to parts, components, assemblies, su~system, sy~­
terns, or other related equipment (as applicable, ~ee 6.2) are classified as 
sp~cified herein. 
1.2.1 Cleanliness Levels 
MAXIMUM .s.OLVENT SOLUBLE CONDENSABLE 
CLl!:ANLINESS PARTICLE SIZE "ORGANIC. RESIDUE HYDROCARBONS 
LEVEL (MICRONS) (MG/SQ FT) (PPM/WT TEST GAS) 
. 
A 50 1 0.2 
B 150 1 0.2 
C 250 1 1 
D 500 1 2 
i • I 2 E I 70U I 2 F 1500 3 3 
1.2.2 Cleaning Proced~ 
1-1A.TERIAL PICKLING PASSIVATION CLEANHIG 
Corrooion Resistant 
-
Formula III Formula I 
Steel (3'.10.1.3) (3.10.1.1) 
Corrosion Resistant Formula II Formula III Formula I 
Steel (3.10.1. 2) (3.10.1. 3) (3.10.1.1) 
Aluminum, Bare or . Formula IV - -
Clad (3.10.1.4) 
Aluminum, Bare or Formula V 
-
Formula IV 
Clad (3.10.1.5) (3.10.1.4) 
Aluminum, Bare or 
-
, Formula V Formula IV 
Clad (3.10.1.5) (3.10.1. 4) 
Copper & Copper 
-' - F(1rmu1a VI 
Alloys (3.10.1.6) 
Copper & Copper Formula VII 
-
F,ormula VI 
Alloys (3.10.1.7) (3.10.1.6) 
Copper & Coppe: .. 
-
Formula VII Formula VI 
Alloys (3.10.1. 7) (3.10.1.6) 
".,,41f11W!C!L .. (:!'Ii I ... ¥iIIl"".t:lnt'.#i" " .4 ......... ;:' ... ;; 440'h"ts; ,\JilMAW4'4iQ ,.",.UA£=4 "'«Hum " •• _;CI. '.0"'" 43e .. as we> 
. =--, 
.' 
2 
HATERIAL PICKLING PASSIVATION CLl-:ANING 
Nonmetallic Items 
- -
Detergent 
Solution 
Aluminum, Anodized ... 
-
Detergent .. 
or Chemical Con- Solution 
version Coated 
. 
1.2.3 ,S,uggested Applications. - The following sugsested applications are 
based on cleanliness levels that have been previously specified for space-
craft, launch vehicle, or ground support equipment. 
CLEANLINESS 
LEVEL 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E. 
F 
.' SUGG~STED APPLICATION 
Critical systems such as gas bearing and 
slosh measuring systems; spacecraft pressur-
ization systems; reaction control propellant 
systems. 
Ground support equipment parts and assem-
blies for critical vehicle applied systems 
(fluid); spacecraft electrical power sys-
tems. 
Ground support equipment liquid oxygen and 
fuel systems, parts, assemblies, and sub-
systems. spacecraft small propulsion sys-
tems, facilities equipment supplying fluids 
to and i~terfacing with spacecraft ground 
support equipment except for spacecraft 
environmental control systems. 
Ground support equipment parts and assem-
blies (flow through) and vehicle applied 
systems (fluid). . 
. 
Ground support equipment parts and assem-
blies for dead end services such as gauges, 
pressure switches, and relief valves; main 
propulsion systems; facilities equipment 
supplying fluids to and interfacing w:i.th 
spac.ecraft ground support equipment for en-
vironmental control systems. 
Facility type systems not affiliated with or 
oriented with vehicle and vent systems down-
stream of·relief valves and check valves 
toward atmospher?~ 
l 
! 
I 
I 
_
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1.2 .. 3.1 ~"Y5gested Cleanliness l..evelR for Design ·Applicc:\ti0U§.o The follow-
ing maximum critical clearances relative to each cleanliness level are given 
as a guide to selecting a cleanliness level 'sensitive to the requirements of 
a specific design application. ' 
CLEANLINESS 
LEVEL 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
1.2.4 Test Methods. -
Method 
A 
B 
C 
D 
MAXIMUM CRITICAL 
CLEARANCE (MICRONS) 
. 
150 
S50 
500 
7S0 
1000 
2000 
Description 
Solvent flush test for particle population 
and solvent soluble organic residues re-
maining on critical surfaces of items 
cleaned in a controlled environment. 
Gas flow test for particles and volatile 
hydrocarbons that will condense at ambient 
temperature and pressure. 
Fluid flow test ~or monitoring particle 
population and water rinseable residues 
during the cleaning cycle, and 'for particle 
. population and solvent soluble organic 
residues remaining on critical surfaces of 
items cleaned in the field. 
Gas flow test for moistur~ remaining on 
critical surfaces aft~r cleaning • 
. '
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2. ,APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
2.1 The following documents of ' the issue tneffect on the date of invi-
tation for bids or requests for proposals ~orm ~ part of this specification. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Feder~,l 
-
BB-N-4ll 
O-a-3S0 
0-S-639 
0-0-670 
0-S-809 
TT-I-73S 
UU-T-81 
PPP-T-66 
,Military 
MIL-D-1679l 
MIL-E-1755S 
~anned Spacecraft Center 
MSC-SPEC-C-3 
Nitrogen' 
Nitric Acid, Technical 
Sodium Phosphate,: Dibasic, Anhydrous, 
Technical 
Orthophosphoric (Phosphoric) Acid, Technical 
Sulfuric Acid, Technical 
Isopropyl Alcohol 
Tags~ 'Shipping and Stock 
Tape,.lTessure Sensitive Adhesive, Vinyl 
Plastic Film" 
Detergents, General Purpose, Liquid, 
Nonionic 
Electronj.cs and ~lectrical. Equipment and 
Associ3ted Rcp3ir Part~, Preparation for 
Delivery of 
Decals, Certification of Cleanliness 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
MSFC-SPEC-2l7 
MSFC-SPEC-234 
MSFC-SPEC-237 
MSFC-SPEC-456 
STANDARDS 
Feder~l . 
. 
FED-STD-l4l ' 
Trichloroethylene, Technical, Specification 
for 
Nitrogen, Space Vehicle Grade 
Solvent,.Precision Cleaning Agent; Specifi-
cation for 
Film, Transparent, Plastic, LOX Compatible, 
Gas and Contamination Barrier 
Paint,' Varnish, Lacquer, and Related 
Materials, Methods of Inspection, Sampling 
and Testing 
. . , 
• '.,I'i$.")i!ijJIi i; If .... ' ; ....... ,. £ 4C • $ etl; .... n .. ". S;\'~.A ;us l.lltM"l'J~""'4A4'" ..... 'If J", f*,I'If"U • J .:¢: 
J;-lilj.tarx, 
MIL-SXD-129 
MIL ... STD ... 794 
MS 33586 
Cl~an Room and Work Station Requirements, 
Controlled Environment 
Marking for Shipment and Storage 
Parts and Equipment, Procedures for 
Packaging and Packing of . 
Metals, Definition of Dissimilar 
Marshall Space !light Cente~ 
MSFC ... STD-105 
PUBLICATIONS 
Synthetic Rubber, Age Control of, Standard 
for 
~ational Aeronautics and Space Administration 
NPC 200 ... 2 
NPC 200-3 
Quality Program Provisions for Space System 
Contractors 
Inspecti nn S~'~tem Pr~·visil.'h'ti for.: Suppliers 
of Space Materials, Parts, Components, and 
Services 
(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publica~ions required 
by contractors in connection with specific procurement functions should be 
obtained from the procuring activity or as directed oy the contracting 
officer.) , 
2.2 Other Publications. - Xhe following documents. fprm a part of this 
specif~ion to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise indicated, 
the :issue in effect on the date of invitation for bids shall apply. 
""""M . .,,.W4&J 
Junerican Society for Testing and Materials Standards, 
ASTM D257-61 
ASTM D1069-64 
ASTM'D1078-63 
ASTM Dl173-53 
ASTM D1310-63 
Electrical Resistance of Insulating 
Materials 
Particulates and Dissolved Matt~r in 
Industrial Waste Water, Tests for 
Distillation Range of Volatile Organic 
Liquids, Test fo'r , . 
Foaming Properties of Surface-Active Agents, 
Tasf, tor . 
ll'l;;\sh Point of Volatile Flanunable Materials 
by Tag Open-Cup Appar.atus,. Xest for 
........... '-' .... ~". -.: 
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ASTM D1613 ... 64 
ASTM E168-64T 
ASTM F2S-63T 
ASTM F51-65T 
Acidity in Volatile Solvents and Chemical 
Intermediates Used in Paint, Varnish~ 
Lacquer, and Related Products, Te!~t ~"tr,~' 
General Techniques of· Infrared Quantitative 
Analysis 
Sizing and 'Counting Airborne P,articulate 
Contamination in Clean Rooms and Other Dust 
Control~ed Areas Designed for Electr.onic 
and.Similar Applications 
Sizing and Counting Particulate Contaminant 
in and on Clean Room Garments 
(Copies may be obtained from the American Society for Testing an.d Materials, 
1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19:03.) 
3. REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 General. - All parts, components, assemblies, subsystems, systems, or 
related equipment requiring cleaning shall be cleaned and inspected in con-
formance with this specification. D~tailed production cleanIng, preserva-
tion, and protection processes require prior approval of the procuring 
activity (sec 3.2). Quality Assurance provisions of inspection and testing 
for the acceptance of parts, components, assemblies, subsystems, systems, or 
other related equipment that have been cleaned tn a stic·:ific level of 
cleanliness shall be performed as specified herein; there shall be no ex-
ceptions or deviations. Subsystems and systems may require disassc~mhly to 
permit cleaning. Any part or component that might be damaged during clean-
ing' shall be removed before cleaning, and cleaned as a separate item. 
Cleaning or disassembly operations on precision.components that might affect 
the tolerances or impair the calibration of such components shall be per-
formed only by personnel qualified in the necessary operations. 
3.2 Production Cleaning and Preservation Process Approval. - The detailed 
procedures for cleaning, preservation, and protection to be used shall be 
~s.specified herein; however, the contractor may use other materials and 
processes provided written approval of the materials and processes to be 
used is obtained from the procuring activity prior to cle~ning, preserva-
tion, and protection. The utilization of the procedures specified herein, 
or of any other process or procedure approved for use by the contractor will 
not guarantee acceptance of the cnd product. The. contractor shall be re-
quired to submit to the procuring.activity a statement in writing containing 
the following information for all production cleaning and preservation pro-
cess procedures: 
(a) 
(b) 
;. '"kC. tin. P , 
Processing materials to be used. This shall include, as 
applicable, trade names, specifications., chemical, and 
. physical properties. 
Processing equipment and cleaning procedures to be used. 
.. 
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ee) Pr£.servation processes and protectioil tn~thods and m~terials 
to be used. 
(d) In-prGcess control procedures to control built-in contamina-
tion 01' latent corrosion resulting from the application of 
processing materials or procedures. . 
(e) The imple;llentation of the qual~ty assurance provisions 
specified herein that are applicable to the item being 
cleaned. 
(f) Sequence of Iralving, fluid flow patterns, sampling ports, and 
other p-:artine!'lt cleaning data for subsystems, systems, storage 
vessels, and other related equipment. 
3.3 Seguence of OperatitlE2,. - All steps in any pro~edure shall progress 
in an uninterrupted series of operations through the final rinse and drying 
operation. Precautions shall be taken to protect items after final rinse 
and drying until inspection, assembly, and packaging are completed • 
. 
3.4 Reassembly and Functiouc:,l Testing. - All items that have been disassem-
bled for cleaning shall be rea:;sembled and functionally tested prior to 
final acceptance of the cleaned item. All -soft-goods parts such as o-rings, 
diaphragms .. etc. shall be replaced with new parts cleaned to the same level 
as the disassembled item. Cure di'ites of soft-goods shall be in conformance: 
with Specification MSFC-STD-I05. Prior written approval of the procuring 
activity shall be required ~or the waiver of any of the requirements of 3.4. 
3.5 Materials. - Processing and pl~otecting materials used shall be as 
specified herein, or on the drawings, or shall be of a quality approved by 
the procuring activity (see 3.2). 
3.5.1 2-Butoxyethanol (ethylene glycol monobutyl ether). - The material 
f :,~ use in cleaning formulas shall meet the following requirements: 
(a) Boiling poj.nt - the boiling paint of at least 99 percent 
by weight of the compound at 760 mm of mercury pressure 
shall be between 169 degrees and 172 degrees Centigrade (C) 
as determined by ASTM Method DI078-63. The remaining one 
percent of the material shall ha'\.7e a boiling point of not 
less than 166 degrees C nor more than, 173 degrees C. 
(b) Specific gravity·· the apparent specific gravity shall be 
between 0.900 and 0.905 as determined by Test 5 of Method 
4183 of Standard FED-STD-141. 
(e) . Flash point - the flash point shall be 157 degrees plus or 
minus 8 degrees Fc:!hrenhei t (F) as determined by ASTM Method 
D1310-63 using the Tag open cup. 
.. 
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(d) Solubility in water - the solubility of 2-butoxyethano1 in 
water and water in 2-butoxyethano1 shall be infinite (complete) 
at 20 degrees C. 
(e) Acidity - total free acid calculated ~s acetic acid shall be 
not more tha~ 0.01 percent by weight, equivalent to 0.1 mg 
of potassium hydroxide per gram of sample as determined by 
'ASTM Method D1613-64. 
3.5.2 Certification Decal. - Certification of cleanliness level decals 
for precision c.l."~an packaging shall conform to Specification MSC-SPEC-C-3 
except that the:nitia1s of the specific procuring activity shall be im-
print.Qti on the decal as applicable. (See 3.!1.2.8). 
3-.5.3 Deionized tvater. - Deionized water shall be deionized to a degree 
that the minimum specific resistance shall be 50,000 ohms.and shall be 
checked and certified daily. The pH shall be maintained between 6.0 and 8.0 
as measured by narrow range pH indicating paper. The pH shall be checked 
and certified daily. Deionized water for flushing and testing operations 
shall be prefiltered to remove all particles larger than the limits specified 
for the item being flushed or tested. Total solids shall not exceed 10 parts 
per million by weight as determined by ASTM Method D1069-64. 
3.5.4 Detergen~. - Detergents used for detergent degreasing operations 
shall conform to i'iIL-D-1679i. 
3.5.5 Dibasic Sodium Phosphate (Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate). - Dibasic 
. sodium phosphate shall conform to Specification 0-8-639. 
3.5.6 Filter Hembrane. - The filter membrane used for particle removal 
shall be 47 mrn diam;ter' with a 3.08 mrn imprinted grid,. black or green. The 
filter· shall be capable of particle removal as required by the cleanliness 
.) level applicable to the item being tested. 
8 
3.5.7 Gases 
3.5.7.1 Drying Gas for Nonprecision Cleaned Items. - Nit~ogen gas for dry-
ing of nonprecision cleaned items during prec1eaning in a light industrial 
atmosphere as specified herein shall conform to Type I, Class 1, Grade B of 
Specification BB-N-411. 
3.5.7.2 DrYing, Purging. or Testing Gas for Precision Cleaned Items. -
Nitrogen gas for drying, purging, preserving, or testing of precision cleaned 
items. as specified herein shall conform to Specification MSFC-8PEC-234 ex-
cept that it shall be prefiltered to the applicable cleanliness level. 
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3.5.8 Hydrofluoric Acid. - Hydrofluoric acid used in Formula II for 
picKling corrosion resistant steel shall be technical grade. with a minimum 
hydrogen fluoride content of 48 percent by w~ight in water • 
. 
3.5.9 Nitric Acid. - Nitric acid shall conform to Specification O-N-350. 
3.5.10 Packaging Films 
3.5.10.1 Polyethylene. - Pc1yethylene film for precision'clean packaging 
shall meet the requirements specified in 3.11.2 of this specifi~ation. 
3.5.10.2 Polyamide. - Polyamide films such as Nylon 6 or equivalent for 
precision clean packaging shall meet the requirements specified in 3.11.2 
of this specification. ' 
3.5.10.3 Fluoroha1ocarbon. - F1uorohalocarbon films such as Aclar 33C or 
equivalent for precision clean packaging shall conform to Specification 
MSFC-SPEC-456 and 3.11.2 of this specification. 
3.5.11 pH Indicating Test Paper. - pH indicating test paper for making pH 
measurements as specified herein shall be th~ fractional range type. Wide 
range pH paper shall not be used. The pH range of 6.0 to 8.0 shall be 
.covered by using two pH papers v1ith overlapping ranges; e.g., one with a 
range of 4.5 to 7.5 and the other with a range of 6.8 to 8.4. A single 
paper with a pH range of 6.0 to 8.0 shall not be·used. 
3.5.12 ' Phosphoric Acid. - Phosphoric acid shall conform to Specification 
0-0-670. 
3.5.13 Test and Analytical Equi~ment. - The fol1owing.equipment is requir-
ed to accomplish the tests and analyses specifieq herein: 
(a) Petri dishes, disposable, plastic, 48 mrn I.D. 
(b) Forceps, unserrated tips. 
(c) Microscope, binocular, with ocular-objective combinations to 
obtain 40 to 45 X and 90 to 150 X magnification: 
(d) Lamp, microscope, 6 volt, 5 ampere, high intensity. 
(e) Scale, ocular micrometer. 
'(f) Micrometer, stage. 
(g) Holder, filter, for filter membrane. 
(h) Flasks, filter,' one liter and four liter capacity. 
9 
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(i) Flasks, boiling, two to/five'liter capacity. 
(j) Column, Claisen fractionating, with 20/40 standard taper joints 
or equivalent filled with Raschig rings. 
(k) Condenser, Liebig or Allison, 4QO'mm jacket with 24/40 standard 
taper joints. 
(1) Adapter, collecting, 105 d~grees angle with 24/40 standard taper 
joint. 
(m) Meter, wet test gas, calibrated. 
(n) Bottles, gas washing, 250 ml capacity with coarse or medium frits. 
(0) Plasks, volumetric, 5, 10, and 100 ml capa~ity. 
(p) Pipettes, volumetric, 1, 5, and 10 ml capacity. 
(q) Bottle, wash. 
(r) Spectrophotometer, infrared. 
(s) Cells, infrared, sealed, sodium chloride, one for single beam 
1r~trumcnt~ or two (~tchcd pair or one. variable) fer double beam 
ins trullient • 
(t) Syringe, hypodermic, Luer-Lok, five ml capacity. 
(u) Funnels, separatory, one liter capacity. 
(v) Beakers, 50, 100, 500, and 800 ml capacity. 
(w) Holder, filter, flow-through, four.bolts for 0 to 6000 psig) 
six bolts for 6000 to 10,000 psig. 
3.5.14 polvents 
3.5.14.1 Vapor Degreasing Solvent. - Type II, trichloroethylene conforming 
to Specification MSFC-SPEC-217 or trichlorotrifluoroethane conforming to 
Specification MSFC-SPEC-237 shall ~e used in vapor degreasing processes. 
3.5.14.2 Degreasing Solvent. - Type II, trichloroethylene conforming to 
Specification MSFC-SPEC-217 or trichlorotrifluoroethane conforming to 
Specification MSFC-SPEC-237 shall be used in solvent degreasing operations. 
3.5.14.3 . Test Solvents 
• 
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3.5.14.l.1 Trich1orotrif1uoroethane. -Trich1orotrif1uoroethane used as 
a test solvent in the solvent-flush procedure (Method A) or the fluid-flow 
procedure (Method C) shall conform to SpecificAtion MSFC-SPEC-237 when pro-
cured. Prior to its use, the solvent shall be filtered to meet the particu-
late population requirements of 4.3.3.1.1.1 .ot' 4'.3.4.1,.1.1, as applicable. 
The solvent may be reused as long as the particle population requirements 
of 4.3.3.1.1.1 or 4.3.4.1.1.1, as applicable', are met; and the solvent 
soluble residue does not exceed 0.013 milligrams per milliliter as specified 
in 4.3.3.1.1 and 4.3.4.1.1. 
3.5.14.3.2 Trichloroethylene. - Trichloroethylene us.ed as a test solvent 
in the fluid-flow procedure (Method B) shall conform to Specification MSFC-
SPEC-217, Type I, when procured. Prior to its use, the solvent shall be 
filtered to meet the particle population requirements of 4.3.4.1.1.1. The 
solvent may be reused as long as the particle population requirements of 
4:3.4.1.1.1 are ~et, and the solvent soluble organic residue does not exceed 
0.013 milligrams per milliliter as specified in 4.3.4.1.1.' 
3.5.14.3.3 Isopropyl Alcohol. - Isopropyl alcohol used as a test solvent 
in the solvent-flush procedure (Method A) shall conform to Specification 
TT-I-735, Grade A, except that the maximum nonvolatile residue shall be 
0.001 percent when procured. Prior to its use, the solvent shall be filtered 
to meet the particle population requirements of 4.3.3.1.1.1. The solvent may 
be reused as long as the particle population requirements of 4.3.3.1.1.1 are 
met, and the solvent soluble organic residue does not exceed 0.013 milligrams 
per milliliter as specified in 4.3.3.1.1 • 
. 3.5.14.3.4 Carbon Tetra~hloride. - Carbon tetrachloride used in tIle gas-
flow test procedure (Method B) shall be spectrograde carbon tetrachloride 
procured with no infrared absorption at 3 .• 42 m:i,crons for a three millimeter 
depth of liquid. 
3.5.14:4 Acetone. - Acetone used for cleaning analytical glassware shall 
be spectrograde acetone. 
3.5.15 Sulfuric Acid. - Sulfuric acid used in Formula VII for pickling and 
brightening copper alloys shall conform to the requirement~ for Type I, 
Class I~ of Specification 0-5-809. 
3.5.16 Surfactant. - The surfactant for use in cleaning formulas shall 
meet the following requirements: 
(a) Type - the surfactant shall be a liquid, nonionic surface 
active agent of the alkyl aryl polyethylene glycol ether 
type. The hydrophobe group sha.ll be octyl, nonyl, or 
dodecyl phenol. 
11 
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. (b) Purity - the surfactant shall contain a minimum of 99 per-
cent active ingredient and shall contain no builders, soaps, 
or addition agents of any kind. 
(e) Appearance - the surfactaht shall be a dispersible liquid 
at 70 degrees F. 
(d) Volatiles - the volatiles content shall not exceed 1.0 per-
cent when tested in accordance with 4.4.1 of MIL-D-l6791. 
(e) Ash content - the ash content shall not exceed 0.25 percent 
when tested in accordance with 4.4.2 of MIL-D-l679l. 
(t) Nitrogen, Sulfur, and Phosphorus Content- the surfactant 
shall give no test for these elements when tested in accord-
ance with 4.4.3 of MIL-D- 16791 • 
. (g) Cloud point - the cloud pOint of a one percent aqueous 
solution of the surfactant shall be between 70 degrees and 
212 degrees F when tested in accor~ance with 4.4.5 of MIL-
D-1679l. 
(h) Compatibility - no cloudiness, precipitation, or sedimenta-
tion shall be formed when the surfactant is mixed with 
anionic and ca~ionic surtactants when tested in accordance 
with 4.4.6 of MIL-D-16791. 
(i) Chemical stability - the surfactant shall be chemically 
stable to acid and oxidation when tested in accordance 
with 4.4.7 of MIL-D-16791 except that the temperature for 
observing cloudiness or precipitation after testing shall 
be 68 degrees F. . 
(j) pH value - the pH of a one percent solution of surfactant 
at 70 degrees F shall be between 6.0 and 8.0 when tested in 
accordance with 4.4.9 of MIL-D-16791. 
(k) Solubility in 2-Butoxyethanol - the surfact~nt shall be 
completely soluble in 2-butoxyethanol when tested as 
follows:' 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Add 20 ml of surfactant to 80 ml of 2~butoxyethanol 
meeting the requirements of 3.5.1 in. a 100 ml glass 
stoppered graduated cylinder •. 
Stopper the cylinder and· shake vigorously for three 
minutes. 
Allow the cylinder to stand.undisturbed for one hour. 
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(4) Exan'-ine the solution. Any turbidity, separation of 
layers, or other evidence of incomplete solubility 
shall be cause for rejection. ' 
3.5.17 Tag~. - Tags for marking of precision cleaned items in accordance 
with 3.12 shall conform to the requirements for Type C, Style 1 or 2, Class 
2, of Specification UU-T-81 and shall c~ntain the information required in 
3.12. ' 
3.5.18 Tape. - Tape used in precision clean packaging sh~ll conform to 
Specification PPP-T-66, Type 1, Class B. 
3.6 Cleanliness Reguiremen~~ 
All items that are cleaned in accordance with this specification shAJ.l 
comply with the minimum surface cleanliness requirements as specified in 
Table I, as applicable. 
3.7 ,Contamination Control 
3.7.1 Environmental Control. - Excluding precleaning, all cleaning and 
inspection operations for parts, components) and other items as required 
shall be accomplished within a clean room conforming to Specification FED-
SrD-209. rhe clean room level shall be consistent with the cleanliness level 
requit"'e~ents of ,';he cleaneci item. 
3.7.2 Handling. - Neoprene rubber gloves shall be worn during all solvent 
cleaning operations in the clean room. Clean, lDw-lint, white nylon gloves 
shall ,be worn in the clean room when handling cleaned items. Care shall be 
taken not to recontaminate cleaned items. 
3.7.3 Garments 
3.7.3.1 General. - All personnel entering a clean room shall wear clean 
room garments specifically designed to prevent contamination of the clean 
area by lint, dust, dandruff, and other contaminants from.clothing, shoes, 
hair, and skin. Clean room garments shall afford adequate coverage of the 
body as applicable. 
3.7.3.2 Garment Construction. - Oarments shall be of a continuous filament, 
100 percent polyester fiber such as Dacron. Th'e fabric weave shall be 
taffeta or herringbone twill. The color may be white or pastel. 
3.7.3.2.1 Garments shall be of a simple design with no pockets and a 
minimum of seams. All sewn seams shall be closed,. double-stitched', and free 
of loose threads. Thread shall be 100 percent polyester continuous fila-
ment, stranded, 200-denier minimum, and shall be of the same color as the 
garment. Garments may have thermally fused seams. The7mal fusion shall 
.. 
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TAnLE I. 
SlmFACE cr.EANT,INESS nEOUIREH~NTS OF FLUID SYST8NS 
PARTICLE 
!;i7F. P.ANGR 
(MICRONS) 
PARTIcr,ES (a) 
(NO. PJ~R SQ FT 
MAX) 
<10 unHmlted(b) 
10 .. 15 
16 .. 25 
26 .. 50 
>50 
46 
9 
1 
o 
<25 
25~50 
51 .. 100 
101 .. ).50 
unHmited(b) 
132 
12 
1 
>150 o 
<50 
50 .. 100 
101.0.150 
151 .. 200 
201 .. 250 
unllmi ted (b) 
69 
>250 
20 
9 
1 
o 
'b\ I 
.: 100 t.!nlill'ited' I 
100 .. 200 60 
201-300 18 
301-400 4 
401 .. 500 1 
>500 0 
<150 un1imited(b) 
150MJOO 41 
301-450 6 
451 .. 600 1 
601-700 1 
>700 0 
<300 un1imited(b) 
300w600 81 
601 .. 900 24 
901-1200 10 
1201-1500 1 
>1500 0 
SOLVENT SOl.UnT,E 
ORGANIC ltes:mUt~ 
(MG PER SQ rT) 
MAX) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
CONDENRAnJ,E 
HynROCARBONS 
(PPH BY WT 
OF 'I'R!-l'l' ~A~' 
0.2 
0.2 
1 
2 
3 
{a)Fibcrs shall be counted as particles. Fiber size shall be determined by 
the length (larger dimension when viewed in the direction perpendicular 
, to the plane in which it lies).· . 
(b) Unlimited except that no silting shall be permitted. Silting shall be I 
defined as an accumulation of minute particles of· sufficient quantity to 
cause a haze or obscuring of any port:loll of a grid line or any porti. on .J 
of the grid of a filter membrane, when viewed visually or under 40 power 
mnximum mngnification. , 
. . = c . 
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result in seams that are continuously ~elded the entire length of the seam 
with no unfu$ed gaps. There shall be no loose threads or rough edges of 
fabric at the fused :seams. . 
3.7.3.~.2 Fastening of garmen~s may be accomplished by either snaps, ties, 
or zippers. Snaps and zippers shall be corrosion resistant. Buttons shall 
be unacceptable as a means of fastening. All collars and cuffs shall be 
adjustable to give a snug, but comfortable fit. 
3.7.3.2.3 When the generation of static 'electricity is a problem, an anti-
static agent may be added to the material. The acceptability of an anti-
static agent shall be based upon the fabric meeting the cleanliness level 
specified in 3.7.3.5.1 prior t.o and after treatment of the fabric with the 
anti-static agent~ 
3.7.3.2.4 Garments shall be available in the following sizes: . 
Extra Small - 30-32 
Small - 34~36 
Medium - 38-40 
Large - 42-44 
Extra ~arge - 46-48 
3.7.3.3 ~ssory Construction 
3.7.3.3.1 Head Coverings. - Head coverings may be either cap::; or hoods 
that match the garments in fabric and color. 
3.7.3.3.1.1 Caps for men'shall be surgeon's sty1e with three position 
fasteners: small, medium, and large. Snood caps with drawstring shall be 
provided for women. 
3.7.3.3.1.2 Hoods shall completely cover the head and neck except for the 
face. Hoods shall fit inside the neck of coveralls. Sizes shall be: small, 
medium, and large. 
3.7.3.3.2 Shoe Coverings. - Tops of shoe covers shall b~ made of the same 
material as the basic garment, be high enough to cover the coverall pants 
leg, and be secured to the pants leg by a tie or snaps. All seams shall be 
turned inside and double-stitched. Soles shall be made of a skid resistant 
plastic~ Sizes shall be: medium, large, aadextra large. 
3.7.3.3.3 Gloves. - Gloves shall be form-fitting nylon, one-~ize design, 
with 'complete coverage of the hand. 
3.7.3.4 Launoering of Clea~ Room Garments. - All processing shall be 
accomplished in a'properly constructed 'and operated facility conforming to 
class 100,000 or better clean room conditions as established in Specifica-
tion FED-S~D-209. 
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3.7.3.4.1 Cleaning may be performed by washing; ~ry cleaning" or a combi-
nation of the two methods. Either method or a combination of the two is 
acceptable as long as the cleanliness level specified in 3.7.3.5.1 is 
achieved. 
3.7.3.5 Cleanliness Level 
3.7.3.5.1 ~nrticulatc Contamination. ".The particulate contam1uat1on level 
of garments and accessories shall not exceed the limits of Table II. 
TABLE II. GAR.."'1ENT CLF.ANLINESS REQUIRffitENTS 
MAXIMUM CONTAMINATION PER SQUARE 
r-____________________ F~O~O~T_O~F~G~Mlli~E~N~T-T~E~S~T=E~--------------------~ 
SIZE RANGE 
. 
.(MICRONS) . NUMBER 
Particles: 
< 5 unlimited (a) 
5-100 . 1000 
> 100 2 
Fibers: . 
100-1000 10 
> 1000 0 
(a)Particles under 5 microns in size are not counted. However, an accumu-
lation of minute particles of sufficient quantity to cause a haze or 
obscuring of any portion of a grid line or any portion of the grid on a 
test filter membrane, when viewed visually or under 40 power maximum 
magnification. shall be cause for reiection. 
3.7.3.5.2 Hydrocarbons. - Garments and accessories shall have no visible 
h~drocarbons such as oil stains and grease. 
3.7.3.6 £Nality Assurance Provisions for Garments 
3.7.3.6.1 Visual Examination Rrior to Laundering. - Each garment and ac-
cessory shall be examined for needed repairs~ missing fasteners, and broken 
zippers. Garments showing evidence of fabric b~eakdolvn such as loose fiber 
ends protruding from the surface or areas of wear or fraying shall be re-
jected. 
3.7.3.6.2 Sampling. - Garments and accessories shall be examined and test-
ed to determine cOr.lpliance with 3.7.::S.S in accordance lY'ith 3.7.3.6'. Testing 
. shall be conducted in an environment conforming to class 100,000 or better 
clean room conditions as established in Specification FED-STD~209. 
" 
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3.7.3.6'.2.1 All garments of one type, or all accessories of one type 
;! offered by one supplier at one time shall be considered one lot. Each lot 
of laundered items may be tested upon receipt; or procured clean providing 
that th~ requirements of 3.7.3.5, 3.7.3.6, and 3.7.3.9 are met. 
3.7.3.6.2.2 A sample for certification of, the cleanliness level of one lot 
shall consist of five·percent of the total number of items in that lot ex-
'cept that' no less than one item in anyone lot shall be tested. 
3.7.3.6.3 Verification of Cleanliness Level. - The following procedure 
shall be used to determine the particulate popUlation of garments and ac-
cessories: 
(a) A filter assembly and adapter of the configuration specified 
in Specification ~STM FSl-65T shall be used to determine the 
particulate population. 
(b) Clean· the filter assembly and adapter with t7:ichlorotrifluoro-
ethane that conforms to Specification MSFC-5PEC-237. 
(c) Connect the filter holder to a source of vacuum adequate to 
produce an air flow rate of 13.9 to 14.1 liters per minute. 
A limiting orifice or a flowmeter may be used to determine 
the flow rate. 
(d) Using clean forceps, place a black, 0.80 micron pore size, 
47 mm diameter membrane filter with a 3.08 mm imprir.ted 
grid on the support screen of the filter holder with the 
grid side up. Twist the locking ring in place after plac-
ing the tapere~adapter in position. 
, .(e) Place a pr/?-fil.ter in the top portion of the adapter by 
removing the o-ring from the adapter top, placi,ng a 47 mm 
diameter, white, 5.0 micron pore size membrane filter on 
the support screen, and replacing the o-ring. The 5.0 
micron pre-filter may be used for a number of tests before 
replacement is necessary. 
(f) Place the outer surface of the test garment over the 
tapered, male adapter. Lock into test position by plac-
ing the air filter, tapered" female adapter over test 
portion of the fabric. 
, (g) Apply vacuum and ,sample the area for one minute at an 
air flow rate of 13.9 to 14.1 liters per minute', Sample 
the required numbel: of areas specified in step (h) by 
repeating steps (f) and (g). 
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(h) Five areas shall be sampled for garments in the follow-
ing approximate locations: breast," arm pit, waist or 
bench level, and knee on the front of the garment and 
the seat on the rear of the garmen't •. Two areas shall be 
sampled on all accessories. 
(i) , Remove the filter frcm the holder and count the particl.es 
and fibers in conformance with 4.3.3.1.4.1 of this speci-
fication. Particles shall be counted in tIle size ranges 
of 5 to 100 microns and greater than 100 microns. Fibers 
shall be counted in the size ranges of 100 to 1000 microns 
and greater than 1000 microns. 
(j) To calculate the number of particles per square foot, 
mUltiply the total count of particles or fibers on the 
filter in each size range by 20 for gar111ents for which 
five a-reas were counted. For accessories, multiI!ly the 
total filter count in each size range by 50. 
3.7.3.7 Packaging. - All garments shall be packaged individually in poly-
ethylene bags which shall be hermetically sealed in the clean room prior 
to exposure to an uncontrolled environment. The method of final packaging 
for shipment or delivery shall provide protection to prevent tearing or 
rupt~ltr •. • ~_,r i,;h~ i.uuer bagc. 
3.7.3.8 Marking. -·The garment size shall be clearly marked on 'each gar-
ment. Garments Shall be~folded in such a way that the size is clearly 
visible through the innsr bag. 
3.7.3.9 .gertification. - Certification showing evidence of compliance with 
3.7 •. 3.,5 of this spec1:l;ication shall be SUbmitted by the supplier with each 
lot procured clean. A statement to the effect that garments were inspected 
in ac~ordance with this specification and are in compliance with 3.7.3.5 
shall not constitute an adequate ce~tification. Actual particle count data 
shall be included in the certification. 
3.7.4 Systems Contamination Control During Repair, Replacement or Mainte-
nance Operatio~ 
3.7.4.1 Environmental Control. - The cleanliness of a spacecraft, launch 
vehicle or ground support equipment system is compromised during any oper-
ation in which a system is opened in an uncontrolled environment. Mi.nimum 
contamination control requirements shall be met for repair" replacement, or 
maintenance operations performea on' installed systems that have been previ-
ously cleaned. A t.empor~ry enclosure shall be constructed around that 
. 'portion of a system of which repait' , replacement, or maintenance op,erations 
are to he performed to provide a controlled environment consistent with the 
cleanliness level requirements of the system. Additionally, a purge with 
4'1;. 4 i44tUOiib£ c ' ..... a;w ct ... "", .... *' ; MIl 11 l j 
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,& inert gas cleaned to a level equal to or greater than the system cleanli-
ness requirement shall be :naintained ~n the system uur'ing such operations. 
3.7.4.2 Controlled Environ~ent Enclos~~. - A contrplled environment shall 
be provided around that portion of the system to be opened so as to preclude 
contamination of the system or replacement parts by expcoure to the normal 
working environment. The controlled atmosphere shall be provided by con-
struction of a temporary enulosure in which the repair, replaceme;nt, or 
maintenance operation shall be performed. The enclosure may be a small IIdry-
box" design, a laminar flow bench design, or a large, wa1ko:oin tent type de-
sign, or any other type approved by the pro~uring activity, depending upon 
the size of the components and the complexity of the ,?peration. 
3.7.4.2.1 "Dry-Box" Enclosures. - "Dry-box" enclolJures may be fabricated 
from polyethylene sheet. The enclosure shall be sufficiently large to en-
close the work area. Provisions shall be made to admit the hands and fore-
arms by a suitable opening such as a zipper, ports, etc. The interior of 
the enclosure shall be wiped Visibly clean using a clean wipe cloth and 
trichlorotrifluoroethane. The co~trol'1ed environtilent within the enclosllre 
shall be provided by the flow of purging gas as specified in 3.7.4.4 from 
tIle system into the enclosure during the repair,.rep1acement, or maintenance 
operation. Once the gas flow has been established in the enclosure during 
the.initia1 phase qf the operation, all' work within the enclosure shall be 
stopped for a period of ten minutes to permit the enclosure to be thoroughly 
'lrged. The gas flow into the enclosure shall be maintained until the 
",~ration is completed. The. gas floT¥, ratr> sholl he ::1de'luatfl to prf.w€"nt con-
taminants from entering the enclosure. See Figure 1 for a typical enclosure. 
3.7.4.2.2 Laminar Flow Enclosures. - A temporary enclosure based upon the 
prlnciple of a la~inar flow bench may be constructed from a ·filter assembly 
composed of a llEPA filter, a pre-filter, and blower mountea as an integral 
unit and polyethylene sheet for the walls of the enclosure. An enclosure of 
this type, while providing a controlled environment, has the. added 'advantage 
of uffording personnel performing the operation an unobstructed view and 
work area. The filter assembly shall be located behind that portion of the 
system to be opened. Th~ filter assembly shall be supported on a rigid base 
that forms the bottom of the ~nclosure. The bast shall be adjusted to a 
convenient working level for personnel and shall be covered w:tth polyethylene 
sheet or other sujtable covering that can be wiped visibly clean. The sides 
and top of the enclosure shall be made of polyethylene sheet supported by a 
framework to form a rectangular enclosure with an open front. Air flow shall 
be from the back of the enclosure, out of the open front toward personnel to 
preclude eutry of contaminants into the enclosure. All seams qnd joints in 
the enclosure shall be sealed to prevent leakage of air into the enclosure 
and to ensure.that air flow is out the front of. the enclosure. All interior 
surfaces of the enclosure shall be wiped visibly clean with a clean wiping 
cloth and trichlorotrifluoroethane. See Figure 2 for a typical enclosure. 
. 
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NOTES: (1) Polyethylene sheet is wrapped around that 
portion of system to be prot~cted. Butting 
edges of polyethylene are sealed with tape to 
form a cylinder. 
(2) Polyethylene sheet is gathered around pipe and 
taped firmly to provide a seal. 
(3) Access ports are cut in polyethylene at con-
venient locations. 
(4) Atmosphere in enclosure is provided by ~low 
of purge gas from system. 
Figure 1 DRY BOX ENCLOSURE 
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Polyethylene Sheet 
on Sides & Top 
Framing for 
Supporting Sides 
& Top 
HEPA Filter 
Air It'low 
-Blower or 
Air Hose 
Fitting 
Plenum 
Chamber 
~===::::::=~~L .. \ 
r 
7ab1e Top Covered 
with Polyethylene 
NOTES: (1) Filter assembly is pre-assembled in a suitable 
housing that provides a plenum chamber and 
mountings for pre-filter and HEPA ~ilter. 
(2) All seams and joints at mating sUJ;'faces betw(~(m 
polyethylene sheet, framing, and filter assemhly 
shall be sealed with tape" so air flow is out ox 
front 'of enclosure. 
Figure 2 LAMINAR FLOW ENCLOSURE 
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3.7.4.2.3 1ent Enclosures .• ~ Large, walk-in enclosures may be constructed 
from polyethylene sheet and suitable framing ,and reinforcement. The poly-
ethylene sheet shall be wiped visibly clean prior to use with a clean wiping 
cloth and trichlorotrifluoroethane. Air of·.a cleanliness level consistent 
with that of the system shall be supplied to the enclosure by a properly 
operating IIEPA filter assembly with temperature and humidity cOutrols as re-
quired. Air flow to the enclosure shall be adequate to prevent contaminants 
from entering the enclosure. However,·the air flow shall ~ot be so great as 
to force contaminants into 'the opened sys~em. See Figure 3 for a typical 
enclosure. ' 
3.7.4.3 Pre~Cleaning. - All exposed noncritical system surfaces within the 
temporary enclosure shall be cleaned of all visible soils such as dust, grit, 
scale, oil, and grease prior to opening the system for repair, replacement, 
or maintenance operations. Cleaning shall be accomplished by thQroughly 
vacuuming the surfaces followed by wiping with a clean wiping cloth and 
trichlorotrifluoroethane. All tools and other equipment required for the 
operation shall be cleaned to a lavelconsist~~t with the system cleanliness 
level prior to placement within the controlled environment enclosure. 
3.7.4.4 System Purge. - A purge with an inert gas shall be maintained on a 
system during all repair, replacement, or maintenance operations. Purging 
gas shall meet or exceed the cleanliness level requirements for the system 
with respect to particulate and condensable hydrocarbon contents. Dew point 
of th~ purging gas shall be tnihuS 65 degreM F tnihitnutn. The gas floY1 rate 
shall be,such that a positive pressure trom the system to the environment 
is maintained. Whenever a system is opened and maintenance of a gas purge 
is impossible, all openings in the system shall b~ protected by an appropri-
ate method in conformance with 3.11. 
3.7.4.5 Repair, Replacement. or Maintenance Operations 
3.7.4.5.1 Clothing. - Personnel within the controlled environment enclosure 
during repair, replacement, or maintenance operati.ons shall be attired in 
clean room clothing to maintain cleanliness.level requirements within the 
enclosure consistent with the system cleanliness level. Clean room clothing 
shall meet the requirements of 3.7.3. 
3.7.4.5.2 Tools and Eguioment. - Tools, equipment, replacement components, 
and all other items used in the controlled environment enclosure shall be 
. cleaned to a level consistent with the system clean,liness level prior to 
placement within the enclosure. All cleaned items shall be ,prot~cted in 
accordance with 3.11. Opening of cleaned and packaged items or tools shall 
be accomplished only in the controlled envir?nment •. 
22 
3.7.4.5.3 Operation Log. - A log of a~l items and equipment entering or 
leaving the controlled environment enclosure shall be maintained. All items 
and equipment shall be accounted for upon completion of any repair, replace-
ment, or maintenance operation. 
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Air Flow 
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. Polyethylene 
Sides & Top 
. L, 
~ U =::"'~~====~~===F======~~~ ~HEP~ Filter Bank 
Plenum Chamber Polyethylene 
Ground Sheet 
NOTES: (1) Front of enclosure may be open or may be equipped 
with a screen containing a suitable door to 
control personnel access. Air flow must be un-
restricted. ., 
r 
(2) Air supplied to HEPA filter may be conditioned 
by the use of refrigaration and humidity control 
, equipment as required. 
Figure 3 WALK-IN ENCLOSURE 
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3.7.4.5.4 Enclosure Onaration. - No operations shall be accomplished with-
in a c~mtt'olled environment enclo'sure unless the system purge and filtered 
air iu~ut are on. The system purge and filtered air ~nput shall be maintained 
until all operations are completed and the system is secured. 
3.7.4.6 AQprovnls 
3:7.4.6.1 . Equipment and Procedure Approval. - Prior to beginning repair, 
replacement, or maintenance operations, approval of the procuring activity 
in writing shall be obtai .. ned for the equipment and procedures to be used in 
accomplishing these operations. The contractor shall be required to submit 
a statement in writing to the procuring activity containing the following 
information: 
(a) Hethod of environmental controL 
(b) Processing materials to be used. 
(c) Processing equipment to be used. 
(d) Repair, replacement, or maintenance procedures to be used. 
(e) Quality assurance provisions to be used. 
3.7.4. 6.1.1 .££!:..tifiq~tion of Eauipment,. - Unless o.therwise specified by 
th:' !'r·:.curing ac t i vity, th.e eqlJiplllPnt to ~p' 1J9pd in accomplishi ne "('>P:1 i,.) 
replacement, or maintenance operations shall be certified by the procuring 
activity for compliance with this specification prior to beginning these 
operations. Compliance shall include functional tests where applicable. 
3.7.4.6.2 On-Site Appr~vals. - Prior to'th~ beginning of repair, replace-
ment,. or maintenance operations, all cognizant activities or on-site agencies 
having Jurisdiction shall be advised of the scheduled procedures and the 
necessary approvals obtained. 
3.7.4.7 Quality Assurance Provisions 
3.7.4.7.1 Surveillance. - Repair, replacement, and maintenance operations 
shall be continuously monitored to ascertain compliance with 3.7.4 and the 
procedure approved by the procuring activity. 
3.7.4.7.2 Leak Test. - Unless othen1ise specified by the procuring ac-
tivity, the integrity of the system shall be validated by a system leak 
check at working pressure after completion of repair, replacement, or mainte-
nance uperations • 
. 3.7.4.7.3 Verification of System Cleanliness. - The procuring activity 
shall determine the necessity for verification of the cleanliness level of a 
system after completion of repair, replacement, or maintenance operations. 
. ---.... --------
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If specifiad by the procuring activity, the system cleanliness level shall 
be determined in accordance with 'the applicable procedures o~ 4.1,4.2,4.3, 
and 4.4. 
3.7.4.7.4 ~ecleantpg. - If the cleanliness level'of the system has been 
compromised by the j~cpair, replacement, or maintenance operations, reclean-
ing shall be'accomplished in accordance with the applicable procedures of 
3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. Verification of the cleanliness level shall be in ac-
cordance lvith 4.1, 4.2, 4.3" and 4.4 •. 
3.8 Preparation Prior to Field Cleaning 
3.8.1 Component Removal. - All subsystem, system', or other related field 
equipment components that would be harmed if subjected to the cleaning pro-
cess ,,,hen left in place shall be removed prior to cleaning. All removed 
components shall be replaced by temporary hardware. Decontamination of the 
subsystem, system or other related field equipment may be accomplished as 
applicable prior to removal (see 3·~· .. 1). 
3.8.2 Installntion of Temporary Hard~."are. - All temporary hardware 
necessary to perform the cleaning process shall be compatible with the 
processing materials, and the subsystem, system or other related field equip-
ment: that is to be cleaned. All openings resulting from the removal of 
perr.1anent components shall be visibly cleaned of contamination such as dirt, 
scale, grease, etc., prior to the installation of· temporary hardware. 
3.8.3 Field Cleaning Equipment 
3.8.3.1 Closed-Loop Cleaning Equipment. ~ The fol1owi~g equipment shall be 
provided for cleaning and testing subsystems, systems, o~ other related field 
equipment by circulation of cleaning media in a closed-loop: 
(a) Containers of sufficient capacity to store, retain, or re-
circulate the process ~aterials utilized on the item being 
cl·eaned. 
(b) Heating and heat transfer equipment having sufficient capacity to 
control and maintain the specified temperatures of the p~o-
cess materials at the applicable flow rates. There shall be 
no dilution of solutions during heating. . 
(c) Circulating pumps, valves, and other components of sufficient 
size and capacity to minimize pressure losses in ~he clean-
ing system and to be capable of maintaining the flow rates 
specified in Tables III and IV, and 3.10.3. 
(d) Firtration equipment capable of maintaining the applicable 
cleanliness level as specified in Table I. 
:. 
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TABIJE III J:uBINC~ DATA 
-- WEIGHT PER FOOT US) (1) TUBE WALL INTERNAL VOLtJr.IE FLm~ RATE INTERNAL 
SIZE THICKNESS DWlETER PER FOOT AT 4 FPS AREA PER WATEi~ TRICllLORO .. 
(IN.) (IN.) (IN.) (GAL) VE1..ocITY FOOT E'l11YLENE 
(~.fi'1)- (S_Q_ FT) 
1/4 0.020 0.210 000018 C.l;32 O.05l~9 0.0150 0.0220 
1/4 0.035 0.180 O.OOl3 C:317 0.0471 0.0110 0.0161 
1/4 0.Ol.9 0.152 0.0009 C:2.26 0.0398 0.0078 0.0115 
3/8 0.028 0.319 0.00lt-1 1.00 0.0835 0.03l.6 0.0507 
3/8 0.035 0.305 0.0038 0.91 0.0798 0.0316 0.0!.63 
·3/8 0.049 0.277 0.0031 0.15 0.0725 0.0261 0.03S2 
1/2 0.035 0.430 0.0075 l.~n 0.1126 0.06-~i:S 0.0921 
1/2 0.049 0.402 0.0066 1.58 0.1500 0.05£.9 0.0805 
1/2 0.065 0.370 0.0056 ]:34 0.0966 0.046~ - 0.0683 
3/4 0.,049 0.652 0.0173 It.i 0 .. 1707 0.1444 0.2119 
314 0.065 0 .. 620 0.0157 3.8 0.1623 0 .. l306 0.1916 
3/4 0.095 0.560 0.128 3.1 0.1466 0.1065 0.1563 
1 0.049 0.902 0.0332 a-:i) 0.2361 0.2765 0.[.056 
1 0.065 0.870 0 .. 0309 7."4 0.2277 0.2572 0.3774 
1 0.095 0.810 0.0268 6_4 0.2121 0.2230 0.3271 
1 1/4 0.049 - 1.152 0.0542 13.i) 0.3016 0.4511 0.6617 
1 1/4 '0.065 1.120 0.0512 12.3 0.2932 0.4263 0.62:54-
1 1/4 0.095 1.060 0.0458 !leO 0.2775 0.3818 0.5602 
1 1/2 0.065 1.370 0.0766 Ur:-:+ 0.3590 0.6379 0.9358 
1 1/2 0.095 1.310 0.0700 16-:e 0.3420 0.5833 0 .. 8556 
2 0.065 1.870 0.143 34ci 0.4870 1.1884 1 .. 7434 
2 0.095 1 .. 810 00134 32 41 1 0.4740 1.1134 1.6333 
- " -.. -
(1) Static pressure per foot is the same fo:~ all tubing size~: water, 0.433 psi; 
trichloroethylene, 0.635 psi; trichloro':l~ifluoroethane, 0.684 psi • 
. _------_._--- ----------
TRICllLORO .. 
'IRIFLUORO .. 
ETI!M!E , 
0.02371 
0.0174 
O.O12.!~ 
0.05!.6 I 
0.O!t-99 I 
0.0412 ! 
. 0.0992 
0.0867 I 
0.0736 I 
0.2282 I 
0.2063 'I I 
0.1683 i 
0.4368 I 
0.405 ft- . I 
0.3523 I 
0.7126~ 
0.6735 
0.6033 
1.0078 . 
0.9215 
1 .. 8775 . 
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TABLE IV PIPE DATA 
NOHlNAL PIPE INTERNAL VOLUME FLOH RATE INTERNAL WEIGHT PER FOOT (LB)lL) 
PIPE SIZE SCHEDULE DWiETER PER FOOT AT· 4 FPS AREA PER WATER lRIGIILORO-
(IN.) (IN.) (GAL) VELCC:ITY FOOT EnIYLENE 
(GPi-I) (SQ FT) 
1/4 40 0.364 0.0054 .1 .. 30 0.095 0.045 0.066 
-
-80 l/t~ 0.302 0,,0037 0 .. 90 0.079 0.030 O~O!t5 
".-
"'M _. .. 1/2 l~O 0.622 0.0158 l 3 .. 80 0.163 0.132 0.193 
1/2 80 0.546 0.0122 2~,93 0.143 0.102 0.149 
1/2 160 0.466 0.0089 '2 ... 24 0.122 0'.074 0.109 
3/4 40 0.824 0.0278 6-.66 0.216 0.232 0*340 
3/4 80 0.742 0 .. 0226 ·5-.42 0.194 0.188 0.276 
3/4 160 0.614 0.0154 3 .. 70 0.161 0.128 0.188 
3/4 XX 0 .. 434 0.0077 1 .. 85 0.113 0.064 0.094 
1 40 1.049 0.0450 le,.8 0.275 0.375 0.550 
,·1. 80 0.957 0.0374 ff.97 0 .. 251 0.311 0.457 
1 160 0.815 0.0272 "€-,53 0.214 Oe227 0.332 
1 XX 0.599 0.0145 3,.49 0.157 0.121 0.177 
1· 1/4 40 1 .. 380 0.0779 18-.7 0.361 0.649 0.:'~50 
·1 1/4 80 1.278 0.0664 J.5:9 0.335 0.553 0.811 
1 1/4 160 1.160 0.0550 J3 .. 2 0.304 0.458 0.672 
1 1/4 XX 0.846 0.0292 ·T$o 0.224 0.243 0.359 
1 1/2. 40 1.610' 0.1060 ~~5·A 0.421 0.883 1.295 
1 1/2 80 1.500 0 .. 0923 2f.l 0.393 0.769 1 .. 128 
1 1/2 160 1.338 0.0730 1-/.5 0.350 0.608 0.892 
1 1/2 XX 1.100 0.0485 li.9 0.295 0.404 0.593 
2 . 40 2.067 0.1750 42.0 0.542 1.46 2.14 
2 80 1.939.--.-L~()!1~!tQ__ _ 31.0 _ 0.507 _ . .J __ l~28 1.88 
(1) Static pressure per foot is the same for ~,11 pipe sizes: water~ 0.433 psi; 
trichloroethyler~~, 0.635 psi; trichlorotl=j fluoroethane, 0.684 psi. 
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l1uCHLO:m .. 
TRIFLUORO-
ETHANE 
0.071 
0.0!~9 
0.208 
o.-fbl 
0.117 
0.366 
0.297 
0.203 
0.101 
0.592 
0 • .!.92 
0.358 
0.191 
1.025 
0.874 
0.723 
0.334 
1.395 
1.215 
0.961 
0.638 
2.30 
2.03 
I 
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TABLE IV PIPE DATA (CONTID) 
NO~lINAL. ~ 
.. ~ 
WEIGHT PEP,- FeOI (LB) U? J PIPE INTERNAL VOLUl'-lE FL(I'.J RATE INIEfu'IJAL 
PIPE SIZE SCHEDULE DIAHETER PER FOOT A~~ If FPS AREA PER WATER TRICHLOlW.. TRICHLOlW .. I 
(IN.) (IN.) (GAL) VI:IOCITY FOOT ETllYLE~iE TRIFLUORO .. ' 
(GP~O- (SQ FI) ETnA~E 
2· 160 1.689 0.1170 28.1 0.442 0.97 1.l~3 1.5{~ 
2 XX 1.503 0.0924 i2.2 0.398 0.77 1013 1.22 I 
2 1/2 40 2.469 0.2500 EO.O 0.646 2.03 3.06 3.29 I 
2 1/2 80 2.323 0.2220 53.3 0.600 1 .. 85 2.71 2.92 I .1 
2·1/2 160 2.125 0.1850 "-,.4 0.556 1.54 2.26 2.43 
2 1/2 XX 1.770 0.128 30.7 0.464 1.07 . 1.56 1.68 
3 40 3.068 0.386 92.5 0.804 3.22 4.72 5.08 
3 80 2.900 0.354 85.0 0.758 2.95 4.33 . 4.66 
3 160 2.625 0 .. 283 ~.o 0.687 2.36 3.46 '3.72 
3 XX 2.250 0.207 49.7 0.58~ I 1.72 2.53 2.72 
3 1/2 40 3.548 0.516 1.;?4 0.929 4.30 6.31 6.79 
3 1/2· 80 3.364 0.464 J.ft 0.882 3.87 5.67 6.11 
3 1/2 XX 2.728 0.304 72..9 0.195 2.53 3.71 4.00 
4 40 4.026 0.664 1.f}~ , 1.055 5.53 8.ll ,8c74 
4 80 3.826 0.598 1.t{4 1.00 4.98 7.31 7.87 
4 160 3.438 0.484 f16 0.90 4.03 5.91 6.37 
5 40 5.047 . 1.04 245 1.32 8.66 .. 12.71 . 13.69 
5 80 4.813 0.946 221 1.26 7.88 1l.56 12.45 
5 160 4.313 0.762 183 1.13 6.35 9.31 10.03 
6 40 6.065 1.55 . 372 1.59 12.9 18.9 20.4 
6 80 53761 1036 326 1.51 11.3 16.6 17.9 
6 160 5.189 1.10 264 1.36 9.2 13.4 14.5 
8 . 40 7.981 2.61 6~5 2.09 21.7 31.9 34.3 
8 80 7.625 2.38 
--
___ 5'1~~ __ ~ .2._QO_ _ __ 19.8 .... ~~.1.~ ___ L __ J..1·3 
-_ .. _--- ---'----
(1) Static pressure 'per foot is. the same for all pipe sizes: water~ 0.433 psi; 
trichloroethylene, 0.635 psi; trichlorotI'ifluoroethane, 0.684 psi. 
.~."~~.- :-.;,.=.---
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TABLE· IV l'IFE DATA (CO~I'D) 
NOi-1INAL PIPE INTERNAL VOLtft.1E FLCI~ RATE INTERNAL WEIGHT PER FOOT (LB)~l) i 1 
r let 
PIPE SIZE SCHEDULE DIANETER PER FOOT AT 4 FPS AREA PER WATER TRICULOaO .. 
(IN.) (IN.) (GAL) VELCCITY FOOT EIllYLE~E 
(GPl>l) (SQ FT) 
-J} 160 6.813 1.90 456 1.79 15.8 23.2 
10 40 10.020 4.10 9E5 2.62 34.1 50.1 
-10 80 9.564 3.74 8S'8 2.51 31.2 45.7 
10 160 8.500 2.96 71.0 2.23 24.7 36.2 
12 40 1l.938 5.83 1400 3.13 48.6 71.2 
12 80 11.376 5.29 127C 2.98 44.1 64.6 
-12 160 10.126 4 .. 64 HIe 2.66 38.7 56.7 
14 OD 10 13.500 7.46 17~IC 3.54 62.1 91.2 
14 OD 20 13.376 7.30 1750 3.50 60.8 89.2 
14 OD 40 13.126 6.97 16i'C 3.44 58.1 85.2 
16 OD 10 15.500 9.84 2360· 4.06 82.0 120.2 
16 00 20 15.376 9.63 2310 4.02 80.2 117.7 
16 OD 40 15.000 9.23 22~~O 3.92 76.9 113.8 
18 OD 10 17.500 12.50 300C· 4.58 104.1 152.8 
18 OD 20 17.376 12.35 2960· 4.55 102.9 150.9 
18 OD~_~ 40 . 16.876 11.65 280e. 4.42 97.0 142.4 
--.---
~ 
(1) Static pressure per foot is the same for Edl pipe sizes: 'water, 0.433 psi; . 
trichloroethylene, 0.635 psi; trichlorotr~.fluoroethane, 0.684 psi. 
IiHClIL03.0 .. 
TRIF'LrO!\O. 
ET}l\~ 
25.0 1 
54.0 
49.2 i 
39.0 I 
76.7 : 
69.6 
61.1 
98.2 
96.1 i 
91.7 i 
129.5 . , 
126.7 , 
121.5 
164.5 
162.5 
153.3 
@ 
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(f) 
Calibrated flow meters of sufficient size to measure the 
liquid flow rates spec:Lfied in Tables III and IV, and 
3.10.3, and the flo,,, rates of purging and testing gases 
as specified in 3.10.3 and 4.3.4. 
Calibrated pressure gauges capable of interpretation in 
the middle eighty percent of the scale ·and accurate to one 
percent of full-scale. 
3.8.3.2 Spray Eauinmcnt. - In addition to the equipment specified in 
3.8.3.1, spray equipment such as spray wands and rotating head spray machines 
shall be provided for impinging process solutions on and wetting all internal 
surfaces of large items such as storage vessels that cannot be cleaned by 
closed-loop circulation. Closed-loop cleaning cannot be used on items for 
which either the total volume cannot be filled or the flow rates specified 
in Tables III and IV cannot be maintained. 
3.3.3.2.1 Eouipment Re9uiremen~. - Spray equipment shall be capable of 
d~livoring process solutions at a minimum flow rate of six gallons per 
minl.lt, per foot of diameter at a pressure of 150 to 200 psig. Spray equip-
mem!: shall provide a spray patte'rn that forcibly impinges process solutions 
or. and . completely wets the interior surface of the item being cleaned. 
Impj.nge!!lcmt of process solutions on the surface as a mist or fog shall not 
be permitted. Rotating spray wands that deliver a spiral spray pattern over 
tho:: :i'l.Ij 1 l(>ngtl:l of thE> Wind or rotRti.ne head spray machines shall be used. 
Fi::~C1 sprny l-lcncc sh::tl1 not be used. 
3.8.4 Pre cleaning Validntion. - Unless otherwise specified by the procur-
ing activity, the integrity of the subsystem, system, or oLler rela;:ed field 
equipment shall be validated by a pressure test after the installation of 
all tc:uporary hardt'lare and prior to the beginning of the cleaning process. 
The test pressure shall be 110 percent of the maximum anticipated cleaning 
process \-lorking pressure and it shall be held for a minimum of five minutes. 
Under no circumstances shall the proof test pressure of the original sub-
system, system, or other related field equipment be exceeded without prior 
written approval of the procuring activity. 
3.8.5 Marking. - All temporary hardware installed in, on~ or attached to 
an item to be cleaned shall be legibly marked as temporary hardware to en-
sure its removal from the item prior to final acceptance by the procuring 
activity. 
3.8.6 Anprovals. - Prior to the beginning of validation or cleaning pro-
cesses, all cognizant activities or on-site agencies having jurisdiction 
shall'be advised of the scheduled procedures and the necessary approvals 
obtained. 
' . 
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3.9 Prec1eaning 
3.9.1 Dccontr.minntion. - All components and·equipment which have been ex-
POSI!U to hyperBolic propellants such as nitrogel1 tetroxide oridizer and bydra-
zinQ - unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine, and.monomethylhydrazine fuels shall 
be decontaminated prior to accomplishing cleaning operations. Under no 
circur.mtat1cas shall propellant contaminated' item' be transported directly to 
.the 1:1.::auing facility. Decontamination ~hall be accomplished by the use of 
cstabHshed and proven methods for the r~mova1 and neutralization of pro .. 
pc11ant residues in an area specifically devoted to decontamination opera-
tions. Decontaminated items shall be clearly. and legibly marked to indicate 
that they have been decontaminated. No items shall be accepted at the cleaning 
facility without proof of decontamination. 
3.9.1.1 Items accepted at the cleaning facility which are suspected of 
residual propeliant contamination shall be fur.ther decontaminated by use of 
deionized water. Items which contain closed end sections such as gauges and 
transducers are most likely to contain propellant residues. Items which may 
be i~~ersed in water shall be soaked in deionized water for a period of 
thirty minutes followc.ld by thorough rinsing with unused deionized watel'. 
It(~ms which cannot be immersed such as gauges, transducers, and electro-
mechan.ical devices shall be encased in polyethylene and sealed in such a 
manncr that only the system media entry or exit ports are exposed. The 
interior of ports and sensing chambers or compartments shall be flushed with 
cle:'onized ~·later.. All items shall b~ clr:ted 1:'1ith t:.rarm t dry 'nitrogen gas. 
3.9.2 'Hechanical Dcscnlin.£. - This method shall be used only when contami-
nants so generated can be removed and when physical damage to the item being 
cleaned l-lill not occur. Hechanica1 descaling may be accomplished by brush-
ing, shot peening, grit blasting, tumbling, or grinding. Corrosion resistant 
steel surfaces shall be cleaned by brushing with a corrosion resistant steel 
bruEi1'l, grinding, or using an abrasive material. Abrasive materials used on 
corrosion resistant steel surfacus shall contain no ferrous or ferric 
materials. The use of the same corrosion resistant steel brush for corrosion 
resistant steels and carbon steels shall be forbidden. All loose dirt, scale, 
and other debris shall be completely removed from the item by vacuum clean-
'ing, brushing, blowing, or flushing with clean water. 
3.9.3 ~reasing 
3.9.3.1 Vapor Degreasing. - Items to be vapor degreased shall be processed 
in such a way that degreasing vapors from trichloroethylene, Type II, con-
formit'lg to Specification HSFC-SPEC-217, or trichlorotrif1uoroethane con-
forming to Specification MSFC-SPEC-237 shall be blown on, over, or into the 
component parts' that the vapor will condense on and properly degrease all: 
surfaces. Opera~1on of commercial vapor degreasers shall be in accordance 
" with the manufacturer's 'recommendations. 
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3.9.3.2 Solvent DC1raasing. - Items to be solvent dcgreased shall be 
ill"JIlClrs.:'d'in or partially filled with trichlor.octhylene, Type II~ conforming 
to Specification :·lSFC-SPEC .. 217) or tricblorotrifluoroethane conforming to 
Specification :·iSFC-:;PEC-237. Items shall be r"lled or rocked to ensure that 
the solv.7!nt ~vashes &11 surfaces requiring deg£'easing. Solvent dcgreasing 
can also be accomplish~d in a son:i~ cleaner iii accordance with the manu-
facturer's recommendations. 
3'.9.3.3 D.cternent Dcqrcnsing. - Items to be detergent degreased shall be 
fiJ.1c(1, immersed, sprayec.~, or scrubbed with a 0.5 percent soluHon of a 
deter!5"nt conforming to Specification MIL-D··16791 and deionized water. Brush, 
spl.°ny, Clr soak as requirt~d for a period of five to fifteen minutes. The 
temperature of the detergent-water solution shall be maintained at 110 de-
grees to 130 degrees F. 
, 
3:9.3.3.1 Detergent - water solutions that show evidence of cloudiness, 
haze, or precipitadon shall be immediately discarded. 
3.9.1. Pickling~ - Pickling effectively removes corrosion, rust, weld 
spatter, or other foreign material not soluble in degreasing solutions. 
3.9.4.1 Corrosion Resistant Steel. - Corrosion resistant steel may be 
pickled ~n Formula II of 3.10.1 ~t ambient temperature for a period of 15 
mj.nutes to one hour as required. Softened foreign material not actually 
solubl~ :in the pickling solution may be removed by brushing with a corrosion 
resistant steel brush as t·equLLc:=u. 
3.9.4.2 Aluminum. - Co~~osion may be removed. from aluminum by immersion in 
Formula V of 3.10.1 at ambient temperature for a period of 10 minutes to one 
hour ~.s required. The use of this solution results in a ,light, chemical 
etch of the parent metal. 
3.9.4.8 Cupro~Nickel· Alloys. Corrosion may be removed from cupro-nicke1 
alloys by imnlersion in Formula VII of 3.10.1 at ambient temperature for a 
period of 10 to 30 minutes as required. The use of this solution results 
in a light, chemical etch of the pat'ent metal. 
3.9.5 Passivatio.D:' - Passivation is a supplementary trea-tment to surfaces 
that have bcem acid and mechanically clea.ned to prevent corrosion. Care 
shall be taken to' prevent damage to passivated surfaces froUl scratching, 
nicking, a.nd abrasion. 
3.9.5.1 Corrosion Resistant Steel. - Corrosion resistant steel ma.y be 
passivated by immersion in Formula III of 3.10.1 at ambient temperature for 
a period of 30 minutes to two hours. as required. 
3.9.5.2 Alumirtum. - Aluminum may be passivated by immersion in Formula V 
. 'of .3.10.1 at ambient temperature for a pe~iod of 10 to 30 minutes as requir-
ed. . 
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3.10 C.1c:ming 
3.10.1 .fESEaration of Cl.eaning Formulations 
3.10.1.1. Formula I for Cleaning Corrosion Re.siptant Steel. - Formula I, as 
used in actual cleaning, shall consist of the following composition: 
~cent by Volume 
5 ± 0.5 
10 ± 0.5 
0.5 ± 0.05 
Remainder 
Material 
-- .. 
85% ortho phosphoric acid 
2-butoxyethanol solvent (ethylene 
glycol monobutyl ether) 
surfactant (alkyl aryl polyethylene 
glycol ether) 
deionized water 
3.10.1.1.1 Mixing. - The mixing procedure shall bp, in a~cordance with 10 .1. 
The final diluti~n of Formula I shall result in .n clear, colorless, homo-
geneous solution. Evidence of precipitation, undissolved material, or the 
development of color shall be cause for rejection. 
3.10.1.1.2 Cloud Point. - The cloud point of formula I shall be between 
115 degrees and 200 degrees F. 
3.10.1.1.3 ~ification"fl_LQ.~.Q§j.!.;gn_.~Jl4~~C!..l0~.!lt,. - When Formula I 
'is tlo:;ed for field cleaning in accordance w~tll ..i.J.U • ..i, tue composit~on and 
cloud po'int shall be verified, within 24 hours of each use, to 3.10.1.1 and 
3.10.1.1.2 when tested in. accordance with 4.5. 
3.10.1.1.3.1 When Formula I is used for continuous batch cleaning in 
accordance with 3.10.2, the composition and. cloud point shall be verified 
prio~ to the in~tial use of each lot. 
3.10.1.1.4 ~. - When Formula I is used for cleaning in accordance with 
3.10.2, a single batch shall be used for a maximum of 15 days. The used 
material shall then be discarded. 
3.10.1.1.5 Filtration. - Prior to use, Formula I shall b~ prefiltered to 
meet the limits specified for the level of cleanliness of the item to be 
cleaned when tested in accordance with 4.5.2. 
3.10.1.1.6 Storage. - The storage of unused Formula I, when diluted to or 
manufactured to the composition limits of 3.10.1.1, shall not exceed 60 days. 
3.10.1.1.6.1 The storage of unuse~, concentrated Formula I manufactured in 
accordance with 3.10.1.1.7, shall not exceed 120 days f~om the date of manu-
facture • 
. 3.10.1.1.6.2 The storage of used ]'ormula I shall not exceed 15 days. 
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3.10.1.1.6.3 The storage temperature shall be maintained between 32 de-
grees and 100 degrees F. All storage snall be out'of direct sunlight. 
3.10.1.1.6.4 After storage, Fornlula I sha~l meet,the clarity requirements 
of 3.10.1.1.1 prior to use. 
3.10.1.1. 7 .Cor.mlcrda1 Preparation. - Formula I may be prepared commercially 
as a concentrated solution to be diluted on site. 
3.10.1.1. 7.1 The commercial solution shall consist of, the following compo-
sition: 
Percent by Volume 
25 ± 0.5 
50 ± 0.5 
2.5± 0.05 
Remainder 
, Material 
85% ortho phosphoric acid 
2-butoxyethanol solvent (ethylen,~ 
glycol monobutyl ether) 
surfactant (alkyl aryl polyethylene 
glycol ether type) 
deionized water 
3.10.1.1.7.2 The concentrated Formula I shall be diluted by volume in the 
proportion of o~e part concentrated'solution to four parts dionized water 
for use in actual cleaning. 
3.10.1.1. 7.3 The cQncp.Tl,trat.pd Fn1"mlJl ~ T Rhall be packaged :i.n containers 
not subject to attack by the chemicals used in preparation of the solution. 
3.10.1.1. 7.4 The date of manufacture of Formula- I shall be supplied for 
each lot of material offered by one manufacturer at one time. 
3.10.1.1. 7.4.1 Each container sball be clearly and legibly marked ,to show' 
the date of manufacture. 
3.10.1.1.7.5 Final acceptaIlce of a lot of concentrated Formula I shall de-
pend upon the solution diluted in accordance with 3.10.1.1.7.2 meeting all 
the requirements of 3.10.1 applicable to Formula I when tested in accordance 
with 4.5. ~ 
3.10.1.1.7.5.1 Final acceptance of a lot of concentrated Formula I shall 
also depend upon at least 90 days of the maximum 120 days storage time still 
being available for on-site cleaning use at the time of delivery of the lot 
to the procuring activity. 
3.10.1.2 Forrnu1a II for Pickling Corrosion Resistant Steel. - Formula II 
shall consist of the fo110tving composition: 
~"'.,,""'''.'' __ ' , .... _____ w _______ ---_.....;.. ....... _,.."" .... ,~ ..... ~lftlj"""_ ....... ,..... _ ......... J ....... _1 .... __ ' ,_ ....... , _ ..... ,,_P ••...,a. ......... _ .. __ ,.,.,/ ............... =...... _ •• ..-, __ ..... _. a ... cq"" ....... :w.... Ri ""'.1 • .,..;n' ......... _ ,...iSZ ............. _ I '. I: " 
Percent bv Volume 
12 ± 0.5 
1.5 ± 0.5 
Remainder 
Material, 
61% nitric acid 
48% hydrofluoric acid 
dei.onized water . 
3.10.1.2.1 Verification of Composition.·~·the compdsition of Formula II 
shall be verified to 3.10.1.2 when tested in accordance with 4.5. 
3.10.1.3 Formula III for Passivating Corros:i.on Resistant S~. - Formula 
III shall consist of the following composition: 
Percent by Volume 
15 ± 0.5 
Remainder 
Material 
61% nitric acid 
deionized water 
3.10.1.3.1 yerification of Composition. - The composition of Formu!a III 
shall be verified to 3.10.1.3 when tested in accordance with 4.5. 
3.10.1.3.2 Filtration. - Prior to use, Formula III shall be prefiltered to 
meet the limits specified for the level of cleanliness of the item to be 
cleaned when tested in accor.dance with 4.5.2. 
3.10.1.4 ,ormula IV for Cleaning Aluminum Alloys. - Formula IV shall con-
sist of ~he following composition: 
Percent by Weight 
1.5 ± 0.1 
0.5 ± 0.05 
Remainder 
Material 
2-butoxyethanol solvent (ethylene 
glycol monobutyl ether) 
sodium phosphate, dibasic, anhydrous 
(Na2HP04) 
surfactant (alkyl aryl polyethylene 
glycol ether) 
deionized water 
3.10.1.4.1 Mixing. - The mixing procedure shall be in accordance with 10.1. 
The final dilution of Formula IV shall result in a clear, colorless, homo-
geneous solution. Evidence of precipitation, undi~solved material, or the 
development of color shall be cause for rejection. 
3.10.1.4.2 Cloud Point. - The cloud point of Formu~a IV shall be between 
100 degrees and 180 degrees F • 
. 3.10.1.4.3 Verification of Composition and Cloud Point. - When Formula IV 
is used fc~r field cleaning in accordance with 3.10.3, the composition and 
cloud point shall be verified, within 24 hours of each use, to 3.10.1.4 and 
3.10.1.4.2 when tested in accordance with 4.5. 
.. 
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3.10.1.4.3.1 When Formula IV is used for cont.inuous batch cleaning in 
accor,dance with 3.10.2, the compdsition and cloud' point shall be verified 
prior to the initial use of each lot. 
3.10.1.4.4 ~. - W11en Formula IV is used for cleaning in accordance with 
3.10.2, a single batch shall be used for a.~aximum o( 15 days. The used 
material shall then be discarded. . 
3.10.1.4.5 Filtration. - Prior to use, Formula IV shall be prefiltered to 
meet the limits specified for the level of cleanliness of the item to be 
cleaned when tested in accordance with 4.5.2. 
3.10.1.4.6 Storage. - The storage of unused Formula IV shall not exceed 
120 days from the date of manufacture. 
3.10.1.4.6.1 The storage of used Formula IV shall not exceed 15 days. 
3.10.1.4.6.2 The storage temperature shall be maintained between 3'2 and 
95 degrees F. All storage shall be out of direct sunlight. 
3.10.'1.4.6.3 After storage, Formula.IV shall meet the clarity requirements 
of 3.10.1.4.1 prior to use. 
,., 
.' 3.10.1.4.7 Commerical Preparation. - Formala IV may be prepared commercially 
in accordance with 3.10.1.4. A concentrated formulation cannot be prepared 
because of the tormation of an inhomogeneous solution. 
3.10~l.4.7.1 Formula IV shall be packaged in containers not subject to 
attack by the chemicals used in preparation of the solution. 
3.10.184.7.2 The date of manufacture of Formula IV shall be supplied for 
each lot of material offered by one manufacturer at one time. 
3.10.1.4.7.2.1 Each container shall be clearly and legibly marked to show 
the date of manufacture. 
3.10.1.4.7.3 Final acceptance of a lot of Formula IV shall depend upon the 
solution meeting all the requirements of 3.10.1 applicable-to Formula IV 
.... ,·hen tested in accordance with 4.5. 
3.10.1.4.7.3.1 Final acceptance of a lot of Formula IV shall also depend 
upon at least 90 days of the maximum 120 days storage time still being avail-
able for on-site cleaning use at the time of delivery of the lot to the pro-
curing activity. ' 
3.10.1.5 Formula V for Brightening and Passivating Aluminum. - F~rmula V 
shall con~ist of the following composition: 
• 
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Percent by Volume 
23 ± 0.5 
Remainder 
Material 
61% nitric acid 
deionized water 
... 
3.10.1.5.1 Verification of Composition. - 'The composition of Formula V 
shall be verified to 3.10.1.5 when tested in' accordance with 4.5. 
3.10.1.5.2 Filtration. - PrJ.or to use, Formula V shall be prefiltered to 
meet the limits specified for the level of cleanliness of the item to be 
cleaned when tested in accordance with 4.5.2. 
3.10.1.6 Formula VI for Cleaning Copper and Copper Alloys. - Formula VI 
shall consist of the following composition: 
Percent by Volume 
15. ± 0.5 
10 ± 0.5 
0.5 ± 0.05 
Remainder 
Material 
85% ortho phosphoric acid 
2-butoxyethanol solvent (ethylene 
glycol monobutyl ether) 
surfactant (alkyl aryl poly'ethylene 
glycol ether) 
deionized water 
3.10.1.6.1 .Mi~i.)).B.' - ThE' mixine pr.o~ec1u'l"p. Rh::lll be :in accordance tvith 10.1. 
The final dilution of Formul~ VI shall result in a clear~ colorless, homo-
geneous ·solution. Ev:idence of precipitation, undissolved material, or the 
,development of color sha1~ be cause for rejection. 
3.10.1.6.2 Cloud Point. - The cloud po~nt of Formula VI shall be between 
115 and 200 degrees F. 
3.10.1:6.3 Verification of Composition and Cloud Point. - When Formula VI 
is used for field cleaning in accordance with 3.10.3, the composition and 
cloud point shall be verified, within 24 hours of each use, to 3.10.1.6 and 
~.10.1.6.2 when tested in accordance with 4.5. 
3.10.1.6.3.1, When FOl~u1a VI is used for continuous batch cleaning in 
accordance ~vith 3.10.2, the composition and cloud point shall be verified 
prior to the initial use of each lot. 
3.10.1.6.4 JIse. - l.fuen Formula VI is used in accordance with 3.10.2, a 
single batch shall be used for a maximum of 15 days. The used material 
shall then be discarded. 
3.l0.1p 6.S Filtration. - Prior to use, Formula VI shall be prefi1tered to 
.. meet the limits specified for the level of cleanliness of the item to be 
cleaned when tested in accordance with 4.5.2. 
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3.10.1.6.6 Storage. - The storage of unused Formula VI, when diluted to 
or mimufacturcd to tile composition limits of 3.10.i.6, sha11 not exceed 60 
d~ys. . 
• 3.10.1.6.6.1 The storage of unused, concentrated Formula VI manufactured 
in accordance with 3.10.1.6.7 shall' not exceed 120 days from the date of 
manufacture. 
3.10.1. 6. 6. 2 
3.10.1.6.6.3 
100 degrees F. 
The storage of used Formula VI shall not exceed 15 days. 
The storage temperature shall be maintained between 32 and 
All storage shall be out of direct. sunlight. 
3.10.1.6.6.4 After storage, Formula VI shall meet the clarity requ~rements 
of 3.10.1.6.1 prior to use. 
3.3.0.1.6.7 Commercial Preparation. - Formula VI may be prepared commer-
cially as a concentrated solution tDb2 diluted on site. 
3.10.1.6.7.1 The commerical solution shall consist of the following 
composition: 
Percent by Volume 
30 ± 0.5 
20 ± 0.5 
1 ± 0.05 
Remainder 
Material 
85% ortho phosphoric acid 
2-butoxyp.thanol solvent (I?thy1.pne 
glycol monobutyl ether) 
surfactant (alkyl aryl polyethylene 
glycol'ether type) 
deionized water 
3.10.1.6.7.2 The concentrated Formula VI shall be diluted by volum~ in the 
proportion of one part concentrated solution to one part deionized water for 
use in actual cleaning. . 
3.10.1.6.7.3 The concentrated Formula VI shall be packaged in containers 
l~O;: subj ect to attack by the chemicals used in preparation of the solution • 
. 
3.10.1.6.7.4 The date of manufacture of Formula VI shall be supplied for 
(o!ach lot of material offered by one manufacturer at one time. 
3.10.1.6.7.4.1 Each container shall be clearly and legibly marked to show 
the date of manufacture. 
3.10.1.6.7.5 Final acceptance of a lot of ·concentrated Formula VI shall 
depend upon the solution diluted in accordance with 3.10.1.6.7.2 meeting all 
the requirements of 3.l0.~ applicable to Formula VI when tested· in accordance 
,..rith 4.5. 
" 
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3.10.1.6.7.5.1 Final acceptanc~ of a lot of co~centrated Formula VI shall 
a1sodepelld upon at least 90 days of the maximum 120 days storage time still 
being available for on-site c1eanin~ t;~e at the time of delivery of the lot 
to the procuring activity. 
3.10.1. 7 FOrtilUla VII for Pickling and Brightening Copper Alloys •• - Formula 
VII shall consist of the following composition: 
Percent by Volume 
6.5 ± 0.5 
17 ± 0.5 
Remainder 
Material 
93% sulfuric acid 
61% nitric acid 
deionized water 
3.10.1.7.L Verification of Composition. - The composition of Formula VII 
shall be verified to 3.10.1.7 when tested in accordance with 4.5. 
3.10.1.7.2 Filtration. - When Formula VII. is used as a brightening agent, 
it shall be prefi1tered prior to use to meet the limits specified for the 
level of cleanliness of the item to be cleaned 'tvhen tested in accordance 
with 4.5.2. 
3.10.2 Controlled Environment Cleaning 
3.10.2.1 ~ec}_al Prob1ems. - The ~onfiguratio.n of some items such as tub-
ing and hOGen prcacnt ~'pccial handling problems. . Other t'lpec:l.al probl~ms are 
created 'by the composition of the item to be cleaned such as nonmetallics 
for o-rings and gaskets. 
·3.10.2.1.1 Jubing and Hose~. - Tubing or hoses·of such a size as to be 
conveniently cleaned in a controlled environment shall be c1e~ned as follows: 
(a) Clean the exterior surfaces and the end fittings of the tubing 
or hoses with a detergent solution conforming to 3.9.3.3 and 
nylon brushes as required. . 
(b) Rinse with warm water (90.to 100 degrees F) for a minimum of 
five minutes. 
___ (c) Rinse with deionized water for a minimum of two minutes. 
--"~ 
(d) Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen (120 to 140 degrees F). 
(e) Flush the end fittings with trichlorotrif1uoroethane solvent 
conforming t~ Specification MSFC-SPEC-237 for one minut·e. 
(f) : Dry lvith warm gaseous nitrogen (120 to 140 degrees F). 
(g) Proceed to the correct method of 3.10.2~or cleaning in accordance 
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with the specific construction mater~a1 of the tubing or 
hose. The following exceptions shall apply to the pro-
cedures of 3.10.2 when tubing or hose is cleaned: 
(1) Tubing or hose shall be cleaned by the 'use of a 
nylon brush and the require,d. cleaning .solutions 
or by the closed-loop circulation of the solu-
tions. Sonic energy shall not be used fot' clean-
ing tubing or hose. 
(2) Tubing or hose may be treated as a single item, or 
as grouped items in accordance with 4.2.1.1. 
(3) If closed-loop circulation is used as the method 
of cleaning, the flow rates of Tables III and IV 
shall apply. The minimum flow rate shall be de-
termined by the largest diameter tubing or hose 
to be cleaned. 
(4) If closed-loop circulation is used as the method 
of cleaning, c10sed-10sp cleaning equipment shall 
be furnished in accordance with 3.8.3.1. 
(5) All water used for rinsing shall be dumped over-
board while the flow rates of Tables III and IV 
are maintained. 
3.10 .• 2.1. 2 Nonmetallic Haterials 
3.10.2.1.2.1 Removal. - Nonmetallic parts may be removed from the item to 
be clecned and cleaned as a separate item in accordance with 3.10.2.1.2 as 
applicable. Nonmetallic parts that cannot be removed from the item to be 
cleaned shall cause that item to be cleaned as a nonmetallic. Permission 
for the removal of nonmetallic items may be granted at the discretion of the 
procuring activity. 
3.10.2.1.2.2 The cleaning procedure shall be as follows: 
(a) Clean with a solution of detergent and water, prepared in 
accordance with 3.9.3, for five to fifteen minutes'. Upon 
prior approval of the procuring activity~ prefi1tered tap 
water may be substituted 'for deionized water in the prepa-
ration of the detergent-water solution. The temperature 
of the solution shall be maintained at 1l0'degrees to 130 
degrees F. Cleaning may be accomplished by flushing, 
spraying, soaking, or by sonic ene~gy. Limited brushing. 
with a nylon bristle brush may be a110wed; however, brush-
"ing time shall be limited to a maxL~um of five minutes. 
,. 
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Cb). Rinse '\"lith warm water (90 to 110. degrees F) for a minimum 
of five minutes. 
(c) 
Cd) 
Rinse with deionized water for a minimum of five minutes. 
Items that are cleaned in an ultrasonic unit shall be 
rinsed for an additional ten minutes in an ultrasonic 
unit. 
Irrmediately upon the completion of step (c), test the cleaned 
and flushed surfaces for pIl. The pH of the cleaned surfaces 
shall be between 6.0 and 8.0 as tested with narrow-range pIt 
paper in accordance with 4.3. If conformance is not obtained, 
repeat steps (a) through (d). 
(e) Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen (100 to 120 degrees F). A 
vacuum'drying oven is an acceptable substitute. 
(f) Flush with trich1orotrif1uoroethane or isopropyl alcohol as 
applicable from Table V for a minimum of one minute. De-
natured ethyl alcohol shall not be used as a test solvent. 
CAUTION 
Most plastics are compatible with trich10rotrif1uoro-
p.th::mp. whi le most E'lastol!lpr~ are compatiblE' ~.!ith iso-
. propyl alcohol for short term c~~pocurec to thece sol-
vents. See Table V ~or a guide to the solvent com-
patibility" of nonmei .a.1lic materials. While solvents 
other than trich10rutrif1uoroethane and isopropyl 
alcohol are listed in Table V, they shall not be used 
as test solvents. Listings in Table V serve to cau-
t.ion the user as to the de.trimenta1 effects of sol-
vents on nonmeta11ics. If doubt exists as to the 
solvent compatibility of a nonmetallic material, a 
preliminary test shall be made by immersing a test 
coupon in the test solvent for four hours at ambient 
temperature. 
(g) After flushing, collect a sample of test solvent for verifica-
tion of the level of cleanliness of the item being cleaned in 
accordance with 4.3. 
(h) Immediately upon the completion of step (g), dry with'warm 
gaseous nitrogen (100 to 120' degrees F) until all traces of 
solvent have been removed. A vacuum drying oven is an ac-
ceptable substitute. 
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TABLE v. GUIDE TO SOLVE~'T CO~ATI:3IL!TY OF ~:O:;}!ETALLIC ~!.~TERL-\I.S 
:' 
COMMO~ NliliE C~ RESTSTA~:CE TI1 ~nLi"F~:T 
Trichloro- Trichlorc. Carbon 
CHEMICAL TYPE TYPICAL trifluoro- ethylene tetra- Ethyl Isopropyl 
TRADF.~U\''{E ethane ':::hloride Alcohol Alcohol Acetone 
plastics I , 
Acetal Petrin S ! S· s S S S 
ACl:'yUe Lucite, Plexi-
glas S p U U U U 
Chlorotrifluorcethylene Kel F, CTFE S S S S S S 
polyamide Nylon S S S U 
-
S 
Polyethylene 5 U U 5 S· U 
Polystyrene 5 U U S S U 
polytetrafluoroethylene Teflon, TFE S 5 S S S S 
Polyvinyl Alcohol 5 S S U U U 
polyvinyl Chloride 5 U 
-
5 S U 
!Elastomers 
Butadiene/Acrylonitrile Buna N, NBR, I . 
Nitrile S U U S i S U , 
Butadi~ne/Styrene Buna 5, SBR, ! 
GRooS U U U S S U 
ichloroprene Neoprene, CR,. 
GR-}! S U U S S U 
Chlorosulfonated Poly-
ethylene, Hypalon, CSM S U U S S U 
Hexafluoropropylene/ 
Viny~i?ene F~uoride Vi ton A~ FPM 5 5 S S S U-
Isoprene Natural Rubber U U U S S 5 
Polysiloxane Silicone 'U CJ ,j U S S U 
J?olysulfide Thiokol, GR-P 5 U 1 U 5 S U , 
polvurethane Adiprene 5 U ! U U U U 
5'- Satisfactory for short term exposure, i.e., up to foer hours, to indicated solvent 
U - Unsatisfactory for exposure to indicated solvent 
-
No· data 
(a) 107. 2-butoxvethanol + 0.5% surfactant in water 
-
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Cleaning(a 
Benzene solution 
J .. 
U 
S S 
S S 
U S 
U 
-S S . 
S .. 
S .. 
U .. . 
U .. 
U 
-
U .. 
i S I s U S U 1 
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3.10.2.2 Corrosion Resistant Steel 
3.10.2.2.1 .Items not Requiring Pickling 
(a) Solvent or vapor degrease in accordance with 3.9.3 as 
required for the removal of heavy .oily soil. only. Normal 
atmospheric soil does not require degreasing prior to the 
use of Formula I. Items not r~quiring degreasing shall 
be wiped or vacuumed to remove all loose contamination 
prior to entry into a controlled environment. 
(b) Dry with gaseous nitrogen as required. 
l!Q.'1]. 
Steps (a) and (b) may be accomp1:ished in a light 
industrial atmosphere. Steps (c) through (m) 
shall be accomplished in a controlled environment 
with a level of cleanliness adequate to ensure 
the final level of cleanliness of the cleaned 
item. All fluids used ·in steps (c) through (m) 
shall be prefiltered prior to use to meet the 
limits specified for the level of cleanliness of 
the item to be cleaned when fested in accordance 
with 4.5.2. 
(c), Clean with Formula I, prepared in accordance with 3.10.1, for 30 
minutes to two hours. The temperature of the solution shall be 
maintained at 80 to 105 degrees F. Cleaning may be accomplished 
by flushing, soaking, and brushing, or hy sonic energy. Items 
that are cleaned by soaking shall be agitated at least' once 
every ten minutes to ensure that fresh solution reaches all 
surfaces. Cleaning by closed-loop circulation shall be con-
sidered a special problem in accordance with 3.10.2.1. 
CAUTION 
All mixtures containing organic solvents ha~e a 
tendency to give off vapors. Formula I should 
be used with adequate ventilation. Tanks used 
for storage of Formula I shall be provided with 
covers to prevent loss of solvent and to ensure 
the cleanliness of the solution. 
(d) Rinse with warm water (90 to 110 degrees F) for a minimum of 
five minutese 
, . • 43 
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(e) Rinse with deionized water for <l minimum of three minutes. 
Items that are cleancd'in an ultrasonic unit shall be 
rinsed for an additional ten minutes.in an ultrasonic unit. 
(f) . Passivate "lith Formula III, prepared in accordance with 
3.10.1" for 15 minutes to one hour'. "The temperature of 
the solution shall be maintained at ambient. 
CAUTION 
Corrosion resistant steel joints that have been 
silver-brazed, or components that have been 
silver plated shall not be immersed in nitric 
acid solutions. 
(g) Rinse with warm water (90 to 110 degrees F) for a minimum 
of five minutes. 
(h) Rinse with dionized water for a minimum of five minutes. 
(i) Immediately upon the completion of step (h), test the 
cleaned and flushed surfaces for pH. The pH of the cleaned 
surfaces shall be between 6.0 and 8.0 as tested with narrow-
range pH paper in accordance with 4.3. If conformance is 
not obtained, repeat steps (g) and (h). 
(j). Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen (120 to 140 degrees F). A 
vacuum drying oven is an acceptable substitute. 
(k) Flush with trichlorotrifluoroethane solvent confctrming to 
Specification MSFC-SPEC-237 for a ~inimum o~ one minute. 
'(3:) After flushing, collect a sample of trichlorotrifluoro-
ethane solvent for verification of the level of cleanli-
ness of the item being cleaned in accordance with 4.3. 
(m) Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen (120 to 140 degrees F). A 
vacuum drying oven is ,an acceptable substitute. -
3.10.2.2.2 Items Requiring Pickling 
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(a) Solvent or vapor degrease in accordance with 3.9.3. 
(b) Dry \vith ga::3eous nitrogen as· required. 
(c) Detergent degrease in accordance with 3.9.3 as. required. 
Cd) , Rinse \vith warm water (90 to 110. degre:es F) for a minimum. 
of five minutes if step (c) is used. 
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. ~ (d). Pickle with Formula II, prepared in accordance with 3.10.1, 
for 15 minutes to one tiour. The temperature of the soluM 
tion shall be maintained at ambient •. 
• CAUTION 
Corrosion resistant steel joints that have beert 
silver-brazed, or components that have been silver 
plated shall not be immersed in nitric acid solu-
tions. 
(e) Rinse with warm water (90 to 120 degrees F) for a minimum 
of five minutes. 
(f) Rinse with deionized water for a minimum of three minutes. 
(g) Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen (120 to 140 degre~s F). 
~ 
Steps (a) through (g) may be accomplished in a 
light industrial atmosphere. Step (h), and steps 
(c) through (m) of 3.10.2.1.1 shall be accomplished 
in a controlled environment with a level of cleanli-
ness adequate to ensure the final level of cleanli-
. ness of the clean",d ite>m All fluids used in step 
(h) and steps (c) through (m) of 3.10.2.1.1 shall 
be pre'filt~red prior to use to meet the limits 
specified for the level of cleanliness of the item 
to be cleaned when tested in accordance with 4.5.2. 
<.~ • 
. (h) Proce~d iv-ith steps (c) throu5h (mt of 3.10.2.1.1. 
3.10.2.3 Alumin!!ill.' - The cleaning procedure shall be as follows: 
(a) Solvent or vapor degrease in accordance with 3.9.3 as re-
quired for the removal of heavy oily soil only or prior 
to. corrosion removal. Normal atmospheric soil does not 
require. degreasing prior to the use of Formula IV. Items 
not requiring degreasing shall be wiped or vacuumed to 
remove all loose contamination prior to entry into a 
controlled environment. 
(b) Dry with gaseous nitrogen as required. 
(c) Corrosion may be removed by immersion in Formula V prepared 
in accordance with 3.10.1.5, at ambient temperature for a 
poriod of ten minutes to one hour as.required. 
, . , 
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Cd) Rinse with warm water (90 to UO degrees F) for a minimum 
of five minutes. • 
(e) Rinse with deionized water for a minimum of three minutes. 
(f) Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen (120' 'to' 140 degrees F). 
NOTE 
-
Steps (a) through (f) may be accomplished in a 
light industrial atmosphere. Steps (d) through 
(f) shall be required if step (c) has been used. 
Steps (g) through (q) shall be accomplished in 
a contrclled environment with a level of cleanli-
ness adequate to ensure the final level of cleanli-
ness of the cleaned item. All fluids used in steps 
(g) through (q) shall be prefiltered prior to use to 
meet 1;11e limits specified for the l.evel of cleanli-
ness of the item to be c1.eanedwhcn tested in ac-
cordance with 4.5.2. 
(g) Clean with Formula IV, prepared in accordance with 3.10.1. 4, 
for 30 minutes to two hours. The temperature of th~ solu-
tion shall be maintained at 80 to 95 degrees F. Cleaning 
may be accomplished by flushing, soaking, Clnd brushing, or 
by SOll.l.(; €:h€:l·~'y. It'::lli~ that ai:'t: c:.lt:al/'cu u,)' ~ud.k.i.i.1?:$ ~hall 
be agitated at least once every ten minutes to ensure that 
fr~sh solution ~eaches all surfaces., Cleaning by closed-
loop circulation shall be considered a special problem in 
a~cordance with 3~10.2$1. 
,CAUTION 
All mixtures containing crganic solvents have a 
tendency to give off vapors. Formu~a IV should 
be used with adequate ventilation. Tanks used 
for storage of Formula IV shall be provided with 
covers to prevent loss of solvent and to ensure 
the cleanliness of the solution. 
(h) Rinse 'tyith \Varm w,ater (90 to 110 degrees F) for a minimum of 
five minutes. 
(i) Rinse with deionized water for a minimum of three minut,as. 
Items that are cleaned in an ultrasonic unit shall be rinsed 
for an additional ten minutes in an ultrasonic unit. 
Ii 
ii 
il I, 
(j) Items may be brightened and additionally passivated by 
immersion in Formula V'prepared in accordance wHh 3.10.1.5, 
for ten to thirty minutes. The temperature of the solution 
shall be mainta:lnl3d at ambient. Cleaning with Formula IV 
provides light passivation that is sufficient for most 
applica tions. . ..' . 
(k) Rinse with warm water (90 to 110 degrees F) for a minimum of 
five minutes. 
(1) Rinse with deionized water for a minimum of five minutes. 
NOTE 
-
Steps (k) and .(1) shall be· required if step (j) 
has been used. Xf step (j) has not been used, 
proceed from step (i) to step (m). 
(m) Immediately upon the completion of the rinse cycle (step 
(i) or step (1)-), test the cleaned and flushed surfaces for 
pH. The pH of the cleaned surfaces shall be between 6.0 
and 8.0 as tested with narrow-range pH paper in accordance 
with 4.3. If conformance is not obtained, repeat steps (a) 
through (1). 
(nj Dry with warm gaseoul:i n.i.LLogt:I1 (120 L.U 140 ucgJ.t:..::::» F). 
vacuum drying oven is an acceptable substitute. 
• n, 
(0) :£<'lush with trich1orotrifluoroethane solvent conforming to 
Specification MSFC-SPEC-237 for a minimum of o~e minute. 
(p) After flushing, collect a sample of trichlorotrif1uoroethane 
solvent for Verification of the level of cleanliness of the 
item being cleaned in accordance with 4.3. 
(q) Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen (120 to 140 degrees F). A 
vacuum drying oven is an acceptable substitute. 
3.10. 2 .l~ 
follows: 
Copper and Copper Allo.Y.§.. - The cleaning procedure shall be as 
(a) Solvent or vapor degrease in accordance with 3.9.3 as required 
for the removal of heavy oily soil only, or prior to ,the re-
moval of heavy corrosion and excessive oxidation. Normal 
atmospheric soil, light corrosion, and oxidation ~re removed 
by the use of Formula VI.' Items not requiring degreasing shall 
be wiped or vacuumed to remove all loose contamination prior 
to entry into a controlled envi~onment. 
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(b) Dry wi th gaseous ni tro~en as J;'equired," 
'(c) Heavy corrosion may be removed by immersion in Formula VII, 
prepared in accordance with 3.10.1.1, at ambient temperature 
for a period of ten to thirty minutes as required ••. 
(d) Rinse with warm water (90 to 110'oegrees F)' for a minimum of 
five minutes. 
(e) Rinse with deionized ~aterfor a minimum of three minutes. 
(f) Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen (120 to 140 degrees F). 
BQ.:f.li 
Steps (a) through (f) may be accomplished in a 
light industrial atmosphere. Steps (d) through 
(f) shall be required if step (c) has been used. 
Steps (g) through (q) shall be accomplished in 
a controlled environment wi th a 1ev(,], of cleanli-
ness adequate to ensure. the final 1-:-1'21 of 
cleanliness of the cleaned item. All fluids 
used in steps (g) through (q) shall be pre-
filtered prior to use to meet the limits specified 
for the level of cleanliness of the item to be 
cl~al1~d wh~n testuu 111 C:1CCOrdi:111ct::: wIth 4.5.2. 
(g) Clean with Formula VI, prepared in accordance with 3.10.1.6, 
for 60 to 90 minutes. The temperature of the solution shall 
be maintained at 80 to 105 degrees F. Cleaning may be ac-
complished by flushing, soaking, and brushing, or by sonic 
energy. Items that are cleaned by soaking ~;hal1 be agitated 
at least once every ten minutes to ensure that fresh solu-
tion reaches all surfaces. Cleaning by closed-loop circu-
lation shall be considered a special problem in a~cordance 
w:U:h 3.10.2.1. . 
CAUTION 
All mixtures containing organic solvents have· 
s tendency to give off vapors. Formula VI 
should be used with adequate ventilation. Tanks 
used for storage of Formula VI shall be provided 
with covers to prevent loss of solvent' and to 
ensure the cleanliness of the solution. 
(h) Rinse with warm water (90 to 110 degrees 'F) for a minimum of 
f:iv·e minutes. 
• 
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(i) Rinse with deionized ~7ater for a min:i,fuum of three minutes. 
Items that are cleaned 'in an ultrasonic unit shall be rinsed 
for an additional ten minutes in an ult~asonic unit. 
(j) Cupro-nicke1 alloys and silicon bronzes may be brightened 
by immersion in Formula VII, prep~red in accordance with 
3.10.1.7, at ambient temperature for a period of ten to 
thirty minutes as required. 
(k) Rinse with warm water (90 to 110 degrees F) for a minimum 
of five minutes. 
(1) Rinse with deionized water for a minimum of five minutes • 
.liQ.TIi 
Steps (k) and (1) shall be required if' step (j) 
has been used. If step (j) has not been used, 
proceed from step (i) to step (m). 
(m) Immediately upon the completion of the rinse cycle (step (i) 
or step (1», test the clea;ned and flushed surfaces for pH. 
The pH of the cleaned surfaces shall be between 6.0 and 8.0 
as tested with narrow-range pH paper in aC'cordance with 4.3. 
If conformance is not obtained, repeat steps (a) through 
(1). 
(n) Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen.(120 to 140 degrees F). A 
vacuum drying oven is an acceptable substitute. 
(0) Flush with trich1orotrif1uoroethane solvent conforming' to 
Specification MSFC-SPEC-237 for a minimum of one minute. 
(p) After flushing, collect a sample of trir.hlorotrifluoroethane 
solvent for verification of the level oE cleanliness of the 
item being cleaned in accordance with 4.3. 
(q) Dry with warm gaseous nitrogen (120 to 140 degrees F). A 
vacuum drying oven is an acceptable substitute. 
3.10.2.5 Coated Aluminum 
3.10.2.5.1 Aluminum that has an anodized or chemica~ly converted coated 
surface shall be considered a nonmetallic material and shall be cleaned in 
accordance with 3.10.2.1.2 except that brushing shall not be allowed. 
. . 
3.10.3 Cleaning in the Field. - Field cleaning becomes complex because the 
size and configuration of large items make it difficult to circulate 
• 
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or spray solutions and to remove them completely. Whenever possible, pre-
cleaning' operations such as pickIing and passivating should be accomplished 
prior to installation. Final welds should be made under inert atmosphere to 
minimize scale formation, and they should be individually prec1eaned, pickled 
and passivated as required in accordance with.~.~.3. Major corrosion prob-
lems in used systems should be treated as subsystems or assemblies whenever 
possible. Only upon prior written approval of the procuring activity shall 
a~ entire ~ield system be pickled or passivated at one time. Preparation 
prior to field cleaning shall be in accordance with 3.8. 
3.10.3.1 Precleaning. - All criti.ca1 surfaces of subsystems, systems, 
storage vessels, or other items in the field shall be Visibly free of cor-
rosion, dirt, grease, scale or other foreign matter prior to final cleaning 
in accordance with 3.10.3. Prec1eaning to remove gross contamination, and 
t~ pickle and passivaf~ fcinal. :we1,ds as req~i~ed shall be in accordance with 
3. 9. 3. < ~V!H.-(;_~~ \iJ: W-v1 b"t., ':3 • q., . 
3.10.3.2 Corrosion Resistant Steel Cleaned by Closed-Loop Circulation of 
Solutions. - The circulation of Formula I in accordance with step (a) pro-
vides sufficient passivation for a system prec1eaned in accordance with 
3.10.3.1 so that an additional passivation step is not required. The final 
c1eanin,g procedure shall be as follows: 
(a) Circulate Formula I, prepared in accordance with 3.10.1, 
through the system for one hour to two hours at a minimum 
fluid velocity of four feet per second. ~ee Tables III 
and IV of 3.8.3 for circulation data • 
.lliIT! 
All fluids used in 3.10.3.2 qha11 be prefi1tered 
prj.or to use to meet the limits specified f.or the 
ieve1 of cleanliness of the item to be cleaned 
when tested in accordance with 4.5.2. 
(b) The temperature of Formula I shall be maintained at 85 
to 105 degrees F during circulation. If immersion 
heaters are used to warm the solution, their surface 
temperature shall not exceed 350 degrees F. 
CAUTION 
Do not heat Formula I above 110 degrees F as 
part of the solvent may be lost. 
(c) Upon prior approval of the procuring activity, a thorough 
15-minute overboard flush of the system with tap water 
at ambient temperature and prefi1tere~ to meet the limits. 
specified for the level of cleanliness of the item being 
, 
i , 
,I 
" 
cleaned in accordance with 4.5.2, may be substituted in 
place of the first 15 minutes of the flush with de~onized 
water of s·tep (d). The 'overboard flush shall be at. a 
minimum fluid velocity of four feet per second. See 
Tables III and IV of 3.8.3 for circulation data. 
(d) Flush the system thoroughly with deionized water at ambient 
temperature for a minimum of thirty minutes (or an additional 
15 minutes provided step (c) was used) at a minimum fluid 
velocity of four feet per second. All water ~sed for flush-
ing shall be dumped overboard. 
(e) At the end of the 3D-minute water flush,' continue to flush at 
a velocity of four feet per second in order to obtain a 2500 
milliliter sample of flush water iri a dry, cleaned sampler. 
The water sample shall be obtained from the lowest point in 
the system. 
Care shall be taken in obtaining the water sample 
not to contaminate the sample with the surrounding 
environment. 
(f) The water sample shall be analyzed in aecordance with 4.3. 
It the des~red level or cleanliness has .not b~en readl~d, 
drain the remaining water from the system, and repeat 
steps (a) through (f). 
(g) I~nediately, upon completion of step (e), test.the effluent 
water for pH. The pH of zhe effluent water shall be between 
6.0 and 8.0 as tested witb narrow-range pH paper in accordance 
with 4.3. If conformance is not obtained, continue to flush 
with deionized water for another 15 minutes and retest for 
pH. A second failure of conformance to .pH range shall be 
cause for rejection, and the system shall be recleaned in 
accordance with steps (a) through (g). 
(h) Dry the system with gaseous nitrogen to a d~w point of minus 
65 degrees F at all critical ports as tested in accordance 
with 4.3. The final five minutes of.the gaseous nitrogen 
purge shall be at the system normal operating pressure when 
it can be attained. If the system normal operatiI;lg pr.essure 
cannot be attained, the minimum gaseous nitrogen purge 
velocity at the fartherest downstr.eam exit port shall be 
35 SCFM as measured ivith a calibrated flowmeter. 
(i) Circulate trichloroethylene or trich1orotrif1uoroethane 
(see 4.3.4.1.1) at a minimum fluid velocity of four feet 
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per second. Circulation shall be maintained until a 
minimum of one system volume of test solvent passes . 
through the item, or for a minimum of thirty minutes, 
whichever time is longer. All instrument measure-
ment, gauge, and vent ports shall have the test sol-
vent flushed through them a minimum of ttvO l:imes dur-
ing circulation. 
(j) At the end of the circulation period, obtain a 2500 
milliliter sample of the test solvent in a dry, cleaned 
sampler. The test solvent sample shall be obtained 
from the lowest point in the system while the solvent is 
circulating. 
Care shall be taken in obtaining the solvent 
sample not to contaminate the sample with the 
surrounding environment. 
(k) The solvent sample shall be analyzed in accordance with 4.3. 
If the desired level of cleanliness has not been reached, 
the system shall be recleaned in accordance with Jteps (a) 
through (k). 
(lj . Dry the system with gaseous n1~rogen to a dew point of minus 
65 degrees F at all critical ports in accordance with 4.3. 
The final five minutes of the gaseous nitrogen purge shall 
be at the system noma1 operating pressure when it can be 
attained. If the system normal operating pressure cannot 
be attained, the minimum gaseous nitrogen purge velocity 
at the fartherest downstream exit port shall be 35 SCFM as 
measured with a calibrated flowmeter. 
3.10.3.3 Corrosion Resistant Steel Cleaned by Solution Spraying. - Items 
having a size or configuration that cannot be cleaned by circulating a fluid 
through the item at a minimum fluid velocity of four feet per second shall 
be cleaned by the use of spray equipment. Spray equipment shall meet the 
requirements of 3.8.3.2. Preparation prior to field cleaning shall be in 
accordance with 3.8. The final cleaning procedure shall be as follows: 
Cal Spray Formula I, prepared in accordance with 3.10.1, over 
the critical surfaces of the item for one hour to two hours 
at a minimum flow rate of six gallons per minute per foot 
of item maximum internal diameter at a spray head delivery 
pressure of 150 to 200 psig. (Example: an item with a . 
maximum internal diameter of five feet shall require a 
minimum flow rate of 30 gallons per minute at a spray head 
• 
I 
i , 
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delivery pressure of 150 to 290 psig). Care sha1i be 
taken to impinge on and wet all critfcal,surfaces. The 
solution may be returned to the reservoir. 
(b) The temperature of Formula I shall be maintained at 85 to 
,105 degrees F during spraying. If immersi~n heaters are 
used to warm the solution, their'surface temperature shall 
not exceed 350 degrees F. 
CAUTION 
Do not heat Formula I above 110 degrees F as part 
of the solvent may be lost. 
(c) Upon prior approval of the procuring activity, a thorough 
15-minute overboard rinse of the item by spraying with 
tap water at ambient temperature and prefiltered to meet 
the limits specified for the level of cleanliness of the 
item being cleaned in accordance with 4.5.2, may be sub-
stituted in place of the first 15 minutes of rinse with 
deionized water of step (d), The overboard rinse shall 
be at the delivery rate of step (a). 
(d) Rinse the system tho~ough1y by spraying 'at the delivery 
rate of step (a) with deionized water at ambient temperature 
tor a minimum o£ 30 IulhutE:iS (or an additional 15 miuut2S 
provided step (c) was used) at the delivery rate of step 
(a). All water used for rinsing shall be dumped overboard. 
Continue rinsing as required until all visible evidence of 
surfactant has disappeared from the rinse water. Care 
shall be taken to impinge on and wet all critical surfaces. 
(e) Upon the completion of step (d), stop the rinsing and allow 
the item being cleaned to drain thoroughly. Proceed to 
step (f) if a rotating heaa spray machine is used, or pro-
ceed to step (g) if a full-length rotating spray wand is 
used to flush the critical surfaces for the level of cleanli-
ness test. 
(f) Lower the spray head to the lowest point of the item being 
cleaned. Start to spray deionized water at a delivery rate 
of two to 2.2 gallons per minute per .foot of item maximum 
internal diameter at a spray head delivery pressure of 150 
to 200 psig. The spray head shall be raised vertically at 
a rate of one foot per minute during testing. Test samples 
shall be taken from a sampling port located at the lowest 
. point of the item being cleaned. The sampling port valve 
. shall be opened sufficiently to allow a 2500 m1 :sample to 
be obtained in 58 to'62 seconds. The delivery rate of the 
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solution through the spray head, the v·ertical travel . 
of the spray head, and 'the sampling time must be corre-
lated as specified so that a 2500 ml test sample will 
represent one square foot of critical surface area. 
Collect the following test samples of rinse water in dry, 
cleaned samplers: 
(1) Begin to collect the first 2500 ml sample as 
soon as the solution start~ to be sprayed by 
the rotating head. 
(~) Collect a second 2500 ml sample when the spray 
head has traversed approximately 50 percent of 
the vertical distance. 
(3) Collect a third 2500 m1 sample as the spray 
head approaches the highest point of vertical 
travel • 
. (g) Insert the rotating spray wand into the item being cleaned 
so that the entire critical ~urface shall be flushed at one 
time. Start to spray deionized water at a delivery rate of 
tlVO to 2.2 gallons per minute per foot of item maximum in-
ternal diameter at a delivery pressure of 150 to 200 psig • 
. Test samples shall be taken from a sampling port located at 
the lowest point of the item being cleaned. The sampling 
. port valve shall be opened sufficiently to allow a 2500 ml 
sample to be obtained in 58 to ~2 seconds. The delivery 
rate of the solution and the sampling time must be corre-
lated as specified so that a 2500 ml test sample will repre-
sent one square foot of ciritical surface area. Al10wthe 
solution to impinge on the item being cleaned for six minutes, 
and collect the following test samples of rinse water in dry, 
cleaned samplers: 
(1) Start collecting the first 2500 ml sample a~ the 
beginning of the first minute of spraying. 
(2) Start collecting the second 2500 ml sample at the 
beginning of the third minute of spraying. 
(3) Start collecting the·third 2500 ml sample at the 
beginning of the fifth minute of spraying. 
(h) The water sample shall be analyzed in accordance with 4.3. If 
the desired level of cleanliness has not been reached, drain 
the remaining water from the system; and repeat steps (a)' 
through (g). 
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(i) Immediately upon the completion of step (g), test the effluent 
water for pU. The pH o'f the effluent water shall be between 
6.0 and 8.0 as tested with narrow-range pH paper in accordance 
with 4.3. If conformance is not obtained, continue to flush 
.with deionized water for another 15 .mi~utes, and retest for pH. 
A second failure of conformance to'pH range shall be cause for 
rejection and the system shall be recleaned in accnrdance with 
~teps (a) through (g). 
(j) Dry the system with gaseous nitrogen to a dew point of minus 
65 degrees F at all critical ports as tested in accordance with 
4.3. The final five minutes of the gaseous nitrogen purge 
shall be at the system normal operating pressure when it can be 
attained. If the system normal operating pressure cannot be 
attained, the minimum gaseous nitrogen purge velocity at the 
fartherest downstream exit port shall be 35 SCFM as measured 
with a calibrated flowmeter. 
(k) Spray trichloroethylene or trichlorot~ifluoroethane (see 4.3. 
4.1.1) over the critical surfaces of the item for a minimum 
of 15 minutes at a minimum flow rate of six gallons per 
minute per foot of item maximum intern81 diameter at a spray 
head delivery pressure of 80 to 100 psig. Care shall be taken 
to impinge on and wet all critical surfaces. 
(1) Upon ,the completion of step (ki. sr:op r:he spray ana allow the 
item being cleaned to drain thoroughly. 
(m) Repeat step (f) or step (g) for the test solvent except that 
the delivery pressure shall be 80 to 100 psig. . 
(n) The test solvent shall be analyzed in accordance with 4.3. If 
the desired level of cleanliness has not been reached, the sys-
tem shall be recleaned in accordance with steps (a) through (m). 
(0) Dry the system with gaseous nitrogen to a de\y point of minus 
65 degrees F at all critical ports in accordance with 4.3. The 
final five minutes of the gaseous nitrogen purge~sha11 be at 
the' system normal operating pressure when it can be attained. 
If the system normal operating pressure cannot be attained, the 
minimum gaseous nitrogen purge velocity at the fartherest down-
stream exit port shall be 35 SCFM as measured with a calibrated 
f1mvmeter. 
3.10.3.4 A1um!num Cleaned by Closed-Loop Circulation of Solutions. -
Formula IV, prepared in accordance with 3.10.1.4, shall b~ used to clean 
closed-loop aluminum systems in the field. The cleaning procedure shall be 
. in accordance with 3.10.j.,l and 3.10.3.2, except, that the temperature of 
Formula IV shall be maintained at 80 to 95 degrees F. 
I ' 
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3.10.3.4.1 Aluminum alloys that contain high percentages of silicon, 
copper, or manganese may develop 'a black deposit (smut) duri;tg cleaning. 
The following cleaning procedure shall apply ~or aluminum alloys requiring 
br.ightening: . . 
(a) Preclean in accordance, with 3.10.3.1. 
(b) Clean in accordance with steps (a) through (d) of 3.10.3.2, 
except that Fotmul~ IV, maintained at 80 to 95 degrees F 
shall be used. 
(c) If smut has developed, brighten the aluminum by circulating 
Formula V, prepared in accordance with 3.10.1.5, for 20 to 
40 minutes at ambient temperature and at a minimum fluid ve-
locity of four feet per second. 
(d) Rinse in accordance with steps (c) and (d) of 3.10.3.2. 
.(e) Proceed with steps (e) through (1) of 3.10.3.2. 
3.10.3.5 Aluminum Cleaned by Solution Spraying. - Formula IV, preparec in 
accordance with 3.l0.l.4~ shall be used to clean aluminum items requiring 
~he use of the solution spray technique. The cleaning procedure shall be in 
accordance with '3.10.3.1 and 3.10.3.3 except that the temperature of Formula 
IV shall be maintained at 80 to 95 degrees F. 
3.10.3.5.1 Aluminum alloys that contain high percentages of silicon, 
copper, or manganese may develop a black deposit (smut) during cleaning. 
The following cleaning procedure shall apply for aluminum alloys requiring 
brightening: ' 
(a) 
(b) 
./ Preclean in accordance with 3.10.3.1. 
Clean in accordance with steps (a) through (d) of 3.10.3.3 
except that Formula IV, maintained at 80. to 95 degrees F, 
shall be used. 
(c) If smut has developed, brighten the aluminum by spraying . 
Formula V, prepared in accordance with 3.10.1.5, for 20 to 
40 minutes at the delivery rate of step (a) of 3.10.3.3, 
and at ambient temperature. 
(d) Rinse in accordance with steps (a) and (d) of 3.lQ.3.3 .• 
(e) Proceed with steps (e) through (o).of 3.10.3.3. 
3.11 Protection 
3.11.1 Environmental Control. - All packaging operations shall be accom-
plished within the same controlled environment as that in whi2.h the item to 
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be pu=kagad wus cleaned. Cleaned items shall not be rem~ved from a clean 
room without being adequately protected in conformance with 3.11. Items. 
cleaned in the field shall be protected in conformance with 3.11 while the 
environment is controlled according to 3.7.4. 
.. . 
3.11.2 }taterials. - Materials shall be compatible with the item to be pro ... 
tected and shull withstand the specified environment for the storage period 
a~d mode of delivery. 
3.11.2.1 Packaging Films. - All plastic films used for precision packaging 
shall be procured to the requirements of Table VI. The cleanliness level of 
Table VII shall prevail for all plastic films procured clean. A~ceptance 
inspection for conformance to the requirements of Tables VI and VII shall be 
in accordance with 4.6 • 
. TABLE VI. PACKAGING MATERIALS THICKNESS 
AND SERVICE REOUIREMENTS 
THICKNESS RANGE 
I-___ ~F.=.:IL:.:M:..._ __ _i-.-.. _._(MILS) USE 
(a) 
Polyethylene (a) 5.4 ... 6.6 
Nylon 6, or equ~valent 1.7 ... 2~3 
. polyamide ( ) 
~clar33c ·ur equiva-
. lent fluo)rohalo-
carbon(c ~ 
1.7 - 2.3 
Overwrap only 
Precision packaging, 
]Q! for LOX and GOX 
service 
Frecisoll packaglliS, 
suitable for LOX and 
GOX service 
May be impregnated with antistatic compound for use where static 
generation is a hazard. Antistf~ic polyethylene shall have a sur-
face resistivity of not over 10 ohms when measured by Specifica-
tion ASTM D257-61. 
(b) This film has a high resistance to sloughing particles. 
(c) This film provides a good barrier to moisture vapor and gas perme-
ability. 
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TABLE VII. PACKAGING MATERIALS SURFACE 
CLEANLINESS R~QUIREMENTS 
PARTICLE SOLVENT SOLUBLE 
SIZE RANGE PARTICLES . ORGANIC RESIDUE 
(MICRONS) (NO. Iso F'l'9 MAX) (MG/SQ FT. MAX) 
0-5 Unlimited (a) 1 
6-15 50 
16-25 25 
26-50 10 
51-100 5 
> 100 0 
(a) Particles under five microns in size 'are not counted. However, an 
. 
accumulation' of minute particles of sufficiellt quantity to cause a 
haze or obscuring of any portion of a grid line or any portion of 
the grid on a test filter membrane, when viewed visually or under 
40 power .uaximum magnification, shall be cause for rejection. 
3.11.2.1.1 Selection of a specific film shall be dictated by compatibility 
witll the specified service medium. All LOX and GOX parts, components, sub-
systems, and systems shall be protected with an inner bag or layer(s) of a 
fluorohalocarbon film such as Aclar 33c conforming to Specification MSFC-
SPEC-456 and the requirements of 3.11.2.1. Other parts, components, sub-
systems,.and systems shall be protected wi~h an inner bag or layer(s) of a 
polyamide film or a fluoroha10carbon film. Polyamide films have a higher 
'resistance to sloughing particles, while fluorohalocarbon films provide a 
better barrier to moisture vapor and gas permeability. Cognizance of these 
additional characteristics may be taken by the procuring activity at its 
discretion. . 
. , 
3.11.2.1.2 Inner bags or layer(s) of film shall be protected by an outer 
bag or layer(s) of polyethylene. 
3 .• l1.2.~.3 All plastic films shall be cleaned to or procured to the 
cleanliness level of Table VII except that films used to package critical 
surfaces cleaned to cleanliness levels more restrictive than Table VII shall 
be cleaned, immediately prior to use, to the cleanliness level of the criti-
cal surface. 
3.11.2.1.4 Cleaning, whether on-site or prior to procurement, shall be 
accomplished by dipping, rinsing, or immersing the film in trich1orotriflu-
oroetqane solvent conforming to Specification MSFC-SPEC-237. No other sol-
vent shall be used. There s~a11 be no exceptions. . 
.' 
Contact time of trichlorotrifluQroethane with fluoro-
halocarbon films such as Aclar 33c shall be limited 
to a maximum of 15 minutes including drying time. 
Solvent-wet films shall be dried by simple solvent 
evaporation or purged until dry with'nitrogen con-
forming to Specification MSFC-SPEC-234 and pre-
filtered, to meet the cleanliness level of the item 
being precision packaged. Longer contact times 
between solvent and fluorohalocarbon films result 
in the film becoming unduly flexible and plasticized. 
3.11.2.1.5 All cleaned film, including bags, sheeting, tubing, and roll 
stock, that is not used immediately after cleaning, shall be overwrapped 
an~ sealed in an inner bag made from film of the same type and cleaned to 
the requirements of 3.11.2.1. All film procured clean shall be overwrapped 
with a second bag of clean, six mil, antistatic polyethylene prior to 
packaging for shipment. Roll stock shall be wound on clean cores made from 
nondusting plastic or metal. 
3.11.2.2 Pressure Sensitive TaJ?~. - When tape is specified, the material 
shall be pressure sensitive, vinyl, and shall conform to Specification PPP-
T-66, Type I, Class B. 
3.11.2.3 Purp,jng Gas. - When purging gas is specifl.ed. 'the ma'terJ.a.L shall 
be nitrogen conforming to Speci£i.cation l-ISFC··SPEC-234. The gas shall be 
prefiltered to meet tne cleanliness level of the item being precision 
packaged. 
3.11. 2.4 Hetallic Closures. - When closur.'e. plates are specified to seal 
flanged items, the materials shall be precut and drilled aluminum alloy or 
stainlgss steel of O.12S-inch minimum thickness. To prevent electrolytic 
corrosion, metals dissimilar to item flanges. shall not come in contact with 
the flange under any circumstances. Refer to Spec~fication MS-33S86 for 
definition of dissimilar metals. 
3.11.2.4.1 All metallic closures shall be separated from .. the flanged item 
with gaskets. Gaskets shall be precut from a minimum of two layers of 
plastic film conforming to 3.11.2.1 or from a sheet of polytetrafluoroethy-
lene of O.062-inch minimum thickness. 
3.11.2.4.2 Prior to use, all metallic closures and gaskets shall be cleaned 
to the level of cleanliness of the cleaned item being protected. 
3.11.2.5 Plastic Closure~. - Plastic closures such as ~aps, and plugs 
. pha1l not be used to seal openings of items with precision cleaned internal 
surfaces. The insertion and removal of plastic ,closures generate particles 
that can invalidate the level of cleanliness of the precision cleaned surfaces. 
" 
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3.11.2.6 Preservatives. - Prese~vative materials, shall not be used on items 
that have b'een precision cleaned: 
3.11.2.7 Desiccants. - Desiccant materials shali not be sealed within the 
inner bag containing the precision cleaned item. Upon prior written approval 
of the procuring activity, an additional layer of polyethylene or a second 
polyethylene bag may be added over the outer clean bag, and packaged desic-
cants may be sealed within this extra protective covering. 
3.11.2.8 Certification Decal. - A certification of cleanliness level 
decal(s) shall be applied to the outside of the inner bag in such a manner 
that the deca1(s) shall be destroyed when the integrity of the package or 
closure is violated. The decals shall conform to Specification MSC-SPEC-C-3 
exe:ept that the initials of the specific procuring activity shall be imprinted 
on the decal as applicable. See Table I and Figure 2 of Specification MSC-
SPEC-C-3. See 3.12 of this specification for the special information clean-
ing tags that may be included within the outer clean bag. 
3.11.,3 Detail Packaging Technique 
3.11.3.1 Cutting. - When clean plastic film is to be cut, sta:i,nless steel 
scissors shall be used. The scissor cut shall be started, and the scissor 
shall be pushed carefully through the film. Sawing and hacking actions re-
sulting from opening and closing the scissors shall be avoided to prevent 
the generation of particles. Razor blades or other single blade type 
instruments shall not: be ~sed 1:0 cut plaoLlc £11111'\ 
3.11.3.2 Scaling. - An all-purpose impulse sealer shall be used to produce 
effective seals with p1asti9 films. The recommendations oT. the manufacturer 
shall be followed for temperature setting and dwell time~ 
3.11.3.2.1 Fluorohalocarbon films suCh as Aclar'33c shall be sealed on all 
sides when fabricating bags. Fluorohalocarbon films shall not be center-
folded. Centerfolding may generate particles since fluorohalocarbon films 
tend to be somewhat brittle. 
3.11.3.3 Purging. - Purging shall be accomplished by directing a stream of 
inert gas into the inner protective bag and 0ver the item.- Suffic~ent 
purging time shall be allowed to replace the air within the bag. Minimum 
purging time on small items shall be five seconds. ' 
3.11.3.3.1 Items that require storage under ~n inert atmosphere shall be 
sealed while the purge is being maintained on the inner bag! The volume of . 
gas sealed in the bag shall be kept to a minimum to allow for expansion of 
the gas during shipment. 
3.11.3.3.2 'Items,not requiring storage under an inert atmosphere shall be 
sealed immediately after purging. Items requiring that the motion of the 
part in relation to the bag must be restricted during handling shall have 
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the inner bag purged, evacuated, and th~n seale~ while the vacuum is 
maintained on the bag. • 
_3.11.3~4 p~shionina. - Items having sharp corners, threads, points, or 
other configurations that may damage the protective packaging, shall be 
ovcrlo1rarpcd with (] minimum of two layers of plastic. fpm to form a cushion. 
The choice of film shall be compatible wltn the service medium. Each layer 
of film ~ha11 be secured in place with tape conforming to Specification 
PPP-T-66, Type I, Class B. The adhesive backing on the tape shall not come 
in contact with the body of the item. One corner of the end of the tape 
shall be folded over for easy removal. The cushioned item shall then be 
placed in a~ inner and an outer bag as applicable. 
3.11.4 Detail R(>guirements, 
3.11.4.1 Small Items (Completely Cleaned). - Small items that have all 
surfaces precision cleaned shall be cushioned as applicable, bagged, purged, 
and scaled in an inner bag in accordance with 3.11.3. 
3.11.4.1.1 Certification deca1(s) shall be applied to the inner. bag in 
accordance with 3.11.2.8. 
3.11.4.1.2 Sandwich packaging may he applied to identical light items such 
as o-rings and gaskets. A sandwich package-consists- of heat sealing a number 
of identical items between two sheets of plastic film in such a manner that 
each 1cem is in a separaL~ purg~d an« heat sealed -compartment. Each compart-
ment must be able to be separated from the others by cU'l:ting without vio-
lati~g the integrity of the remaining compartments. 
3.11.4.1.3 Each inner bag shall be placed in an-outer bag of polyethylene. 
The outer bag shall be purged and sealed in accordance with 3.11.3. Marking 
shall be in accordance with 3.12. 
3.11.4.2 Small Items (In~ernal1y.Clean~9). - Small items that have only 
internally cleaned surfaces shall be purged and all fittings or other 
orifices leading to the internally cleaned surfaces shall pe sealed with 
two layers of plastic film. The plastic film shall be secured in place with 
tape conforming to Specificati.on PPP-T-66, Type I, Class B·o The adhesive 
backing on the tape shall not come in contact with the body of the item. 
3.11.4.2.1 Certification dec~l(s) shall be implied to the sealed fittings 
or other orifices in accordance with 3.11.2.8. . 
3.11.4.2.2 The sealed fittings or other orifices may be cushioned with 
protective film as ap,plicab1e. 
3.11.4.2.3 The sealed, cleaned item shall be placed in an outer bag of 
polyethylene, purged, and sealed in accordance with 3.11.3. M~rking shatl 
be in accordance with 3.12. 
• 
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3.11.4.3" J.arge or Heavy Items (Internally Cleaned). - Large or heavy items 
that have only internally cleaned surfaces shall be purged and sealed in . 
accordance with 3.11. 4. 2, 3.11.4.2.1 and 3.11.4 .• 2.2. 
3.11.4.3.1 Each sealed fitting or other ori~~ce shall be overwrapped with 
polyethylene. The plastic film shall be secured in place with tape conform-
ing to Specification PPP-T-66, Type I, Class ·B. The adhesive backing on the 
t~pe shall .not ~ome in contact with the body of the item. Marking shall be 
in accordance with 3.12. 
3.11.4.4 ~langed Items. - Flanged items that have only internally cleaned 
surfaces shall be sealed with gaskets and closures conforming to 3.11.2.4. 
3.11.4.4.1 The cleaned gasket shall be placed over the flange face. 
3.11.4.4.2 The closure shall be placed over the gasket. Attachment hard-
ware shall be inserted through all the flange holes, and t~ghtened to the 
recommended torque value for the type and size of attachment bolt use. 
3.11.4.4.3 The complete closure shall be overwrapped with polyethylene and 
secured with tape according to 3.11.4.3.1. 
3.11.4.4.4 Certification decal(s) shall be applied to the sealed over-
wrapping in accordance with 3.11.2.8. Marking shall be in accordance with 
3.12. 
3.11.4.5' Electrical and Electronic Items. - Electrical and electronic items 
that require testing after, cleaning shall be pa.ckaged in an inner bag. The 
inner bag shall be sealed in a manner that will permit acc~3s to leads, 
connectors, etc., for testing without vio~ating the integrity of the inner 
bag. . 
3.11.4:5.1 Certification decal(s) shall be applied to the inner bag in 
accordance with 3.11. 2.8. 
3.11.4.5.2 Exposed leads, connectors, etc., shall be cushioned as applicable 
i11 accordance \vith 3.11.3.4. 
3.11.4.5.3 Each .inner bag shall be placed in an outer bag of polyethylene, 
sealed, and marked in accordance with 3.12. 
3.11.4.6 Rose and Tube Assemblies. - Hose and tube assemblies that have 
only internally cleaned surfaces shall be purged, sealed and protected in 
accordance with 3.11.4.3. 
3.11.4.6.1 The entire hose or tube assembly may be ovepwrapped with poly-
"ethylene film as applicabie. 
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3.11.5 Plastic Scrap Disposal. - All plastic was'te including unused scrap 
and d'incarded protective bags shall be' treated as g'arbage. The plastic 
waste shall be mixed with other wastes that are considered garbage and 
disposed of in the normal manner. Plastic ~astesnall not be disposed of by 
burning in an open incinerator. The burning' of plastic waste constitutes 
somewhat of a hazard in that toxic fumes can be generated by numerous 
classes of plastic compounds. 
3.12 Harking of Cleaned Items. - Unless otherwise specif:l:ed by the procur-
ing activity, cleaned items shall be marked with tags conforming ,to Type C, 
Style I or Style 2, Class 2 of Specification UU-T-81. Class 1 tags with 
metal bound edges shall not be used. Tags shall be placed between the inner 
and outer bags or layers of protective packaging film where practical. Where 
the tag cannot be placed between the inner and outer packaging film, the tag 
shall be enclosed in a plastic bag or between layers of plastic film and 
securely taped to the outside of the package. Tags shall be of SUfficient 
size to contain the following informatian: 
(a) Part or identificatipn number. 
(b) Contractor identification. 
(c) Cleani,ng method and cleanl:I,ness lev~l. 
(d) Date of cleaning. 
(e) , Title, date, and number of this specification. 
(f) Service medium or·intended service. 
(g) Manufacturer's serial number. 
(h) The wording, SPECIAL C~EANING, imprinted boldly across the face. 
of,the tag. 
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
4.1 Inspection Reguirements. - The supplier is responsibie for the per-
formance of all inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as 
otherwise specified, the supplier may utilize his own or any other inspection 
·facilities and services acceptable to NASA that are covered by an inspection 
or quality control plan as 'required by the applicable NASA Quality Publica-
tion NPC 200-2 or NPC 200-3 as referenced in the contract. 'Unless otherwise 
specified, the inspection plan as required by NASA Quality Publication NPC 
200-3 shall be submitted for review with the'supplier's bid or proposal. 
Inspection and test records shall be kept complete and 'upon reques't, made 
av'ailable to the procuring ,activity or its designated representative in 
accordance with NASA Quality Publication NPC 200-2, NPC 200-3, or other 
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provisions of th~ contract or procurement docum¢nt. The procuring activity, 
or it$ designated representative; reserves the right to perform any or all 
of the inspections set forth in the specification to assure that the end 
,item conforms to the prescribed requirements. 
4.2 Sampling 
4.2.1 Controlled Environment Cleaning. - Items cleaned in a controlled en-
vironment in accordance with 3.10.2, shall be sampled for acceptance in-
spection as specified herein. 
4.2.1.1 Grouped Lot. - A grouped lot shall be those items cleaned as a 
batch at one time. The lot shall consist of one of the following categories 
for grouped items: 
(a) Parts, as defined in 6.3, constructed of the same material 
and of the same or similar configuration such as fittings, 
o-rings, washers, etc. 
(b) Individual lengths of tubing, ,pipe, or hose, with an out-
side diameter up to 1.0-inch, that have been combined for 
cleaning so that the total critical surface area shall 
not exceed one square foot.' 
(c') Indiv:i,dual lengths of tubing, pipe, or hose with an out-
f;jde liiameter greater than one inch and 'including two 
. inches, that have been combined for cleaning so that the 
total critical surface area shall not exceed three square 
feet. 
4.2.1.2 Single Items. -
or oHler item composed of 
tested as a single item. 
tested as single items. 
Each individual component, subassembly', assembly, 
two or more parts, as defined in 6.3, shall be 
Individual lengths of tubing, pipe, or hose may be 
4.2.1.3 Visual Inspection Sample. - The sample for the inspections of 
4.3.1 and 4.3.2 sh~ll consist of 100 percent of the items cleaned. 
4.2.1.4 Quality'Assurance Sample for Grouped Lots. - The quality assurance 
sample shall consist of a minimum of 25 percent of the items'cleaned in a 
grouped lot of 20 or more items. The following sampling shali'apply for a 
grouped lot of less than 20 items: ' 
Number of Items 
in One Lot 
10-19 
4-9 
less than 4 
.. 
Number of 'Items 
to be Tested 
4 
3. 
All 
, 
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The quality assurance sample for grouped lots shall be selected at random 
from items that have been examined in accordance with 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 and 
found acceptable. The sample shall be selected, in a manner that will pro-
vide maximum representation of the affected lot. . 
4.2.1.5' .Qualitl Assuranc~ Sample for Single Items. - The quality assurance 
sample for single items shall consist of 100 percent of the items cleaned. 
4.2.1.6 Acceptance Samples~ - The acc'eptance sample shall consist of all 
the samples selected for testing as specified in 4.2.183, 4.2.1.4, and 
4.2.1. 5. 
4.3 Acceptance Inspection. - Unless otherwise specified by the procuring 
activity, acceptance inspection shall be perfprmed as specified herein. 
4.3.1 Visual Inspection. - The surfaces of all cleaned items that will 
contact the service medium shall be visually inspected for the presence of 
moisture, corrosion, scale, dirt, grease, and other foreign matter. A flash-
light'or borescope may be requ~red to examine 'internal surfaces. Items hav-
ing limited accessibility for visual inspection shall be accepted or rejected 
on the basis of the quality assurance inspect~ons of 4.3.2, 4.3.3, and 4.3.4. 
The presence of visible contamination shall be cause for rejection and shall 
, necessitate recl,eaning of the item. 'Discoloration of a surface due to ~yeld­
ing and passivation shall be permitted as long as no scale or other objec-, 
'tionable f5.1!11S stlch ~s LOX RenRitive residues, remain. All items shall also 
be examined to determine conformance of 3.11 and 3.12 as aJ.1plj~cable. 
4.3.2 Acidity and Alkalinitl Test. - All surfaces that have been cleaned 
shall be tested for acidity,and alkalinity with narrow-range pH paper while 
the surfaces are wet from the final water rinse. Dry surfaces of completed 
items may be wet with a few drops, of distilled water to permit testing as 
required. When tested, the pH shall range from 6.0 to 8.0. 
4.3.2.1 Narro\v-Range pH Paper. - The pH paper used in conformance with 
4.3.2 shall be narrow-range, indicating paper that'is sensitive to each 0.1 
pH unit change. The paper shall have a minimum sensitivity range of pH 5.6 
to 8.4. The paper shall not be used within 0.2 pH unit of its minimum or 
maximum r~ading because of the difficulty in ascertaining small color changes. 
It may be necessary to obtain two papers to include the pH 5.6 to 8.4 range 
such as paper "A" sensitive to pH 4.5 to 7.5, and paper "B" sensitive to 
. pH 6.8 to 8.4 so that paper "A" is useable from pH 4.7 to 7.3, and paper "B" 
from 7.0 to 8.2. 
" 4.3.3' ,Items Cleaned in Controlled Environment 
4.3.3.1 Solvent-Flush Procedure (Method !). - Items cleaned in a controlled 
environment shall be tested for conformance to the applicable cleanliness 
level of Table I by the solvent-flush procedure. 
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4.3.3.1.1 ~~. - The test ~olvent shall be trichlorotrifluoroethane, 
conforming to Specification MSFC-SPEC-237, whenever'it is compatible with 
the cleaned item. Nonmetallic items shall be tested with trichlorotrifluoro-
'ethane or isopropyl alcohol (see 3.10.2.1.2 for solvent compatibility). 
Water shall not be used as a test solvent for solvent soluble organic resi-
dues. Test solvents shall be procured to .the. material specifications of 3.5. 
However, test solvents may be reused in the laboratory as long as the parti-
cle population requirements of 4.3.3.1.1.1 are met, and the solvent soluble 
organic residue does not exceed 0.013 milligrams per milliliter of test sol-
vent when tested in accordance with 4 .. 3.3.1.4.2. 
4.3.3.1.1.1 Particle Population. - All test solvents shall be filtered to 
the extent necessary for a 500 milliliter sample to meet the particle size 
and population requirements of the applicable cleanliness level of Table I. 
Blank particle corrections (subtraction of test solvent particle count from 
the final particle count) shall not be allowed. It is adviRable to maintain 
a minimum particle population in a test solvent so that the)rejectio~ of 
satisfactorily cleaned items does not occur. 
4.3.3.1.1.2 Solvent Quality Assurance. - Within 24 hours of use, the test 
solvent shall be tested in accordance with 4.3.3.1.4 for conformance to 
particle population and solvent soluble organic residue (see 4.3.3.1.1). 
4.3.3.1.2 Solvent Volume. - The volume of test solvent to be used for 
f1IJ~hi' "Ie r.,.'Lc:'~v;:. ttl the f't'itica1 su .. f<i~e. area of the c.leam:d items 6h<ill 
be in acc,ordance with Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII. SOLVENT VOLUME RELATIVE 
TO CRITICAL SURFACE AREA i='< .. ' _ .. 
CRITICAL SURFACE AREA SOLVENT VOLUME 
(SO FT) (ML) 
... 
o - 0.20 100 
0.21 - 0.50 250 
. 0.51 - 1.00 500 
1.01 - 3.00 soatsq ft 
,. 3.00 250/sq ft' 
4.3.3.1.2.1 Solvent Sample for Analysis. - When the total solvent volume 
used for testing is greater than 500 milliliters, the total solution shall 
be thoroughly agitated and a 500 mi1liliter representative sample shall be 
taken for analysis of particle population and solvent , soluble organic resi-
due. 
4.3.3.1.3 Test Procedure. - The following solvent:--flush procedure. shall 
be used: .. 
~'" .. 
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'\,. (a) Ascertain the total volume of, test so.iv.ent necessary to 
flush the cleaned item 'or, items. Items may be grouped 
in accordance with 4.2. 
Unused test solvent shall be retained to be 
used as a blank for infrared analysis (see 
4.3.3.1.4.2.1 for trichlorotrifluoroethane, 
and 4.3.3.1.4.2.2 for 'other solvents). If 
more than one lot of test solvent is used, 
a blank sample shall be retained from each 
lot. 
(b) Divide the total volume of test solvent into three equal 
portions. 
(~) Flush all the critical surfaces uniformly with one portion 
of the test solvent. 
(d) Catch the used test solvent'in a precision cleaned con-
tainer. 
(e) Repeat steps (a) through (d) for the other two portions of 
tp.st solvent~ combining 311 of the used test solv~nt in the 
same cOlltaiuer • 
. (f) Immediately upon the completion of step (e), dry the tested 
items in accordance with the applicabl~ cleaning procedure. 
4.3.3.1.4 Analyses of Test Solvent 
4.3.3.1.4.1 Particle Population Analysi~. - The total volume of test sol-
vent, or a 500 milliliter representative samp'le of the test solvent (see 
4 •• 3.3.1.2.1) shall be analyzed as follows: 
¢So 
(a) Assemble a precision cleaned filtration apparatu§9 
(b) Using clean forceps with nonserrated, tips, place a filter 
membrane (47 rom diameter with 0.45 micron pores) in posi-
-tion in the filter holde~. The filter membrane shall be 
compatible with the test solvent. 
Prior to insertion, the filter memb~ane may be 
rinsed with filtered test solvent to remove ,.any 
adherent contami~ation. v 
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(c) 
(d) 
· .~~-- .~., 
Fill the filter funnel approximately ih~ee-fourths full 
of test solvent and turn on the vacuum pump. 
Add the remaining test solvent to the f:l.lter funnel at a 
rate necessary to maintain the funnel more than half full 
until all of the test solvent h~s ~een added. 
,PAUTI0N: 
Do not allow the test solvent to pour directly 
on to the filter membrane after filtration has 
started. 
(e) When filtration is completed, remove the filter membrane from 
the holder and place it in a disposable Petri dish or equiva-
lent until the particles are counted. 
(f) Retain the filtrate fo't' analysis of the solvent soluble organic 
residue in accordance with 4.3.3.1.4.2. 
(g) Place the filter membrane under the microscope. 
(h) Direct the high intensity light source on to the filter membrane 
from an oblique postion to obtain 'maximum aefinition for sizing 
en-d counting. H:f.gh 1ntenRity :U1umlnation is .a critical re-
q;;ircmcnt • 
. (1) Use a magnification of approximately 40 X for counting parti-
cles 50 microns or larger and approxima~ely 100 X for particles 
smaller than 50 microns. 
(j) Count the particles in ac~ordance with the method of Specifica-
tion ASTM F25-63T except that when the total number of particles 
0'£ a given particle size range is t9 be between one and 135, the 
number of particles over the entire effective filtering area of 
the membrane shall be counted. 
4.3.3.1.4.2 Solvent Soluble Organic Residue. The flushing of a critical 
surface with a test solvent such as trichlorotrifluoroethane, trichloro-
ethylene, or alcohol assumes that any organic material remaining on that 
surface will be soluble in the solvent. Water is automatically eliminated 
as a test so1vent since organic residues are not soluble in it. Organic 
materials that contain carbon to hydrogen bonding (hy.drocarbons) are impact' 
sensitive to liquid oxygen. These materials include a variety of substances 
such as lubricating, cutting, and compressor oils, surfactants, waxes, 
fingerprints~ etc. However, these materials have a common infrared ab-
sorption band at 3.42~ (2924 cm-1) that results from the carbon to hydrogen 
bonding. The quantitative measurement of this infrared absorption can be 
related to the' organic residue remaining on the critical surface. 
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4.3.3.1.4.2.1 Tri,ch1orotrif1uoroethane. - When ,used as the test solvent, 
trichlorotrifluoroethane shall be analyzed for solvent solub1e'organic 
residue by infrared absorption spectrophotometry as follows: 
,i;; i' iii 
(a) Ascertain that the used test solvent (analyt'ica1 sample) 
has been filtered through a O.45,micron fi~ter membrane 
so that particles will not contaminate the infrared cell. 
T~st solvent obtained from step (f) of 4.3.3.1.4.1 has 
been filtered. 
(b) Unused test solvent of the same lot (see 4.3.3.1.3) shall 
be employed as the reference standard. 
Care shall be taken not' to contaminate samples 
and standards. Analytical glassware shall be 
cleaned by washing in detergent and water, 
rinsing with distilled or deionized water, rins-
ing with spectrograde acetone and drying. A 
final rinse of spectrograde carbon tetrachl.oride 
or unused trichlorotrifluoroethane shall be used. 
(c) Use a precision cleaned hypodermic syringe to transfer the 
reference standard to an infrared sealed cell with sodium 
chloride windows. 
B.Q1!' 
The nominal cell path length is 3-mm; however, 
longer cell paths may be desirable depending' 
upon the sensitivity of the infrared spectro-
photometer. 
(d) If's single beam infrared spectrophotometer is used, record 
, the absorption of the reference standard at 3.42p (2924 cm- I ) 
as A. 
(e) Repeat steps (c) and (d) for the analytical sample using the 
same cell and record the absorption of the sample as B. 
If an automatic infrared spectrophotometer (single 
or double beam) is used, the same slit opening, 
speed, and conditions shall be used for all determi-
nations. 
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(f) If a double beam infrated spectrophotometer is used, transfer 
the analytical sample to .another cell with a matched· path 
length. Cells may be procured as matched pairs, or the refer-
ence standard may be placed in a variable-p~th cell. F'ollow 
manufacturer's directions for matching cell path lengths for 
variable-path cells. 
'(g) Insert the reference standard and the analytical sample in~o 
the spectrophotometer and record the net absorption at 3.42~ 
(2924 em-I) for the analytical sample as C. .: 
(h) Calculate the absbrbance (10g10IO) of A and B, or C by the 
standard infrared base-line meth~d (see Specification ASTM 
E168-64T, section 7b). 
(i) Refer to the previously prepared analytical, curve to obtain 
the milligrams of solvent soluble organic residue (SSOR) per 
milliliter of trichlorotrifluoroethane from the absorbances 
of step (h)., 
(j) Calculate the milligrams of SSOR per square foot of critical 
surface area as follows: 
(1) Single beam instrument 
mg/sq ft = (F)~E-D) 
G 
where 
D = mg SSOR/ml reference standard (calculated from A). 
E = mg SSOR/ml analytical sample (calculated from B). 
E-D = net concentration of test solvent in mg SSOR/ml. 
F = total volume of test solvent used expressed in 
milliliters. 
G = total area of critical surface tested expressed in 
square feet. 
(2) Double beam instrument 
mg/sq £t = 
where 
(F} (m· 
G 
F = total volume of test solvent used expressed in 
milliliters. 
H • net concentration of test solvent in mg SSOR/ml 
" (calculated from C) 
• 
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G • total area of critical surface, tested expressed 
in square feet. 
, 4.3.3.1.4.2.2 Other Solvents. - When trichloroethyle~e or isopropyl alcohol 
is used as the test solvent, it shall be analyzed for solvent soluble organic 
residue as follows: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(~) 
Ascertain that the used test solvent (analytical sample) 
has been filtered through a 0.45 micron filter membrane 
so that particles will not contaminate the infrared cell. 
Evaporate the total volume of the ana2ytica1 sample (see 
4.3.3.1.2.1) to dryness on a steam ba~h or hot plate ad-
justed so that the solvent evaporates gently. 
Evaporate an equal volume of unused test solvent to dry-
ness for a reference standard. 
Dissolve the residues from step (b) and (c) :in spectro-
grade carbon tetrachloride or trichlorotri£luoroethane, 
and transfer each of them to a suitable size volumetric 
flask with small increments of solvent. Adjust the sample 
to volume with solvent. 
Determine the solvent soluble organic residue content in l 
accordance with 4.3.3.1.4.2.1. 
Multiply the final results in milligrams of solvent soluble 
organic residue per square foot by a factor of 1.54 to 
compensate for an average loss of hydrocarbons during . 
evaporation of the test solvent. 
4.3.3'.1.4.2.3 Preparation of Analytical Standard Curves 
4.3.3.1.4.2.3.1 The standa~d curve for trichlorotrifluor~~thane shall be 
prepared as follows: 
(a) Pr.epare a standard hydrocarbon mixture of 90 percent by weight 
of UaS.P. heavy white mineral oil and 10 percent by weight of 
reagent grade triolein [glycerol trioleate, formula: 
(C17HggCOO) gCgHs] . ', , 
~ 
Store mixture in the dark; sunlight decomposes it. 
(b) ~ransfer exactly 0.1000 gram of the standard hydrocarbon 
mixture to a 100 ml vqlumetric flask and dilute to 100 
m1 with unused trichlorotrifluoroethane conforming to 
Specification MSFC-SPEC-237. Care shall be taken not ~o 
contaminate the standard. . 
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(c)· Dilute the standard so~ution of step (b) in proportionate 
amounts to include the analytical range of 0.001 to 0.3 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
mg standard hydrocarbon mixture per milliliter of trichloro-
trifluoroethane. 
.' . 
Determine the absorbance, LOg10l¥,',of each standard solution 
at 3.42\J (2924 em-I) in accordance with' 4.3.3.1.4.2.1. At 
least ttY'O determinations shall be made on each standard, and 
the average value taken as the absorbance. 
Prepare an analytical curve by plotting the absorbance versus 
the milligrams of standard hydrocarbon mixture per milliliter 
of trich10';.'otrif1uoroethane on arithematical graph paper 
(10 by 10 em). 
Check the analytical curve of step (e) periodically to ensure 
the accuracy of the analysis. 
4.3.3.1.4.2.3.2 The standard curves, prepared in accordance with 
4.3.3.1.4.2.3.1, may be used to determine the solvent soluble organic resi-
due in trichloroethylene or isopropyl alcohol test solvents providing the 
residue remaining after the evaporation of these solvents is dissolved in 
trich10rotrif1uoroethane. A new standard curve, using carbon tetrachloride 
and prepared in accordance with 4.3.3.1.4.2.3.1. shall be d~termined if 
spectrograde carbon tetrachloride is employed to dissolve the residues. The 
loss of ~ydrocarbons during the evaporation of an actual test sample of 
trichloroethylene or isopropyl alcohol is adjusted in the final analytical 
·calcu1ations (see step (f) of 4.3.3.1.4.2.2) •. 
4.3.3.2 Gas Flow Procedure (Method B). - Vijlen assemblies, subsystems, or 
systems are fabricated in a controlled environment from precision cleaned 
i tenls, . the assemblies,. subsys terns) or sys terns shall be tes ted for conformance 
to the requirements of the particle population for the applicable cleanli-
ness level by the gas flow procedure. Condensable hydrocarbons of the appli-
cable cleanliness level may be tested by the gas flow procedur~ at the dis-
~retion of the procuring activity. Failure of compliance with the applicable 
condensable hydrocarbon requirement is indicative of a lack of sufficient 
cleanliness of the item. However, compliance with the applicable hydro-
carbon requirement does not necessarily indicate cleanliness of the item 
since some hydrocarbons may not volatilize sufficiently into the gas stream 
to provide detectability. 
4.3.3.2.1 Test Gas. - The test gas shall conform to Specification MSFC-
SPEC-?34 and be filtered to the extent necessary to meet the particle popu-
lation requirements of the applicable level of cleanliness as required. 
Certification of condens~ble hydrocarbon content shall accompany each lot. 
4.3:3.2.2 Pressurization and Flow Rate. ~ Except as specified herein, 
designed pressures and flow rates applicable to the aosemb1ies, subsystems, 
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and 5y9t~i:Od, as shown on documentation of the applicable item, shall be used, 
when feasible, to test the assemolies, subsystems, and systems. 
4.3.3.2.3 Purge. - Unless otherwise specified by the procuring activity, 
purgins of the test item with gas prior to th~, performance of the gas flow 
procedure is permissible and suggested. The'volume of gas suggested in 
purging is approximately three times the capacity, of the item to be tested. 
4.3.:2.2.4 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
.(~) 
Particulate Contaminatio~ Test Procedure 
.~ , 
All applicable safety regulations for personnel and equip-
ment as specified by the cognizant safety off:i,ce shall be 
rigidly enforced. 
All sampling apparatus shall be cleaned to a level con-
sistent with the test being performed. This will preclude 
contaminating the analytical sample and eauoing the rejection 
of satisfactorily cleaned test items • 
. 
The filter membrane shall be inserted into the filter holder 
and the filter holder shall be properly assembled and bolted. 
Four-bolt f11tE'.r holdet's mAy bp. USp.d up to 6,000 
psig. Pressures from 6,000 to lOtOOO psig re-
quire ~ix-bolt filter holders. 
The filter holder shall be capped and placed in a sealed 
plastic bag until used as applicable~ 
Attach a compressed gas source with an appropriate regu-
lator panel to the inlet port of the item to be tested. 
CAUTION 
Ascertain that the compressed ga~ has a free flow 
path. 
(f) Wash the fitting of the sampling port with trichlorotrifluoro-
ethane and purge the sample source valve with approximately 10 
cubic feet of gas. 
(g) Attach the filter holder to 'the sampling port. Ascertain 
that the inlet of the filter holder is facing the' sampling 
port. Use caution to prevent any generated particles from 
falling into the filter. 
(h) Attach a calibrated flowmeter to the downstream side of the 
filter holder. ',. 
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CAUTION 
--
Ascertain that the outlet port of the flowmete~ 
is open. 
.' , (i) Flow a minimum volume of 100 SCF of gas through tbe test 
item at a minimum flow rate of 35 SCFM,. or at the normal 
system operating flow rate if it is lower than 35 SCFM. 
If the normal system operating flow rate is 3 SCFM or 
less, the total volume of test gas used may be reduced 
to 35 SCF. 
(j) Depressurize the system and remove the filter holder 
from the sampling po~t. 
(k) Recap the filter holder, and replace the filter holder in 
its protective plastic bag as applicable. 
(1) Transport the filter holder to the laboratory for analysis~ 
CAUTION 
The filter holder must be kept in a vertical 
position while being transported to the labora-
tory. 
(m)' The partic1~ population shall be determined in accordance 
with 4.3.3.1.4.i. The critical surface area tested shall 
be calculated to the nearest one-tenth of a square foot. 
(n) The presence of a stain on the filter membrane shall be 
cause ,for rejection of tha test item. 
(0) When the test item is found to be excessively contaminated 
with particles, repeat the purge procedure in accordance 
with 4.3.3.2.3, increasing the total volume of purging gas 
as required. 
(p) Repeat the test for particulate contamination in accordance • 
with 4.3.3.2.4. 
(q) A second failure of an item to meet the particulate require-
ments of the applicable cleanliness level shall be cause for 
rejection of the item. The item shall be recleaned in ac-
cordance with the applicable procedures of this specifica-
tion. 
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4.3.3.2.5 Conde~sab1e Hydrocnrbons Te~t Prp~edut~~ 
4.3.3.2.5.1 REeparation or Carbon TetrachlGride. - Commercially av~ilable 
spcctrograde carbon tetrachloride usually c?ntains.a small amount of hrdro-
carbons that will be sufficient to cause absorption at 3.4211 (2924 cm- ) 
when it" is concentrated during the condensable hydrocarbon ana:Lysis. It is 
necessary to redistill the carbon tetrachloride before use. Tile preparation 
of the carbon tetrachloride shall be as follows: 
(a) Dif;ti11 carbon tetrachloride at the rate of 300 ml per honr 
until three lite!:,; have been collected. The first 50 titl of 
I distillate shall be discarded. The collecting bottle shall 
be rinsed carefully with portions of the" distilled carbon 
tetrachloride prior to collection of distilled carbon tetra-
cloride. 
(b) Evaporate 600 ml of distilled carbon. tetracll10ride to ap-
proximately 2 m1 on a steam bathol' controlled hot plate. 
Quantitatively trans.fer the carbon t"etrachloride to a 
cleaned five ml volumetric flask. Wash the beaker with 
small quantities of the distilled carbon tetrachloride. 
Allow the carbon tetrach1or.ide to come to room tempera-
ture and refill to vo1ume'if necessary. 
(c) Us~ a cleaned h7pode~ic svringe to transfer the ~8mple 
to a 3 wm sodium chloride sealed cell. Place the ce~led 
cell in the infrared spectrophotometer and record the 
absorption at 3.4211 (2924 cm-1),. There shall be no 
absorption at the' above bandhead. If the ab~orption is 
observed, the carbon tetrachloride shall be redistilledo 
4.3.3.2.5.2 Preparatj.on of Standards. - Standards shall be prepared in 
accordance with 4.3.3.1.4.2.3 using carbon tetrachloride as the solvent, and 
the standard hydrocarbon mixture to represent the total condesnable hydro-
carbons. . . 
4.3.3.2.5.3 ~rbon Tetrachloride Scrubber Method 
(Il) All applicable safety regulations for personnel and equip-
ment as specified by the cognizant safety office shall be 
rigidly enforced. " 
.(b) The ~ffects of carbon tetrachloride are cumulative in' 
human tissues. All care shall be taken to prevent 
inhalation of the vapors or contact with the liquid. 
Vaporized carbon tetrachloride from the vent of the wet 
'test gas' meter shal~. be properly vented to an approved 
vent. 
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(0) Three gas washing botttes (250ml capaci~y) shall be pre-
cision cleaned and rinsed tnree times with the redistilled 
carbon tetrachloride. . 
(d) 
(e) 
. ,
Fill each gas washing bottle with'150 ml of redistilled 
carbon tetrachloride and seal the top with rubber bands. 
Connect the bottles in series with new rubber tubing. The 
tubing shall be ap~roximately one and one-half inches long 
to prevent excess·tubing being exposed to carbon' tetrachloride 
vapor. Do not connect the bottles to the sampling por~ at 
this time. 
Attach a c.ornpressed gas source with an appropriate regulator 
panel to the iIllet port of the item to be tested. 
CAUTION 
Ascertain that the compressed ~as has a free flow 
path. 
(f) Wash the fitting of the sampling po-rtwith CCl.1f if required, 
and purge the sampling valve and port for one minute. Close 
;,ampling valve. . 
(g) Attach the wet teet ga& meter to the G~~pling port and 
cautiously open the sampling valve. Establish a flow Late 
of four liters per minute through the wet test gas meter. 
(h) 'Disconnect the wet gas meterxrom the sampling port, but 
allow the test gas to con~.inue to flow. 
(i) 
(j) 
(k) 
(1) 
(m) 
(n) 
Attach the wet f;est gas mete'!' to the downstream side of the 
third gas wasl-lng bottle, and vent the wet test gas meter to 
an approved vent. 
Record the volume reading of the wet test gas meter or ad-
just it to zero. 
Connect the upstream side of the first gas wtlElhing bottle to 
the sampling port and begin the test. 
Record the barometric pressure. 
Record the wet test gas meter temperature at the beginning 
and end of the test. Use an average value f~r calculations 
in .s tep (x). 
" 
" Adjust the test gas flow rate~o five or six liters per 
minute and allow' 600 liters of gas to flow through the gas 
washing bottles. 
,. 
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CAUTION 
Do not allow the CC14 to blow from one gas washing 
bottle to another. If this occurs, begin the test 
again with another set of bottles and tubing. 
(0) Do not allow the eC14 to evaporate 'below the surface of the 
glass frits of the gas washing bottles. If it is necessary 
to add CC14, release the rubber' band on the first bottle, . detach the inlet line, and 'immediately separate the top 
and bottom sections of the bottle. This releases the in-
ternal pressure in the gas washing bottle. This procedure 
requires coordination, and it should be practiced prior to 
use. Carbon tetrachloride may be added to the bottle with-
out completely removing the fritted tubes. Repeat the pro-
cedure for the other two bottles. 
(p) Continue to flow the test gas until the 600 liters have 
been completed, and record the wet test gas meter reading, 
(q) Disconnect the gas washing bottles in accordance with the 
procedure of step (0). 
(r) Depressurize the system, cover the open ports of the bottles 
with clean a1umimlm ftJil, and transport the sample to the 
labGt'atory for ana.1ysis. 
·(s) Quantitatively transfer the sample to a 800 m1 beaker, 
rinsing each gas washing bottle. with r~distilled CC14' 
(t) Evaporate the CC14 to approximately two milliliters, transfer 
the sample to a five ml volumetric flask, and dilute it to 
volume. 
(u) Determine the infrared absc'bance of the condensable hydro-
carbons in accordance with the procedure of 4.3,~.1,4.2,l 
through step (h). 
(v) Refer to the previously prepared analytical curve (see 
4.3.3 •• 2$5.2) to obtain the milligrams of condensable 
hydrocar~ons per milli1i~er of carbon tetrachloride. 
(w) Calculate the total condensable hydrocarbons as follows: 
where 
A == iB)(C) (1.54) 
1000 
A = total condensable hydroc~rbons expressed in grams • 
• , . 
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B • milligrams condensable hydrocarbons per milliliter 
CC14• '. ' C == total volume CC14 expressed in milli11ters. 1.54 = compensating evaporatio~ facto~. 
(x) Calculate the 'condens'able hydrocarbons in ppm by weight a.s 
follows: 
D == .~E)(F) (273.1) 
(760) (273.1+G) 
where 
and 
D = volume of test gas in liters at standard temperature 
and pressure. 
E ~ volume of test gas used expressed in liters •. 
F.= barometric pressure expressed in millimeters of 
mercury. " 
G == average wet test gas meter temperature expressed 
in degrees centigrade. 
H == (D) (I) 
where 
then 
H = weight of test gas expressed ~n grams. 
I == density cf test gas ~ressed in grams/liter 
J == A x 106 
H 
where 
J = condensable hydrocarbons expressed in ppm by weight 
of test gas. 
A ~ total ~ondensable hydrocarbons obtained in step (w). 
,(y) Items that have been tested for condensable hydrocarbons and 
fail to meet the condensable hydrocarbon requirement of the 
. applicable cleanliness level shail be rejected. Rejected 
items shall be recleaned in accordance with the cleaning 
procedures of this specification. . 
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4.3.4 Items C1~aned in the Field 
j 
4.3.4.1 Fluid Flow Procedure (Method C2. ~ Items. cleaned in the fi~ld 
shall be tested for conformance to the app1icable.cleanlin~ss level of 
Table I by the applicable fluid flow procedure as specified in 3.10.3. 
Testing procedures are determined by the configuration of the item being 
cl~aned and by the method of dispensing the test fluid. 
- j " 
4.3.4.1.1 Test Fluids. - 'The test fiuids shall be trichlorotrifluoro-
ethane, trichloroethylene, or water as appLcable. Test fluids shall be 
procured to the material specifications of 3.5. However, trichiorotrifluoro-
ethane and trichloroethylene may be reused as long as the particle popula-
tion requirem~nts of 4.3.4.1.1.1 are met, and the'solvent soluble organic 
residue does not exceed 0.013 milligrams per milliliter when tested in ac-
cordance with 4.3.3.1.4.2. ' 
CAUTION-
Compatibility ,of nonmetallic materials with 
the applicable test fluid shall be determined 
prior to testing. Permission. to remove non-
metallic materials prior to testing shall be 
.granted at the discr~tion of the procuring 
activity. ' 
4.3.4.1.1.1 Partic1e,Popu1ation. - All test fluids s~all be filtered to 
the ~xtent necessary for a 2500 mi11i1it~r sample to meet the particle size 
and population requirements of the applicable cleanliness level of Table I. 
Blank particle corrections' (subtraction of test solvent particle count from 
the final particle count) shall not be a1.1owed. 'It is advisable to main-
tain a minimum particle popUlation in a test fluid so that rejection of 
satisfactorily c1~aned items does not occur. 
4.3.4.1.1.2 Quality Assurance. - Within 24 hours of use, a 2500 ml sample 
of test fluid shall be tested in accordance with 'the procedure of 4.3.3.1.4.1 
for conformance to particle popUlation. Solvent soluble organic residue 
shall be tested in accordance with 4.3.3.1.4.2. 
4.3.4.1.2 Items Cleaned by Closed-Loop Circulation, 
4.3.4.1.2.1 Fluid Ratio to Critical Surface Ar~. - Each 2500 ml sample 
of test fluid collected in accordance with 3.10.3.2 shall be related to the 
prop9rtional critical surface area flushed by the test fluid FOR EACH SyS-
TEM TESTED. If there is more than one size tubing, or other items in the 
system being cleaned, the total volume of the system shall be related to 
the nearest.O.l unit. Tube and pipe volame and surface area data are found 
in Tables III and IV of 3.8.3.1. An example of calculations i's as follows: 
., 
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'- (a) A system contains 100 f.eet of "1.0 ~.nch Q.D. tubing with 0.049 
wall thickness and a 5 gallon vessel with 3 square feet of 
critical surface area. 
. ; 
(b) 100 feet of l-inch tubing has a volume of 384 gallons and 23.6 
square feet critical surface area from Table III. 
(c) Total volume and surfa~~ area relationship FOR THIS SYSTEM: 
Total Volume 
3.4 gallons (tubing) 
5.0 gallons (vessel) 
Total Surface Area 
23.6 sq ft (tubing) 
3.0 sq ft (vessel) 
(8.4 gallons) (3.78 liters/gallon) 
26.6 sq ft = 1.2 liters/sq ft 
(d) Therefore, 2500 ml sample represents: 
2.5 liters 
= 2.1 square feet 1.2 liters/sq ft 
4.3.4.1.2.2 Particle Population. - Each 2500 ml samplet if it represents 
one square foot or less, or a proportional volume of sample shall be tested 
for particle population in accordance with the procedure of 4.3.3.1.4.1. 
Particle population per square foot shall be determined on the basis of 
the proportional critical surface area calculated in accordance with 
4.3.4.1 .. 1. 
o 
4.3.4.1.2.3 ~olvent Soluble Organic Residu~ 
4.3.4.1.2.3.1 Extraction of Water Sample. - A 500 ml portion of each 
water sample shall be extracted with carbon tetrachloride for the determina-
tion of the solvent soluble organic residue. " The procedure shall be as 
follows: 
(a) Place the 500 ml water sample in a 1000 ml sepa~~tory funnel. 
(b) Add 10 m1 spectrograde carbon tetrachloride with a volumetric 
pipette. 
(c) Shake the sample for 15 minutes to extract the hydrocarbons. 
(d) Allow the two layers to separate completely and drain the carbon 
tetrachloride layer into a 10 m1 flask. 
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NOTE 
-
It is not necessary to recover exactly 10 ml of 
carbon tetrachloride as the distribution coefficient 
of hydrocarbons between the two phase~ is determined 
by the original volume of carbon tetrachloride added 
in step (b). 
(e) Add 2 or·3 crystals of indicating silica gel to absorb any water 
that may have been entrained in the carbon tetrachloride during 
shaking. Do not allot., the sample to remain in contact with the 
silica gel more than one hour. 
(f) Transfer the carbon tetrachloride to an infrared cell for solvent 
soluble organic residue analysis in accordance with 4.3.3.1.4.2. 
(g) Solvent soluble organic residue per square foot shall be determin-
ed on the basis of the proportional critical surface area cal-
culated in accordance with 4.3.4.1.2.1. 
4.3.4.1.2.3.2 Organic Solvent Sample. - If the organic solvent is tri-
chlorotrifluoroethane~ the solvent soluble organic residue shall be de-
termined directly by infrared analysis in accordance with 4.3.3.1~4.2.1. 
~.3.4.1."2.3 .. :l .. 1 'If the organic GOll1eiit Ls tdehloroetb:wlene, a 500 ml 
portion shall be analyzed in accordance with 4.3.3.1.4.2.2. 
4.3.4.1.2.3.2.2 Solvent soluble organic residue per square foot shall be 
determined on the basis of the proportional criti~al surface area calculated 
in accordance with 4.3.4.1.2.1. 
4.3.4.1.3 Items Cleaned by Solution Spraying 
4.3.4.1.3.1 Fluid Ratio to Critical Surface'Area. - Each 2500 ml sample 
of. fluid represents one square foot of critical surface ar~a when the flow 
rates and times are maintained as specified in 3.10.3.3. 
4.3.4.1.3.2 Particle Population. - Each 2500 ml sample (representing one 
squt!.re foot) shall be tested for particle population in accordance with the 
procedure of 4.3.3.1.4.1. 
4.3.4 • .L.3.3 Solvent Soluble Organic Residue 
4.3.4.1.3.3.1 Extraction of Water Sample. - The solvent soluble organic 
residue present in the water samples shall be' deteI'lllined in accordance 
with the procedure of 4.3.4.1.2.3.1. A 500 ml portion of sample shall be 
used for ana1.ysis, and the solvent soluble organ~cresidl.le' per square foot 
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shall be calculated on the basis of a 2500 millili~er sample representing 
one square foot of critical surface area. 
4.3.4.1.3.3.2 QEganic Solvent Sample. - If the organic solvent is 
trichlorotrifluoroethane, the solvent soluble organic residue shall be 
determined directly by infrared analysis in'accordance with 4.3.3.1.4,2.1. 
4.3.4.1.3.3.2.1 If the organic solvent is trichloroethylene, a 500.ml 
portion shall be analyzed in accordance with 4.3.3.1.4.2.2. 
4.3.4.1.3.3.2.2 The solvent soluble organic residue per square foot 
shall be calculated on the basis of a 2500 milliliter sample representing 
one square foot of critical surface area. 
4.3.4.2 Gas Flow Procedure (Method B). - Items cleaned in the field may 
be tested for conformance to the requirements of par~icle population and 
condensable hydrocarbons for the applicable cleanliness level by th~ gas 
flow procedure at the discretion of the pro.curing activity. When the gas 
flow procedure is applicable, testing shall be in accordance with 4.3.3.2. 
... j Ji!i' ti , 
4.3.4.3 Dew Point (Method D). - Items cleaned in the field shall be tested 
for surface moisture by passing test. gas through or over the affected sur-
faces of the items and monitoring the dew ppint of ~he gas leaving the test 
item. 
4.3.4.3.1 Tt:!st Gas. - The test gas shall conform to Specificction MSFC-
SPEC-234 and be filtered to the extent necessary to meet the particle 
population requirements of the applicable level of cleanliness as required. 
Certification of condensable hydrocarbon content. shall accompany each lot. 
4.3.4.3.2 Test Procedure. - The dew point of the effluent test gas shall 
be monitored by a suitable instrument. The principle of operation of the 
instrument shall be one of the following: 
(a) Moisture is absorbed from the test gas by phosphorous pentoxide 
and the change in electrical conductivity of the phosphorous 
pentoxide is monitored. 
(b) The test gas is rapidly cooled below its dew point so that the 
moisture in the test gas will condense as an observable fog in 
a "cloud chamber". . The exact dew point temperature is computed 
by means of the equation' {or ndiabatic expansion. 
(c) Manufacturer's directions shall be followed for operation of the 
specific instrument. 
4.4 Recleaning Operational Systems. - Systems that have successfully 
passed the specified quality a~surance tests for initial acceptance and 
have been placed in operation shall be recleaned when analyses of fluid 
• . . 
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samples show that the delivered fluid is contaminated. Operat~onal 
systems that are delivering fluids 'of an acceptable level of cleanliness 
shall be recleaned only at the discretion of the procuring activity • 
. Contamination usually increases in areas of fluid stagnation and restricted 
flow such as sharp tubing bends, orifices, abrupt ch~nges in componer.t in-
ternal diameters, filters, etc. Systems coritaining such configurations may 
be surveyed by the use of the gas flow procedure in accordance with 4.3.3.2 
for particle population and condensable hydrocarbons. An alternate survey 
may be made by removing one or more restrictive items such as tubing contain-
ing a right-angle bend or a filter and testing these items for particle 
population and solvent soluble organic residue by the solvent flush pro-
cedure in .accordance with 4.3.3.1. 
1111'14 
4.5 Acceptance Inspection for Cleaning Formulations 
4.5.1 Sampling. ~ The quality assurance sample shall consist of 2500 
milliliters of solution obtained from each batch of material formulated in 
the "ready-for-use" composition in accordance with 3.10.1. 
4.5.1.1 Concentrated Formulations. ~ A one quart representative sample of 
commercially prepared-concentrated formulation shall be taken from one drum 
out of each 10 drums or less of material submitted for acceptance by the 
vendor as having been manufactured from the· same lot of material on the 
same date. 
4.5.1.1 .. ·1 The sample of concentrated formulation shall be diluted as 
specified herein to produce the "ready-for-use" composition prior to 
analysis in accordance with 4.5. 
4e5.1.2 The sampling of static tan~s or drums shall be such that approxi-
mately one-third of the sample is taken in each of the lower, middle, and 
upper one-third areas of the tank or drum. 
4.5.2 Particle Population. - The total volume of sample obtained in 
accordance with 4.5.1 shall be thoroughly agitated and a 500 milliliter 
portion taken for the analysis of the particle population 'in accordance 
with 4.3. The particle population shall not exceed the limits specified 
in Table I for one square foot of surface area at the applicable cleanliness 
level. 
4.5.3 Cloud Point. - The cloud point of all cleaning formulations that 
contain surfactants shall be tested in accordance with 4.4.5 of Specifica-
tion MIL-D-16791. 
4.5.4 Special Acceptance Inspections Relative to Formula I 
4.5.4.1 -Acid Content. - The phosphoric acid content of Formula I shall be 
determined as follows: 
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(aY Pipette 10 ml of sample into a clean 250 rol Erlenmeyer flask. 
(b) Add 90 ml distilled water. 
(c) Add 1 rol of phenolphthalein indicator '(0.05% in 50% ethyl 
alcohol). 
(d) Titrate with standard one normal sodium hydroxide to the 
phenolphthalein end point (colorless to pink). 
(e) Record the milliliters of standard sodium hydroxide used (A) for 
calculations of step (1). 
(f) Pipette another 10.m! sample into a clean 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask. 
(g) Add 90 ro1 distilled water. 
(h) Add 1 cil of bromphenol blue indicator (0.04% in aqueous solution). 
'(i) Titrate with standard one normal sodium hydroxide to the 
bromphenol blue end point (yellow or blue). 
where 
(j) o Record the milliliters of standard sodium hydroxide used (B) for 
calculations of step (1). 
(k) Then!zA = B ± 0.5 ml for ortho phosphoric' acid. When the above 
relationship dQes not exist there is evidence of an acid other 
than phosphoric acid. Such evidenco shall be cause for rejection 
of the lot. 
(1) Calculate the normality of the phosphoric acid in Formula I by: 
10 x N ~ (A +-B)C 
A = ml of standard sodium hydroxide used for the phenolphthalein 
end point 
B ~ ml of standard sodium hydroxide used for tre bromphenol blue 
,",~&d point 
C ~ normality of standard sodium hydroxide 
10 = ml of Formula I used for analysis 
N = calculated normality of phosphoric acid 
I 
• i 
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NOTE 
-
The 10 ml of Formula I is used onl~ once in the 
calculations as phosphoric acid has three available 
hydrogen ions that are neutralized only by double 
titration. 
(m) Refer to the previously prepared analytical curve (steps (n) 
through (p) to obtain the percent by volume of 85% ortho phosphoric 
acid in Formula I. ' 
(n) Prepare standard samples of varying percentages of 85% ortho 
pho,sphoric acid in Formula I in the laboratory. The percent by 
volume'of 85% ortho phosphoric acid sha1,l range from 3.5 to 6.5. 
(0) Titrate the standard samplec:.:according to steps (a) through (1). 
'(p) Prepare an analytic?l curve 'by plotting the normality of the ortho 
phosphoric ac:i.d in Formula I vs. the percent by volume of 85% 
ortho phosphoric acid in Formula I.on arithematica1 graph paper 
(10x10 to the cm.). See 10.2 for sample calculations. 
4.5.4.2 Solvent Content. - The solvent content for Formula I shall be 
oeterm:inpo RS fo 11 ows: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
Transfer 500 ml of sample into a clea~ 1000 ml separatory funnel. 
Weigh out 100 grams of anhydrcus trisodium phosphate (Na3P04). 
Add small portions of the Na3P04 to the sample and shake until 
all of the Na3P04 has been aaded and dissolved in th~ b1e~d. 
S~ake the solution for 10 minutes. 
Two immiscible layers will form. Allow the solution to stand 
until the two layers separate (approximately 10 .. to 30 minutes). 
The 2-butoxyethanol is a complex addition product in the top 
layer. 
Measure the volume of the top layer to the nearest 0.1 ml after 
it has been separated from the bottom layer. 
Refer to the previously prepared analytical curve (steps (i) 
th~ough (k) to obtain the percent by volume-of 2-butoxyethanol 
, in Formula I. 
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(i)- Prepare standard sampl~s of vatying percentages of 2-butoxyethanol 
in Formula I in the laboratotye The percent by volume of 
2-butoxyethanol shall range from 7 to 13. 
(j)' Extract the standard samples according to steps (a) through (g). 
(k) Prepare an analytical curve by plotting the volume of the 
'2-butoxyethanol layer vs. the percent by volume of 2 ... butoxyethanol 
in Formula I on arithematical graph paper (lOxlO to the em). 
4.5.4.3 Foam Heigh~. - The surfactant of Formula I shall have a ratio of 
initial foam height to final foam height of less than 3.0. The test pro-
cedul:e shall be that of Specification ASTM Dll73-53 except that the follow ... 
ing analytical requirements shall apply:', 
(a) Distilled water shall be used as the solvent. 
(b) The surfactant concentration shall be 0.48 to 0.52 percent by 
volume. 
NOTE 
-
It is easier 'to weigh surfactant then to measure 
small volumes. Calculate the weight of a specific 
SU1"fiintant r?qu.l: ... ~d from its dc.mdty .. 
(c) The temperature of the test shall be l10oF. 
(d) An average value, expressed in millimeters, shall be reported as . 
the initial alld final (after 5,minutes) foam height. 
Initial foa~ height (rom) 
Final foam height (rom) = less than 3.0 
4.5.4.3.1 Certification. - Certification showing' eviden~e of compliance 
with 4.5.4.3 of this specification may be submitted by the original manu-
facturer of the surfactant with eaCh procured lot of surf~ctant. A 
statement to the effect that the surfactant was tested in accordance with 
this specification and is in compliance with 4.5.4.3 shall not constitute 
an adequate certification. Actual data shall be included in the certifica-
tion statement. 
4.5.5 ppecia1 Acceptance Inspections Re1a~ive to Formula II ' 
4.5.5.1 Acid Content. - The nitri'c and hydrofluoric acid' contents of 
Formula II shall be determined as follows: 
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(a). Pipette 10 ml of sampl~ into a clean 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask. 
(b) Add 90 ml of distilled water. 
(c) . Add one (1) ml of thymol blue j,ndiaator (0.04% in aqueous solu ... 
tion). 
(d) Titrate with standard one normal sodium hydroxide to the first 
thymol blue end point (red to orange or yellow). This end point 
represents the neutralization of all the nitric acid plus 22 
percent of the hydrofluoric acid. 
(e) Record the milliliters of standard f:.;dium hydroxide used (A) for 
calculations in steps (h) and (j). 
(f) Continue titrating until the second thymol blue end point is 
reached (orange or yellow to blue). If the Formula II solution 
has been used so that it contains dissolved metal salts, a 
permanent precipitate will form. For used solutions, titrate to 
the formation of a permanent precipitate. This ia the total 
acid end point. 
(6) Record the milliliters of standard sodium hydroxide used (B) for 
calculations in steps (h) and (j). 
(h) Cal(.;ulate the t).ormality vf. the hydi:ofltioric acid in !'ormula II by: 
where: 
A = ml of standard sodium hydroxide used for first end point. 
B = ml of standard sodium hydroAide used for second end point. 
C = normality of standard sodium hydroxide 
Nl = calculated normality of hydrofluoric acid ~ 
10 = ml of Formula II used for analysis. 
(1) Refer to the prLviously prepared analytical curve (steps (1) 
through (n) to obtain the percent by volume of 48 percent hydro-
fluoric acid in Formula I. 
'(j) Calculate the normality of the nitric acid by: 
i 
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where: 
10xN2 • n - (B-A) X 1.28 X C 
. A • ml of standard sodium hydroxi~e ~sed for first end point 
B • ml of standard sodium hydroxide used for second end point 
C • normality of standard sodium hydroxide 
N2 • calculated normality of nitric acid 
10 • ml of Formula II usee for analysis 
(k) Refer to the previously prepared analytical curve (steps (1) 
through (n) to obtain the percent by volume of 61 percent nitric 
acid in Formula II. 
(1) Prepare standard samples of varying percentages of 61 percent 
nitric acid and 48 percent hydrofluoric acid in Formula II in 
the laboratory. The percent by volume of 61 percent nitric acid 
shall range from 10.0 to 13.0. The percent by volume of 48 per-
cent hydrofluoric acid shall range from 0.5 to 2.5. 
CAUTION ____ 11' 
Hydrofluoric acid is a very corrosive acid. Use 
protective. safety equipment. Store hydrofluoric 
acid in plastic or other inert containers • 
. 
(m) Titrate the standard samples according to steps (a) through (j) • 
. (n) Prepare one analytical curve by plotting the normality of nitric 
acid in Formula II versus the percent by volume of 61 percent 
nitric acid in Formula II. Prepare a second curve by plotting 
the normality of hydrofluoric acid in Formula II versus·the per-
cent by volume of 48 percent hydrofluoric acid in Formula II. 
See 10.2 for sample calculations. 
4.5.6 ~pecial Acceptance Inspections Relative ~o Formula II~ 
4.5.6.1 Acid Content. - The nitric acid content of Formula III shall be 
determined as followS: 
.(a) Pipette 10 ml of sample into a clean 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask. 
(b) 'Add 90 ml distilled water. 
(c) Add 4 to 6 drops of phenolphth~lein indicator (0.05% in 50% 
ethyl alcohol). 
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(d) Titrate with standard one normal sodium hydroxide to the 
phenolphthalein end point (pink col~r). 
(e). Record the milliliters of standard sodium hydroxide used (A) 
for calculations in step (f). .... 
(f) Calculate the normality of the nitric acid ~.n Formula III by: 
10 x N ,. A x C 
where: 
A • ml of standard sodium hydroxide used for the phenolphthalein 
point 
C - normality of standard sodium hydroxide 
10 - ml of Formula III used for analysis 
N = calculated no!malicy of nitric acid 
(g) Refer to the previously prepared analytical curve (steps (h) 
through en) to obtain the percent by volume 61 pp.rcent nitric 
acid in Formula II. .' 
(h) Prepare 6talldard samples of Vai:yiiig pCi:ccii.t~ge3 of 61 pCi:ccnt 
nitric acid in Formula III in the 1aboratoryo The percent by 
volume of 61 p~rcent nitric acid shall range from 13.0 to 16f.0. 
(i) Titrate the standard samples according to step~ (a) through (f). 
(j) Prepare an analytical curve by plotting the normality of nitric 
acid in Formula III versus the percent by volume of 61 percent 
nitric acid in Formula III. See 10.2 for sample r.a1cu1ations. 
4.5.7 Special Acceptance ~nspectio~ Relative to 'Formula ~~ 
4.5.7.1 Solvent Content c - The solvent content of Formula IV shall be 
determined in accordance with 4.5e4.2 except that the percent by weight of 
2-butoxyethanol in the standard samples of Formula IV shall vary from 8 to 
10. 
. . 
4.5.7~2 Anhydrous Dibasic ~odium Ph~sE£ate. - The dibas~c so~ium phosphate 
content shall be determined as follows: 
(a) Weigh a 109 sample accurate to 0.1 g into a 250 ml Erlenmeyer 
flask. . 
(b) Add 10 m1 of distilled water to' the flask. 
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(c). Add 4 to 6 drops of methyl orange indicator. 
(d) Titrate with standard 0,,1 normal hydrochloric acid to the methyl 
orange end point (yellollT to red) • 
(e) 
(f) 
wpere: 
.. . 
Record the millil.iters of standard hydrochloric. a.cid used (A) 
for calculations in step (f). . .' 
Calculate the percent by weight (P) of. dibasic sodium phosphate 
by: 
AxCzE x 100 p"" H' 
P • percent by weight of dibasic sodium phosphate 
A = ml of standard hydrochloric acid 
C = normality of hydrochloric acid 
E = 0.1420g - gram-mil1i,equi"H:1.1ent weight of dibasic. sodium 
phosphate 
W = we.ight of sample 
~ p, Ill: ~~.1420 :f; ,100 
p = AxC~~14. 2, 
tv 
, , (g) See 10 .. 2 for sample calculations. 
4.5.7.3 Foam Height. - T.he foam height of the surfactant used in Formula 
IV shall be determined in accordance 'tvith 4.5.4.3.' The ratio of initial 
;foam h~ight to final foam height shall be less than 3.0. ' 
4,.5.8 §J2(:;cial Acceptance Inspections 'Relative· to 'Formula \(, 
4.5.8.1 Acid Content. - The nitric acid content of Formula V shall be 
determined in accordance with 4 .. 5 .. 6 .. 1 except t!'>llt the perc';nt by volume of 
61 percent nitric acid in the standard samples of Formula.V shall range 
from 22.0 to 25.0. ' 
4.5.9 Special Aqc.eptance Inspections Relative to Fornt?la' VI 
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4.5.9.1 Acid Content. - The ac~d content of Fopmu1a VI shall be de-
termined in accordance with 4.5.4.1 except that the percent by' volume of 
85 percent ortho phosphoric acid shall range from 14.0 to 16.0. 
4.5.9.2 Solvent Content. - The 2-butoxyethano1 solvent content of Formula 
VI shall be-determined in accordance with .4.5.4.2. . 
4.5.9 .. 3 Fa.am Height. - The foam height of the surfactant used in Fc;>nnula 
VI shall be detel1nined in accordance with 4.5.4.3. The ratio of initial 
foam height to final foam height shai1 be less than 3.0. 
4.5.10 Special Acceptance InspectioIl;~ Relative to Formula VII 
4.5.10.1 Acid Content. - The nitric and sulfuric acid contents of Formula 
VII shall be determined as follows: 
(a) Pipette 10 ml of sample (Y) into a clean 2S0 m1 Erlenmeye~ flask. 
(b) Add 90 m1 of distilled water. 
(c) Add 4 to 6 drops of phenolphthalein indicator (0.05% to 50% 
ethyl alcohol). 
(d) Titrate with standard 2.5 normal sodium hydroxide (el ) to the phenolphthalein end point (pink color) 
, " . (eJ Record the milliliters of standard sodium hydroxide used (A) for 
calculations in step (t). This represents the total acid, nitric 
and sulfuric, content. 
(f) Pipette another 1 ml of sample (Z) into a clean 500 mi beaker for 
the sulfuric acid determination. 
(g) Add 100 ml of distilled water. 
(h) Adjust the pH of the solution in the beaker to 6.5 to 7.0 using 
2.5 normal sodium hydroxide • 
.c~UTION 
The solution must be neutral or slightly acid in 
order to precipitate the sulfate" with the benzidine 
reagent added in step (j). Adjust th~ pH carefully. 
Do not allow the pH to exceed 7,0 
(i) Place the beaker in an ice bath. 
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(j) 
(k) 
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Add 200 ml of benzidine reagent (see'step (k» to the beaker 
and allow the beaker to stand in the ice'bath for 5 minutes. A 
crystalline precipitate of benzidine sulfate is formed. 
To prepare the benzidine reagent, make a paste of 40g of 
benzidine with 40 ml of distilled'water. Rinse the paste into 
a liter volumetric flask with about 750 ml of distilled water. 
Shake well. Allow the flask to stand until the benzidine dissolves 
forming a brown solution. Invert the flask and shake to thoroughly 
mix the solution. Pipette 10 ml of the stock solution into a 
clean b~aker,. Add 190 ml of distilled water. 
(1) Place two pieces of filter paper in a 43 rom diameter Buchner 
funnel inserted into a suction bottle. Moisten the filter paper 
with distilled water and apply gentle suction. 
(m) Remove the beaker from the ice bath and pour the liquid above 
the precipitate through the Buchner funnel. Rinse the precipitate 
into the funnel using distilled water from a wash bottle. 
(n) Wash the precipitate on the' filter paper with 15 ml of distilled 
water added in small portions. 
(0) Gently remove the filter paper from the funnel truting care not 
~~ lace ~ny of the preciplt:te~ 
(p) Place the filter paper and precipitate in a 250 ml Erlenmeyer 
flask. Add 50 ml of distilled'water. Stopper the flask and 
shake until a smooth paste is obtained. 
(q) 
(r) 
Remove the rubber stopper from the flask, rinse off with water, 
add a drop of phenolphthalein solution, heat to 5000, and 
titrate with 0.1 normal sodium hydroxide (02). 
When the end point is nearly reached, boil the ~iquid for 5 
minutes, and then finish the titration. 
,. 
(s) Record the milliliters of standard sodium hydroxide used (B) for 
calculations in step (t). This represents the su~furic acid 
content. 
(t) Calculate the normalities of the sulfuric acid and nitric acid 
as follows: 
Sulfuric Acid 
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where: 
where: 
q (Ii .: $ i h . , ; ~ "i . q -i· i , 
B = ml of standard sodium hydroxide used in sulfuric acid 
titration 
C2 = normality of standard sodium. hydroxide used in sulfuric 
acid titration . 
N2 = calculated normality of sulfuric acid 
Z = ml of Formula VII used for sulfuric acid analysis 
Ni~ric Acid 
A • m1 of standard sodium. hydroxide used in total acid 
determination 
B 1:1 
C1 = 
C2 = 
Nl = 
Y .= 
ml of standard sodium hydroxide used in sulfuric acid 
titration 
normality of standard sodium hydroxide used in total acid 
determination 
normality of sodium hydroxide used in sulfuric acid 
titration 
calculated normality of nitric acid 
ml of Formula VII used for total acid analysis 
(u) Refer to the previously prepared analytical curVes (steps (v) 
through (x» to obtain the percent by volume of ·.93 percent sul-
furic acid and 61 percent nitric acid. 
(v) Prepare standard samples of varying percentages of 93 percent 
sulfuric, acid and 61 percent nitric ~cid in Formula VII in the 
laboratory. The percent by volume of 93 percent sulfuric acid 
shall range from 4.5 to 7.5; of 61 percen~ nitric aCid, 15.0 to 
18.0. 
(w) . Analyze the standard samples according to steps (a) through (t). 
(x) Prepare an :.ula1ytical curve for 61 percent nitric acid by plott-
ing the normality of nitric acid versus the p!=rcent by vol.ume of 
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61 percent nitric acid,in the standard samples. Prepare an 
analytical curve for 93 percent sulfuric acid by plotting the 
normality of sulfuric acid '~ersus the percent by volume of 93 
percent sulfuric acid in the standard samples. Refer to 10.2 for 
sample calculations. .. . 
4.6 Acceptance Inspection for Packaging Materials 
4.6.1 Environmental Control. - All quality assurance operations shall be 
accomplished within a clean room conforming to SpeCification FED~STD-209 
which is consistent with or cleaner than the packaging material being in-
spected. Care shall be taken not to contaminate the packaging materials. 
4.6.2 Sampling. - Packaging materials shall be examined and tested to 
d~termine compliance with the cleanliness requirements of 3.11.2.1 in 
accordance with 4.6. 
4.6.2.1 All the plastic film of one type, one size, and one configuration 
such as tubing, flat roll stock, sheet, and fabricated bags offered by one 
manufacturer at one time shall be considered one lot. 
4.6.2.2 A sample for certification of one lot shall consist of the 
following: 
(a) 
(b) 
Three (3) sheets out of everyone hundred (100) sheets, 
of one size and type of film. 
Three (3) fabri:cated bags out of everyone hundred (100) 
bags of one size and type of film. 
(c) A sufficient length for testing from one (1) rollout of 
every· five (5) rolls of continuous length of film of one 
size and typ·e. 
4.6.3 yisual Inspection. - No evidence of oil, s'olvents, paints, grease, 
dirt, ink, metal chips, or other foreign matter shall be permitted on 
either'the external surfaces or the internal surfaces of 2ackaging materials 
when inspection is made with the unaided eye. 
4.6.4 Thickness of Packaging Film. - The thickness of plastic films used 
for precision packaging shall conform to the limits specified in Table VI 
of 3.11.2.1. 
4.6.4.1 Thickness measurements shall be made with a certified, calibrated 
micrometer caliper having a flat anvil and capable of being read to the 
nearest O.OOOl-inch. 
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4.6.4.2' Sheet stock and tubing. stock shall be measured across the 
transverse film direction at two (2) inch inte~vals. A second set of 
measurements shall be made across another transverse section of the film 
located at least twenty-four (24) inches from the first transverse section. 
A minimum of nine (9) thickness measurements 'shall be made, and the arith-
metical mean value shall be reported as the ·thickness of the material. 
For narrow width stock, it may be necessary to measure more than two trans-
verse sections in order to obtain a minimum of nine (9) measurements; how-
ever, each transverse section shall be separated by a~wenty-four (24) inch 
interval from the previous section. Three or more measure ... ents with a 
thickness value of less than the specified minimum thickness of 3.11.2.1 
shall be cause for rejection of that sample. The original lot of material 
shall be resampled and evaluated. Rejection of a second sample of material 
shall be cause for rejection.of the entire lot. 
4.6.4.3 Each of the three (3) fabricated bags that constitute one sample 
of one lot shall be measured across the transverse film direction at two 
(2) inch intervais. A minimum of three (3) thickness measurements shall 
be made on each bag. The arithmetical mean value of the combined in-
dividual measurements made on the three bags of one lot shall be reported 
as the thickness of the material for that lot. Three or more measurements 
with a'thickness value of less than the specified minimum thickness of 
3.11.2.1 shall be cause for rejection of that sample. The original lot of 
material shall be resampled and evaluated. Rejection of a second sample 
of material shall be cause for rejection of 1:he en1:ire loi.. 
4.6.5 Verification'of Cleanliness Level. - All plastic films of one lot 
, shall have the cleanliness level verified prior to use. 
4.6.5.1 Minimum Critical Surface Area for ~est. - The minimum interior 
critical surface area for verification of cleanliness level shall be one 
(1) 'sq-uare foot'. Sampling shall be according to 4.6.2.2 except that 
additional sample material from the offered lot shall be used when necessary 
to make one square foot. There shall be no excep1: j ,ons. 
4.6.5.2 Sample Preparation. - Fabricated bags shall be sealed across the 
open end. Tubing shall be fabricated into a bag by cutting off a length 
conforming to the requirements of 4.6.5.1 and sealing both ends. Flat roll 
stock and sheet shall be fabricated into a bag by cutting out a section 
with an area conforming to the requirements of 4.6.5.1, folding the section, 
and sealing the section as necessary. The cutting teChnique shall be in 
accordance with 3.11.3.1. The sealing technique shall be in a~cordance with 
3.11.3.2. All items shall be handled, in suCh a manner as to minimize ex-
posure of the interior critical su~faces to airborne parti~les. 
4.6.5.2.1 One corner ox the completely sealed test bag shall be cut off 
.' so ,that an opening of a maximum of O.75-i~ch in length is created •. 
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4.6. oS. 3 Rinsins.. - Trichlorotrifluor.oethane, that conforms to the clean ... 
liness level of 4.3.3.1.1, shall be used as the test solvene in the ratio 
of 500 ml of solvent per square foot of critical surface area. 
4.6.5.3.1 The following rinsing procedure shall be used for single bags 
of one square foot or more of surface area: 
o ' 
(a) 
(b) 
Divide the total volume of test solvent into three equal portions. 
. . 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
Introduce one portion of test solvent into the sealed bag through 
the previously cut opening. 
Close the bag by folding over the cut corner.' 
Rin.se the exterior of the bag to remove extraneous par~icles. 
~ Rapidly, agitate the test solvent ldthin the bag a minimum of 
6 times. 
Pour the used test solvent into a precision cleaned beaker taking 
care to exclude airborne contamination. 
Repeat steps (a) through (f) for the other two portions of test 
solvent, combining all of the used test solvent in the same 
. . 
""f'1",n"l'" 
--""' .... --* 
(h) Analyze the test solvent for particulate popUlation and solvent 
soluble organic residue in conformance ~ith 4.3.1.4 of this 
specification. . 
4.6.5.3.2 The follotoling rinsing procedure shall' be used when two or more 
bags constitute the test sample: 
(a) Divide the total volume of test solvent,into separate portions 
equal to the number of bags constituting the test sample. 
(Example: For 3 bags, divide the total voltlllle of test solvent 
into 3 separate portions). 
(b) Divide each separate portion of test solvent from (a) into two 
equal pa,rts. 
(c) Rinse each bag with test solvent in accordance with steps (b) 
through (e) of 4.6.5.3.1. . . 
(d) Combine the entire volume of t.est 'solvent from all of the bags 
. in. one beaker. -
(e) Analyze the test solvent for particulate population and solvent 
soluble organic residue in conformance with. 4.3.1.4 of this 
specification. 
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5. .PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 
. 5.1 Preservation and Packagi]K. - Preservation and packaging of cleaned 
items shall be accomplished in accordance with 3.11. . 
5.2 Packina 
iii 
5.2.1 Intraplant aud On-Site Transportation of Small Items. - Precision 
cleaned small items protected in accordance with 3.11 shall be removed from 
the clean room and placed in snug-fitting corrugated fiberboard boxes to 
protect the pla~tic bags and contents during handling in-plant or on-site. 
W11en the shape or size of an item does not afford a snug-fit in the box, 
cushioning material shaJ~ be used to immobilize the item in the box and 
prevent damage to the p~ckaging. When a number of small individually 
packaged items are packed in a single box, cushioning material shall be 
used to separate the packages and to irnmobili?e the packages within the box. 
Cushioning materials such as excelsior, shredded newspaper, and similar 
materials that generate large numbers of particles and fibers shall not be 
acceptable. Boxes shall be closed with tape. 
5.2.2 Intraplant and On-Site Transportation of Large Items. - Large or 
heavy items protected in accordance with 3.11 shall be pla0 ed on skids or 
pallets designed to support and protect the' items from damage during han-
dling. All items shal~ be secured to the skids or pallets by bolts, suit-
ably tensioned and cushl.oned steel s'Craps, tie-down rods, or lumber hol<.1 
downs. 'Cushioning shall be placed between the item and all support points ' 
and ,the base of the skid or dolly to prevent physical damage to the item. 
5.2.3 Interplant and Off-Site Shipment. - Packing of precision cleaned 
items f,or interplant or off-site shipment shall be in accordance with 
level A or B of Specifications MIL-STD-794 or MIL-E-l7555 as applicable to 
the ~e of item being packed. Level A paCking shall be used when storage 
conditions are indeterminate and may involve outdoor storage. Level B 
packing shall be used when handling under cover and warehouse storage are 
possible. 
5~3 Marking for Shipment 
5.3.1 ~ntraplant and On-Site. - Copies of the special infol1nation clean-
ing tags of 3.12 shall be affixed by taping to the' outside of the corrugated 
fiberboard boxes containing small precision cleaned items and to the skid or 
pallet for large or heavy items. 
5.3.2 Interplant and Off-Site. - Shipping containers shall be marked in 
accordance with Standard MIL-STD-129 and shall include special marking, in 
addition to that specified in Standard MIL-STD-129, to tha effect "that 
precision~cleaned items are contained therein • 
• 
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6. NOTES 
6.1 Intended Use. - This specification establishes the cleanliness 
levels, cleaning, protection, and inspection procedures for surfaces of 
parts, cdmponents, assemblies, subsystems, systems, or other related equip-
ment in contact with service media of launch vehicles, spacecraft, and 
associated ground support equipment. 
6.2 Ordering Data. - Procurement documents should specify the following: 
(a) Title, number, and date of this specification 
(b) Cleanliness level, cleaning procedure, and testing procedure 
required. 
(c) Whether preproduction approval is required (See 3.2, 3.7.4.6). 
(d) Whethe~ functional testing is required on items disassembled 
for cleaning (See 3.4). 
(e) Whether special preservation, packaging, packing and marking 
are required beyond the requirements of 5. 
6.3 Definitions 
6.3.1 AGGcmbly. - Tuo or more P:l!'ts having a common mounting and. be:tng 
capable of performing a definite function. Filter element, housing, and 
,a-rings become part of a~i1ter assembly. 
6.3.2 Component. - An article which is normally a combination of parts, 
sub~assemblies, or assemblies and is a self~contained element within a 
comp~ete operating equipment. 
. . , 
6.3.3 Condensable Hydrocarbon. - A hydrocarbon capable of going from a 
gaseous to a liquid or solid state at ambient temperature ,.nd prevailing 
pressure. 
6.3.4 Critical Surface. - Any surface of an item that contacts the 
critical service medium (LOX, pneumatic gases, etc) is considered a critical 
surface. A critical surface is subject to the cleaning procedures and 
cleanliness requirements of this specification. 
6.3.5 Dew Point. - The temperature at which condensation of water vapor 
in a gas takes place at prevailing pressure (usually atmospheric pressure). 
6.3.6 Fiber. - A particle having a length of 100 microns or greater with 
.. a length to width ratio of 10 to one or greater • 
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6.3.7 ~luid. - For purpose of ~his specification, a fluid is defined as 
a gas or liquid. 
6.3.8 High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) Filter. - A BE?! f:llter is 
a fi1ter'that is at least 99.97 percent eff~c·ient by volurr.(~ foln 0.3 micron 
particles as determined by the diocty1 phth~late test. 
6.3.9 Hydrocar~. - A hydrocarbon is a chemically identifib1e compound 
of carbon and hydrogen. Frequently, hydrogen atoms of hydrocarbons are 
substituted by inorganic atoms, the resulting compounds being generally 
referred to as organic compounds. As a class, the hydrocarbons are neutral t 
insoluble in water, and combustible. 
6.3.10 Hxpergolic Fuel. - A fuel that ~gnites spontaneously upon contact 
w.tth an oxidizer,. . 
6.3.11 Micron. - 0.001 millimeter, 0.000001 meter, or 0.0000394-inch. 
The lower limit of visibility with the naked eye is approximately 40 microns. 
6.3.12 Part. - One piece; orctwo or more pieces joined together in such 
a way that::lt is not normally disassembled without destruction of the 
designed use. Fittings, o-rings, and poppet are parts of a valve. 
6.3.13 ~s per Million by Weight (PPM/WT.). - An absolute weight re-
lationship expressed on an equivalent basis in any weight unit. The user 
may employ a wl;llght uIilf. that is CCii.'i.Veli.ierlt fCii: him. One part pSi: millien 
may be one gram per million grams, one pound per million pounds, etc. In 
. chemical usage, one part~per million by weight usually refers to one micro-
gram (one-millionth of a gram) per gram. 
6.3.14 Particle. - A minute unit of matteT whose size and shape depend 
on th~ forces of cohesion. The dimensions of partic1e~of interest in 
precision cleaning are measured in microns. 
6.3.15 .E!!.. - pH is a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a substance 
on an arbitrary chemical scale, ranging from a to 14. A pH reading up to 
7 is acid; pH 7 is neutral; and above pH 7 is alkaline. 4 pH of 0 has the 
greatest acidity, and a pH of 14 has the greatest alkalinity. 
6.3.16 Silting.·· Silting shall be defined as an accumulation of minute 
particles of sufficient quantity to cause a haze or obscuring of any 
portion of a grid line or any portion of the grid of a filter membrane, 
when viewed visually or under 40 pot<1er maximum magnification. 
6.3.17 Solvent Soluble Organic Residue (SSOR). - Solvent soluble organic 
residue is that organic residue, usually hydrocarb~ns, remaining on a sur-
. ,face after cleaning. The presence of this residue is detected by flushing 
a test solvent, such as trichloroethylene or trich10rotri:f:1uoroethane, 'Jver 
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the surface and then analyzing tge solyent for residue content. Evaporat~ 
ing the test solvent at 2l2oF and.weighing the nonvolatile material is the 
familiar NVR test. Quantitative analysis of·thesolvent for organic 
materials can be made more rapidly and mor~ accurately by infrared spec-
tropho~ometry. . 
6.3.18 Subsystem. - Two or more assemblies joined together to perform a 
definite function. A subsystem should. be capable of independent operation 
when interconnected into a system. 
6.3.19 System. - A series of subsystems joined together to perform a 
definite function. 
6.3.20 Visibly Clean. - For purposes of this specification, visibly clean 
shall mean freedom of a surface from particulate matter approximately 40 
microns and larger in size and from all £jlms other than known innocuous 
films. The lower limit of visibility with the unaided eye is apprOJdmately 
40 microns. 
Notice. - When KSC drawings, specifications, or other data are used for any 
purpose other than in connection with a definitely related KSC procurement 
op~ration, the United States Gover~ent thereby incurs no responsibility 
nor any obligation whatsoever and the fact that KSC may have formulated, 
. furnished, or in any way supplied the said drawings, specifications, or 
other data is not to be regarded by implication or otherwise as in any 
manner licensing the holder or any other person or corporation, or convey-
ing any rights or permission to manufacture, use, or sell any patented 
invention that may in any way be related thereto. 
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10.1 ~ixing Procedures for Cle~nins Form,ulaotions, 
10.1.1 pn-Site PreEaration of Formula! for Cleanina Corrosion Resista~~ 
Steel. - Formula I, as used in actual cleaning, shall consist of the follow-
ing 'composition as specified in 3.10.1.1: .,' 
,Percent bl Volume 
5 :!; 0.5 
10 :!: 0.5 
0.5 :!: 0.05 
remainder 
M.ater:Lil~ 
85% ortho phosphoric acid. 
2-hutoxyethanol solvent 
(ethylene glycol monobutyl ether) 
surfactant (alkyl aryl polyethylene 
glycol ether) 
deionized water 
10.1.1.1 SarnEle Calculations. - Sample calculations for 300 gallons of 
Formula I are as follows: 
15 gallons of 85% ortho phosphoric acid 
30 gallons of 2-butoxyethanol solvent 
1.5 gallons of surfactant 
deionized water as required t"l make a final volume of 
-300 88 lIons 
10.1.1.2 Mixing Procedure. - The mixing procedure shall be as follows: 
(a) Add 200 gallons of deionized water to a clean tank in which 
Formula ! is to be mixed$ 
(b) Slowly add 15 gallons of 85 percent ortho phosphoric acid while 
throughly agitating the solution. 
,CAUTION 
Always add acid to water. Never add water'~o acid 
as the heat generated by diluting the acid will cause 
it to spatter. Use protective clothing as required. 
(c) Pour approximately 28 gallons of 2 ... butoxyethanol solvent into a 
separate clean container (approximately 50 gallons capacity). 
-Cd) Slowly add 1.5 gallons of surfactant to tha 2 ... butoX'lJethanol solvent 
while thoroughly agitating the solution. The surfactant must 
compl~tely dissolve in the solvent. 
REFERENCE II CONTINUED ON CARD 5 
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. (e) Rinse the surfactant c?ntainer with a sm~ll portion of the re-
mainder of the 2-butoxyethariol solvent and add it·to the bulk of 
the mixture of step (d)~ Continue'rinsing the surfactant con-
tainer with small portions of so~ventuntil all of the sur-
factant is removed and the total 30 gallons of 2-butoxyethanol 
is in the mixture. ' 
(f) Slowly add the solvent - surfactant mixture to the acid-water 
solution of step (b) while thoroughly agitating the solution. 
(g) Adjust the final volume of Formula I to 300 gallons wi'th 
deionized water and throughly agitate t4e solution. The final 
result shall be a clear, colorless, homogeneous solution • 
10.1.2 On-Site Preparation of Formula IV for Cleaning Aluminum. - Formula 
IV shall consist of the follOWing composition as specified in 3.10.1.4: 
Percent by Weight Material 
9 ± 0.4 
1.5 ;!: 0.4 
± 0.05 
Remainder 
2-butoxyethtmol solvent (etqlene glycol 
monobutyl ether) 
sodium phosphate, dibasic, anhydrous 
(Na2HP04) 
deionized water 
10.1.2.1 ~.ample Calculations. - S.ample calculations for 2500 pounds of 
Formula IV are as follows: 
225 pounds of 2-butoxyethanol solvent 
37.5 pounds of sodium phosphate, bibasic, anhydrous 
12.5 pounds of surfactant 
deionized water as required to make a final weight 
of 2500 pounds of solution (1 gailon of water 
weighs 8.34 pounds) • 
• 10.1.2.2 ~ixing Procedure. - The mixing procedure shall be as follows: 
(a) Add approximately 1700 pounds of deionized water·to a'clean tank 
in which Formula IV is to be mixed. ' 
(b) Slp'tV'ly add 37.5 pounds of anhydrous, dibasic sodium phosphate 
(not trisodium phosphate) while throughly agitating the solution. 
Continue to agitate the solution until all the dibasic sodium 
phosphe.te is dissolved. 
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. . .... 
Dibasic sodium phosphate is a.mild alkali. Use eye 
protectiun and safety cloth~~g as r~quired. 
(c) Pour approximately 200 pounds of 2-butoxyethanol solvent into a 
separate clean container (approximately 50 gallons capacity). 
(d) Sl~]ly add 12.5 pounds of surfactant to the 2-butoxyethanol 
solvent while thoroughly agitating the solution. The surfactant 
must completely dissolve in the solvent. ' 
(e) Rinse th~ Gur.factant container with a small portion of the re-
mainder of the 2-butoxyethano1 solvent and add it to the bulk of 
the mixture of step (d). Continue rinsing the surfactant con-
tainer with small portions of solvent until all of the surfactant 
is dissolved and the total ~'pounds of solvent is in the mixture • 
. (f) Slowly add the solv~nt - surfactant· mixture to the water - phos-
phate solution of step (b) while thoroughly agitating the solution • 
. 
(g) Adjust the final weight of Formula IV to 2500 pounds with deionized 
water. and thoroughly agit'ate the solution. The final result shall 
be a clear, colorless, homogeneous solution. 
10.1.3 On-Site Prcp~ration of Fo~ula VI £Qr CleEning CopCpr ~nd Copper 
A11oys.·- Formula VI shall consist of the following composition as specified 
in 3.10.1 .. 6: 
Percent by Volume 
15 t 0.5 
10 t 0.5 
0.5 t 0.05 
Remainder 
.... 
-" 
Material 
85% ortho. phosphoric acid 
2-butoxyethano1 solvent (ethylene glycol 
monobutyl ether) 
surfactant (alkyl aryl polyethylene 
glycol ether) .. 
deionized water 
10.1.3.~ Mixing Procedure. - The mixing procedure shall be in accordance with 
10.1~1.2 while using the proportions of materials specified by 10.1.3. 
10.2 Sample Calculations 
10.2.1 Determination of Acid Content'of Formula I and Formula VI. - In 
the titration for determining the phosphoric acid content of Formula I and 
Formula VI in accordance with 4.5.4.1, assume that 1~.7 m1 of 1.0 normal 
i 
J 
." 
sodipm hydroxide are required t~ reach the phenolp~thalein end point and 
7.3 ml of 1.0 normal sodium hydroxide 'are required to reach· the bromphenol 
blue end point. The calculations' proceed as' follows: 
(~) Data - 10 .. Sample si~e ~ 10 ml '. 
A .. Volume of sodium hydroxide to reach phenolphthalein 
end point .. 14.7 ml 
B .. Volume of sodium hydroxide to reaCh bromp4enol blue 
end point • 7.3 ml 
C .. normality of standard sodium hydroxide • 1.0 
N .. normality of phsophoric acid 
(b) Substitute data in (a) in the .following formula and calculate 
10 x N .. (A+B)C 
10 x N .. (14.7 + 7.3)(1) 
10 x N == 22 
22 
N,=- 10 
N == 2.2 
(c) Refer to the analytical curve in Figure 4. Locate a normality 
of 2.2 on the axis 1ab1edNorma1ity of Phosphoric Acid. Move up 
the line for a normality of 2.2 and locate the point of inter-
section with the curv.e. Move to the left to the axis labeled 
Percent by Volume of 85 Percent Phosphoric Acid and read 5 per-
cent by volume. . . 
10.2.2 Determination of Acid Content of Formula II. - Il:} the detelmina-
tion of the nitric and hydrofluoric acids in Formula II in accordance with 
4.5.5.1, assume that 16.9 m1 of standard 1 Normal sodium hydroxide are re-
quired to reach the first (nitric acid) end point and 20.1 m1 of standard 
1 Normal sodium hydroxide are required to reach the second (total acid) 
end point in titrating a 10 m1 sample of Formula II. The calculations 
proc~ed as follows: 
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Figure 4 TYPICAL AN~YTICAL CURVE FOR 85 PERCENT PHOSPHORIC ACID 
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(b) Calculate the normality of hydrofluoric c!d in ormul II by 
(c) 
(d) 
substituting the data in (a) in the following formula: ' 
10 x Nl • (B-A) x.l.28 x C_ 
10 x N1 • (20.1-16.9) x 1.28 x 1 
10 x N1 • 3.2 x 1.28 x 1 
10 x N1 • 4.1 
Refer to the analytical curve in Figure 5. Locate a normality 
of 0.41 on the ~is labeled Normality of Hydrofluoric acid. Move 
up the 0.41 normality lin to the intersection' with the curve. 
Move to the left to the s labeled Percent by Volume of 48 Per-
cent Hydrofluoric Acid r ad 1.5 percent by volume. 
C~lculate the normality of nitric acid in Formula II by sub-
tituting the data in (a) in the following formula: 
10 x N2 IS B - [(B-A) x 1.28J x C 
10 x N2 • 20.1 - ~20.1-16.9) x 1.28J x 1 
10 x N2 20.1 - ,4.1 
10 x N2 IS 16.0 
N2 IS 1.6 
(e) Refer to the analytical curve' in Figure 6. Locatnormality 
of 1.6 on the axis labeled Normality of Nitric Acid. Move up th 
1.6 normality line to th intersection with th curv. Move to 
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FiguXl 6 TYPICAL ANALYTICAL CURVE FOR 61 PERCENT NITRI . ACID 
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• 109 
J 
110 
of 61 rc nt 
( ) - o. S pl Siz • 10 
A. 01 of odi hydroxid • 20 1 
c. or-~ lity of t hydroxide • 1.0 
• a1ity of nitric cid 
} S t itut d t i f!.. r' a) in the following fo ul and calculate N. 
10 x N • Axe 
10 N.. 20 x 1 
N • 20 
'DJ 
N .. 2 .. normali~y of nitric acid 
(c) er t.o the analytical curve in Figure 6. Locate normality 
of 2 on the axis labeled Normality of Nitric Acid. Move up the 
o a1ity of 2 line and locate the point of intersection with 
curve. Move to the left to the axis labeled Percent by 
olume ~f 61 Percent Nitric Acid and read 15 percent by volume • 
. "
10.2.4 D t rmin tion of Dibasic Sodium Phosphate Content ' of Formula IV. -
In de rmin1ng the dibasic sodium phosphate content of Formula IV in accord-
ance th .5.7.2, assume hat 10 m1 of 0.1 N hydrochloric acid are re-
quired 0 r ch th ethyl orange end point for a 109 sample of Formula IV. 
The calcu pr ceed as follows: 
) • A. - ml of stand rd hydrochloric acid .. 10 
C .. normality of standard hydrochloric acid .. 0. 1 
• ight 0 samp1 of Formul IV .. 10 
• n rcen by eight of dibasic so ium pho phat • 
• 
(b) SUbstitute data in (a) in the following formula and calculate P: 
P • AxCx14.&, 
w 
P lOxO.lx14·.2 1:1 10 
P 1:1 1.42 percent by weight 
10.2.5 Datermination of Acid Content of Formula VII. - In determining 
the sulfuric acid and nitric acid contents of Formula VII i&l. accordance 
w:i.th 4.5.10.1, assume that 18.1 ml of 2.5 N sodium hydroxide are required 
to neutralize the total acid content of a 10 ml sa~ple of Formula VII& 
Further, 22.6 ml of 0.1 N sodium hydroxide are required to neutralize the 
sulfuric acid in a one (1) m1 sample of Formula VII •. The calculations 
proceed as follows: 
(a) Data - A 1:1 ml of standard sodium hydroxide used in total acid 
determination = ~8.1 ml 
B .. ml of standard sodium hydroxide used in sulfuric acid 
determination = 22.6 m1 
Cl ,.., :'dcrmo.lity of ct::mdard eodium hjdro:~idc 
acid determination = 2.5N 
C2 = normality of standard sodium hydroxide used in 
sulfuric i!lcid determination.1:I 0.1N 
Nl 1:1 calculated normality of nitric .acid 
N2 1:1 calculated normality of sulfuric acid 
y 1:1 m1 of Formula VII used for total aci4 analysis D 10 ml 
Z 1:1 ro1 of Formula VII used for sulfuric acid analysis 1:1 
·1 m1 
(b) Substitute the data in the following formula and calculate N2, the 
normality, of sulfuric acid. 
Z x N2 1:1 BxC2 
1 x N~ 1:1 22.6 x 0.1 
.:. . 
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(c) Refer to tlle analytica~ curve'in Figure 7. Locate a normality 
of 2.26 on the axis labeled Normal:1ty of'Sulfuric Aoid. Hove 
up the line for a normality of 2.26 and locate the intersection 
with tbe curve. Hove to the left to the axis labeled Percent by 
Volume of 93 Percent Sulfuric Acid and read 6.5 percent by volume. 
(d) Substitute the data in the following formula and calculate Nl' 
tbe normality of nitric acid. , ' 
Y x Nl .. ,,'\xCl - BxC2xY 
10 x Nl .. 18.1 x 2.5-22.5 x 0.1 x 10 
10 x Nl .. 45.3 - 22.6 
N a 22.7 
1 10 
Nl a 2.27 
(e) Refer to the analytical curve in Figure 6. Locate a normality 
of 2.27 on the axis labeled Normality of Nitric Acid. Follow 
the 2.27 normality line up to the intersection with the curve. 
Hove to the left to the axis labeled Percent by Volume of 61 
Percent: Nitri~ Acid ~md read 3.7 percent. by volume. 
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Section ill 
Paragraphs 3-1 to 3-11 
SECTION III 
GENERAL CLEANING PROCEDURES 
3·1. SCOPE 
3-2. This section includes goneral policies and pro-
cedures for cleaning all ·!omponents, cnd items, 
subsystems, and systems used in missile and ground 
systems having surfaces that wiil be in contact with 
liquid 01' gaseous oxygen, liquid or gaseous nitrogen, 
helium, hydrocarbon fuels, nitrogen tetroxide, 
unsymmetrical dimethylhydl'azine (UDMH)/hydrazine 
(N2Ii4) fuel blend, hydraulic fluids, and other pro-
pulsion system fluids. 
3-3. This section covers general cleaning pro-
cedures which will be accomplisl:ed at Base mainte-
nance areas and Depot facilities. It is intended that 
the pJ'llice1)Ses and standards in this manual also apply 
to ',~.!'~:;mmg of specialized equipment, and are to be 
supj,}h:;mented with detailed step-by-step disassembly 
and reassembly procedures in the applicable llk'tinte-
nance manuals. Missile propellant tanks, other 
tanks, and rocket engines are examples of speciahzed 
equipment. Whereas processes indicated in this 
manual are applicable to the cleaning of tanks, all 
equipment shall be operated or disassembled and 
reassembled in accoraance with its applicable weapon 
system manual. 
3-4. TYPES ()F MATERIALS TO BE CLEANED. 
3-5. 'rhe procedures contained herein are intended 
for cleaning of materials and liquids in the follOwing 
categories: 
a. Stainless steels. 
b. Carbon steels. 
c. Aluminum and aluminum allCJYs. 
d. Copper and copper alloys. 
e. Non-metallics. 
f. Plated parts. 
g. Hydraulic fluids. 
3·6. DECONTAMINATION, TITAN II EQUIPMENT. 
3-7. Equipment and components which have been used 
in or with the Titan n missile fuel or oxidizer sys-
tems will contain residue of UDMH/hydrazine or 
nitrogen tetroxide, and shall be decontaminated as 
pl'escl'ibed in Section V, prior to cleaning. 
Under no circumstances shall contaminated 
components be transported directly to the 
cleaning area or shall cleaning operations be 
attempted if any evidence of residual pro-
pellant contamination is present. Titan II 
propellants are hypergolic and will explode or 
ignite on contact. Mixtures of oxidizer and 
solvents can be shock sensitive. 
Adequate protective clothing shall be worn when 
threshold limit value (TLV) or maximum allowable 
concentration (MAC) limits are exceeded. (See 
Section II. ) 
3·B. GENERAL CLEANING PROCEDURES. 
3-9. The cleaning operation consists of two general 
operations: (1) pre-cleaning, and (2) final cleaning. 
Parts shall be pre-cleaned, where possible, to 
remove the major amount of surface contaminants. 
This makes the final cleaning operation more effec-
tive and reduces excessive amounts of contamination 
in final cleaning solutions. Cleaning will be accom-
plished using chemical solutions of aCids, alkaline 
materials, solvents or detergents, and demineralized 
water rinses. In addition to detailed material clean-
ing processes, this section includes standard pro-
cedures such as drying, rinSing, etc, for each 
function. The final cleaning and inspection operation 
shall be conducted in an environmentally controlled 
room to permit enforcement of prescribed cleanliness 
standards. (See Reference Document Item 59, 
Section XI, as applicable.) 
3·10. SELECTION OF CLEANING PROCEDURES 
AND MATERIALS. 
3-11. Cleaning procedures selected by the cleaning 
supervisor shall be based upon the type of contami-
nant, condition of the part to be cleaned, and the type 
3-1 
Section m 
P:1l'a~raphs 3-12 to 3-10 
of material. The cllart in Figure 3~1 obould be uoed 
in making this selection. The f,Clmrai cleaning pro-
cedures for various materials are tabulated in 
Figures 3-2 thl'our,h 3-9. Tim recommended cleaning 
steps fer non-metallic and electro-plated parts are 
IJhown in Fir,ures 3-6 and 3~7, respectively. AnOdized 
or chemical film coated parts shall be cleaned in 
accordance with Figure 3-1. 
3-12. Alkaline cleaning or acid pickling and passi-
vating solutions specified herein are suitable for 
general use. However, due to the variety of metals 
and conditions encountered, selection of alternate 
solutions and adjustment of the chemical concentra-
tion may be required to obtain the most effective 
results. Excessive etching of the part is to be 
avoided. Strong alkaline or acid solutions may attack 
or etch the metal part to such .In extent that it will 
become unfit for use. Suggested factors of temper-
atures, time, and concentration of the chemical 
cleaning agents are given in the following paragraphs. 
Note 
If type of material of construction of the 
equipment to be cleaned cannot be readily 
identified, refer to the manufacturer's 
drawings for positive identification. 
3-13. MAINTENANCE OF CLEANING SOLUTIONS. 
Periodic sampling of solutions shall be conducted. 
Solution samples shall be chemically tested to insure 
that the propel' concentration exists. 
Prior to cleaning components which require 
lealt testing, pressure proof testing, or 
functional testing, determine whether local 
testing equipment or skill level permits 
follow-on testing as required. If required 
test capability is not available, the Wlclean 
or contaminated item shall be packaged and 
shipped to the appropriate decontamination, 
cleaning, and testing activity in accordance 
with detailed instructions obtained from the 
responsible AMA. 
3-14. HYDRAULIC FLUIDS. Where cleaning of 
hydraulic fluids is required, see Sections W, V, VI 
and IX of this manual, as applicable. 
3-2 
3~lG. CiflOOENIC PROPELLANT SYSTEM COM-
PONENTS. Solution II, Paragrapb 3-29, siiall be 
used for pre-cleaning components associated with 
cryogenic liquid systems (reference Paragraph 1-8). 
Solution K, Paragraph 3-32, may be used as an 
alternate in pre-cleaning. 
3-16. STORABLE PROPELLANT SYSTEM COMPO-
NENTS. Solution 0, Paragraph 3-36, sball be used 
for pre-cleaning components aSSOCiated with storable 
propellant liquid systems (reference Paragraph 1-9). 
Solution G, Paragraph 3-27, may be used .. us an 
alternate in It.')re-cleaning. 
3·17. CHEMICAL CLEANING LIQUIDS. 
3-18. The following chemical solutions are recom-
mended for the general cleaning procedures outlined 
in Figures 3-1 through 3-9. When local regulatiOns 
prohibit the use of these chemicals or any procure-
ment problems exist, the AMA responsible for this 
manual should be contacted for alternate solutions. 
References to specific solutions throughout tlris docu-
ment are the solutions defined in Paragraphs 3-19 
through 3-38. 
Always £.dd acid to water when preparing 
solutions, not water to acid. Failure to 
follow this instruction will result in a violent 
chemical reaction. 
WARNING I 
Always add alkali slowly to water. Extreme 
heat is generated when an alkali reacts with 
water. Failure to follow this instruction 
could result in fumes or chemical reaction 
injurious to personnel. 
3-19. SOLUTION A - Alkaline Cleaner. Cleaning 
CompoWld (Federal Specification P-C-436), Alkaline 
Type, for ferrous and non-ferrous metal parts. Use 
5 to 10 OWlces per gallon of tap water at 1500 to 
175°F. 
T. O. 42C-l-11 Section m 
Pa.ragraphs 3~2i.1 to 3-35 
3-20. SOLUTION B - Pickle. For 300 Series St.1.in-
less Steel, except. free machining grades such as 
Types 303 and 34'lF. 
Nitric Acid 
(It'ederal Specifi-
cation O-N-350) 
20% by volume 
Hydrofluoric Acid - 3% by volume 
(It'SN 6810-237-291'1) 
TapWator Balance 
3-21. SOLUTION C - Pickle. For Series 400 Stain-
less Steel, free machining grade 300 series stainless 
steel, and aluminum. 
Nitric Acid 12% by volume 
(Federal Specifi-
cation O-N-3!}O) 
Hydrofluoric Acid - 1% by volume 
(FSN 6810-23'1-291'1) 
Tap Water Balance 
3-22. SOLUTION D - Pickle. For Carbon Steel. 
Hydrochloric Acid 
(Federal Specifi-
cation O-H-'165) 
Inhibitor 
(Rodine No. 59 
or equivalent) 
Tap Water 
15 to 20% by 
volume 
0.25 to O. 50% by 
volume 
Balance 
3-23. SOLUTION D, ALTERNATE - Pickle. For 
Carbon Steel. 
Phosphoric Acid (85%)- 4'1% by volume (FSN 6810-'153-4'1'1'1) 
Detergent (Tritan 
X-100, Igepal 
CA-030, Atlas 
G-1090, or 
Tergitol NPX) 
Tap Water at 000 
to 100°F 
2% by volume 
Balance 
3-24. SOLUTION E - Phosphoric Pickle (Military 
Specification MIL-M-105'18). Phosphoric Acid 
Solution (Corrosion Removing CompOlmd), Type 3 
Inhibited. One part solution to one part tap water 
at room temperature. 
3-25. SOLUTION F - Chromate Dip Passivate 
(Federal Specification 0-S-595). (Sodium Dichromate.) 
Four grams to one gallon of demineralized water at 
room temperature. 
3~26. SOLUTION F, ALTERNATE = Corrosion 
Preventative (Military Specification MIL-C-IB0'14). 
3-2'1. SOLUTION G - Detergent Solution (Military 
Specification MlL-D-16791, Type I). Use 1/2 to 1 
ounce of solution per gallon of tap water at 1200 to 
140°F. 
3-28. SOLUTION G, ALTERNATE - An alternate to 
the above solution is steam and steam cleaning com-
pound (Cleaning Compound, High Pressure), (Federal 
Specification P-C-43'1). 
3-29. SOLUTION H - Trichloroethylene (Military 
Specification MIL-T-2'1002). 
3-30. SOLUTION I - Rinse Water. Tap water. 
3-31. SOLUTION J - Rinse Water. Demineralized 
water. 
3-32. SOLUTION K - Trichlorotrifluoroethane 
(FSN 0850-681-5088). 
3-33. SOLUTION L - Aluminum Allmline Cleaner. 
Sodium Carbonate (Federal 
Specification 0-8-571) 
Trisodium Phosphate 
(Sodium Phosphate, Tri-
basic) (Federal Specifica-
tion 0-S-042) 
Tap Water 
- 3 ounces per 
gallon 
- 3 ounces per 
gallon 
- Balance, to 
one gallon of 
solution. 
3-34. SOLUTION M - Pickle for Copper and Copper 
Alloys. 
Sulfuric Acid (Federal 
Specification 0-S-809) 
Nitric .<\cid (Federal 
Specification O-N -350) 
Demineralized Water 
- 8. 6% by volume 
- 1. 4% by volume 
- 90% by volume 
3-35. SOLUTION M, ALTERNATE - Pickle for 
Copper and Copper Alloys. 
Hydrochloric Acid (Federal - 10 to 15% by 
Specification 0-H-'165) volume 
Demineralized Water 
- 85 to 90% by 
volume 
3-3 
I.. 
section ill T. o. 42C-l-ll 
Paragraphs 3~36 to 3-48 
Note 
Solution N designation is intuutionally 
omitted. 
3-36. SOLUTION 0 - Deter~ent (Military Specifi-
cation MIL-D-16791, Type I). Dissolve 1/2 to 1 
ounce of deter~ent in one gallon of demineralized 
water. 
3-37. SOLUTION 0, ALTERNATE - Detergent 
(Degreasing only). 
Trisodium Phosphate - 1/3 pound 
(Sodium Phosphate, Tri-
basic) (Federal Specifica-
tion 0-S-642) 
Detergent Military Specifi- - 1/2 ounce 
cation MIL-D-16791, Non-
Ionic Type 1) 
Tap Water - 1 gallon 
3-38. SOLUTION 0, SECOND ALTERNATE - steam 
or pressurized hot tap water, either of which is 
combined with steam cleaning compound, (Cleaning 
Compound, High Pressure) (Federal Specification 
P-C-437). 
3·39. DESCALING OF METALS. 
3-40. Chemical 01' mechanical abrasive means may 
bp. used to remove rust, scale, welding flux, smut, 
discoloration (corrosion), and light soil. Chemical 
procedures are preferred because abrasive methods 
usually leave foreign deposits on the cleaned part. 
Also the shape of the part may prevent use of 
effective abrasive methods. 
3-41. MECHANICAL ABRASIVE METHODS. 
3-42. These methods involve wire brushing, shot 
blasting, grinding, or sand blasting. When wire 
brushes are used, the brush shall be composed of 
stainless steel or the same metal as that being 
cleaned. Sand used for sand blasting shall be high 
grade, washed silica sand containing no ferrous or 
ferric materials. 
3-43. After required descaling, all loose dirt, sand, 
scale, or other particles will be removed from com-
ponents by vacuum cleaning, blowing, brushing, or 
flushing with water. Chemical methods may be 
required to remove foreign deposits if appropriate 
weapon system cleanliness standards cannot be met. 
3-4 
3M. CHEMICAL METHODS. 
3-45. These mothods involve acid pickling and 
alkaline cleaning or desca1in~. 
3-46. PICKLING AND PASSIVATION. 
Nofe 
The oxide :1nd scale formations of metal may 
be removed by the use of acids. If the part is 
soiled with dirt or grease, pre-cleaning with 
solvents or detergents is recommended. If 
severe scaling (incrustations) 01' deposits of 
welding scale are present, mechanical 
cleaning shall be employed prior to pickling. 
Passivation is required on stainless steel only. 
Parts with fine tolerance, plating, filter 
elements, and other equipment wbich may be 
damaged during acid treatment must be rre-
moved from the component prior to acid 
pickling. 
3-47. 300 SERIES STAINLESS STEEL. Solution B is 
recommended for both pickling and passivation of 
300 Series stainless steel except for free machining 
grades such as Types 303 and 347F. 
3-48. Solution B is used in conjunction with the 
following procedure: 
a. Immerse parts and pickle 15 minutes at 60° to 
lOO°F. Rinse with Solution I, insr.ect and hand brush 
to remove loose scale as required, and repeat if 
necessary. Time may be reduced or increased as 
required. 
b. Flush with Solution I until the effluent has a pH 
equal to the influent as determined by using pH paper 
(Litmus) (Military Standard MS 36253-3). 
c. Final rinse with Solution J. 
(Text continued on page 3-16) 
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NOTE: (1) "X" symbol in the block denotes a recommended process for the surface PRE-CLEANING PROCESS FINAL CLEA!+.i'NG 
condition indicated, 2nd will normally be accomplished in consecutive order from I: C'j 
CJ d left to right. U Cl ::.. 
(2) *Trichloroethylene shall not be used for cleaning elastomers. (Elastomer is ..., <:: I: CJJ' ::.. , (l) 0 
t:J) I: , 
elastic rubber-like substance; a resilient, springy material such as natural rubcer 
-
..... ! 14 I: § ! I (l) C'j 
or synthetic rubbers, such as rona, neoprene butyl, silicone, or ethylene propylene.) ..... $,,2; (l) Cl tJ 0-
(3) **Solutions are defined in paragraphs 3-19 through 3-38. G) * ~ * * * * t-f I oo~ :~ ! ';;! 
* * * * * 
- ..... -;; d: "0-~ Q G.l Q Q '":l 1:, I: Cl.l '":l g (4) Ultrasonic rinsing is also required for Titan II components except non-metallic til ~I m.S :: C!l a § til § § § C'j'1:: I C'j Q I: o 0 01 oP:: :E ,!d .... E - .... . ... tJ := ~I parts, transducers, and other dead-end cavities. C!l ~ ~ :l ~ C'jl " - - o .E ..... ..... ... C'j tJ <-~ ~ ... 11 ~ c:: ,.:; i!t, IJ Q) I: ;> 0 ;.; ..... C,) 0 (5) Only applicable to Copper and Copper Alloys. .... til (l) rn ~ rn S - rn o",S <:.1:' I:I.l '0 § C'j I: 
- - -
ti- c. ;..'" ~! ;:;: :;., Cll .... (l) Cl.l Cl.l 0 _ ~ ~ 
-§ 14 ~ (l) 14 0 - (l) 0 (l) (l) ,... d4-o' - 0, til (l) Cl.l ,!d ~ (I] .... Cl.l - ~ C,) OJ c,':>., ..... t! (l) !::ll I: Ci .S G.l .S ~ .9 :>., ~ ;::C:1 ":: ~ ,;:.. g 0 MATERIAL REF FIG SURFACE CONDITION ~ ell E ~ E 14 Q < t:l p:; n:: i!t ~ t:l ~ P \:i I t-I ' t:l W 01 
Aluminum Bare or machined, I Ixlx , X Ilx ,xix free of heat oxidation X X X X X X X X X Brass Anodized or chemical 
X Ixlx xix xi 3-2 film coating X X X X X X X Bronze 
Vfeld scale, corrOSion, xix'x , Copper or heat oxidation X X (5) X X X X X X X X X 'X 
Free of scale X X X X X Ix,x X X xix~xllx X 
Stainless 3-3 and Vfeld scale, corrosion, xlz Ixlx!xl Steel 3-4 X X X X X X X X X X X X or heat oxidation I 
Free of scale X X X X X X XI II X X X xlix X 
Carbon Steel and 3-5 Vfeld scale, corrosion, xlxl xix X-! Carbon Steel Alloys or heat oxidation X X X X X X X X X X X 
Non-Metallic xlxl , 'xix Parts, 3-6 As received X X X X X X X Elastomers* 'I 
I I I! [ Electroplated 1 I 
[IX Parts and 3-7 As received X X X X X X X X 
XliX 
X Dissimilar 
Metals , I 
Metal Filter 3-8 As received X X I xlxl~ i xlix xlix X X Elements 
Transducers, I ~ Pressure I Gages & Other 3-9 As received 
.' X IX X X X fX Dead-end I i, Cavities 
--'---.------------_._------
-- ---Figure 3-1. Selection Chart for Cleaning Processes 
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Section m T.O. 42C-1~11 
SOLUTION TIME TEMP REF STEP PROCESS (Rcf Para (MINUTES) (DEG F) REMARKS PARA 3-17) 
1 Mechanical 
-
As 
-
3-39 
Dcscruc required 
1-" Ambient lIand wash using stiff bl'ist!e 3-15 2 De~rcasc G, II, K, As 
01' 0 rcquired brush or cleml cheese cloth, 3-16 3-75 
01' by fill mId drain methods • 3-70 
.. 
3 Vapor II 01' K As BoBin!,'; Immerse pal'ts in vapor until 3-15 
Degrease required condensation ceases. Flush 3-10 
with degreaser liquid solvent 3-04 
<1 Alkaline Sec See HiO 
Clean rcmarks referenccd l...~ARNING I paragl'aphs 
Parts shall be completely 3-56 
free of Solution H before 
immersion in Solution A. 3-59 
Solution II and Solution A 
can form an explosive 
mixture. 
Aluminum and aluminum alloys, 
use Solution L. Copper, 
brass, and bronze, use Solu-
tion A. 
5 Rinse I 5-10 150 After rinsing, examine for 
"water break" . If necessary, 
repeat Steps 4 and 5. 
6 Pickle See See Solution C Copper, brass, and bronze use 3-58 
remarks referenced Ambient; Solution M or M Alternate. 3-59 
paragraphs Solution M Aluminum and aluminum alloys, 
orM use Solution C. Use tins step 
Alternate only if corrosion or scale 
120 to exists. Immerse until contami-
130 nation is removed. 
i~:m7;r1 
u#uuuu" 
Anodized aluminum parts 
are normally not pickled 
since the pickling process 
would remove the 
anodiz ati on. 
7 Rinse J 5-10 150 Final pre-cleaning rinse to 
l'emove residues from pre-
vIous rinses. c> 
Figure 3-2. Cleruling Procedures for Aluminum, Brass, Copper, and Bronze (Sheet 1 of 2) 
3-6 
___ . __ ~._~ ___ &-._~ __ -.~ __ . ___ .. ___ ·c _._ .. __ .*~ .. _' __ ~. 
1 
Sor.::tion m 
SOLUTION TIl\1E TEM1' HEF STEP PROCESS (Rof P71ra (MINUTES) (DEG F) REMARKS PAI~ ::1.1'7 
G Dry SOD As required SOD 3~B7 
1'ofo ron cod l'eforenced 
paraf,l'aph parar,rapb 
!l TmnSpol't Use extreme care to prevent 
to Final recontamination of parts. Seal 
Cleaning amI package as required. 
Area 
10 Dete l'gent G 01' 0 H'I-25 120-140 3-86 
Rinse or 
Solvent II As required As 3-85 
Rinse required 
11 Flush J As l'cquired 150 Flush component after deter-
to wet all gent rinsing. Do not flush 
surfaces after solveut rinsing. See 
Step 10. 
12 Inspect 3-09 
13 Dry See As required See 3-87 
referenced referenced 
paragraph paragraph 
14 Package 3-98 
" 
15 Certify 3-91 
3-102 
GENERAL NOTES: 
1. 
2. 
STEP 
1 
2 
3 
The Cleaning supervisor will determine which steps listed above will be used, based on the condition 
of the part and the applicable weapon system requirements. 
Steps 1 through 8 may be accomplished at Base Support Shops. 
Figure 3-2. Cleaning Procedures for Aluminum, Brass, Copper, and Bronze (Sheet 2 of 2) 
PROCESS 
Mechanical 
Descale 
Degrease 
Vapor 
Degrease 
SOLUTION TIME TEMP (Ref P
7
)ra (MINUTES) (DEG F) REMARKS 3-1  
As required 
G, H, K, As required Ambient Hand wash using stiff bristle 
or 0 brush or clean cheese cloth, 
or by fill and drain methods. 
HoI' K As required DegreaseI' Immerse parts in vapor until 
operating condensation ceases. Flush 
temper- with freshly condensed 
ature degreaser solvent. 
Figure 3-3. Cleaning Procedures for 300 Series stainless Steel 
Except Free Machining Grade Parts (Sheet 1 of 3) 
. 
REF 
PARA 
3-39 
3-15 
3-16 
3-75 
3-76 
3-15 
3-16 
3-64 
3-7 
:;: ... ' 
Section m 
STEP PROCESS 
4 Allmlillo 
Clean 
5 Detergent 
Rinse 
6 Rinse 
7 Pickle 
3 Rinse 
9 Rinse 
10 Dry 
11 Transport 
to Final 
Cleaning 
Area 
12 Detergent 
Rinse or 
Solvent 
Rinse 
13 Flush 
3-8 
I.. 
, , .:;:s; _ i-A L~ 
SO!"UTION TIME TEMP (Rcf Para. (MINUTES) (DEG F) REMARKS 3-17) 
A 15~25 150-175 
I T Y-I~Rt.JI~~w I 
Parts shall be come 
pletely free of Solution 
II before immersion in 
Solution A. Solution II 
and Solution A can form 
an explosive mixture. 
GorO 15-25 120-140 
I 5-10 150 After rinsing, examine for 
waterbreak. If necessary 
repeat Step 4, 5, and 6. 
B 15 60-100 If the specific alloy cannot be 
See remarks identified, Solution C shall 
be used. 
I 5-7 150 Rinse to remove acid solution 
from parts. Then brush with 
stiff bristle bmsh to remove 
loose scaJe. Repeat Steps 7 
and 8 until all scale is 
removed. 
J 5-10 150 Final pre-cleaning rinse to 
remove residues from 
previous rinses. 
See As required See 
refe ren ced referenced 
paragraph paragraph 
Use extreme care to prevent 
recontanlination of parts. 
Seal and package as required. 
Gor 0 15-25 120-140 
H As required As 
required 
J As required 150 Flush component after deter-
to wet all gent rinsing. Do not flush 
surfaces after solvent rinSing in Step 12. 
Figure 3-3. Cleaning Procedures for 300 Series Stainless Steel 
Except Free Machining Grade Parts (Sheet 2 of 3) 
HEF 
PARA 
3~77 
3~B6 
3-84 
3-47 
3-84 
3-84 
3-87 
3-86 
3-85 
__ ~·· ___ •· ... r_" _____ ·_,","·~_· ___ ·""""····= __ ·-._··_·_~ __ ""~· .. -._~ .. ·'-·-0"--- -.. --.. -- -.-- -~- -, --- ..... -- .. ---." .. _-- - ... -~- -~ - ~.-- -.. ---.- ..... --- ... -.----~-~~ .• --- -.-~'-- ---.--
L. 
SOLUTION TIME TEMP STEP PHOCESS (Rof Pam. (l\UNUTES) (DEG F) REMARKS 3~17) 
14 Inspoct 
15 Dl'Y Soe As Sec 
referonced l'oquirod l'efel'enced 
pamgl'aph pamgmph 
1G Package 
17 Certify 
GENERAL, NOTES: 
1. 
2. 
STEP 
i-. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
The cleaning supervisor will determine which steps listed above will be used, based on the 
condition of the part and the applicable weapon system requirements. 
Steps 1 throogh 10 may be accomplished by Base Support Shops. 
PROCESS 
Mechanical 
Descale 
Degrease 
Vapor 
Degrease 
Alkaline 
Clean 
Detergent 
Rinse 
Figure 3-3. Cleaning Procedures for 300 Sel'ies Stainless Steel 
Except Free Machining Grade Parts (Sheet 3 of 3) 
SOLUTION TIME TEMP (Ref Para (MINUTES) (DEG F) REMARKS 3-17) 
As required 
G,H, K As required Ambient Hand wash using stiff bristle 
or 0 brush or clean cheese cloth, or 
by fill and drain methods. 
HoI' K As required Degreaser Immerse parts in vapor until 
operating condensation ceases. Flush 
temper- with freshly condensed 
ature degrease l' solvent. 
A 15-25 150-175 I WARNING] 
Parts shall be com-
pletely free of Solution 
H before immersion in 
Solution A. Solution H 
and Solution A can 
form an explosive 
mixture. 
G or 0 15-25 120-140 
--
Figure 3-4. Cleaning Procedures for 400 Series Stainless Steel and 
Free Machining Grades 300 Series Parts (Sheet 1 of 2) 
Section m 
UEF 
PARA 
3~89 
3~37 
3-08 
3-91 
3-102 
REF 
PARA 
3-39 
3-15 
3-16 
3-75 
3-76 
3-15 
3-16 
3-64 
3-77 
3-86 
3-9 
~""... __ ,........,.,....,-• ....,.., •• ,..-. ~c ""c~r-r' .. -=-.."-.......,,, .. ~=..., .. "'''''.'jTj~.,",,'.~ . '''''.~. ~.=.c~. ,r.mu"",'."'-· c--=-"c~. __ * - tiS --.----" -$ -u:::-j. ,-- - • 
_. __ £ ____ ~ ___ .i_. ____ , _.z:. ~t. 4_£_" __ +$ i 
SoctiOl. III T. O. 42C~1-1l 
SOLUTION TIME TEMP nEF STEP PROCESS (Ref Para (tllNUTES) (DEG F) REMARKS PARA 3-17) 
~ct 
G Rinso I [i-l0 HiO AftOl' l'insiuB', oxamii1G for 3g84 
"watol'iJl'cill;:" • If neceoGal'Y 
l'OlJOat ~o!Js 4, G and 6. 
'i Picldo C 10 60-100 g- 3-40 
8 Rinse I 5-7 150 Hinse to remove acid solution 3-84 
from parts. Then bl'uoh with 
stiff bristle bruoh to remove 
looso scale. Repeat Steps 7 
and 8 until all scale is 
removed. 
{) Rinse J 5-10 150 Final pre-cleanin(J rinse to 3-84 
A'emove residues from 
previous rinses. 
10 Dry See As l'equired See 3-07 
.....:: referenced referenced 
paragraph paragraph 
11 Transport Use extreme care to prevent 
to Final recontamination of parts. 
Cleaning Seal and package as required. 
Area 
12 Detergent G 01' 0 15-25 120-140 3-86 
Rinse or 
., 
Solvent II As required As 3-85 
Rinse required 
13 Flush J As required 150 Flush component after deter-
to wet all gent rinsing. Do not flush after 
surfaces solvent rinsing. Set> step 12. 
14 Inspect 3-89 
15 Dry See As required See 3-87 
referenced referenced 
paragraph paragraph 
16 Package 3-98 
17 Certify 3-91 
3-102 
GENERAL NOTES: 
1. The cleaning supervisor will determine which steps listed above will be used, based on the condition 
2. 
3-10 
of the part and the applicable weapon system requirement. 
Steps 1 through 10 may be accomplished by Base Support Shops. 
Figure 3-4. Cleaning Procedures for 400 Series Stainless Steel and 
Free Machining G:rades 300 Series Parts (Sheet 2 of 2) 
Soction m 
.==~ 
l:iUl;U'!'rUN TIME TEMP REI·' STEP PROCESS (Ref p~ra (MINUTES) (DEG F') REMARKS PAI~ :1=1'1 
1 :Mechanical As l'cquired 3-39 
Doscale " 
'~ 
2 Dqwoaso G,II,K Sf'£) l'Dmal'ks Ambient IIand wash usiur, stiff bristle 3015 
01' 0 brush or clean cheese cloth, 3=16 3-75 
01' by fill and drain methods. 3··70 
3 Vapo1' II 01' K See r('marks Dftre«Jel.' Immerse parts in vupor until 3 ... 1$ 
Dor,reaso opel'lupc condollsation ceuses. F'lush 3 ... 16 
tem.per- with degreaser liquid solvent. 3"64 
AtUre 
4 Allm.lill(; A 15~20 150 L~!~NIN~ __ I 3-77 Clean 
Parts shall be com-
pletely free of Solution 
II before immersion in 
Solution A. Solution II 
and Solution A can 
form an explosive 
mixture. 
5 Rinse I 5-10 150 After rinsing, examine for 3-84 
"waterbreak" • If necessary, 
repeat Steps 4 and 5. 
6 Picltle D 15-30 Ambient Use tbis step only if rust, 3-51 
corrosion, or scale exists 
after Step 5. Immerse until 
contamination is removed or 
loosened. 
7 Rinse I 5-7 150 Rinse at this temperature to 3-84 
remove acid from parts. Omit 
this step if step 6 is omitted. 
8 Rinse J 3-5 150 Rinse at this temperature. 3-84 
9 Bake 
--
130 375 +25 
-
This is required only for 
steels harder than Rockwell 
C32 to prevent hydrogen 
embrittlement. 
10 Protective F Alternate As required Ambient 3-55 
Coat to wet all 
surfaces 
11 Dry See As required See 3-87 
referenced referenced 
paragraph paragraph 
Figure 3-5. Cleaning Procedures fm' Carbon Steel and Carbon Steel AlloY3 (Sheet 1 of 2) 
3-11 
t" ...... 
-
-_. ,.~ 
-SOLUTION TH.lE TEMP HEr>' S'.rBP PROCESS (Hei Para (MINUTES} (DEG F) REl\1t\HKS PARA 3~1'n 
._- ~~ 
12 T l'UIlSPOA't Use C1~tl'eme ca!'o to pl'£'vcnt 
to Finnl l'ocontmnil1ation of 11:1.1'tO. 80al 
Clcaniulj and p.~wlmGo ao i'oquil'od. 
A rca 
~ ~ 
13 Doto rr;cnt G or 0 1U~25 120~140 3~OG 
RinGo 01' 
--Solvont II As ~'equi1'cd Ao l'cquil'ed 3~O[) 
Rinso 
~ 
14 Flush J As rlJquil:od IGO Rinse componont aftm' doto1'(wnt 
to wet aU cleaning. Do not fltwh aftor 
Gurfaces Golvent rinse. Seo Step 13. 
15 Inspect 3-0e 
W Dry See Ae required See 3-07 
referenced referenced [:ED paragraph pam(~l'aph 
Immediately pl'oceed 
to pacltaging to prevent 
or reduce corrosion. 
1'7 Paclmge 3-93 
13 Certify 3-01 
3-102 
GENEHAL NOTES: 
1. The cleaning supervisor will determine which steps listed above will be used, based on the condition 
2. 
STEP 
1 
3-12 
of the part and the applicable weapon system reqUirements. 
Steps 1 through 11 may be accomplished at Base Supporl ; Shops. 
Figure 3-5. Cleaning Procedures for Carbm: Steel and Carbon Steel Alloys (Sheet 2 of 2) 
SOLUTION TIME TEMP PROCESS (Ref Para (MINUTES) (DEF F) REMARKS 3-17) 
Detergent GorO 5-10 120-140 
, 
Clean C::€;:;£J 
Do Not Use Solvent Cleaning 
Immerse parts in detergent 
for 3-5 millUtes. Remove 
and brush with a soft bristle 
brush. Re-immerse for 
5 minutes. 
FIgure 3-6. Cleanmg Procedures for Non-MetallIc Parts and Components 
Containin!; Non-Metallic Parts (Sheet 1 of 2) 
REF 
PARA 
3-86 
STEP 
" 
2 
3 
4 
(j 
{j 
"i 
8 
0 
10 
L 
STEP 
1 
2 
-- --- -
SOLUTION TIME TEMP PllOCB5S (Hef Para IlEMAllKS 
3017) (MINUTES) (DEG 1<') 
--
-
runso I (j010 lGO Rinse to remove rt~siflunl 
dctel'{;Cnt solution. 
-
llinso J As l'equirell IGO lliUGO componcilt to remove 
clcaninr; chomicals and loose 
contaminants. 
Dry Seo As required Seo 
l'eferoncod rof01.'enceli 
par~raph parur,mpb 
Transport Use oxh'ome care to prevent 
to :Fin.'ll recontamination of parts. Seal 
Cleaning and package as required. 
Area 
Detergent GorO 15-20 120-140 
Hinse 
Inopoct 
Dl'y See As required See 
refel'onced referenced 
paragrapb paragrapb 
Package 
Certify 
Figure 3-6. Cleaning ProcedllE'es for Non-Metallic Parts and Components 
Containing Non-Metallic Parts (Sheet 2 of 2) 
SOLUTION TIME TEl'llP ! PROCESS (Ref Para (MINU'l'ES) (DEG F) REMARKS 3-17) 
Degrease G, H, K, See remarks Ambient Hand wash using stiff bristle 
orO brusb or clean cheese cloth, 
or by fill and drain methods. 
Vapor II or K See remarks Boiling Immerse parts in vapor until 
Degrease condensation ceases. Flush 
with freshly condensed 
degreaser solvent. 
Figure 3-7. Cleaning Procedures for Electroplated Parts and Components 
Containing Dissi:ni.lal' Metals (Sheet 1 of 2) 
fccti€:m m 
llDF 
PARA 
:~"'~~ 
3-B4 
30 84-
30 87 
30 80 
3~89 
3-87 
3-08 
3-01 
3-102 
REF 
PARA 
3-15 
3-16 
3-75 
3-76 
3-Hi 
3-16 
3-04 
3-13 
L. 
Soction ill 
SOLUTION TIMES TEMP STEP PROCESS (Ref Para (MINUTES) (DEG F) REMARKS 3-17) 
-
3 Alkaline A 15-25 150-175 l ~ARNINGuJ Clean 
Parts shall be com-
pletely free or Solution 
II before immersion in 
Solution A. Solution 11 
and Solutinn A can 
form an explosive 
mixture. 
4 Rinse I 5-10 ~JO After rinsing, examine for 
waterbreak. If necessary, 
repeat Steps 3 and 4. 
5 Rinse J 5-10 150 Final pre-cleaning rinse to 
remove residues from 
previous rinses. 
6 Dry Sec As required See 
referenced referenced 
paragraph paragraph 
7 Transport Use extreme care to prevent 
to Final recontamination of parts. Seal 
Cleaning and package as required. 
Area 
8 Detergent GorO 15-25 120-140 
Rinse or 
Solvent H As required As 
Rinse required 
9 Flush J As required 150 Flush compollent after d3ter-
gent rinsmg. Do not flush 
after solvent rinsing. See 
Step 8. 
-10 Inspect 
11 Dry See . As required See 
referenced referenced 
paragraph paragraph 
12 Package 
13 Certify 
GENERAL NOTE: 
3-14 
The cleaning supervisor will determine whicb steps listed above will be used, based on the 
condition of the part and the applicable weapon system requirements. 
Figure 3-7. Cleaning Procedures for Electroplated Parts and Components 
CO:;lf.aiui'ag Dissimilar Metals (Sheet 2 of 2) 
REF 
PARA 
3-77 
3-84 
3-84 
3-87 
3-86 
3-85 
3-89 
3-87 
3-98 
3-91 
3-102 
Sectioll III 
SOLUTION TIME TEMP STEP PROCESS (Ref Para (MINUTES) (DEG F) REMARKS REF 3~17) PARA 
1 Vapor II or K As required Boiling Immerse filter elements in 3-64 
Degrease vapor until condensation 
ceases. Omit this step for 
Titan II filter elements. 
2 Rinse I 5-7 150 Do not use with solvent in 3-84 
Step 1. 
3 Rinse J 3-5 150 Do not use with solvent in 3-84 
Step 1. 
4 Dry See As required See 3-8'7 
referenced referenced 
paragraph paragraph 
5 Transport Use extreme care to prevent 
to Final recontamination of parts. 
Cleaning Seal and package as required. 
Area 
6 illtrasonic GorO 3-5 120-140 Use detergent solution for 3-15 
Clean Titan II filter elements. 3-16 
Wtrasonic HorK 3-5 Approx. 3-79 
Clean lOoF below 
boiling pt 
7 Solvent H 5-7 Ambient To follow ultrasonic cleaning 3-85 
Rinse or with solvent. 
Water J 5-7 150 To follow ultrasonic cleaning 3-84 
Rinse with detergent. Do not use 
(WtrasGnic with solvent solutions H or K 
Rinse for in Step 6. 
Titan n) 
8 Repeat Steps 2 and 3 and test effluent to the cleanliness standards of ilie applicable 
weapon system. 
9 Inspect 3-89 
10 Dry See As required See 3-87 
referenced referenced 
paragraph paragraph 
11 Package 3-98 
12 Certify 3-91 
3-102 
,.-
GENERAL NO'I'ES: 
1. FHter elements u.sed in Titan II Propellant service shall b~ cleaned in detergent solutions after 
being decontaminated. Other filter elements shall be cleaned with solvents. 
2. Filter elements shall be back-flushed when equipment is available. 
Figure 3-8. Cleaning Procedures for Metal Filter Elements 
3-15 
I. 
Section ill T. O. 42C~1-11 
Pura[';ruphs 3-40 to 3~1J1 
PROCEDURE REF STEP PARA 
1 Fill component with cleaning solutions G, II, 01' O. 3-15 
3-10 
2 Tilt and tap component sufficiently to allow fluid to 
flow into tube 01' dead-end cavities, and repeat operation 
until tube is approximately three-fourths full. 
3 Rotate gently using a circular motion to circulate fluid 
in tuho and pour out fluid. 
4 Repeat Steps 1, 2, and 3 two times 
I) Repeat Steps 1, 2, and 3 two times using Solution J for 
rinsing in lieu of Solutions G or 0, and petroleum 
ether in lieu of Solution H. 
6 Inspect. 3-89 
7 Dry. 3-87 
8 Package. 3-98 
9 Certify. 3-91 
3-102 
GENERAL NOTES: 
1. For Solutions, refer to paragraphs 3-19 through 3-38. 
2. This work shall be conducted in the final cleaning area. 
3. Critical temperature sensitivities of transducers, gages, etc, shall be determined from 
comllonent overhaul manuals, and cleaning solution temperatures shall be limited 
accordingly. 
Figure 3-9. Cleaning Procedures for Transducers, Pressure Gages, 
and Other Dead-end Cavity Parts 
(Text continued from page 3-4) 
3-49. 400 SERIES STAINLESS STEEL AND FREE 
MACHINING GRADE 300 SERIES STAINLESS STEEL. 
Solution C is recommended for both pichling and passi-
vation of 400 Series stainless steel and free machining 
grades of 300 Series stainless steel such as Types 
303 and 347F. 
3-50. Solution C is used in conjunction with the 
following procedures: 
a. Immerse parts and pickle 10 minutes at 600 to 
100 0 F. Rinse with Solution I, inspect and hand brush 
to remove loose scale as required. Repeat once if 
necessary. 
3-16 
b. Flush with Solution I until effluent has a pH equal 
to the influent as determined by using pH paper 
(Litmus) (Military Standard MS 36253-3). 
c. Final rinse with Solution J. 
3-51. CARBON STEEL. Carbon steel (mild steel 
alloys) is pickled in the same manner as stainless 
steel except for the choice of pickling acids and 
the protective coating treatment. Within 5 minutes 
after removal of part from pickling aCids, protective 
coating is required in accordance with Paragraph 3-55. 
An inhibited acid is used to reduce attack on the base 
metal. Solution D is recommended for use with 
carbon steel. 
T:O. 42C-1-11 Section ill 
Paragraphs 3-52 to 3-61 
3-52. Solution D is used ill conjuncation with the 
following pl'ocedures: 
a. Immerse pal'~8 in pickling solution at. room 
temperature for approximately 15 minutes. Inspect 
to determine extent of soil removal. Time may be 
reduced or increased as required. 
b. Rinse with Solution I heated to approximately 
150oF. 
c. Rinse with Solution J heated to approximately 
150°F. 
Note 
Steels harder than Rockwell C32 shall be 
baked for three hours at a temperature of 
375 ±25°F to prevent hydrogen embrittlement. 
3-53. An alternate pickling solution for carbon steel 
consists of Solution D, Alternate. 
3-54. Solution D, Alternate, is used in conjunction 
with the following procedure: 
a. Immerse parts in pickling solution at room 
temperature for approximately 30 minutes. Time 
may be reduced 01' increased as required. 
b. Rinse with Solution I heated to approximately 
150u F. 
c. Rinse with Solution J heated to approximately 
150°F. 
Note 
Steels harder than Rockwell C32 shall be 
baked for three hours at a temperature of 
375 ±25 ° F to prevent hydrogen embrittlement. 
3-55. Within 5 minutes after removal of part from 
pickIingacids (reference Paragraph 3-52 or 3-54), 
the following protective finish shall be applied: 
a. Continually dip using Solution F Alternate, 
as required to wet all surfaces (5 to 10 minutes). 
3-56. ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM ALLOYS. After 
degreasing but prior to pickling, the part must be 
pre-cleaned in a mild alkaline cleaner as indicated in 
Figure 3-1. Solution L should be used at a temper-
ature of 140 0 to 180u F. 
3-57. Solution C is recommended for pickling 
aluminum and aluminum alloys. 
3-58. The following procedure is used for 
pre-cleaning and pickling aluminum and. 
aluminum alloys. 
l;i'hen acid pickling solutions are used for 
aluminum, the immersion time must be 
closely monitored. Anodized aluminum 
parts are normally not to be pickled since 
the pickling process would remove the 
anodization. 
a. Immerse part in the alkaline cleaner (Solution L) 
for 1 to 3 minutes. 
b. Rinse in Solution I heated to approximately 150°F. 
c. Immerse part in pickling solution (Solution C) 
for 3 to 5 seconds. 
d. Rinse in Solution J heated to approximately 150°F. 
3-59. COPPER AND COPPER ALLOYS. After 
de greasing but prior to pickling, the part must be 
pre-cleaned in a mild alkaline cleaner as indicated in 
Figure 3-1. Alkaline cleaning shall use Solution A. 
Solution M should be used for pickling copper and 
copper alloys. 
3-60. An alternate solution for pickling copper and 
copper alloys is Solution M Alternate. 
3-61. The Solutions M and M Alternate are to be 
used in conjwlction with the following procedure: 
a. Determine the solution temperature and immer-
sion time by testing coupons of identical material 
prior to pickling the part. 
b. Piclde the part as determined by Step a. 
c. Rinse the metal surface with Solution J heated to 
approximately 1500 F. 
3-17 
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Section m 
Paragraphs 3-62 to 3-68 
T. O. 42C-I-U 
3·62. DEGREASING. 
3-Ga. Several methods of degreasing may be used. 
These include vapor degreasing, solvent degreasing, 
detergent degreasing, and alkaline cleaning. Ultra-
sonic cleaning may be used in conjunction with 
degreasing. 
3-64. VAPOR DEGREASING. Vapor degreasing, or 
vapor rinsing, involves the use of a solvent in vapor 
form to remove oil and grease from parts. The 
solvent is heated in a valJOr degreaser to the boiling 
point and until vapor is formed above the liquid. The 
part (at ambient temperature) is suspended in the 
vapor. The condensation of the vapor on the part 
dissolves and carries away the oil or grease. This 
action continues until the part reaches the temperature 
of the vapor at which time condensation ceases. 
Additional degreasing action may be obtained by pro-
viding spray facilities using freshly condensed vapor 
or by flushing with degreaser liquid solvent. 
~';"''''''''''': C!:.~!'2!!j 
Vapor degreasers are constructed for use of 
specific solutions. Solutions must not be 
interchanged. For example, a vapor 
degreaser constructed for use of trichloro-
ethylene shall not be used with trichloro-
trifluoroethane and a vapor degreaser con-
structed for use of trichlorotrifluoroethane 
shall not be used with trichloroethylene. 
3-65. Vapor degreasers ~onstructed for the use of 
trichloroethylene use Solution H. Depots or activi-
ties having the capability to handle triethylamine may 
use trichloroethylene (Military Specification 
MIL-T-7003) as a vapor degreasing solvent. When 
the latter is used, addition of the contamination 
inhibitor (triethylamine) shall be in accordance with 
instructions contained in Reference Document Item 2, 
Section XI. Handling of triethylamine is extremely 
hazardous. 
LWARNING I 
Trichloroethylene is classified as a toxic 
material and must be used with caution. Avoid 
excessive inhalation and repeated or prolonged 
contact with the skin. For further information 
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on toxic effects of trichloroethylene, refer to 
Reference Document Item 20, Section XI. The 
operation of any vap01' degreaser shall be in 
accordance with the applicable teclmical 
manual or the manufacturer's instructions. 
3-66. Vapor degreasers constructed for the use of 
trichlorotrifluoroethane shall use Solution K. 
Trichlorotrifluoroethane is toxic and shall be 
used with adequate ventilation. Operation of 
any vapor degrease l' shall be in accordance 
with the applicable maintenance manual or the 
manufacturer's i . structions. 
3-67. SOLVENT CONTAMINATION - Solution H. 
During operation of the vapor degreaser, Solution H 
gradually becomes contaminated with hydrocarbon 
materials, with particulate matter, and water. The 
presence of these contaminants must be kept within 
limits to insure proper cleaning of components. 
Solvents and types of solvent contamination are dis-
cussed in more detail in Paragraphs 3-68 through 
3-70, along with some possible tests which will help 
determine presence of contaminants. 
3-68. Hydrocarbon Contamination - Solution H - As 
the degreaser is used, the hydrocarbons that are dis-
solved contaminate the solvent. As trichloroethylene 
becomes contaminated with dissolved hydrocarbons, 
its boiling point will gradually increase. If the boil-
ing temperature increases 8 OF over its initial boiling' 
point in the clean state, the solvent shall be replaced 
and the degreaser cleaned. A daily check of solvent 
boiling temperature shall be made on degreasers used· 
continuously. A weekly check of solvent boiling tem-
peratures shall be made on degreasers used periodi-
cally to insure that the contamination limit is not 
exceeded. Another method for determiniPg contamina- . 
tion is with a specific gravity check. Clean Solution 
H has a specific gravity of 1.47 at 68 of, whereas 
thirty (30) percent contaminated Solution H will have 
a speCific gravity of 1.17 at 68 OF. When Solution H 
in the boiling chamber exceeds 30 percent contamina-
tion, the degreaser shall be cleaned as required in 
accordance with applicable maintenance manuals or 
manufacturer's instructions and the solvent distilled 
or replaced. 
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3-69. Particulate Contamination - Solution II - If 
globules of flocculent materials, floating debris, or 
other foreign materials are observed floating on the 
solvent, the solvent shall be filtered or the floating 
material otherwise removed. If the floating materirll. 
cannot be removed, the degreaser shall be cleaned as 
required in accordance with applicable maintenance 
manuals or manufacturer's instructions and the 
solvent distilled or replaced. Filters, in degreasers 
having a built-in filtration system, shall be main-
tained in proper operating condition. 
3-70. Water Contamination - Solution II - Water may 
contaminate a degreaser as the result of moisture 
condenstion in the atmosphere if the vapor condensing 
coils are not operated at the proper temperature, or 
moisture may be introduced by being carried in on 
the equipment. The presence of water in a vapor 
degreaser is indicated by cloudy vapors as compared 
to transparent vapors when the condensing temper-
ature is maintained within the range of 90° to 120°F. 
Solution H hydrolyzes with water to form hydrochloric 
acid. Because of the detrimental chemical reaction 
of hydrochloric acid on metal, the pH of the solvent 
shall be checked weekly. Free hydrochloriC acid in 
the degreaser may be detected by a biting odor in the 
vapors; however, chemical analysis shall be the 
basis for determining the acid condition. Determine 
the acid content as follows: 
a. Obtain a 100 ml sample from the degreaser. 
b. Allow sludge to settle. 
c. To 25 ml of Solution H sample, add 25 ml of 
distilled water and 3 to 5 drops of methyl orange 
(FSN 6810-264-8958). 
d. Add 10 ml of 0.02 normal (n) sulfuric acid. 
Shake well and observe color. 
e. If color is yellow-orange, the solvent is suitable 
for use. If color is pink-red, solvent shall be 
replaced or inhibitor added (1 quart of triethylamine 
FSN 6810-281-8805) for each 300 gallons of solvent 
in the degreaser). The alkalinity of the inhibited 
solvent will be 0.06 percent and not less than 0.01 
percent. 
3-71. SOLVENT CONTAMINATION - Solution K. 
During operation of the vapor degreaser, Solvent K 
gradually becomes contaminated with hydrocarbon 
materials, with particulate matter, ::md possibly 
with water. The presence of these contaminants 
must be kept within limits to insure proper cleaning 
of components. 
3-72. Hydrocarbon Contamination - Solution K -
The maximum allowable hydrocarbon contamination 
in trichlorotrifluoroethane should not exceed 10% by 
volume for pre-cleaning nor 5% by volume for final 
cleaning, using a direct volume-reading Goetz bulb 
(GSA-GS-005-47741) (Centrifuge tube) to make the 
determination. When Solution K becomes contami-
nated, the degreaser shall be cleaned as required in 
accordance with applicable maintenance manuals or 
manufacturer's instructions and the solvent distilled 
or replaced. 
3-73. Particulate Contamination - Solution K. If 
globules of flocculent materials, floating debris, or 
other foreign materials are observed floating on the 
solvent, the solvent shall be filtered or the floating 
material otherwise removed. If the t ... dting material 
calIDot be removed, the degreaser shall be cleaned. 
Cleaning is accomplished by removing the contami-
nated solvent, drying the tank with dry nitrogen gas, 
and vacuum cleaning as required. The degreaser 
then shall be filled with clean Solution K. Filters, in 
degreasers having a built-in filtration system, shall 
be maintained in proper operating condition. 
3-74. Water Contamination - Solution K - The 
presence of moisture in vapor degreasers using 
Solution K results in degradation of the cleaning 
process and loss of solvent. To prevent condensation 
of moisture in the atmosphere, the condenser should 
be operated at a temperature higher than the dew 
point of the room in which the degreaser is located. 
For most temperature controlled areas, this can be 
accomplished by throttling the condenser water flow 
so as to maintain an exit water temperature of 85° to 
90°F. If cloudy vapors appear indicating the presence 
of moisture in the degreaser, the solvent should be 
circulated through a water separator until all free 
water is removed. 
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Paragl'apl1s 3-75 to 3-81 
3-75. SOLVENT DEGREASING. Solvent degreasing 
of components may be accomplished by hand washing 
using a stiff bristle brush (FSN 7020-200-1203); or 
cheese cloth (Federal Specification CCC-C-448, 
Type I), or by the following fill and drain procedure. 
a. Immerse the component in or fill it with Solution 
II 01' Solution K at ambient temperature. 
b. Roll, rotate, or agitate the compon~nt, making 
certain that the solvent washes all surfaces and dead-
end cavities requiring degreasing. 
Note 
When solvent is used to flush component, 
maintain turbulent flow conditions. 
3-76. DETERGENT DE GREASING. A hot solution 
(approximately 140°F) is most effective. Solution 0 
Alternate or Solution 0 Second Alternate may be used. 
3·77. ALKALINE CLEANING OR DESCALING. 
3-78. Heavy duty alkaline cleaners or descalers 
consist of combinations of alkaline salts such as 
sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) (Federal Specifica-
tion 0-S-598, Type 1) sodium orthosilicate (Federal 
Specification P-S-651), sodium metasilicate (Federal 
Specification 0-S-604, Type 2), sodium metaborate 
(Federal Specification 0-C-265, Sodium Borate), 
sodium carbonate (soda ash) (Federal Specification 
0-S-571), sodium tetraborate (sodium borate) 
(Federal Specification 0-C-265) (borax) and sodium 
polyphosphates (sodium phospl~ate, tribasic) (Federal 
Specification 0-S-642, Type 1). Frequently two or 
more of these chemicals are blended together to 
provide an effective cleaner. The components shall 
be filled, immersed, sprayed, or scrubbed with 
these solutions as required. After alkaline descaling, 
the components shall be flushed with Solution I at 
150°F. A final flush shall be made with Solution J 
at 150°F. 
I WARNING I 
L 
Extreme heat is generated when an alkali 
reacts with water. 
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Note 
When preparing an alkaline cleaning solution, 
heat the water to approximately 140°F and agi-
tate it while sprinkling in the alkaline salt. 
This procedure will prevent the salts from 
falling to the bottom where they tend to form 
a solid mass that dissolves ve,'~y slowly. 
3·79. ULTRASONIC CLEANINO. 
3-80. This cleaning process uses ultrasonic fre-
quency sound waves generated by a transducer. These 
sound waves produce alternating pressure waves. 
The pressure waves alternately generate bubbles and 
cause the bubbles to collapse. The scrubbing effect 
produced by this action loosens soils from the part 
and disperses it into the liquid cleaning agent. 
3-81. Many cleaning solutions can be used as ultra-
sonic cleaning media. These liquids may be either 
detergent solutions G or 0 or solvent Solutions H or 
K. Process time, temperature, and the condition of 
the part shall be monitored to insure that the solution 
shall not attack or erode the parts being cleaned. 
Solvents shall be utilized approximately 10°F below 
boiling point. Detergents shall be utilized at approxi-
m::.: ~ly 1200 to 140~F. 
Personnel required to work for prolonged 
periods of time in close proximity to ultra-
sonic cleaners may be exposed to excessive 
amounts of acoustical noise. Under normal 
circumstances for most equipmer..t presently 
in use, personnel would not be exposed to 
exc:essive amounts of noise. A few ultra-
sonic cleaners, however, may produce 
acoustical nOise at a level where ear pro-
tective devices are required to prevent 
injury to personnel. In view of the above, 
it is recommended that all units be periodi-
cally evaluated by the Bioenvirorunental 
Engineer. 
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3·82. RINSING. 
3-33. Rinsing operations are el'itical functions to 
obtain a pal't free of residue from the chemical 
cleaning operation. 
3-84. WATER RINSING. When water is used, at 
least two rinsill~ steps are l'equired. The first 
water rinse may be Solution I to remove the major 
portion of the cleaning solution residue and loose 
pal'ticles. Where equipment is available, a power 
spray is preferred over the dip-tank method. The 
second, or final rinse, shall be Solution J. All 
water used in rinsing operations should be heated to 
approximately 150°F. 
3-80. FINAL SOLVENT RINSING. For final sol-
vent rinsing where a high degree of cleanliness is 
required, filtered Solution H shall be used. The 
solvent shall be filtered thrQugh a 10 micron, nomi-
nal, rated filter prior to use. 
3-86. DETERGENT RINSING. Detergent rinsing 
may be used for pre-cleaning or for final cleaning. 
Solution G or Solution 0 shall be used for those 
componenLs that cannot be subjected to solvent 
rinsing. The detergent should be filtered thrc-'gh a 
10 micron, nominal, rated filter prior to use. 
3·87. DRYING. 
Non-metallic gasltets or parts, such as "0" 
rings, shall not be subjected to temperatures 
higher than 150°F. 
3-88. Metallic components and systems may be 
dried by heating them in an oven at 180°F to 200°F, 
by purging them with heated nitrogen (140°F), (Mili-
tary Specification MIL-P-27401), or by vacuum 
evacuation. Pressure or temperature sensitive 
components shall be identified by the use of the ap-
plicable maintenance 01' overhaul manuals, and drying 
for these components will be regulated accordingly. 
Non-metallic parts ,;hall use the same processes 
except that the maximum temperature shall be 1500 F. 
The gas used for pUl'ging and drying shall be filtered 
through a 10 micl'on, nominal, rated filter. 
3·89. FINAL INSPECTION. 
3a OO. Equipment shall be inspected in accordance 
with the applicable portions of Section IV throu(;h 
VIlI pertaining to cleanliness and moisture require-
ments when tested per the applicable inspection 
methods of Section IX. 
3·91. CLEANLINESS CERTIFICATION. 
3-92. The following definitions shall be used by a 
responsible inspector for cleanliness certification 
of cleaned components and systems. 
3-93. LIQUID OXYGEN "LOX" CLEAN. Compo-
nents of liquid oxygen systems and associate"; 
pneumatic systems which come into contact. directly 
or indirectly, with liquid oxygen shall be cleaned, 
tested, inspected and certified in accordance with 
the instructions contained in this manual. These 
items shall be certified to be free of hydrocarbon 
soils and to meet the particulate, fiber, and total 
solids cleanliness requirements indicated in the 
applicable sections of this manual. Refer to Section 
IV for Atlas, Titan I, and Thor Weapon Systems, 
and Section V for Titan II Weapon Systems. 
3-94. PROPELLANT TRANSFER SYSTEM (HYPER-
GOLIC) "PTS(HGC)" CLEAN. Components of Titan 
II Storable Propellant Transfer Systems and associ-
ated pneumatic systems which come into contact 
directly or indirectly with the hypergolic commod-
ities shall be cleaned, tested, inspected, and certi-
fied in accordance with the instructions contained in 
this manual. Refer to Sections V, VII and VIII. 
3-95. SPECIAL CLEAN "SC". Components of the 
RP-1 fuel systems and associated pneumatic sys-
tems shall be cleaned, tested, inspected, and certi-
fied in accordance with the instructions contained in 
this manual. The cleanliness of these components 
shall conform to the particulate, fiber, and total 
solids cleanliness requirements indicated in 
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Sections IV, VI, VI! and VIII. Ultl'aviolet inspection 
is not requh'ed: however, a visual inspection shall 
be made and the presence of oil, gl'ease, paints, 
preservatives, or other foreign material shall be 
cause for rejection unless otherwise stated in this 
manual. 
3-96. HYDRAULIC CLEAN "HC". Components of 
missile. AGE. launcher, and facility hydraulic sys-
tems shall be cleaned, tested, inspected and certi-
fied in accordance with the instructions contained in 
this manual. The cleanliness of these components 
shall conform to the particulate, fiber, and total 
solids cleanliness requirements indicated in 
Sections IV, V, VI, and VIII, for the specifiC 
weapon systems. 
3-97. NORMAL CLEAN "NC". Components re-
quiring the removal of "gross contamination" only 
shall be cleaned and certified in accordance with the 
instructions contained in this manual. 
3·98. SEALING AND PACICAGING. 
3-99. All components, after inspection and having 
reached ambient temperature, shall be assembled 
and then sealed as outlined in the following steps: 
a. Use clean polyethylene bags and sealing 
materials. 
b. Seal adequately enough to prevent contamination. 
Sealing t'ape conforming to Military Specification 
MIL· T-22085 shall be applied so as not to leave any 
residue on connections or mating surfaces. 
Note 
An alternate method of sealing plastic bags is 
by the heat sealing method. If appropriate 
equipment is available and approved for use 
in the sealing and packaging area, this alter-
nate method may be used in accordance with 
applicable heat sealing equipment operations 
manual or manufacturer's instructions. 
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c. Seal flanged openings with plugs or caps speci-
fied in the applicable maintenance manuals. Use no 
thl'ead compounds, plastic plugs, or plastic caps 
except as deSignated by the detailed techni:ml ol'ders. 
d. Seal other openings with polyethylene sheets and 
fasten with vinyl or nylon cord, (Military Specifica-
tion MIL-C-5040, Type I) or plastiC tape 
(Military Specification MIL-T-22085). 
Prevent surfaces which will be wetted by 
liquid oxygen from coming in contact with the 
tape or its residual adhesive when paclmging 
LOX clean parts. 
e. Mark sealed components per Paragraph 3-102 
to indicate the cleanliness standard to which the 
component was cleaned as specified in Para-
graph 3-91. 
3-100. Tanks and vessels shall be dried, pressur-
ized to 5 pSig, and maintained at 5 :!: 2 psig with 
nitrogen (Military Specification MIL-P-27401) which 
has been filtered through a 10 micron, nominal, 
rated filter. 
3-101. Final paclmging and pressurization for 
storage or shipment will be accomplished by the 
appropriate Air Force personnel. 
3·102. IDENTIFICATION AND MARKING. 
3-103. Each cleaned component or eqUipment which 
has been processed in accordance with this manual 
shall be marked on exterior of the package indicating 
the cleanliness standard to which it was cleaned. 
Markings shall consist of a locally approved tag, 
label, or stamp which shall be invalidated or des-
troyed when the contamination seal is brolten or 
removed. Paragraphs 3-91 thruugh 3-97 deseribe 
the standards to be used for identification of com-
ponent cleanliness, 
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3.104. DISPOSAL OF RESIDUAL CHEMICALS 
AND SOFT CONSUMABLES. 
3-105. The use of chemical cleaning and decontami-
nation solutions has presented serious waste dis-
posal problems in certain localities. Prior to 
installing a chemical process, the disposal problem 
must be investigated and provisions made for safe 
disposal of chemical solutions without causing 
personnel hazards or water polution problems. 
Various localities have set limits for .he amount 
of certain chemicals that may be discharged into 
a water source. These limits vary with the locality 
and circumstances. 
3-106. It is extremely important thatthe discharge 
of waste from the chemical solutions be carefully 
controlled to avoid ci1'ainage of concentrated chemi-
cals into the sewer system where it might pollute 
streams or damage the sewer system, etc. 
3-107. All concentrated waste solutions not dis-
charged in a separate industrial waste sewer sys-
tem will be collected and stored in suitable marked 
barrels or tanlts provided for bulk pick-up by a col-
lection agency. The discarding agency will insure 
that the different solutions are not iniermixed and 
that containers of wastes are properly labeled. 
Also, special attention will be given to insure that 
proper containers are used. 
3-108. The discarded waste will be segregated 
according to the following classification: 
a. Chromium. This includes chromic acid, di-
chromate, chromates and rinse water containing 
chrom iUlll. 
b. Acids. This includes all acids other than 
chromic acid. 
c. Alkali. This includes all alkaline solutions. 
d. Miscellaneous. Thi!~ ineiudes all other bull. 
waste such as SO'll. tan!: slu(~ge. If miscellaneous 
wastes are disposed of by burning, trichloroethylene 
degreaser sludge will be excluded from this classi-
fication and shall be disposed of separately (because 
of the toxic decomposition products of trichloro-
ethylene). 
e. It is imperative that the Titan II fuel and oxi-
dizer waste products not be allowed to mix in the in-
dustrial and sanitary sewer systems provided for the 
decontamination area in order to eliminate the obvious 
fire and explosion hazard. Removal of waste products 
from the underground residual drain tallIes shall be 
accomplished by the Base Civil Engineer and the 
Bioenvironm ental Engineer. 
3-109. Additional information regarding the dispo-
sal of chemicals will be found in Reference Docu-
ment Items 30 and 31, Section XI. 
3-110. The Base Civil Engineer is responsible for 
the collection, disposal and treatment of industrial 
wastes. 
3-111. The Base Industrial Hygiene Engineer is 
responsible for making investigations and recom-
mendations concerning environmental sanitary 
conditions pertaining to collection, disposal treat-
ment, and abatement of industrial wastes. Disposal 
or storage and subsequent dilution into a receiving 
body of water will not be accomplished without the 
approval of the Base Surgeon. 
3-112. Since soft consumables (seals, gasltets, 
etc) can absorb contaminants, the same pre-
cautions apply to soft consumables as to chemicals. 
3-113. Installation commanders shall cooperate 
with state and local authorities in the prevention of 
stream, air, ground, sewage or water supply 
pollution caused by industrial wastes. 
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1.0 SCOPE 
. MSC-SPEC=c=--6B 
January 14\\ 1969 
This specification establishes the chemical and particulate cleanliness 
requirements for fluids supplied to the Apollo spacecraft (command module, 
service module, and lunar module). The intent and requirements of this 
specification shall apply equally to affluents used in manufacturing and 
checkout test operations to the extent that protection is provided for 
al.l subassemblies which cannot subsequently be ei'i'ectively cleaned by 
fluid flushing. Subassembly manufacturing closeout and/or spacecraft 
installation operations shall hcve affluents controlled to the require-
ments identified in tables I and II. 
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENT.S 
The specified issues of the following doclunents form a part of this spec-
ification to the extent indicated herein. 
2.1 STANDARDS. 
2.1.1 Government. 
FED-STD-209A 
2.1.2 Manned Spacecraft 
MSC-STD-C-l 
2.2 SPECIFICATIONS. 
2.2.1 Manned Spacecraft 
MSC-PPD-2B 
MSC-SPEC-C-14 
MSC-PF-SPEC-l 
MSC-SPEC-SE-C-0034 
MSC-SPEC-SN-iv-0040 
Center. 
Center. 
1 
Clean Room and Work Station Require-
ments, Controlled Environments 
Definitions for Contamination Pro-
grams 
Propelle,nt, Inhibited Nitrogen 
Tetroxide 
Spacecraft Fluid Analysis 
Water, High Purity (Potable) 
Trichlorotrifluoroethane 
Ethylene Glycol-Water 
J 
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MSC-SPEC-SE-V-0024 
MSC-SPEC-SN-C-0037 
MSC-SPEC-SE-V-0028 
MSC-SPEC-SE-C-0035 . 
Lunar Module Pressure Vessel 
Operating Criteria 
Trichlorotri:fluoroethane 
Solvent Use Requirements 
Apollo Command and Service Module 
Pressure Vessel Operating Criteria 
Determination of Electrical Conduc-
tivity of 50-percent Hydrazine/ 
50-percent Unsymmetrical 
Dimethylhydrazine 
2.2.2 George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. 
MSFC-SPEC-234 
MSFC-SPEC-237A 
MSFC-SPEC-356A 
MSFC-SPEC-364B 
MSFC-SPEC-399A 
MSFC-PROC-404 
2.2.3 Military. 
MIL-O-27210-C (ASG) 
MIL-P-27402A 
MIL-P-27404 
MIL-P-27407 
2.2.4 Federal. 
TT-I-r(35A 
2 
Nitrogen -- Space Vehicle Grade 
Solvent, Precision Cleaning Agent 
Hydrogen, Liquid 
Helium 
Oxygen 
Gases, Drying and Preservation Clean-
liness Level and Inspection Methods 
Oxygen, Aviator Breathing~ Liquid 
and Gas 
Propellant, Hydrazine-Unsymmetrical 
Dimethylhydrazine 
Propellant, Monomethylhydrazine 
Propellant, Pressuring Agent, Helium 
Isopropyl Alcohol, Grade B 
J 
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2.2.5 ALlerican Society for Testing and Materials. 
ASTM D 5l2-62T 
(Method C) 
ASTM D 1~25-64 
ASTM D l293-6'2T 
ASTM D 1590-60 
ASTM D 2109-64 . 
2.2.6 Other. 
ARP 599 
ARP 901 
3 
Method of Test for Chloride 
Ion in Industrial Water and 
Industrial Waste Water 
Methods of Test for Electri-
cal Conductivity of Indus-
trial Water and Industrial 
Waste Water 
Methods of Test for pH of 
Industrial Water and In-. 
dustrial Waste Water 
Surface Tension of In-
dustrial Water and In-
dustrial Was"Cie Water 
Nonvolatile Matter in 
Halogenated Organic Sol-
vents and Their Admixtures 
Filter Cleanliness Test Method 
Bubble Point Test Method 
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3.0 DEFINITIONS 
3.1 GENERAL. The definitions used in the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center 
(MSC) conta~mination control program are listed in MSC-STD-C-l. The fol-
lowing definitions are included to clarifY this specification. 
3.1.1 Filter Rating. 
3.1.1.1 Absolute Filter Rating. The absolute filter rating is the size 
designation applied to a filter unit which requires that filter to retain 
all spherical particles e~ual to or greater in size than the absolute 
rating while tested under rated flow conditions. 
3.1.1.2 Contaminant Transmission Rating. The contaminant transmission 
rating i8 the maximum particle size that is permitted as a result of the 
e:drusion of par'l:;iculate through the filter media under the rated flow 
and mru~imum working pressure of the filter being tested. 
3.] .2 MwdmUlil Bubble Point. The maximum bubble point is the initial bub-
ble point of a filter that successfully passes the absolute filter rating 
requirements using the 'test method of ARP 901. 
3.1.3 Silting. Silting is an accumulation of minute particles, in -the 
size range normally not counted, of sufficient quantity to cause a haze, 
or partial or complete obscuring of gridlines or any portion of the grid 
0n a 'test filter membrane when vievTed visually or under 40-power (maximum) 
magnific&tion. 
3.1.4 Checkout Fluid. Checkout fluid is a fluid other than operational 
fluid used in evaluating perfor.manpe of a system; also called test fluid. 
3,1.5 Referee Prope11 ant. A referee propellant is a liquid other than 
a propellent i-Thich is flovTed through a propulsion system for the purpose 
of system verification or for any operation in which simulated propellant 
fImT is required; 1:).130 called substitute propellant. 
3.1,6 Final Filter. A final filter· is a filter used at the interface 
betueen the spacecraft and the fluid distribution system to provide space-
craft (SC) fluid c1ea~liness as specified herein. Spacecraft final inter-
face l' tIters shall not contain any bypasses. 
3.1.7 Final Filter Certification. Certification of the ground support 
equipment/spacecraft (GSE/SC) interface filter requires verification of 
the conteminant transmission rating and the absolute filter rating by the 
test method of f.L~ 901 to the maximum bubble point as defined by 
para. 3.1.2, and certification of the filter/quick disconnect assembly 
cleanliness according to ARP 599, modified for two 500 m1 samples, with 
intermediate drying. Certification shall further include leakage tests 
of the filter/QD assembly. 
4 
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3.1.8 Final Filter Qualification. For this speqification, qualification 
of a GSE/SC interface filter shall mean, as demonstrated through tests, 
that the filter can provide fluids meeting the spacecraft (SC) system 
particulate level requirements after shipment and storage for a minimum 
of six months and that the use and installation of this filter has been 
approved by NASA MBC. Qualification shall be in accordance with MBC-. 
SPEC-C-(to be defined) • 
. 
3.1.9 Froer. A fiber is a material whose length is at least 10 times 
its width (minimum length of 100 microns), and whose size is indicated 
by its length. 
4.0 REQUIREMENji~ 
4.1 GENERAL. Materials and processes used for cleaning, purging, test-
ing, flushing, or checkout shall be chosen so as not to be detrimental 
,to the performance or design requirements of the subsystem. All poten-
tially harmful residues of these materials shall be removed from the 
subsystem. 
4.2 SAMPLING. Sampling frequencies and techniques shall provide repre-
sentative samples of liquid or gas being tested. Spacecraft fluid clean-
liness m~ be assured if the following requirements are met: 
a. When qualified final filters are used to insure cleanliness of 
fluids being serviced, sampling is not required. The filters 
shall be qualified as defined in 3.1.8, and the filter-interface 
connections shall be certified as a unit as defined in 3.1.7. 
The filters shall deliver fluids certified to the particulate re-
quirements as specified in tables I and II. 
b. When qualified final filters are not used, sampling at the inter-
face between the spacecraft ~~d the servicing equipment is re-
quired. The fluids must meet the requirements as listed for 
spacecraft fluid cleanliness as indicated in table I and II before' 
servicing is initiated. Sampling of cryogenic fluids for particu-
late matter is not required; however, chemical sampling and analy-
sis is required. 
4.3 SPACECRAFT FLUIDS. Fluids supplied to the spacecraft shall be sam-
pled and verified as meeting the chemical requirements of the appendix 
in accordance with the procedures of the respective procurement specifi-
cation in addition to the particulate requirements in tables I and II. 
5 
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4.4 CONTAMINANT TRANSMISSION RATING. The contaminant transmission rating 
established under maximum flow rate conditions shall not exceed three 
times the absolute filter rating, using three dimensional contaminants 
~uch as AC coarse dust, up to the maximum differential pressure to be 
encountered during service. 
4.5 ABBREVIATIONS. 
bp barometric pressure 
f'l Centigrade .-
cm centimeter 
C.F. chemically pure 
F Fa'l1renheit 
gm gram 
max. maximum 
rug milligram 
min. minimum 
ml millilit~r 
para. paragraph 
ppm parts per million 
Q.D. quick disconnect 
std cu ft standard cubic feet 
wt. weight 
lJ!!lhos micromhos 
4.6 CHANGES TO MSC-SPEC-c-6A. Appendix B provides a comparison of the 
requirements of this specificati,on with MSC-SPEC-c-6A. 
6 
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LUNAR MODULE SYSTEMS FLUID REQUIREMENTS 
Chemical composition 
as shpwn in appendix 
Reaction Control System 
Table A-lor A-II, as 
applicable 
Table A~IV 
Table A-V 
Particulate level . 
a 
allowable 
0-50 micronsb 
50-75 microns - 20 
>75 m:i.crons - 0 
0-25 micronsb 
25-50 microns - 90 
50-100 microns - 75 
>100 microns - 0 
Primary Propulsion Systems 
Table A-I 
Table A-IV 
Table A-V 
7 
0-50 micronsb 
50-75 microns - 20 
>75 microns - 0 
0-50 micronsb 
50-100 microns - 100 
100-250 microns - 15 
>250 microns - 0 
J 
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Fluid 
Water-glycol 
(Service with a 
filter having a 
l'ating of 251J 
absolute) 
Oxygen 
Nitrogen 
Potable i-rater 
TABLE I.- Continued 
. 
1M SYSTEMS FLUID REQUIREMENTS 
Chemical composition Parti cUlate level 
as shown in appendix 
allowablea 
Environmental Control System 
Table A-VI, TYPe 1 0-5 micronsb 
5-15 microns-250 
15-25 microns - 85 
25-50 microns ~ 90 
50-100 microns - 75 
>100 microns - 0 
Table A-VII or A-IX, 0-5 micronsb 
as applicable 5-15 mic~ons - 250 
15-25 microns --85 
25-50 microns - 90 
50-100 microns - 75 
>100 microns - 0 
_ Table A-III Same as oxygen 
Refer to latest issue of 
MSC-PF-SPEC-l 
8 
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LUNAR MODULE SYSTEMS FLUID REQUIRm~ENTS 
Fluid Chemical composition 
as shewn in appendix 
Particulate level 
allowable a 
Cleaning, Test, Flush and Substitute Fluidsc 
Solvent 
Trichloro-
trifluoroethane 
Isopropyl alcohol 
(not to be used 
in propulsion 
systems) 
Tal::ile A-XIV 
Table A-XIV 
Table A-XIII 
ECS water Table A-VIII 
Propulsion waterd Table A-VIII 
Nitrogena Table A-IV 
Heliuma Table A-lor A-II, 
as applicable 
Same as system operatiQnal 
fluid 
Same as system operational 
fluid 
Same as system operational 
fluid 
Same as system operational 
fluid 
Same as system operational 
fluid 
Same as system operational 
fluid 
.Same as system operational 
fluid 
~articulate levels are per 500 ml liquid or 35 std cu ft gas. 
Gaseous sample shall be at normal system flow rate and dynamic pressure 
for a volume of 35std cu ft. Particulate values are based on the 
maximum particle size specified and a normal distribution probability 
line of figure 1. 
bNo silting as defined by 3.1.3 of this specification; no count 
req'L\ired. 
9 
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TABLE I.- Concluded 
LUNAR MODULE SYSTEMS FLUID REQUIREMENTS 
CFluido used ao referee propellants shall, as a minimum"meet par-
'l.iiculate requiremento of the operational propellants. Fluids utilized 
for recirculation or system cleaning on a continuous basis shall be 
oampled and analyzed at least every 8 hours, and controlled in accord-
ance with MSC-SPEC-SN-C-0037. . 
dFor propulsion systems, the water must comply with the following: 
(1) At the vehicle interface, the water must comply with the prop-
erty limits of table A-VIII. This requirement must be veri-
fied by analyses using water srumpled within 3 days' of the 
start of each test sequence. For comparison purposes, simi-
lar analyses must be made on the water srumpled from the vehi-
cle interface at the completion of each test sequence. 
(2) At the vehicle interface, the water must have a flaw growth 
threshold in titanium that complies with the requirements of 
MSC-SPEC-SE-V-0021~. This requirement must be verified by sus-
tained load tests using water srumpled from the vehicle inter-
face no earlier than 7 days before the start of each test 
sequence. 
10 
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COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULES SYSTEMS FLUID BEQUI~~N~S 
Fluid 
MMH 
Nitrogena 
Chemical composition 
as shown in appendix 
Particulate level 
allowable a. 
Reaction Control System 
Tabie A-lor A-II, 
applicable 
Table A-XI 
Table A-V 
0-50 micronsb . 
50-75 microns - 20 
>75 microno - Q 
0-25 micronsb 
25-50 microns - 90 
50-100 microns - 75 
>100 microns - 0 
Same as MMH 
Service Propulsion System 
Table A-lor A-II as 
applicable 
. Table A-III 
Table A-IV 
Table A-V 
11 
0-50 micronsb 
50-100 microns - 75 
>100 microns - 0 
0-50 micronsb 
50-75 microns - 20 
>75 microns - 0 
0-50 micronsb 
50-100 microns - 115 
100-180 microns - 7 
180-350 microns - 13 
>350 microns - 0 
Fibers 
0-350 microns - 5 
>350 microns - 0 
J 
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TABLE II.- Continued 
COM!4AND A!~D SERVICE MODULES SYSTEMS ?LUID BEQUIREMENTS 
Fluid Chemical composition as shown in appendix 
I 
: Partic'llate ievel 
allowab1ea 
Electrical Power System 
Liqu.id and gas-
Gou.a hydrogen 
Liquid oxygen 
Ol:ygen (~ase­
eno)a 
Table A-XII 
Table A-VII 
Table A-VII 
Ni trogen (gase- . Table A-III 
euo) 
c Water-glycol Table A-VI, Type III 
(200 m1 sample) 
12 
o-~o micronsb 
;0-75 microns .- 40 
75-100 microns.- 35 
>100 microno - 0 
0-50 microns'b 
50-75 microns - 1~0 
75-100 microns - 35 
>100 microns - 0 
Same as hydrogen 
Same as hydrogen 
0-50 micA~onsb 
50-100 microns - 124 
100-175 microns ~ 8 
>175 microns - 14 (in-
cluding 5 fibers) 
L. L 
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CO~iD AND SERVICE MODULES SYST~~S FLUID REQuIRm.1ENTS 
Fluid Ch&mical composition I Particulate level 
as shown in appendix I allowablea 
~~--------------~--~------~-----------~-~~--~~~~~---------Environmental Control Systems 
Water-glycol (Ser- Table A-VI, TYPe II 
vice with a filte~ 
having a ra;iiing of 
.251J absolute) 
Oxygen Table A-VII or A-IX 
Cabin atmosphere Table A-X 
Pota.ble water 
0""50 micronsb 
50-100 Jil~ CrOl!'AS' - 85 
100-175 microns - 10 
>175 microns"':' 0 
0-50 micronsb 
50-75 microns - ho 
75-100 microns ~ 35 
>100. microns - 0 
Refer to appendix 
Refer to latest issue of 
MSC-PF-SPEC-l 
Cleaning, Test, Flush and Substitute Fluidsd 
Solvent . Table A-XIV Same as operational fluid 
Trj. chloro- Table A-XIV Same as operational fluid 
trifluoroethane 
Isopropyl alcohol Table A-XIII Same as operational fluid 
(not to be used 
in propulsion 
systems) 
ECS water Table A-VIII Same as operational fluid 
propulsion. wa'cer e Table A-VIII Same operational fluid as 
- o. 
13 
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TABLE 1I.- Continued 
COMMtlIID AND SmV1CE MODULES SYSTEMS FLUID REQUIREMENTS 
Fluid Chemical composit~on Particulate level as shown in appendix a 
, allowable 
Environmental Control Systems 
Ni t:!:'ogen Table A-III Same as operational 
Helium Table A-I or A-II, Same as operational 
as applica'l)le 
fiuid 
fluid 
@Gaseous sample shall be at normal system flow rate and dynamic 
pressurG for a volume of 35 std cu ft. Particulate values are based on 
the maximum particle size specified and a normal distribution probability 
line of figure 1. 
DNo silting a~ defined by 3.1.3 of this specification; no count re-
quired. 
cEPe water-glycol shall be sampled every 45 days maximum and the 
particulate level of the sample shall be in accordance with this table, 
except that the sample quantity shall not exceed 200 IDl. 
~eferee propellants shall meet particulate'requirements of the 
operational propellants. Fluids utilized for recirculat;i.:)u or system 
cleaning on a continuous basis shall be sampled and analyz~~d at least 
every 8 hours, and controlled in accordance with MSC Specification 
SN-C-0037. 
aFor propulsion systems, the water must comply with the following: 
(1) At the vehicle interface~ the water must comply with the prop-
erty limits of Table A-VIII. This requirement must be veri-
fied by analyses made using water sampled within 3 days of 
the start of each test se~uence. For comparison purposes, 
similar analyses must b~ made on the water sampled from the 
vehicle interface at the completion of each test sequence. 
14 
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COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULES SYSTEMS FLUID REQUIREMENTS 
(2) At the vehicle interface, the' water must have a flaw growth 
thre~ho1d in titanium that complies with the requirements of 
MSC-SPEC-SE-V-0028. This requirement must be verified by 
sustained load tests using water sampled from the vehicle 
interface no earlier than 7 days before the stl'lrt of each 
test sequence. 
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APPENDIX A 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARA0TERISTICS OF SPACECRAFT FLUIDS 
10.0 SCOPE 
This appendix contains physical and chemical characteristics of fluids 
~hat will be used in subsystems of the Apollo spacecraft (command mou= 
ule, service module, and lunar module). The characteristics of these 
f.l~ids as delivered to the appropriate spacecraft subsystem interface 
will be found in tables A-I through A-XIV as follows: 
Fluid 
Helium • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . . G • • • • 
Propellant pressurizing agent, helium · . . . . . . . 
Gaseous and liquid nitrogen . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
Propellant, 50-percent hydrazine/50-percent unsymmetrical 
dimethylhydrazine • • • • • • • ~.. • • • • • • • • • • 
Propellant, inhibited nitrogen tetroxide • . . . . . . . 
Ethylene glycol-water . . . . . . . 
. . 
Gaseous and liquid'oxygen . . . . . . . 
· . 
. . . . 
High purity and distilled water . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Oxygen, aviator's breathing, liquid and gas . . . . 
Cabin atmosphere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Propellant, monomethylhydrazine • • • • • • • • • • o' • • • 
Liquid hydrogen • • •• •• • • . . . · . . . . 
Isopropyl alcohol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tank pressurant, trichlorotrifluoroethane . . . . .. 
17 
Ta.ble 
A-I 
A-II 
A-III 
A-IV 
A-V 
A-VI 
A-VII 
A-VIII 
A-IX 
A-X 
A-XI 
A-XII 
A-XIII 
A-XIV 
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TABLE A-I.- HELIUM 
[Procurement shall be to Specification MSFC-SPEC-364B] 
~----------------------------=,--~~--------------.----------------~ 
Characteristic 
Purity 
Total impurities 
Hydrogen content 
Nitrogen content 
Other gases 
Oxygen and argon 
b Moisture content 
Total hydrocarbon content 
(as methane) 
Requirement as delivered 
to .spacecraft interface 
99.990 percent by vol. min. 
94 ppm 
1 ppm by vol. max. 
50 ppm by "01. max. 
a 19 ppm by vol. max. 
10 ppm by vol. max. 
(oxygen. only) 
9.0 ppm by vol. max. 
5 • 0 ppm by vol. max. 
aThe total of other gases such as carbon dioxide, neon, and krypton, 
and specific impurities of hydr'ogen, nitrogen, moisture, total of oxygen 
and argon, and total hydrocarbons shall be such that the total gaseous 
impurities shall be not greater than 94 ppm by volume. For example: 
Should hydrogen, nitrogen, moisture, total of oxygen and argon, and total 
hydrocarbons be at the maximum permissible values, then only 19 ppm other 
gases could be permitted. 
bSpecification MSFC-PROC-404 shall be used to test total hydrocarbons, 
moisture and particulate of gases as delivered to spacecraft. Liquid he-
lium is normally not filtered. 
18 
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TABLE A-II. - PROPEI,LANT PRESSURIZING AGENT, HELIUM 
[Procurement sha.ll be to Specification MIL-P-27407] 
Characteristic Re~lirement as delivered to spacecraft in.terface 
Purity 99.990 percent by vol. min. 
Total hydrocarbon content 5 • a ppm by vol. max. 
(as methane) 
, 
Oxygen content 10.0 ppm by vol. max. 
Nitrogen 50.0 ppm by vol. max. 
Other gases 19.0 ppm by vol. max. a 
MOistureb 9.0 ppm by vol. max 
Total impurities 93 ppm by vol. max. 
~he total of other gases such as carbon dioxide, neon, hydrogen, 
argon, and krypton, and the specific impurities of nitrogen, moisture, 
·oxygen, and total hydrocarbons shall be such that the total gaseous 
impurities shall not be greater than 93 ppm by volume. For example: 
Should hydrocarbons, moisture, and oxygen be at the maximum permissible 
values, then only 19 ppm other gases could be permitted. 
bSpecification MSFC-PR'OC-404 shall be used to test totru: hydrocarbons, 
mOisture, and particulate of gases as uelivered to spacecraft. Liquid . 
helium is normally not filtered. 
19 
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TABLE A-III.- GASEOUS AND LIQUID NI~OGEN 
[Procurement shall be to Specification MSFC-SPEC-234A] 
Characteristic Requirement as delivered to spacecraft interface 
Purity 99.983 percent by vol. min. 
Total impurities 170 ppm by vol. max. 
Oxygen content 150 ppm by vol. max., 
Total hydrocarbon contents. 5 ppm by vol. b max. 
(as methane) 
Moisture content 11.5 ppm by vol. max. 
aSpecification MSFC-PROC-404 shall be used to test total hydrocarbons, 
moisture, and particulate of gases as delivered to spacecraft. 
bWhen hydrocarbons exceed 5 ppm (as methane), the test conductor 
shall be notified so that corrective action can be taken. 
20 
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TABLE A-IV. - PROPELLANT, 50-PERCENT HYDRAZINE/ 
50-PERCENT UNSYMMETRICAL,DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE 
[Procurement shall b~ to Specification MIL-P-27402A] 
Oharacteristic 
Hydrazine/unsymmetrical-dimethylhydrazine 
(N2R4-UDMH) : 
Ni2H4 
UDMH plus amines 
Water plus other soluble impurities 
N2H4 plus amines 
Conductivity 
Density 
Transmittancy (colorimeter)c 
Requirement as 
delivered to 
spacecraft intel:.Pace 
51.0 ± 0.8 percen~ 
47.0 percent min. 
1.8 percent max. 
98.2 percent min. 
10J,l mhos per 
cm at 40° F (min.)a 
(b) 
90 percent min. 
aConductivity shall be' determined per MSC-SPEC-SE-C-0035. 
b . 
Density shall be determined to a precision of ±0.003 gm per ml 
( 30) • 
cThe method of MIL-P-27404, pa~. 4.5.5, shall be used. This require-
ment (transmittancy) shall be satisfied for operational fluids only. 
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TABLE A-V.- PROPELLANT, INHIBITED NITROGEN TETROXIDE 
[Procurement shall be to Specification MSC-PPD~2B] 
Characteristic Requirement as delivered to spacecraft interface 
~----------------------------~~"'----~-----------------------i 
Nitrogen tetroxide assay (N204) 
Nitric oxide assay (NO) 
Water equivalent 
Chloride as nitrosyl chloride 
(NOel) 
Density 
98.50 percent by weighta min. 
0.60 min to 1.0 max. percent· 
by weighta 
0.20 percent by weight max. 
0.08 percent by weight max. 
(b) 
aThe summation of N204 and NO will not be less than 99.5 percent by weight. . 
bDensity shall be determined to a precision of ±0.003 gm/ml (30). 
22 
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TABLE A-VI.- ETHYLENE GLYCOL-WATER 
[Procurement shall be to Specification MSC-SPEC-SN-W-004o] 
Characteristic 
Ethylene glycol 
(C. P. or Reagent Grade) 
Distilled water (MSC-SPEC-C-20A) 
Triethanolamine phosphate (TEAP) 
Sodium mercaptobenzothiazole 
Potassium phosphate, diabasic 
(C. P. or Reagent Grade) 
Potassium tetraborate, 
(C. P. or Reagent Grade) 
Viscosity at 750 ± 0.50 F 
Specific gravity at 750 ± 0.50 F 
pH 
Requirement as delivered to spacecraft interface 
Type I 
a 35.00 ± 0.50 percent 
As necessary to make 
a 100 percent 
1.60 ± 0.10 percenta 
a 0.09 ± 0.02 percent 
2.25 ± 0.15 centi-
stokes 
1.048 ± 0.002 
8.5 ± 0.1 
Type II 
a 62.50 ± 0.50 percent 
As necessary to make 
100 percenta 
1.60 ± 0.10 percenta 
a 0.09 ± 0.02 percent 
No requirement 
1.082 ± 0.002 
7.5 ± 0.3 
Type III 
a 62.50 ± 0.50 percent 
To make up to 100 per-
centa 
0.50 percenta·min. 
a 0.70 ± 0.07 percent 
No requirement 
1.082 ± 0.002 
7.8 ± 0.3 
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Characteristic 
Silting 
Silver and copper I Chloride ions 
~y weight. 
~ 
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TABLE A-Vl.- ETHYLENE GLYCOL-WATER - Concluded 
Requirement as delivered to spacecraft interface 
Type I Type II Type III 
None none None 
---- ---- 1.1 ppn r:ax. 
---- --- 5.0 ppm n:ax. 
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TABLE A-VII.- GASEOUS AND LIQUID OXYGEN 
[Procurement shall be to Specification MSFC-SPEC-399] 
Characteristic 
Methane and ethane 
Propane and higher 
hydrocarbons 
Alkyne hydrocarbons 
Total hydrocarbons 
Moisture 
Nitrous oxide 
, Halogenated 
hydrocarbons 
Odor 
Requirement as delivered 
to spacecraft interface 
Cirade A for 
fuel cells 
99.995 percent by 
vol. min. 
Methane 10 ppm 
Ethane 2.0 ppm 
1 ppm as propane 
0.05 ppm as acetylene 
14.0 ppm as methane 
3.0 ppm 
1.0 ppm 
1..0 ppm 
No odor 
1. a ppm total 
Grade 13 for 
breathing 
99.60 percent by 
vol. min. 
Methane 25.0 ppm 
Ethane 2. a ppm 
1 ppm as propane 
0.05 ppm as acetylene 
29.0 ppm as methane 
3.0 ppm 
1.0 ppm 
1.0 ppm 
No odor 
5.0 ppm CO 
5.0 ppm CO2 
~or grade A oxygen, all other impurities including inert gases 
and nitrogen shall be 30 ppm maximum. 
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Characteristic 
Conductivity 
pH 
Nonvolatile residue 
Halides 
Surface tension 
. a Particulate 
Silting 
TABLE A-VIII 
TEST WATER 
Requirement as delivered 
to spacecraft interface 
Propulsion water 
-6 -1 -1 2.0 x 10 ohm em 
at 25° C (110 F) 
6.00 to 7.50 
1.0 mg per 100 ml 
(max. ) 
1.0 ppm (ma."'{.) 
72.72 ± 1.0 dynes 
per em 
See table I or II as 
applicable 
See table I or II as 
applicable 
ESC water 
-6 -l-i 1.0 x 10 ohm cm 
at 250 C (71°F) 
6.00 to 7.50 
0.2 mg per 100 ml 
(max. ) 
1.0 pp::l (max.) 
12.12 ± 1.0 dynes 
per cm 
See table I or II as 
applicable 
No evidence of.silting 
Test procedures 
AS~·! D 1125-64 
ASTM D 1293-62T 
ll.STM D 2109-64 
ASTM D 512-621.1 
method C. 
AS:R·~ D 1590-60 
MSC-SPEC-C-14 
AS~·~ D 2109-64 
~e particulate limits for water being introduced to a spacec~aft sy5te~ shall be 
equal to or better than the particulate li~ts of the system being tested • 
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TABLE A-IX 
OXYGEn, AVIATOR'S BREATHING, L1.QUID AND GL\S 
{Procuremen'c shall be to Specification MIL-O-27210C (ASG)] 
Characteristic 
Purity 
Odor 
Moisture 
Carbon dioxide 
:Methane 
Acetylene 
Ethylene 
Ethane and hydrocarbons (as 
ethane) 
Nitrous oxide 
Refrigerants (freons, etc,) 
Solvents, trichloroethylene, 
carbon tetrachloride and 
halogenated solvents 
other, each discernible from 
background noise on infrared 
spectrophotometer 
~ 
27 
Reqtiirehlent as delivered to 
spacecraft interface 
99.5 percent vol .• min. 
None 
0.005 mg per liter 1iJ.9.x. a.t 700 F 
and 760 rom Hg 
5.0 ppn by vol. max. 
25.0 ppm by vol. max. 
o .05 ppm 'by vol. max. 
0.2 ppm by vol. max. 
:3 .0 ppm by' vol. max. 
1.0 ppm by vol. max. 
1. 0 ppm by vol. max. 
0.1 ppm by vol. max. 
0.1 ppm by vol. max. 
t. l. 
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TABLE A-X 
LAUNCH COMPLEX CABIN ATMOSPHERE 
(KSC PRE~FLIGHT APPLICATION ONLY) 
. [procurement' shall be to Specifications MSFC-SPEC-399A (Oxygen)l 
and MSFC-SPEC-234A (Nitrogen) J 
. . 
Characteristic Requirement as sampled from spacecraft cabin 
Oxygen 65 :!: 1 percent by volume 
Nitrogen Remainder of atmosphere 
Hydrocarbons 25 ppm, pentane equivalent 
Particula.te level. I Class 100 000, FED-STD-209 
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TABLE A-XI 
PROPELLANT, MONOMETHYLHYDRAZIN~ 
[Procurement shall be to Specification MIL-P-27404] 
., 
Characteristic Requirement as delivered to spacecraft interface 
Monomethylhydrazine assay 98.0 percent by wt. min. 
Density at 770 F (250 C.) 0.872 ± 0.004 gms per ml 
Water plus soluble impurities 2.0 percent by wt. max. 
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TABLE A-XII 
LIQUID HYDROGEN 
[Procurement shall be to Specification MSFC-SPEC-256A], 
Characteristic 
Purity 
Gaseous impurities 
Selected impurities 
(nitrogen, water, and volatile 
hydrocarbons) 
Specific impuritiesa 
Oxygen and argon 
Helium 
Carbon bearing gases 
(Carbon monoxide and 
carbon dioxide) 
Selected impuritiesb 
Nitrogen 
Methane 
Specific impuritiesb 
Carbon monoxide 
Oxygen plus argon 
Requirement as delivered 
to spacecraft interface 
99.995 percent by vol, min. 
50 ppm by vol, max. 
9.0 ppm by vol, max. 
1.0 ppm by vol, max. 
39.0 ppm vol, max. 
1. 0 ppm by vol 
2.0 ppm by vol, max. 
2.0 ppm by vol, max. 
0.5 ppm by vol, max. 
1.0 ppm by vol, max. 
aSample subjected to complete analysis. 
bRestricted sample analysis. 
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ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 
[Procurement shall be to Spe~ification TT-I-735A, Grade B] 
Characteristic 
Acidity, percent as CH3000H 
Nonvolatile matter 
Water content, percent 
Color, platinum cobalt scale 
Specifi~ gravity 
Distillation range: 
Initial boiling point 
Dry point 
31 
Requirement a~ delivered to 
spacecraft interface 
0.002 max. 
O. 8 max'. gm per 100 ml 
0.40 max. 
10 max. 
0.7873 max. and 0.7862 min. at 
20° C or 68° F 
81.3° C or 178.3° F min. 
. 
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TABLE A-XIV 
TANK PRESSURANT, TRICHLOROTRIFLUOROETHANE 
[Procurement shall be Specification MSC-SPEC-SE-C-0031~ or MSFC-SPEC-237A] 
Characteristic 
Appearance 
Purity 
Boiling point 
Evaporation range 
Acid number 
Other chemical components 
no more than 0.1 percent of 
other chlorofluorocarbons 
Moisture con"bent 
Chloride ion 
Residue, soluble and insoluble 
Alcohols 
Requirement as delivered to 
spacecraft interf&ce 
Clear, colorless liquid 
99.5 percent by wt, min. 
47.60 ± 0.20 C (117.6° ± 0.4 F) at 
standard barometric prElssuI'e. 
Initial bp to 98 percellt. 
Evaporation shall no'c exceed 
0.28° C (a.5° F) 
0.003 mg KOH per gram of sample, 
max. 
0.2 percent by wt, max. a 
60 ppm by wt, max. 
Less than 0.1 ppm 
2 ppm by wt, max. 
a 0.3 percent by weight, max. 
~e summation of other chemical components and alcohols shall 
not e:l~ceed a. 5 percent by weight. 
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APPENDIX B 
A COMPARISON OF THE REQUIREMENTS 
OF MSC-SPEC-c-6A AND MSC-SPEC-c-6B 
(SPACECRAFT FLUID R~QUIREMENTS) 
. MSC-SPEC-c-6B 
January 14, 1969 
For the convenience of the user, the following tables present a 
comparison of MSC-SPEC-c-6A, June 26, 1967, hereby superseded by 
MSC-SPEC-c-6B, January l~, 1969. Additionally, table B-VI presents ~ 
list of filters which are currently qualified in accordance with para-
graph 3.1.8 of this document. 
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TABLE B-I. - PROCUREMENT - CHEMICAL REQUIREMENTS 
, 
1-14-79 
Item MSC SPEC C-6A MSC SPEC 
C-6B 
Helium MSFC SPEC 364A Mod MSFC SPEC 364B 
Helium Pressurant MIL-P-27407 Same 
Nitrogen MSFC SPEC 234 Same 
Nitrogen Pressurant MIL-P-27401B Omitted 
N204 MSC-PPD-2A MSC-PPD-28 
Aerozine 50 MIL-P-27402-A Same 
MMH MIL-P-27404 MSC-PPD-2B 
°2 MSFC SPEC 399 MSFC SPEC 399A 
Breathing 02 MIL-0-272l0 Same 
Potable Water MSC SPEC C2lA MSC PF SPEC 1 
High Purity H2O MSC SPEC C20A Same 
Water Glycol MSC SPEC C22A MSC SPEC 
SN-w-0040 
PCH MSFC SPEC 237A Same 
Freon MF MSC-PPD-l Same 
Freon BB-F-67lA Omitted 
IPA TT-1-735A Same 
Ethyl Alcohol O-E-760B Omitted 
CO2 BB-C-10lA Omitted 
Hydrogen -- MS,~C SPEC 356A 
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TABLE B-II.- USE -- CHEMICAL REQUIREMENTS 
Item MSC-SPEC-c-6A 1-14-69 MSC-SPEC-c-6:e 
Helium Same a,s procured Relaxed 
Helium Pressurant Same as procured Other gases; 19 ppm vs 
39 ppm p!'ocnreda 
Nitrogen Same as procured Relaxed other than HC which 
,are equal to procure 
Nitrogen Pressurant Same as procured Omitted 
N204 Same as procured Relaxed 
Aerozine 50 Same as procured Same as procured 
MMH Same as procured Relaxed 
°2 Same as procured Same as procured 
Breathing 
°2 Same as procured Same as procured 
Potable H2O Same as procured PF-SPEC-l 
High Purity H2O Same as procured Same as procured 
'Water Glycol Same as procured Controls chlorides and 
silver 
PCA Same as procured Relaxed to SN-C-0037 
Trich Same as procured Relaxed SN-C-0034 
Freon Same as procured Omitted 
IPA Same as procured Relaxed 
Methanol Same as proc:!ured Omitted 
Ethyl Alcohol Same as procured Omitted 
CO2 Same as! procured Omitted 
Hydrogen Same as procured Relaxed 
aThe use requ.irement stipulating 19 ppm as maximum "other ga.ses" 
is based on the fact that all Helium is produced and/or controlled by 
the Bureau of Mines. Historically, helium has never exceeded the 
19 ppm requirement whether procured to MSFC-SPEC-364A or MIL-P-27407. 
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TABLE B-III.- CHEMICAL COMPOSITION USE REQUIREMENTS 
MSC-SPEC-c-6A 1-14-69 MSC-SPEC-c-6B 
No degradation permitted from Degredatioh limits established 
'procurement to use point 
_I 
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TABLE B-IV.- FLUID REQUIREMENTS 
. 
Chemic¥ Parti~uJ.ate Sampling point 
MSC-SPEC-c-6A Equal to procurement GSE requirementsa GSE - valve box' 
Jan. l4~ 1969 Degradatioll factors Spacecraft system require- GSE/spacecraft interface 
MSC-SPEC-c-6B incorporated b 
ments 
~articuJ.ate allowables at aSE valve box based on empirical sampling data provided 
by KSC. 
bSpacecraft System requirements established by ~ffiC-engineering. 
. 
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TABLE B-V.- SAMPLING POINTS .AND REQUIRED ANALYSIS 
MSC-SPEC-c-6A 1-14-69 MSC-SPEC-6B 
, . 
No qualifi~d filters 
At spacecraft interface Particulate 
Chemical 
At GSE valve box Particulate 
Chemical 
Qualified filters 
At spacecraft interface Chemical only 
At GSE valve Box Uo requirement 
~:s: 
§~ 
s:: I {l'lt:r.l 
~tg 
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TABLE E-VI.- QUALIFIED FILTERS, DATA 
sYltem Fluid t:YIle 
CSH 
RCS Fuel 
Ox:l.dizer 
SI'S :Vuel 
Oxidizer 
EPS Water glycol 
ECS Water glycol 
EPS Cryogenics 
1M 
DPS Fuel 
Oxidizer 
APS Fuel 
Oxidizer 
ECS Supercriticsl 
helium 
ECS Oxygen 
ECS Water glycol 
alnterface or final fluid filter. 
bWintec part number. 
cCRES wire mesh rating. 
Part no. and Gurt'ace area vendor 
'b15241-(iOG 50 OQ. in. 
b15~41-607 50 sq in. 
'b15241-621 ! 
!:IOO sq in. 
b15241-622 500 ot! in. 
10276-1 150 Of! in. 
Capital Weotward c(375 )( ~4(0) 
10367 150 oq in. 
Capital Westward c(375 )( ~40() 
(14410-3011 Beech) 31 oq in. 
19563-2 Western c(325 )( 2300) 
b15267-553 100 cq :l.n. 
b15267-554 100 oq in. 
b15267-555 50 oq in. 
b 15267-556 50 sq in. 
19665 Western 25 oq in. 
c(325 )( 2':00) 
d(Air 902337-1 ~ 
, 
Stacked disk 
Vacco TI 81308 
Vacca TL 82063 Stacked disk 
Air 902311-1 Stacked dick 
FL 2391-1 or 45 sq in. 
FL 2391-02 c(325 )( 2300) 
Fluid Dynamics 
Micron 
rat:l.ns ( .. bt) 
1~1I 
1511 
1511 
15" 
151J 
1511 
1011 
1511 
1511 
1511 
1511 
1011 
1011 
1011 
1011 
1011 
d . 6 Separated from spacecraft interface by 0 to 100 feet of Teflon hone. braided Teflon hose, 
or stainless-steel convoluted hose. 
END OF REFERENCE 
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Foreword: Cleanliness is considered essential to a high order of 
reliabili ty for simulated space and o:cmospheric environments. This 
document recognizes the need for implementing requirements consistent 
with that reliability. 
1.0 SCOPE. This specification establishes basic requirements for 
the contamination control of manned/unmanned Environmental Test • 
Chambers (such as vacuum or hyperbaric chambers, or variations t.hereof) 
during operational periods. Housekeeping procedures, personnel con-
trols, and contaminant-generation const7;~aints are specifled to obtain 
and maintain an acceptable level of chamber cleanliness end to protect, 
as applicable, test item cleanliness. For the purposes of this 
specification, Environmental Test Chambers shall be considered 
Controlled Work Areas only during operational periods. This specifi-
cation is not applicable to altitude physiological training chambers 
where the partial pressure of oxygen does ~ exceed 3.2 psia. 
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS. 
2. 1 STANDARDS. 
MSC-STD-C-l Definitions for Contamination Programs 
2.2 SPECIFICATIONS. 
MSC-SPEC-C-2A Garments, Clean Room, Specification for 
3.0 DEFINITIONS. MSC-STD-C-l lists definitions used in the MSC 
Contamination Control Program. The following definitions are included 
to clarify this specification. 
3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL TEST CHAMBER. A vessel in which simulated space 
environments and/or atmospheric conditions can be established. 
3.2 OPERATIONAL PERIODS. That period of time when an Environmental 
Test Chamber is classified as a Controlled Work Area. Such periods 
will normally commence with cleaning and inspection, or inspection to 
the requirements of 4.1, and continue to the completion of test. 
4.0 REQUIREMENTS. 
4.1 OPERATIONAL READINESS. Prior to the installation of test item 
or the start of a test, the chamber shall meet the following 
requirements. 
4.1.1 Chamber Interior: The interior of the chamber shall be visibly 
clean. Where feasible, floors and walls shall be thoroughly vacuumed, 
wiped doWn, or scrubbed to remove visible soils. 
1 
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4.l.L.l starting at the extreme top of the chamber, an adequate air 
hose \,lith sufficient air pressure, a control valve, a flexible 
extension, and a nozzle for directing a concentrated air flow shall 
be used to blowout debris from all accessible crevices, ledges, 
pockets, etc. 
4.1.1.2 Upon completion of 4.1.1.1, starting at the extreme top of 
the chamber, all accessible surfaces shall be vacuumed. 
4.1.1.3 Upon completion of vacuuming, starting at the extreme top of 
the chamber~ all accessible surfaces shall be wiped down with clean 
lm-1-lint wiping cloths or polyurethane \'lipers. Stubborn soils, 
greases, etc., may require wiping ~1i th v1ipers or cloths dampened vIi th 
a. \'1a ter solution of TSP ( trisodium phosphate), followed by a rinse 
wipe with \'later. 
4.1.1.4 starting at the extreme top of the chamber, an accessible 
surfaces shall be vacuumed as in 4.1.1.2 above. 
LJ..1.2 Chamber Surface Inspection: Subsequent to cleaning as required, 
all accessible interior chamber surfaceEl shall be visually examined; 
all surfaces shall be visibly clean. A bl;3"ck light may be used to aid 
visual inspection. Any evidence of contamination shall be cause for 
localized recleaning as required, according to the procedures of 4.1.1. 
4.1.3 Operational Classification: Following cleaning, inspection, and 
approval, or inspection and approval only, the chamber shall be 
classified "Operational" as a Controlled WOl'k Area. 
4.2 FACILITY REQUIREMENTS. 
4.2.1 A personnel clothes changing areB sh~ll be provided adjacent to 
the chamber for storage and changing of clean garments. 
4.2.2 A mechanical shoe cleaner shall be provided at the chamber 
- entrance; if not available, shoe covers or booties shall be worn. 
4.2.3 The area adjacent to the chamber shall be suitably marked or 
otherwise designated as requiring special clothing (Paragraph 4.4.1). 
4.2 4 The chamber shall be air-conditioned, that is, provided with 
clean filtered air \'lhenever personnel require access during 
operati..mal or nonoperational periods. Filters in the system may be 
of the commercial throwavlay type. 
2 
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4.2.5 All cabinets, stools, tables, etc., required for use in the 
chamber, shall be constructed of minimum particle-generating material 
such as metal or ha.rd plastic. Upholstered chairs, \~ooden items, etc., 
are not permitted. 
4.3 SPECIAL GARMENTS. 
4.3.1 Special Clothing: All assigned personnel shall wee,r smoclt.s and 
caps in accordance with MSC-SPEC-C-2A. Garments shall be changed at 
least weekly, or vlhenever they become visibly soiled. Personnel shall 
not wear clean garments beyond the marked area; garments worn out of 
these areas shall be discarded and replaced. 
4.4 PERSONNEL CONTROLS. 
4.4.1 A personnel access list shall be maintained and only assigned 
personnel shall be allowed entrance. If there is a definite need for 
entrance by nonassigned personnel, an access waver may be sranted by 
the cognizant office. The access list and waivers should minimize the 
number of personnel in the interest of maintaining chamber cleanliness. 
4.4.2 A contamination control guard or Quality Assurance personnel 
shall be responsible for access control requirements whenever personnel 
require access during operational periods. 
4. 5 MAINTENANCE OF THE TEST CHAMBER WORK AREAS. 
4.5. I Sweeping or :~,\1eeping compounds shall not be permitted in 
chambers. 
4.5.2 Floors shall be vacuumed at least once each 8-hour shift. The 
vacuum source shall be located outside the chamber with only the hose 
and pickup attachment inside, or the vacuum exhaust shall be filtered. 
4.5.3 Floors, walkways, etc., shall be damp mopped at least weekly 
with nylon or Dacron mops dampened with water. TSP (trisodium 
phosphate) water solution may be necessary to remove stubborn soils. 
4.5.4 In addition to the above minimum requirements, chamber surfaces 
(walls, floors, etc.) shall be subject to constant surveillance and 
cleaned by vacuuming or damp mopping whenever they become visibly 
soiled. 
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4.5.5 Routine cleaning will not be permit'~ed in the chamber in the 
immediate vicinity of a spacecraft or other contaminant-sensitive 
test item while contaminantNsensitive parts or assemblies are being 
removed or replaced. 
b. .• 6 OPERATIONS. 
4.6.1 Smoking, eating, or beverages shall not be permitted in the 
chamber or personnel entrance area. 
4.6.2 Cleanup of parts, test equipment, or test hardware she,ll be 
accomplished in airlock or other outside facility prior to being moved 
into the chamber. 
4.6.3 All tools shall be constructed of c9rrosion-resistant metals 
(e.g., stainless steel) or minimum particle-generating materials 
(e.g., hard plastic). Tools containing rubber, wood, etc., shall not 
be used. 
4.6.4 All tools shall be ~erified clean prior to use and they shall be 
maintained visibly clean. Only approved lubricants may be used. .~ 
4.6.5 Only approved, clean, low-lint wiping cloths or clean poly-
urethane wipers shall be used for cleaning operations. 
4.6.6 T'.ae chamber shall be free from all oil and g1'00,Oe no'IJ 
authorized. Operations causing oil or grease depositfJ ohn.lJ, not be 
permitted. 
4.6.7 No metal or abrading tool of any sort SllO),l bG used eJwopt as 
authorized in 4.7. All serrated or knurled-jaw holding tools,such as 
pliers, pipe wrenches, vise grips, and vises, shall hLl,"f8 their jaws 
padded with soft metal or other suitable protection. The use of 
adjustable tools, such as orescent wrenches, shall uu !:unimized. 
4.6.8 Tools shall be kept in drawers, wire baskets, or other suitable 
containers. Tools shall not be kept in toolboxes, felt-lined cases, 
or leatherette cases. Tools may be kept on clean polyurethane foam 
Wipers. 
4.6.9 There shall be no contaminant-generating operations allowed; 
for example, drilling, reaming, sanding, filing, deburring, welding, 
etc., except as authorized in 4.7. 
4.6.10 Compressed gas shall be supplied from a source which is 
equipped with properly maintained dehydrators and filters for removing 
contamination. 
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4.6.11 All entrances and closures to the vacuum ch~mb8r shall be 
sealed during times of inacti vi ty such as holidays, ~1eekends, etc. 
4.7 CHAMBER CONTAMINATION-GEDJ11JRATION CONTROL. Conta.minant-cenerating 
operations, such as sandinc, grinding, chiPPing, welding, drilling, 
etc., shall not be permitted unless specifica.lly approved by the 
cognizant oifice. These operations shall be scheduled or limited to 
nonoperational periods. The following controls shall then be exercised 
and monitored by Quality Control personnel. 
4.7.1 A temporary enclosure shall be made of suitable plastic material 
to entrap contaminants around the immediate area of the contaminant-
generating operation. 
4.7.2 All chips, shavings, dirt, fillings, etc., shall be vacuumed 
immediately, as they are generated. 
4.7.3 Immediately after the contaminant-generating operation, the 
area affected shall be wiped clean, vacuumed, and inspected to assure 
removal of all contaminants. 
4.8 NONOPERATIONAL PERIODS. Chambers shall have all doors, entrances, 
closures, etc., sealed at all times during nonoperational periods 
except for necessary work, refurbishment, or other required functions. 
The cognizant office shall determine the necessity of the function,and 
personnel shall be restricted to those having a need to enter to 
perform the function. All such functions shall be conducted in such 
a manner to minimize contaminants in the interests of a future or 
subsequent operational period. 
5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS. The Quality Control organization 
shall-determine compliance with the following. . 
5.1 Operational readiness 
5.2 Facility requirements 
5.3 Special garments 
5.4 Personnel controls 
5.5 Maintenance requirements 
5.6 Operational requirements 
5.7 Chamber contamination-generation control 
5.8 Nonoperational requirements 
5 
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MSC-SPEC-C-9A 
June 9, 1967 
Supersedes 
MSC-SPEC-C-9 
Dated October 10, 1966 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 
CLEANLINESS OF NONAIRBORNE BREATHING SYSTEMS, 
SPECIFICATION FOR, 
This specific~~ion has been approved by the Manned Spacecraft 
center (MSC) for use by MSC contractors, MSC, and other Centers, as 
appropriate. 
1. SCOPE 
This specification establishes the minimum contamination 
control requirements for the permanently installed portions 
of nonairborne breathing systems. . 
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
The following documents form a part of this specification to 
the extent indicated herein. In case of conflict between 
referenced documents and this specification, this specification 
shall prevail. 
STANDARDS 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
MSC-STD-C-l 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
MSC-SPEC-C-10 
Definitions for Contamination 
Programs 
Systems Contamination Control 
During Repair, Replacement 
or Maintenance 
J 
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3.1.1 
4. 
MSC-SPEC-C-UA 
DEFINITIONS 
MSC-SPEC-C-9A 
June 9, 1967 
Supersedes 
MSC-SPEC-C-9 
Dated October 10, 1966 
Precision Cleaning 
MSC-STD-C-l lists definitions used in the MSC contamination 
control program. In case of conflict, the MSC-STD-C-l will 
govern, unless specified otherwise. The following definitions 
are included to clarify this specification. 
Visib1¥ Clean 
Visibly clean shall be construed to mean the freedom of the 
surface from particulate matter approximate1¥ 50 microns 
and larger in size and from all films other than known 
innocuous films. 
Critical Surface 
That surface of a component which direct1¥ contacts the 
service media. 
REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 OPERATIONS DURING REPAIR, REPLACEMENT OR MAINTENANCE 
MSC-SPEC-C-10 describes overall requirements for contamination 
control during these operations. The cleanliness of pre· 
cis ion-cleaned , contaminant-critical systems can be compro-
mised by impro~\~ contamination control techniques during 
any operation in which the system is opened to an uncontrolled 
environment. MSC-SPEC-C-10 defines requirements compatible 
with proper contamination control practices. 
4.2 COMPONENT CLEANING 
Components shall be cleaned to the applicable manufacturer's 
specification according to the requirements of MSC-SPEC-C-llA. 
4.3 MATERIALS 
All materials used in the permanent1¥ installed portions of 
nonairborne breathing systems shall be compatible with the 
fluids used in the systems. 
I 
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MSC-SPEC-C-9A 
June 9, 1967 
Supersedes 
MSC-SPEC-C-9 
Dated October 10, 1966 
HrnROCARBONS AND NONVOLATILE RESIDUE 
3 
Nitrogen should be used for initial cleaning and purging 
following by the system gas until the effluent meets the 
hydrocarbon requirements of the system gas. When using a 
cleaning solution to clean the nonairborne breathing system, 
the maximum nonvolatile residue of the effluent solution 
shall be 1.0 mg. per 100 ml. 
PARTICULATE 
Nonairborne breathing systems shall be cleaned to the follow-
ing requirements: 
SIZE RANGE OF PARTICLES 
0-175 microns 
175-700 microns 
., 700 microns 
SIZE RANGE OF FIBERS 
700-1500 microns 
> 1500 microns 
NO./FT. OF CRITICAL SURFACEl 
Unlimited2 
6 
o 
1 
o 
NOTE 1 - A 100 ml sample of flush fluid is normally used 
for each square foot of critical surface. 
NOTE 2 - Unlimited means that particles in this size range 
are not counted; however, any obscuring of the 
filter grid lines shall be cause for rejection. 
MOISTURE 
The moisture content of the purge gas effluent shall not 
exceed that of the system gas procurement specification. 
DETAILED PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS 
Section 2. of this specification references other MSC speci-
fications containing requirements for various details of the 
contamination control operations. These shall be followed, 
as necessary, to assure adequate cleanliness operations. 
-, 
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June 9, 1967 
Supersedes 
MSC-SPEC-C-9 
Dated October 10, 1967 
5. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
Quality Assurance shall monitor the operations to ascertain 
compliance with the requirements of this specification. 
Notice. -When Government drawings, specifications, or other data 
are used for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely 
related Government procurement operation, the United States Government 
thereby incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and 
the fact that the Government m~ have formulated, furnished, or in 
any way supplied the said drawings, specifications, or other data is 
not to be regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner 
licensing the holder or any person or corporation, or conveying any 
rights or permission to manufactl~e, use, or sell any patented invention 
that may be related thereto. 
Custodian: 
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center 
Prepared by: 
MSC Flight Safety Office, AR 
and Apollo RQ&T Division, PR 
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NA'rrONAIJ AERON!UJ'L'ICD AND SP/-I:CE P.DMINISTHJ\.'l.'IOI~ 
HOUf:lTON, TEKAS 
SP).~CIFICA1'ION FOR. 
Thii:l amendment forllll3 2> part of the Mm'll.1ecl Spac8craft Center 
:!lpeci fi (!8.t ion, MSC-SPEC-c-8, dl),'(;.ad r;e:vcem'bm' 1966. 
All pacltaging rt1D;cerial vJhich vlilJ be e~;:llosed {;o the oxygen 
environment of the cl'e1:!~bo.y shall be GOX compatible. ]'acl{-
ag'inc: l:',?moved p:i.'ior to exposure to the cab ill flight en [iron-
ment need not be GOX compatible, 
::.-...... 
t. --L 
MANNBD SPACECRAFT CEWfl!a.l 
M:.1G-SPi':G-c-R 
Se;ptember 1.9b6 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS Arm SF!l. ~;;; fillMINISTRATIOl'J 
SPACECRAFT OTi=:i"JiUID EQUIPMENT, CLEANLINESS, 
SPECIFICATION FOR 
This spec:i. Li c~1tion ham been cbpproved by the ~'1,i1l'led 8pacecra Ct Centt·Y' 
(iviSC) for UEe by MSC contl'acto:t'G, YiSC, and oth",r Centers, as appropri ii. u~ . 
FOY""'t'Jord: Present cleanlinef3s requirelu,:m.tz for E3pacecraft ! 11 torl:-!'::; 
specif'J no visilJle dirt, ooi1 or hydrocm'bo11s. These !~GquirE'ments, 
coupled vlith the ground support 8quipm8nt (GSE) which provid()s th~ prE-
scribed environment for the interior of the spacecraft are considered 
adc (J1.J.~l te to ensure a practicable level of spacecraft cleanliness. ThE 
in G,mt of' this specification will be met :l f the above desci.'ibed :ondi·· 
ttons are not compromised. by the cleanliness of equipm",nt cal'ried on-
board the spacecraft. 
1. SCOPE 
This speci fi cation establishes tllC' unm.lnum cleanlinesr: rr;qu i re-
ments for portable equipment and supplies brought on-l"·,ard t,!1e 
space'.!raft (CM ana. LM) Gl,t any tim" that spacecraft int;cior 
conte,mination control is being exm:'cised. It includf.~[; all 
government-furnished equipment (GFE) such a.s spaccsulh:, ex-
perimental hard,'m.re, pacltae;ed food, survival Ptl'J illnlen i., t~ools, 
umbilicals, adaptors and connectors. Mcthorls and PZ'o(',,,dures 
for attaining ,!leanliness levels nre not cons j dere'l. vr:L thin 
the scope of this document but shall be the i.'esponsi bi 11 ty of 
the organization providing the equipment; these methons '1,nd 
procerlurG!s, hOvlever, must meet the requix'em(:mts of the· refer-
enced dC>~'um(::nt s. 
10 1 CUSS E3 OF EQ:L IPlVlENT 
1.1.1 
T ... JO classes of on-bo'1,rd equipment are recognized. 
Clasr: A 
Thiro equipwmt rlc,'<;r: ,"ot interi'ac(' 1:JHb an:)' otilt'::Y' :~,)n('· '·I';~J'1. 
f'luif'. S:fnt'~rn. 11. t"ol i3 '"n (c'xamp1 .• ; oj.' Cla~;~1 A t.'!lUiIIH"jjl .• 
- , 
L. '-
L 
...... ,' 
\~ ..• 
1.1.2 Cla.ss B 
rl~~(!""~!i '}.:( o ... {!_i', 
Oopt(mitlC!l' l' !lll, 
This equipment interfaces with othel.' fluid oystems in the 
spa.cecraft. The spacosuit in an Qxs.mple of Class B aquipm@ut. 
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMEIfrS 
2.1 The following dOCliri'lB!:l't;C f'r;jrm a part of thio ope c:i.f':i.co..·;;:i. I.m • 
In cane of conf'J.i(~t 'bet'ween JGila referc;:nccd. clocument:~ and 
this cpecif1,t"'.~'"t:ioll, this specification ::;110.11 pr(;vail. 
3. 
3.1.1 
Dorini ticl:1c for Con tam:lnatie!1 PrC"p'';).1ll3 
SPECIFICATIONG 
Manned Spacecrt:d't C(~nter 
A:gello Epacecraft Fluid Elystem:; 
Surface Cleanlil1(~8S 
MSC-SPEC~C-ll Precision Cleanine; 
M.~jC-SPEC=C-12 Precision Clean Packaginr; 
DEFINITIONS 
MSC-STD-C-l lists definitions used in the tf.!FlC contam i na ti on 
program. In case of conflict, the MSC-STD=C-l de fin i, ti un 
\,lill govern, unless other'i'iise spec:lZied. 'fIle follov]jnc; 
definition is included to cla:ri~r this specificat ',on~ 
Visibly Clean 
Visibly clean shall be construed to moan the freedom or the 
surf'r;t.ce from particulate matter l\pproximately 50 'uiCl'ons and 
lal'l~~r in size and from all filmt: other than lmovJO illDOC1WU:3 
films. 
J 
:::-" .. ' 
- .. 
I.. L 
L 
M;3C!-3PEC .. C-8 
Spptem'ber 1966 
4. 
4.1.1 
14-.1.2 
4.1.2.1 
~L Rli:QUIREMEUTS 
CLEtJO:NG 
DetEdleo. methods and procod~:2GD 0.1'0 the rODponDibil1ty of 
the organiza.tion providing tho (lcl'll.i;pm8nt; roquirmnento 1'0:'" 
cleE,ning are delineated in I·J.ijC-SPEC",C-l1. 
Surraces exvocClu to '~he crew-bay em:irollm~nt Gl:1all be cloaned 
to '1 vitJilJl.'F clean condition (including the aboc:mcG of VifDible 
hyrlroc80:"<)',,1:'W) • Thin cleaning oha.l1 'be accomplished :1.n Q. ,:!loa.n 
roo':l1 (n~ clea.n work station of Cla.mJ 100,000 or better, as 
daf Lnad in MljC .. STD-C-4. 
C1a~s B Equipm~nt 
Int::riol'... The interne,l contaminmlt-!JensitivQ cmrfac8s are 
'to'OOC'ieD..l'led to the r.l11Ii1i2 cleC1l11inGSS level ar, the fluid GYs-
tem "11 til which they interface. Fluid ElyotP.lI! c188J:11:tn8Stl 
10v·;:lc are contained in t4f3C-SPElC ... c-7 • 
Exterior.- Same as 4.1.1. 
!~.2 PACIt4.GING 
I 
/ . -
.. ,. 
All packaging lOO.to1'i111 c-Jhich vIill DO 8}l:pot3ed to the c:lI.ygen 
environment of the c:rr;:.m-bo,y 8hoo11 l)e I,oX compatible. l'aclt-
e.ging :removed prior to Gx--posure to the cabin flight emri:rc'n-
ment rleGd not be LOX compatible. 
Paclmging nateria10, especieJlly thoDe used to covel' ports of 
on-boa.rd I:'quipment intc.ll;~facing i·ri th fluid sys'ecms, shall be 
chosen tv minimize :r;m,J.'ticulate generation '-1hich might bo 
detrimental tc the syst~m and/or LOX in(~ompatible. lJetA.ile·/ 
packaging method~ and procedures are the responsib:ilit,y of 
the organization responrdl11e :POI' providing the equj pm(>nt; 
requirements 1'01' pac1mginc; are given in MSC-SPJi:C-(t-l~~. 
3,UALITY M;HURl.NCE PROVISIONS 
The cognizant Q,uality Assu~t':mce organizDotion \,lil1 ri('i ermine 
complia.nce "lit h the fol1ovJing l'eq)J.Y'ements. 
EQUIPMENT ('LF.An:LTlJfo.lSS (4.1) 
PA(!KAGING (It .2) 
i... L 
L 
" 
.. 
KJC-D 1 ']t:\!_(~_~~ 
r.apt,CTIibr!r 11)11(; 
Notice: When Government dre.wingo, specification::;, or othtH' datu 
are used for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely 
related Government procurement opera.tion, the United states Government 
thereby incurs no· responsibilitY' nor anY' oblj,gation whatsoever; a.nd the 
?act that the Government maY' have formulated, furnished, or in anY' way 
supplied the said dra.wings, speci:f1.ca;i:.ions, or other datI:'. is not to 'be 
regarded by implica.tion or othClJ.'1·lisG as in any manner licencing the 
holder or any person or cu~poro.tion. 
Custodian: 
NASA - Manned Spacecra.ft Center 
Prepared 'bY': 
y~C Flight Safety Office, AR, 
and Apollo RQ&T Division, PR 
.. I 
t. L 
L 
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MANNED SPACECRAF~~ CENTER 
MSC-SPEC-C-7 
Novembel' 17, 1966 
AMENDMENT 1 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ~lD SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 
APOLLO SPACECRAFT, FLUID SYSTEMS SURFACE CLEANLINESS, 
SPECIFICATION FOR, 
This amendment forms a part of the Manned Spacecraft Center speci-
fication, MSC-SPEC-C-7, dated October 24, 1966. 
Page 1, Paragraph 1.1: Delete and substitute: 
This specification establishes the minimum fluid systems 
surface clean11.ness requirements for the Apollo spacecraft. 
The specification covers Command Module, Service Module and, 
1M surface cleanliness requirements for the assembled fluid 
systems (or for the most complete subassemblies practicable). 
Surface cleanliness requirements for assemblies below the 
systsm level shall be those delineated in the applicable 
specification as established by the appropriate contractor. 
Cleanliness requirements for flush, rinse, test and referee 
fluids sampled from any part in the spacecraft are also 
covered by this specification. This specification does not 
include effluent cleanliness requirements for continuously 
circulating system fluids in a GSE-spacecraft loop. This 
specification does not include cleanliness requirements for 
systems (or portions of systems) not normally flushed with 
a. liquid. 
J 
!l .... 
- , 
L. L 
L 
MBC-SPEC-C-7 
October 24, 1966 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRACTION 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 
APOLLO SPACECRAFT, FLUID SYSTEMS SURFACE CLEANLINESS, 
SPECIFICATION FOR 
This specification has been approved by the Manned Spacecraft Center 
(MBC) for use by MSC contractors, MBC, and other Centers, as appro-
priate. 
1. SCOPE 
1.1 SCOPE 
This specification establishes the minimum fluid systems 
surface cleanliness requirements for the Apollo spacecraft. 
The specification covers Command Module, Service Module and 
1M surface cleanliness requirements for the assembled fluid 
systems (or for the most complete subassemblies practicable). 
Cleanliness requirements for fluids sampled from any port 
in the spacecraft are also covered by this specification. 
Surface cleanliness requirements for assemblies below the 
system level shall be those delineated in the applicable 
specification as established by the appropriate contractor. 
2. APPLIC.ABLE DOOUMENTS 
2.1 The following documents form a part of this specification to 
the extent indicated herein. 
STANDARDS 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
MSC-STD-C-l Definitions for Contamina-
tion Programs 
L. L 
L 
2 
3.1.1 
3.1.3 
DEFINITIONS 
MSC-SP.EC-C-7 
Oc"tober 24, ,1966 
MSC-STD-C-l lists definitions used in the MBC contamination 
program. In case of conflict, the MSC-STD-C-l will govern, 
unless specified otherwise. The following definitions are 
included to clarify this specification. 
Critical Surface 
That surface of a component which directly contacts the 
service media. 
Visibly Clean 
The freedom of the surface from particulate matter approxi-
mately 50 microns and larger in size and from all films 
other than known innocuous films. 
NonVOlatile Residue (NVR) 
Soluble (or suspended) material and insoluble particulate 
remaining after controlled evaporation (temperature not to 
exceed 220~) of a filtered volatile liquid, usually mea-
sured in grams. Filtration is normally through a 0.45 micron 
or 0.8 micron membrane filter. 
')+ • REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 The Apollo spacecraft fluid system surface requirements are 
listed in Table I (LM) and in Table II (CM/SM). Requirements 
for associated GSE are listed in the appropriate table. 
Equipment that interfaces with a fluid subsystem, such as 
the spacesuit or the associated GSE will be cleaned to the 
same requirements as that subsystem. Components shall be 
cleaned to at least that level required for the assembled 
system. 
4.2 Cleanliness levels shown in Tables I and II are for the 
effluent fluids from the test point closest to the space-
craft tanks or other on-board storage. 
L. L 
L 
.;J 
~.' ~ /t ., 
~, ~, w • 
MSC-SPEC-C-7 
October 24, 1966 
TABLE I 
3 
1M Fluid Syst~m Surface Cleanliness Requirementsl 
SYSTEM 
RCS 
Helium Pressurization 
System 
Propellant Subsystem 
PROPULSION 
Helium Pressurization 
Subsystem 
Propel~t Subsystem 
, 4 ' ~'):VOP,::'... {" c: '~ /-'2,';:': v:"'!:t-<1 .. t·v--:~· 
ECS 
Oxygen Cabin Pressure 
Other Subsystems 
GSE 
Subsystems Downstream 
of GSE-Vehicle Inter-
face Filter 
PARTICULATE DISTRIBUTION 
PER SQ. 2FT• OF CRITICAL 
SURFACE SIZE RANGE 
gUANTITY (MAX. ~ 
0-50 microns Unlimited3 
> 50 microns 0 
Same as above. 
Same as above. 
0-50 microns Unlimited3 
50-100 microns 100 
100-250 microns 4 
>250 microns 0 
0-50 mic'Y'("Ins Unlimited3 
50-75 microns 100 
75-100 microns 10 
> 100 microns 0 
0-50 microns Unlimited3 
50-100 microns 100 
100-250 microns 4 
., 250 microns 0 
Same as vehicle subsystem 
NOTE 1 - NonSignificant surfaces shall be visibly clean. 
NONVOLATILE RE-
SIDUE PER SQ. 
FT. OF ~RITICAL 
SURFACE (MAX. ~ 
lmg 
lmg 
1 mg 
lmg 
lmg 
lmg 
Same as ve-
hicle sub-
system 
NOTE 2 - A 100 ml minimum sample of rinse fluid is normally used for 
each sq. ft. of critical surface. 
NOTE 3 - Unlimited means that particles in this range are not counted; 
however, any obscuring of the filter grid lines shall be cause 
for rejection. 
l L 
L 
4 MSC-SPEC-C-7 
October 24, 1966 
TABLE II 
CM/SM FLUID SYSTEM SURFACE CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS1 
SYSTEM 
PARTICULATE DISTRIBUTION 
PER SQ.2FT. OF CRITICAL 
SURFACE SIZE RANGE 
QUANTITY (MAX.) 
NONVOLATILE RE-
SIDUE PER SQ. 
FT. OF SRITICAL 
SURFACE (MAX. ) 
RCS - CM/8M 
Pressurization Sub-
system 
0-50 microns 
> 50 microns 
Unlimited3 1 mg 
o 
Propellant Subsystem 0-50 microns 
50-75 microns 
75-100 microns 
'> 100 microns 
Un1imited3 1 mg 
100 
SPS 
t'·-' 
... 
Pressurization Sub-
system 
Propellant System 
J ~ ~~ •• 
o 
j'JJ\l!'~ .. ': 
'\ 
" , ~iJ&tt~ l' 
", ~',' : ': .':' C-',' I 
,:.(/\.~ £ L', fit'; ().: '. '>' " 
0-50 microns 
50-100 microns 
100-200 
) 200 microns 
Fibers: 
100-200 microns 
> 200 microns 
0-50 microns 
50-100 microns 
100-180 microns 
180-350 microns 
'> 350 microns 
Fibers: 
100-350 microns 
., 350 microns 
EPS :··l.,~ ... " ",!,_~~,r '~1.o-:J;., 
" '.', . :pfy-ogehic'Distri- ~'I~"" 0-50 microns 
bution Subsystem ,r 50-100 microns 
i '{iJJ' . . ': S' .. ,I J. " ;. • " l\1.!lJ,,/.::j:~ 100-175 microns 
'o. \~y:::' ~ ~l" ~' .j v.· '~' ~r: ' ,\,:} f,= ) 175 microns 
10 
o 
Unlimited3 
200 
32 
0 
5 
0 
Unlimited3 
100 
20 
5 
0 
5 
0 
Unlimited3 
100 
10 
0 f:l:i 0\l ~,,/,"~" r'!rt~i~({:~.t~J ,=,,_,j2~A12~~'~e, 
\ Cryogenic Tanks 0-175 microns Unlimited3 
175-700 microns 6 
., 700 microns 0 
Fibers: 
700-1500 microns 1 
) 1500 microns 0 
lmg 
lmg 
lmg 
lmg 
t. L 
L 
MSC-SPOO-C-7 
oatober 24, 1966 
SYSTEM 
other (nitrogen) 
Water-Glycol 
ECS 
NAA Subsystems 
Other Subsystems 
GSE 
Subsystems Downstream 
'of GSE-Vehicle Inter-
face Filter 
PARTICULATE DISTRIBUTION 
PER SQ.2FT. OF CRITICAL 
SURFACE SIZE RANGE 
QUANTITY (MAX.) 
5 
NONVOLATILhP.E-
SIDUE PER SQ. 
FT. OF ~RITICAL 
SUBFACE (MAX,. ) 
0-50 microns 
50-75 microns 
75-100 microns 
Unlimited3 1 mg 
100 
> 100 microns 
0-50 microns 
50-100 microns 
100-175 microns 
> 175 microns 
0-160 microns 
160-200 microns 
200-250 microns 
> 250 microns 
10 
o 
Unlimited3 
100 
10 
o 
Unlimited3 
5 
1 
o 
lmg 
0-175 microns Unlimited3 1 mg 
175-700 microns 6 
,. 700 microns 0 
Fibers: 
700-1500 microns 1 
> 1500 microns 0 
Same as Vehicle Subsystem Same as Ve-
hicle Sub-
system 
NOTE 1 - NonSignificant surfaces shall be visibly clean. 
NOTE 2 - A 100 ml minimum sample of rinse fluid is normally used for 
each sq. ft. of critical surface. 
NOTE 3 - Unlimited means that particles in this range are not counted; 
however, any obscuring of the filter grid lines shall be 
cause for rejection. 
L. L 
L 
6 MSC-SPEC-C-7 
October 24, 1966 
Notice. -When Government drawings, specifications, or other data 
are used for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely 
related Government procurement operation, the United States Government 
thereby incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and the 
fact that the government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way 
supplied the said drawings, speCifications, or other data is not to be 
regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner licensing the 
holder or any person or corporation. 
Custodian: 
NASA-Manned Spacecraft Center 
Prepared by: 
MSC Flight Safety Office, AR, 
and Apollo RQ&T Division, Fa 
t" 
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(A) Cleaning Procedure for Bleeder Type Bourdon "C" Tube Gage 
ENCL. 
(1) Diagram of Cleaning Apparatus 
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m3IL F!iC~EI.:U' A-~'10 
ABS'IRACT /6ZGD 
~thods of cleaning high preSGurl? oxygen l3aflcs weI'/:? plr~}'''-'ICitC:Jd. Optimal 
results were obtained when a Bourdon tube·'type gage with an 9.t,t!S1l;,h~;d capil-
10l'Y l)lccdor :to fluollcu with a fluOl~111o ~"d hyd::;:oca'l'bc~~ 001 v-mrl 'lrd 1 i . .z:lne 
G !,:mcc(i1J;r.·o preocl':lbeu by '~hQ. J~abol·a~o:J:'Y. A d~fin1 tiV8 'ft?8't· j'!J:!" rt''',HluQl 
o:iJ. in 'the sYI:rtcm may be dcmoDot.nri.(?d t,y the ab5:1~~:rWO Lit (;k~tl;('t :;.r:.; ;,lj fhll,J"'.,'S-
cence ullder long wave ultraviolet Ij,ght examination c,t' 1,ht:! :f .::n.al fl'';:lsJ'tdr.g':J 0 
Th:ts gage configuration modifics·tion and cleani.ng pr'o~~c~"l.t:r'<'\: 'iN.ill el.i1Tdn5t~ 
do ad-ended sys·tems and possible explosion haze.:rds. 
i 
NETL PROJECT A-570 
SUMMARY PAGE 
~ Problem 
What method Call be used to clean a high pressure c:x:ygen gage to render 
it safe from explosion hazards? This probl~m is Pal"'t of the general problem 
of the removal of oil from metal surfaces. 
FWdings 
The most effective cleaning method is converting the Bourdon tube com-
. " 
ponezlt to a two-port system by atta.ching an exter"ni:ll ble€'c1.€'r at the dis'cel 
end. Fluorinated hydrocarbons have been f0U11d to provide the highest level 
of cleanliness with the least toxic effects. 
Reconnnendations:.' 
A cleaning procedure utilizing Freon peA and the long wave ul tr'aviolet 
oil detector lamp in conjunction with a bleeder type gage has been offered 
as the most ideal method at this time to provide a clean high pressure oxygen 
gage. 
- , 
L 
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 
Tests to investigate the use of various organic and inorganic solvents 
for removal of oil contamination from metal surfaoes weTe authQTized by 
BuShips Itr R007-0B-04 Ser 634A-16 of 17 Jan 1962 and BuShips ltr R007-
OB-04 Ser 634-345 of 22 Jul 1963. In addition the Lab:.rs'cory was sub-
sequently requested by the Bureau of Ships to SUI'1,ey cleaning procedures 
, 
for oxygen gages. The investigation under NBTt Project No. A-411 -"In-
vestigation of Procedures for Removal of Oil Contamination from ~'tal Sur-
faces" was terminated and a final repor't issued on 30 June 1964. The 'work 
on clee.ning of high pressure oxygen gage components was continued under' 
NETt Project A-570 in accordance with the NBTL Semi-AImual Program S!JInlllary 
of 1 May 1964 (SR007-0B.04, Task 0614). T.he cos't of the prc,jeCl't is charge-
able to Allotment No. 24995. Aprop. 17X1319. 2451 RDI'&E. The Navy Index 
Number is R007-08-04, Task 0614. 
iii 
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I 
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Metal SUrfaces", Progress Report of NBTL Project A-411(SR007-08-04, 
Task 061;) of 25 June 196; 
(d) "Investigation of Procedures for Removal of Oil Contamination from 
Metal SUrfaces", Progress Report of NBTL Project A-411(SR007-08-04, 
Task 0615) of 17 Sept 1963 
(e) Visits to US Gauge Co. and Hoke Valve Co. to observe cleaning facili·l;ies 
for oxygen gages - Enclosure (1) of NBTL ltI' Code 2764/l0JJO(A-411.) of 
14 Nov 196; 
(f) Vacuum-Pressurization Method for Cleaning Components of OX,vgen Systems-
Electric Boat Division Itr U 412-62-022 of 21 Feb 1962 
(g) Cleaning Procedures for Oil-Contaminated Oxygen Gages, recommendations 
for NBTL Itr Code 2764/10;;0(A-4l1) of 3 Dec 196; . 
(h) Grade "A" gage cleaner R.D. ;560, infol'lllation concerning, Electric 
Boat Division, "Vacuum-Pressurization Method for o.xygen System Cleaning 
and Grade "A" (Nuclear & Critical) System Cleaning,20 Dec 196:3 
(i) "Investigation of Procedures for Removal of Oil Contamination from 
Metal Surfaces", Progress Report of NBTL Projec't A-411(SR007-08-04, 
Task 0614) of 27 Dec 196; 
(j) Visit to General Dynamics Corp, Electric Boat Division, Groton, COImo 
to observe operation of Automat:i..c Grade "A" Gage Cleaner, Enclosure (1) 
of NBTL Itr Code 2764/10;;0 (A-41l) of 5 ~r 1964 
(k) Visit to National Ultrasonic Corporation, Somerville, N. J. to witness 
Ultrasonic Vapor Degreasing Equipment, Enclosure (1) of NBTL ltr Code 
2764/10;;0 (A-41l) of 19 Mar 1964 
(1) "Investigation of Procedures for Removal of Oil Contamina.tion from Metal 
Surfaces",Progress Report of NBTL Project A-411 (SR007-08-04, Task 0614) 
of ;1 Mar 1964 
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 
The Bourdon tubes of all pressure gages and regulators used in compressed 
gas installations represent ideal areas for the creation of ignition-com-
bustion reactions. The dead-end configuration lends itself to a natural 
depositor,y for contaminants with no possibility of drainage or purging with-
out damage to the tupe. Among these contaminants are minute amounts of oil 
which, when present in shipboard compressed air systems as well as in oxygen-
nitrogen systems (resulting possibly from pumps and compressors), are poten-
tial explosion hazards and must be removed. Another contributing factor to 
rupture by explosion is the reduced cross-sectional area of the Bourdon tube 
which tends to acoelerate the entering shock waves with a resultant increase 
in temperature upon impact at the dead-end. FUrthermore, where hydraulic 
fluids are used in dead weight gage calibration, some of the liquid is trap-
ped at the extreme or distal end maki~ the entire tube a wetted perimeter 
of oil. When this film surface reacts with heat under pressure,a combustion 
reaction occurs in the Bourdon element, causing fragmentation of the gage 
or an explosion in the weakest portion of the system such as the air flask 
or accumulator. In an effort to prevent the hazards attending contaminated 
gages, the Laborator,y was authorized to develop methods to clean them. 
1 
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l2e~~imiQn of Maier:i,fiI. and lQlli:mneu1i 
The Bourdon tube is a thin walled flattened tube of elastic metal 
11ent into a (/ ... rcular arc whose application to certain pressure gages 
depends upon the fact that increase of pressure inside the tube tends 
to straighten it. Bourdon tube gages are generally considered dead-
end devices, i.e., entrapped air is forced to the end of the tube by 
the pressure medium where it remains pocketed. 
A Bourdon tube with a 0.0.32 "i.d." stainless steel permanent external 
bleeder attached to the distal 'end was procured from the Ashcroft Gage 
Co., (subsidiary of Manning, Maxwell and Moore of stratford, Conn.). 
"White room" facilities were available in the field and in the Laboratory 
in the form of M[crohoods to control and limit dust and other particulate 
interferences. In addition, this area could be "blacked-out" for the 
detection of residual oil by long wave ultraviolet light (.3600-.3900 Ang-
strom units). 
A Grade A Gage Cleaner No. R.D • .3;60 incorporating vacuum-pressuriza-
tion components and manufactured and patented by Electric Boa't Division 
of General PYnamics Corp. of Groton, Conn. was offered as suitable for 
nuclear and critical system cleaning. The cleaning principle utilized: 
a. Alternate evacuation and filling of the gage to be cleaned. 
b. Counting the number of evacuations and fillings performed. 
c. Rotating gage clockwise to insure complete evacuation and filling 
of the BQurdon tube. 
d. Discharging the evacuated solvent into a collection bomb for analysis. 
2 
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A Oalm Electrobalance for fine gravimetric determinations. 
An ultrasonic vapor degreaser equipped with a 25 KC Lead Zirconate 
Orystal transducer manufactured by the National Ultrasonic Oorporation 
of Somerville, N. J. waS evaluated. A 1000 KO crystal transducer owned 
by the Laboratory was also used. 
A Beckman IR-8 was utilized to demonstrate trace quantities of oil 
dissolved in carbon tetrachloride (Spectrograde). 
The following solvents were evaluated: 
a. Freon PeA (tri(3hlorotrifluoroethane) manufactured by E.I. Dupont 
00., Wilmington, Delaware. 
b. Dowclene WR (1,1,1, trichloroethane) manufactured by Dow Ohemical 
00., Midland, Michigan and containing a stabilizer in the same 
boiling range as the methyl chloroform. It is to be noted that 
the stabilizer is inactivated by moisture and care must be exer-
cised to prevent its breakdown. 
c. Oarbon tetrachloride (Spectrograde) and Methylene Choride(OP) were 
utilized in infrared spectrophotometry and long wave ultraviolet 
detection studies. 
Various 2190 TEP lubricating oils available to the Navy Department 
under the Qualified Products Listing were examined for detectability by 
long wave ultraviolet light. 
Fats,oils, greases, and synthetic lubricants such as the phosphate 
esters were examined for limits of detectability by long wave ultraviolet 
light. 
L 
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As a preliminary procedure to further the investigation of 6il removal 
from high pressure oxygen gages, the Laboratory was requested to ·deter.mine 
the smallest quantity of oil that could be detected by the use CfJ: the 
long wave ultraviolet light. When serial dilutions of a known amount of 
2190 TEP lubricating oil were prepared in non-fluorescent methylene chlor-
ide and portions evaporated to dr,yness in a glazed procelain dish ~ a 
dust .. free room, quantities as little as 0.01 milligrams of oil could be 
detected. These findings have been reported by reference (c). Serial 
dilutions of various mineral, animal, vegetable and synthetic base oils 
(such as phosphate ester lubricants) in methylene chloride were made so 
that 1 ml. would contain 0.001 mg. These oils were selected as being 
I 
typical of' gage contaminants that can occur during the gage manufacture or 
assembl:hg of the piping system. All of the hydrocarbonS so examilled 
exhibit(l some degree of fluorescence with the exception of a highly re-
fined straight chain saturated paraffinic mineral oil (NuJol). These 
results were reported by references (p) and (q). Since some question had 
arisen concerning the fluorescent response of the 2190 TEP lubricating oils, 
available to the Navy Department under the Qualified Products List, the 
extent of their detectability was investigated when these were serially di-
luted in carbon tetrachloride (CP). The results of these findings were re-
I 
ported by reference (q) wherein it was indicated that as little as 0.01 mg. 
was detectable by long wave ultraviolet light. 
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In an attempt to affect cleanliness of the Bourdon tube component 
from a high pressure oxygen gage, the Laborator,y devised a piping system 
whereby a solvent could be forced into the tube which had previously been 
evacuated. Various organic solvents were utilized but the fluorinated 
hydrocarbons were considered better suited due to their low surface tension, 
lew toxicity, non-flammability and high affinity for hydro carbonaceous con-
taminants. Freon 11 was first suggested but then rejected due to its low 
boiling pOint (750F) and subsequent loss due to vaporization. Freon POA 
'with a higher boiling point (l170 F) was substituted for better adaptation 
for vacuum-pressurization cleaning. When a. "0" tube was coated with a 
known amount of.f 2190 TEP lube oil and subjected to the vacuum-pressuriza-
tion cleaning pr.ocess with Freon PaA as the solvent, only 34 to 77% of the 
contaminant was recovered. This demonstration of the ineffectiveness of 
this system was reported by reference (d). Vaporizing the Freon POA before 
. ,its introduction into the valved yiping system to increase its penetrability 
into the dead-ended Bourdon tube proved only slightly more effective (81% 
of the original oil was recovered). The flushings from the piping system 
were examined for fluorescence under ultraviolet light with negative results 
but it was apparent some oil was still entrapped in the tube. 
By reference (a), it was suggested that a 0.03611 opening be made in the 
Bourdon tube tip to effect cleaning. Following this procedure, fresh Freon 
POA was manually introduced into the connection end of the tube and flushed 
through the newly created distal ope~ing. The balance of the original con-
taminant was recovered. Tho resultant tlclean" Bourdon tube was effected by 
the mechanical action of a through flushing by Freon POA. 
L 
A more sophisticated self-contained vacuum-pressuri~ation apparatus 
developed and patented by the Electric Boat Division has been previously 
described and thought to be more efficient due to a high internal vacuum 
and a swivel rotational gage attachment. Its evaluation was made at Grotonl 
Conn. and reported by references (f)1 (h) and (J). It was felt by the 
Laboratory that this Grade A gage cleaner did not offer any advantage over 
the ~borator.y devised manually operated vacuum-pressurization piping system 
where complete oil removal was not effected. 
In an attempt to evaluate additional gage cleaning techniques described 
in the literature I ultrasonic devices were investigated. AccordinglYI the 
1-
hole in the "0" tube was resealed and the Bourdon tube was reconverted to a 
single port system. It was subsequently contaminated with 2190 TEP oil and 
subjected to the Laboratory owned 1000 KO transducer with Freon POA in the 
bath. SUfficient cavitation was provided to completely free the tube from 
, 
" 
its oil content. This was confirmed by manual flushing via the two-port 
system. The procedure was described by reference (d) and pointed to the 
potentiality of ultrasonic transducers as cleaning devices for disman~led gages 
with the Bourdon tube intact. MOreover, bench mOdel ultrasonic devices have 
lower rated transducers (25 to 40 KO), are automatically tuned and are less 
costly. Various manufacturers were contacted and their equipment was evaluated 
in the field and in the Laboratory. Results obtained were reported by refer-
ences (ilk and 1) and indicated none of the lower rated equipment was effective 
in completely removing the oil from a contaminated Bourdon tube. 
6 
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S~ce satisfactor;y' or practical cleanliness of an intact single port 
Bourdon tube was not effected by the methods previously described, a high 
pressure, 4t" "0" tube with ar., external bleeder attached was obtained from 
the Ashcroft Gage Co. for Laborator;y' eValuation. Following its contamina-
I 
tion with 2190 TEP oil al'ld gentle rotation to distribute the oil, the tube 
was ~lamped on ~ ring stand and Freon PeA under pressure was forced into 
the connection end and out of the capillary end of the 0.0;32" 'uleeder at-
tachment. The procedure has been described and diagrammed in references 
(g) and (0). A more detailed procedure, including the diagram is presented 
in Appendix A of this report. An examination of the tube flushingG demon-
strated a stage when no greater fluorescence was discernable than that ex-
hibited by 'evaporation of the same volume of fresh Freon PCA. 
The "0" tube with external bleeder attached was re-contaminated with 2190 
TEP and flushed with Dowclene WR (the original material was fluorescent-
free). After 8 successive flushings of 100 mI each, rold examination of por-
tions of the evaporated effluent, residual oil was still detectable by the 
ultraviolet light. An additional 100 m1 flushing followed by a reverse flush 
(i.e. adding the solvent through the bleeder end) was sufficient to render 
the Bourdon tube completely free of oil contamination. These findings were 
reported by reference (q). 
A bleeder type Bourdon tube was contaminated with 2190 TEP oil and thor-
oughly flushed with Freon PCA in accordance with the Laboratory suggested 
procedure. The first and second 2;0 m1 f1ushings were discarded but the 
third portion was collected, evaporated to a low volume and transferred to 
7 
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a tared aluminum toiled dish. The residue was evaporated to dryness on 
a steam bath in a dust free area, and dried in an oven at 10~oC. Follow-
ing cooling, the dish and residue were weighed on a Cahn Electrobalance 
(on which a residue as little as O.OO~ mg can be accurately weighed). The 
resultant net weight of 0.060 mg of residual oil and particulate matter 
based on a 0.024 sq. ft. internal gage surface indicated an impurity 2i times 
greater th~ could be tolerated as desirable in a clean oX¥gen system pe~ 
reference (m). This procedure was reported by reference (p) and is in-
dicative of the high level of cleanliness desired but not attainable except 
through tedious procedures. 
As described in reference (b), the use of the infrared spectrophotom-
eter has been suggested to facilitate the detection of trace quantities of 
oil recovered during gage cleaning operations. Here, too, purity of chemi~ 
cals and careful operative technique are of the utmost importance. Since 
Spectrograde carbon tetrachloride has no carbon-hydrogen bonds, a mixture 
of carbon tetrachloride and a contaminant whose spectrogram shows a carbon-
hydrogen stretch would reveal the presence of a hydrocarbon. Utilizing this 
theory and with the aid of the IRS it has been possible to demonstrate the 
presence of 0.001 mg of 2190 TEP lube oil dissolved in spectrograde carbml 
tetrachloride. This procedure and possible applications have been dis-
cussed and reported in reference (q). 
Discussioa 
Since all of the oils under study with the exception of highly purified 
mineral oil exhibited varying degrees of fluorescence, their detection is 
8 
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made possible by the use of long wave ultraviolet light. The shop 
practice of using extenders sucll as light lubricating oil or kerosene 
tn thinning animal origin cutting oils adds to their ease of detection 
where there is accidental contamination. It is the Laboratory's opinion 
that the use of ultraviolet equipment in conJunction with appropriate 
"white room" facilities is more practical than the gravimetric method 
usi~~ the Cahn Electrobalance as a device for assessing final cleanliness 
achievement of a Bourdon tube gage. In addition, because the gravimetric 
method tncludes particulate matter as well as oil, erroneous and high 
results are obtained by this procedure. 
Of the various aleanil18' or flushing media investigated by thel Laboratory, 
Freon PCA appears to be more effecti'l; ':, than Freon 11, Freon 113, Freon TF 
or stabilized Dowclene WRf To minimize the cost of the solvent an effective 
recovery system carl be instituted. In th€ Laboratory, the Freon PCA re-
covered from contaminated solution had a non-volatile residue of 0.4 ppm 
which makes it as good or better than fresh Freon POA delivered by Dupont 
00. 
Because of the inherent difficulty encountered in filling and evacuating 
an intact Bourdon tube, the cleaning of helical or spiral type gages was 
not attempted during this study. If BuShips Instruction 9510 • .'35A for d:rilling 
an opening in the free end of the Bourdon tube for cleanillg :purposes is fol-
lowed, care must b~ taken in resealing before calibration and restoring the 
gage reliability. This method requires complete dismantling of the gage and 
additional handling costs, 
9 
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The general use of ultrasonic equipment is not justified in cleaning 
Bourdon tubes in spite of manufacturer's claims. The use of 1000 KC 
transducers is unwieldy and probably too expensive to routinely operate. 
Any ultrasonic method would require the complete gage disassembly and make 
this operation impractical. 
The highest degree of accuracy of residual oil detection can be attained 
by the use of infrared spectrophotometry. The chief objection would be un-
availability of equipment and technical knowledge encountered only in soph-
isticated shore establishments and missile centers. This is definitely 
not a shipboard or shop procedure. 
As a result of the Laboratory's experience with vendors of oxygen gages 
and piping systems (reference (e», it was evident that cleaning or certi-
fying the cleanliness of a single port gage was illusory. The presence of 
particulate matter is not demonstrable in an intact gage because of possible 
entrapment and withdrawal of solvent through the single port entry. The 
rigid requiremento of a maximum of 1 mg per ,00 ml of solvent per square 
foot of surface area (reference (m» could only be proved in a two-port sys-
tem gage as created by an extern:al bleed(:X'. The long wave ultraviolet light 
oil detection method is adaptable in a two-port system cleaning operation and 
can be utilized by ship or shop personnel with a minimun! of training. 
QQngl,usiQD§ 
Based on the above evaluations, it is concluded that: 
1. The mos"1i efficient procedure for cleaning BOUl'don type oxygen gages 
comprises a two-port system with flushing by Freon PeA. A detailed procedure 
is given in Appendix A. (Conversion to a two-port system was also recommended 
for other "dead-end" piping systems, reference (n». 
10 
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2. Long wave ultraviolet light is the practical method of choice in 
detecting the extent of impurities, if ~ are present. 
3. Because this method of detection is sensitive to quantities as low 
as 0.01 mg of residual oil, a gage that exhibits negative fluorescence 
after being subjected to this cleaning r'athcd, is considered oil-fre~. 
Re co.mro.mdat iOn&! 
To attain maximum cleanliness in an oxygen service, it is recommended 
that the two-port pressure gage component be subjected to the cleaning 
procedure set forth in Appendix A before installation into the piping 
system. It is also recommended that the long wave ultraviolet light de-
tection method be emplo;,;-;'.!,1 under "white room" conditions a.'rJ.d that flushing 
of the gage be continued until no fluorescence is discer.ned in the final 
evaporated effluent. 
11 
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APPENDIX A 
O~ING PROOEDURE FOR BLEEDER TYPE BOUROON "C" 'lUBE GAGE'S 
1. Disconnect oxygen gage from cylinder or high pressure piping system. 
2. Remove the back of the gage. Carefully elongate the coil of oapillary 
tubing to extend the free tip of the tube outside tJ:!...e gage os.se. 
3. Open the capillary by filing off the tip, or 'by notching and bending 
no more than 1/8" of distal portion. Olear the opening with a ,'l~mall. 
drill or probe. 
4. Immobilize the gage in a horizontal position supported 'by a ring st8ll.d 
and clamp so that the exit port of the 'capillary bleed.el" Cf.m d:rain f:reely 
into an Erlel~eyer receiving flask. 
5. Adapt a length of teflon tubing properly fitted to tm 1;h.r,:.aded entraee 
port of the gage and connected to a 1/4" glass tube e::r.tend:i.ng below ·the 
level of the Freon PCA contained in a 250 ml sucti.on flask. 
6. Connect an air pressure line to the side arm of the su.ot.ion flask. The 
incoming air should be passed through a scrubber co:ntFll ning F.reon peA 
to remove any tl'ace of oil which may b~ admixed wi th 'i:;h~ e.i:r from the 
compressor system. 
7. Place 150 ml of Freon PeA into the suction flask. 
8. Adjust incoming air pressure (5 psig) to permit e. flow Y't.,.i:-e of approx-
imately 50 ml per minute to force the F'.L'eon PCA thr')'J.ghth'i:· gage con...'I'lec~­
tion a.'I'ld out of the bleeder exit port into the collec't:ing .;-;ontainer. 
9. Repeat with two additional 125 ml portions of Freon PCAo 
10. Reverse flush with 100 ml of solvent. 
11. Introduce 50 ml of solvent through connection end of gage ~nd collect 
effluent in a clean white porcelain dish. Evapora.te ·;~C dryn.ess e:nd 
check for fluorescence in a dark room with a long wave uJ:t:r:,(;tyi.()le-t 
light (3600 to 3900 Angst:rom units). 
12. If no fluorescence is discerrJ.8."~le, gage is fr .. ~e of' oil 0 Or.::,:::ti:!~;.e fl.'J.shIng 
if any fluorescence is evident. 
1 
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13. When gage is declared free of oil, disassemble cleaning apparatlls 
and force dry, oil-free nitrogen through the gage and out the bleeder 
port to remove the last traces of solvent. 
14. Reseal tip of capillary bleeder by welding or silver brazing. Carefully 
recompress the capillary coil to clear gage cover and mechani,sm • 
. 15. Replace cleaned gage into high pressure system. 
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CONTRACT NO. CONTRACTUAL AUTHORITY • FILE ~~~g~I~E NO. ~====~~A=U=._~ ________ ~ _____ ~N~~A~ __________ ~ ______________ ~l ____ ~ 
EFFECTIVITY 
N/A ~~~~~============================================,================="==== TEXT CHANGE 
Page 7, Paragraph 3.2.1.3, Table Five (continued): 
Ch-:mgc to: 
Table Five (Type III components) 
Cleanness ascertained by rinse test 
Transducers with a surface area of 1 square foot or greater in contact 
"lith an operating fluid 
Item Limits 
Size-Microns Max. number 
Particles 300-500 h per sq ft 
Particles over 500 o 
Fibers over 2000 o 
Hydro...:arbons - No fluoresc!ence (~·.3.1.5) 
Transducers v1i th a surface area less than 1 square foot in contact vTi th an 
operati~r; fluid 
Item 
Size-Microns 
Particles 300-500 
Particles over 500 
Fibers over 2000 
Hydrocarbons - No fluorescence (4.3.1.5) 
Limits 
Max. number 
alJ.ovTed 
2 
o 
o 
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CONTRACTUAL AUT~DRITY • 
ALL rVA 
CONTRACT NO. I OPPOSITE F LE SPEC PAGE NO. 1 
EFfECTIVITY 
N/A 
= -TEXT CHANGE 
Paragraph 3.2.l.3.l.a1 Page 7: 
Change from: 
a. Pressure transducers with pressure ranges of 0 to 50 psia1 psig1 psid1 or 
lower1 when mea.sured at one point within th;;ir range, shall n9..ve an output which is "Tith-
in ± 1 percent of full scale output as shovm on the tranzducer's calibration record. 
Change to: 
a. Pressure transducers vlith pressure ranges of 0 to 50 pSig" psid, or lOi-Ter, 
I or those '·Tit":!. 0 to 50 1'1310. dmm to 0 to 20 ps:La, shall have their output checked after cleaning. This shall be at one pOint ,vithin their range. Output shall be within ± one 
I percent of full scale output of the corresponding value as ShOvffi on the transducer's calibration record. 
I I Parnz.;raph 3.2.2.2, Pe.ge 12: 
.9han~t~ from: 
3.2.2.2 FUl1ct:i.ona.l to.stinp;, 'l'ypes III and VII. - The requirements for Typf1 III 
~omponents (transducers) are specified in 3.2.1.3.1. Functional testing of Typ~ VII 
material is not a requirement of this specification. 
Change to: 
3.2.2.2 Functional testing, rlypes III and VII. - The requirements for Type III CCr!l-
pOll'nts (trannducers) are specified -in 3.2.1.3.1 and the Qus,lity Assurance ProvifJions Sec-
tion. Functional testing of Type VII mat,~rial is not a requirement of this specification. 
Pat!,e 14, Add paragraph as follOl-15: 
1;..3.1.7 .Referee test~ T;;"Pe III vTith internal cavities. This test shall bp. pcrform-
l:d ,·rhere the level of int-:;rnal sol.uble cont~Lmination is questiont.d. Testing shall consi.'it 
of fiJ.lir.,g the internal. cavity of thF..: transdncer I·li th a sui table solvent (as reC'v:!atl':~nd(~d 
by f>Ul3in,,'ering), allo'·Ting a 15 minute soak pc,rlod, removing solvent and analyzing for 
contaminant reniduc using the gravimetric method. Criteria for acceptance shall bn af:~ 
specified in 3.2.1. 
." 
L 
o LI ARY 
[] FINAL 
Pages 14 and 15 : 
Change from : 
4 .3.2 Performance reverification tests, Type III . - Type III components only 
(transducers) shall be subjected to these tests . After the completion of all cleanlng 
and inspection processes and prior to packaging, the performance of transducers sh~ll be 
reverified . Pressure transducers with pressure r~nges of 0-50 psia, psig, psid, or lower 
shall have their output checked at one point within their range . The zero psid output 
shall be an acceptable check point for reluctive, d- c output, differential pressure 
transducers . Performance reverificatfon is not required for transducers other than those 
descrIbed herein . 
Change to : 
4.3 .2 Performance reverification tests e III . Type III components only 
(transducers shall be subjected to these tests . After the completion of all cleaning 
and inspection processes and prior to packaging, the performance of' transducers as speci-
fied below shall be reverified . Pressure transducers with PJ.'t:::ssur'e raIlg'::c of 0 to 50 
pl3ig and psid or lower, or those w:l th 0 to 50 psia down to 0 to 20 paia, sr.all hav'] their 
output c11e~ke:l after cleaniI~ j this shall be done at one poj nt wi thin their r9.nw~ . 'l'h(~ 
zero psid output ::hall b~ an acccpt~ble cr~ck point for reluctive, d-c output, dir!'!.c-
ential pressure transducers . Performance rcverificatir)U is required only for trancd.ucers 
described herein . 
Paragraph 4.3.2.2, Page 15 : 
Change from : 
h.3.2.2 Absolute pressure test, Type III components . - Transducers with 0 to 20 
psia or higher range may be tested on the bench . 
Chanv,e to : 
4.3 .2.2 Absolute pr~ssure transducer test, Type III components . Subject transdnc-
ers may be tested on thp. bench . 
Paraeraph 4.3.2.3, Page 15 : 
9h~mc:~~ tI tIe to J:"(·ad : 
4.3.2-3 Gage pressure transducer t est, Type III components . 
.' 
. 
. 
o )In LIMINARY 
[X] FI A 
O. 
TEXT CHANG 
N/ A 
AU. 
Paragraph 4.3.2.4, Page 15 : 
Change title to read : 
CONTRACTUAL '~THORITY • 
NO. 
4.3.2.4 Differential pressure transducer test, Type III components . 
Paragraph 4.3.2.5, Page 15 : 
Chang~ from: 
0-75192 B 
1 
4.3.2.5 Other tests, Type III components. - Temperature transducers, flow trans-
ducers, and resistive liquid-level tran~ducers sholl have the r~sistance of the transducer 
element measured with a resistanc~ bridge, Weatstone bridge, or a high-impedance digital 
ohmeter (Hycon or equivalent) while the transducer is on the bench . 
Change to : 
4.3.2.5 Tests on other transducers (Type III components). Probe type resistiv~ 
temperature transdnc(!rs, turbine-type flow transducers, and resistive liquid- level 
transducers shall have the resi.3tance of the transducer element measured witb a re-
r.ist.-'1nt:'1'! bridg~, t-.'h""atstone bridGe, or a hig1'1-jmpedance digital ohm~ter (Hycon ~r equiv-
alent) while thF! transducer is on the bench . 
Paragl'uph 6.1, Page 16 : 
Change frc:m: 
6.) Int~nded U:Je . - This specification is intended to be applied to th.; compor.~nts 
l1sted jn 1.1 for whIch precise control of cleanness is required . The transduc Pl's cov'·(".fd 
(1. 1 . (» are temperature (resistive, probe type), liquid level, flOW, and instrunvmt aId 
~ontrol transducers . Type VII ffiaterial (l.l . i) includps films, plastic caps, and mptaJ 
closures used for pa~kaging or sealing of precision cleaned components . 
Change to : 
6 .1 Intendr.d use. This specifjcation is intended to be applied to the compol1<:.nts 
listed in 1.1 f'or whIch precise control of cleanness is rf:'quired. The transdu 'erG c.:overed 
(J .Le) are temperature (resistive, probe type), pressure (except ubsolutp. unitb with 
ranges of' 0 to J5 p6ia or lOVler), liquid level, and flow; these r.-.ay be instrumentatJol1 or 
contro: 'LrQnsducers . Type VII material (1.1.i) includes films, plastj ~ capG, and metal 
closures used for packaging or sealing of precision cleaned components. 
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1.1 
ontamin 
Thi roce eifie t1 n obI the r qutr m nt8 ov ntn th 
s . 
• 
. e. 
d. 
for th following: 
nt 
y em. transduc r 
f. n umatie syst m ompon n 
ro 11ant utiUzati n ystem com n nt 
h. tandard parts us d tntere angeably in the followln ystems: 
1. -1 fuel 
2. iquid oxy n 
3. Liquid hyd og n 
4. Liquid helium 
5. Po umntie 
; 6. Hydraulic 
) 
1. Contamination barrier and ,8 al material 
1.2 Cln.'lsification . - Componcnt cleanness criteria shall be eln..,sified as folluws: 
Type I - RP-l fuel system compon nts 
I Type II - iquid oxygen, liqul hydrogen. and liquid helium ystemB 
components 
:Type IIJ - Fluid system transducers 
1'ypc 1 - PneumaUc system components 
Type V - Propellant \ltilization syst m components 
.j yp , VI Interchangeable standard parts 
I ypc Vll - Contamination barrier and seal material 
1.3 Clasa1ficat1on identification. - For ~)nss1fication identif1catjon of the 
processes furnished ufld(~r Lhis spuci1'1cat1on 50e 6.3.3. 
2. APPLI CABLE DOCUMENTS 
2. Except where a speCific issue i s indicated, the following d()cument~ of the isslIe in 
effect on date oi Convair's l'cqu st for qt!otationortl1 a part (if this Hpecificp(joll t o the c ' -
t(,lIt .~pecifi('d IWl'ein. In the \'ont of ('ontl iet betw('en UOClIn1<'lIts ~llown and any ('(lIltC'nt 
of this speCification , thiH ~pecification tihall supersede . 
1 
SP CtFJCATJ 
onvair 
0-75019 
0-75050 
PUBLrCATIONS 
0-75192 
Saling and P cknging of r .cision Cl aned 
Missilc, pac Vehicle , and Ground System 
Components 
Contamination Control RcquirenlCnts for 
Hyc'I."og n roxidc Components and 
Ground Sy t ms 
Society of Automotive Engine · .. ·s (SAE) 
ARP 598 Procedurc For the Determination of 
Particulate Contamination of Hydraulic 
Fluids by the Particle Count Method 
(Copies of documents required by supplicrs in connection with spccific procurements should 
be obtaincd from Convair or as pr scribed in the contract or order.) 
3. REqUlREMENTS 
3.1 .P(':.n5::~~!!J_cquirements. - The components and materials co\' l'f!d herein shall 
be cleaned to thn extent necessary for compliance \\ ith the requirements spccifi('c1 herein. 
Cleaning methods, or allY sul;:.;equcnt handling prior to ir.stallation, shall nl)t impair tho 
physical and fl1nctional condition of components cleaned to meet the requirements speCified 
herein. 
3.2 Detail requirements. 
3.2.1 CLc[!_nness criteria. - Types 1 through VII component and material surfaces 
shall hme a uniformly clean appearance. There shnll be no visible evidencc of contami!':t-
tion such as cit',ming material residue, grit, Rand, metal chips , scale, corrosion, oil, 
grease, paint, preservatives, decals t or other foreign residue indicative of unsatisfactory 
cleaning. The presence of p('tl'olellt1l-type hydrocarbons, particles, and fiuers on cleaned 
surfaces shall be within the limits specified in the following paragraphs. The nonvolatile 
hydrocarbon contamination f(ll' any surface examined b,v the referee test shall 110t excP('(l 
2.5 milligrams lW I' square f()ot of test surface area of Typcf> TJ through VI components, (II' 
2.0 milllgrmns pcr squan' foot of test surface area of Type VIT barrier or seal material. 
0-75102 
3.2.1.1 .IIP.c I (B.J!-l fuul syste.!ill...£.omIloncttlJ.§.: - Components to be used in RP-l 
fuel sYf:~te1lls shall comply with thc limits spccifkld in Tables One nnd Two when tested a;.; 
specified in the tables. 
Table One ~Tvpe I cog!EQnents) 
Cleanness ascertained by wipe test 
A. Contamination limits immediat"JxJuter c.leaning. 
and prior to inst~llation 
Item 
Propellant tanks 
All other components 
Limits 
--
No particles greater than 300 microns 
No fibers greater than 4000 microns 
in lene;th. 
No particles greater than 175 microns 
No fibers greater than 2000 microns 
ill length. 
B. CG!:i~~in~tion lhnits when an installed component 
is I'cD'O\'ed for cleanness validation oniv 
----_.-- .. _----- - -.. - --....... -~--.--.\; 
Item 
All conlponents 
including 
propellant tanks 
No p[ll'ticlcs p:reater than 750 miel'ons 
No fibArs greater than 6000 microns 
in length. 
1:al~lc T~ (Type 1 com"p'Q;!cnt..sJ.. 
Cleanness ascertained by flush. or solvent. rinse test 
(all Type I components including propellant tanks) 
A. Contamination limits immediately after clcaninr: ap.d 
pri0t. to in~tallation 
Item 
Particles 
Fibcrs 
Total solids 
Size-Micr0I!§. 
300-500 ' 
500-1000 
>1000 
750-2000 
2000-6000 
> 6000 
B • ,QQ!1 J~m !'l~!!J9!l..li!n its w hq!l an irl:§!.al I.<2~!..£.Q.I!1Jl~B.Li.§. 
l'el1JOvcd for eleann('ss validation or:lv 
________ -.... __ ._ .... _____ .. _._ .. -.. .. _____ .. _____ ...... _.- _
Item 
Particles 
Fibers 
Total solids 
Size-Microns 
300-500 
500-1000 
> 1000 
,'GO-2000 
2000-6000 
> 6000 
Limits 
Limits 
--_. 
0-75192 
Max. ntH~lJer 
10 per sq ft 
2 per sq ft 
o 
20 per sq ft 
2 per sq ft 
o 
2 milli(rrams b 
per sq it 
25 per sq ft 
5 per sq ft 
o 
50 per sq ft 
5 per sq Jt 
o 
5 milli~)rams 
per sq ft 
.l 
0-75b2 
3.2 .1.2 .Ixl?Q.jL~,~ill .. monents. - Components which are to be used in liquid oXYI';en, 
liquid hydrogen, and liquid helium systems shall cOlpply with the limits specified in Tables 
Three and Four when tested as speCified in the tables. 
Table Three (T;rE£ I!.J!..Q!m~ng;j 
Cleanness ascertained by wipe test 
A. Contamination limits immediately after clcanLng_ 
and prio!:.Jg insJalLaJ:jon 
Item 
Propellant tanks 
All otber components 
Limits 
No particles greater than 300 microns 
No fibers greater than 4000 microns 
in length. 
No hydrocarbons (4.3.1.2) 
No particles greatel' than 175 microns 
No fiberF. greater than 2000 microns 
in length. 
No hydrocarbons (4.3.1.2) 
B. ..C()n~mninat!..~lJ.in!.~~~~vhe.!~_~0.ns~nlled.5;~mponen~ 
is removed for cleanness validation ouly 
Item 
All components 
including 
propellant tanks 
Limits 
_ ......... --' 
No particles greater than 7~O microns 
No fibers greater than 6000 microns 
in length. 
No h~Ttlrocarbons (-:1:.3.1.2) 
5 
TobIn Four (Type II cpmpontmtsl 
Cleanness ascertained by fhtsh 01' solvent rinse test 
. 
(All components io.cluding propellant tanks) 
A. Contamination lil!!its immediately after cleaning and 
prior to inst.t!llation. 
Item 
Particles 
Fibers 
Total solids 
Size- Microns 
- . 
300-500 
500-1000 
>1000 
750-2000 
2000-6000 
>6000 
Hydrocarbons - No fluorescence (4.3.1.5) 
B. Contamination limits \I.~hen an ins~alled component is 
remc.~ed for_£!~l}.n.l1ess valid::~tion ~nly 
Particles 
Fibers 
Total solids 
Size-Microns 
300-500 
500-1000 
> 1000 
750-2000 
2000-6000 
>6000 
Hydrocarbons - No fluorescence ('1.3.1.5) 
Limits 
Limits 
Max. number 
10 PCI' sq ft 
2 PCI' sq ft 
o 
20 per sq ft 
2 per sq ft 
o 
2 mHligrams 
pcr sq ft 
Ma.x. number 
25 per sq ft 
. 5 per sq ft 
o 
50 per sq it 
5 per sq ft 
o 
5 milligrams 
por sq it 
.' 
l. 
0-7r.1!):~ 
3.2. 1. 3 .!l:pe -ill..2omponents (t!3nsducers). - Jo~xcept as otherwise specified here in, 
cleaning and cleanness inspection tests shall be performed aftor the completion of trauB-
ducer assembly and all acceptance and functional tests. Transducers shall be cleaned to 
comply with the limits specified in Table Five. 
Table Five (TyPe III cOtnEonents) 
Cleanness as£~rtained by rinse test 
Transducers witlI a surface Drea of 1 square foot or g~'eater in cO_l}ta£.L 
~ith D;i1 op~ratinE fluid 
Item .Limits 
Size-Microns Max. n,)lmber 
Particles 
Particles 
Fibers 
300-500 
over 500 
over 2000 
Hydrocarbons - No fluorescence (4.3$1.5) 
4 per sq it 
o 
o 
1:J.:aii.:~dt.!.g2rs Witl1 a e,:!rfac~ 3:!ent~ss than 1 r:g!·~[I·~~J22L!!~ COl?:!!l:c::.L~~it!.~~'!.. 
ol~en!~I]ff, fluid 
!tern Limit::; 
---.-
Particles 300-500 
Particles over 500 
Fibers over 2000 
Hydrocarbons - No fluorescel'we (4.3.1.5) 
2 per sq ft 
o 
o 
3.2.1.3.1 !~er(Q!Jl1aD'<':~!l:.ger 21eaning a.!.lCl ll}_~l?ection. - Transducer cleaning and 
in~pL~ct.ion proeesscs required to assure clcar.ness as specified herein shall not affeet tll(' 
pCl'Jnrmam:e rC'quirements for :1 transducer. P~rformance of transducers after cleaning 
:md inspection shall be as follows: 
a. PreHsure trlll1sducel's with pressure ranges of 0 to 50 psia, psig, psid, 
or lower, when nwasur'C(J at one point within their range, shall have an output which is with-
in ±1 percen!. of full seale output as shown OIl the transducer's calihcation record. 
b. He;:,;i<;U\'(~ (probe type) ternpcrntul'C' tl'ansduc'org slwll sho\\' a l'eadin~; 
which is wUhin ::: 5 P~l'l">lIt of their nominal l~'si:->tane(' Wh!h luenstll'ul at 77oF. 
., 
, 
.' 
L 
0-75192 
c. Resistive liquid-level transducers (hot-wire type) shall exhibit electricnl 
continuity, and turbine flow transducers shall exhibit electrical continuity of their sensing 
coils. 
3.2.1.3.2 Hydrogen 'p'eroj{ide service. - Transducers which are to be used in hydrogLm 
peroxide service shall be pa.':lsivated, conditioned, activity tested, and identified in compliance 
with Specification 0-75050 immediately after cleaning. 
3.2.1.4 Type IV components. - Components which are to be used in pneumatic systems 
shall comply with the limits specified in Tables Six and Seven when tested as specified in the 
tables. 
.!~le Six (TyPe IV components) 
Cleanness ascertained by wipe test 
A. Cont,gmination limits immediately after cleanin~ 
and prior to installation. 
No particles greater than 175 microns 
No fihers greater than 2000 microns in length 
No hydrocarbons (<'1.3.1.2) 
B. ContaminaLig!!Jilllits wlwru.!n instnllcd c01l!£onent 
is E.£!!!.2ycd for clC'a!llH.'~'S validation Ol!.!Y 
No pal'ticles greater than 400 microns 
No fibers greater than 2000 microns in length 
No hydrocarbons (4.3.1.2) 
;' 
" 
.' 
Table Se~'~Jl (T.1Q£)V componcut& 
Cleanness ascertained by flush or solvent'rinse test. 
A. .QQnt.amin.ation limits immediately after cleaning and 
prior to installation 
Item 
Particles 
Fibers 
Total solids 
§.ir-c-=,~'Iicrons 
300 ... 500 
)500 
> 2000 lcngth 
Hydrocarbons - No fluorescence (4.3.1.5) 
B. Conta.mi_nation limits w4.9n.m.U~sta.llecl component is. 
!£!!!..qved for cleHn_:l~':Is valJdation 2n1y 
Particles 
Fibers 
Total solids 
Si7,(>-Micronr~ 
300-500 
;>500 
>2000 len .... th ~ 
Hydrocarbons - No fluorescence (4.3.1.5) 
0-75 1 f!:>' 
l~:1m~ .. numbe1: 
(tper sq ft 
o 
o 
'/ 
2 milligrams 
per sq ft 
Mux. ntmi.b,:,~ 
1~ per sq ft 
o 
o 
2 milligrams 
per sq it 
0 .. 7519~ 
3.2 .1.5 nm.!X_~1~PQ!19Ill~.!.. - COUllJoncntH which arc to he lHwd in pro}lt'llant 
utilization systmn:-> Rhall comply with the limits spccifi(ld in Tab~f) I~ight when t(·:;tcd as 
specified in the table. 
.labLe Eight (T..11lO V cOIUP.Q!l~nts) 
Pro.E£ll;lnt util~ation RX:'ite1!L~9mponentt?_.(wntatnll!!!t.i.!)n limits 
Cleanness a~££.!1~~L!!gd !)y th~ wil).f'~ 
No!!:t!].~!all i£. 
Particles 
Fibers 
Metallic 
Particles 
Fibers 
Size-Mic..!'.2!!§. 
over 175 
over 2000 
over 75 
None allowed 
Hydrocarbons - No fluorescence (4.3. 1.2) 
o 
o 
o 
CleaD.ncscl ~scortidncd bv tlK~ riLlse ano uitravioleL lIght t>3tH 
- ~-----.-.-----.-- ." ... -~ .. __ "'_ ... _ ..... ______ - __ .... __ ... ...-. __ -> ~_. _ ••• ~.~ __ • .......-~ __ ~ __ ~ .4____ _."-. 
Nonmotnllie 
... ~-- •.. - - -------_._. 
Partieies 
Particles 
Fibers 
'Fibers 
Metallic 
Particles 
Particles 
Pm'tieies 
Fibers 
300-500 
over 500 
JOOO-2000 
over 2000 
50-75 
75-100 
over 100 
None allowed 
Total solids (metallic and nOllmeVlllic) 
IIydro(;~lrbonf~ - No fhLOrc::>cence (-1.3.1.5) 
,1 pt.·1' r-,q ft 
o 
2 per f:~q fi 
o 
8 per sq ft 
6 per sq ft 
o 
2 milligrams 
per sq it 
.' 
Q-7:lHI!! 
3.2.1. 6 T~·I!£..vT ep..mllQn<m!fu. - Interchangeable standa.rd parts shall be cleaned to 
'~omply with the limits ~;pccificd in 'fable Nine. Intcrchangl'ahle standard parts which nrc 
to be used in hydrogen peroxide systems shall be passivated, conditioned, activity tI.H.;tNl, 
and identified in compliance with Specifica.tion 0-75050 immediately after cleaning. 
Table Nine_IT~_ VI,_componet~~) 
Cleanness asoertained by flush or solvtmt rinse test 
-_.. ----.... --~-" -------
A. Contamination limits immediately after cleaning: m~.p'rior to instal~tlti9n_ 
Item l,imits 
Size-Micron.§. Max. n1.lmbm' 
Particles 
Fibers 
Total solids 
300-500 
>500 
1000-2000 
>2000 
Hydr()l.~arbons - No fluornscence ('1.3.1. 5) 
4 per sq ft 
o 
2 per sq ft 
o 
2 milligrams 
per sq ft 
B. C<!.i}t!nnil1<tti.l2!!.}J}nU;~....!vhcl! an instn.llH~J)~r~_tjfl_!:(!l~lE'y.£ld for c!_~~"~il!}~~ 
valicn.tion 0n1v __ ~_.~ .. _____ a_~ __ """"'" 
Item 
ParticLes 
FibCl'S 
Total solids 
Size-Microns 
--------
300-500 
>500 
>2000 
Hydrocarbons - No fluorescence (,1,.3.1.5) 
Limit::: 
Max. nUnl!)(~r 
---~ ... -. .. ---
15 per sq it 
o 
o 
2 milligrams 
POl' sq ft 
J1 
L 
3.2.1. 7 XYl~YUrJtna~erialh - Contamination barrit~r and seal material shull tnlWt 
th(,~ requirements of Table Ten when tested as specified in the table • 
. 
• Table Ten 
QJ.(!f!t1nOSS u .. c;certainc~U.?y the, rinse test ;1l!,Q ultravloiet light test 
Non~t..~ Size-Mic.r.illl!i MIx. No. /1<1 .• 2 Sur. Ar~L 
Particles 
Fibers 
Metallic 
Particles 
Fibers 
300-500 
>500 
1000-2000 
> 2000 
50-75 
75-100 
>100 
None allowed 
4 
o 
2 
o 
8 
6 
o 
Total sollds (nwtallic and non-m.E:tallic) 2.0 Millitiram Per Sq JTt of St1rfanp area. 
Hydrocarbon _. no flUOre8(!('llCe (4.3.1.5) 
3.2.2 .Control of cl~anness. 
3.2.2.1 .t\lpct!.2!w!J.9sting, TY.I2cs It II, IV, V t nmlYI. - \Vhere enginC'cring ]'cq,.lin·,-
mentE: exist for tests slIch a~ calibration, pressure, 01' leak testing, sneh t(~:-3b: ll1l1.y he Ill: :k~ 
before orafter cleaning, subject to the disapproval of Convair. ,A fUl1etional test shall Dot 
impair the operational deanncss status or functional capability of a maierial or componc:11.t. 
3.2.2.2 )i·Ll!.~~.!:.iG''Utl ~E.'sting~z T;YI~9s III ~!l£LY.U .. '!. - The requirements fGr Type III com-
P~)1l0IltS (tral1f:;ducers) arc spccifi::::d in 3.2.1.3.1. Functional testing' of Typ~) vn l1Htterini 
iG not a reqt!iremnnt of this specification. 
3.2.203 }n~.peeti~l).J:~~(le~:.~(>!.!'i!. - Inspoction processes shall not impair the oporntifm~i.l 
cleanness status 01' functional capability of a component 01' material. 
3.2.2 .·1 _Qleann(·s~.QEotect!9.!!_~_ - Clcannes:-> pn!S(H'vation and thc }Jl'oto(;tion of demwtl 
component surfaces shall be nceomplishcd in accorclanc(' with the requirement::; of Sp(](~ifj­
cation 0-7G01H. Cloaned and paekaged components shall be dl'livered to COl1\'air in slwh 
a rnml'lf.'l' that Ow It!vcl of cle~tl1ncss specified herein is maintained. 
·' 
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<1. QUALITY ASSVRANCg PHOVISIONS 
. 
4.1 Hesnons'vlility for insP99tiolh - Unless otherwise specified in the contract or 
ordor, the SUppliCl' is responsible for the performance of all inspection requirements as 
spc-cified herein. }~~wept as otherwise specified, the supplier may lIBe his own facilities 
or tmy commercial lahoratol'Y acceptable to Convair. Convair reserves the right to perform 
any or all of the inspections set fOl'th herein where such inspections are deemed necessary 
to assure that the requirements of this specification have been met. 
4.2 lnspectioE records. - Inspection 1'('co1'os of examinations and tests shall be kept 
compl~te and available to Convair. These records shall contain all data necessary to 
determine compH.lnce with the requirements of this specification. 
4.3 Classif!.gatiotl oL!.!l:'Ws£.tion~ - The inspection testing of cleaned material and 
(~ompol1ents shaH be cla.'3sified as "acceptance tests", and "performance reverification 
tests .,. 
4.3~1 Acceptanee tests!. - For TYLJe VII materials, acceptanc(~ tests shall bn made on 
a smup!o of material heing procesfl(~d for use. For Types I through VI components. ae-
(:~.·l:t[~nCe tDSts shall be> mmk~ on tho detail parts, or nfter n~sembly of a component, ut the 
c)I/ion c~ n supplier. but snbj('ct to disapPJ'ovai hy COllntil'. AC(!('IJtanc0 t()sts shall consist 
(\f the visnal. \\'lP;,~, l'inse, ultraviolet light, and .l'('ferec tC:'its which shall meet the followiq.': 
n'll u i n'll1('l1\.S • 
4.3.1.1 Visual ~£.?_st._ - Types I thr01.1r;h VI components and Type VII materials shall 
be (~xalUin(!d visunlly to determine conformance to the apr}licable requirements of 3.2.] • 
On normally acc(~f;:;ibl(! surfacf:8, visual inBllcction shall be performed with the unaided eye. 
Spcwial devices shall be used to visually e:.amine normally inaccessible areas. . 
4.3.1.2 }~~iI2.(.:J~:~t. - This test shall not be performed on Typefl III and VI component:; 
and Type VII }YH'l.'ier materials. For Types I, II, IV. and V components, the wipE: test 
shall be performed only when the rinse test is impractical or impos~;iblt~ to accomplish. 
Whell m~edt this test shall be performed to detect the size and quantity of particle ..·s and fiben~. 
'fhi~; te~t Rhnll consi~t of at least two wiping movements of a new, dean filter paper 
(Whatman No. ·12, Sand S No. G02, or equivalent) aerOSB the surface being tested. No II.lOre 
01r.n ono ~;qual'n foot of ~;urfacc area shall be sampled with a sinr;le filter paper. As mIl..:.'h of 
the total 8tll'f:w(' arc'a shull be sampled a~ is practical to porform :1 thorough inslX!ction. 
'fhe filk!' 1)<11>1.11'8 shall be oxamined undor a microscope for particulate contamination. The 
filter papors shnll also be examined visually with an ultraviolet light to determine the 
prNwnce of hydrocarlwlls for Types II, IV, and V components. 
'" 1,' 
L 
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4.3.1.3 _llilli1!!J£~b."!ru£..s I thl:9Ugh VI:,. - ThiH tust shall be performed to detect 
the size and quantity of particles and fibers. This t~st shall be performed with 200 milli-
liters of rinse fluid POl' square foot of component inner (or effective) surface ar('a to be 
rinsed. Any component with less than one square foot of internal surface shall hH consid('rod 
to have one square foot. The rinse test shall be IlCrform(~d by either sloshing or agitatinf~ 
the fluid around the inside surface of the component to insure entrainment of particles. T}l(' 
(!ffluent of a rim.,e test shall be examined for solids in accordnnc(l with SAE-AUP 598, witi: 
cO\~nting done only in the ranges specified in applicable table of this specification. 
4.3.1.4 ni).lS~L~~st, TY1?£....YJL - This test shall be pel'formed to detect the size and 
quantity of particles and fibers. This test shall be performed with 200 milliliters of rinse 
solution pcr square foot of surface area to be rinsed. Contamination barrier bags with less 
than one square foot of internal (critical) surface area shall be considered as one square 
foot. A minimum of ten contamination seals (plastic caps) shall be consid('red as one 
square foot of surface arCHi. The rinse test shall be pl"rformed by either sloshing or 
agitating the fluid around the inside surfacle of the contamination btU'rier bag or by placing 
the contamination seals or sheet stock in a prcclcaned and acceptance-tested barrier bai~ 
and sloshing or nf~itating the fluid. The cffl".itmt of the rinso test shall be examined for 
particulates in Hccordanc(l \'lith RAE Al{P 598, with counting done only in the ranges I'>pcci-
ned in T:i.hle '!\;l'.I. 
-1.3.1.5 J1Er~2~:.~c~~€?jJ.i~::l)J~L:~h.:!'..Ym:~.!UJu·o~~;';.tl-YI~~, - gxct.'pt for Type I ClO:nP')lH~ljt~;, 
~hii:l test ~hall be used on all aec:essible sm:aCl!S to <.k~tt!rmilll" thl~ pl'ebenCe or pelrolE:' l)P'l..-i.;<:;\i' 
hydroenrbons 0 Thb tOf,t shall consist of a vimwl im;ppction with the aid of an ultr:n-iokt 
light source. The cqldpmcllt Hlmll consist of u 100 watt, mercury arc r.;pot bulb, 3200 to 
3:300 angstrom miit:" with a minimum intensity of 500 microwatts per BquarC' cC'ntimeter nt 
24 inchos. A stmHlard ultraviolet light filter shall be moltnted in its usual position over the 
spot bulb. 
4.J .1.6 }l~[~.£~t~·:Je§.~., __ .Iy.l~...? II tl!E~;.h....Y.!I.!.. - This tORt Blinll be performed where 
the level or i!ydl'oearbon cOl!tmllination is questioned aft(ll' completion of the wipo test or th~.' 
u!traviolet light test. \Vhen tw(~d, this t{'SL shall bc performed with 200 milliliters of solvent 
rinsc fluid per square foot of Fourfacc al'ea u.nder test. Any component ,,,,ith less than one 
square foot of :~urface ar0a under t,_,;.:~ shall be considered to have one square foot. 'fhe 
effluent. solvent Hhall be anniY7.od with an infran,'d sPQctrophotomctcr. An acceptable 
equivalent te:.;t ~;h:dl consh:;;t of analyzing the evaporated residue of the rin!->o effluent llSinr: 
the graYinwtrie nwthod. Thi~ test shall not bp performed on Typ(~ I (!omponcnts. Tcst 
l'($ults shall be eomparcd to the requirements .specified in 3.2.1. 
4.:3. 2 .~g~:[C~Etll!.':!l.2£ .. E£y~!:ifi~gJ:}~!Lt<,::i!~L . IY.PC' J E.! - Type III components only 
(tr:llIsducers) ~hnll be mlbji.'(,tcil t(\ 1.11<.':';0 tests. Afivl' the completion of n.ll cleaning; and 
inspodion Pl'()(.·(·:';~;(;h and prh-l' tu packagitll:':, the IK·l'fol'li.'\:1l1ce of tran~:;ciu('crs ;;ha11 bl: 
l'(lWH'ified. Pl'L;~url: (,l'HtwdlWCl',:'; wEll pl't.,'!"SUrl.! l'4d1~~h; of C--GO (J<dn, r;'lj~.';, p",id, or h·",,·'!' 
shall haH~ their output ch<.'('l:C'd nt one point within their range. TIll! 7. ... 'i'U psid uutput sh:dl 
1 ' 'I 
L 
})t,) an ;tcccptubh! (~hcck point fOl' rcluctivc, d-c output, diffcr(mtial IjrHssur(~ tramHluccrH. 
Performance r(~verjfication is not required for tran:-;duccrs other than tho;.,c duscl'ilJcd 
, 
herein. 
4.3.2.1 lJ(mdout cgU!EIlHmt for, T;l'po III ~2mpullel1t~..:.. - A voltage-ratio meter or 
rcsistance-ratio meter with built-in excitation supply, or with external battl11'Y (6 volts, 
with 1.5 K serios resistor) shall be uset.1 for traul'lduc()r excitation to read tlw (mtllUt of 
potentiometric prC!ssure transducers. A digital voltmeter shall he m;cd to rcad the output 
of l'eluctive 01' capacitive. d-e output transducers and straillgaf~c type transducers which 
arc excited from a rcgulat(Hl d-e powor supply adjustttble from 0 to 30 volts d-c. 
4.3.2.2 fibsolute pressure test, Tyue III cOlllPQncn!s. - Transducers with 0 to 20 p~:ia 
or higher range may be tested un the bench. 
4.3.2.3 .Qlt,gg Qrq.~'§'!'!}:CLte8L~£ III c01ffi.JonCl~.!s. - Gage pressure trarmc.1ueers slw.ll 
be tested while in the vacuum oV(~n. A section of clemmcl stainless steel tubing shall be 
attached to the transducer port. The stainless steel tubing shall protrudu ~l'om the oven 
aiter the transduccr has been chi(~d. The pressure in the clean room and in the vacuum ovpn 
shall be monitorcd. Tho pressure diff<'ll'cnce is the gflg;e prCSHUl'C applied to the transducer. 
<1.:3.2.-1 l~iff(~xgnt ~!~tp!:~·J>:f?~n'~J.~~.f·::'iL,-1~~'l!.~iU.l!..£:.'!.I!l~~i!.c11t:~~. - Il(~ltlCti'.'(' :H~:l capaa it iv(> 
d··e outpnt tl'an8duc('l's and ~;tl'Uill-g;age type trallsdlWel'S may be t'.'sted un tll(' h'lwh with 
}'()th l'Ol'tS opon. Potcntiolilctri<: transdueer j :3h::.11 be t'.'~;f{~d \\'hilc' in the V:l.(~lmm o"ou. 
(af.~(ll' the tl'ansduccr hns been dried) with a portion of elc:med staiuless steel tt'l.ljn~~ COll-
necttHl to th(~ tran:-;ducer's "high" port. The tubing shall protrude from tho oven. The 
difference botw(~en tlw "high" port prcs!:>ul'C and "low" port pressure should be about 
50 perecnt of the transdu(~~:r's range. 
'1.3.2.5 Ot.her tests. '1.2',,£,u III c0111Eonents. - Temperature trrtllsducel's, flow trans-
ChWCll'S, and resistive liqUid-level transdUeCl'B shall have tIl(: rel:lisUtnee of tho tl'anSdUef'r 
elml'cllt meaf-llll'ed with a resistancc bridge, Wheat~Jt()ne bridge, or a high-impednneE.' digital 
ohllwtel' (Hyeon or equivalent) while the transducer is 011 the bench. 
4.4 gaI1!J.?1l1_~fu)l:m~~. - \\'"horo nJeamwss illspcetion samplilW: is lx~rfornwd by tho 
supplier, the ell'aIUwss inspt!ction sampling plans shall be determined by tho ~H!ppli{!r, 
Hnd Hhall be cBtahlbh{'d in accordance with military approved standards. These sampling 
plnnH shall he ~mbj('ct to disapproval by Convair. 
<1.5 l~::l~~:~:!:J~!!~.!'~l<:.l:!.tjs~!l;? ... ," - Componchts and materials· (TypeR I through VII) \\'111ch 
are in:,}J('('tion l'cjeetl'd as tIw result of nOne(J!lfOl'llWnC(~ to tho rcquil'clllonts r-;pecified 
lWl'ein siLlll be rcelr.',uWtl 1>:·fo1'o h.'ing; re-inspeeted. 
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• 4. G.1 1YllC I, II $ IV, V, a .. !llL~.L componc1lt':!.. - Each component or component 
package shall have attached e\'idenc(~ of inspection acceptance if the requirements of this 
specifieation arc met. Jt~vidence shall consist of all inspection tag or stamp incorporating 
the date of acceptance and the identity of the responsible inspector. The inspection 
acceptance tag or stamp shall become invalid if the package or seal is broached 01' damaged 
prior to installation of the component. 
4.6.2 Type In qot~~J?onen!§.,,!. - I~ aeh tr ans ducer or trans ducer package s h ... ll have 
attached evidence of inspbction acceptance if the requirements of this spccification are met. 
Transducers which arc USE.1d in hydrogen peroxide systems shall have attached evidence 
of inspGction acceptance if the Activity Test (passivity) requirements of Specification 0-75050 
arc met in addition to meeting the cleanness requirements of th;s specification. Evidenf..~e 
shall consist of an inspection tag or stamp incorporating the date of acceptance and the 
identity of the responsible inspector. The inspection acceptance tag or stamp shall be 
invalid if the packa~~e or seal is broached or damaged prior to int~tallation uf the transducer. 
The calibration record of each transducer shall be annotated to indicate post-cleaning 
pe>rformanee acceptance and shall be signed, dated, and inspection-stamped. 
5. PHEPAH.ATiON FOB. DELIVERy' 
Not applicable 
G. NOTES 
G.1 l!ltcn~e_~~se. - This spccifi{lation is intended to be applied to the components li,~ted 
in 1.1 for whieh preeise eontro1 of cleanness is r(~quired. Tho transducers covered (1.1.(') 
arc temperature (resistive, probe type), liquid lcvel, flow, and instyument and control 
transducers. Type VII l11att.'rial (1. 1. i) includes films, plastic caps, and metal closure~ 
used for p!wknging or sealing of precision cleaned components. 
a. Component: A comp'Jl'cnt is W1 intpgral unit portion of an assembly or 
system. Examples are tubes, ducts, tanks, valves. actuators, reservoirs, housings, 
and accumulators. 
h. f:1nndard part: For the purposes of this specification, a stalldarc1 part is all 
lIltegral unit portion of an :wsmnbly or system. Examples H}'r> "0" rings, ga::;ket::;, seals, 
unions, tees, 011h/\vs, and Cl'os~;es which arc manufactured to the npl)licable AN, MB, or 
N AS D(~sjgn SUmdards. 
Hi 
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c. Interchangeable: When two or more parts possess such functional and physi-
cal characteristics HS to be equivalent in performam!c and durability and capable (Jf being 
exchanged ono for the other without alteration of the parts themselves or of adjoining 
components except for adjustments, and without selection for fit or performance J the parts 
are interchangeable. 
d. Fiber: A fiber is defined as any material having a diameter of "10 microns 
or less and a length to diameter ratio of 10 to 1 or greater. 
e. Particle: A particle is definod as any solid material which cannot be classi-
fied as a fiber. The size of a particle shnll be determined by its largest dimension. 
f. Micron: One micron is defined as one one-millionth of an international meter, 
or 0.00003937 inch. 
g. Contamination barrier material: Heat-sealable, transparent, flexible barrio}' 
material applied for thc retention of precision cleanness. 
h. Contamination seals: Caps. flange closure plates, and other devices which 
prcvent '.!ontmnination of precision cleaned surfaces. 
i. Precision cleaned: Cleaning which complies with the contamination limits 
specifiNl herein. 
j. Instrumentation transducers: Transducers used fo1' airborne and ground 
support equipment test purpofws in RP-l fnel t liquid oxyg~'n, liquid hy(h'o;!;en, hY':'l'H\.l.lie) 
and pneumatic ~ysternH. 
k. Control. transducers: Transducers used as a part of a closed loop control 
system for airborne and ground support systems. A human integruted into the co:ttrol 
system as a functionin~~ unit may be considered to be the 'Closing element in the It)op. 
1. Rin~: test: For the purpose of this specification, the term "rinse> test" t 
is UGcd t.o mean any tost where the rinse effluent is examined by the Millipore method or 
equivalent. 
603 0 ] _1':r~?!<::!'2.J.:~)_~!gJ.!.1~~?EI~~'ated5'!!!"..9.I!1!~!!:!gs. - This spccificatioll shall he rnfercnccd 
011 drawiug'H by the following: 
"Clean to eomply with the requircments of Specification 0-75192 (and 
applicable dash m:n':.ocr from 6.a.~~)" 
G.3.2 _Ql~'..!~:,~)fJ!!:.(~(:~q::!!..(~.:.._£t!!~!!ll!~g~~!c:~ti£~~ - This specificatiO!l sUPQl'sede~ all 
otliPl'S (If th,'! :=;:mw ~;(~O:);'. This Spt'cif!cati',IlI eon[oruls to the rQquilenwnt::; of AFBS GJ .. ·3C 
but o;'·ly (!'I.:!'anrJo:; 11!'Olo and d()(,s nn! le~'S(>11 Dny l'equirfJfllents thcl'ejll~ 
11' 
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6 .. 3.3 Clerul'.'!e:?,lt 9rif:t)ria idgntifioatiol!Jlumber. - The identification number for 
oleanness criwl.'ja shall oonsi::3t of this speoifioation number, 0-75192, and the applioable 
dash number as shown 0010#: . 
f ~PF._·~_: -t]-"' -R-P---I-F-ue'-l-S-Y-S C_tcA_:._E_~G_o-:-:-:-ne-n·-ts-·-·· ._ ...._._._ .. _ .... _.,,_ .. -r!_D __ ·As_o • ·_iI_· ~-l_u.I\_i-·B-··~~-R--l-1 
I II ! Liquid O:~ygen, Liquid Hydrogen, and I I 
ilLiqUid Helium Components I -_32 1'1 
" 
III Fluid System Transducers 
IV Pneumatio System Components I -4 I 
! V Propellant Utiliza.tion System Components . -5LJ 
VI Interchrulgeable Standard Parts -6 
VII Conta1l1inatio~1 Barrier and Seal Material -7 
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DllPART~mNT OF TIm NAVY 
NAVAl. SIIJP ENGINIlHRING CHNTI1R 
WASIIINGTON, D.C. 20360 
Cleaning and Testing of Oxygen :md Nitrogen 
Gas Piping Systems 
MIL-STD-1330(SHIPS) 
1. This Military Standard shall be mandatory effective on the date of issue to 
Naval shipyards or repair facilities and private firms performing services as prime or 
subcontractors for the Naval Ship Engineering Center. 
2. Recommended corrections, additions or deletions including improvements in the 
procedures described herein and changes in this standard which can result in less 
costly methods without sacrificing the level of quality desired should be addressed 
to Commander, Na\'al Ship Engineering Center, Department of the Navy, Washington, D. C. 20360. 
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~IIL-STD-1330 (SHIPS) 
10 May 1968 
Explosions are known or suspected to have occurred in high pressure oxygen and 
nitrogen systems which were not properly maintained. To insure safe operation of these 
systems, the accumulation of hydrocarbons in the system must be eliminated. 
This standard will provide a procedure for cleaning and testing both oxygen and 
nitrogen systems in place. Any part of this standard which does not apply to a particular 
system or ship should be deleted a~cordingly. 
iii 
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1. SCOPE 
MIL-STD-1330(SHIPS) 
10 May 1968 
1.1 This standard covers the requirements governing the procedure for cleaning and 
testing oxygen and nitrogen system piping. This procedure is intended for use by Navy 
approved private contractors and by Naval shipyards. 
1.2 Applica~ion. 
Ca) 
(b) 
Oxygen - That part of the ship's piping and component arrangement required 
for loading, storage. generating (excepting the oxygen generator itself) 
and distribution of high purity oxygen. 
Nitrogen - That part of the ship's piping and component arrangement 
required for loading, storage and distribution of oil-free nitrogen used 
to purge the oxygen generators. 
2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS 
2.1 The issues of the follmdng documents in effect on the date of invitation for 
bids form a part of this standard to the extend specified herein. 
GOVERNMENTAL 
SPECIFICATIONS 
BB-N-411 QQ-N-28l 
MIL-E-15090 
MIL-P-15328 
MIL·P-15930 
MIL-F-2260ti 
MIL-C-8l302 
STANDARD 
MIL-STD-271 
- Nitrogen. Technical. 
- Nickel-Copper-Alloy Bar, Plate, Rod. Sheet. Strip, Wire. 
Forgings, and Structural and Special Shaped Sections. 
- Enamel, EqUipment, Light-Gray (Formula No. 11). 
Primer, Pretreatment (Formula No. 117, For Metals). 
Primer Coating, Shipboard, Vinyl-Zinc Chromate (Formula 
No. 120. For Hot Spray) • 
• Flas::, C(lr.lllressed Gas and End Plugs For Air. Oxygen and 
Nit1't.<~eJ .• 
- Cleaning Compound, Solvent, Trichlorotrifluoroethane. 
- Nondestructive Testing Requirements for Metals. 
DRAWINGS 
86004-501-4304426 
86004-501-4304427 
86004-501-4304428 
86004-501-4304429 
86004-501-4304430 
86004-501-4305034 
80090-501-4306010 
- Inplace Removal of Oxygen Plugs. 
- Inplace Cleaning and Testing of Oxygen Systems. 
- Ultrasonic Test of Oxygen Piping. 
- Inplace Gage Calibration. 
- Ultrasonic Test of lIydrogen Overboard Discharge Piping. 
- Oxygen System Drop Test. 
- Pressure Correction Chart. 
(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications required by suppliers 
in connection with specific procurement functions should be obtained from the procuring 
activity or as directed by the contracting officer.) 
NONGOVERNMENTAL 
OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
.. 
COMPRESSED GAS ASSOCIATION (CGA) 
Pamphlet C-l - Methods for Hydrostatic Testing of Compressed Gas 
Cylinders. 
(Application for co~ies shOUld be addressed to the Compressed .. ~.;; Association,Inc., 
500 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10036). 
(Technical society and technical association specifications and standards are 
generally available for reference from libraries. They are also distributed among 
technical groups and using Federal agencies.) 
1 
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3. DEFINITIONS 
3.1 General terminolo~y. 
3.1.1 Clean. Being free of all loose scale, rust, grit, filings and other foreign 
substances; ~ree of oil, grease and other organic materials. 
3.1.2 Components. As used in this standard shall be valves, gages, regulators and 
flasks for the system. 
3.1.3 Cleaning solvent 07 compound. As used in this standard !hall refer to 
trichlorotrifluoroethane complying with MII.-C-S1302 type I - ultra-clean. Used 
solvent may be reased if it has been redistilled to meet the requirements of MIL-C-S1302. 
3.1.4 Laboratory. Refers to a certified chemical laboratory capable of making all 
analyses requlred ln this standard. . 
4. REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 General requirements. 
4.1.1 This standard will be applicable to all nuclear and nonnuclenr surface $hips 
and submarines which have oxygen or nitrogen piping systems. 
4.1.2 This standard is not applicable to gas generating plants as they will be 
cleaned and tested according to the procedures set forth by the manufacturer. 
4.1.3 Trichlorotrifluoroethane, complying with MIL-C-S1302, type I, will be used as 
the cleaning and testing medium for oxygen and nitrogen gas piping systems. This cleaning 
compound has a strong attraction for hydrocarbons and samples of this compound can be 
inspected for total contamination to furnish positive indication that the hydrocarbon 
residue is within allowable limits. The allowable contamination limit in the cleaning 
compound after the final flush is five parts per million (ppm) or less (by weight). 
4.1. 3.1 This cleaning compound mus t not be used in rublwr I plastic, nylon, or 
other flexible hose or tubing with which it is not compatible. Incompatibility may result 
in changes in polymer structure and molecular t~eight, dissolutioI'. cf plasticizers and an 
increase in temperature, brittleness, swelling, etc. 
4.1.3.2 This cleaning compound is primarily to be used in all metal systems, but 
mt'y be used in approved compatible flexible hose for transferring the compound and testing. 
Approved teflon flexible hose may be used for transferring ~1. compound. 
4.1.4 Oxygen or nitrogen system components which are received from a manufacturer 
with a certification that they have been cleaned for oxygen service need not be recleaned 
provided that the means for protecting the components are intact. 
4.1.5 Temporary piping and component~, as required for sy$~em flushing and testing, 
shall be cleaned as specified for system piping prior to .~ch ~se and tested to l-l/? times 
the system pressure. 
4.1.6 All interconnected piping and components ln the oxygen and nitrogen plplng 
systems shall be cleaned and maintained clean. All piping to and from the oxygen generator 
with the exception of the cooling services shall be cleaned a~ herein specified for 
oxygen and nitrogen systems. 
4.1.7 A certified laboratory will sample all gaseous nitrogen prior to use in the 
oxygen and nitrogen piping systems and will analyze it for liquid nitrogen pump lubricant (e.g. cosmodyne), and any other hydrocarbons which may be present. Only dry oil-free 
nitrogen in accordance with BB-N-4ll, type I, class 1, grade A or B approved by the 
laboratory will be used. 
4.1.7.1 If shipboard conditions are such that a part!cular system cannot be flushed 
or tested as a single unit, this system may be divid~d into sections and flushed or tested 
accordingly. Also, portions of these systems may be flushed or tested as required by 
production to facilitate interference problems, shipboard schedule event completion, etc. 
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4.1.7.2 Proper valve line-up will be provided by the shop connucting the flushing, 
testing and seat leakage requirements of this standard. Caution should be used to insure 
portions of the system which have been certified clean by the laboratory will not be 
flushed with contaminated solvent. 
4.1.7.3 Upon completion of partial test or flush, the system line-up sheet shall be 
signed by the Pipe Shop and the Quality and Reliability Assurance Department Inspector. 
4.1.8 All personnel involved with flushing and testing shall become familiar with 
applicable safety precautions and regulations. 
4.2 Safety and precautions. 
4.2.1 lIigh pressure gas sY!'ltems constitute a hazard in themselves in addition to the 
hazards involved when hydrocarbons are present. The failure of a container charged with 
high pressure gas may result in an explosion with associated fragmentation of the 
container. 
4.2.1.1 Therefore, high pl'essure gases must have particular attention to provide a 
~afe system. As a gas is compressed, energy is added and it heats due to several factors; 
1.e., compression itself and frictional forces associated with container boundaries. If 
~ hy'~rocarbon.lubricant is present, a condition is approached not dissimilar to that found 
ln Qlesel englnes. 
4.2.1.2 The only sure way to eliminate the possibility of ignition; i.e., fire and 
explosions, is to eliminate the fuels in high pressure gas systems. 
4.2.2 The noise associated with "bleed off" or pressure relief of high pressure gas 
reservoirs through a small orifice can reach sound pressure levels of sufficient intensity 
to cause acute damage to the ear with resultant loss of hearing. Since acoustical control 
of this noise is impractical aboard ship or at dockside, protection of personnel is 
dependent upon the use of e~l protective devices. 
4.2.3 Trichlorotriflu~~oethane is a nonflammable solvent. The American Conference of 
Governmental Industrial Hygienists states that the threshold limit value (a concentration 
of solvent vapor in air to which nearly all workers may be repeatedly exposed, day after 
day, without adverse (effect) for this solvent is 1,000 ~pm. Normal air movement is 
usually sufficient to keep vapors belOW this threshold llmit. 
4.2.3.1 Although this solvent is exceptionally safe, it should still be used with 
adequate ventilation and prolonged breathing of vapors should be avoided. The solvent 
shOUld not be used near open flames or heat: the products or decomposition are toxic 
and very irritating. 
4.2.3.2 Since this solvent dissolves natural oils and is absorbed through the skin, 
contact with the skin should be avoided. Neoprene gloves, may be worn. If the solvent 
is taken internally, consult a physician immediately. 
4.2.3.3 Under no circumstances should the concentration of vapor in air exceed 2S 
percent by volume even for a brief period of time. At this point, the concentration of 
oxygen is r~duced to a hazardous level. If ~dequate ventilation cannot be supplied, 
portable blowers should be used and the atmosphere monitored to insure safe limits are not 
exceeded. 
4.2.3.4 The chemicals prescribed herein, except those used in connection with 
ultrasonic cleaning, shall not be stored onboa.d submarines nor used in a closed 
submarine hull. 
4.3 Material/equipment. 
4.3.1 Flushing and testing eguipment. The flushing and testing equipment shall cons1~t 
of the fol10wlng: 
(a) Vacuum pumps - Lieman Model 29S-B-2 or equivalent. Pump shall be capable 
of pulling a 20-inch vacuum. 
NOTE: Vacuum pump design shall preclude pump lubricant from being drawn into system being 
cleaned in the event of a pump failure or stoppage, and must be compatible with the cleaning 
compound vapor. 
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(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Iligh pressure pumns - McFarland Engine and Pump Company Model P-38 (nonoil 
lubricated pistons) or equivalent. 
Tnnsfer pumps - Krogh r·jodel 1000 (nonoil lubricated pistons) or equivahnt. 
Gages - Heise 5000 or 1000 pounds per square indl gage (psig) (graduate:: 
in 2 pounds per square inch (nsi) increments) or equivalent. 
Ifoses - Conforming to Naval Ship Engineeting Center (NAVSEC) requirements (see also 4.1.3.2). 
4.3.2 Materiah. ~fateria1s shall be as follows: 
Sampling containers (glass - 1 gallon). (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
General Electric lofodel 11-10 leak detector, or equivalent. 
Supply of dry, certified oil-free nitrogen in accordance with BB-N-4ll, type 
I, class 1, grade A or B. 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
Supply of cleaning compound (MIL-C-S1302, type I). 
Black light lamp, Magna Flux lofodel ZB26 (3600 Anstrl)m) or equivalent. 
Lubricants - Flurolube GR-S44 or LG-160, Molykote Type "Z" Powder or other 
lubricants which are approved by NAVSnr. (Piping System Branch). 
4.4 Cleaning and certifying $ystem components. 
4.4.1 Components which are to be repaired, cleaned and certified for oxygen 
be sent to the appropriate shop (does not include flasks. For inplace oxide 
flask interior, obtain procedure from NAVSnC) (Auxilliary Equipment Branch). 
4.4.1.1 Each component will be tagged with proper identifications. 
service 
removal 
4.4.1.2 Disassemble, inspect and repair as required each component to place it in 
proper working order. Reassemble each component and check for proper operatton. 
4.4.1.3 The chemical laboratory will clean all parts of the component as required 
using an approved cleaning compound. 
4.4.1.4 If lubrication of parts is required, the lubricant used must be as approved 
by NAVSEC (Piping Systems Branch). Several lubricants which may be used as given in the 
material list (see 4.3.2 (f». 
4.4.1.5 The component wi'l be reassembled under oxygen clean conditions and tested 
according to the applicable test document. 
4.4.1. 6 After completion of assembly and successful testirfl. the compnnent will be 
sent back to the laboratory for final cleaning and certification. Place the component in 
an oxygen clean polyethylene bag with proper identification and seal the bag. 
4.4.1.7 Oxygen clean conditions will be maintained during installation of the 
component onboard ship to prevent any contamination from entering the component or system 
piping. 
4.4.2 Pressure gages will be cleaned and tested according to procedures in 4.5. 
4.5 Cleaning and testing Bourdon "c" tube pressure ~. 
4.5.1 The cleaning procedure, if required, for bleeder type Bourdon "c" tube 
indicators shall be as specified in 4.5.1.1 through 4.5.1.14. 
4.5.1.1 Disconnect indicators from cylinders or high pressure piping if they are 
known to be defective or if they have failed a gage calibration test. 
4.5.1.2 Remove the back of the inqicator, carefully elongate the coil of capillary 
tubing to extend the free tip of the tube outside the indicator. 
4.5.1 3 Open the capilla~y by filing off the tip or by notching and bending no more 
than 1/8 inch of the distal portion. Clear the opening with a small drill or probe. 
4.5.1.4 Immobilize indicator in a horizontal position supported by a ring stand and 
clamp so that the exit port of the capillary bleeder drains freely into an Erlenmeyer 
receiving flask. 
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4.5.l.S Adapt a length of teflon tubing properly fitted to the threaded entrance 
port of the indicator and connected to a 1/4 inch alass tube extending below the level of the 
cleaning solvent contained in a 250 milliliter (ml) suction flask. 
4.5.1.6 Connect an air pressure line to the side arm of the suction flask. The 
incoming air should be passed through a scrubber containing cleaning solvent to remoye any 
trace of hydrocarbons which may be admixed with the air supply system. 
4.5.1.1 Place 150 ml of cleaning solvent in a suction flask. 
4.5.1.8 Adjust incoming air pressure (5 psig) to permit a flow rate of approximately 
50 ml per minute to force the cleaning solvent through the indicator connection and out of 
the bleeder exit port in the collecting container. 
4.5.1.9 Repeat with two additional l2.5 1111 purtions of cleaning solvent. 
4.5.1.10 Introduce 50 ml of cleaning solvent through connection end of indicator 
and collect effluent in a clean white p~rcelain dish. Evaporate to dryness and check for 
fluorescence with a long wave ultraviolet light (3600 - 3900 angstrom units). If no 
fluorescence is discernable, indicator is free of hydrocarbons. Continue flushing if 
fluorescence is evident. 
4.5.1.11 When indicator is free of hydrocarbons, disassemble cleaning apparatus anu 
~force dry oil-free ~nitrogen (certified by the laboratory) through th" indicator and out. 
the bleeder port to remove the last traces of solvent. 
4.5.1.12 Reseal tip of capillary bleeder by welding. Carefully recompress the 
capillary coil to clear indicator cover and mecnanism. 
4.5.1.13 The pressure gage shOUld be tested with dry oil-free nitrogen to insure 
proper working order prior to installation. 
4.5.1.14 R~place cleaned indicator into high pressure system maintaining oxygen 
clean conditidns at all times. 
4.5.2 The procedure specified in 4.5.1 or an approved procedure (by the chemical 
laboratory) shall be used to clean and test Bourdon "C" tube pressure gages. 
4.6 Flushing silver brazed pipinS' 
4.6.1 To remove residual flux remainin& in the system piping after fabrication, it 
is necessary to apply a flush. Anyone of the procedures specified in 4.6.1.1 through 
4.6.1.3 may be used to flush out the flux (the hot water flush and the hot water circulation 
methods are preferred). 
4.6.1.1 flot flush for one hour usin~ supply water at temperature sufficiently high 
to insure that the temperature at any part'of the system does not go below 110°F. 
4.6.1.2 As an alternate to the hot flush procedure, a hot recirCUlating procedure may 
be conducted for a period of one hour. Water temperature shOUld not fall below 110°F. 
at any part of the system. Following the recirculation, the system shOUld be cold 
flushed for 15 minutes. 
4.6.1.3 Cold soak the system for 12 hours using water at a minimum of 60°F. At the 
completion of the 12 hour soak, flush with water at a minimum of 60°F. for four hours. 
4.6.2 For all flushing procedures specified in 4.6.1.1 through 4.6.1.3, the minimum 
flow requirements shall ?e one foot/second. 
4.6.2.1 For all flushing procedures specified in 4.6.1.1 through 4.6.1.3, the system 
should be full of water so that joints are completely submerged at all t.imes. 
4.6.2.2 Following the hot or cold water flushes, the flushing water may be used for 
any system testing which may be required. 
4.6.3 Removing of flux from silve~ brazed pil'ing will be according to procedure 
specified in 4.6.1 or an equivalent NAVSEC (Piping Systems Branch) approved procedure. 
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5. FLUSHING 
5.1 System preparation. 
5.1.1 Prior to shipboard flushing, all repairs to the piping system ~h~ll have been 
completed. 
5.1.2 Attach a t~mporary valve and adapter as required on each piping end terminating 
at the following locations: 
(a) Connections to each pressure reducing manifold. (b) Connections to each oxygen generator. (c) Connections to each oxygen and nitrogen flask. 
5.1.2.1 Attach a temporary valve and adapter as required to the test connection or 
gage connection, as applicable. 
5.1.2.2 If the system will be flushed in sections, install temporary ,valves, adapters, 
and b1anr.s, as required, in addition to those already specified to permit pressurization 
and where practicable, unobstructed flushing. 
5.1.2.3 When possible, jumpers may be used to connect two open end pieces of pipe 
in order to provide more circulation. Flasks' piping connections may also be connected 
by jumpers. 
5.1.3 Disconnect pressure regulators from system at inlet union joint and cover with 
oxygen clean polyethylene. If regulators are seal welded, disassemble high pressure 
chamber and remove the nozzle. Place removed parts in a clean plastic bag. 
5.1.4 Containers, certified by the chemical laboratory for oxygen service, will be 
used to retain samples of the cleaning compound as it is pumped through the system from 
test connection, regUlators, bleed~off lines, oxygen generator union connections or other 
appropriate sample locations. 
5.1.5 Disconnect piping from any components which may be deteriorated by the c' ~,ming 
solvent and install jumperG as reqaired. Oil removal filter elements should be disconnected 
or removed and jumpers inste~led as required. 
5.1.6 All new silver brazed piping will be flushed accord.ing to procedures sllecified 
in 4.6. 
5.1.7 Remove internals from check valves to provide unrastricted flow, if required. 
5.2 Oxygen system flush. 
5.2.1 If any flasks in the oxygen system do not have Monel plugs (class A, form 2 of 
QQ~N-281) obtain authorization to remove the existing plugs and replace with ones made of 
Monel. Drawing 86004-501-4304426 or an equivalent procedure shOUld be used for r~moving 
and reinstalling plugs in place. 
5.2.1.1 If in place removal or oxygen flask plugs is not feasible, consult NAVSHIPS 
for authorization to remove the flasks frOM the ship. 
5.2.2 All oxygeu gener~tor discharge piping (including the hydrogen overboard 
discharge piping) shall be ultrasonically tested. MIL~STD-271 or an approved ultrasonic 
test procedure; i.e., Drawings 86004-501-4304428 and 86004-501~4304430, should be used. 
S. 2.2.1 If the pipe wall thickness is less than the minimum allowed, this section 
of pipe shall be renewed according to the applicable shlp' s drawing. Table I contains the 
minimum allowable pipe wall thicknesses for several pipe sizes and materials. 
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Tahle I - Typical minimum wall thickness. 
Nominal size Nominal wall O.D. Minimum allowable 
Pipe material (inches) thickness (inches) (inches) wall thic1cness 
Monel Y 1/2 0.147 0.840 0.082 
1/eres type 1/4 .140 .540 .050 
1/2 .840 .077 304 .147 
!leres type 1/4 .140 .540 .050 
1/2 .147 .840 .077 316L 
1 .179 1.315 .121 
1/ Applicable sh~p's drawings should be checked for pipe material, size, service, location, 
etc., prior to testing. Drawings 86004-501-4304428 or 86004-501-4304430 should be 
consuls ted for other pipe material and sizes other than those specified in table I. 
5.2.3 
the oxygen 
flushing) • 
new ones. 
Remove the valve bonnet and internal assemhly from all stop and check valves in 
system. (Th:i.s is accomplished to prevent damage to the soft seats during 
Place the internals in a clean plastic bag and replace the oil diaphragms with 
Install blanking caps on body of valves for flushing. 
5.2.3.1 The o~tgen hull stop valves ~hall not be disassembled until the inboard 
piping has been cleaned and certifi~d by the laboratory. 
5.2.3.2 Close all o~ygen hull stop valves (if applicable) and plug or gag the 
oxygen system relief valve(s). 
5.2.4 Connect the flushing equipment to the system at the charging conne~tion. 
5.2.4.1 Flush the system (inboard pilling only) with the cleaning solvent for. a 
minimum of 30 minutes and then sample the flush from test connecti"ns regUlators, bleed-
off lines, oxygen generator union connections and any other appropriate sampling locations. 
5.2.4.2 The samples will be analyzed by the laboratory for total contamination; at 5 
ppm or less the system is considered clean. If more than 5 ppm total contamination is 
found, repeat the flush until acceptable contamination level is reached. . 
5.2.5 When the inboard piping is certified clean, make-up union nut on regulators 
and seal weld, if applicable. Disassemble high pressure chalJlber and remove the nozzl'~ 
and plug port. 
5.2.5.1 If the regulator is seal welded and nozzle removed, plug the port. 
5.2.6 Remove the internals from oxygen system hull s.top valves, renew diaphragms and 
reinstall internals according to applicable drawings. 
5.2.6.1 Remove the blanking caps from all other valves and reinstall valve internals. 
5.2.7 All dead end system piping shall be flushed a~cording to the procedures 
specified in 5.4. 
5.3 Nitrogen system flush. 
5.3.1 If the system can be flmhed by circulation, connect the flushing equipment and 
cleaning sclvent supply at the charging connection or a convenient low point in the system. 
5.3.1.1 Circulate the cleaning solvent for 30 minutes. Collect the solvent from the 
drains in receiving tanks or pipe the solvent back into the piping system, if possible. 
5.301.2 For sections of the system which cannot be cleaned by flushing, procedures 
for flushing dead end system piping as specified in 5.4 should be used. 
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5.3.1.3 Collect a sample of the removed solvent from all exhausts. The laboratory 
will analyze the cleaning solvent for total contamination. To consider the Gystem clean, 
total contamination of the cleaning solvent should be 5 ppm or less. If a second flushing 
or soaking is required, the procedures specified above should be repeated. 
5.3.1.4 When a section of piping is certified clean by the laboratory, the solvent 
will be completely removed by draining and by either blowins th~ system piping with dry, 
certified oil-free nitrogen or air or by using a vacuum pump. 
5.3.1.5 Using a halide leak detector, check the exhaust fo~ traces of the cleaning 
solvent. Continue evacuating or purging until no trace of the solvent is detectable. 
5.3.1.6 Clean all piping by the same procedures used above and keep all clean 
piping isolated and free of contamination while flushing associated piping. 
5.3.1.7 After the nitrogen system piping has been cleaned and certified, any further 
work on the system shall be accomplished under. oxygen clean conditions. If· the system will 
not be tested immediately after cleaning, pressurize the system to 10-15 psig with dry 
certified oil-free nitrogen and maintain this pressure until testing can be accomplished. 
5.4 Dead end system flush. 
5.4.1 Evacuate the system to at least 25 inches of mercury vaccum and break the 
vacuum with the cleaning solvent. A moder~te pressure may be applied, if nncessary, to 
insure complete filling of system. 
5.4.1.1 After a minimum of one hour drain the system by using a vacuum pump or by 
blowing out with dry, certified oil-free nitrogen. The cleaning solvent shall be sampled 
and analyzed by the laboratory for total contamination content. If the acceptable level 
has not been reached, repeat the above flushing procedure. 
5.4.1.2 If the dead end system piping requires testing, proceed with the testing 
procedures. If no testing is required at this time, evaCU:1te the system to 0.2 inch 
mercury absolute and check the exhaust gas with a leak detector. 
6. TESTING 
6.1 Oxygen systems. 
6.1.1 The following paragraphs ''lill provide a sufficient test (eight hour hydrostatic) 
that the seven day drop test will not be required. lIowever, if this eight hour hydrostatic 
test cannot be performed, then see 6.2 for an alternate test procedure. This eight hour 
hydrostatic is the preferred test and should always be used when possible and practicable. 
Other methods for hydrostatic and leakage tests will be considered upon submission for 
approval to NAVSEC (Piping Systems Branch). 
6.1. 2 ~Ieasure all oxygen flasks with micrometers. Take two readings 90 degrees 
apart at the top, middle and bottom of the longitudinal section of the flasks. The area 
where readings are to be taken will be cleaned and marked to insure all readings are taken 
from the same location. If testing is not feasible in place, consult NAVSIIIPS for 
authorization to remove the flasks for cleaning and testing. 
6.1.3 Close all oxygen system bleed-off valves. Evacuate the system to 29 inches 
mercury vacuum with a vacuum pump. Break the vacuum with ~he cleaning solVent and gradually 
pressurize the entire sy~tem to 1500 psig in 500 psig incr~~ents. Check the system at 
each 500 psig increment ;;'or leaks. 
6.1.3.1 Hold this test pressure for eight hours. During this time inspect the entire 
system, each joint and valve bonnet, with the halide leak detector at least three times 
by three independent inspectors. 
. .. 
6.1.3.2 Measure all flasks as specified in 6.1.2 after about seven hours of testing. 
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6.1.3.3 If leaks are found, continue the test until the entire system has been 
investigated (unless a rupture occurs) and then drain the cleaning compound from the system. 
Purge the system with dry, certified oil-free nitrogen until no cleaning solvent is present. 
Repair leaks and repeat test for affected portion of the system. 
6.1. 3.4 If no leaks are found, relieve pressure f.nd collect a sample of cleaning 
solvent for chemical analysis from each drain line. The chemical analysis must show a total 
contamination content of 5 ppm or les$ to consider the system clean. If the analysis reveals 
the system is not clean, ref1ush according to procedures ~pecified above. 
6.1.3.5 When the pressure is relieved, measure each flask as specified in 6.1.2. 
6.1.3.6 Using the following equation, calculate the max~.l'Ium allowable flask 
diameter permissible after the hydrostatic test and compare it with the measured diameter. 
Where: D • Original diameter (before hydrostatic). 
Dl • Expanded diameter (during hydrostatic). 
D2 • New diameter (after hydrostatic). 
Example: D • 18.000 inches. 
Dl • 18.153 inches. 
< 
D2 • 
18.003 
D2 • 18.003 inches. 
(. 06Di + .94D2) .5 
(.06(18.153)2 
18.009 
+ .94(18.000)2 ) .5 
~ 
• 18.009 flask passes hydrostatic 
6.1.4 If there are no leaks ~nd the total contamination content is 5 ppm or less, 
drain all the cleaning solvent from the system. Purge with dry certified oil-free nitrogen 
until there is no trace of cleaning solvent. Check exhaust with halide leak detector. 
6.1.4.1 The laboratory will certify cleaning solvent free conditions exist. Also, 
the laboratory will check the exhaust gas with the black light for hydrocarbons. 
6.1.4.2 Under oxygen clean conditions, remove the flask portable drain and install 
drain plug in the flask plug. Seal weld using certified seal welding procedure. 
6.1.4.2.1 Maintain a small nitrogen purge on each flask (5-10 psig) during installation 
of drain plug. 
6.1.4.3 Remove the plug from the high pressure chamber and reinstall nozzle in 
pressure regulato'r. Reassemble high pressure chamber. 
" 
6.1.5 With the system prepared as specified in 6.1.$, evacuate the system to 29 
inches of mercury vacuum and break the vacuum with the cleaning solvent. Pressurize the 
system to 4500 psig and hold this pressure for tKO hours (minimum) or long enough to 
inspect each seal weld three times with the halide leak detector by three independent 
inspectors. 
6.1.5.1 If this two hour hydrostatic cannot be accomplished as stated, the system 
should be pressurized to 3500 psig with dry oil-free nitrogen and the seal welds soaped to 
check for leaks. The new ~~eids should be checked using 5X magnification. 
6.1.6 Remove the cleaning solvent from the system. Take three random samples of 
the cleaning solvent during draining of the system and compare the contamination content 
average with the flush in 6.1.3.4. The laboratory will certify the system is clean for 
oxygen service. 
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6.1.6.1 Evacuate the system to 29 inches mercury vacuum until all cleaning solvent is 
removed. Check the vacuum exhaust with the halide leal: detector. 
6.1.6.2 If leaks are found ill the flask drain plug seal ,~e1ds, repair leaks and test 
affected portion of systems. 
6.1.6.3 After the system is certified clean for oxygen sl'\l'vice, charge the sl'stem 
with certified oil-free nitro~en to 100 psig or to 3000 psig if the valve seat leakage 
test will be conducted. Calr"ration of gag.,s may be conducted at this time in accordance 
with Drawing 86004-501-4304429 or an equivalent procedures. 
6.1. 7 J\ach oxygen system is to be subjected to a five minute seat tightness test at 
3000 psiS I'lith "Zero" allowable leakaGe. The test will be conducted in an orderly 
fashion and al1 valves will be tested. 
6.1.7.1 Aft"r completion of the seat tightness te!:t, bleed the system down to 100-125 
psig. The laboratory will inspect the discharging gas with the black light for hydrocarbons 
during bleed-off. Also, the laboratory will sample the discharging gas at ;100 psi and 
will analyze for the cleaning solvent using gas chromatographic or other approved procedures. 
The allowable limit is 10 ppm. If a particular activity does not have a standard 
procedure for analyzing gas samples using the gas chromatograph, the Director, Naval 
Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 20390 should bG contacted for a procedure. If 
more than 10 ppm of cleaning solvent is found, the sy.;tem should be purged with nitrogen 
until the system is within allowable limit. 
6.1.8 Maintain 100"125 psig nitrogen pressure and charge the system with this 
nitrogen present. If the pressure should drop below lr~ psig prior to charging, the 
ship I s Superintendent shall be notified iIIlmediately. 11. 1 ship IS Superintendent shall 
investigate circumstances associated with drop in nitrogen pressure to assure that no 
contamination could have possibly entered the system, which would require repeating the 
cleanliness proof flush. 
6.2 Oxyg~n system drop test. 
6.2.1 All oxygen flasks shall have been tested to 4500 psig with the cleaning 
compound after installation of new Monel plugs. If Monel plugs are presently installed, 
disconnect the flasks from the system and test them to 4500 psig. Record all micrometer 
readings (before, during and after the hydrostatic test) (see 6.1.3.6). 
6.2.1.1 Reconnect all flasks to system piping. 
6.2.2 Prior to the drop test, the system shall have been satisfactorily inspected, 
repaired and cleaned. 
6.2.2.1 A 15 minute hydr05tatic test for strength and porosity at 4500 psig will 
be conducted on the entire oxygen system with the cleaning solvent. 
6.2.2.2 All personnel involved in the pressure drop test must be familiar with the 
equipment and precautions necessary to insure a safe test. 
6.2.2.3 Install preciSion thermometers on the top of each oxygen flask in th~ system 
with putty. Also one thermometer will be placed in each ballast tank for ambient 
temperature readings. 
6.2.3 A six hour drop test will be conducted to test for ~eaks prior to the seven 
day drop test. Pressure and temperature readings will be taken,once every hour. 
6.2.3.1 Back off oxygen regulator adjusting screw for 0 psig pressure drop. Install 
a precision gage and a thermometer at the charging connection. 
6.2.3.2 The system will be charged with a dry certified oil-f~ee nitrogen-Freon 12 
mixture. The Freon 12 will be charged first and the supply bottle disconnected after 
charging. The amount of Freon 12 to use may be calculated (see 6.3.4.1) or obtained from 
Drawing 80064-501~4305034. 
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6.2.3.3 Increase the pressure on the system gr~:\ually to 3000 psig with nitrogen. 
Let the pressure equalize thToughout the system as the pressure is increased. 
6.2.3.3.1 When the gage at the charging connection reads 3000 pSig, record the 
temperature at each flask, at each ballast tank and at the charging connection. 
6.2.3.4 Inspect the entire system for leaks with the leak detector. If a leak 
is found which in the opinion of the inspector is large enough to affect the accuracy of 
the leak detector in determining small leaks in the same area, record its location and 
make repairs immediately. 
6.2.3.4.1 If possible, isolate the faulty section of piping, reduce the pressure and 
make repairs. During the repairing, oxygen clean conditions must be maintained or the 
system must be recleaned. 
6.2.3.4.2 If the leak cannot be isolated, reduce the system pressure to 0 psig 
(evacuate or purge with nitrogen to remove the Freon 12 or both) and make nece~sary 
repairs. 
6.2.3.4.3 After a leak has been repaired, continue the inspection with the system 
under pressure. 
6.2.3.4.4 If a leak is not large enough to affect the accuracy of the leak detector, 
record its position and inspect for further leaks. Repair these small leaks at the end 
of the inspection. 
6.2.3.5 After all repairs are completed, the system will again be tested in 
accordance with 6.2.3. 
6.2.3.6 When no leaks are found after six hours, record the temperature and pressure. 
Correct the pressure reading using a pressure correction graph, i.e., Drawing 80090-501-
4306010, or an approved procedure. No pressure drop is allowed. 
6.2.3.7 Upon successful completion of the six hour drop test, the seven day drop 
test will begin in accordance with 6.2.4. 
6.2.4 Record pressure and all temperature readings at this time. Further readings 
will be taken at midnight for seven consecutive nights. 
6.2.4.1 ~sing the procedJre specified in 6.2.3.6, correct the pressure. A 5 psig 
pressure drop 1S allowed. 
6.2.4.2 Af~er satisfactory completion of the seven day drop test, reduce the system 
pressure to 0 pSlg. Evacuate to 29 inches mercury vacuum. Check the vacuum exhaust 
with a leak detector to determine if any Freon 12 is present. 
6.2.4.3 If the exhaust contains Freon 12 throughout the exhaust period, purge the 
system with dry, oil-free nitrogen at 100-125 psig and hold for 30 minutes. Relieve 
pressure and evacuate. Check exhaust for traces of Freon 12. 
6.2.4.4 When the vacuum exhaust is free of Freon 12, charge the system to 100 psig 
with dry oil-free nitrogen. If the seat leakage test or the in place gage calibration 
tests will be conducted, charge the system to 3000 psig. Drawing 86004-501-4304427 and 
86004-501-4304429 or an equivalent procedure should be used for the seat leakage test and 
the in place gage calibration test. 
6.3 Nitrogen system test. 
6.3.1 All nitrogen or air must be vented from the system prior to conducting 
the hydrostatic test. Ball valves will not be used for boundaries during the hydrostatic 
test and if they are in the system during testing, they will be in the fully opened position. 
6.3.1.1 All newly installed piping or repaired piping shall have been flushed in 
accordance with 4.6. 
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6.3.1.2 Relief valves, reducing valves, gages, drains, open ended vonts and valve 
discharges shall receive operational tests only. 
6.3.2 If the nitrogen flasks can be measured with micrometers in place, the same 
general procedures used to test the oxyg~n system shall be applicable; i.e., the 
system may bcs tested to 1-1/2 times ,the operating pressur" for eight hours, flasks 
measured prior, during, and after hydrostatic test (see 6.1.3.6), and all joints checked 
with the halide le~k detector. Also, if 40 ft. 3 nitrogen domes are in the system, dial 
indicators should be used instead of the micrometers for measuring the domes for perman"'1'!t 
set. The equation for calculating the permanent set requirements is shown in 6.3.2.1. 
6.3.2.1 1he follow\ng equation should be used in calculating the maximum allowable 
diameter after the hydrostatic test for the 40 ft. 3 nitrogen domes: 
D, S~3 :0 D~ ) 1/3 
Where: D • Original diameter. 
Dl - Ex,anded diameter. 
D2 - Retracted diameter. 
6.3.3 If the above test cannot be accomplished, then the system piping should be 
tested to 1-1/2 times the operating pressure. The nitrogen flasks shnll be tested 
in place, if possible, using distilled water and one of the test methods specified in the 
Compressed Gas Association Pamphlet C-l (see 6.4.2). 
6.3.3.1 If the flasks cannot be tested in place, they should be removed from the ship 
and tested in accordance with 6.4. 
6.3.3.2 Connect a test pump and a supply of cleaning solvent at a convenient low 
point in the system. Pipin~; fo the fla!'lk plugs shOUld be blanked. A thorough check shOUld 
be made to insure that all pipinR is tested to the prescribed test pressure. Start pump 
and gradually luild up pressure in the system in 500 psig increments. Examine the entire 
system at each pressure increment. After the desired test pressure has been reached, hold 
it for a minimum of! 15 minutes. llaintain this pressure and check entire system for leaks 
using the halide detector. No leakage is allowed. If leaks are found, continue inspection (unless a rupture occurs) of system and th~n drain all the cleaning solvent from the system. 
Purge with dry, certifieu oil-free nitrogen and check the exhaust with the halide detector 
for traces of cleaning solvent. ~Iakc necessary repairs and repeat the hydrostatic test 
for only the affected portions. 
6.3.4 After satisfactory completion of the strefigth test, the system shall be tested 
for tightness. The entire system, up to the first isolation valve upstream of the 
pressure regulator and to the oxygen generators shall be tested in accordance with the 
methods specified in 6.3.4.1. 
6.3.4.1 Seven day drop test. The system will be tested with a mixture of dry 
certified oil-free all' or n1trogen and Freon 12. The amount of Freon 12 to be used can be 
calculated from the following equation: 
W .. P P X V s X (?-II'l) 
RT 
Where: T .. Ambient temperature at time of test (OR=460+oF.). 
Pp .. Partial pressure of Freon 12 (psi) at "T", see table II. 
3 Vs u Volume of system (ft. ). 
MW - Molecular weight of Freon 12 (MW-120 lbllb mole). 
R z Gas constant 10.73 (lb - force/in 2) (ft. S). 
(lb - mole) (OR) 
W • Weight of Freon 12 required (lbs). 
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Table II - Partial pressure (Pp) Freon 12 versus temperature (T). 
TE~fP. Pp TEMP. Pp 
of. of. 
30 43.148 60 72.433 
32 44.76 62 74.807 
34 46.417 64 77.239 
36 48.12 66 79.729 
38 49.87 68 82.279 
40 51.667 70 84.888 
42 53.513 72 87.559 
44 55.407 74 90.292 
46 57.352 76 93.087 
48 59.347 78 95.946 
50 61. 394 80 98.870 
52 63.494 82 101.86 
54 65.646 84 104.92 
56 67.853 86 108.04 
58 70.115 88 111.23 
60 72.433 90 114.49 
6.3.4.2 Install precision thermometers on the top of each nitrogen flask in the 
system with putty. Also, one thermometer will be placed at each ballast tank for ambient 
temperature readings. 
6.3.4.3 Charge the system with the proper amount of 
and then disconnect the Freon 12 source from the system. 
the system and pressurize to 3000 psig. All joints shall 
with the halide leak detector. The pressure variation at 
exceed 5 psi (see 6.2.3.6). 
Freon 12 as calculated above 
Connect nitrogen supply to 
be inspected for tightness 
the end of seven days shall not 
6.3.4.4 The overhaul activity is permitted to perform preliminary tightness testing 
by the method described above fer a lesser time period to more nearly assure satisfactory 
completion of the final tightness test. 
6.3.4.5 The untested portions of the system (downstream of the pressure regulator 
isolation valve and that portion of the nitrogen system which is subjected to nitrogen 
supply pressure intermittently) shall be open to the tested portion of the system. and 
the complete system shall be charged to the design working pressure and checked for leaks. 
The allowable pressure variation shall not exceed 1 percent of the design working 
pressure in 24 hours. 
6.3.4.6 If leak repair introduces foreign matter into the system the affected 
portions shall be re-cleaned and re-tested for tightness. 
6.3.4.7 After satisfactory completion of the tightness test. bleed the system to 
atmospheric pressure and evacuate to 29 inches mercury vacuum. Check the exhaust gas with 
the haiide leak detector for traces of Freon 12. After the laboratory certifies the system 
free of halides, pressurize the system to the design working pressure and conduct an 
operational test if required. 
6.3.4.8 The chemical laboratory should sample the nitrogen and us:!.ng gas chromato-
graphic procedures or equivalent, analyze for the cleaning solvent or Freon 12. The 
allowable limit is 10 ppm or less. 
6.4 Shop test of oxygen and nitrogen flasks • 
. 
6.4.1 The testing medium for oxygen and nitrogen flasks will be the cleaning solvent. 
Test pumps, gages, valves and other test equipment shall meet the same standards as 
specified for testing oxygen systems. 
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6.4.2 The water jacket leveling burette method of hydrostatic testing flasks will be 
used as outlined in tha Compressed Gas Association Pamphlet C-l. The water jacket will be 
tested to 1-2/3 times the working pressure of the flasks prior to tebting any flasks and 
will be in proper working order. 
6.4.2.1 However, if the water jacket is not functLoning properly, micrometers may 
be used the procedures specified in 6.1.2 used. 
6.4.3 Flasks to be used in the oxygen and nitrogen systems will not be coated 
internally, and flasks that are coated internally will have the coating removed prior t~ 
installation in the system. New flasks will be made in accordance with MIL-F-22606. 
6.4.4 !nspection. Visually inspect the flask exterior for damage such as wi~e cuts, 
dents, weld splatter, or burned places. Remove the inlet-outlet plugs and inspect the 
flask interior with a bores cope for evidence of p~int, oil, combustion or excessive rust. 
A report will be made of the results found according to the following standarJs: 
(~) Excellent - No observed rust or corrosion. 
(b) Good - 10 percent of the interior surface rusted or corroded. (c) Fair - 20 percent of the interior surface rusted or corroded. (d) Poor - More than 20 percent of the lnterior surfaces rusted or corroded. 
6.4.4.1 Flasks and plugs whose threads are badly galled wi11 be scrapped. The 
flasks will be drilled to pTevent further use. 
6.4.4.2 Remachine the flask and plug threads as required. 
6.4.4.3 Replace oxygen flask plugs which are not Honel as specified in 5.2.1.' 
6.4.5 Cleanin~. Install a brass or copper nipple to protect the full length of the 
threads in the flas. Flasks classed "excellent" or "good" will be wire-brushed to remove 
all interior corrosion. Flasks classed other than "exce11ent" or "good" will be sand-
blasted using SAE#14 angular grit or its equivalent under gO psi using a 1/2 inch diameter 
nozzle opening or by spinning in a lathe with loose material inside the flask. A clean 
interior metal surface will be obtained. 
6.4.5.1 Remove grit and residue from the interior by dumping and vacuum cleaning. 
Rinse the flask with fresh hot water (190°F. minimum) and then dry the flask with dry, 
certified oil-free air or nitrogen. 
6.4.5.2 Inspect the flask with a borescope and mark the outside of the flasks to 
indicate any pits deeper than 1/16 inch. Use marking bluing to circle the areas in 
question. Ultrasonically test the wall thickness according to MIL-STD-271. The minimum 
allowable wall thickness is 0.0625 inches less than the minimum new wall thickness. Defects 
reducing the wall thickness below these standards will be reason for rejecting the flasks. 
Remaining defects not deeper than 1/16 inch will be faired by grinding into an adjacent 
area at least four times the area of the defect. 
6.4.6 Insta11 the flask plug into the flask (wrap male threads with an approved 
teflon tape) with a torque of 800 + 200 ft./lbs. Seal weld the plug, if applicable, using 
an approved seal welding PFocedure:-
6.4.6.1 Immediately after the flask inlet-outlet plug is installed and seal welded, 
if applicable, charge the flask to 25 psig with dry certified oil-free nitrogen. If the 
flask can be tested after installation of the flask plug, the 2S psig charge with nitrogen 
can be eliminated. Test flask in accordance with 6.4.7. 
6.4.7 Connect the cleaning solvent supply to the flask by use of an approved flexible 
hose. Fill the flask with the cleaning solvent and vent the air through the drain plug 
opening. if the flask plug has 1.0 drain plug, evacuate the flask to 29 inches mercury 
vacuum and break the vacuum with the clean solvent. Completely fill the flask. 
6.4.7.1 Place the flask in the water jacket test stand. Raise the pressure gradually 
to 1-2/3 times the flask operating pressure. lIold this pressure for five minutes (minimum) 
or until the change in water level is ended. Record the expanded water volume. Reduce 
the pressure to atmospheric pressure and record the final water volume. The final water 
volume minus the original water volume is the "permanent set". If the permanent set is 
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equal or less than 10 percent of the tQtal volumetric expansion, the flask is satisfactory. 
If the permanent set is greater than 10 percent of total volumetric expansion, the flask 
will be rejected. 
~4.7.2 Remove the flask from the test stand and pressurize to 1-1/2 times the 
flask working pressure with the cleaning solvent. All welded joints, the solid plug 
end and inlet-outlet plug will be inspected for leakage with the halide leak detector. 
Allowable leakage - none. 
6.~.7.2.l Flasks requiring repair of welds will not require another expansion test 
in the water jacket. Welds will be repaired under the direction of the Welding engi~cer. 
Flasks undergoing weld repair must be solvent free. Repeat test specified in 6.4.7.2. 
6.4.7.3 Remove the solvent by drai.ning or blowing with dry certified oil-free 
nitrogen. The chemical laboratory will examine samples of the removed solvent and certify 
the flask as suitable for oxygen or nitrogen service. Contamination content must be 5 ppm 
or less. Reflush the flask if necessary. 
6.4.7.3.1 Remove residual cleaning solvent from the flask by either blowing with 
dry certified eil-free nitrogen or evacuate the flask to 29 inches mercury vacuum. Check 
the exhaust with the halide detector until no trace of cleaning se1vent is detectable. After 
completion of testi)lg, conduct a magnetic particle inspection of flasks hemispherical ends 
in accordance with MIL-STD-27l. 
6.4.8 Install an inerting cap and then evacuate the flask to 20 inches mercury vacuum. 
Break the vacuum with dry certified oil-free nitrogen, and pressurize the flask to 10-12 
psig. Cover the flask plug(s), its seal weld and repair the flask exterior surfaces as 
specified in 6.4.8.1. 
6.4.8.1 If more than 20 percent of the exterior surface is rusted or corroded or 
otherwise unsatisfactory, remove all paint and corrosion by using rotary wire brush or 
sandblasting. If less than 20 percent of the exterior surface is deteriorated, remove the 
corrosion and paint in the affected areas and tough up flask surface5 as required. 
6.4.8.1.1 Flask exterior will be given one coat of wash primer, formula 117 in 
accordance with MIL-P-15328; followed by a number of coats of vinyl zinc chromate, formula 
120 in accordance with MIL-P-15930, sufficient to give an average thickness of three mils 
with not less than two mils dry film thickness. In addition, flasks which will be used 
inside the ship will be coated with equipment enamel, MIL-E-15090, type II, class 2. 
Flasks used outside of the ship will be painted the same as adjacent surface after formulate 
117 and 120 have been applied. 
6.4.8.2 If the flasks are to be installed within 60 days of completion of testing, 
there will be no need to monitor the gas pressure of flasks. When monitoring is required, 
it will be accomplished every two weeks and the inerting gas pressure will not be allowed 
to fall below 10 psig. 
Preparing activity: 
Navy - SH (Project 4730-N0775) 
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£!QUlD PROPELLANT HANDLING. ~TORAG,E. AND TRANSPORTATION 
longitudinal and latoral tie rods 01' spacers 
within each outer shell. The space between 
the shells is filled with a specially pl'epal'ea 
insulating material; also, the chambel' be-
tween tbe two shells is evacuated to minimize 
loss of liquid from heat transfer and evapora-
tion. Tanlt truclts and semi-trailers may be 
equipped with liquid-oxygen pumps, necessary 
valving, insb'umentation, pl'essure-relief 
devices, vacuum pumps, and pressurizing 
coils fOl' transfel'ring the chemical by means 
of gaseous-oxygen pressure. 
18-5.2.4 Location of Tanks. All main stol'age 
tanlts and containers shall be located with re-
gal'd to the quantity-distance tables established 
by the Department of Defense. Appendix E 
gives the quantity-distance requirements for 
liquid propellants. 
18-6 RUN TANKAGE 
The design of run tankage will be similar to 
that of main stol'age. Liquid oxygen tanks and 
fuel tanks should be separated in accordance 
with intra-line distance criteria established 
by the Department of Defense. (See appendix 
E,) The test l'equirements will determine the 
nature and extent of the hazards involved. 
18-7 SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT CLEANING 
Since many special problems and circum-
stances are encountered when systems are 
prepared for use with prope Hants, no absolute 
cleaning procedure can be specified. The 
following are recommended procedur:es; also, 
they offer an inSight into the general quality 
and thllroughness of cleaning that is necessary. 
Cleanliness, in the usual sense, is not a 
sufficient criterion when dealing with high 
purity liquid oxygen systems. The highly 
reactive nature of organic material in contact 
with liquid oxygen limits the quantity of or-
ganic material permitted and prohibits the 
presence of solid particles over a specified 
micron size. Cloth 01' brushes, which may 
lose lint or bristles, sh~.n never be used in 
any cleaning operation. 
Before Leing used, tanks, containers, pip-
ing, etc., should be degreased by washing w ~th 
approved grease-removing solvents. Equipment 
taken out of service for maintenance or modi-
fication shall be inspected and degreased be-
fore bein,~ returned to use. Appendix B contains 
a recorr~lnended list of solutions and materials 
to be used in the cleaning prJcess. 
18-6 
NOTE 
The fumes of acids and degreasing 
solvents used in this cleaning pro-
cedure are toxic, and work areas 
should be well ventila'ed. Nitric 
acid pickling vats should be cov-
el'ed and extel'11aUy vented for pro-
tection fl'om nitrogen dioxide (N02) fumes which are highly toxic. l1'on 
accidentally placed in nitric acid 
produces nitrogen dioxide fumes. 
18-7.1 COMPONENTS MADE OF ALUlVlINUM, 
ALUMINUM ALLOYS, AND STAINLESS STEEL. 
These components include valves, fittings, 
tubing, regulators, etc. 
18-7.1.1 DisassemblY. The units al'e dis-
assembled into their component parts, except 
for plastic inserts that might be damaged by 
removal. Aluminum parts are separated fron .. 
stainless steel parts to prevent marring alu-
minum 01' causing galvanic corrosion. 
18-7. 1.2 Solvent Degreasing. Exceedingly 
greasy 01' dirty pa,rts are wiped free of loose 
dirt and grease. The parts are degreased by 
perchloroethylene vapor 01' solvent for 30 
minutes. Remove all parts containing plastics 
and clean separately at about 120°F (49"C) in 
accordance with paragraph 18-7.2. Cel'tain 
plastics may be cleaned with solvents at 120 0 F 
without danger of solvent absorption; how-
ever in general it will be found preferable to 
avoid the possibility of solvent contamination. 
Degreased parts are rinsed well with alcohol 
and then with water. Handle all pa'ts with 
clean gloves after the degreasing procedure is 
completedo 
18-7.1.3 Detergent Cleaning. Stainless steel 
parts are placed in a 4 percent detergent solu-
tion for 30 minutes, with the temperatur! con-
trolled at 120 0 F. The temperature may be 
raised if no plastic parts are present, but it 
should never be over 1500 F. Rinse the parts 
several times with water. Aluminum parts 
are cleaned in a similar manner with a 4 per-
cent solution of aluminum cleaner for 30 min-
utes, and then rinsed thoroughly with water. 
Handle all parts with clean gloves. 
18-7.1.4 Acid Pickling. Place stainless steel 
parts in a bath of 40 to 50 percent nitric acid 
for at least 1 hour. Castings and rough finish-
ed parts should remain in the nitric acid for a 
longer time. After pickling remove parts and 
wash them thoroughly with water several times. 
- I 
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Rinse pa1'ts thoroughly with distilled 01' de-
ionized wate1', 01' steam them clean. 
18-7.1. 5 Final T1'eatment. Fer metal pal'ts 
continue witll the foiimving steps: 
a. Staam parts clean 
b. Blow pa1'ts absolute ly dry with nitl'ogen 
ga ... 
c. Package each small part in a plastic bag, 
and close the bag securely until the part is to 
be used. Polychlorotrifluoroethylene (ACLAR 
Number 33C 01' equivalent) plastic bags are 
recommended (MSFC-SPEC-456), on the basis 
of freedom from shredded particle impa(,t 
sensitivity. Covel' the opening and the clean 
a1'eas of each lal'ge part with plastic film of 
this material and tape until the part is to be 
used. 
18-7.2 PLASTIC PARTS (O-RINGS, GASKETS, 
ETC.) Use the following proceJure: 
a. Clean parts with a 4 percent detergent 
solution for 30 minutes at 1200 F. 
b. Rinse parts with distilled water several 
times. 
c. Blow parts dry with nitrogen gas. 
d. Package parts in plastic bags until they 
are to be used. 
18-7.3 STAINLESS STEEL TANKS. Clean per 
paragraphs 18-7.3.1 thru 18-7.3.4. 
18-7.3. 1 Preparation. 
a. Inspect tank for rust, dirt~ scale, etc. 
b. Remove rust and scale mechanically or 
with a nitric acid/hydrofluoric acid mixture. 
18=7.3.2 Cleaning. 
a. Degrease tank with solvent at 150 0 F. 
b. Rinse tank thoroughly with alcohol. 
c. Rinse tank thoroughly with water or 
steam clean. 
d. Fill tank partially with 4 percent de-
tergent solution and heat to 1500 F for 30 
minutes. Rinse with potable water. 
LIQUID OXYGEN 
18-7.3.3 Welds. 
a. IDopect all welds inSide of tank. If 
welds al'e blackened, add a nitric aCid/hyd1'0-
flU01'ic acid mixtUl'e (enough to covel' welds) 
for 30 minutes and l'inse wigl potable water. 
b. Inspect welds again. If they are still 
black, l'epeat step a. If they al'e clean, rinse 
tank thoroughly with water, or steam it clean. 
18-7.3.4 Final Treatment. 
a. Fill tank completely and wash it 
thoroughly with particle-free deionized 01' 
distilled watel'. 
b. Blow tank dry with nitrogen and cover 
all openings with SPEC-456 plastiC film. Poly-
dhylene caps or plugs should not be used where 
there is a possibility of the plastic material 
shearing off and contaminating the systl'~m. 
18-7.4 ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM-ALLOY 
TANKS. Clean as follows: 
a. Inspect inside of tank and remove bUl'rs, 
grease, dirt, scale, etc. 
b. Degrease tanle with vapor 01' liquid 
solvent for 30 minutes. 
c. Rinse with alcohol. 
d. Wash thoroughly with water. 
e. Add 4 percent aluminum cleaning solu-
tion for 20 minutes at room temperature. Re-
volve tank thoroughly so that solution covers 
the entire tank, or scrub tank walls. 
f. Wash tank thoroughly with water, or 
steam clean. 
g. Blow tank dry with nitrogen, and cover 
all openings with SPEC-456 plastic film. 
18-7.5 ASSEMBLY OF PROPELLANT 
SYSTEMS 
18-7.5.1 General. In assembling the system, 
only clean, degreased tools should be used. 
The operator should wear clean, lint-free 
gloves and outer garments. Small components 
should be assembled in a clean, dust-free 
room. Insofar as pOSSible, keep all openings 
and clean surfaces covered with plastic film 
until the system has been assembled. 
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NASA FRe 
PROCESS SPECIFICATION NO. 20.1 
CLEANING METHODS AND PROCESSES 
1.0 PURPOSE 
To provide approved minimum requiremento for cleaning and p~ocessing 
materials, parts, and assemblies for use with varioue liquids and 
gases. 
2.0 SCOPE 
Procedul'es listed hel'ein Q,i'Q applica.blo to air vehicle, test stand, 
ael~ospace ground equipment (AGE)" 8upport, testing, and any other 
item or system concerned with the referenced gases and/or liquids. 
This specifice.tion 18 applicQ.ble to ell NASA Flight ReseeJ:'ch Center 
operations and activities, and when specified directly or included 
as a part of pertinent requirements, is applicable to non-FRC 
individuals and organizations performing services or \!1Ork for 
NASA FRC. 
Deviations or exceptions from the requirements stated herein ''lil1 
require prior approval of NASA FRO Engineering and/or Qua:ity 
Assurance. 
3 .0 GEIiJERAL 
;.1 Specification Description 
This specification establishes requirements, procedures, and 
materials for surface cleaning and preparation for further 
processing, and provides Quality Assurance requirements. 
;.2 Methods 
Cleaning processes described herein are based on intended use 
(service medium or system installation), and the type of material 
being cleaned (metalliC or non-~etallic). 
3.3 [1aterial Substitution 
Where "trichlorethylene" is specified herein, cleaning materials 
which are at least wholly equivalent to trichlorethylene in 
all performance and characteristics may be used. 
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UASA FRC P.S. 20-1 11/1/70 
4.0 APPLICABLE j)OCU:1Et~TS 
-
4.1 General 
'rile following documents rOl'ill iJ pu1't of t1110 opecification 
'to t110 extent opecified 11e1'oin. 
4.1.1 Material Speeifieationo 
Only materials Gpacified herein Ghal1 be used for 
oporationo pcrfoVomed within the Deope of tnio 
specification. \·1atot'ial0 shall confoI'ID to the 
latest revision of the followinG: 
MIL-T-21602 - Trichlorethylene, Oxygen Propellant 
Compatible 
tUL-D-lb791 - Detergent. General Purpese 
(Liquid, Nenionic) 
t·lIL~P-27t~Ol P:t'o~ellant ProoDurizing Agont. 
NitroBen 
MIL-A-0091 - Alcohol, Ethyl, Specially 
Dena turQf~ 
4.1.2 Reference NASA FRC Procoss Specifications 
No. 05-4 
No. 05-5 
No. 20-2 
Methods of Treatment for Hydrogen 
Peroxide Components 
Acceptance Standards for H202 Conditioning 
of Components and Parts 
Packaging, Contamination Control, and 
StoragG Procedures 
J 
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NA€-A FRC F,~, 20-1 
5,0 BASIC CLEANIIJG PROCESSES (r.1othml I mld MO"Ghod !I) 
The oaoic clennillG; :v~'oce80eo cOlloio'!;, of t't>10 "me'Gho(l_8'~ Method ! io 
for "metalliC" m~<lJic1eo, and Mothod II io f .}:!.~ nnon-me<i~aU.ic" 
articleo. Cboice of the correct Method io ~etermined by the type 
of matm.':Lal of the a:!.'ticle to be cleaned, ouoject to the limitr2.tior.m 
o,na. exco:p,tiono indicated in tho folloi-dng 8.e'(,(111 roquil"omento fo:t~ 
eacb Method. 
5,1 r.1et~:!... I - BC10ic Cleo.ning ProceoD for Met~ic .iU'ticloo 
Except fo:t~ met£l,ll1c filter elemonts (PGll'Q., 6, h) and preooure 
trQ.nGdUCel~s (Pm'r2.. 6.5), the follo\o7:1.ng procedure 0llall be 
utilized for cleaning all metallic m"ticleG intended fOl" use 
with the materials indicr2.ted: 
HeliQm (Gr2.oeouo Qnd Liquid) 
Nitrogen (Gaoeouo Qud LiquiO.) 
Hydrogen (GQOeOU0 and Liquid) 
Propellant Liquid Oxygen (LOX) 
Anhyc11"ou0 Ammonia 
Alcohol (including water-alcohol combinations) 
Hyc11"aulic Fluid 
Other fuels, aases, and materials after NASA FRC 
Quality AOEul'ance ::1ppl'oval. 
CAUTION: 
Non-metallic articles or materials (gaskets, seals 
a-rings, etc.) shall not be subjected to the 
deleterious effects of trichlorethylene or other 
cleaning materials, or to temperatures in excess 
of 140 degrees F. 
Step 1 
Preparatory cleaning if required. (Hand clean by \oliping, 
brushing, scraping, descaling, rinsing, etc. to remove 
external and excess grease, oil, and contaminants) 
Step 2 
Ultrasonic clean with trichlorethylene, or va.por degrease 
with trichlorethylene, or flush with filtered (5 micron 
nominal) trichlorethylene, at a circulation rate of 
twenty (20) component volumes per minute, minimum flow for 
five (5) minutes, 
(When "flush" procedure is used, heated trichlorethylenp. of 
120°F. to l40"F. is deSired, but in no ca.se shall temperatul'e 
be less than 60"F. 
CAUTION: (Continued next page) 
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~ .1 Metl19d:[ ~ J230ic C1.ooJQ.int; P:icocaoo fol.~ MGrt,a1.1.ie Al~~"ieleo (Cont.) 
CAUTIO!~: 
Tl~i@hlm~Qthylm:lo bO(J©j!~eo m~loo:1 vo ~-7hei1 mi:wd 'l'1i t,ll 
otl-'On[;l o,l1"o,11eo. 
!~gTE: ~l(;QP;; (folJ.o'\tlinGj) io Q.1JIPlieo..'glQ if "ultl.-'Qoonic 
e18G1n:l.n~n or "VQJyOl-' (le~l-'QQoilf.!gn f!lGlt11<;)ao wel~e utilised 
in StGlP 2 o..'bove. If "fluDl1f~ IDathocl 'i-IQ.G uoey. in Step 2, 
tho roqu1remonto of Stop 3 may be omittod. 
Step :2. 
Rinoe in freoh, filtered (5 micron nominal) trichlorethylene. 
Step 4 
Purge ant). d:k~y 'VIi th fil:te:t'ec\ (5 micron l10minG1l), dry ni t:i.~ogen 
gaGl rx,ld/or 'by heating. (180°F. MGtX.) 
NOTE: It io eooGmtiw,J. tho..t the plxt'ging operation of 
Step 4 'be tuorough Bnd complete. All traceD of 
trichlorethylene muot 'be removed. 
Step 5 
Package and tag in accOl'de.nce with the requirements of 
NASA FRC ProcesG SpecificQt10n No. 20~2. 
5.2 Method II ~ BQ.oic Cleaning Pl'oceoo for Non-metallic Articles 
The following procedUl'e ohall be utilized for cleaning all 
non.metallic articleo. 
Step 2: 
Preparatory cleaning if requ11~ed. (Ht:md vipe vlith clean, 
approved paper "liping material in order to l~emove visible 
grease, Oils, contem1nant['J, etc. ) 
Step 2 
USing a hot (140°F. m~t.) one-percent (1%) solution of 
non:l.on1c detergent and wa.ter (approximately 1 ounce of 
detergent per gallon of '-later), thoroughly clean the part 
by utilization of one of the f'ollovling procedures: 
a. Scrub with a nnn-metallic brush, in the 
detergent solu·~ion. 
'b. Flush v1i th the cletel'gent aolution at a flov1 
rate of tvlenty (20) component volumes per 
m~.nute for 3 minutes minimum, or longer if 
necessary to assure proper cleaning. 
c. Ultrasonic clean in the detergent solution. 
~thod II ~ Continued next page 
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,.2 M<irthod II - BaDic Cleaning Pl@COOD f©il~ N@!a.ffieto,11ia Al~AGialeo 
"[Continuea) 
Step 3 
Remove fl'Om. t110 detel'10ent o©lutim1 and immediately blow dry 
with clean, ~il-free, dl~y nitrogen §QO or air. 
S·t;ep 4 
RirJse thoroughly in hea'l;ed deminel'alized 01' distilled water. 
(ll~OoF. max.) 
!top 5 
Thoroughly dry by uee of Clee of the following methodo: 
a. Purge with dl'y; oil.-free nitrogen a;ao filtel'ed 
tbrougu a 5 micron norniual rated filter. 
b. R~at in a temperatUl'e.controlled oven at 120°F. 
to 140°F. max. 
c. VaCUlUll evacuatio~. 
NOTE: 
step 6 
Non~metallic gaskets or parto, ouch aD O.r1ngG 
oha11 not bo @ubjected to temperatu:ro8 above 140°F. 
Package and tag in accordan/!~ ,\lith the l'equirementG of NASA FRC 
Proc8os Specification No. 20-~. 
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6.1. Hyd~aulic fluid Cg~pgnen~ 
Except f@J:' ffiQteJJ.i© fH'l.JGll:." @lollmlto (PC1Z'8. 6,!~) 0011 prQoouJ,'e 
tl"milodu©el'o (Pm'o.. 6. ~), £,,1.1 Cgm11QlnGn~~o ':-JKlici). Ql.'G intended 
f@r uoe in ©@uventional and otQn@av~ hy@~aulic fluido 
oba1.1. tJe cleQE10d in £'oc©m'uen©e ~·J:1 .. IJ!Q. thG :!;'ec],!l;J,:i;"'effiont,o of 
BASIC CLEANIHG Pl\OCEElS (PQ!,·Q. 5.0), Me'Ghod I gJ~ Method II, 
wbicheve:i.' io Q,ppl~.cQb1e, lJi th the ed.a,ed J:.'equirement that the 
component oh81l bo f1uohGlcl ~'Ji tb. the 7/8:;;·ticu::U,,'1:l;' type of 
hydl"'Q,ulic flu1d to 'be utili sed,!) Qnd then dra:1.nerl .. 
IJOTE: Spscial C8:N muot be o'b0 Gl''If()(], in pel'fol'min/Z the 
flu~hing and (b;'Qinint;'; opo:l;'atio!;1.@ in m:dGn' t.o Q,or.l1lre 
thQ;G 0.11 of thG c1e8rlin("l oolution, Q.X'.d pa:rticlllQ.:!;'ly 
trichlorethylenG, :10 comp1Gtoly removed. 
AftGr all Pl'ocoo@:1.ng i@ complote ~ pe.clr.Q,go £mc1 tQ.g in @cco1;'c1ance 
wit.h the? requ:!.rGmentD of NASA FRC P:i.·oceso Specif:1cation 
1'10. 20 ... 2 
6.2 Hydrog@n~Po~o%:~@ Compon@uts 
Except fo:!-; metal.!.ic fil';:,@:!;' elemes::rts (Pt;1i;~Q,. 6 ,l!.) e,nc1 pre8GU:i.'e 
t:rranQdt.w@:!;~@ (Pul·a. 6.5), &',11 mate:;:iD..l 8...11d compon@nts llhich 
are to be ll@ed in b.yd~·og@n 1,)Ql'02:::1.de (Ha02J systemr:l, 01' \'7bich 
may be expoQecl to hyw'ogGn pe:i.'OJ-:ide, 8hQ,11 bo cleaned, pas~ 
si vated, and conc1:i!Gionod for H.;:Oa u@e in accorclam.ce ,,11th 
the requirem@l:te of NASA FRC Process Specifications 05~4, 
05~5, ood. 20-2. 
6.3 Brea'thing OJwgen Components 
Except for metallic filter elements (Para. 6.4) and pressure 
tranr:lducers (Pe.J:'a. 6.5), 81,11 material and components ,·]hieh 
are utilized in any portion of a personnel breathing oxygen 
assembly or system shall be cleaned and processed as fol10\'1s: 
6.3.1 Metal1:i.c Bl'eathing Oxygen Componentl] ~ Parts, and 
Assemb:!..ies. 
Step 1.: 
Step 2: 
St~p 3: 
Step 4: 
Perform BASIC CL1llA.NING PROCESS: Method I 
(Para. 5.1) 
Thoroughly flush i·11 th filtered (5 micron 
nominal) ethyl alcohol. 
Rinse thoroughly vIi th ctemineralized or 
distilled v1ater. 
Dry thoroughly ,·11 th a stream of oil-free 
filtered (5 micron nominal), dry nitrogen gas, 
or by heat:1.ng to 180 deg. F. for a suitable 
period until completely dry. 
NOTE: (Continued next page) 
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NASA FRC P.S. 20-1 Revised: 1/12/68 
6.0 SPECIFIC CLEANING PROCESSES 
6.3.1 !l!P 4: (Continued) 
tHYi'E: t~fte~ ab@vo ©pe~a'don, p6i-form 1ihalogen 
dotectlgg>51 OEliff ch{)~k. ©l' equivalent 
©nc@k ~y other app~gved means, to 
uosuve ~hat 811 t~a©es of trichlorethyl-
ene or e:il'ther hal©geln VI~~)I0l'S are removed. 
See paragraph 6.6. I 
In those cases where equipment is not 
~vuilable for ~rope~ly sniff-checking 
breathing oxygo~ components processed 
by nODeFRC vonaol'o and suppliers ror 
delive~ to NA~A FRe, such components, 
when subje©t to the requirements of 
this ope©ifi©ati©n. ~hell be ~laarly 
identified aQ not havin~ had the 
required sniff check. 
Step 5: Package ancl tag in QC©©l'dmlC9 ~yi th the require-
ments of NASA rnc p~©@o@@ Specification ~o. 20-~, 
~ 
6.3.2 Non-metallic Breathing Oxy~o~ Components. Parts and 
Assemblies. 
!,tep b.t Perform BASIC CLEANING PROCESS: t·1ethod II 
(:Pal'agt"luph 5.2) 
Step 2: 
After above operati©n! pel'rorm "halogen detector" 
sniff ehecke lOr equivalent check by other 
approved means, to assure that all traces of 
trichlorethylene or other halogen vapot'S ar(~ r 
removed. See paragraph 6.6. 
In those cases where equipment is not available 
for properly sniff-checking breathing oxygen 
components processed by non~rRC venodrs and 
suppliers for deliver-y to NASA FRe, such 
components, when subject to the requirements 
of this -specification, shall be clearly identified 
as not having had the required sniff check. 
Package and tag in accordance with the rertdre-
ments of NASA FRC Process Specification No. 20-2. 
6.~ Metallic Filter Elements 
-
6.~.1 Metallic filter elements shall be cleaned by means of 
approved ultrasonic cleaning equipment in accordance 
with the methods prescribed by the equipment man~­
facturer or other methods approved by NASA FRC Quality 
Assurance. 
Continued 
t. L 
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NASA FRC P.S. 20.1 July 15~ 1965 
6.0 SPECIFIC CLEAttING PROCillSS~S 
6.4 Me'liallic Filter Element.[J - Continued 
6.4.2 Af'~el' clean:1.ng, the Glements ohaH be visually inspected 
for any lal'ge particles riltill lodged i1 the element. 
If pre:;;ent, Bueh pGU'ticles shall be removed i"1 th care, 
pl'ei'erably utilizing r1 pointed Hooden or plaGtic 
inotrwnent. DO NOT use shr1rp met~llic tools or 
instrumentm. 
6.1~.3 The cleaned filtel' elements, as applicable, shall be 
subjected to bubble polnt/pressure drop tests, and 
must meet the established pore size and pressure drop/ 
floi'l l'ate etandal'ds for the pa.:rticular item. 
6 )., . .t+ Fil ter elements that do not meet the requirements of 
Para. 6.4.3 shall be recleaned and retested per 
Para. 6 .!~.3 requiremants. 
6.4.5 Filter elem~nts that have obvious tears or defects 
that could affect efficient filtration shall be rejected. 
6.4.6 Serviceable f~lter ~lements shall we dried in a 
temperatuxe~controlle~ oven at l50±10oF. (approximately 
one (1) hour), or by purging "lith dry n1 trogen filtered 
through a 5 micron nominal rated filter. 
6.4.7 Package and. te.g in accordance 1'11 th the requirementr:.; of 
NASA FRC Process SpeCification No. 20-2. 
6.5 Pressure Transducers and Bourdon Tubes ., ___________ ........... ;.m......, ..... _ 
The procedure listed belm7 shall be utilized for cleaning and 
processing pressure transducers and bourdon tubes uvilized in 
systems subject to use '-Jith the follo"Ying service media: 
Helium (Gaseous and Liquid) 
Nitrogen (Gaseous and Liquid) 
Hydrogen (Gaseous and Liquid) 
Oxygen (Gaseous and Liquid) 
Anhydrous Ammonia (Gaseous and Liquid) 
Hydraulic Fluid - Petroleum Base (MIL-H-5606) 
Hydraulic Fluid - Non~Petroleurn Base. (MIL-H-8446) 
Alcohol - (including "later-Alcohol combination) 
Hydrogen Peroxide (SEE CAUTION BELOW) 
Other materials, fuels, lubricants, etc. after NASA FRC 
Quality Assurance approval. 
CAUTION 
Pressure transducers used in hydrogen peroxide systems 
shall be cleaned in the SEnne manner as applicable for the 
gases and liquids listed above, and shall then be 
prepared for use Hith hydrogen peroxide in accordance 
"lith applicable requirements of NASA FRC Process 
Specifications 05-J.~, 05- 5, and 20-2. 
- . 
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6.& Preosure TransducovG una Bourdon TuboD 0 Continued 
. 
6.5.1 RequiI'od Equipment: Tt>l'O boakorG or containeI'G of 
filtoI'ed (5 micron nominal) t~ichloZ"()thylellle. with 
the contents of onc containor iilaint,;.'inad at a temp-
eratUI'e of 180 ± .~g r., and tho other containoI' at 
ambient temperatuve, or 
~. 
vap0I'-degreasing equipment utilizing filteI'ed (~ micron 
nominal) trichlorothylene maintained at a temperature 
of lao ± S° r., and a ill ingle beaker or container t·d th 
filtered(S micron. nomillal) trichlorethylene at ambient 
tempeI'aturc. 
NOTE: 
Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Syringing the pressure transducer .~ bourdon 
t~~e with hot trichlorethylene prior to starting 
the cleaning process is advisable. 
Immerse the bourdon tube completely, or immerse 
just the c~vity of the p~essure transducer in 
the container of not trichlorethylene, if used, 
or in the vapors of hot trichlorethylens when 
the vapor-uagreaser is used •. In either case, 
allow to remain immersed fo~' a minimum of one 
(1) minute. 
Transfer the bourdon tube or transducer to the 
arnbient~temperature trichlorethylene container, 
and allow to remain until cold, or about one 
minute. 
Step 3: Repeat the above "transfer cycle" ten (10) times. 
DO NOT let the ambient~temperature trichlor-
ethylene become warm, or above 8~o F. 
Step 4: Dry the bourdon tube in a temperature-controlled 
oven at 250 ± 100 F. for 2 1/2 hours. 
Dry the pressure transducer in a temperature-
controlled oven at 180 ± 100 F. for 2 1/2 hours. 
Step .1.: Package and tag in accordance t-lith the require-
ments of NASA FRC Process Specification No. 20-2. 
6.6 Use of Leak Detector 
6.6.1 When using a leak detector for indication of presence 
of trichlorethylene or other halogen compounds in 
breathing oxygen articles or systems, set up the 
detector peI' manufacturer's instructions and perform 
tests with range selector on "high", balance control 
on "automatic", and ammeter balanced to 0.1 amps. Any 
rise in ammeter reading during the "sniff check" is 
cause for non-acceptance of the item under test. 
Corrective action may include redrying, partial 
reprocessing, or any combination of actions resulting 
in an acceptable item which passes the "sniff check". 
-. 
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7.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
7.2 
Pel~formance Accep'Lance 
-~----~¢'''';=:''-~~ 
The cleaning procedureQ described in tbi~ s~ecification 
have been ec:riiaoli0l.ied to pJ;~ovide acceptable end-item 
recml ts, if perfol'med comple"t;ely and in the proper manner. 
Visual monitorin~, by Quality AQourance personnel, of the 
processes and procedvxeGprevlous1y outlined, and quality 
verificaVon of total compliance t>7:!:Gb. the stated requirements, 
shall conscitute Quality Assurance approval of the applicable 
processing, ,'11 tb. no flll'ther testing required. 
Test Acceptance 
Where the requirements of PaL'agrcaph 7.1 are not met, or 
whenever sIlecified 'by pa:rticulQJ;' requirements (on drat'lings, 
C3pecifications, procedures, etc.), the folloi'ling test 
procedures i'1il1 be performed, as ra,pplicable, to verify the 
cleanliness of components, assemblies, and/or systems: 
7.2.1 Particulate Inspection - Method I (Solvent Rinse) 
Components, assemblies, and/or systems composed of 
all-metallic 9tructUl~e shall be inspected in 
accordance with the "Solvent Rinse Method" following: 
Step 1: Determine the square feet of inner are:D. of 
the component, assembly, or system to be 
tested. (NOTE: Any component having less 
than one (1) square foot area of inner 
surface shell bo considered as being one (1) 
square foot.) 
Step 2: Obtain 100 millilite'rs of filtered (5 micron 
nominal or less) trichlorethylene for each 
square foot of inner surface area to be tested. 
Step 3: Rinse the surface area to be tested by 
completely flushing the surface with the 
amount of filtered trichlorethylene det~rmined 
in Step 2 above. 
Step 4: After thorough flushing with the rinse fluid, 
obtain samples dire.ctly from the component, 
assembly, or system, into a pre-cleaned 
sample bottle. (NOTE: A minimum sample of 
500 milliliters of used rinse fluid is 
required for each sample bottle. In those 
cases "1here the amount of rinse fluid used is 
less than 500 milliliters, as determined by 
Step 2 above, the total amount of the used 
rinse fluid shall be contained in the sample 
bottle.) 
Step 5: (Continued next pe~e) 
- I 
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NASA FRe P.B. 20-1 July 15, 1965 
7.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
7.2 Test Acceptance - Continued 
~ep 5: Label the me.mple bottle to include tJae 
follm'11ng information: 
Name, and part nunlber of component assembly, 
Ol~ system. 
Serial number, if applicable 
"Method I (Solvent Rinse)", and date sample tak.en. 
Quality verification of correct sampling 
technique, and date. 
Step 6: Process the samples per FRC-approved laboratory 
particulate count methods, or per Federal 
Test Method S'candard No 0 791e., Method 3009T, 
"1i th the added requirement that the fLL ter 
d.isc "1ill be inspected under ul tra-violet 
light (2500 to 3700 angstrom units). ~ny 
evidence of fluorescence of filter pad stains 
or entrapped globules 'v111 be cause for 
recleaning. Fluorescence of fibers and solid 
particles "1hich do nut exceed the maximum size 
and count criteria "lil1 not be cause for rejection. 
NOTE: The referenced ultra-violet light 
inspection is required for rocket, 
missile, and personnel breathing 
oxygen components and systems, and 
related AGE 0 Unless other"1ise 
specified, it,is not required for 
hydraulic systems, jet engine 
systems, or other conventional 
flight vehicle systems or components. 
7.2.1.1 Acceptance Criteria - Particle size limitations, 
per 100 milliliter of sample fluid, shall be as 
indicated in Paragraph 7.2.3 of this speCification. 
Particulate Inspection - Method II (Gas Blm'ldown) 
CAUTION: Components, ass~mblies, or systems that have 
contained hydrogen peroxide or other hypergolic 
fluids shall not be subjected to the Gas 
Blowdown Method. Cleanliness of such articles 
shall be determined only by approved procedures 
for the particular fluid, gas, or chemical. 
PartiCUlate Inspection - Method II - Continued next page 
- , 
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7.0 QUALITY A5JORANCE PROVISIONS 
7.2.2 Particulate Ino:pec'(,ion - MeJtjuod II (G8§ Blovldov1:t1) 
(Cont:i.nued) 
ComponentG, 8.Doemblies, and/or sYDtemo containing 
non-metallic materialo mbe,ll be inapected in 
accordance with the uGa.r::: Blm·](lo'tm Metllodn uoing 8. 
blowhol'n or similar dev"'1ce to hold Q, millipore 
filter disc (0.45 ± 0.02 mic:i;'on pores, 1~7 rum diameter, 
white 3.08 IDra grid, capable of filtering 80cc of 
distilled water peT sC!uare centimeter per minu:i:.e at 
70 cm of Merc\ll'Y := 13.5 psia, at 25°C.) as follm'1B: 
Step 1: Attach a pl'e-cleaned sampling valve, Duitable 
for the operating conditions and pressure 
reqUirements, to the component, assembly, or 
system outlet. 
Step 2: Pressurize the component, assembly, or 
syetem v1i th filtered (5 micron nominal) 
ni trogen gas to its normal 1;70rking pressure 
as rapidly as practical to raise the 
temperature to the m8J~imu.m allmJable for 
the component, assembly, or system. 
Step 3: Bleed d.ovlU the pressure, through the sampling 
valve, to a pressure value no greater than 
75% of the rated operating pressure of the 
fil t(~!' disc hold.er. 
Step 4: Connect the millipore filter disc holder, 
vi:!. th filter installed, to the sampling 
valve outlet, 
St~p 5: Bleed the remaining nitrogen gas through 
the filter disc holder for a minimum of 
five (5) minutes. (NOTE: At the end of the 
five minute s~apling period, souxce gas 
pressure shall be no less than 5 paige 
Components, assemblies, or systems that will 
not provide a minimum of five (5) minutes 
bleed through the filter disc, shall have a 
regulated pressurizing source attached to 
insure a minimum of five minutes purge through 
the te~t article.) 
Step 6: Cloee the sampling valve, and remove the filter 
disc holder. 
Step 7: Bleed the remaining gas to zero, and remove the 
sampling valve. 
Step 8: Examine the miliipore filter disc per Para. 7.2.1, 
Step 6, of this specification. 
7.2.2.1 Acceptance Criteria - Particle size limitations 
shall be as indicated in paragraph 7.2.3 of this 
specification. 
-, 
L. L 
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NASA FRO P.S. 20.1 July 15, 1965 
1.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE FROVISIONS 
7.2 Teat Acce~~ance - Continued 
7.2.3 Particle oize 1imite;t1ono are as follcms: 
(Particulate Ino,paction - Methoa I or Method II) 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
No particle greater than 1500 microns in any 
dimension. 
One (1) particle, 'bo'C'to7een 750 and 1500 microno. 
Five (5) particles between 100 and 750 microns. 
Particleo between 26 and 100 micron size shall not 
exeeed 250 per filter disc, or per 100 milliliters 
of semple solvent, depending upon Particulate 
Inspection Method used. 
Pe.:rticles bet"1een 10 and 26 micron size shall not 
exceed 6000 per filter disc, or per 100 milliliters 
of sample solvent, depending upon Particulate 
Inspection Method used. 
Visible evidence of possible contemination, 
excessive silting or sludging, unidentified 
discolora:tion or sta.ining, and similar inconsistencies 
or questionable areas, shall be reason for withholding 
acceptance or approval until adequate evaluation a.nd 
disposition. 
t. L 
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I. INTfiODUCTIO~ 
The primary purpose of the study conducted under this contract 
\-][]O to determine, by anDlysis aml teoting, the minimum levelB of 
cloanlinoss that would permit tha Launch Complex 39 Service Arm 
Control Systems to meet all functional and reliability require-
mento. 
The cleanliness levels specified for the oervice arm systems 
were originally based upon the best judgment of the system design-
ers, and as a result of subsequent launch operations experience 
all indications were that they were unnecessarily stringent. Con-
siderable expense is involved in cleaning syst~m compunents to 
these levels, in addi tion to other indirect costs associated toJi til 
logistics, inspection, maintenance, and delays in test operations. 
It was therefore desirable to reduce these costs if possible. 
The objectives of this program were accomplished in four phases: 
(1) an in-depth review of the system, (2) a critical analysis of 
components with respect to contamination, (3) a littCrature/indus-
try search to compile pertinent data and experience, and (4) a 
test program to demonstrate component compliance versus conlami-
nation. This final report describes the work performed in each 
phase of the program, together with all findings, test dala, and 
conclusions. 
The secondary purpose of the study was to derive hasic dala 
contributing to the general body of information on part cleanli-
ness requirements. In addition to the data contained in this fi-
nal report, a separate handbook was prepared as part of the con-
tract requirements. The Contamination Control Handhook for Groun~ 
Fluid Systems, Martin Marietta report number MCR-69-485, t"as pre-
pared as a guideline of contamination control practices for those 
persons engaged in the design of aerospace ground hydraulic and 
pneumatic systems. 
- ~' 
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In the test loop used in the experimental portion of this work 
as well as In any operating system, an uninterrupted path of 
sufficient length to Insure fully developed turbulent flow does 
not exist. This will have an effect on the fluid forces near the 
wall since in undeveloped flow there Is more turbulence near the 
wall than In fully developed flow. An Increase In turbulence 
will aid momentum transfer, and one would expect an Increase in 
fluid forces on the particles attached to the wall. Thus, the 
calculated forces given above should represent a lower limit on 
the fluid forces on particles in a non-steady state region. 
The results given above se~~ to be sufficiently rei iable to draw 
the conclusion given in Section I-A-2. 
B. Derivation of a Cleanliness Level Specification 
1. Purpose 
In this section equations are given which may be used to derive 
acceptable contamination levels. 
2. Conclusions 
a. Filtration mechanism equations may be appl ied to a system con-
taining an orifice to yield conservative estimates of allowed 
par~iculate contamination. 
~. A standard particle distribution equation (MIL-STD-1246A) (18) 
can be utilized to obtain total particle volume for given cleanlI-
ness level. 
c Comparison of al lowed particulate contamination for given orifice 
with total particle volume for a given cleanliness level yields 
-26-
the cleanliness level required for the syste~. 
3. Discussion 
a. Model of a Particle 
Particle size Is usually defined in terms of the '''projected" 
diameter of the particle. "Projected" diameter is the diameter 
of a circle having the same area as the projected Image of the 
particle when viewed In the direction perpendicular to the plane 
of greatest stability (19), The arithmetic mean for a numbe~ of 
par tic I es is ca II ed "mean projected" diameter, d. I f part I c Ie p 
size is expressed In terms of the projected diameter, d , shape p 
factors can be defined such that 
Average volume of particle = a d 3 
v p 
Average surface area of particle = a d 2 
s p 
where, a a volume shape factor 
v 
a = surface shape factor. 
s 
(1-22) 
(1-23) 
The values of a and a depend on the type of pa~tlcle being con-
s v 
sldered and Its shape. Some representative value~ may be found 
In Reference 19. 
b. Filtration Mechanism Equation 
By applying fl Itratlor. mechanism equa~lons to a system containing 
~n orifice, one can derive equations relating contamination volume 
in the orifice to a pressure rise across the opening. Only stan-
dard blocking which Is the blocking that occurs when contaminant 
particles adhere to the pore wall will be considered. Complete 
blocking which occurs when an individual particle sufficiently 
-27-
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large to completely block the pore Is deposited need not be con-
sldered since the cleanliness levels derived will not allow par-
ticles of such size In the system. 
The approach In this section will parallel that given in Engineer-
ing Report No. 1527 prepared for NASA by Hayes International 
Corporation (16). The calculations are repeated since Reference 
16 apparently contains an error in interpretation of the standard 
blocking equation which leads to erroneous allowed particle volumes. 
Grace has shown (17) that the standard blocking mechanism can be 
described for a constant flow rate mode by 
where. 6P 
"" 0 
~p 
"" 
A = 
h = 
r 
"" 
N = 
E 
"" 
1/2 
= 
pressure drop 
[a/ (I-E) ] 
NAhr2.". 
across the 
(1-24) 
clean pore 
pressure drop across the pore after volume a 
of solid par~icles have been deposited 
surface area of the filter medium 
pore 3ength 
ini t i al pore radius 
number of pores per unit area of filter medium 
porosity of the depos I ted contamination. 
The filtration mechanism given by Grace contains several 
I 
assumptions which should be examined before presentation of the 
results based on this mechan:~m. 
The first assumption In the treatment by Grace is that the 
mechanism of contaminant retention is by direct interception of 
particles from stream! ines adjacent to pore walls. This is only 
-28-
partially true and the equations derived by Grace probably over-
estlmute the amount of particulate contamination that will be 
retained by the pore. For a small pore only a mm or so in length, 
laminar flow would not be developed completely. In fact, one 
would expect considerable turbulence due to end effects. This 
turbulence will serve to diminish the amount of contamination 
retained In the pore which implies that the rate of blockage will 
be lo~er than predIcted by Grace's equation. 
The second assumption Is that particle retention on the walls 
occurs In such a way that the volume of flow through the pore 
(at constant pressure) diminishes in direct proportion to the 
volume of fluid that passes through. This requires that the 
Initial pore size must be several times the particle diameter, 
Cleanliness levels can be defined such that this Is true; thus, 
no problem should be encountered with this assumption 
The third approximation Is that Poiseuille's law Is valid, For 
flow rates of more than a few cm/sec this is certainly not true, 
but as for assumption one above, the equations derived should over-
estimate the rate of particle deposition. Tnus, from conslder-
atlon of these three assumptions behind the pore blocking equa-
tion to be given below, one would expect the equation to over-
estimate the amount of blockage, Hence, cleanliness levels based 
on these assumptions should be conservative ones, 
-29-
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If onl/ one pore is considered for a unit volume and if the 
porosity of the contaminant is zero, then equation (1-24) may 
be written as 
1/2 
= 
The choice of the value of 
(1-25) 
~p I ~p which can be tolerated 
o 
depends on the particular system or mechanical device Involved. 
Assuming a 75% rise In pressure across some critical orifice 
will still allow the part to function properly (16), we can cal-
culate the particle volume required In the pore to give this 
pressure rise (defined as one standard block) from equation (1-26). 
2 
a = 11 hr [I _ (~p /~ p)I/2] 
o 
(1-26) 
For pores 1.00 mm in length with different diameters, the particle 
contamination required for one standard block (~P/~P = 175 
o 
in this case) Is given In Table 1-6. For syst~ms in which a 
smaller or larger pressure rise across a critical orifice is 
allowed, the volume of particle contamination that can be tolera-
ted in the orifice can be found from Figure 1-3 which is a nomo-
graph relating particle volume allowed in the pore to give a cer-
taln pressure rise for different pore volumes. Figure 1-3 is 
applicable for pressure increases from 10% to 100%. By use of 
Figure 1-3, one can determine the maximum amount of contamination 
that can be tolerated in each orifice or restriction In the sys-
tern The smallest maximum can then be taken as the maximum vol-
ume of contamination allowed in the system as a whole. This 
volume can be used along with the figure derived below (Figure 
-30-
1-4) to determine the cleanliness level required for the system. 
TABLE 1-6 Volume of Particulate Contamination Required to 
Give One Standard Block of a Pore I.DO mm in Length~ 
Pore Diameter Particle Volume 
(microns) (x 10-3 mm3) 
ISO 4.31 
200 7.67 
350 23,48 
500 47.91 
750 107.8 
1000 191.7 
2000 766.6 
One standard block In this case is defined as an increase 
in pressure of 75%. 
c. Cleanliness Levels 
The approach used to derive cleanliness levels In this section 
Is based on experimentally determined distributions of particu-
late contamination as given I~ MIL-STD-1246A (18). Since com-
pletion of this work, a similar approach by E. C. Fitch (22) has 
been brought to, the attention of the author. Comparison of the 
two methods wi II be made following presentation of the cleanli-
ness levels based on MIL-STD-1246A. 
The approach In this section differs from that given In R~ference 
16 for several reasons. The first is the apparent mlslnterpre-
tat ion of the standard blocking mechanism equations. Other 
criticisms of the method employed In Reference 16 can be found 
-31-
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in the Appendix. 
The method employed Is as follows: 
Step I ~ n" the number of particles above a given size 
is calculated from equation (1 8 27). 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
(1-27) 
where, X is the cleanliness level of interest (18), 
a 
and XI Is the particle size defined by the projected 
d I arne te r (19). 
N',i+1 ~ ", - nl+I' the number of particles In the 
size range I to 1+1, Is calculated (a one-micron 
range was chosen for this calculation), 
The volume of the largest particle In the range Is 
calculated by equation (1-28). 
• a d 3 
v p 
3 
= a X" I II 1+ (1-28) 
where, VI+1 Is the volume of the largest particle In 
the size range i to 1+1, Xi +1 = dp Is the particle 
size as projected diameter, and a is a volume shape 
v 
factor (19). 
The total volume of particles In a given size range 
Is calculated by 
(1-29) 
-33-
Step 5 The total volume of particles eorrespondlng to a 
given ~leanllness level (18), Xa' Is given by 
X -I 
a 
=~. I •• VI •• 
1=1 
Combining equutlons (I G 30) and (1-28) yields 
or 
v = total 
X -I 
a 
aVlS· I+' 
1=) 
(1-30) 
(1-31 ) 
where, XI+l is the projected diameter of the largest 
particle In a given range i to i+1 
The \~Iue of the volume shape factor (19), a t must be chosen 
v 
after the type of particulate contamination has been determined. 
Table 1~7 and Figure 1-4 contain the results for several Values 
of a using I-micron increments for j. 
V 
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fABL,E 10 7 0 T©lta1 Particle Volume for Various Cleanliness l.evels for 
Cleanliness 
Level 
100 
15U 
250 
300 
400 
500 
Several Values of il -:: 
v 
Total Particle Volume (mm') 
2v II o. 14 ~ II o. 30 - ~ = o. 45 
0.00118 
0.00658 
0.02330 
0.06403 
o. Jlt94 
0.5939 
I.S00 
0.0025, 
0.01411 
0.04993 
o. 1372 
0.3201 
1.273 
3.857 
0.00380 
0.02 i 16 
0.07489 
0.2058 
0.4802 
1.909 
5.786 
a II 0.60 
-J 
0.00507 
0.02822 
0.09986 
0.2744 
0.6403 
2.545 
7.714 
,o~ The maximum value of U
v 
Is 1116 for a spherical particle. 
ThesD results can now b~ used to determine t~e cleanliness level 
applicable to a system containing a given sIze crltlca1 orifice. 
The following steps are requIred to ob~aln the cleanliness level. 
(I) 
(2) 
Find the maximum allowed pressure Increases ( API A P ) 
o 
across each component to Insure reI fable operation of the 
component. 
Use AP/AP for each component, the correspondIng orifice 
o 
volumes and Figure 1-3 to obtain the allowed particle vol-
~ 
I umes In each component. 
i 
.~ 
(3) Choose the smallest allowed particle volume In (2) as the 
(~) 
maximum partIculate contaminatIon In the system. 
Select Q volume shape factor, a , for the type of contami-
v 
nation of Interest (see Reference 19). 
-35-
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(5) 
(6) 
Use Figure 1~4, the allowed particle volume (from (3» 
and a to obtain the cleanliness level required for the 
v 
system as defined in MIL-STD-1246A (18). 
Use MIL-STD-1246A to determine allowed particle populations. 
One now has U')e requIred clean) iness level that Insures reliable 
operation of the most critical component In the system. Th~ 
cleanliness level obtained Is rather a conservative one due to 
the assum~tlons given In Section B-3-b and to the Implicit 
assumption that all particles on the surface will be entrained 
Into the fluid ~tre~m and presented to the critical opening 
during the gper~tJon of the system. The smaller particles, In 
fact, probably will not be dislodged but the larger ones, which 
are more effective in their blocking, probably will. Hence, to 
Insure reliable operation, the ~onservatlve levels given by 
steps (1-6) above are recommended, 
The development given by Fitch (22) Is more general In one case 
and less general In another. Fitch assumes spherical particles 
which limits his results to some extent, However, he does use a 
genera I equat I on fOl' the part I cu I ate contami nat I on dis t r i bllt Ion 
which makes the results more general. Probably, a detailed 
study in which ~ combination of Fitch's method and the method 
given In this report is in order. Such a combination should 
yield a very generally applicable cleanliness level specification 
-37-
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C. Estimation of Fluid Flow Parameters Required to Attain Given CleanJines~ 
Level 
Sufficient data are not available to pstimate the fluid flow parameters 
required In the cleaning operation to Insure the attainment of the above 
levels. The following steps al"e required: 
I. A solven: flush must be used to remove oil and grease from the 
system. 
2. The velocity required to flush particles larger than al lowed by the 
cleanliness level del"lved above can be found as follows: 
a. Choose the sma l lest particle to be flushed from the system from 
the cleanliness level derived above (this wi II be the largest 
al lowed particle in the system). 
b. Estimate the avel"age force of adhesion fol" type of particles 
and substrate In~olved. 
c. From the particle size in a., the force of adhesion in b., the 
fluid kinematic viscosity, and Figure 1-2 determine the approxi-
mate laminar sublayer depth required to give a drag force equal 
to orgreater than the assumed force of adhesion. 
d Use the approximate laminar sublayer depth, the fluid kinematic 
viscosity, the largest pipe size in the system and Figure 1-1 
to obtain the average flow speed required to flush the particle 
from the system. 
As an example, assume there is a component containing an ol"ifice 
with a volume or- 0.5 mm3 which can tolerate a pressure ~ise of 
-38-
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of 502 ( 6,P/ 6. P a I.S) und stilI function properly. Figure o 
1=3 Indicates for these conditions u particle volume of about 
0.095 mm3 is allowed. Assume also that the volume shape factor 
is a a 0.30. Figure 1-4 then gives a cleanliness level of 225 v 
meaning only one particle larger than 225 microns Is allowed In 
the system. 
It is possible to find the fluid parameters necessary to flush a 
225-micron particle from the system after all oil and grease have 
been removed. If the solvent used Is water (kinematic visCQsity = 
1.06 x 10-5 ft 2/sec), and the force of adhesion is assumed to be 
0.04 dynes, Figure 1-2 Indicates a laminar sublayer depth of about 
230 microns is reqwlred to give a fluid force of 0.04 dynes (ob-
tained by rough extrapolation in Figure 1-2). Figure I-I indicates 
that only a very small flow rate (< 1.5 ft/sec) is required even 
for a three-inch pipe. Thus a 225-micron particle should be 
flushed from the system with no difficulty. 
If oil or grease are not removed first, particles can still be 
flushed from the system if sufficient flow speed is attained. 
Data in Reference 16 Indicate that a laminar sublayer depth of 
about 50% of the projected particle diameter is required to flush 
particles attached to the wall by oil or grease For the 225-
micron particle considered above, this indicates a laminar sub-
layer depth of about 110 microns. With water as the flushing 
fluid a 3-lnch pipe would require a flow speed of about 3 ft/sec 
(Figure I-I) and a I-inch pipe would require a flow speed of about 
2.5 ft/sec. Thus, it is possible to remove most particles of this 
size (225) with reasonable flow conditions. However, for pa r -
-39-
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tlcles much smaller than 200 micron, excessive flow speeds would 
be required. in this case, oil or grease must be removed prior 
to particle flushing. 
Thus, given a particular critical orifice size and an allowed 
pressure rise across the opening, Figure 1-3 can be used to ob-
tain the al lowed particulate volume. Then Figure 1-4 can be used 
to give the cleanliness level specification for the system. If 
the force of adhesion for the largest partiele allowed in the sys-
tern can be estimated, then Figures I-I and 1-2 can be used to 
determine the fluid flow parameters needed to insure that the sys-
tern will meet the cleanliness level desired. 
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c. CLEANING: 
(1) Critical cryogenic- tanks shall be cleaned or recleaned 
when any of the following conditions exist: 
(a) When a product analYSis or an internal visual 
inspection reveals contamination, either NVR or particulate or both, 
has passed permissible' limits and emptying and reloading of the pro-
duct if tried does not correct the problem. 
(b) When a tank from extended storage status with 
reasonable record of acceptable cleanliness level and proper storage 
is to be placed in service, it shall be exempt provided the responsible 
user with knowledge of the history is willing to accept and assume 
responsibility' for the tank in the "as is" condition in writing to 
Test Operations (RPPO) obtaining tteir prior approval. 
(c) When a tank of unknown origin or cleanliness level 
is to be placed in service. 
(2) Noncritical cryogenic tanks shall be cleaned or recleaned 
when any of the following conditions exist: 
(a) When product contamination levels are great enough 
to cause operational problems. 
(b) When a tank of unknown origin or cleanliness level 
is to be placed in service and a visual inspection of the ports or in-
ternally if possible reveals contamination which could likely cause 
operational problems. 
5. CLEANING METHODS. 
a. Cryogenic tanks which can be manually opened and entered shall 
be entered only in accordance with TI 1-7-3 and T.O. OO~25-235 and 
cleaned or recleaned in accordance with Method 1 or an acceptable equi-
valent. 
b. Cryogenic tanks which are manufactured as closed tanks and 
cannot be opened or entered shall be cleaned or recleaned in accordance 
with Methods 2 or 3 or an acceptable equivalent. 
6. CLEANING PROCEDURES. 
a. METHOD NO. 1 - MANUAL CLEANING. 
(1) Vacuum clean, if necessary, as much of the solid material 
in the vessel as possible. DO NOT SWEEP, as this raises large quantities 
of dust that cannot be removed from the vessel. 
2 
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J (2) Inspect condition of vessel and make any necessary ropairs at this time. 
(3) Cleaning solvents if not certified as to cleanliness, 
shall be passed through a 10 micron filter before use. Other types 
of cleaning solutions should also be passed through a 10 micron filter, 
if feasible. Potable or demineralized rinse water sllall be passed 
through a 10 micron filter before use. 
(4) Clean all outlets of the vessel using a snug fitting 
rag wad, go·dp~i1 or brushes soaked with cleaning solution. Water 
rinse if required. Manual scrubbing action shall be thorough enough 
to remove all material attached to wall surfaces. Bottom outlets 
only may be deferred until after the main vessel walls are ·c1eaned. 
(5) Clean 100% of internal surfaces of the vessel. Spray 
type solutions may be used; however, surfaces sh311 be thoroughly 
wiped or scrubbed with rags or brushes in all cases. Cleaning opera-
tions shall start at the top and proceed to the bottom. Water rinse 
if required. All puddles in the bottom shall be wiped up and a final 
cleaning of the bottom shall be made. 
(6) Final inspection for cleanliness and closure shall be 
made at this point. Inspection and test methods, cleanliness levels, 
and acceptance limits shall be as specified in T! 5-1~·5. If the tank 
does not meet the specified cleanliness level, local or complete re-
cleaning shall be specified by the inspector. 
(7) Close the vessel and pressurize to operating pressure 
with filtered (10 micron) clean dry nitrogen. The pressure shall hold 
over a 24-hour period within 3 PSIG, corrected for temperature. Closures 
shall not leak when leak test solution is applied. 
(8) When pressure tDsts are satisfactory and using the same 
GN2 supply: 
(a) Purge the vessel by repeatedly pressurizing and 
dumping pressure until effluent gas smells sweet (no evidence of 
characteristic odors of the cleaning solution used) and the dew point 
registers -630F or less. 
(9) If the vacuum annulus had to be disturbed, replace 
insulation as necessary (see TI 2-2-2), close outer covers and obtain 
a vacuum of at least 1000 microns. Five-hundred microns or less is pre· 
£erred. If vacuum annulus was not disturbed, replace insulation plug(s) 
and close outer cover(s). 
(10) If feasible, reconnect piping and cold check by servicing 
with propellant. 
3 
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b. ME'llIOD NO.2· DETERGENT OR ALKALINE SOLUTION CLEANING. 
(1) Connect flexible piping from a heated solution storage 
tank to the vessel to be cleaned. If possible, the fill line should 
be attached to a bottom vessel outlet and the return line should be 
attached to a top vessel (vapor phase) outlet. 
~~ 
DO NOT clean Aluminum Alloy 
vessels with caustic or 
alkaline solutions unless 
specifically approved. 
(2) Pump in hot solution, 175 degrees to 180 degrees F, or 
as recommended by the manufacturer, to fill the vessel. Circulate 
solution for one half an hour. There shall also be a 10 micron i!lter 
in the return side of the system to remove particulate. 
(3) While solution is ci~culating shake or rock vessel to 
slosh solution around the ullage space or up-end vessel in such a 
manner ~s to eliminate the entrapped air at the top of the vessel. 
(4) Pump solut~.on back to solution storage tank. 
Net. 
Do not allow solution to "set-on" 
because of delay in proceeding 
with next operation. 
(5) Fill vessel with ambient filtered (10 micron) demineralized 
water through the bottom outlet allowing the overflow to exit the top out-
let. Shake vessel again to assure rinSing of the ullage space. 
(a) For alkaline solutions - Periodically draw a sample 
of the emerging water into a glass beaker. Test the sample with a pH 
meter and examine it through transmitted li~ht. The vessel is suffi-
ciently rinsed when the alkalinity of the sample is the same as tha in-
let water and the sample is clear and free from suspended matter or 
sediment. 
(b) For neutral solutions - Flow a volume (at least 6 times 
the capacity of the vessel) of demineralized water through the vessel. 
Draw a sample of water into a glass beaker and let aettle for 10 minutes. 
The vessel is sufficiently rinsedithen the sample is clear and free from 
suspended matter or sediment. 
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(G) Drain the vessel and purge with filtered (10 micron) 
warm, dry nitrogen gao until the escaping gas registers a dew point 
or -63°F or less. 
(7) Inspe~tion and test methods, cleanliness lc~els and 
acceptance limits shall be as specified in TI 5-1-5. Failure to 
pass inspection and test may require additional pl~~8~ns O~ reclean-
ing as determined necessary. 
(8) Reassemble vessel C10S1!~eS and piping as required. 
~. METHOD NO.3· HOT SOLVENT VAPOR CLEANING. 
(1) Inject hot 601vcut vapors into the vessel through a 
top outlet (vapor phasp.) until the escaping vapors from a bottom 
outlet (drain) are withiu 5 degrees F of the inlet temperatures. 
Solvent condensate should have stopped 
flowing from the outlet at this time. 
The condensate should be decanted or 
filtered before reuse. 
(2) Drain the vessel and purge with filtered (10 micron) 
warm, dry nitrogen gas until the escaping gas smells sweet. (no evidence 
of characteristic solvent fumes) and registers a dew point of -630F or 
less. 
(3) Inspection aud test methods, cleanliness levels and 
acceptance tests shall be as specified in TI 5-1~5. Failure to pass 
this test may require additional purging or r~cleaning as dete~mined 
necessa~y. 
(4) Reassemble vessel closures and piping as required. 
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CONTAMINATION CONTROL HANDBOOK 
I NDElf 
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SECT:ON 2 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL IN PRODUCT DESIGN 
The objective of considering contamination control at the prod'uct design stage is to 
eliminate contamination that might constitute a hazard or interfere with the intended func-
tion of the product. All too often. cOllta.mhlation control procedures al'e not developed 
until after a product failure has taken place. It is difficult to foresee every potent:i.al con-
taminant in every case; but many COIF tly rejects caused by cor .• amination might have been 
prevented if contamination control had been a factor in product design, At this stage. 
features can be incorporated in the design to: 
a, Minimize or eliminate sources of contaminant generation 
b. Render the product least susceptible to contz.mination 
c, Facilitate contamination removal and monitoring, 
2.1 Control of Contaminants Through Product Design 
To create a truly effective design. the product designer must be aware of more than 
just the function and reliability requirements; he must also be aware of the fo~lowing fac-
tors of the total product. life: 
a, Cleanliness requirements 
b, Manufacturing and processing environments 
c, Manufacturing processes 
d, Test procedures and equipment 
e. Storage and use conditions. 
In taking specific steps to control contamination, the designer should 
a, Consider all possible sources, types, and a.mounts of contamination 
which the product may encounter 
b, B' aware of the different control techniques available 
II-l 
TABLE 3-32 
Effects of Common Cleaning Solvents on Materials 
EFFECT ON MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION 
Plaotico 
Polyvinyl Ealtclite 
Chlorinated Hydrocarbons Federal or MIL Specification Polyotyrene Chloride Polyethylene (Phenolic) 
l'i1ethylene chloride MIL-D-6900A-l Disoolveo Will Will damage None 
(dichloromethane, Grnde A - 0.005% mem acidity damaGe on prolonGed 
technical) Grade D - 0.010% mnlt acidity contact 
Trichloroethylene, 0-T-634a Disoolveo (\ hours - 4 houro - None 
technical Typo i-ReGular l<1.'lollen sliGht effect 
Typo U - Stabilized for vapor I deGreaoine 
(Superoedeo MIL-T-7003) 
I, I, I-trichloroethane, 0-T-620a-2 Diooolveo 1 hour - 1 hour - None 
technical inhibited (Supersedeo Sufety Solvent none none 
(inhibited methyl MIL-S-1371Il(Aer}-l \'Jhich <;\ hours - <;\ hours -
chlorofOJrm) conoioted of 70% mineral sliGht sliGht swell 
opirito, 25% methylene swell 
chloride, 5% perchloroethyl-
ene) 
Carbontetrachloride, 0-C-141 Diflsolves 5 min- 5 min - None 
technical grade (Canceled) none slicht Dwell 
(tetrachloromethane) 
Blend of chlorinated solvents Diooolves 10 min - 1 hour - Non'? 
(composition proprietory) none none 
<;\ hours -
slight swell 
Perchloroethylene 0-'1'-236£1 Dissolves 4 hours - 4 houl's - None 
(tetrochlorodhylene. (Supersedes 0-P-191a) on long none slight effect 
technical grade) eltpOSure 
'. 
Aromatic Petroleum i 
Benzene, technical VV-B-J31c Diosolves 
(benzol) Grade A - Industrial-grade 
benzene 
Grade B - Industrial- 90 
benzene 
Toillene, technical TT-T-548c Dissolves 
(toluol) 
Xylene ('!ylol) TT-X-916b Dissolves 
Naptha. aromatic TT-N-97b 
(distilled from Type I - Boiling rangE' 
petroleum) (190°-284°1") 
Grade A - high solvent 
power 
Grade B - 10\'/ solvent 
power 
Type II - Boiling range 
(265 ° -376°F) 
Type III - Boiling range 
(340° -425 0 F) 
III-94 
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Elastomers 
oTeflon Neoprene Sil!con 
TFE Rubber Rubber 
None Swells Swells 
None Swells Swells 
None 3 min- 3 min-
none none 
5 min- 5 min-
slight swell 
swell 
None 5 min- Swells 
swell 
None 5 min- Swells 
sUght 
swell 
None Swells on Swells 
prolonged 
contact 
Dissolves 
Dissolves 
TABLE 3-32 
(continued) 
EFFECT ON MATERffiLS OF CONSTRUCTION 
Wire Coatings, Insulating Varnishes, and Markinll Inks 
Formvar Glypta11201 Glyptal 1202 OF. 9740 
Polyvinyl Formal Bondar Air-Dried Air-Dried Baked 
Severe crazing Slight effect Lifted Lifted Lifted 
Will soften None Lifted Lifted Lifted 
5 min - none 5 min- 5 min- 5 min- 5 min-
none none lifted lifted 
Slight effect None Slight effect Slight effect Slight 
effect 
5 min - none 5 min- 5 min- 5 min- 5 min-
none none lifted lifted 
None None None Slight effect Slight 
effect 
1 hour - softened 
1 hour - solvent 
discolored 
indicating resin 
extraction 
Ink 
Removed 
Removed 
Some 
removed 
(will not 
remove 
epoxy-
based ink 
Purtially 
removed 
Partially 
removed 
Partially 
removed 
III-95 
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FI uori nated Hydrocarbons 
Tl'ichloromonofluoromelhane 
(fluorocarbon 11) 
(sulvellt grad .. ! 
TrichluI·utrifluuroethane 
(fluorocarbon 113) 
(~olvent flradp) 
AliphiJ~k Pe~folcum 
Naptha, ahpbati(' 
(petroleum naptha) 
Stoddard solvent 
(dry cleaning solvent) 
Mineral spil·its 
Ttunnt'l'; raint, volatile 
spirits (petrol<,um spirits) 
O)(ygcnaiecl SolvGniso 
Isopropyl alcohol 
(an\!icing fluid and sol vent) 
Meth':, alcohol 
(ulPthanol) 
Ethyl alcohol 
(ethanol) 
Acptone, technical 
TABLE 3=32 
(conti n uedl 
FFFF<T liN \lATFIU'\ LS OF CON"TRliCTIOf\, 
PlliHtks 
Polyvinyl I3akelite 
Federal or MIL Specification Polystyrene Chloride Polyethylene (Phenolic) 
-
DioDolves ,Hight Slight effect None 
on long effect 
cltpOBure 
MIL-C-31:302 Wep ·l hlJuJ's tit .; huurD - .! hours - None 
(Cov(!rn Frenn peA and 75'1 I" - n(lne none none 
equivalent grade 80h'enlo; 18 4 hours boil-
being l'eviGed to also ('Over ing - cradled 
Fr",m TF and .. qulvalent and brittil' 
grad" solvents) 
TT-N-95a 
Typ" I - f·'or organk loating 
Type II - For cleaning acrylic 
Type plastics 
P-D-6!l0 5 min- None NOli(' 
(Supersedes P-S-661b) none 
Typ>' I - 100" F min fla~hpoint 
Typ .. II - 140 0 F 111111 flashptllnt 
TT-T-291l 
Grade 1 - Light thinnt'r 
Gradt' 2 - Ilea vy thllln" r 
TT-l-'/350 
(Supersedes MIL- F- 5566 and 5 min - 5 min - [\ione None 
MIL-l-1O'i\2BA) none extracts 
Grade A - 0.1": rnax watpr; for plaBtil'iler 
use 1lI manufac turing 
Grade B - O.4~! max water; for 
use aH antiicing fluid 
and snlvpnt 
0-M-232d 5 min - 5 min'" Nont' Ndne 
Grade A - 99.8% syntheti, None e"tracts 
(solvent use) plasticizer 
Grade AA - 99.8"70 synethetic 
(H-C02 generators) 
Grade B - 99% technical 
(solvent use) 
Grade C - wood ai<:ohol 
(denatt,ring grade) 
0- F:' 760b 5 min - , min - None None 
(Supersedes O-A - 396) none extracts 
plasticizer 
O-A- 5ld Dissolvt's Dissolves Nont' Dissolvl's 
Source: "Cleaning Electronic Components, "Jennings, R, L., Digest of Naval Aviation Wespons Systems; June IJ66. 
*Effects data determineci b) S,'lndia Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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-Elootomero 
Teflon Neoprene Silicon 
TFE Rubber Rubber 
None Slir,ht Slight 
Dwell swell 
None 1 hour - 1/2 
none hour -
6% 
8\vell 
None None None 
None None None 
'" 
None None N0n", 
I None None None 
i 
I None Swells Extracts 
plasti-
cizer 
L. L 
TABLE 3-32 
(continued) 
EFFECT ON MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION 
Wire Cootinr,o, InouloUnc Vurniohco, und Marlting Inks 
Formvur Giyptul 1201 Glyptal 1202 GE 9740 
Polyvinyl Formol Bondnr Air-Dried Air-Dried BUlted 
100 hours - none 100 hourn - Unknown Unknown Unlmown 
none 
None None None None None 
, 
None 5 min - none 5 min - 5 min- 10 min -
none nonE' none none 
None 5 min- 5 min - 5 min- 10 min -
none none 
, 
none none 
None 5 min- 5 min - 5 min - 5 min -
none none none none 
None 5 min- Dissolves Dissolves Dis-
none solves 
llUt 
None 
None 
Varies 
with ink 
Varies 
with intt 
Varies 
with in!, 
Removes 
III-97 
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3. MONITORING CLEANING PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES 
by 
MRS. JAl\1US Y. ELLENBURG 
Hayes Intel~ational Corporation 
Birmingham, Alabama 
The cleaning of corrosion-resistant steel tubing for LOX and pneu-
matic service is specified by the sams technique in MSFC-SPEC-lOMOl67l 
and KSC-C-l23(D). A cleaning study programl ~ias initiated to evaluate 
the cleaning process and media of these specifications and to revise 
the procedure as necessary to advance the present state-of-the-art of 
field cleaning. Level III cleanliness was proposed as a realistic goal 
for field systems. 
Two test facilities were constructed for this program. Prelimi-
nary testing of cleaning media l'laS accomplished liTi.th a la'horatory pump-
ing station. Clean-media that were successful in the laboratory were 
then evaluated with a closed-loop field pumping station. The field 
pumping station was designed for hea~~ duty service. It contained a 
removable lOO-foot test specimen wittl tliTO 30-inch sections for hydro-
carbon and particle analyses in the laboratory. 
Solutions were circulated through inlet 2-micron filters and re" 
turned to the storage tanks through outlet lO-micron filters. A by-
pass system was available to adjust fluid flow rates without involving 
the test specimen. Winter conditions were simulated by passing GN2 
through cooling coils immersed in the solutions. The test specimens 
and return line were ~ooled with an ice water bath or dry ice as re-
quired. There was a sampling port with an attached Millipore filter 
bomb at the downstream end of the 100-foot test specimen. The filter 
bomb was used t( obtaiu particle analyses of the circulating fluids. 
The 30-inch sect~onB were returned to the laboratory for an ultimate 
cleanline~s check on the specimen itself. 
Both laborato~y and field tubing specimens were artifically con-
taminated with a mixture of 90% by weight heavy mineral oil and 10% 
triolein. T2is mixture was representative of typical lubrication 
compositions used for working corrosion-resistant steels. The con-
tamination mixture included 300 mg of the hydrocarbon mixture per square 
lResearch was supported in part by NASA, EDV-lSl Division, under 
contract NAS8-2483. NASA Rpt. No. 10911, Vol. I Dec. 1965: Vol II 
Aug. 1966. 
2Forbes, W. G., "Lubricants and Cutting Oils for Machine Tools", 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, New York 1943. 
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foot ©i m:itical surfnce a:L'ca plus tha addition of 4% of the total 
hydrocarbon weight as A.C. spark plug dust and salt (1:1), and :3 milli-
gramG of red cotton linterfJ (20-1000,L in length). 
After the pumping stations wero fQ.bricat:ed~ tbe sequential oper-
ation of cleaning, rinsing, and purging was perfol.'1nad according to the 
cleaning procedure under study. The various media 't'ierc iilon1.tored for 
their efficiency in removing hydrocarbonG and particles dU:"'ing the 
cleaning and rinsing cycles in addition to the test sections being 
checked for particles and hydrocarbons remaining on the tubing after the 
cleaning procedure WlJS completed. 
Analytical Procedures 
Monitoring the cleaning efficiency of various procedures necessi-
tated the validation of Test Hethods A and B of MSFC-SPEC-10MOl67l and 
KSC-C-l23(D), as well as the d~velopment of an analytical procedure for 
the aqueous cleaning media. The nonvolatile residue (NVR) of Test 
Method A was limited to a maximum of 1 lUg/Sq. ft. of critical surface 
area for Level III cleanliness. Prior clean room experience with the 
NVk procedure had often led to negative or erratic results. Erratic 
results could be anticipated since the NVR re',lidue was often less than 
1 mg, and it t'ias subjected to 220o,F for approximately 4 hours. 
In 1957, Istomina3 showed that an evaluation of this gravimetric 
NVR method was characterized by low sensitivity and accuracy. For 
residues containing 3 mg or more, the error was 42%. For NVR samples 
of less than 3 mg, the loss of residue during :reatment of the sample 
on a steam bath was 52%, as shown in Table 1. The observations were 
supported by the work of Gebhart and Reyno1ds4 on the fundamentals of. 
the evaporation of hydrocarbons. They demonstrated the Langmuir-Knudsen 
correlation of the proportionality of the rate of evaporation to the 
number of molecules on the surface, i.e., total surface area covered 
\'lith molecules at any instant. The evaporation coefficient for hydro-
carbons was a function of experimental conditions and not a character-
istic p~operty. In the determination of hydrocarbons in oil field 
waste waters, Kirschman and Pomeryj measured the rate of hydrocarbon 
loss per hour during the evaporation of solvent extract on a steam bath. 
The average rate of hydrocarbon loss was 8 percent per hour for diethyl 
ether, methylene chloride, chloroform, and benzene solvents. These 
published findings correlated with the results obtained in th:s study 
that a minimum of a 35 percent evaporation loss could be expected and 
that the losses were dependent upon actual experimental parameters. 
The evapora~ion of the trichloroethylene solvent on a steam bath with a 
resultant nonreproducible residue was discarded as an unsatisfactory 
procedure. 
3Istomina, K. E., Trudy Gosurdarst. ~~auch. Issledovate1. i Proekt. 
Inst. Azot. Prom. 1957, No. 8, 248. 
4Gebhart, H. J., Jr., and Reynolds, W. W., Am. Chern. Soc. Div. 
Petrol. Chem., Prep~ints 5, No.3, 83 (1960). 
5Kirschman, H. D., and Pomeroy, R., Anal. Chern. 21, 793 (1949). 
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TA~LE 1 
HYDROCARBON EVAPORATION LOSSES ON A STE~! ~ATH 
Investisator samtle Size Avera~e '70 Loss (miligram) 
Istomina >3 42 
<3 52 
Ki.rschman & 
Pomeroy 1-5 8/hour 
Ellenburg 2 35 
1 54 
Since the cleaning of the corrosion resistant steel tubing re-
quired the use of a trichloroethylene rinse, it was still n7cessary to find some way to aetermine the hydrocarbon content of the r~nse. The 
next analytical approach was the concentration of the hydrocarbons by 
evaporation of the trichloroet:lylene at reduced pressure. This tech-
nique produced sa~e interesting anomaH_I~s. Ten milligrams of U.S.P. 
mineral oil was added to 500 ml a1iquots of commercially stabilized 
trichloroethylene. The contaminated solvent was then evaporated at 
830 C and a reduced pressure of 500 mm of mercury produced by a water 
aspirator. The experimental apparatus was similar to Buchler system. 
The evaporation time was 30 minutes in contrast to the usual 4 hours 
that were necessary Lor evaporation on a steam bath. The evaporation 
was interrupted at about 25 ml total volume so that the samples could 
be analyzed by infrared differential absorption spectrophotometry. 
During the 30 minutes necessary to effect a 1:20 concentration of the 
solvent, approximately 40% of the mineral oil was lost, as noted in 
Table 2. The reason for the loss was the volatility of the mineral oil. 
All orlfanic compounds have sJ.gnific.ant partial vapor pl~essures. 
Dalton s law that the total vapor pressure of a system is the sum of the 
effective partial pressures must be satisfied. During the evaporation 
of the samples, the r.atio of the stabilizer to trichloroethylene was 
found to increase. The exact nature of stabilizers used in commercial 
trichloroethylene are proprietary; however, they are organic compounds 
with identifiable infrared absorption characteristics. Infrared ab-
sorption at the 2924 cm- l band equivalent to 19 mg of paraffinic hydro-
carbons was gained from the increase in the ratio of stabilizer to 
trichloroethylene in these experiments. This represented an average 
gain of 190% over the originally added mineral oil; therefore, the two 
sets of errors tended to compensate each other. When the experiments 
were repeated, the contaminated ~ulvent was evaporated on a steam bath 
for about 4 hours to a constant volume of 25 ml. There ~'1as a range of 
32 to 54% loss of hydrocarbons and a gain nf 16 mg from the stabilizer. 
These experiments again support the literature that the evaporation of 
solvent-hydrocarbon systems are erratic and a function of specific 
analytical conditions. 
It was impossible to analyze quantitatively the trichloroethylene 
for contamination by evaporating the solvent as required in Test Method 
A. The next step was to attempt to find an ~nalytical method that 
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Method 
Reduced 
Pressure 
Steam 
Bath 
TABLE 2 
Variation in Composition During Evaporation of 
0.05% Stabilized Trichloroethylene 
Oil Remaining Apparent Gain 
Oil at 25 ml % Loss of oil From 
Added 'rotal Volume of Oil Stabilizer 
(mg) (mg) (mg) 
10 5.75 42.5 20 
10 6.00 40.0 18 
10 4.62 53.8 15 
10 6.17 38.3 17 
TABLE 3 
Hydrocarbon Recovery Fron l3X Molecular Sieve at 26°C 
Hydrocarbons Added (Y/ml trichloroethylene) 
10 
10 
50 
50 
100 
100 
Percent Recovery 
87 
91 
92 
86 
90 
92 
Average 89.7 
% Gain 
200 
180 
150 
170 
would use the solvent in its original state. The hydrocarbon contami-
nath ~ was separated from the trichloroethylene by adsorption with 
Type l3X molecular sieves. The sieves were eluted with carbon tetra-
chloride at 260 C, and the eluate was analyzed for hydrocarbon content by 
infrared differential analysis. The method showed 90% recovery of as 
little as 10 Y/ml of hydrocarbons in trictloroethylene (Table 3). The 
time required for the sieves to come to adsorption and desorption equi-
librium was 24 hours; therefore, the method was not suitable for routine 
analysis. 
Infrared spectrophotometry would be an ideal solution to the prob-
lem of analyzing thf! contaminated trichloroethylene. Only about 45 
minutes of arLa1ytical time would be required per sample, and no labora-
tory manipulations would result in the loss of hydrocarbons. Missile 
degreasing grade trichloroethylene, by differential analysis, was 
analyzed in the "as received" condition to a lower limit of sensitivity 
of 150 micrograms of hydrocarbons per milliliter of solvent with a 
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Perkin-Elmer Model 237 infrared spectrophotometer. This arbitrar~' lower 
limit of sensitivity was imposed by the loss of differentiation of the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the hydrocarbon infrared absorption peak at 
2924 cm- l imposed over a major absorption peak of the stab:i.lizer present 
in the trichloroethylene. The signal-to-noise ratio was improved by the 
use of a scale expansion accessory to expand a selected portion of the 
total radiant energy output of the instrument. In this case, it was 
possible to expand the instrument output between 72 and 82% transmission 
at 3000 to 2900 cm- l to lm';cr the limi.t of sensitivity of the infrared 
differential analysis to 10 micrograms of hydrocarbon& per milliliter of 
stabilized trichloroethylene, as shown in Table 4. The absorbances 
followed Beer's Law and had satisfactory precision. 
(r/ml 
TABLE 4 
Infrared An:"lysis of Trichloroethylene 
(Differential Absorption and Scale Expansion) 
H~drocari.>ons Log 10/1 at 2~24 
of trichloroethylene) 
150 0.274 0.275 
100 0.176 0.177 
50 0.u95 0.097 
10 0.024 0.021 
cm-1 
Scale expansion provided a suitable method for the infrared analy-
sis of the bulk quantities of trichloroethylene that were to be used in 
the field pumping station. However~ the test sections of. cleaned tubing 
were checked in the laboratory after the cleaning procedure was com-
pleted. If they were rinsed with a solvent having solvency capabilities 
equivalent to trichloroethylene, but not having carbon-hydrogen bonding 
to interfere with the 2924 cm-1 infrared band, the limit of sensitivity 
for detecting hydrocarbons could be significantly lowered. The lack of 
carbon-hydrogen bond in the molecule limited the solvents to carbon 
tetrachloride and trichlorotrifluoroethane. 
A comparison of solvent properties as listed in Table 5. Carbon 
tetrachloride whou1d be selected on thr basis of the comparison of the 
-~auri-butano1 values, which are a measure of the solvent efficiency of a 
material evaluated on a volume basis. The fluorocarbon solvent would 
be selected on th~ basis of personnel safety. Since these checks were 
to be performed by qualified laboratory personnel in a well exhausted 
hood, the concern for safety was no greater than that for normal labora-
tory operations. In ,qddition, the carbon tetrachloride had a higher 
boiling point which approximated that of trichloroethylene. 
Type 304 stainless steel panels, 3-1/4 by 1-1/4 inches, were 
coated on one side with 10 mg of the contamination oil mixture. A panel 
was then rinsed with 1 m1 increments of one solvent for four Buccessive 
times. Each rinsing was collected separately and analyzed f'Jr total 
hydrocarbon content by infrared differential analysis. The average re-
moval rate of 7 tests for each solvent is shown in Table 6. The distri-
bution coefficient for the f1uoronated hydrocarbon was 0.85 while that 
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of carbon tetrachloride was 0.98. The actual minimum volumes of solvent 
necessary to effect these distribution coefficients were in the ratio of 
1 volume carbon tetrachloride to 4 volumes fluorocarbon. These results 
were supported by the same approximate ratio of Kauri-butanol values. 
Material balance studies of rinsing contaminated tubing with carbon 
tetrachloride showed that 99.5 per cent of the contamination was re-
covered from the tubing. 
Compound 
C2H2C13 
CC14 
C2C13F3. 
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TABLE 5 
COMPARISON OF SOLVENT PROPERTIES 
!1!!ximum Boiling Pt. of 
Kauri-Butanol 
Value 
Toxicity (ppm by volume) 
190 130 
172 114 
118 31 
TABLE 6 
RESULTS OF PANEL DEGREASING TESTS(a) 
Rinse No. Mg Oil Removed Per Rinse 
(avg. 7 tests) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
C2C13F3 
8.50 
1.10 
0.24 
0.13 
CC14 
9.81 
0.18 
N.D.< 0.01 
N.D.<O.Ol 
Total 9.97 9.99 
(a) 10 mg oil on 3-1/4 by 1-1/4 inches 
Type 304 steel panels 
200 
25 
1000 
I 
I 
The investigations of Rather6 , Lecomte7, and Sima~d8 had all shown 
that the determination of total hydrocarbon matter in refinery effluent 
water l\1aS best accomplished by extracting the waste water with carbon 
tetrachloride and quantitatively determining the hydrocarbons by infra-
red absorption at 3.5 to 3.38 microns. Therefore, the final analytical 
technique for this program consisted of using carbon tetrachloride as 
the extraction medium for monitoring the aqueous solutions and as the 
flushing solvent for the test sections used to determine hydrocarbon 
residues. Since the carbon tetrachloride was required to be of spectro-
photometric grade, cost considerations dictated the use of the fluoro-
carbon solvent or trichloroethylene for the larger flushing volumes 
necessary for particle analyses. Hydrocarbons were determined by infra-
red differential analysis at 2924 cm- l with a Perkin-Elmer Model 237 
double-beam automatic spectrophotometer. The absorbances follol-led 
Beer's Law and the overall analytical method had 99.5 percent recovery 
of hydrocarbons in the 1 to 10 milligram range. Typical data for ten 
complete analyses showed excellent precision with a coefficient of 
variation of 0.5. 
Particle populations were determined as directed by Test Method A 
and Level III cleanliness of MSFC-SPEC-lOM01671. While the manual count-
ing of particles leaves much to be desired, no commercially available 
automatic particle counters appear to be able to perform the task with 
precision and accuracy and at reasonable cost. Laboratory technicians 
trained until they were able reproducibly to count standard filters 
seemed to be the best solution of the problem for this program. There 
were over 15,000 particle counts consisting of samples of circulating 
fluids taken in the field with Millipore filter bombs and those of the 
cleaned tubing taken in the laboratory by solvent flush. The filter 
bombs were limited to manual counting. There is some interest in a 
commercially developed television-microscope combination for counting 
filters. The projected television image of the filter can then be 
electronically scanned. However, this instrumentation has not yet 
progressed to being a useful tool. 
The volume of solvent to flush cleaned tubing should be maintained 
at 500 m1/sq. ft •. The reduction of volume to 100 ml/sq. ft. that is 
allowable in MSFC-SPEC-10M0167l for larger parts was unsatisfactory, as 
shown in Table 7. Several 2-inch diameter tubes were contaminated, 
cleaned, and then checked with successive 300 ml portions of solvent. 
Each particle count was an average of 7 tests. While this was not 
extensive testing, it was indicative of a situation that could not be 
ignored. The larger volume of solvent was particularly necessary for 
the fluorocarbon solvents with their lower solvency power since it was 
first necessary to solvate any hydrocarbon "glue" that held particles to 
the wall of the tubing before they could be rinsed out. 
6 Rather, J. B., Jr., eta al., Anal. Chem. 30, 36 (1958). 
7 Lecomte, J., Bull. soc. chima France 1949, 923. 
8Simard, R. G., Hasegawa, T., Bandaruk, W., and Headington, C. E., 
Anal. Chem. 23, 1384 (1951). 
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TABLE 7 
Particle Removal From Three Square Feet Surface Area 
Rinse No. Volume Used (mi) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
(a) 
300 82 55 
300 31 26 
300 10 32 
300 5 27 
300 2 18 
Series of 7 tests 
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 
1. The NVR procedure is an unreliable method of analysis. 
This unreliability is the result of a thermodynamically 
inherent error since the effective partial vapor pres-
sures of the organic constituents cannot be eliminated. 
2. Infrared differential spectrophotometric analysis of 
the solvent test solution is a reproducible and precise 
substitute method of analysis. 
3. The inf~p.red technique is simple enough to be adapted 
to on-stream automated control with existing present 
state-of-the-art equipment. 
4. Fluorocarbon solvents cannot be indiscriminately sub-
stituted for trichloroethylene in Test Method A since 
they have less capability for dissolving hydrocarbons. 
They require a comprehensive study and revision of the 
test procedure before use. 
5. The minimum value of 500 ml of solvent per square foot 
of critical surface area is essential for effective 
particle removal even for lar~e parts. 
Cleaning Studies 
Once the analytical procedures were determined, Procedure 3 of 
MSFC-SPEC-10M0167l for cleaning corrosion-resistant steel tubing was 
evaluated. It was soon evident that the excessively high solution 
temperature and the highly alkaline trisodium phosphate specified in 
Procedure 3 created numerous technical and economic problems. Various 
new cleaning media and procedures were then investigated in order to 
develop a new procedure for cleaning corrosion-resistant steel tubing 
in closed-loop systems. 
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Dur.i~g the course of this investigation, 9,300 linear feet of 
tubing to/<lS cleaned by using various formulations in the field pumping 
station. The tubing could be field cleaned to Level III cleanliness 
under diverse environmental conditions. The following generalizations 
'trIere developed from the reduction of this data: 
1. Particles and fibers were removed more efficiently by 
the cleaning cycles than by the rinsing cycles. Clean-
ing removes approximately 2 to 5 times as many particles 
and fibers as rinsing. 
2. The rinsing cycles show a maximum in particle and fiber 
removal 5 to 10 minutes after the start of the filtered 
tap water rinse. 
3. The first 10 minutes of the filtered tap water rinse 
removed at least 90% of the hydrocarbons. 
4. The rinseability of surfactants and surfactant-soil 
micelles are temperature sensitive in closed-loop 
circulating system, Increased temperature results in 
increased rinseability. At any given temperature, low 
foaming surfactants rinse more easily than moderate or 
high foaming surfactants. 
5. The particle content of circulating media is not neces-
sarily a measure of the final level of cleanliness of 
the system. Each system must be evaluated under antici-
pated operating conditions. 
6. The final hydrocarbon level of cleanliness of a system 
can be related to the angle formed by the cleaning so-
lution in contact with the contaminated metal surface. 
This equation is 
where c 
Velocity Studies 
k 
f) 
C = k tan fJ 
hydrocarbon residue remaining after cleaning 
in mg/sq. ft. 
experimental constant for the system 
contact angle 
The evaluation of the GN2 purge of Test Method B of MSFC-SPEC-
lC~0167l was requested in the original work statement of this study. 
~ne 7 SC~ rate of Test Method B was to be compared to a maximum 
feasible GN2 velocity puxge for the same time after the tubing speci-
mens were cleaned and dried. Test Method B required a GN2 purge of 7 
SCFM for 3 minutes and a 0.45/l Millipore filter downstream of the test 
specimen to retain the dislodged particles. This low flow rate of GN2 
probably did not dislodge all of the particles remaining in the tubing 
after cleaning. To test the validity of this assumption, a maximuln 
feasible velocity GN2 purge for 3 minutes was used immediately after 
Test Method B. The maximum flow rate attainable without extensive 
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alterations in the present cleaning system was 35 SCFM at 350 psig. In 
addition to counting the particles retained by the Millipore filters 
from Test Method B and the maximum feasible velocity test, the 30-inch 
test section was returned to the laboratory for an additional particle 
check. The test section was rinsed with solvent and the pa:cticles 
checked as usual by Test Method A. Thus, the test section provided an 
additional check on the effectiveness of the 35 SCFM purge Eor dis-
lodging particlp.s. Although the testing by Test Method B was satis-
factory to Level III particle population, the additional 3 minute 
maldmum velocity purge ah'1ays dislodged almost three times as many more 
particles and fibers as shown in Table 8. After extensive testing of 
cleaned tubing, it was evident that the nitrogen velocity of Test 
Method B was not sufficient to provide an adequate particle population 
check. At this point in the study, an additional 0.45~ Millipore filter 
was added immediately upstream of the specimen. This eliminated the 
necessity of a blank count on the purging nitrogen. It also provided 
assurance that all particles retained by the downstream filter were 
generated by the specimen. 
TABLE: 8 
Typical Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Test Method B 
Contamination 
Tubing Size Range Test 3 min Max Test Method A 
~Inches2 (microns~ Method B Vclocitl Pur~e After Pur~es 
Particles 
3/8 0-35 263 567 15 
36-60 6 13 12 
61-95 0 4 2 
96-135 1 0 1 
136-170 1 2 0 
171-350 1 3 0 
350+ 0 5 1 
Fibers 
0-35 0 10 2 
36-350 2 10 5 
351-700 1 5 2 
701+ 0 3 2 
Particles 
1-1/2 0-35 100 275 20 
36-60 2 12 14 
61-95 0 6 5 
96-135 0 0 5 
136-170 0 1 0 
171-350 0 0 1 
350+ 0 2 0 
Fibers 
0·35 4 2 5 
36-350 8 13 11 
351-700 0 0 0 
701+ 0 2 1 
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The variation of GN2 velocity with tubing size could be calculated 
to a first approximation. By combining the equation of Continuity and 
the Perfect Gas Law, a useful equation for the velocity of the nitrogen 
was deriv~d in terms of quantities that could be determined during 
actual testing: 
\vhere 
V = 
Q = 
T ::: 
p ::: 
d == 
V 0.0849 QT 
= Pd2 
velocity in ft/sec 
flo\,1 in seFM at exit of 100 foot test specimens 
temperature in or at point of measurement 
pressure in psia at point of measurement 
inside diameter of tube in inches 
A reasonable approximation of the variation in actual tubing 
velocities could then be obtained by measuring the temperature and 
pressure of the gas at points located 10 and 90 feet dovmstream of the 
beginning of the test specimen. Calculations were made for exit ve-
locities of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 40 SCFM. These experiments showed 
some interesting anomalies, as presented in Table 9. By the time the 
tubing diameter had increased to 1 inch, the exit gas velocity had 
had decreased by a factor of 20. The velocity had decreased by a 
factor of 80 with 2-inch tubing. This variable is not recognized in 
Test Method B, and it is one reason why the test is not reliable. 
Tubing 
Size 
.linch) 
1/4 
3/8 
1 
2 
TABLE 9 
Observed Tubing Velocities 
Tubing Tubing 
Flow Rate Inlet Velocity Outlet Velocity 
~SCFMl 'ft/sec~ ~ft/secl 
5 44.0 80.5 
30 81.8 166.0 
5 30.5 35.6 
30 70.5 87.0 
5 3.87 3.92 
30 9.5 9.6 
5 1.035 1.035 
30 2.60 2.66 
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Preliminary experiments with purging the cleaned tubing had indi-
cated that a longer purge time might eliminate most of the particles. 
A new procedure was initiated for the remaining 80 e:tperiments. After 
the cubing was cleaned and dried, it was 
1. Checked by Test Method B 
2. Checked by ~-minute ti1£mimum feasible velocity purge 
3. Purged for 30 minutes at maximum feasible velocity 
4. Rechecked 't'lith 3-minute maximum feasible velocity purge 
5. Checked in laboratory by Test Method A (3D-inch test 
section). 
Typical results of the total counts of these experiments are 
shown in Table 10. The following conclusions may be drawn from these 
experiments: 
1. Test Method B was not an effective check for particle 
population. 
2. Gaseous purging of a system after cleaning was advan-
tageous in removing particulate contamination. The 
minimum effective parameters for dislodging particles 
were a 30-minute purge of GN2 at a minimum flow of 35 
SCFM in 2-inch or smaller diameter tubing. A higher 
flow rate of GN2 with the reSUlting greater turbulence 
within the tubing should be used whenever possible. 
3. A more meaningful gaseous test method would consist 
of a lO-minute purge with a specified minimum velocity, 
expressed in ft/sec, determined at the point where the 
filter is located for collecting the particles. A 
recommended minimum velocity would be 10 ft/sec. 
4. The use of Test Method A (liquid flush) to check the 
particle population was preferred rather than any 
type of GN2 purge if it is feasible to adapt Method A 
to the system being checked. 
5. A satisfactory Level III particle check by Test Method 
A on the 30-inch test section used in this Cleaning 
Study Program was representative of the level of 
cleanliness of the entire lOO-foot test specimen. 
There was no direct correlation between the velocity of the GN2 
and the total number of particles removed by purging the tubing cleaned 
in this study. However, there was an uncontrolled variable in the 
experiments since the tubing was already cleaned before purging. The 
total number and size distribution of the part~cles remaining after 
cleaning were purely chance. Additional experiments would be necessary 
to ascertain the maximum particle size of a specific density that could 
be moved by specific velocities, as well as to determine what corre-
lation existed between tota: particles dislodged and the velocity of 
the purging gas. The removal of hydrocarbons from tubing by purging is 
another problem that must be discussed another time. However, it is 
sufficient to note that anomalies also exist in this field and that this 
technique merits extensive investigation. 
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t-I 
W 
V1 
Exp 
175 
182 
184 
189 
193 
197 
201 
204 
206 
213 
214 
219 
Blend 
VII 
VII 
VII 
VA 
VA 
VA 
X 
X 
X 
XA 
XA 
XA 
Tubing 
Size (inches) 
1 
2 
3/8 
1/4 
1-1/2 
1 
1 
2 
3/8 
2 
3/8 
1-1/2 
TABLE 10 
Test Hethod Band Na:tiu;um Feasible Velocity Particle Checlm 
1st 3-Hinute Halt 30-Uinute Uu."! 2nd 3-t·linute !-lmt I Test Hethod B Velocity Purge Velocity Purge Velocity Purge 'Eest t·Z::;thttd A 
I Total Count Total Count Total Count Total Count 30" 'i'cst Section 
Particles Fibers Particles Fibers Particles Fibers Particles Fibers l?articles Ii'ibers 
1264 34 1820 21 3838 31 492 2 61 17 
I 
157 10 1480 25 3100 25 505 9 539 23 I 
81 1 535 7 776 25 233 8 45 12 I 
2494 22 279 15 6181 16 815 1 220 10 I 
1590 21 3908 21 7512 23 1203 10 721 3 I 
2139 6 3202 21 6561 32 1818 22 631) 7 I 
8231 19 9731 18 8933 12 3023 4 21t, 4 I 
836 29 1111 7 2939 50 7S4 8 91) 10 
970 ;.;) 916 13 869 9 363 7 91 14 
867 25 1139 25 5447 52 1365 13 818 13 
859 22 3229 18 5461 77 1527 25 923 13 
. -
713 9 1434 19 
- - - -
516 9 I 
Summary 
Monitoring the cleaning efficiency uf various procedures necessi-
tllted the validation of Test r.lethods A and B. Both methods, per se, 
proved to be inaccurate. Evaporation of the test solvent of Method A 
for nonvolatile residue cnr,.~",nt was erratic. Tlii0 procedure incorpo-
rated a thermodynamically inhG:t'ent error since effective parcial vapor 
pressures of the organic conotituents could not be ignored. Infrared 
differential absorption spectrophotometric analYSis of the solvent test 
solution provided a rep1".'orlucible and accurate substitute method of 
analysis. Other sophisti~ated analytical methods of instrumental 
analYSis, such as gas chromatography, could be incorporatod into the 
monitoring system. For Test Method B, extensive developmont 1s neces-
sary to correlate purging parametors with the intrinsic volatility 
characteristics of contaminating hydrocarbon"!" and l'lith cho size and 
specific density of particles. In conclusiol" it must be emphasized 
that there is a great gap between recognizing that a test method is 
inadequate and defining the basic theoretical parameters necessary to 
upgrade that test to a meaningful and accurate method. 
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Introduction 
All existing methods for ·final cleaning, rinsing, and drying of 
aerospace vehicl~ fluid system components require a rinse and a trans-
fer of the sampling fluid to another position or ~ocation for analysis. 
Aerospace industries have relied on criteria that have not been di-
mensionally defi-led, at least in the areas of force of impingement, 
velocity, orientatIon of the surface being sampled, accessory sampling 
energy, and other characteristics that vitally affect the validity of 
results. Due to this lack of definition, the results have been almost 
totally dependent on operator interpretation. As a result, repro-
ducibility of final rinse re.sults and hence specification conformance 
have been inconsistent from program to program anu, in some cases, 
from component to component. 
This paper discusses a means of completely quantifying and auto-
mating the evaluation rinsing, sample collection, and sample prepa-
ration (filtration, evaporation, drying, etc.) operations necessary for 
the qualification of haruware to aerospace vehicle fluid system cleanli-
ness criteria for particl and nonv"latile residue cont(mt. 
In addition to providing this unique capability, the equipment 
discussed would permit all of the operations from final cleaning through 
sealing to be performed in a nOL~al factory e~vironment. This last 
ability is not essentially novel, but the elimination of th~ require-
ment to perform separate manual evaluation rinses and to remove the 
effluents to another location for analysis would provide a new dimension 
of practicality. 
Thus, commercially clean hardware could be placed in a chamber 
and, with no further :landling, be removed as qualified hardware into a 
clean environment for assembly or sealing with no delays due to labora-
tory support activities, or the extra rinsing and processing preparatory 
to these support activities. 
Adoption of the method would offer significant savings in person-
nel time and handling costs. However, the convenience and cost-savings 
factors are 'clearly secondary to increased reliability of sampling and 
analysis, reduced number of rejects, the use of much more stringent 
particle level criteria, and the capability of defining and programming 
the exact evaluation rinsing conditions. 
Soluble Versus Particulate Contamination 
One can develop many classification systems of the sampling 
methods, analytical meth.:>ds, and te:3ts (includint;5 visual inspections) 
that are applicable to the c~neamin8tion control of fluid-condurting 
surfaces and operational or service fluids that constitute Aerobpace 
Vehicle and Spacecraft Operational Fluid Systems. Probably in initial, 
fundamental division is th2 separation of the contaminant being evalu-
ated into its nature of occurrence; that is, whether it ~s particulate 
contamination or is essentially fluid contamination. The latter cate-
gory includes contaminants dissolved in the flush or operational fluid, 
as well as colloids, sols, gels and particulate suspensions which are 
not filterable by the membranes specified for particulate analysis and 
which are invisible as a separ~te phase in the specified methods of 
examination of the fluid. 
Sampling of fluid or condensable gaseous contaminants from hard-
ware is usually perform~d by a solvent flush which has a known solvency 
for the contaminants of interest or by absorption or absorption on a 
media through which a gaseous test fluid effluent from the surfaces 
being evaluated is passed. 
The flow rates and input energy conditions, other than temper-
ature, usually are not critical to the sampling operation for the 
reason that the solvent and the time of contact will usually assure 
that a homogenous distribution of the soluble contaminant will be 
achieved in the effluent, or that a sufficient indication will be 
achieved to flunk the criteria. The condensable gaseous contaminants 
are commonly assumed to be homogenous1y distributed in the gaseous 
test media by molecular diffusIon and by the nominal turbulence of 
minimal sampling flow rates so that any portion of the effluent may be 
regarded as an aliquot. Indeed, it is common practice to limit severe-
ly the flow rates and pressure i~ the latter determination and to 
require a quiescen.t soak time to ensure a representative or significant 
indication of the gaseous condensab1es. Thus severe energy inputs in 
the sampling process (other than t~mperature) are usually not necessary, 
and are sometimes regarded as detrimental to the process. 
These considerations for hardware are based also upon the premise 
that fluid or dissolved contaminants in the test ~8dium are normally 
residual -- that is, they were built into the hardware in the act of 
manufacture and will not accrue by transport into the system in the 
operational f1u:i.ds. Also, they will not ordinarily be generated by 
the system itself once it is closed up and experience only operational 
or blanketing fluin for the remainder of the operational period (before 
system entry for ~odification, se.~icing, or component replacement). 
The considerations of optimum sampling parameters for particulate 
contaminants, however, dictate the use of a diametrically opposed ap-
proa::h for this operation. For part:Lcu1ate sampling, temperature is 
not importarLt since molecular diffusion is not involved; also, the 
maximum mechanical energy input conditions attendant to the process 
that can be practicably achieved are desired. Efforts are made to tap 
the system with hammers during sampling, vibrate it with air hammers 
or electric vibrators, produce cryogenic shock by filling it with 
cryogenic fluids, produce maximum turbulence by high-velocity test fluid 
flow (through as large a sampling orifice as possible), and deliberately 
slam -east-acting valves open and closed to produce hydrostatic or 
inartial shock. 
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tfuy? Because it is known that mechanical energy is the only ef-
ficiont way of dislodging particles and fibers to permit th0ir removal. 
Whereas the migration of the fluid contaminants is caused by their own 
molecular and atomic energies, all of the motivating energy for the 
diffusion and transport of particulates must come from sources exterior 
to the contaminants. 
In the size-ranges and types of particulates normally encountered, 
the chief concern is with frictional or mechanical entrapment of parti-
cle matter existent prior to sampling and with materials of construction 
which become particulates duri:lg normal operational life of the system. 
The former category includes: casting sand, abrasive blasting media 
and machining cool fragments embedded in metallics, inclusions in 
elastomers, and foreign particles cemented by corrosion products or 
processing fluid residues. The latter cat{~gory includes in-place cor-
rosion products, heat treat scale, weld scale, deteriorating conversion 
coatings, plating or nonmetallic coatings, and fragments of the con-
struction material~. These fragments are generated by shearing, spal-
ling, friction, and fracture due to impact and abrasion, structural 
stress, chattering, vibration, tl1ermal and hydraulic shock, hydrostatic 
pressure, or by any conceivable change of potential-to-kinetic energy 
in the system during operation. 
The facts are that systems designed with even the most compatible 
materials and sound engineering principles wear out. They wear out by 
distortion of or loss of material, some of which moves downstream as 
pa~ticu1ates in the operational fluid. 
Although this function is cumulative and partially time-dependent 
with respect to the aging characteristics of the materials subjected to 
daily and seasonal variation of temperature, operational cycles, seismic 
shock, etc. a representative indication of the particle generating 
potential of systems can best be obtained by an accelerated, vigorous 
energy-input schedule during the evaluation purge or flush for particu-
lates. 
This operation is intended to knock the obstinate particles loose 
from significant surfaces and produce that efflux of particulates, 
qualitatively and quantitatively representative of those which will be 
spawned by the system in service. 
As already stated the sampli.ng needs of "soluble" contaminants 
are well provided for by the selection of suitable solvents or miscible 
gases and by temperature regulation. This is true for the significant 
surfaces of details and assemblies and for operational fluids. 
For particulates however, although some attention is given to 
suitable kinetic energy inputs for operational fluid and for system 
hardware sampling, the parameters of sampling of particles and fibers 
at the detail part level are totally neglected unless the part is a 
conducting component, such as a hOde subject to minimum sampling flow 
rates, or a tank subject to defined impingement and flush pro~edures. 
It is also important to consider that the components for which 
no energy input requirements are defined (that is essentially mono-
lithic details with exterior or partially exposed and unshielded sig-
nificant surface3) comprise probably in excess of 98% of the flyable 
hardware and substanti3lly all of the dynamic hardware -- that is 
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surfaces which are required to move differentially to perform their 
required function in flight. Outside of orifice plugging consider-
ations then, thes(:l latter components are the very ones that we can 
least afford par.ticle contamination on. They include critical sliding 
and rolling surfaces of valves, pumps, regulat~rs, and actuators which 
take the most mechanical punishment in flight and during transfer 
operations in the ground support equipment. 
The failure to supply energy-input requirements for sampling 
parameters for detail parts and components is a very serious error. 
For assembled components and subsystems, it is recommended that these 
be sampled for particulates only when they are experienci.ng the total 
spectrum and amplitude of launch and flight vibration (or w{)rst-service 
impact for ground equipment) and while they are simultaneously being 
flowed with test fluids that adequately simulate the physical and 
chemical forces of operational flow. In most instances, this is the-
operational fluid itself. In addition effluents should be eJtamined 
in total for particulate content, or representatbTely sampled by means 
of turbulence-producing or isokinetic sampling devices, and processed 
for analysis by microscopic examination of membrane-filtered deposits. 
For detail parts, the solution to the problem is for the industry 
to adopt automated final rinse methods in a cabinet-type operation, 
with programmed, universally established energy inputs, automatic pro-
cessing of effluent for determination of particulates, and possibly, 
automatic processing of effluent for fluid contaminant determination. 
Some of the Automatic Final Cleani',g Cahinet manufacturers have 
taken steps to integrate automatic particJ.e m~nitoring devices in the 
fluid streams of their equipment. As yet, however, t~are is no indi-
cation that any of them have placed this capability where it will be 
most significant, in the effluent stream from the chamber. 
Also, none has provided the capability for microscopic ~xami­
nation of membrane-filtered ~ffluent particulates as a portion of the 
device. This capability is vital because the diagnostic and qualita~ 
tive information afforded by microscopic obbervation of the filtered 
particulates cannot be obtained from any automated counting machines 
existent or conceptual. The zone-sensing devices for counting parti-
cles in fluids provide information for flowing operational fluid 
streams that microscopic methods cannot, since the microscopic method 
is necessarily a batch type sampling device. In this application how-
ever, this limitation does not apply since the automated final rinse 
cabinet operation is also a batch method and the entire effluent from 
it may conveniently and pra~ticably be routed through the membrane. 
The In Line Filter Holder and Counter (ILFHC) is regarded as an im-
portant portion of this concept. 
In Line Filter Holder And Counter 
Figure 1 shows an earlier configuration of the ILFHC proposed 
specifically for automated Final Rinse application. It is designed 
for extremely rapid replacement of the filter medium, low hydrostatic 
pressure application, and si.mplicity of :>peration. These are oriented 
toward its intended operation in a semi-fixed, shelte~ed location on a 
fast, repetitive cycle. 
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The sampling fluid stream enters the apparatus through the upper 
flexible tubing (A), which may be any inert, noniriable, abrasion-
resistant plastic such as Teflon, Tygon, or Kel-F. This tubing must 
be sufficiently long to permi~ the rotatable portion of the assembly (all portions except mounting bracket (0) and the microscope attached 
to it) to rotate on bearings (M) about the axis in an arc of 180 de-
grees in either directi.'.m from the neutral position without collapsing 
the tubing. 
The sampling stream is then conducted through the inlet tube (B) 
into the upper filtration chamber and through the filter (D) supported 
on the backup screens (E, F). The fluid then passes out of the assem-
bly through the outlet tube (H) and is returned to the source system 
through the flexible tube (I). 
Note that fluid flow through the filter (D) is permitted only 
through an annular area with an inside diameter governed by an impervi-
ous concentric circular area (F) in the backup screen (E) and an out= 
side diameter governed by either the chamber walls or by a similar 
impervious area in the backup screen (E) as required by the microscopic 
field. 
The chanilier is dried by valving-off the sample fluid stream up-
stream of inlet tube (B) and do'tl7nstream of outlet tube (H) and intro-
ducing a vacuum through (H) sufficient to cause the vapor pressure of 
the fluid being sampled to exceed the absolute gas pressure in the 
filtration chamber. 
An alternative method is to purge the filtration chamber by 
introducing a clean, dry inert gas such as nitrogen into the inlet tuhe 
(B) to carry the sample fluid vapor and liquid residue through the out-
let tube (H). 
The particle matter retained on the filter (D) is examined, 
counted, and sized by means of tre long-focal-length, approximately 
50-power angle microscope (T, P, 8), which views the material through 
the optical window (C). The window forms an optical quality glass top 
to the filtration/counting chamber. 
The microscope is provided with a traversing mechanism (Q, R, V) 
that provides controlled linear movement in at least one horizontal 
direction in a plane coincident with the axis of the total assembly so 
the movement of the objective tube (8) traverse8 the diametric lines 
of the filter (D). The crank arm and screw (V) turning through the 
fb:ed, matching, internally threaded opening in the bracket (Q) moves 
the yoke (R) to which the microscope (P) is horizontally gimbaled. 
The ability of the rotatable portion of the assembly to rotate 
180 degrees in either direction from the neutral position, coupled with 
the traversing capability of the microscope, allows all portions of the 
filtration surface to be microscopically examined. 
Used filters are replaced by pulling vertically do'tl7nward on the 
outlet tube (H), thus compressing th? spring (J) and allowing access to 
the filter _n the opening between the seal plate (N) and the lower 
chamber elements (G, E, F). The spring :;" -'tai11.er (L) is sufficiently 
slotted vertically to allow manual acces to the filter and backup 
screen when the elements of the lower ch.mber (G, E, F) are depressed. 
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During lm.;rering and resealing, the guide rods (K), which pass 
t.hrough guide holes in the lower chamber wall (G), maintain the con-
celltric alld azimuth alignment of the lower chamber t'lith the upper 
chamber. 
Since the spring (J) must exert sufficient force to effect a 
fluid-tight seal between the lower chamber elements and the seal plate 
and attached elastomer seal (N), mechanical aids can be added to as-
sist in compressing this spring during membrane exchange (e.g., a foot 
pedal mechanically linked to the outlet tube (H) or the lower filtra-
tion chamber elements). 
By means of this tool a quantity of the fluid being s~mpled for 
particles may be passed through the assembly and the final rinse cham-
ber. A prelir.inary particle count of the filter may then be made, by 
the methods previou~ly described, to determine background contamination. 
The fluid being sampled is again flowed through the assembly for a con-
trolled total volume of flow, the chamber is again vacuum-dried or 
dried by a clean inert gas purge, and a second particle size and count 
made. The size Bnd count data obtained from the initial filtration are 
subtracted from those obtained from the second filtration, thus elimi-
nating the particle contribution from all sources except that suspended 
in the sample stream. ,The preliminary equipment flush and count may be 
eliminated when the background contamindtion is not significant. 
In-Line Nonvolatile Residue Sampler Evaporator 
Figure 2 shows a concept of an automated Nonvolatile Residue 
sample collecting and processing device. In this form, automatic read-
out is not illustrated although it could be provided. 
Since thio configuration was proposed further investigation has 
disclosed that the vacuum-jacketed Cahn electrobalance offers ready 
adaptability to completely automated NVR sampling, analysis, readout 
and recording on either a drop-wise or milliliter sample quantity basis 
in cycle times less than a minute. 
Recent literature referencp.s indicate that some new types of 
automatic NVR analysis machines for on-stream use have been developed. 
However, there seems to be some ambiguity in the term NVR. In the past 
some commercial devices have been referred to as NVR removal or pro-
cessing devices whereas a closer inspection revealed that they were 
capable only of mechanical filtration and hence unable to do anything 
about the nonvolatile soluble contaminants which often constitut"! the 
substantial total of the NVR. In any event any satisfactory NVR 
analysis device can be used in this application. 
The cycling principle of the device shown in Figure 2 is de~ 
scribed below. 
The fluid to be sampled leaves the process or operating fluid 
stream (A) at supply port (B) and is conducted in a freely falling 
stream by an inert, nonfriable, abrasion-resistant, plastic flexible 
tubing (C) such as Teflon, Tygon, or Kel·~F through the chamber inlet 
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tube, filter orifice (D), and solenoid valve (E) into the NVR cup (F). 
The configuration and capacity of this cup are critical to the concept 
only in the capability of entrapping and retaining a known volume of 
fluid and reproducing the process under repeated cycling of the ap-
paratus. 
The overflow from the cup drains through the support screen (H), 
through the solenoid drain valve (I), through the flexible tubing (J), 
to the aspirator (0). The flexible tubing (J) has characteristics 
identical to those of the inlet flexible tubing (C). 
The amount of suction produced in relation to the flow of stream 
(A) can be adjusted either by rotating the aspirator (0) about an axis 
perpendicular to the axis of the fluid stream (A), or by using an ade-
quate metering valve. 
The rate of sample fluid stream flow through the NVR chamber (G) 
must be great enough that the NVR cup (F) overflows during one cycle 
and small enough that the NVR cup does not overflow from the force of 
impingement (sloshing). 
The height of the inlet nozzle to the chamber (from valve E) 
abov~ the level of the liquid in the NVR cup is not critical and it 
may extend to the liquid level to prevent spattering. 
Valves (E, I) are programmed shut by timer (N) and valve (K) is 
opened to vacuum line (L), which conducts to a vacuum source capable of 
evacuating the NVR chamber (G) to an absolute pressure less than the 
vapor pressure of the fluid being sampled at the sampling temperature. 
The rate of vacuum application is controlled by orifice (D) in 
the vacuum line so that the chamber evacuation rate is not 3ufficient 
to cause the NVR cup to boil over. Since more rapid boiling of the 
sample fluid in the NVR cup is permissible as the level of liquid in 
the cup falls because of the increased "free-board," the evaporation 
is initiated at a very slow rate and proceeds to a quite vigorous 
termination point. Timer (N) then closes 'va1ve (K) and opens valve 
(M), which readmits atmosphere to the NVR chamber (G). 
The door (shown in phantom view in Figure 2) is then opened and 
the now dry NVR cup (F) is removed by forceps to the pan of an ana-
lytical balance for weighing. The difference between this weight and 
the cup's precyc1e weight factor.ed by the volume of the cup or the 
weight of liquid entrapped in the cup (determined by mUltiplying the 
volume of the cup by the densi!..y of the sampled fluid) gives the NVR 
of the sampled fluid. The NVR cup is then replaced in the NVR chamber 
and the sampling cycle is complete. 
The timer (N) may be appended to the apparatus as shown, or it 
may be the main sequencing timer of a commercial automatic final 
cleaning/rinsipg/drying machine for which the in-line NVR sampler/ 
evaporator is expected to be an accessory. Under the latter condition, 
the in-line NVR sampler/evaporator will sample both the influent and 
effluent processing streams of the final cleaning/rinsing chambers of 
the commer~ial machine, or will sample the effluent processing stream 
alone. It also will, in conjunction with the in-line filter ho1der/ 
counter, be used as an accessory to the commercial machine to permit 
this machine to be used as an automated cleanliness testing machine. 
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With present mothods, it is neccSffiary to draw a liquid sample; 
transport it to a heated surface, bath, vacuum chamber, or some combi-
nation of the three; cool the container in a desiccator; and reweigh 
the sa.mple. 
The in-line NVR s:'mpler/evaporator eliminates the Emtra liquid 
handling and transfer o~erations by catching the sample and boiling it 
off directly. Increased reliability is inherent in the reduction of 
surfaces toat the sam~le and NVR container touch during processing, 
and there is a corresponding time saving. 
Whatever the configuration, at least a portion of the chamber (probably the d"or) should be transparent so filling, draining, and 
evaporation may be observed without unsealing the chamber. 
To update this conc . .apt to current technology, chamber G would be 
the hangdotm tube of the Cahn e1ectroba1ance and the sample inlet 
valve solenoid E would receive its closing signal from the electro-
balance output 1nstead of from the timer. The Cahn e1ectroba1ances are 
extremely sensitive and rugged instruments which can be programmed for 
fast sensitivity and capacity changes. Consequently the timer will 
place the balance in the high capacity-low sensitivity mode for the 
sample influx operation (which will now be weight-measured rather than 
volume-measured by the means already described) and will then program 
to high sensitivity for weight of the residue after the evaporation 
step. Decimal proportion of N\~ can be displayed and recorded with 
auxiliary equipment. 
Automated Final Cleaning, Rinsing, and Drying Station 
A tyPical automated final cleaning, rinsing, and drying station 
(Figure 3) includes an in-line filter holder/counter and an in-line 
nonvolatile residue sampler/evaporator installed in a laminar flow 
bench. These devices arE plumbed to the fluid lines of a commercial, 
automatic final cleaning, rinsing, and drying machine. 
Figure 3. Automated final cleaning, rinsing and drying station 
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The characteristics of this machine are 
1. An enclosed chamber has doors for access both to an 
uncontrolled environment and to a controlled environ-
ment adjacent to the machine. If the machine is used 
in a controlled environment rather than connected to 
one as shown in Figure 3, only one door is necessary. 
The cor..trolled environment is a commercial laminar 
flow bench abutted to the final rinse machine. 
2. Components placed in the enclosed chamber are sub-jected to a preprogrammed sequence of operations. 
These operations consist of forceful impingement of 
solvents or solutions, ultrasonic or sonic energy 
applied to the components while immersed in some 
energy-transmission liquid (which may also be a 
solvent or solution streams impinging on the com-
ponents), flushing by chamber fill and drain, clean 
solvent rinse by immersion or spray, vapor degreas-
ing, drying by heat and/or evacuation, and cooling to 
approximately environmental conditions. The machine 
need not incorporate all the energy input capabilities. 
Only one processing fluid stream impingement operation 
and one sonic or ultrasonic energy input operation in 
the cleaning sequence are necessary. Either or both 
of these operations must be applied to the final rinse 
or rinses. The particular combination of operations is 
1.iJt c:t'i tical to the concept if the energy inputs are 
preprogrannned, and controlled as to nature, intensity, 
and duration. 
3. The chamb~r drains at a selected rate into a storage 
reservoir during the final solvent rinses. Draining is 
complete after the rinses. 
The NVR sampler/evaporator is installed (in terms of fluid flow) 
on the cleaning machine in series with or parallel to the fi1ter/ 
counter. Some agencies consider the filterable solids to be a portion 
of the NVR while others stipulate that the NVR will consist only of 
materials soluble in the carrier fluid. The decision to remove filter-
able so' ids by the filter/counter before or after the sample stream 
enters Ll1e NVR sampler/evaporator governs whether the flow shall be in 
series with or in parallel to the analytical equipment. 
If the NVR is defined as consisting only of solub1es and or 
particles small.er than some specified size that h~'Te passed through an 
absolute rated filter, the filter medium will be used in the fi1ter/ 
counter and the NVR sampler/evaporator will be plumbed in series with 
the filter/counter downstream of the latter. 
The automated final cleaning machine can be used with the corri'~ 
bined filter/counter and NVR sampler/evaporator or with either item 
separately. 
NV~ determination or particle contamination determination may be 
separate definitive criteria parameters of some specifications, while 
both criteria may be applicable to others. 
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The automatod final cleaning, rinsing and drying station oporates 
a.s follows: 
1. The operator places the equipment to be cleaned in the 
cleaning chamber of the machine and initiates the auto-
matic sequencing of the machine. 
2. The operator, as necessary, installs a clean filter 
medium in the filter/counter and a clean, preweighted, 
NVR cup in the sampler/evaporator. 
3. ~1hen the cleaning and rinsing sequences are completed, 
the operator examines the filter surface for particle 
matter in accordance with the applicable contamination 
control criteria specification, removes the processed 
NVR cup from the NVR sampler/evaporator, and weighs it (or only reads the result if a completely automated 
NVR device is used). 
4. If the determined contamination levels meet the appli-
cable criteria, he removes the equipment from the 
cleanin.~ chamber of the machine through the door open-
ing into the clean environment. He then proceeds with 
the assembly and/or sealing operations pertinent to 
the equipment being processed. 
5. If the determined levels do not meet the applicable 
criteria, the operation is repeated. 
Depending on the number of particles permitted, per size range, 
by the criteria specification, it may not be necessary for the operato~ 
to replace the filter medium in the filter/counter between cleaning/ 
evaluation cycles. He may, instead, subtract each determined count 
from the preceding count and qualify the cleanliness of the equipment 
by the difference. The same procedure may apply to the successive 
weighings of the NVR cup. 
The automatic sampling/sample-preparation equipment that is inte-
grated with the machine is installed in a laminar flow bench abutted to 
the machine. However, the bench is not an inseparable portion of the 
concept. The sampling assembly could, for instance, be in any environ-
ment sufficiently clean to allow qualified parts to be removed from the 
chamber without being recontaminated by the environment above the level 
permitted by the applicable criteria. This environment coul.d be a 
laminar flow clean room, a conventional clean room, or simply a con-
trolled manufacturing or processing area depending on the stringency 
of the applicable contamination control criteria specification. The 
equipment may be installed anywhere, at any distance from the machine, 
on any surface, providing that the eva1uation-rins~.ng effluent stream 
is delivered to it at a velocity sufficient to tran~port the largest 
and heaviest particles of interest to the applicable contamination 
control criteria specification. 
The type of commercially available cleaning machine. shown in 
Figure J is the upright, front and side loading, f'abinet type. However, 
any configuration that will provide the minimum capabilities may be 
used. 
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A 8eparato vacuum pump for tho NVR samplor/ovaporato~ oz for tho 
filtor!countor may bo provided, or tho vacuum capa.bility alrea.dy e:u.8t-
ent in a commercial machine may bo used. The Cri};" roquirem(mt is that 
tho vacuum ?ump be protQcted from solvent fum~s by scrubbers and ab Q 
60r'OO1:'8. 
Summary 
Although development of automated final cleaning, rinsing, and 
drying has progressed, no one has takon the very logical step of malting 
these operations the parameters of particle contamination evaluation 
and rinsing. It is not a well understood fact (outside of contamination-
control circles) that the sol"! quantitative content of all vehicle 
fluid system cleanliness criteria specifications for components lies in 
the content of the final rinse, the parameters for which have never 
been qlumtitatively defined. All effort e~tpended on this activity in 
the vehicle aerospace field has relied on criteria that have not been 
dimensionally defined by determinative parameters, at least with regard 
to force of impingement, velocity (or "volume" of f1o~v), orientation of 
surface being sampled, accessory sampling energy (e.g., insonation), or 
ot.her characteristics that vitally affect the validity of results. The 
effort has depended almost totally on operator interpretation. As a 
result, reproducibility of final rinse results (and hence specification 
conformance) has been very unsatisfactory from program to program alld, 
in some cases from component to comronent. The method described in 
this paper should provide pushbutton reproducibility for the entire 
space vehicle industry, thus permitting interprogram interchangeability 
of cleaned components. The method would also offer significant savings 
in personnel time and handling costs, and increased reliability. 
Fi~ally, the method would permit the use of more stringent particle 
level criteria. 
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